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I write first of all for myself. That is how I learn. As noted in the preceding
Foreword to the Series, I wrote this book because I was interested in how
organizations form their strategies, and thought I first had to learn how
they structure themselves. So I set out to collect as much of the relevant
literature as I practically could, and then to develop it into an explanation
of the structuring of organization'S.
That proved to be no easy task. Linearity is what makes all writing so
difficult. This book contains about 175,000 words laid end to end in a single
linear sequence. But the world is not linear, especially the world of organi
zational structuring. It intermingles all kinds of complex flows-parallel,
circular, reciprocal.
I began with two full boxes, containing over 200 articles and book
extracts. Were this to have been a traditional "textbook," I would simply
have reviewed the literature, grouping the articles in some sort of clusters
("schools of thought"), and then recounting what each had to say, without a
great deal of attention to the inconsistencies. But my intention was not to
write a textbook-at least not in the usual sense of the term-nor to review
the literature. I was here to answer a question: how do organizations struc
ture themselves1 And so I had to extract whatever bits and pieces seemed
useful in each article and book, and then weld them all together into a single
integrated answer. In other words, it was synthesis I was after, specifically
synthesis of the literature that describes what organizations really do-the
literature based on empirical research.
xl
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Preface

And so I read and piled up index cards, until they seemed to stand
about a foot high. And then I tried to put them all together into one outline
-into that single linear sequence. No task has ever frustrated me more,
as
those who ventured into my basement during those dark months can testify.
(No small part of that frustration can be traced to the considerable body
of
research that unnecessarily complicates an already complex subjec t-arm's
length studies that confuse vague perceptions of vague dimensions with
the
real world of structuring, and that mix organizations in ways that defy
understanding of their context.) But gradually it all came together, into
one
outline of almost 200 pages. Not bad for what was s~pposed to be a chapter
ofanoth er bookl
.
In retrospect, I felt I had been working on a giant jigsaw puzzle, with
many missing pieces. Some of the pieces I had seemed to fit in obvious
places, and once enough of them were placed, an image began to appear
in
my mind. Thereafter, each new piece in place clarified that image. By
the
time I finished, I felt I had found a logical place for all the pieces available
to
me. In fact, the image had become so sharp that I felt confident in describ
ing
some of the missing pieces. (And in describing related images: in writing
about structuring, as the reader will see, I learned a great deal about strategy
formation, organizational democracy and alienation, and a number
of
other related topics. Structure seems to be at the root of many of the ques
tion we raise about organizations.) And so while no task has ever caused
me
more frustration, no result will likely ever give me more satisfaction.
The
image may be too sharp- the real world is not as clean as that one portray
ed
in this book. But that is how it came out. Besides, who wants a theory
that
hedgesl
I
The reading and 200-page outline were essentially done alone in about
six months of full-time work (if I can trust my poor'memory). That was
the
hard part. All that remained was the writing, preparation of diagram
s,
insertion of quotations, preparation of bibliography, rewriting, typing,
editing, circulating of rough draft, new reading (ninety-two more articles)
,
rewriting, retyping, re-rewriting, and re-retyping, before the manusc
ript
was ready for the publisher (and thereafter the permissions, review of copy
editing, reading of galley proofs and then page proofs, and the prepara
tion
of index). That took a mere twenty -four months (plus twelve more in
pro
duction). And it involved all kinds of other people, some of whom I would
like to thank by name.
Half of the work was done in Aix-en-Provence, France, where I spent
an extended sabbatical. Aix is no place to write a book. One of the truly
delightful cities of the world- partly surrounded by rugged mounta
ins,
with the Alps a couple of hours up above, the sea an hour down below,
Italy three hours off to the left and Spain six hours to the right-A ix does
not make writing easy.. For all those distractions and two wonderful years
in
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Aix, I must thank Maurice Saias and his "equipe" at the Centre d'Etude et
de
Recherche sur les Organisations et la Gestion of the Universite d'Aix-M
ar
seille, as well as the dean back home, Stan Shapiro, whose support
and
tolerance through these past years have been magnificent.
Between a computer in Montreal and a professor in Aix-en-Provence,
joined by two mail systems that did not always work as the bureauc
ratic
machines they were designed to be, sat Donna Jensen. That the twentynine
hours of tape and two hundred odd scotch-taped quotations got typed at
aU
was a feat; that they got typed quickly and accurately is a tribute to Donna'
s
talent. Donna's mistake when she left McGill for better things was to leave
her phone number behind. She agreed to do the minor corrections,
and
found herself virtually retyping the manuscript two full times. So Donna
spent many long evenings at home over the typewriter, never compla
ined
(at least not to me), and finished the manuscript in record time. And I
am
forever grateful.
The support staff in Aix was Sylvia Niquet, who helped in a great
many small ways, and later in Montreal was Nina Gregg who looked
after
permissions, while Cynthia Mulherin kept the more regular work flowing
efficiently. Esther Koehn of Prentice-Hall recently joined this team
as
Prentice-Hall's pleasant and efficient production editor.
A number of colleagues, friends, and others provided many useful
comments. My brother Leon went through the first draft very carefully,
and
cleaned up a lot of problems. Roger Gosselin gave a good deal of his
time
and help. Others who'have influenced parts of the book constructively
with
their comments include Jim Waters, Don Armstrong, Maurice Boisver
t,
John Hunt, Derek Channon, Rosemary Stewart, Pierre Romelaer,
Rich
Uvesley, as well as Gerry Susman, Craig Lundberg, and Herb Simon
who
commented on the first draft at the request of Prentice-Hall. Herb Simon
should also be singled out as the one individual who in his own writing
s set
up the conceptual framework without which this book could not have
been
written. And then I must thank Mattio Diorio pour Ie symbolisme
des
cinqs, Carson Eoyang for the suggestion of the sixth, and Bye Wynn for
the
short refresher course in geometry (though I still prefer hexagon).
Finally to Yvette, to whom this book is dedicated, and to Susie and
Usa, who still manage me (and stilI interrupt my writing in the baseme
nt),
go my inadequate words of gratitude for a rich and loving home life which
influences a book like this in so many profound but unexplainable ways.
HENRY MINTZBERG
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A Note to the Reader

I like to think of this book, not as an American snack, nor a Swedish smor
gasbord, but a French banquet. What I mean is t~t it cannot be consum
ed
on the run, nor can its many dishes be sampled at random. They are meant
to be taken in the specific order presented. To reiterate a point stressed
in its
Preface, this book is not a review of the literature but a synthesis of its
research findings.
The book has been written for all those interested in the structuring of
organiz ations- manage rs who do it, specialists who advise them on
it,
professors who research it, and students who wish to understand it. I
have
tried to write the book in the belief that even the most difficult point can
be
made comprehensible for the novice without losing any of its richness
for
the expert. That of course does not mean that all readers have the same
tastes and appetites. To cater to these differences is the purpose of this note.
First a brief review. This banquet consists of twenty-two chapters, in
four sections. The first section is the introdu ction-t he hors d'oeuv
res
comprising Chapters 1 through 3, the first on five basic mechanisms
for
coordinating work in organizations, the second on five basic parts of organ
izations, the third on five fundamental systems of flows in organizations.
These three chapters are followed by the "analysis" of the book
consisting of Chapters 4 through 16-div ided into two sections. Here
the
phenomenon of organizational structuring is taken apart, one element
at a
time. In effect, the reader is exposed to all of the tastes that make up a
banxiv
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quet on organizational structuring. Chapters 4 through 11 discuss each
of
nine design parameters of organizational design. The first four of these-j
ob
specialization (Chapter 4), behavio r formalization (Chapter 5), training
and
indoctrination (Chapter 6), and unit grouping (Chapter 7)-are classic
dishes served more or less in the classical manner. Unit size (usually called
"span of control"), discussed in Chapte r 8, is a classic dish too, but its
man
ner of preparation is contemporary. Here the flavor of the synthesis
can
first be detected. Chapter 9 serves up planning and control systems
in a
new, light sauce, while Chapte r 10 on the liaison devices will be new
to
anyone who has not already been to Jay Galbraith's banquet. And Chapte
r
11 offers that heavy dish called decentralization in a new, but necessa
rily
rather thick sauce. Chapters 12 through 16, making up the third section
of
the book, then discuss the contingency factors, those conditions of
the
organization that most obviously influence its choice of design parame
ters.
Chapte r 12, on the effective structuring or organizations, serves as an
im
portant transition from the design parameters to the contingency factors,
while the next four chapters discuss, respectively, the influence on structur
e
of an organization's age and size, its technical system, its environment,
and
its power system. New flavors are mixed with old throughout this section.
The pieces de resistance of this banquet are found in the fourth section
-the synthes is-com prising Chapters 17 through 22. Here all of the tastes
of the early dishes are blended into five new ones, called "structural
con
figurat ions"-S imple Structure, Machine Bureaucracy, Professional
Bur
eaucracy, Divisionalized Form, and Adhocracy. In a sense, the first sixteen
chapters prepare the palate for the last six, which ate the real reasons
for
this banquet. Chapters 17 through 21 discuss each of these configurations,
while Chapter 22-the "digestif"-take s a final look at some of their
inter
relationships.
Some people arrive at a meal hungrier than others, while some alreadY
familiar with the cuisine wish to save their appetites for the new dishes,
hoping only to sample the classic ones to see how the chef prepares them.
But no one should start withou t the hors d'oeuvres or end withou
t the
digestif. Moreover, those who proceed too quickly to the pieces de
resis
tance risk burning their tongues on spicy dishes and so spoiling what could
have been a good meal. And so I would suggest the following to the reader
already familiar with the cuisine of organizational structuring.
Chapters 1 and 2 should be read in full since they set the framework for
all that follows. So too should most of Chapters 17 to 21 since they
con
stitute the essence of this book, the synthesis. Specifically, that synthes
is is
contained in the first two sections of each of these chapters, on the "descrip

tion of the basic structure" and its "condit ions:' The last section of each
of
these chapters, on "some issues associated with" the structural configu
r
ation, can be considered as a dressing to be taken according to taste.
And
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the short Chapter 22 serves as the digestif I believe necessary to ensure com
plete digestion of this large meal.
As for the chapters between the introduction and the synthesis, I
would suggest that the reader already familiar with the literature read
Chapters 11 and 12 in full, focus on whatever material he or she finds new
in Chapters 8,9,10 and 13 through 16, and scan the rest of the book. Note
that scanning has been facilitated throughout by the use of bold face type
(like this) for key sentences that, taken aU together, serve to summarize all
of the major points of the book. As a bare minimum for the knowledgeable
person in the field, the reading of all of these key sentences of the first six
teen chapters will provide a sense of the line of argument and the related
vocabulary necessary to appreciate the last six chapters. Turning the pages,
in order to read all these sentences, will also expose these readers to the
diagrams, which have been made numerous in order to help explain this
most nonlinear of phenomena, and enable these readers to explore the para
graphs around new and unexpected points. Those readers new to the field
will not, however, get enough from these key sentences alone. For them,
these sentences serve rather to highlight key points (no other summary
being included in the book), perhaps enabling some to put aside their yellow
markers.
So there you have it. Bon appetitl
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The Essence of Structure

Ms. Raku made pottery in her basement. That involved a number of distinct
tasks-wedging clay, forming pots, tooling them when semidry, preparing
and then applying the glazes, and firing the pots in the kiln. But the coordi
nation of all these tasks presented no problem: she did them all herself.
The problem was her ambition and the attractiveness of her pots: the
orders exceeded her production capacity. So she hired Miss-Bisque, who
was eager to learn pottery. But this meant Ms. Raku had to divide up the
work. Since the craft shops wanted pottery made by Ms. Raku, it was de
cided that Miss Bisque would wedge the clay and prepare the glazes, and
Ms. Raku would do the rest. And this required coordination of the work, a
small problem, in fact, with two people in a pottery studio: they simply
communicated informally.
The arrangement worked well, so well that before long Ms. Raku was
again swamped with orders. More assistants were needed, but this time,
foreseeing the day when they would be forming pots themselves, Ms. Raku
decided to hire them right out of the local pottery school. So while it had
taken some time to train Miss Bisque, the three new assistants knew exactly
what to do at the outset and blended right in; even with five people, coordi
nation presented no problem.
As two more assistants were added, however, coordination problems
did arise. One day Miss Bisque tripped over a pail of glaze and broke five
1
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pots; another day Ms. Raku opened the kiln to find that the hanging planters
had all been glazed fuchsia by mistake. At this point, she realized that seven
people in a small pottery studio could not coordinate all of their work
through the simple mechanism of informal communication. (There were 21
possible channels by which two people could communicate.) Making mat
ters worse was the fact that Ms. Raku, now calling herself president of Cer
amics Limited, was forced to spend more and more time with customers;
indeed, these days she was more likely found in a Marimekko dress than a
pair of jeans. So she named Miss Bisque studio manager, to occupy herself
full-time with supervising and coordinating the work of the five producers
of the pottery.
The firm continued to grow. Major changes again took place when a
work study analyst was hired. He recommended changes whereby each
individual performed only one task for one of the product lines (pots, ash
trays, hanging planters, and ceramic animals)-the first wedged, the second
formed, the third tooled, and so on. Thus, production took the form of four
assembly lines. Each person followed a set of standard instructions, worked
out in advance to ensure the coordination of all their work. Of course, Cer
amics Limited no longer sold to craft shops; Ms. Raku would only accept
orders by the gross, most of which came from chains of discount stores.
Ms. Raku's ambition was limitless, and when the chance came to
diversify, she did. First ceramic tiles, then bathroom fixtures, finally day
bricks. The firm was subsequently partitioned into three divisions-con
sumer products, building products, and industrial products. From her office
on the fifty-fifth story of the Pottery Tower, she coordinated the activities
of the divisions by reviewing their performance each quarter of the year and
taking personal action when their profit and growth figures dipped below
that budgeted. It was while sitting at her desk one day going over these
budgets that Ms. Raku gazed out at the surrounding skyscrapers and de
cided to rename her company "Ceramico."
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mechanisms, although it should be noted that they are as much concerned
with control and communication as with coordination.!
Five coordinating mechanisms seem to explain the fundamental ways
in which organizations coordinate their work: mutual adjustment, direct
supervision, standardization of work processes, standardization of work
outputs, and standardization of worker skills. 2 These should be considered
the most basic elements of structure, the glue that holds organizations to
gether. From these all else follows-the structuring of organizations as well
as the themes of this book. So let us look at each of them briefly before we
see where this book is headed.
MUTUAL ADJUSTMENT

Mutual adjustment achieves the coordination of work by the simple
process of informal communication. Under mutual adjustment, control of
the work rests in the hands of the doers, as shown in Figure 1-1(a). Because
it is such a simple coordinating mechanism, mutual adjustment is naturally
used in the very simplest of organizations: for example, by two people in a
canoe or aJew in a pottery studio. Paradoxically, it is also used in the most
complicated, because, as we shall see later, it is the only one that works
under extremely difficult circumstances. Consider the organization charged
with putting a man on the moon for the first time. Such an activity requires
an incredibly elaborate division of labor, with thousands of specialists doing
all kinds of specific jobs. But at the outset, no one can be sure exactly what
needs to be done. That knowledge develops as the wQrk unfolds. So in the
final analysis, despite the use of other coordinating mechanisms, the success
of the undertaking depends primarily on the ability of the specialists to
adapt to each other along their uncharted route, not altogether unlike the
two people in the canoe. 3
DIRECT SUPERVISION

Every organized human activity-from the making of pots to the
placing of a man on the moon-gives rise to two fundamental and opposing
requirements: the division of labor into various tasks to be performed and
the coordination of these tasks to accomplish the activity. The structure of
an organization can be defined simply as the sum total of the ways in which
it divides its labor into distinct tasks and then achieves coordination among
them.
In Ceramico the division of labor-wedging, forming, tooling, glazing,
firing-was dictated largely by the job to be done and the technical system
available to do it. Coordination, however, proved to be a more complicated
affair, involving various means. These can be referred to as coordinating

,

As an organization outgrows its simplest state-more than five or six
people at work in a pottery studio, fifteen people paddling a war canoe-it
tends to turn to a second coordinating mechanism. Direct supervision
'''Recent developments in the area of control, or cybernetics, have shown [control and coordi
nation) to be the same in principle" (Utterer, 1965, p. 233).
'In part, this typology reflects the conclusions of Simon (1957), March and Simon (1958), and
Galbraith (1973).
'For an extended theoretical treatment of the various ways in which independent decision
makers can coordinate their actions, see Lindblom (1965, Chaps. 2-5). Chapter 14 of that book
also discusses how mutual adjustment can sometimes achieve better coordination than direct
supervision or certain forms of standardization.
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achieves coordination by having one individual take responsibility for the
work of others, issuing instructions to them and monitoring their actions, as
indicated in Figure l-l(b). In effect, one brain coordinates several hands, as
in the case of the supervisor of the pottery studio or the caller of the stroke
in the war canoe.
Consider the structure of an American football team. Here the division
of labor is quite sharp: eleven players are distinguished by the work they
do, its location on the field, and even its physical requirements. The slim
halfback stands behind the line of scrimmage and carries the ball; the squat
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tackle stands on the line and blocks. Mutual adjustments do not suffice to
coordinate their work, so a field leader is named, called the quarterback,
and he coordinates their work by calling the plays.

STANDARDIZATlON

Work can also be coordinated without mutual adjustment or direct
supervision. It can be standardized: "The coordination of parts is incor
porated in the program (for the work) when it is established, and the need
for continuing communication is correspondingly reduced" (March and
Simon, 1958, p. 162). Coordination is achieved on the drawing board, so to
speak, before the work is undertaken. The workers on the automobile
assembly line and the surgeons in the hospital operating room need not
worry about coordinating with their colleagues under ordinary circum
stances-they know exactly what to expect of them and proceed accordingly.
Figure l-l(c) shows the three basic ways to achieve standardization in
organizations. The work processes themselves, the outputs of the work, and
the inputs to the work-the skills (and knowledge) of the people who do the
work-can all be designed to meet predetermined standards.

Operator
(b) Direct Supervision

la) Mutual Adjustment

M

Input
Skills

Work
Processes

Outputs

Ie) Standardization
Figure 1-1.

The Five Coordinating Mechanisms

STANDARDIZATION OF WORK PROCESSES

Work processes are standardized when the contents of the work are
specified, or programmed. An example that comes to mind involves the
assembly instructions provided with a child's toy. Here, the manufacturer
in effect standardizes the work process of the parent. ('Take the two-inch
round-head Phillips screw and insert it into hole BX, attaching this to part
XB with the lock washer and hexagonal nut, at the same time holding....")
Standardization can be carried to great lengths in organizations, as in
the four assembly lines in Ceramics Limited, or the pie filler I once observed
in a bakery who dipped a ladel into a vat of pie filling literally thousands of
times every day-cherry, blueberry, or apple, it made no difference to him
-and emptied the contents into a pie crust that came around on a turntable.
He required little direct supervision and no informal communication with
his peers (except to maintain his sanity). Coordination of his work was
accomplished by whoever designed that turntable. All the pie filler did was
follow instructions, without concern for the workers on either side who
placed the crusts under and over the filling. Of course, other work standards
leave more room to maneuver: the purchasing agent may be required to get
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at least three bids on all orders over $10,000, but is otherwise left free to do
his work as he sees fit.

the operating room to remove an appendix, they need hardly communicate;
by virtue of their respective training, they know exactly what to expect of
each other. Their standardized skills take care of most of the coordination.·

STANDARDIZATION OF OUTPUTS

A CONTINUUM AMONG THE
COORDINATING MECHANISMS

Outputs are standardized when the results of the work, for example
the dimensions of the product or the performance, are specified. Taxi drivers
are not told how to drive or what route to take; they are merely informed
where to deliver their fares. The wedger is not told how to prepare the clay,
only to do so in four-pound lumps; the thrower on the wheel knows that
those lumps will produce pots of a certain size (his own output standard).
With outputs standardized, the interfaces among tasks are predetermined,
as in the book bindery which knows that the pages it receives from one place
will fit perfectly into the covers it receives from another. Similarly, all the
chiefs of the Ceramico divisions interfaced with headquarters in terms of
performance standards. They were expected to produce certain profit and
growth levels every quarter: how they did this was their own business.

STANDARDIZATION OF SKILLS

Sometimes neither the work nor its outputs can be standardized, yet
some coordination is required. Antony Jay (1970) raises this issue in the
context of the colonial empires. How were the kings to control and coordi
nate the activities of their governors, in charge of distant colonies, when
direct supervision was impeded by communication channels that took
months to run full cycle, and neither the work itself nor its outputs were
amenable to standardization? The solution they adopted-that used by Ms.
Raku to hire assistants in the pottery studio-was to standardize the worker
who came to the work, if not the work itself or its outputs. Skills (and
knowledge) are standardized when the kind of trai.ung required to perform
the work is specified. The king trusted the governors because he trained
them himself. More commonly, the individual is trained before he even
joins the organization. Ms. Raku hired potters from school, just as hospitals
do when they engage doctors. These institutions build right into the workers
to-be the work programs, as well as the basis of coordination. On the job,
the workers appear to be acting autonomously, jus~ as the good actor on the
stage seems to be speaking extemporaneously. But ~n fact both have learned
their lines well. So standardization of skills achiev~ indirectly what stand
ardization of work processes or of work outputs does directly: it controls
and coordinates the work. When an anesthesiologist and a surgeon meet in

These five coordinating mechanisms seem to fall into a rough order.
As organizational work becomes more complicated, the favored means of
coordination seems to shift, as shown in Figure 1-2, from mutual adjust
ment to direct supervision to standardization, preferably of work processes,
otherwise of outputs, or else of skills, finally reverting back to mutual ad
justment.
An individual working alone has no great need for any of the mecha
nisms-coordination takes place simply, in one brain. Add a second person,
however, and the situation changes significantly. Now coordination must
be achieved across brains. Generally, people working side by side in small
groups adapt to each other informally: mutual adjustment becomes the
favored means of coordination.
As the group gets larger, however, it becomes less able to coordinate
informally. Miller (1959) notes that coal mining groups with as many as 41
men have been found to function effectively. But with the advent of further
growth or sharper divisions of labor-different shif~, different locations,
more complex technical systems-supervision becomes a necessity:
Postponement of differentiation of the management function beyond the opti
mum stage ... leads to a decline in the efficiency of the system. . .. The ener
gies of group members, instead of being devoted to the primary task, are
increasingly diverted to the task of holding the group together ... (p.88).
Standard ization
./
of Work
~
Mutual
\ Adjustment

.. Standardization
Direct , , /
Supervision ~
of Outputs

~

Mutual
/Adjustment

.............. Standardization/"
of Skills
Figure 1-2.

The Coordinating Mechanisms: A Rough Continuum of

Complexity

'The same can, apparently, be said about much more complex operations. Observation of one
five-hour open-heart surgical procedure indicated that there was almost no informal communi
cation between the cardiovascular surgeons and the anesthesiologist (Gosselin, 1978).
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Thus, there is a need for leadership. Control of the work of the group passes
to a single individual, in effect, back to a single brain that now regulates
others: direct supervision becomes the favored coordinating mechanism.
As the work becomes more involved, another major transition tends
to occur. Whereas in the last one, some control of the work shifted from the
worker to a supervisor, now there is a shift to standardization. As noted
earlier, the organization has three choices here. When the tasks are. simple
and routine, the organization is tempted to rely on the standardization of
the work processes themselves. But more complex work may preclude this,
forcing the organization to turn to standardizatipn of the outputs-specify
ing the results of the work but leaving the choice of process to the worker.
In complex work, however, the outputs often cannot be standardized either,
and so the organization must settle for standardizing the skills of the worker,
if possible.
But should the divided tasks of the organization prove impossible to
standardize, it may be forced to return full cycle, to favor the simplest, yet
most adaptable coordinating mechanism-mutual adjustment. As noted
earlier, sophisticated problem solvers facing extremely complicated situa
tions must communicate informally if they are to accomplish their work.
Our discussion to this point implies that under specific conditions an
organization will favor one coordinating mechanism over the others. It also
suggests that the five are somewhat substitutable: the organization can
replace one with another. These suggestions sho\lld not, however, be taken
/ to mean that any organization can rely on a single coordinating mechanism.
Most, in fact, mix all five. At the very least, ~ certain amount of direct
supervision and mutual adjustment is always required, no matter what the
reliance on standardization. Contemporary organizations simply cannot
exist without leadership and informal communicf\tion, even if only to over
ride the rigidities of standardization. 5 In the most automated (i.e., fully
standardized) factory, machines break down, employees fail to show up for
work, schedules must be changed at the last minute. Supervisors must inter
vene and workers must be free to deal with unexpected problems. Thus,
Wren (1967) describes the Northeast Canada-United States Electric Grid
System, which was fully automatic but lacked an effective override: "Tech
nologically the systems were related for operating economies; organiza
tionally, they were not. There were no, or few, provisions for linking the
autonomous, yet interdependent, systems together" (p. 73). The result was
the famous blackout of 1965.
'Emery and Trist (1960) argue that a work group is effective only when it can manage its own
coordination (i.e., uses mutual adjustment), 'The primary tas~ in managing the enterprise as a
whole is to relate the total system to its environment and is not on internal regulation per se"
(p. 93). Here I take another position, arguing that while some units must rely on mutual adjust
ment. none exists without some recourse to direct supervision.
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In general, beyond some minimum size, most organizations seem to
rely on standardization where they can; where they cannot, they use direct '
supervision or mutual adjustment, these two being partly interchangeable.
When direct supervision fails, perhaps because the task of coordination is
too big for one brain, the organization will resort to mutual adjustment.
Alternatively, when mutual adjustment breaks down, perhaps because there
is a need for one brain to guide others that cannot agree among themselves,
the organization will turn to direct supervision. 6

WHERE TO FROM THE
COORDINATING MECHANISMS

Films sometimes open with the important scene and then flash the title
and credits. In a sense, the coordinating mechanisms are our most important
scene. As noted earlier, these five mechanisms are the glue of structure, the
basic elements that hold organizations together. They also hold this book
together, serving as the foundation for the material that follows. So now let
us turn to the credits: first a brief review of the literature and mention of one
of its basic flaws, and then an outline of the book.
The Literature The early literature focused on formal structure, the
documented, official relationships among members of the organization. Two
schools of thought dominated the literature until the 19505, one preoccupied
with direct supervision, the other with standardization'.
The "J'!in£iples of management" school of thought, fathered by Henri 0\
~91 (1949, English translation), who first recorded his ideas in 1916, and C Y((: L
popularized in the English-speaking world by Luther Gulick and Lyndall
Urwick (1937), was concerned primarily with formalauth~r'!!y, in effect
with the role of direct su~ision in the__organ!~tion. These writers popu
larized such terms as unity of command (the notion that a "subordinate"
should have only a single "superior"), scalar chain (the direct line of this
command from chief executive through successive superiors and subordi
nates to worker), and span of control (the number of subordinates reporting
to a single superior),
.
'These conclusions have been adapted, with some significant modifications, from Galbraith
(1973), who claims that organizations try to use rules and programs first, then hierarchical
referral, then planning, as the amount of information to process increases. Should planning
break down, Galbraith claims that the organization will go one of two ways: either eliminate
the need for task interdependencies by creating resource buffer groups, extended deadlines, or
self-contained units, or enhance the information processing capability of the structure by the
use of sophisticated Management Information Systems (MIS) or by establishing lateral rela
tionships-mutual adjustment devices such as liaison roles, task forces, and matriX structurei.
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The second school of thought really includes two groups that, from
our point of view, promoted the same issue-the standardization of work
throughout the organization. Both groups were established at the turn of
the century by outstanding researchers, one on either side of the Atlantic
Ocean. In America, Frederick Taylor (1947) led the "Scientific Manage
ment" movement, whose main preoccupation WIlS the programming of the
contents of operating work-that of pig iron handlers, coal shovelers, and
the like. In Germany, Max Weber (Gerth and Mills, 1958) wrote of machine
like, or "bureaucratic" structures where activities were formalized by rules,
job descriptions, and training.
And so for about half of this century, organization structure meant a
set of official, standardized work relationships built around a tight system
of formal authority.
With the publication in 1939 of Roethlisberger and Dickson's interpre
tation of a series of experiments carried out on workers at the Western Elec
tric Hawthorne plant came the realization that other things were going on in
orgcmizational structures. Specifically, their observations about the
presence of informal structure-unofficial relationships within the work
group-constituted the simple realization that mutual adjustment served as
an important coordinating mechanism in all organizations. This led to the
establishment of a third school of thought in the 1950s and 196Os, originally
called "human relations," whose proponents sought to demonstrate by
empirical research that reliance on the formal structure-specifically on the
mechanisms of direct supervision and standardization-was at best mis
guided, at worst dangerous to the psychological health of the worker (e.g.,
Likert, 1961).
More recent research has shifted away from these two extreme posi
tions. In the last decade, there has been a tendenq- to look at structure more
comprehensively, to study, for example, the relationships between the
formal and informal, between direct supervision and standardization on the
one hand and mutual adjustment on the other. The interesting work of the
Tavestock Institute in the early 1950s set the Pilttern. Trist and Bamforth
(1951), in a piece of research unsurpassed for detail and insight, studied the
effect of technological change on work groups in coal mining and concluded
that the technical and social systems of structure were inextricably inter
twined. Later, Michel Crozier in The Bureaucratic Phenomenon (1964),
showed how standardization and formal systems of authority impinge on,
and are in turn affected by, unofficial power relationships. More recently,
Jay Galbraith (1973) studied the structure of The Boeing Company and built
a conceptual scheme to describe relationships among various coordinating
mechanisms. Galbraith was really the first to explain clearly the role of
modern mutual adjustment devices such as task forces and matrix forms in
the formal structure.
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These and similar studies have demonstrated that formal and informal
structures are intertwined and often indistinguishable. The studies have
shown, for example, how direct supervision and standardization have
sometimes been used as informal devices to gain power and, conversely,
how devices to enhance mutual adjustment have been designed into the
formal structure. They have also conveyed the important message that
formal structure often reflects official recognition of naturally occurring
behavior patterns. Formal structures evolve in organizations much as roads
do in forests-along well-trodden paths.
Another group of contemporary researchers, working under the title
"contingency theory," have been investigating the relationships between
structure and situation. They opposed the notion of the one best structural
form; instead they sought to identify the particular alternative structural
form-whether based on direct supervision, standardization of one kind or
another, or mutual adjustment-that was most appropriate under a specific
set of conditions. The path-breaking work here was that of Joan Woodward
(1965), who in a study of industry in one region of England during the 19505
found pronounced evidence that a firm's structure was closely related to its
technical system of production. Mass production firms seemed to require
the formal type of structure favored by the early writers; firms in unit and
process production seemed to require a looser structure, more reliant on
mutual adjustment. Subsequently, two Harvard researchers, Paul Lawrence
and Jay Lorsch (1967), found in a study of American firms in the container,
food, and plastics industries that environmental conditions surrounding the
organization affected its choice of structure significantly. Container firms in
rather simple, stable environments relied upon direct supervision and stand
ardization; the more dynamic and complex plastics industry favored mutual
adjustment; the food companies fell in between.
Another group, led by Derek Pugh, working out of the University of
Aston in England, found that the size of the organization best explained
many of the characteristics of its structure (Pugh et aI., 1963-64, 1968,
1969a, b; Hickson et aI., 1969). For example, the larger the organization,
the more important was standardization as a coordinating mechanism. The
Aston results, based on large samples of varied organizations, were repli
cated a number of times (e.g., Inkson et aI., 1970; Child, 1972b) and also
stimulated a number of other studies of the relationships between structure
and the contingency factors. For example, Khandwalla (1973a, b; 1974a)
collected data on 79 U.S. firms and later on 103 Canadian firms and found
rather more complex relationships among structure and technical system,
size, and environment than had been indicated previously.
In sum, we have here a literature that is empirically based, large and
growing rapidly, much of it recent. It is also a literature that has built on
itself: by and large, the researchers have proceeded on the basis of an under
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standing of the previous work. Potentially, the literature has a great deal to
tell us about how organizations structure themselves. What it lacks, how
ever, is synthesis-the drawing together of the various findings into com
prehensive theory. Everyone has been grinding in his own mill, to use an
old Hungarian expression, conscious of the grinding of others, but unwilling
to leave his own mill to blend the work of his colleagues. We do have a few
literature reviews, but they are just that, many of them going "from topic to
topic, without a clear view of organizations" or else reproducing various
studies in the form of readers, "leaving students to sort it all out" (Perrow,
1973, p. 7). This book has been written on the premise that the research on
the structuring of organizations has come of age but the literature has not:
there is the need to step back from the research, analyze it in context, and
synthesize it into manageable theory. This book seeks to provide that syn
thesis.
A Flaw The book does not, however, begin straight away with the
literature on organization structuring. That is because of a major flaw in the
literature. Most of the contemporary literature fails to relate the description
of structure with that of the functioning of the organization. The reader is
seldom told what really goes on inside the structure, how work, informa
tion, and decision processes actually flow through it. Thus, we find Conrath
(1973) concluding after an extensive search for Uterature that would link
communication flows and organizational structurtl:
Numerous concepts of organizational structure can be found in the literature.
... Unfortunately, few of these can be related to properties of communication,
and those that can are primarily restricted to the study of small groups. ... In
no cases were the communications data used directly to evidence properties of
structure (p. 592).
The blame for this flaw can be placed largely on research "from a dis
tance": research that records the perceptions of executives on questionnaires
instead of their real behaviors, research of a cross-sectional nature that
takes measures only at a point in time, research that uses abstract measures
in too diverse an array of organizations (decentralization in parochial
schools and post offices). None of this research has been able to come to
grips with the complex flows that take place in organizations. Once we have
a conceptual framework, we can extract some information from this re
search. But it should be noted that this research is·of little use in generating
such a framework in the first place.
A corollary flaw in the literature is that conclusions are often drawn
for whole organizations when they clearly apply only to parts. One cannot,
for example, call a company "decentralized" jus~ because some decision-
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making power passeS from the chief executive officer to the division vice
presidents: how decentralized it is obviously depends also on what happens
below the level of vice-president. Similarly, to find that the organization
uses task forces to introduce new products is to describe not the whole
structure but only one very limited part of it.
All of this is to say that the conclusions of the research often lack "con
text"-the type of organization and the part of it to which they apply, as
well as the relationships between the structure and functioning of the organ
ization. As a result, these conclusions often come across to the reader as
detached from reality, devoid of real substance. After reading well in excess
of 200 books and articles for the first draft of this book, I was not really sure
what structure was. I found myself groping for a frame of reference. Finally,
before I could begin to develop my own conclusions, I felt the need to collect
a series of charts on organizations, many of which I knew intimately, in
order to establish a personal context for all of the conceptual material I
read.
The Outline This book has been designed to try to avoid this prob
lem, to ensure that the reader can put what he reads about structure into
context. Thus, its first section deals not with organizational structure but
with how the organization functions. The literature here is not very rich,
but it is important to get whatever we know about organizational function
ing on paper early so that it can serve as the foundation for the theory that
follows.
Section I comprises two chapters. The first outlines five basic parts of
the contemporary organization-the operating core, strategic apex, middle
line, technostructure, and support staff-and discusses how they interrelate.
The second chapter overlays five systems of flows on these component parts
-in effect, five theories of how the organization functions: as a system of
formal authority, as a system of regulated information flows, as a system of
informal communication, as a system of work constellations, and as a sys
tem of ad hoc decision processes. These are treated as complementary: each
describes part of what goes on inside the organization; in combination they
begin to get at the complexity of the total system.
These two chapters (Chapters 2 and 3), as well as this introductory
one, provide the foundation of the book. They are shown that way in Figure
1-3, which is designed to provide the reader with a conceptual overview of
the book. This foundation consists of the five basic coordinating mech
anisms, the five basic parts of the organization, and the five systems of basic
flows in the organization. On this foundation is built the central core of the
book-the analyses presented in Sections II and III. In these two sections,
we take structure apart, first looking one by one at its component parts, and
then looking at the factors that affect these parts, again one by one.
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The chapters of Section II discuss nine design parameters, the basic
elements used in designing organizational structures. We discuss in turn (1)
job specialization, (2) behavior formalization, and (3) training and indoctri
nation, all three concerned with the design of individual positions; (4) unit
grouping and (5) unit size, together constituting the design of the "super
structure"; (6) planning and control systems and (7) liaison devices, both
concerned with the design of lateral linkages; and finally, (8) vertical and (9)
horizontal decentralization, constituting the design of the decision-making
Simple
Structure
(Ch.17)

,

Machine
Bureaucracy
(Ch.18)

\

~.;

Professional
Bureaucracy
(Ch.19)

Divisionalized
Form
(Ch.20)
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(Ch.21)
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IV. SYNTHESIS: THE STRUCTURAL CONFIGURATIONS
Power (Ch. 16)
Environment (Ch. 15)
Technical System (Ch. 14) .
Age and Size ICh. 13)
III. ANALYSIS: THE CONTINGENCY FACTORS
Horizontal Decentralization (Ch. 111
Vertical Decentralization ICh. 11)
Liaison Devices (Ch. 10)
Planning and Control Systems (Ch. 9)
Unit Size (Ch. 8)
Unit Grouping (Ch. 7)
Training and Indoctrination (Ch. 6)
Behavior Formalization (Ch.5)
Job Specialization (Ch. 4)
II. ANALYSIS: THE DESIGN PARAMETE RS
Five Coordinating
Mechanisms
(Chapter 1)

Five Basic Parts
(Chapter 2)

Systems of Flows
(Chapter 3)

I. FOUNDATION: HOW THE ORGANIZATION FUNCTIONS
Figure 1-3.

A Conceptual Overview of the Book
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system. Each of these design parameters is discussed individually in its own
chapter (except for the two aspects of decentralization, which are discussed
together in Chapter 11). Each chapter ends with a discussion of the design
parameter in each of the five parts of the organization; also, as we progress,
we devote more and more attention to the links between the design para
meters already discussed. But essentially, Section II presents analysis, not
synthesis; it is more concerned with component parts than with integrated
wholes.
Section III puts the design parameters into context, seeking to relate
them to the various contingency factors, one at a time. Here we find most of
the contemporary research. We look first, in Chapter 12, at the evidence on
organizational effectiveness, which suggests that structural choices are dic
tated. to a considerable extent first by organizational situation, and second
by the need for the design parameters to form internally consistent sets.
Taking this first point of view in Section III, we present sixteen hypotheses
which review a good deal of the evidence on the relationship between struc
ture and situation. Chapter 13 deals with the effect on structure of the age
and size of the organization; Chapter 14 with the technical system it uses;
Chapter 15 with the environment it faces; and Chapter 16 with its power
conditions. Although the seeds of the synthesis are sown in this section, it
again represents analysis. In fact, it seems more to divide than to unify. The
hypotheses appear to stand independently, sometimes even to contradict
each other. Nevertheless, they are a necessary step toward our ultimate
goal.
That goal is synthesis, and it is pursued in Section IV. We noted earlier
that effective organizations appear to achieve internal consistency among
their design parameters; we also noted that different structures are associ
ated with different situations. In Section IV we seek to show that the design
parameters as well as the contingency factors configure into natural clusters,
or "configurations." Five in particular seem to predominate: as a typology,
they seem to explain a surprisingly large number of the findings of the
research, including many of the contradictions; moreover, the five con
figurations fall into what seems to be a more than coincidental one-ta-one
correspondence with the five coordinating mechanisms, and one of the five
parts of the organization emerges as preeminent in each of the five configur
ations. Together with the corresponding design parameter and preeminent
part of the organization, the five configurations are: Simple Structure (direct
supervision, strategic apex), Machine Bureaucracy (standardization of
work processes, technostructure), Professional Bureaucracy (standardiza
tion of skills, operating core), Divisionalized Form (standardization of out
puts, middle line), and Adhocracy (mutual adjustment, support staff). Each
configuration is discussed in one chapter of Section IV, together with its
design parameters, how it functions, and the contingency factors associated
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with it. In these five chapters I also take the liberty of discussing some of the
major issues-managerial and social-that face each of the configurations.
A final chapter of the book outlines in the context of a "pentagon" some of
the examples, hybrids, and transitions among the five configurations, and
speculates on a sixth.
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HOW THE ORGANIZATION
FUNCTIONS

To understand how organizations structure themselves, we should first
know how they function. We need to know their component parts, what
functions each performs, and how these functions interrelate. Specifically,
we need to know how work, authority, information, and decision processes
flow through organizations.
We do not have a profound understanding of these flows at the present
time. There has simply been too little research on how organizations ac
tually function. Nevertheless, it is important to put on paper what we do
know, as a foundation on which to build the findings about organizational
structure. In the first chapter of this section, the organization is described in
terms of five basic parts. Then in the second chapter we look at a number of
different views of how the organization functions-as a system of formal
authority, regulated information flows, informal communication, work
constellations, and ad hoc decision processes. These different views will
appear to be at variance with one another, but, as we shall see throughout
the book, every real organization in fact functions as a complex mixture of
all five systems.
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2
Five Basic Parts of th~ Organization

In Chapter 1 organizations were described in tenns of their use of the coor
dinating mechanisms. We noted that, in theory, the simplest organization
can rely on mutual adjustment to coordinate its basic work of producing a
product or service. Its operators-those who do this basic work-are largely
. self-sufficient.
As the organization grows, however, and adopts a more complex divi
sion of labor among its operators, the need is increasingly felt for direct
supervision. Another brain-that of a manager-is needed to help coordi
nate the work of the operators. So, whereas the division of labor up to this
point has been between the operators themselves, the introduction of a
manager introduces a first administrative division of labor in the struc
ture-between those who do the work and those who supervise it. And as
the organization further elaborates itself, more managers are added-not
only managers of operators but also managers of managers. An administra
tive hierarchy of authority is built.
As the process of elaboration continues, the organization turns in
creasingly to standardization as a means of coordinating the work of its
operators. The responsibility for much of this standardization falls on a
third group, composed of analysts. Some, such as work study analysts and
industrial engineers, concern themselves with the standardization of work
processes; others, such as quality control engineers, accountants, planners,
18
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and production schedulers, focus on the standardization of outputs; while a
few, such as personnel trainers, are charged with the standardization of skills
(although most of this standardization takes place outside the organization,
before the operators are hired). The introduction of these analysts brings a
second kind of administrative division of labor to the organization, between
those who do and who supervise the work, and those .who standardize it.
Whereas in the first case managers assumed responsibility from the opera
tors for some of the coordination of their work by substituting direct super
vision for mutual adjustment, the analysts assume responsibility from the
managers (and the operators) by substituting standardization for direct
supervision (and mutual adjustment). Earlier, some of the control over the
work was removed from the operator; now it begins to be removed from the
manager as well, as the systems designed by the analysts take increasing re
sponsibility for coordination. The analyst "institutionalizes" the manager's job.
We end up with an organization that consists of a core of operators,
who do the basic work of producing the products and services, and an
administrative component of managers and analysts, who take some of the
responsibility for coordinating their work. This leads us to the conceptual
description of the organization shown in Figure 2-1. This figure will be used
repeatedly throughout the book, sometimes overlaid to show flows, some
times distorted to illustrate special structures. It emerges, in effect, as the
"logo," or symbol, of the book.
At the base of the logo is the operating core, wherein the operators
carry out the basic work of the organization-the input, processing, output,
and direct support tasks associated with producing the products or services.
Above them sits the administrative component, which is shown in three
parts. First, are the managers, divided into two groups. Those at the very
top of the hierarchy, together with their own personal staff, fonn the stra
tegic apex. And those below, who join the strategic apex to the operating
core through the chain of command (such at it exists), make up the middle
line. To their left stands the technostructure, wherein the analysts carry out
their work of standardizing the work of others, in addition to applying their
analytical techniques to help the organization adapt to its environment.
Finally, we add a fifth group, the support staff, shown to the right of the
middle line. This staff supports the functioning of the operating core indi
rectly, that is, outside the basic flow of operating work. The support staff \
goes largely unrecognized in the literature of organizational structuring, yet
a quick glance at the chart of virtually any large organization indicates that
it is a major segment, one that should not be confused with the other four.
Examples of support groups in a typical manufacturing finn are research
and development, cafeteria, legal council, payroll, public relations, and
mailroom.

----_.
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Figure 2-1 shows a small strategic apex connected by a flaring middle
line to a large, flat operating core. These three parts of the organization are
shown in one uninterrupted sequence to indicate that they are typically con
nected through a single line of formal authority. The technostructure and
the support staff are shown off to either side to indicate that they are sepa
rate from this main line of authority, and influence the operating core only
indirectly.
It might be useful at this point to relate this scheme to some terms
commonly used in organizations. The term "middle management,"
although seldom carefully defined, generally seems to include all members
of the organization not at the strategic apex or in the operating core. In our
scheme, therefore, "middle management" would comprise three distinct
groups-the middle-line managers, the analysts, and the support staff. To
avoid confusion, however, the term middle level will be used here to
describe these three groups together, the term "management" being reserved
for the managers of the strategic apex and the midqle line.
20
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The word "staff'should also be put into this context. In the early liter
ature, the term was used in contrast to "line"; in theory, line positions had
formal authority to make decisions, while staff positions did not; they
merely advised those who did. (This has sometimes been referred to as
"functional" authority, in contrast to the line's formal or "hierarchical" au
thority.) Allen (1955), for example, delineates the staff's major activities as
(1) providing advice, counsel, suggestions, and guidance on planning objec
tives, policies, and procedures to govern the operations of the line depart
ments on how best to put decisions into practice; and (2) performing specific
service activities for the line, for example, installing budgeting systems and
recruiting line personnel, "which may include making decisions that the line
has asked it to make" (p. 348). As we shall see later, this distinction between
line and staff holds up in some kinds of structures and breaks down in
others. Nevertheless, the distinction between line and staff is of some use to
us, and we shall retain the terms here though in somewhat modified form.
Staff will be used to refer to the technostructure and the support staff, those
groups shown on either side in Figure 2-1. Line will refer to the central part
of Figure 2-1, those managers in the flow of formal authority from the stra
tegic apex to the operating core. Note that this definition does not mention
the power to decide or advise. As we shall see, t4 support staff d~s not
prymarily advise; it has dist~~e:tJunc!!Qn!?Jo_~rfurm..and.dl:!.c:i~!o~_!-Q_!!!aK:.~~ /
aithoilghlhesere[ate-ciiify indirectly to the functions of the operating core.
The chef in the plant cafeteria-may be- engaged in a production process, but
it has nothing to do with the basic manufacturing process. Similarly, the
technostructure's power to advise sometimes amounls to the power to
decide, but that is outsid~t~~ flow of formal authority that oversees the
operating core. 1
Some Conceptual Ideas of James D. Thompson Before proceeding
with a more detailed description of each of the five basic parts of the organ
ization, it will be helpful to introduce at this point some of the important
conceptual ideas of James D. Thompson (1967). To Thompson, "Uncer
tainty appears as the fundamental problem for complex organizations, and
'There are other, completely different. uses of the term "staff" that we are avoiding here_. The
military "chiefs of staff': are re"UY!JIaJ1agers of thestrateg!ca~; the hospital "staff" physi
dans are really operators. Also, the introduction of the line/staff distinction here is not meant
to sweep all of its problems under the rug, only to distinguish those involved directly from
those involved peripherally with the operating work of organizations. By our definition, the
production and sales functions in the typical manufacturing firm are clearly line activities,
marketing research and public relatiOns clearly staff. To debate whether engineering is line or
staff-does it serve the operating core indirectly or is it an integral part of il1-depends on the
importance one imputes to engineering in a particular firm. There is a gray area between line
and staff; where it is narrow, for many organizations, we retain the distinction; where it is
wide, we shall explicitly discard it.
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coping with uncertainty, as the essence of the administrative process" (p.
159). Thompson describes the organization in terms of a "technical core,"
equivalent to our operating core, and a group of "boundary spanning
units." In his terms, the organization reduces uncertainty by sealing off this
' core from the environment so that the operating activities can be protected.
The boundary spanning units face the environment directly and deal with
its uncertainties. For example, the research department interprets the con
fusing scientific environment for the organization, while the public relations
department placates a hostile social environment.
Thompson and others who have built on his work describe various
methods that organizations use to protect their operating cores. Standard
ization of work processes is, of course, a prime one. Others involve various
forms of anticipation-planning, stockpiling, doing preventive mainte
nance, leveling production, conducting intelligence activities, and so on.
Organizations also seek to dominate their environments, and so reduce
uncertainty, by fixing prices, creating cartels, and integrating themselves
vertically (Le"., becoming their own suppliers and customers).
Thompson also introduces a conceptual scheme to explain the inter
dependencies among organizational members. He distinguishes three ways
in which the work can be coupled, shown in Figure 2-2. First is pooled
coupling, where members share common resou~ces but are otherwise inde
pendent. Figure 2-2(a) could represent teachers in a school who share com
mon facilities and budgets but work alone with their pupils. In sequential
coupling, members work in series, as in a relay race where the baton passes
from runner to runner. Figure 2-2(b) could represent a mass production
factory, where raw materials enter at one end, are sequentially fabricated
and machined, then fed into an assembly line at various points, and finally
emerge at the other end as finished products. In reciprocal coupling, the
members feed their work back and forth among themselves; in effect each
receives inputs from and provides outputs to the others. 'This is illustrated
by the airline which contains both operations a~d maintenance units. The
production of the maintenance unit is an input for operations, in the form of
a serviceable aircraft; and the product (or by-product) of operations is an
input for maintenance, in the form of an aircraft needing maintenance"
(Thompson, 1967, p. 55). Figure 2-2(c) could be taken to represent this ex
ample, or one in a hospital in which the nurse "preps" the patient, the sur
geon operates, and the nurse then takes care of th~ postoperative care.
Clearly, pooled coupling involves the least amount of interdependence
among members. Anyone can be plucked out; and, as long as there is no
great change in the resources available, the others can continue to work un
interrupted. Pulling out a member of a sequentially coupled organization,
however, is like breaking a link in a chain-the whole activity must cease to
function. Reciprocal coupling is, of course, more interdependent still, since
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a change in one task affects not only those farther along but also those be
hind.
Nowlet us take a look at each of the five parts of the organization.
THE OPERA TlNG CORE

i

v

The operating core of the organization encompasses those members
the operators-who perform the basic work related directly to the produc
tion of products and services. The operators perform four prime functions:
(1) They secure the inputs for production. For example, in a manufacturing
firm, the purchasing department buys the raw materials and the receiving
department takes it in the door. (2) They transform the inputs into outputs.
Some organizations transform raw materials, for example, by chopping
down trees and converting them to pulp and then paper. Others transform
individual parts into complete units, for example, by assembling type
writers, while still others transform information or people, by writing con
sulting reports, educating students, cutting hair, or curing illness. (3) They
distribute the outputs, for example, by selling and physically distributing
what comes out of the transformation process. (4) They provide direct sup
port to the input, transformation, and output functions, for example, by
performing maintenance on the operating mach~nes and inventorying the
raw materials.
.
Since it is the operating core that the other parts of the organization
seek to protect, standardization is generally carried furthest here. How far,
of course, depends on the work being done: assemblers in automobile fac
tories and professors in universities are both operators, although the work
of the former is far more standardized than that of the latter.
The operating core is the heart of every organization, the part that
produces the essential outputs that keep it alive. But except for the very
smallest ones, organizations need to build administrative components. The
administrative component comprises the strategic apex, middle line, and
technostructure.
.
THE STRA TEGIC APEX

At the other end of the organization lies the strategic apex. Here are
found those people charged with overall responsibility for the organiza
tion-the chief executive officer (whether called president, superintendent,
Pope, or whatever), and any other top-level managers whose concerns are
global. Included here as well are those who provide direct support to the top
managers-their secretaries, assistants, and so on. Z In some organizations,
'Our subsequent discussion will focus only on the managers of the strategic apex, the work of
the latter group being considered an integral part of their own.
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the strategic Clpex includes the executive committee (because its mandate is
global even if its members represent specific interests); in others, it includes
what is known as the chief executive office-two or three individuals who
share the job of chief executive.
The strategic apex is charged with ensuring that the organization serve
its mission in an effective way, and also that it Serve the needs of those
people who control or otherwise have power over the organization (such as
owners, government agencies, unions of the employees, pressure groups).
This entails three sets of duties. One already discussed is that of direct
supervision: To-the extent that the organization relies on this-mecnanism of
coordination, it is the -managers of the strategic apex and middle line who
effect it. Among the managerial roles (Mintzberg, 1973a) associated with
direct supervision are resource allocator, including the design of the struc
ture itself, the assignment of people and resources to tasks, the issuing of
work orders, and the authorization of major decisions made by the em
ployees; disturbance handler, involving the resolution of conflicts, excep
tions, and disturbances sent up the hierarchy for resolution; monitor,
involving the review of employees' activities; disseminator, involving the
transmission of information to employees; and leader, involving the
staffing of the organization and the motivating and rewarding of them. In
its essence, direct supervision at the strategic apex means ensuring that the
whole organization function smoothly as a single integrated unit.
But there is more to managing an organization than direct supervision.
That is why even organizations with a minimal need for direct supervision,
for example the very smallest that can rely on mutual a9justment, or profes
sional ones that rely on formal training, still need managers. The second set
of duties of the strategic apex involves the management of th;m:ganiza
tiOn's boundary conditions-its relationships with its environment. The
managers of the strategic apex must spend a good deal of their time acting in
the roles of spokesman, in informing influencial people in the environment
about the organization's activities; liaison, to develop high-level contact for
the organization, and monitor, to tap these for information and to serve as
the contact point for those who wish to influence the organization's goals;
negotiator, when major agreements must be reached with outside parties;
and sometimes even figurehead, in carrying out ceremonial duties, such as
greeting important customers. (Someone once defined the manager, only
half in jest, as that person who sees the visitors so that everyone else can get
their work done.)
The third set of duties relates to the development orthe organization's
strategy.""""Strategymay bi-viewedas a mediating force between the organ
izatiOil and its environment. Strategy formulation therefore involves the in
terpretation of the environment and the development of consistent patterns
in streams of organizational decisions ("strategies") to deal with it. Thus, in
managing the boundary conditions of the organization, the managers of the
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strategic apex develops an understanding of its environment; and in carry
ing out the duties of direct supervision, they seek to tailor a strategy to its
strengths and its needs, trying to maintain a pace of change that is respon
sive to the environment without being disruptive to the organization. Spe
cifically, in the entrepreneur role, the top managers search for effective
ways to carry out the organization's "mission" (i.e., its production of basic
products and services), and sometimes even seek to change that mission. In
a manufacturing firm, for example, management may decide what technical
system is best suited for the operating core, what distribution channels most
effectively carry the products to the market, what markets these should be,
and ultimately, what products should be produced. Top managers typically
spend a great deal of their time on various improvement projects, whereby
they seek to impose strategic changes on their organizations. Of course, as
we shall see later, the process of strategy formulation is not as cut and dried
as all that: for one thing, the other parts of the organization, in certain cases
even the operating core, can play an active role in formulating strategy; for
another, strategies sometimes form themselves, almost inadvertently, as
managers respond to the pressures of the environment, decision by deci
sion. But one point should be stressed-the strategic apex, among the five
parts\ of the organization, typically plays the most important role in the
formulation of its strategy. 3
In general, the strategic apex takes the widest, and as a result the most
abstract, perspective of the organization. Work at this level is generally
characterized by a minimum of repetition and standardization, considerable
discretion, and relatively long decision-making cycles. Mutual adjustment
is the favored mechanism for coordination among the managers of the stra
tegic apex itself.

•

Filure 2-3.

The Scalar Chain of

Command in the U.S. Army

THE MIDDLE LINE
The strategic apex is joined to the operating core by the chain of
middl~line m-allagers with Jor.M!authority. This chain runs from the
senior managers just below_the strategic apex to the first-line supervisors
(e.g., the shop foremen), who have direct authority over the operators, and
embodies the coordinating mechanism that we have called direct super
vision:~-Figure2-3 shows one famous chain of authority, that of the U.S.
Army, from four-star general at the strategic apex to sergeant as first-line
'The preceding discussion on managerial roles is drawn from Mintzberg (1973a); that on
strategy formulation, from Mintzberg (1978).

supervisor. This particular chain of authority is scalar, that is, it runs in a
single line from top to bottom. But as we shall see later, not all need be:
some divide and rejoin; a "subordinate" can have more than one "superior."
What do all these levels of managers do? If the strategic apex provides
overall direction and the operating core produces the products or services,
why does the organization need this whole chain of middle-line managers?
One answer seems evident. To the extent that the organization is large and
reliant on direct supervision for coordination, it requires middle-line man
agers. In theory, one manager-the chief executive at the strategic apex
can supervise all the operators. In practice, however, direct supervision
requires dose personal contact between manager and operator. with the
result that there is some limit to the number of operators anyone manager
27
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can supervise-his so-called "span of control." Small organizations can get' .
along with one manager (at the strategic apex); bigger ones require more (in
the middle line). As Moses was told in the desert:
Thou shalt provide out of all the people able men, such as fear God, men of
truth, hating covetousness; and place such over them, to be rulers of thou
sands, and rulers of hundreds, rulers of fifties, and rulers of tens: and let them
judge the people at all seasons: and it shall be, that every great matter they
shall bring unto thee, but every small matter they shall judge: so shall it be
easier for thyself, and they shall bear the burden with thee. If thou shalt do
this thing, and God command thee so, then thou shalt be able to endure, and
all this people shall also go to their place in peace (Exodus 18:21-24).

Thus, an organizational hierarchy is built as a first-line supervisor is
put in charge of a number of operators to form a basic organizational unit,
another manager is put in charge of a number of these units to form a higher
level unit, and so on until all the remaining units can come under a single
manager at the strategic apex-designated the "chief executive officer"-to
form the whole organization.
In this hierarchy, the middle-line manager performs a number of tasks
in the flow of direct supervision above and below him. He collects "feed
back" information on the performance of his own unit and passes some of
this up to the managers above him, often aggregating it in the process. The
sales manager of the machinery firm may receive information on every sale,
but he reports to the district sales manager only ~ monthly total. He also
intervenes in the flow of decisions. Flowing up are disturbances in the unit,
proposals for change, decisions requiring author~ation. Some the middle
line manager handles himself, while others he passes on up for action at a
higher level in the hierarchy. Flowing down are resources that he must allo
cate in his unit, rules and plans that he must elaborate and projects that he
must implement there. For example, the strategic apex in the Postal Service
may decide to implement a project to sell "domestograms." Each regional
manager and, in turn, each district manager must elaborate the plan as it
applies to his geographical area.
But like the top manager, the middle manager is required to do more
than simply engage in direct supervision. He, too, has boundary conditions
to manage, horizontal ones related to the environment of his own unit. That
environment may include other units within the larger organization as well
as groups outside the organization. The sales manager must coordinate by
mutual adjustment with the managers of production and of research, and he
must visit some of the organization's customers. The foreman must spend a
good deal of time with the industrial engineers who standardize the work
processes of the operators and with the supplier installing a new machine in
his shop, while the plant manager may spend his time with the production
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scheduler and the architect designing a new factory. In effect, each middle
line manager maintains liaison contacts with the other managers, analysts,
support staffers, and outsiders whose work is interdependent with that of
his own unit. Furthermore, the middle-line manager, like the top manager,
is concerned with formulating the strategy for his unit, although this
strategy is, of course, significantly affected by the strategy of the overall
organization.
In general, the middle-line manager performs all the managerial roles
of the chief executive, but in the context of managing his own unit (Mintz
berg, 1973a). He must serve as a figurehead for his unit and lead its mem
bers; develop a network of liaison contacts; monitor the environment and
his unit's activities and transmit some of the information he receives into his
own unit, up the hierarchy, and outside the chain of command; allocate re
sources within his unit; negotiate with outsiders; initiate strategic change;
and handle exceptions and conflicts.
Managerial jobs do, however, shift in orientation as they descend in
the chain of authority. There is clear evidence that the job becomes more
detailed and elaborated, less abstract and aggregated, more focused on the
work flow itself. Thus, the "real-time" roles of the manager-in particular,
negotiation and the handling of disturbances-become especially important
at lower levels in the hierarchy (Mintzberg, 1973a, pp. 110-113). Martin
(1956) studied the decisions made by four levels of production managers in
the chain of authority and concluded that at each successively lower level,
the decisions were more frequent, of shorter duration, and less elastic,
ambiguous, and abstract; solutions tended to be more pat or predeter
mined; the significance of events and inter-relationships was more clear; in
general, lower-level decision making was more structured.
Figure 2-4 shows the line manager in the middle of a field of forces.
Sometimes these forces become so great-especially those of the analysts to
institutionalize his job by the imposition of rules on the unit-that the indi
vidual in the job can hardly be called a "manager" at all, in the sense of
really being "in charge" of an organizational unit. This is common at the
level of first-line supervisor-for example, the foreman in some mass pro
duction manufacturing firms (see Figure 18-1) and branch managers in
some large banking systems.

THE TECHNOSTRUCTURE
In the technostructure we find the analysts (and their supporting cleri
cal staff) who serve the organization by affecting the work of others. These
analysts are removed from the operating work flow-they may design it,
plan it, change it, or train the people who do it, but they do not do it them
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Figure 2-4.

The Line Manager in the Middle

selves. Thus, the technostructure is effective only when it can use its analy
tical techniques to make the work of others more effective.·
Who makes up the technostructure? There are the analysts concerned
with adaptation, with changing the organization to meet environmental
change, and those concerned with control, with stabilizing and standardiz
ing patterns of activity in the organization (Katz and Kahn, 1966). In this
book we are concerned largely with the control analysts, those who focus
their attention directly on the design and functioning of structure. The con
trol analysts of the technostructure serve to effect standardization in the
organization. This is not to say that operators cannot standardize their own
work, just as everyone establishes his or her own procedure for getting
dressed in the morning, or that managers cannot do it for them. But in gen
eral, the more standardization an organization uses, the more it relies on its
technostructure. Such standardization reduces the need for direct super
vision, in effect enabling clerks to do what managers once did.
We can distinguish three types of control Ilnalysts who correspond to
the three forms of standardization: work study analysts (such as industrial
engineers), who standardize work processes; planning and control analysts
(such as long-range planners, budget analysts, and accountants), who
"This raises an interesting point: that the technostructure has a built-in commitment to change.
. to perpetual improvement. The modern organization's obsession with change probably derives
in part at least from large and ambitious technostructures seeking to ensure their own survival.
The perfectly stable organization has no need for a technostructure.
30
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standardize outp~ts; and personnel analysts (including trainers and re
cruiters), who standardize skills.
In a fully developed organization, the technostructure may perform at
all levels of the hierarchy. At the lowest levels of the manufacturing firm,
analysts standardize the operating work flow by scheduling production,
carrying out time-and-method studies of the operators' work, and institut
ing systems of quality control. At middle levels, they seek to standardize the
intellectual work of the organization (e.g., by training middle managers)
and carry out operations research studies of informational tasks. On behalf
of the strategic apex, they design strategic planning systems and develop
financial systems to control the goals of major units.
While the analysts exist to standardize the work of others, their own
work would appear to be coordinated with others largely through mutual
adjustment. (Standardization of skills does playa part in this coordination,
however, because analysts are typically highly trained specialists.) Thus,
analysts spend a good deal of their time in informal communication. Guetz
kow (1965, p. 537), for example, notes that staff people typically have
wider communication contacts than line people, and my review of the liter
ature on managerial work (Mintzberg, 1973a, pp. 116-118) showed some
evidence that staff managers pay more attention to the information proces
sing roles-monitor, disseminator, spokesman-than do line managers.

SUPPORT STAFF
A glance at the chart of almost any large co';temporary organization
reveals a great number of units, aU specialized, that exist to provide support
to the organization outside the operating work flow. Those comprise the
support staff. For example, in a university, we find the alma mater fund,
building and grounds department, museum, university press, bookstore,
printing service, payroll department, janitorial service, endowment office,
mailroom, real estate office, security department, switchboard, athletics
department, student placement office, student residence, faculty club, guid
ance service, and chaplainery. None is a part of the operating core, that is,
none engages in teaching or research, or even supports it directly (as does,
say, the computing center or the library), yet each exists to provide indirect
support to these basic missions. In the manufacturing firm, these units run
the gamut from legal counsel to plant cafeteria.
The surprising thing is that these support units have been aU but
totally ignored in the literature on organizational structuring. Most often
they are lumped together with the technostructure and labeled as the "staW
that provides advice to management. But these support units are most de- I
cidedly different from the technostructure-they are not preoccupied with \
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standardization and they cannot be looked upon primarily as advice givers
(although they may do some of that, too). Rather, they have distinct func
( tions to perform. The university press publishes books, the faculty club pro
vides a social setting for the professors, the alma mater fund brings in
money.
Why do large organizations have so many of these support units7 A
great many of their services·could be purchased from outside suppliers, yet
the organization chooses to provide them to itself. Why7 Following Thomp
son's logic, we can argue that the existence of the support staff reflects the
organization's attempt to encompass more and more boundary activities in
orderlo- reduce uncertainty. to control its own' affairs.· By publishing its
C;wn-bOoks,·tbe-univ~rsity avoids some of the uncertainties associated with
the commercial houses; by fighting its own court cases, the manufacturing
corporation maintains close control over the lawyers it uses; and by feeding
its own employees in the plant cafeteria, it shortens the lunch period and,
perhaps, even helps to determine the nutritiousness of their food.
Many support units are self-contained: they are mini-organizations,
many with their own equivalent of an operating core, as in the case of the
printing service in a university. These units take resources from the larger
organization and, in turn, provide specific services to it. But they function
independently of the main operating core; that is, they are coupled only in a
pooled way. Compare, for example, the maintenance department with the
cafeteria in a factory, the first a direct service and an integral part of the
operating core, coupled reciprocally with it, the second quite separate from
it, coupled only in the sharing of space and funds. Other support units,
however, do exist in sequential or reciprocal relationships with units above
the operating core.
The support units can be found at variolfs levels of the hierarchy,
dependjI\& on the receivers of their service. In most manufacturing firms,
public relations alldlegal counsel are located near the top, since they tend to
serve the strategic apex directly. At middle levels are found the units that
support the decisions made there, such as industrial relations, pricing, and
research and development. And at the lower levels are found the units with
more standardized work, that akin to the work of the operating core
cafeteria, mailrooIIl,feceptiQn, payro'l. Figure 2-5 shows all these support
groups overlaid on our logo, together with typical groups from the other
four parts of the organization, again using the manufacturing firm as our
example.
Because of the wide variations in the types of support units, we cannot
draw a single definitive conclusion about the favored coordinating mech
anism for all of them. Each unit relies on whatever mechanism is most
appropriate for itself-standardization of skills in the office of legal council,
mutual adjustment in the research laboratory, standardization of work pro
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cesses in the cafeteria. However, because many of the support units are
highly specialized and rely on professional staff, standardization of skills
may be the single most important coordinating mechanism.
Do the staff groups of the organization-technocratic as weI) as sup
port-tend to cluster at any special level of the hierarchy7 One study of
twenty-five organizations (Kaufman and Seidman, 1970) suggested that
while the middle lines of organizations tend to form into pyramids, the staff
does not. Its form is "extremely irregular"-if anything, inversely pyra
midal (p. 446). Hence; while Figure 2-1 shows the middle line as flaring out
toward the bottom, it depicts both the technostructure and the support staff
as forming ellipses. Later we shall see that, in fact, the specific shape varies
according to the type of structure used by the organization.
The most 9!,arnaJic growth in organizations in recent decades has been
in these staff groups, both the technostructure and the support staff. For
example, Litterer (1973, pp. 584-585), in a study of thirty companies, noted
33
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the creation of 292 new staff units between 192Q and 1960, nearly ten units
per company. More than half these units were in fact created between 1950
and 1960.
Organizations have always had operators and top managers, people
to do the basic work and people to hold the whole system together. As they
grew, typically they first elaborated their middle-line component, on the
assumption in the early literature that coordiI11ltion had to be effected by
direct supervision. But as standardization became an accepted coordinating
mechanism, the technostructure began to emerge. The work of Frederick
Taylor gave rise to the "scientific managemenf' movement of the 1920s,
which saw the hiring of many work study analysts. Just after World War II,
the establishment of operations research and the advent of the computer
pushed the influence of the technostructure well into the middle levels of the
organization, and with the more recent popularity of techniques such as
strategic planning and sophisticated financial controls, the technostructure
has entrenched itself firmly at the highest levels of the organization as well.
And the growth of the support staff has perhaps been even more dramatic,
as all kinas of specializations de"eloped during this century-scientific re
search in a wide number of fields, industrial relations, public relations, and
many more. Organizations have sought increasingly to bring these as well
as the more traditional support functions such as maintenance and cafeteria
within their boundaries. Thus, the ellipses to the left and right in the logo
have become great bulges in many organizations. Joan Woodward (1965, p.
60) found in her research that firms in the modern process industries (such
as oil refining) aven~ged one staff member for less than three operators, and
in some_£.a~ the staff people actually outnumbered the operators by wide
margins. s
'Woodward's tables and text here are very confusing, owing in part at least to some line errors
in the page makeup. The data cited above are based on Figure 18, page 60, which seems to have
the title that belongs to Figure 17 and which seems to relate back to Figure 7 on page 28, not to
Figure 8 as Woodward claims.
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Given the five parts of the organization-operating core, strategic apex,
middle line, technostructure, and support staff-we may now ask how they
all function together. In fact, we cannot describe the one way they function
together, for research suggests that the linkages are varied and complex.
The parts of the organization are joined together. by different flows-of
authority, of work material, of information, and of decision processes
(themselves informational). In this chapter we look at these flows in terms
of a number of schools of thought in the literature of organization theory.
We begin with the view of the organization as a system of formal authority,
and then we look at it as a system of regulated flows. Both represent tradi
tional views of how the organization functions, the first made popular by
the early management theorists, and the second, by the proponents of scien
tific management and later the control systems theorists. Today, both views
live on in the theories of bureaucracy and of planning and information
systems. Next, we look at the organization as a system of informal com
munication, a view made popular by the human relations theorists and
favored today by many behavioral scientists. The two final views-the
organization as a system of work constellations and as a system of ad hoc
decision processes-although not yet well developed in the literature, are
more indicative of contemporary trends in organizational theory, in part
because they blend formal and informal relationships in organizations.
35
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Each of these five views is depicted as an "overlay" on our logo. This
notion of overlays is borrowed from Pfiffner and Sherwood (1960), who
point out that, "The totality of these overlays might be so complex as to be
opaque ..." (p. 19), but by treating them one at a time in relation to the
totality, we can more easily come to understand the complexity of the
whole system. 1
THE ORGANIZA TlON AS A SYSTEM
OF FORMAL AUTHORITY

Traditionally, the organization has been described in terms of an
"organizational chart." (Borrowing from the French, I shall use the term
organigram instead. l ) The organigram shown in Figure 3-1-the first over-
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lay-is symbolic, in that it is far too simple to represent any but the smallest
organization that exists today.
The organigram is a controversial picture of the structure, for while
most organizations continue to find it indispensable (the organigram is in
evitably the first thing handed to anyone inquiring about structure), many
organizational theorists reject it as an inadequate description of what really
takes place inside the organization. Clearly, every organization has impor
tant power and communication relationships that are not put down on
paper. However, the organigram should not be rejected, but rather placed
in context: it tells us some useful things, even though it hides others. The
organigram is somewhat like a map. A map is invaluable for finding towns
and their connecting roads, but it tells us nothing about the economic or
social relationships of the regions. Similarly, while the organigram does not
show informal relationships, it does represent an accurate picture of the
division of labor, showing at a glance (1) what positions exist in the organ
ization, (2) how these are grouped into units, and (3) how formal authority
flows among them (in effect, describing the use of direct supervision). Van
de Ven (1976a, p. 70) appropriately refers to the organigram as the "skeletal
configuration" of the organization.
While formal authority represents one very limited aspect of the com
plex organization, it must be studied and understood if the functioning of
organizations is to be understood. As Melville Dalton (1959) notes in his in
sightful study of informal relationships in an American manufacturing
plant, the formal structure restrains the informal in three basic ways: "First,
the formal largely orders the direction the informal takes. Second, it con
sequently shapes the character of defenses created by the informal. And
third, whether the formal is brightly or dimly existent in the blur of contra
dictions, it requires overt conformity to its precepts" (p. 237).
THE ORGANIZA TlON AS A SYSTEM
OF REGULA TED FLOWS

Figure 3-1.

The Flow of Formal Authority
I

'Pfiffner and Sherwood present five overlays on the "job-tas~ pyramid" (which is really our
overlay of formal authority): the sociometric network, the system of functional contracts, the
grid of decision-making centers, the pattern of power, and the channels of communication.
'The correct French spelling is "organigramme."

Figure 3-2, the second overlay, shows the organization as a network
of regulated flows overlaid on the logo. The diagram is stylized, as these
usually are, depicting the organization as a well-ordered, smoothly func
tioning system of flow processes. This view was not only a favorite of early
organizational theorists, but remains the dominant one in the literature of
planning and control systems today. Figure 3-3 shows one elaborate ver
sion of this view, taken from Stafford Beer's book, Brain of the Firm (1972).
The second overlay shows the flows of work materials, information,
and decision processes, but only those aspects that are regulated, in other
words, systematically and explicitly controlled. Thus, whereas the first
view of the organization described the use of direct supervision as a
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The Flow of Regulated Activity

coordinating mechanism, this one describes the use of standardization.
Three distinct flows can be identified in the regulated system, the operating
work flow, the flow of control information and decisions, and the flow of
staff information.
The Operating Work Flow The flow of work through the operating
core is shown in simplified form at the bottom of Figure 3-2 as three sequen
tial arrows representing, symbolically, the input, processing, and output
functions. Operating work flows involve the movements of materials and
information in a variety of combinations. In manuf..cturing firms, the work
flow centers on materials that are transformed-for example, the parts that
move along the assembly line-backed up by information flows such as
work documents and time sheets. In contrast, many service organizations
transform information, which flows in the form of documents:
In a life insurance company, for example, applications are received, examined,
accepted or rejected, policies issued, policy-holders billed for premiums, pre
miums processed, and benefits paid. The file representing the individual policy
is the focal center of the organization's work (Simon, 1957. p. 159).
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In retail firms, both materials and information~merchandise, cash, cus·
tomer data, and so on-move in parallel systems, while in newspapers,
information and materials move in separate systems-the information work
flow in editorial feeds the material work flow (paper and ink) in printing.
Sometimes the customer is the object of the work flow, as in hospitals and
barbershops. 3
The regulation of the operating work flow varies from one organiza
tion to another. Figure 3-4 shows the highly regulated flow of work, with
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sequential coupling, in a manufacturing assembly line. Less regulated are
the flows Holstein and Berry (1970) recorded in what is known as a "job
shop," a group of work stations (in this case, machines in a factory) which
transfer work in a number of ways. Note in Figure 3-5 that no single trans
fer accounts for more than 4.4 percent of the total. Objects flow between
work stations according to their individual needs for processing, as auto
mobiles move about repair garages or people shop in department stores. In
general, this leads to a more complex mixture of pooled, sequential, and
reciprocal coupling. But one interesting finding of Holstein and Berry can be
seen in Figure 3-5: there evolved "considerable work flow structure" (p.
B325), that is, certain set patterns that most of the orders followed. In other
words, as we shall see repeatedly in this book, patterns appear naturally in
organizational flows and structures.
As a final note, it should be pointed out that regulated work-flow rela
tionships, while most characteristic of the operating core, may also take
place at other levels in the hierarchy. Figure 3-6 shows the regulated ex
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'See Argyris (1966) for a good description of the customer as "pacesetter" in the work flow of a
trust department.
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change of information among financial and production groups at four hier
archicallevels of a manufacturing firm.

Production Costs

Departmental
Manager

Departmental Costing Schedule

Accountant

Departmental
Production
Schedule

Departmental
Costs

Supervisors

Progress Record s

Chief Clerk

Work Cards

Costs

I

J
I

Financial
Statement
Figure 3-6.

Operatives

Receipts, Paychecks, etc.

Clerks

•

Production
Statement

An Illustration of the Regulated Control flows (from

Paterson, 1969. p. 49)

The Regulated Control Flows Officially, the formal control system
regulates the vertical flows of information and decision making, from the
operating core up the chain of authority, The regulated control flows are
shown in Figure 3-2 as vertical channels up and dow~ the middle line. Flow
ing up is the feedback information on the operating work, while flowing
down are the commands and work instructions. In addition, at each level of
the management hierarchy are circular arrows, indicating the decision
making role of the middle managers in the control sYl>tem. Below we look at
each of these aspects in turn.
Commands and instructions are fed down the chain of authority,
emanating from the strategic apex or a middle-line position, and elaborated
as they flow downward. In the formal planning process, for example, gen
eral "strategic" plans are established at the strategic apex; successively,
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these are elaborated into programs, capital and operating budgets, and
operating plans (e.g., marketing and manpower plans), finally reaching the
operating core as sets of detailed work instructions. In effect, in the regu
lated system the decisions made at the strategic apex set off ever-widening
waves of implementational decisions as they flow down the hierarchy.
The upward control system exists as a "management information
system," or MIS, that collects and codes data on performance, starting in
the operating core. As this information passes each level in the hierarchy, it
is aggregated until, finally, it reaches the strategic apex as a broad summary
of overall organizational performance. Figure 3-6 shows some aspects of
the regulated control flows in a manufacturing firm-the downward ampli
fied planning system and the upward aggregated MIS in finance and pro
duction.
The regulated control system of the organization also includes a speci
fication of the kinds of decisions that can be made at each level of the hier
archy. This represents, in effect, the vertical division of decision-making
labor. For example, the spending authority of managers may be specified as
$1000 for first-line supervisors, $10,000 for district managers, and so on up
to the chief executive officer, who may be able to authorize expenditures of
up to $100,000 without having to seek the approval of the board of direc
tors. Figure 3-7 shows a more elaborate example of a regulated decision
system.
When we combine this notion of vertical division of decision-making
labor with those of the regulated flows of information aggregated up and
commands elaborated down the hierarchy, we find that managers at dif
ferent levels can interrupt these flows to make decisions appropriate to their
own level. This is what the circular arrows in the middle line of Figure 3-2
are meant to describe. Commands coming down the hierarchy may be
stopped at a given management level and handled there, as, for example,
when a president receives a complaint by a customer and sends it down to
the regional sales manager for action. And information on "exceptions"
decision situations that cannot be handled at a given level-are passed up
the hierarchy until they reach a manager with the necessary formal author
ity to handle them. T. T. Paterson (1969) provides us with a number of
interesting illustrations of this regulated decision system, the most graphic
being in the British income tax office. Paterson speaks from experience:
Faced by an income tax problem because I have an income from writing and
broadcasting and the like in addition to a salary, I decide to take my problem
to the local income tax office. A young clerk sees me come in and ... comes
towards the desk to receive me. I tell her I have problems and I bring out my
income tax return form. She immediately answers by saying "Well, you fill
this one in here, and flll that one in there" ... This cannot solve my problem
and she does not know how to solve it either, whereupon she lifts up the flap
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in the counter and takes me through the office into a room in which sits some
body I take to be a chief clerk, by reason of his oak desk and 10 square feet of
carpet. He examines my problem and takes out a large book of rules governing
income tax. I should give an answer on my return according to Section 23,
paragraph A, but, unfortunately, this does not quite suit my particular case....
I am then taken into a room which belongs to someone I assume to be a
chief inspector because he has a mahogany desk and the carpet is fitted to the
walls. He sees that my case is unique and the answers lie between paragraphs
A and B; therefore he decides (because he has the right to) that I should answer
somewhere in between.. ,. he makes a decision lying between the limits set by
the rules. Such rules have been laid out, in the first instance, by people in the
Inland Revenue in London, so as to give limits within which chief inspectors
may make such new, unique decisions, or regulations which the chief clerk can
obey precisely (pp. 28-29).
The Regulated Staff Information Flows A third aspect of the regula
tion system is the communication flow between line and staff, made for the
purpose of feeding staff information and advice into line decision making.
These flows are shown in Figure 3-2 as horizontal lines-between the line
managers in the middle and the technocratic and support staff on either
side. For example, a technocratic group may help a manager at a given level
to elaborate plans for downward dissemination, while a support unit may
help a manager to deal with an exception passed up the hierarchy. Figure
3-6 shows these types of contacts at different hierarchical levels, between
accounting staff members in the technostructure and managers in the middle
line.
It is, typically, the technostructure-notably the accountants and the
like-who design and operate the management information system for the
line managers. In addition, certain staff groups are specialized in the collec
tion of intelligence information for the line managers, that is, information
external to the organization. An economic analysis group may collect in
formation on the state of the economy for the managers of the strategic
apex, while a market research group may feed data on consumer buying
habits to the marketing managers. The heavy arrows at the upper left and
right of Figure 3-2 represent this flow of intelligence information.·
To conclude, the second overlay shows the organization as a regulated
system characterized by orderly flows of materials, information, and deci
sion processes. These include horizontal work flows in the operating core
and elsewhere; upward aggregated flows of performance information and
'Boulding (1962) notes that, unofficially, intelligence can be an internal function as well, used
to check on the formal information filtered up the hierarchy. March and Simon (1958, p. 167)
note other, more routine informational tasks that staff members perform, such as carrying in
formation (e.g., the messenger lifrvice), preparing reports (e.g., bookkeeping), and retaining
information (e.g" archives).
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exceptions; downward elaborated flows of commands, these last two inter
rupted according to the imperatives of the regulated decision system; and
horizontal information flows between staff specialists and line managers.

•

•

THE ORGANIZA nON AS A SYSTEM
OF INFORMAL COMMUNICA nON

Since the Hawthorne experiments, it has b~come increasingly clear
that organizations function in far more complex ways than those suggested
by overlays 1 and 2. In effect, considerable activity outside the systems of
formal authority and regulated flow processes has been uncovered in the re
search. Centers of power exist that are not officially recognized; rich net
works of informal communication supplement and sometimes circumvent
the regulated channels; and decision processes flow through the organiza
tion independent of the regulated system.
.
For centuries observers and leaders have remarked on the distinctions between
expected and unexpected behavior in organizations. The fact that the distinc
tions continue to be made under various names points to an apparently univer
sal condition. From at least the time of Augustus ~aesar, these dissimilarities
were recognized and incorporated in the terms de jure (by right) and de facto
(in fact), which are roughly equivalent to legal or official and actual but unof
ficial. In industry and business today one repeatedly hears the same general
meaning phrased as "administration versus politics," "theory versus practice,"
"red tape versus working relations," "fancy versu~ fact," etc. (Dalton, 1959,
p.219).

figure 3-8. The Flow of Informal Communication (adapted from
Pfjffner and Sherwood, 1960, p. 291)

.

Dalton defines formal or official as "that which is planned and agreed upon"
and informal or unofficial as "the spontaneous iilnd flexible ties among
members, guided by feelings and personal interests indispensable for the
operation of the formal, but too fluid to be entirely contained by it" (p.
219). Thus, whereas the first two views of the organization focus on the
formal use of direct supervision and standardization, this one focuses on
mutual adjustment as a coordinating mechanism.
Our third overlay is presented in Figure 3-8. This shows the flow of
informal communication in a municipal government, taken exactly as pre
sented by Pfiffner and Sherwood (1960, p. 291) and overlaid on our logo. In
fact, Pfiffner and Sherwood's figure maps easily onto our five-part figure:
the two boxes at the strategic apex represent the city council and the city
manager; the middle-line position represents the assistant manager; the four
operating core units are building, police, parks, and fire; the four techno
cratic units on the left are the civil service commission, civil service depart
ment, engineer, and planning; while the three support units on the right are
attorney, library, and finance.

Pfiffner and Sherwood refer to the diagram as a "Sociometric view of
two (most frequent) contacts of the manager, his assistant, and department
heads" (p. 291), implying that they are really exposing only the tip of the
informal communications iceberg. A "sociogram" is simply a map of who
communicates with whom in an organization, without regard to formal
channels. This particular sociogram shows a number of interesting things.
First, the top manager, as expected a central point in the flow of communi
cation, is obviously prepared to bypass formal channels. Second, a glance
at the contacts of the middle-line manager suggests that his formal rank in
the hierarchy may be misleading. No contacts are shown with the operating
units, even though this manager is shown in the organigram as being in
charge of them. Third, the engineer at the base of the technostructure "is in
a vital position, affecting organizational communication" (p. 291). This
shows a further crack in the regulated system-a staff man, off to the side,
occupies a position of major power.
... Hierarchical status is not the only factor of significance. The engineer is
regarded as a high-status person in city governments principally because of his
47
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The manager can "read" facial expressions, gestures, and tones of voice, '
and he can elicit immediate feedback.
The result is that managers bypass the MIS to get much of their own
information. They build their own networks of informal contacts, which
constitute their real information and intelligence systems. Aguilar (1967), in
his study of external information that managers use, notes that personal
sources exceeded impersonal sources in perceived importance-71 percent
to 29 percent. He quotes a senior partner in an investment banking firm on
the most important source of external information for the successful execu
tive of the large corporation: "the informal network of contacts which he
has outside the company" (p. 76).6
The second reason for the existence of informal communication in
organizations is social in nature. People need to relate to each other as
human beings, whether for purposes of friendship or to let off steam.
Much informal communication may be totally independent of the
work of the organization, as in the case of the social grooming ("Good
morning"; "Fine, thank you") that Desmond Morris (1967) talks about in
The Naked Ape. Other social communication is decidedly "dysfunctional,"
actively interfering with the work to be done. In many organizations, people
override the regulated systems to advance their personal needs. They leak
sensitive information to outsiders and hold back critical information from
their managers. But managers, too, use information "dysfunctionally." In
his book Organizational Intelligence, Wilensky (1967) notes the existence
of clandestine intelligence systems whereby leaders gather political and
ideological information on their subordinates to maintain their authority.
(Ironically, he finds these systems especially strong in the most democratic
organizations, simply because the leaders must ~now the minds of those
who elected them.)?
I
In many cases, however, social communication turns out to be vital to
the success of the organization. Trist and Bamforth's study shows that social
communication at the coal face was necessary to reassure the workers in
their dangerous environment, while that in the p~bs helped to achieve coor
dination across shifts.
In his study, Dalton (1959) describes vividly the intrigues, pressures,
and distortions underneath the regulated system in a manufacturing plant.
Dalton's theme is that the upper levels of the organization cannot impose
regulations against the will of the groups lower down. Even the foremen
sometimes aided the workers in resisting regulations imposed from above.
'The points in the last two paragraphs on the manager's use of formal and informal informa
tion are developed at length. together with references to the research literature. in Chapters 3
and 4 of The Nature of Managerial Work and in a monograph entitled Impediments to the Use
of Management Information (Mintzberg, 1913a, 1975). See also Aguilar's book, Scanning the
Business Environment (1967).
7S ome dysfunctions of the system of regulated flows will be discussed in Chapters 5 and 18.
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Changes could be made only through persuasion and bargaining-essen
tially through recognition of the relationships between the regulated and the
social systems.
The Network of Informal Communication The system of informal
communication in the organization is multichanneled and varied, a point
Pfiffner (1960) expresses well:
In place of the orderly information flow, step by step up the hierarchy, which
we generally have accepted as a model, information really follows a grid of
communications made up of overlapping. often contradictory and elusive
channels. which really are not channels in the formal sense. Messages are
. mutual and compensatory, taking on the conformation of a galaxy ... (p.
129-130).

The network of informal communication may be thought of as a set of in
formal channels connected by "nerve centers"-individuals who stand at
the crossroads of the channels. In these informal channels, individuals
bypass the formal authority system in order to communicate directly. Figure
3-9 shows three cases of this. In the first, two peers communicate directly
rather than through their bosses, in effect, replacing the direct supervision
of the formal authority system by the mutual adjustment of the informal
system. In the second case, of a diagonal nature, an individual at one level
of the hierarchy communicates directly with the subordinate of a peer at a

(a) Direct Peer Contact

(b) Direct Diagonal Contact
Figure 3-9.

(c) Override of Scaler Chain

Some Bypass Channels of Communication
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lower level. In the third case, a manager is bypass ed-and the scalar
overro de-as his superior communicates direc~ly with his subordi
nate,
typically to avoid aggregation or distortion in the information transmi
tted.
The use of those bypass channels is very common, at all levels in the
hier
archy. Burns (1957), for example, in his study of the work of seventy
-six
senior and middle-level managers, concluded:

The accepted view of management as a working hierarchy on organiza
tion
chart lines may be dangerously misleading. Management simply does
not
operate as a flow of information up through a sqccession of filters, and
a flow
of decisions and instructions down through a succession of amplifiers
(p. 60).

Strauss (1962-63), who studied the purchasing agents of the operating
core,
wrote a detailed article on their "Tactics of Lateral Relationships." He found
that the effective and high-status purchasing agents favored mutual adjust
ment over direct supervision and standardizatio~: in order to resolve
con
flicts they had with other departments (notably engineering), they
were
reluctant to appeal to the boss, to rely on the nIles, or to require written
acceptances; instead, "to oil the wheels of formal bureaucracy" (p.
173),
they relied on friendship, the exchange of favol1" and their own informa
l
political power. 8
I
One important informal network of com~unication, made up of a
web of bypass channels, is the "grapevine." A study by Caplow (1966)
of
"Rumors in War" found the grapevine to be surprisingly fast, accurate,
and
comprehensive, while Davis (1953, 1968), who studied the grapevine
in a
600-person firm, found it to be fast, selective, and discriminating. For
one
quality control problem initiated by a letter from a customer, he found
that
68 percent of the executives received the information, but only three of
the
fourteen communications took place within the chain of command (Davis,
1953, p. 48).
At the crossroads, or "nodes," of the channels of informal communication are the "nerve centers," the individuals who collect information
from
different channels and switch it selectively into them. Certain staff special
ists emerge in this capacity due to their access to a wide variety of line
man
agers at different levels in the hierarchy (Davis, 1953; Strauss, 1962-63
).
Others so emerge because they are "gatekeepers," controlling the flows
of
important external information into the organization. Allen and Cohen
(1969) found "technical gatekeepers" in the research laboratory, bringin
g in
scientific information, while Strauss (1962-63) found them as purchas
ing
agents, bringing in supplier information. Other staff nerve centers sit
be
tween departments, linking them together, as in the case of the enginee
r
who carries information between the research and marketing departm
ents.
'See also Landsberger (1961-62) for a thorough discussion of "The
Horizont al DimensIOn in
Bureaucracy."
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Finally, managers themselves serve as nerve centers (and gatekeepers),
since, as we saw in Figure 2-4 and in the data cited in this chapter,
they
stand not only in the vertical flow of formal information, but in the
hori
zontal flow of informal information, between analysts, support staff,
other
managers, and outsiders. Thus, Sutton and Porter (1968) in a study
of a
government office found that all of the managers (as well as 10 percent
of
the rank and file) served as nerve centers (in their words "liaison individ

uals") in the flow of grapevine information.
To conclude, we see that in sharp contrast to the order and hierarchy
of the first two overlays, the third suggests the existence of much more
fluid,
less orderly flow processes in organizations. But all three views of how
the
organization functions seem to dichotomize overly the distinction between
the formal and informal systems. The two systems seem to be rather
inter
dependent: at the very least, the formal appears to shape the informa
l,
while the informal greatly influences what works in the formal, and some
times even reflects its shape to come. Let us, therefore, consider two views
that suggest a blending of the formal and informal.
THE ORCAN IZA TlON AS A SYSTEM
OF WORK CONSTELLA TlONS

In the last overlay, we viewed the organization as a rather random set
of communication channels connected by nerve centers, Now we shall
see a
view that suggests that this informal network is patterned in certain
ways
and is related to the formal authori ty system.
To uncover some of these patterns, let us consider first some additional
evidence on informal communication in organizations. In his review article
on organization theory, Scott (1961) noted that where people work closely
together and share common interests, they communicate extensively
and
informally with each other in "cliques." These cliques are commonly found
in departments that are functionally specialized and in work flows
that
bring people into close physical contact. Similarly, in their study of a
U.S.
government tax office, Sutton and Porter (1968) found that 64 percent
of
the grapevine communication of the members (most of them nonmanagers)
was destined for people within a functional group. In contrast, Davis (1953)
found that for managers the prime flow of grapevine communication
was
across functions, not within. But Bums (1957) still found the presenc
e of
cliques for manag ers-the y spent most of their time with a small number
of
peers:
Perhaps the most striking of the results ... is the uniform segregation
of a
-nior management group of three, usually, or four persons. Of the total
time
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spent in conversation with people within the concern (i.e., the factory), the,
general manager might spend half with the oth~r two members of this group
(p.60).

What this evidence suggests is that people in organizations tend to
work in cliques, or small peer groups, based on horizontal not vertical
rela
tionships: at the lower levels, these groups reflect functional speciali
zation
or work flow; at the managerial levels, they tend to cut across specialt
ies or
functions.
In a series of studies, Thoma son (1966, 1967) support s this conclusion
with the finding that the organiz ation consists of various distinct commu
ni
cation networks, or cliques, at different levels of the hierarchy. Thoma
son
found further that each served as the focal point for specialized informa
tion:
"... the overall hierarchy becomes a composite of different subject-oriented
communications networks, with the center of this networ k lying at the
point
in the hierarchy to which the subject is alloweq or required to penetra
te"
(Thomason, 1967, p. 29).
.
So now a clear picture emerges: organizational Il)embers at a given
level in the hierarchy deal with informa tion that differs in kind from
that
dealt with at other levels. This is in shcrtp contras t with the regulated
system
view that all levels in the hierarc hy deal with the same kind of informa
tion,
only in a more aggregated or elabora ted form: for example, the salespe
rson,
the sales manager, and the marketi ng vice-president all deal with marketi
ng
information, the first with specific sales, the second with weekly totals,
the
third with quarter ly reports. But the findings above suggest otherwise,
that
the issues each level addresses are fundamentally different. In effect,
the
organization takes on the forqt of a set of work constellations, quasi-in
de
pendent cliques of individuals who work on decisions approp riate to
their
own level in the hierarchy. Thus, Landsberger (1961-62) concludes
in his
study of the flow of horizon tal commu nication ill organizations:
.,. these flows, lying on top of each other, so to speak, may be relatively inde
pendent and qualitatively different from each other. A higher-level manager
may admittedly spend some of his time arbitrating between subordinates, but
at least as important is the time he spends in solving with colleagues roughly at
his oWlllevel problems appropriate to his own level (p. 305).
In Weick's (1976) terms, these work constellations are "loosely coupled
":
"The imagery is that of numero us clusters of events that are tightly coupled
within and loosely coupled between" (p. 14).· In effect, each work
con
stellation has responsibility for some decisional area of the organi zation
introducing new produc t lines, dealing with financial issues, bidding
on
contracts, scheduling produc tion, or whatever. We would expect
to find
much of the informal commu nication and the decision making of the
organ
ization bounde d within these work constellations, with the nerve
centers
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effecting much of the commu nication between them and the gatekee
pers
gathering in much of their external information.
Once this point is recognized, all kinds of illustrations of it appear in
the literature. Perhap s the clearest is that of Lawrence and Lorsch
(1967,
pp. 55-56), who found that produc tion problems in plastics compan ies
were
handled at the plant manager level, while scientific problems were handled
by the scientists themselves or their immediate supervisors (such as
group
leaders), and marketing problems fell in between, being handled by produc
t
sales managers and the like, in the middle of the sales departm ent hierarch
y.
And Sills (1957) found in his study of the Nationa l Foundation for Infantil
e
Paralysis (which ran the famous March of Dimes campaign) a clear decision

making division of labor between the nationa l headqu arters and the
local
chapters: the chapters were responsible primari ly for raising funds
and
financially assisting polio victims, while the headqu arters focused directly
on the sponsorship of scientific research. This was done to ensure the
coor
dinatio n of research activities on a nationa l basis, and also to preclud
e "the
possibility that Chapters might neglect the research program in favor
of the
more immediately rewarding patient care program " (p. 73). Further
more,
Gustav sen (1975) finds evidence that even the board of directors acts
as a
work constellation: 'The boards seemed ... to act within certain
fields
rather than as a general managerial body at 'the top' of the enterpri
se" (p.
36), notably in the fields of investments, mergers, and the like.
Work constellations can range from the formal to the informal, from
work groups shown as distinct units on the organigram, such as the
payroll
departm ent, to those in which individuals from different units convers
e
informally to deal with certain kinds of decisions, iJS when research
ers,
industrial engineers, produc tion and sales managers meet to plan the
intro
duction of new products. (Of course, this group could also be quasi-fo
rmal,
for example, designated as an official "standing committee. ") We would,
in
fact, expect most work constellations in the operating core to corresp
ond to
the work flow and to be reflected as formal units on the organig ram.
For
example, as shown in Figure 3-10, newspapers comprise four distinct
oper
ating work constellations, each functioning relatively independently
but
feeding into one sequentially coupled work flow. The advertising constell
a
tion that sells the advertising space and the editorial constellation
that
writes the material both feed their outputs to a printing constellation
that
produces the newspaper, and this in turn feeds a circulation constel
lation
that distributes it. (This example comes from a study carried out under
the
author' s supervision by management student s at McGill Univer sity.'
A
number of such examples will be used through out this book'>
Similarly, in the suppor t staff, we would expect to find a one-to-one
correspondence between many of the formal work units and the work
con'Based on a study submitted to the author in Managem ent 420, McGill
University, 1970, by
Arthur Aron, Mike Glazer, Daniel Lichtenfeld, and Dave Saltzman .
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Figure 3-10.

Four Work Constellations in the Operating Core of a

Newspaper

stellations. Each of these support units in effect constitutes such a constella
tion, tightly coupled within but only loosely coupled with the rest of the
organization. For example, the cafeteria or the public relations department
provides a rather distinct, self-contained service.
In the case of the technostructure and middle line, however, according
to the evidence of Davis, Bums, and Thomason cited earlier, we would
expect the work constellations to be less formal in nature, often cutting
across official departmental lines. The analysts, for example, accomplish
their work only by changing the work of others; accordingly, we wouldex
pect to find them forming constellations with others, notably line managers,
to effect these changes. And the line managers, as noted earlier, involve
themselves in complex webs of relationships-in effect, work constellations
-not only with analysts· but also with certain support staffers and with
managers from other units.
Figure 3-11, our fourth overlay, illustrates some of the points we have
been making about work constellations. It shows a manufacturing firm as a
set of ten work constellations. In the operating core are three constellations
coupled sequentially in the work flow and corresponding to the units on the
organigram-a fabricating shop, an assembly operation, and a distribution
56
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department. Above and to the left of the operating core is the administrative
production constellation, concerned with scheduling production, standard
izing the manufacturing work, and handling the problems of the plant floor.
It includes first-line production supervisors and analysts, such as industrial
engineers and production schedulers. Immediately above this is the new
product constellation, comprising middle-line marketing managers, ana
lysts, and support staffers, such as marketing researchers and engineers
from the research and development department. Off to the right, exclusively
within the support staff ellipse and corresponding to the formal units on the
organigram, are the plant cafeteria at the bottom, the research and develop
ment department in the middle (overlapping the new product constellation),
and the public relations department near the top. Finally, two work con
stellations are shown connected to the strategic apex. The finance constella
tion links top managers and financial support staffers, while the long-range
planning constellation links top managers, some board members, and high
level analysts of the technostructure.
Of course, this overlay-like the others-is highly simplified. It shows
only a few of the many work constellations to be found in any fair-sized
manufacturing firm, and it does not show the many nerve centers that
57
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supply the needed coupling-however loose-between the different con
stellations or the gatekeepers that link each to the external environment.
To conclude, while the sYi;items of formal authority and regulated
flows depict the organization as a kind of spiral spring, made up of one type
of material that gradually narrows as it rises to its apex, and the system of
informal communication depicts it as a marble cake with flows in every
direction,the system of work constellations describes it as a layer cake, less
orderly than the spiral spring but more orderly than the marble cake.

THE ORGANIZATION AS A SYSTEM OF
AD HOC DECISION PROCESSES
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encompass any and all of these routines, each in fact executed a number of
times.
Categorizing Organizational Decision Processes There is no gen
erally accepted "typology" based on empirical research of the kinds of
decision processes organizations make. What we have instead are some
rather general conceptual typologies. Organizational decision processes
have, for example, been categorized as programmed and unprogrammed,
and as routine and ad hoc. At one extreme we have the highly standardized
decision made at regular intervals and at the other extreme, the highly un
structured ones made irregularly. Decision processes have also been cate
gorized by their functional area-new product decisions in marketing,
investment decisions in finance, hiring decisions in personnel, and so on.
Decision processes have also been categorized by their importance in
the organization, most commonly as operating, administrative, and strate
gic.

Authority and communication in organizations are not ends in them
selves, but facilitating processes for the other two basic flow processes-the
1. Operating decisions are taken rather routinely in processes that are ~
making of decisions and the production of goods and services. In discussing
typically programmed and executed quickly, almost automatically,
the regulated system, we dealt with the operating work flow and we looked
by operators or low-echelon support staffers working individually. A
at the flow of regulated decision processes. Now we look at decision making
lathe operator makes an operating decision when he starts or stops his
from a different perspective-as a rather more flexible flow of ad hoc
machine, as does a librarian when he is asked to find a simple refer
decision processes. Here we shall see how the formal and informal aspects
ence. Such decision processes generally come under the purview of the
of organization-the formal authority, the regulated flow of information,
regulated system. In these processes, recognition is clearly defined,
and the flow of informal communication-all blend together to determine
not unlike the pigeon that darts for food when a bell is rung. There is
organizational behavior.
little
diagnosis, or design of custom-made solutions, only a highly cir
What is a "decision"1 It may be defined as a commitment to action,
cumscribed
search for ready-made solutions. In effect, all the phases of
usually a commitment of resources. In other words, a decision signals an
operating
decision
making-identification, development, and selection
explicit intention to act.
'
-are largely predetermined, in such terms as "if a, do x"; "if b. do y."
And how about a decision process? One thing it is not is just the selec
tion of a course of action. Our research (Mintzberg, Raisinghani, and
2. Administrative decisions may be considered as coordinative or excep
Theoret, 1976) indicates that selection is often the icing on the cake, one of
tional. Coordinative decisions guide and coordinate the operating
a series of steps leading to a decision, not necessarily the most important. A
decisions. Many of the decisions in the administrative levels of the
decision process encompasses all those steps taken from the time a stimulus
regulated system faIl into this group, including planning, scheduling,
for an action is perceived until the time the commitment to the action is
and budgeting decisions. These decision processes are typically rou
made. This research suggests that those steps draw on seven fundamentally
tine, made on fixed schedules, and are sometimes even rather pro
different kinds of activities, or "routines." Two take place in the identifica grammed, although typically less so than the operating decision
tion phase of decision making: the recognition routine, wherein the need to
processes. Some are forced into functional categories-for example,
initiate a decision process is perceived, and the diagnosis routine, where the
those related to marketing budgets, manpower plans, and production
decision situation is assessed. Two routines are associated with the phase of
schedules. They are made by line managers or staff analysts-some
development of solutions: the search routine, to find ready-made solutions,
times the two working together-although the most programmed of
and the design routine, to develop custom-made ones. The selection phase
them can be made by clerks in the technostructure or even by com
includes three routines: the screening of ready-made solutions, the evalua puters. Exception decisions are those made on an ad hoc basis but with
tion-choice of one solution, and the authorization of this by people not
minor overall consequences. These are nonroutine and less pro
otherwise involved in the decision process. A single decision process can
grammed than the first two decision processes. As such, they involve
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a distinct recognition step, and their steps of diagnosis, search, and
selection are typically more elaborate than for the operating and many
of the coordinative decisions. They may also include the design of
custom-made solutions. Exception decisions also tend to cut across
functional areas; indeed, many are evoked by an event that spills over
a single function, as when marketing and production managers battle
about the quality of a product. An exception decision can (a) emerge
at a single level in the hierarchy, as when a regular supplier goes bank
rupt and the purchasing department must initiate a decision process to
find a new one; (b) rise up the hierarchy for resolution, as when a cus
tomer complaint to a salesperson is sent up tq the sales manager for
action; or (c) descend down the hierarchy for change, as when a de
cision made at the strategic apex to introduce a new product line
requires the plant manager to purchase new machinery and the sales
manager to hire new sales personnel. In effect, the type (a) exception
decision is made within a single work constellation, whereas types (b)
and (c) came under the regulated decision system. It should be noted,
however, that the same exception decision may be evoked in any of
three ways. A sales manager may decide to hire new salespeople be
cause the managers above him decided to introduce a new product
line, because the sales personnel below him complain of overwork, or
because a salesperson resigns (forcing the making of a decision unique
to his level).
[ 3. Strategic decisions are also exceptions, but by definition they are sig
nificant in their impact on the organization. Examples of strategic de
cisions from our own research (Mintzberg, Raisinghani, and Theor~t,
1976) include the case of a consulting firm forced to merge after losing
its biggest customer, an airport that decided to develop a runway
extension, and a brokerage firm that decided to buy a seat on a major
exchange in order to expand. It should be noted that no type of de
cision is inherently strategic; decisions are st~ategic only in context.
The introduction of a new product is a major event for a brewery,
but hardly worth mentioning in a toy compaIlY. In fact, we can label
the same decision as strategic, exception, and operating in different
contexts: the pricing decision for a company building giant oil tankers
is strategic; that for a restaurant is an exception, taken only when
costs go up; while that in a printing plant is operating, taken many
times a day by clerks working with standard price lists. Strategic
decisions are the least routine and program~ed of all the decision
processes, typically taking years and involving many members of the
organization, from the strategic apex and other parts. Our research
indicates that strategic decision processes inv~lve very complex inter
mingling of the seven routines: recognition typically involves many
stimuli, most of them difficult to interpret; di~nosis is a key routine,
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but not very systematic; a great deal of effort goes into the develop
ment of soluti~ns, especially design activity, since solutions must
often be custom-made; and selection also turns out to be a complex,
multistage process. To add to the complexity, single strategic decisions
are typically factored into many smaller decisions which are made in
processes that are continually being interrupted, blocked by political
and other factors, delayed or speeded up by the decision makers them
selves, and forced to recycle back on themselves. A strategic decision
may be evoked by a change in the environment, as when a new tech
nical system is developed; by an exception coming up the hierarchy,
as when a customer complaint indicates a major problem with an
imporfant new product; or by individual initiative, as when a man
ager simply decides that it is time for a new product line. In general,
strategic decisions set off waves of other decisions in the hierarchy.
Many exception and coordinative decisions must be made to imple
ment them, as when a new product line requires the hiring of new
staff, the buying of new machines, and the preparation of new plans,
budgets, and schedules. And ultimately they result in a host ~f changes
in the operating decision processes: that is why they are strategic.
More important than a typology of decisions is an understanding of
how decision processes flow through the organization. Specifically, we need
to understand how operating, administrative, and strategic decisions link
together and what roles the different participants-operators, top and
middle-line managers, technocratic and support staffers-play in the phases
of the different decision processes. We need to know who recognizes the
need to make a given kind of decision, who diagnoses the situation, who
develops the solution, who authorizes it, and so on. On these points we
have little evidence. There has simply been too little research on the impor
tant question of how decision processes flow through organizations. To
ward the end of the book, based on our findings, we shall speculate on the
answer for different kinds of structures. But for the moment, we present an
example below to illustrate the organization as a system of ad hoc decision
processes.
An Ad Hoc Decision Process The fifth overlay shown in Figure 3-12
presents a hypothetical example of an ad hoc decision process that involves
a mix of the types of decisions discussed above. The example begins with a
salesperson in the office of a customer, shown at point 1, in the operating
core. The customer is dissatisfied with the product of the firm and suggests
to the salesperson that it be modified. Finding merit in the recommendation,
but lacking the authority to deal with it, the salesperson passes the idea up
to the sales manager (2). He, in tum, sends it to the marketing vice-president
(3), and the latter raises the issue at an executive meeting (4). In effect, the
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Figure 1-12.

The Flow of an Ad Hoc Decision Process

stimulus for the decision, having originated at the operating core, has
traveled as an exception through the regulated system, up the middle line to
the strategic apex. There formal recognition takes place, and the president
directs the head of the operations research department to form a task force
to diagnose the situation and design a solution (5). The operations research
manager draws his task-force members from various units and levels: the
line sales manager, a member of the marketing research staff, an analyst
from accI;lUnting. Together they design the new product, each one returning
to his unit to evaluate specific details, for example, cost estimates (6a) and
market potential (6b). Shortly thereafter, the operations research manager
presents the group's findings to the executive committee (7). This group
approves the recommendation, thereby authorizing the strategic decision..
Now the implementational stage begins, with waves of coordinative and
exception decisions affecting every corner of the organization. For example,
the advertising department develops a promotional campaign for the new
product (8), and the sales manager (together with analysts) prepares new
62
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plans and budgets,.and specifies the staffing needs to effect the necessary
changes in the sales department (9). One day, eighteen months after the
process began, the original salesperson makes an operating decision-to
return to the office of his customer, new product in hand (10).
Two important qualifications should be noted about this overlay. First,
our story barely presents the skeleton of what really takes place when an
organization introduces a new product. To show any reasonable part of the
full implementation phase, for example, would make the fifth overlay hope
lessly confusing. We would have lines going back and forth in every con
ceivable direction. A full description of the strategic decision process would
take pages, not paragraphs. Little has been said about all the informal com
munication that necessarily accompanies such a strategic decision process,
as well as the politics that inevitably ~esult from a major change in an organ
ization, and the many cycles, interruptions, and timing delays encountered
along the way. Also, the fifth overlay only hints at the relationship between
the work constellations and the decision process. In fact, that relationship is
a rich one, with some parts of the process contained within particular con
stellations and others requiring complex interactions between them. In
general, we would expect the strategic decision process to cut across many
work constellations and the implementation process to be more neatly
divided up among different ones.
The second qualification is that this overlay shows a "top-down"
decision process, where the power for decision making remains at the top
of the organization. The strategic decision process was guided from there
and then implemented down the hierarchy. As we shall see later, this is one
pattern of ad hoc decision processes among many. Strategic decisions may
emerge anywhere in the organization, for example, in the operating core
when a team of hospital psychiatrists decide to change their method of
treatment. Furthermore, in some cases strategic decisions are not always so
clearly delineated from implementational ones; later we shall see structures
where decisions that appear to be operating in nature in fact lead to strategic
change.
Despite these qualifications, the fifth overlay makes one important
point which serves to conclude our discussion on how the organization
functions. It shows the complex intermingling of the formal and informal
flows of authority, communication, and decision processes. Only by focus
ing on these real flows-of authority, work materials, information, and
decision processes-can we begin. to see how the organization really func
tions. Such an understanding is an important prerequisite for a thorough
understanding of organizational structure.
To conclude, we reiterate the point that each of the five systems over
lays is an incomplete picture of how any real organization functions. But
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PART II
THE DESIGN PARAMETERS

In his book The Sciences of the Artificial, Herbert Simon (1969) discusses
the sciences of man-made phenomena, such as engineering, medicine, and
management. He identifies the major task of these sciences as design:
Figure 3-13.

A Combined Overlay: The Functioning of the

Organization

however incomplete, each system explains one important aspect. And taken
all together-as is done in Figure 3-13-they suggest the true complexity of
the functioning of the organization, and also serve as the basic framework
on which we can now build our description of organizational structuring.

Everyone designs who devises courses of action aimed at changing existiqg
situations into preferred ones. The intellectual activity that produces material
artifacts is no different fundamentally from the one that prescribes remedies
for a sick patient or the one that devises a new sales plan for a company or a
social welfare policy for a state. Design, so construed, is the core of all profes
sional training; it is the principal mark that distinguishes the professions from
the sciences. Schools of engineering, as well as schools of architecture, busi
ness, education, law, and medicine, are all centrally concerned with the proc
ess of design (pp. 55-56).

Design assumes discretion, an ability to alter a system. In the case of
organizational structure, design means turning those knobs that influence
the division of labor and the coordinating mechanisms, thereby affecting
how the organization functions-how materials, authority, information,
and decision processes flow through it. This section discusses these knobs
the essential parameters of organizational structure-and the ways in which
each can be turned.
Consider the following questions:
64
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• How many tasks should a given position in the organization contain
and how specialized should each task be?
• To what extent should the work content of each position be standard
ized?
• What skills and knowledge should be required for each position?
• On what basis should positions be grouped into units and units into
larger units?
• How large should each unit be; how many individuals should report
to a given manager?
• To what extent should the output of each position or unit be standard
ized?
• What mechanisms should be established to facilitate mutual adjust
ment among positions and units?
• How much decision-making power should be delegated to the man
agers of line units down the chain of authority?
• How much decision-making power should pass from the line managers
to the staff specialists and operators?
These are the basic issues of structural design we shall be discussing in
this section. They suggest a set of nine design parameters-the basic com
ponents of organizational structure-that fall into four broad groupings.
These are listed on the next page together with the most closely related
concepts from Chapters 1-3.
Before proceeding with the discussion of each of the nine design para
meters, two points should be noted. First, design parameters of -a semi
formal as well as formal nature have been included. Whereas, for example,
the grouping of positions and units builds the formal authority system of
the organization and the formalization of behavior serves as a pillar of the
system of regulated flows, the use of liaison devices and of horizontal de
centralization specifically encourages the flow of informal communication
and the development of unofficial work constellations in the organization.
In other words, to elaborate on our Chapter 1 definition, in this book or
ganiiationaI structure encompasses those formal and semiformal means
in effect the nine design parameters-that organizations use to divide and
coordinate their work in order to establish stable patterns of behavior.
Second, it is sometimes assumed that structural change is a relatively
simple matter, perhaps just the shift of a few boxes on the organigram. I re
call the recommendation of a group of MBA students to a trucking com
pany concerned aboutthe low prestige of its safety department that it raise
its position on the organigram, above that of the other departments report-
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Design Parameter

Related Concepts

Design of positions

Job specialization
Behavior formalization

Basic division of labor
Standardization of work
content
System of regulated flows
Standardization of skills

Design of superstructure

Unit grouping

Training and indoctrination

Unit size

Direct supervision
Administrative division of
labor
Systems of formal authority,
regulated flows, informal
communication, and work
constellations
Organigram
System of informal
communication,
Direct supervision
Span of control

Design of laterallinkages

Planning and control
systems
Liaison devices

Standardization of outputs
System of regulated flows
Mutual adjustment
Systems of informal
communication, work
constellations, and ad hoc
decision processes

Design of decision
making system

Vertical decentralization

Administrative division of
labor
Systems of formal authority,
regulated flows, work
constellations, and ad hoc
decision processes

Horizontal decentralization

Administrative division of
labor
Systems of informal
communication, work
constellations, and ad hoc
decision processes

ing to the same manager. As if this change on a piece of paper would give
the safety program its needed "boost" in the organizationI Structural design
is a difficult business, structure representing the established forces of habit
and tradition, and of power as well. To tamper with these forces is often to
invite strong resistance. There are times, of course, when the formal struc
ture is so out of accord with the natural flows of work and communication,
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or with the social needs of the employees, that structural change is accepted
readily. For example, Rice (1953) describes an Indian textile mill where the
workers embraced a proposed change in structure to rid themselves of one
that was far too rigid.
More commonly, however, structure reflects natural work and
communication flows. Most structures represent real organizational needs,
or at least those of the recent past; few structures are imposed artificially on
the organization. As conditions change, of course organizational needs
change, but changing the structure inevitably means interfering with estab
lished patterns of behavior. Thus, Paul Lawrence (1958) describes the re
organization of a food store chain that took years to effect:
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The researcher can testify that for the key people involved the making of these
changes had not been easy. He witnessed their conscientious efforts to rethink
their daily practices and change longstanding habit patterns....when one
looks at the built-in, self-reinforcing persistence of the historical behavior
patterns, it is remarkable that any discernible changes had occured (p. 204).

With this in mind, we now tum to our discussion of the nine design
parameters. Each is considered in one of the follpwing chapters, except for
the two forms of decentralization that are discussed together in the final
chapter. We begin with the smallest element of structure, the design of in
dividual positions, discussing the specialization of jobs, formalization of
behavior, and training and indoctrination successively in Chapters 4, 5, and
6. Then we look at the overall superstructure of the organization, in
Chapter 7 the logic that underlies its bases for grouping and in Chapter 8 the
size of its units. Then we tum to the question of how linkages of a lateral
nature are used to fuse the elements of the superstructure together, first the
planning and control system in Chapter 9 and then the liaison devices in
Chapter 10. Finally, in Chapter 11, we see how all of this is tied together in a
decision-making system, through the use of vertical and horizontal decen
tralization.
Section II of this book is analytic rather than synthetic; that is, it seeks
to break structure down into its essential parts, rather than put it together as
an integrated whole. Each chapter does describe the use of the particular
design parameter in each of the five parts of the Qrganization and links it to
the design parameters already discussed. But the real synthesis comes later.
We must first understand the basic elements of structure before we can put
each of them into the context of the situation faced· by a particular organ
ization (in Section III), and, ultimately, see how all these elements cluster
into specific configurations of structure (in Section IV).

We can consider three parameters in the design of individual positions in the
organization: the specialization of the job, the formalization of behavior in
carrying it out, and the training and indoctrination it requires. This chapter
discusses the first of these.
Jobs can be specialized in two dimensions. First is its "breadth" or
"scope"-how many different tasks are contained in each and how broad or
narrow is each of these tasks. At one extreme, the worker is a jack-of-all
trades, forever jumping from one broad task to another; at the other ex
treme, he focuses his efforts on the same highly specialized task, repeated
day-in and day-out even minute-in and minute-out. The second dimension
of specialization relates to ('~~pi:n," to the control over the work. At one
extreme, the worker merely does the work without any thought as to how
or why; at the other, he controls every aspect of the work in addition to
doing it. The first dimension may be called horizontal job specialization (in
that it deals with parallel activities) and its opposite, horizontal job enlarge
ment; the second, vertical job specialization and vertical job enlargement.

HORIZONTAL JOB SPECIALIZATION

Job specialization in the horizontal dimension-the predominant form
of division of labor-is an inherent part of every organization, indeed every
human activity. For example, Filley et al. (1976, p. 337) note that work in
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the tenth-century English textile industry was divided into spinning, weav
ing, dying, and printing, while Udy (1959, p. 91) notes that on a seal hunt,
the Gilyak eskimos divide their labor within the boat among harpooner,
oarsman, and helmsman. In fact, the term "division of labor" dates back to
1776, when Adam Smith wrote The Wealth of Nations. There he presented
. his famous example which even by 1776 "the division of labor has been very
often taken notice of, the trade of the pin maker":
One man draws out the wire, another straights it, a third cuts it, a fourth
points it, a fifth grinds it at the top for receiving the head; to make the head
. requires two or three distinct operations; to put it on is a peculiar business, to
whiten the pins is another; it is even a trade by itself to put them into the paper;
and the important business of making a pin is, in this manner, divided into
about eighteen distinct operations, which, in some manufactories, are all per
formed by distinct hands, though in others the same man will sometimes
perform two or three of them (Smith, 1910, p. 5).
Organizations so divide their labor-specialize their jobs-to increase
productivity. Adam Smith noted that in one pin factory, 10 men specialized
in their work were able to turn out about 12 pounds of pins in a day, about
4800 pins each. "But if they had all wrought separately and independently,
and without any of them having been educated to this peculiar business,
they certainly could not each of them have made twenty, perhaps not one
pin in a day ..." (p. 5).
What are the reasons for such productivity increases7 Smith notes
three, the improved dexterity of the workman from specializing in one task,
the saving in time lost in switching tasks, and the development of new meth
ods and machines that come from specialization. All three reasons point to
the key factor that links specialization to productivity: repetition. Hori
zontal specialization increases the repetition in the work, thereby facilitating
its standardization. The outputs can be produced more uniformly and more
efficiently. Horizontal specialization also focuses the attention of the
worker, which facilitates learning. All individuals have limited cognition; in
a world of technical and organization complexity, they can only deal effec
tively with comprehensible parts of the whole:
By giving each {member\ a particular task to accomplish, [the organization\
directs and limits his attention to that task. The personnel officer concerns
himself with recruitment, training, classification, and other personnel opera
tions. He need not give particular concern to the accounting, purchasing,
planning, or operative functions, which are equally vital to the accomplish
ment of the organization's task, because he knows they have been prOVided
for elsewhere in the organization structure (Simon, 1957, p. 102).
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Support for this argument comes from Charns et a1. (1977) who found in a
study of medical centers that doctors who performed concurrently the
different roles of clinician, teacher, and researcher tended to confuse or
"blurr" these tasks to the detriment of their performance. 1
A final reason for specialization is that it allows the individual to be
matched to the task. In Chapter 1 we noted that football teams put their
slim players in the backfield, their squat players on the line. Likewise, Udy
notes that the Gilyak eskimos put their best oarsmen toward the stern, their
best shots in the bow. Even colonies of army ants find it appropriate to so
divide their labor:
•
.. , the adult ants that differ in size and structure also exhibit contrasting
patterns of behavior, with the result that there is a division of labor in the
colony. Small workers ... spend most of their time in the nest feeding the
larval broods; intermediate-sized workers constitute most of the population,
going out on raids as well as doing other jobs. The largest workers ... have a
huge head and long, powerful jaws. These individuals are what Verrill called
soldiers; they carry no food but customarily run along the flanks of the raiding
and emigration columns (Topoff, 1972, p. 72).

VERTICAL JOB SPECIALIZATION
Vertical job specialization separates the performance of the work from
the administration of it. Utterer (1965) provides us with a useful way to
describe this issue. Figure 4-1 shows his basic work control cycle, with the
actual performance of an activity at the bottom left and the administration
of it-the feedback and control system-above and to the right of it. In the
vertically specialized job, the worker only performs the activity; as the job
gets vertically enlarged, the worker gains more and more control over the
activity-over the decisions involved and then over the goals and standards
guiding these decisions.
Teaching offers a good example. Students who use workbooks or copy
their lectures word for word have rather vertically specialized work-they
simply carry out the activity. In contrast, when the students do projects,
they assume control of much of the decision making in their work-their
"jobs" become vertically enlarged and they shift from passive responders to
active participants. In the case of the pie filler, discussed in Chapter I, his
job was highly specialized in the vertical (as well as the horizontal) dimen
'Those doctors were, of course, specialized in terms of the medical knowledge they used
(cardiovascular surgery, or whatever), if not in the roles they performed.
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Figure 4-1. Basic Work Control Cycle (adapted trom Litterer, 1965,
p. 237 If)

sion. Alternatively, were he told to bake a pie to sell for $1.50, he would
have had responsibility for sensing, discriminating, and decision making, as
well as part of the actual making of the pie, while if he owned the bakery, he
would also have been able to decide on the price himself and whether he
should have made pies at all, as opposed to, say, bread or bicycles.
Organizations specialize jobs in the vertical dimension in the belief
that a different perspective is required to determine how the work should be
done. In particular, when a job is highly specialized in the horizontal dimen
sion, the worker's perspective is narrowed, making it difficult for him to
relate his work to that of others. So control of the work is often passed to a
manager with the overview necessary to coordinate the work by direct
supervision or to an analyst who can do so by standardization. Thus, jobs
must often be specialized vertically because they are specialized horizon
tally. That is, the very fact of having to perform a narrow task reduces the
perspective of the worker and so robs him of control of it. Hence, we would
expect to find a strong positive relationship between horizontal and vertical
specialization: many jobs (although not all, as we shall soon see) tend to be
either both or neither.

-

I

JOB ENLARGEMENT

Job specialization is hardly a panacea for the problems of position
design; quite the contrary, job specialization creates a number of its own
problems, notably of communication and coordination. Consider a simple
example, the way in which orders are taken in French and American restau
rants. In this respect, the work in many French restaurants is more special
ized; the maitre d'hotel takes the order and writes it on a slip of paper and
the waiter serves it. In the American restaurant, the waiter generally does
both tasks. Thus, if the customer in the French restaurant has a special re
quest, for example to have his coffee with his dessert instead of after it as is
the norm in France, a communication problem arises. The maitre d'hotel
must go to the trouble of telling the waiter or making a note on the slip of
paper. (In fact, it is unlikely that he will do either and it is left to the custo
mer to try, often in vain, to get his message across to the waiter directly.) In
effect, specialization creates problems of coordination. (It is probably not
coincidental that French diners seem generally more disciplined, Americans
more fussy.) In more complex work, such as medicine, specialization has
also been a mixed blessing. The great advances-for example, open-heart
surgery, control of tuberculosis, transplants of various kinds-have been
brought about by specialization in research and clinical work, but so too
has specialization placed all kinds of artificial barriers across the practice of
medicine. Few doctors treat the body as an integrated system; rather they
treat clogged arteries, or emotional stress, or unhealthy diets.
High task specialization in the horizontal dimension also creates bal
ancing problems for the organization. If a barbershop designates one man
to cut only children's hair, it may face a situation where adult customers are
forced to wait while a children's barber stands idle. Clearly, size is an impor
tant factor here: a high volume of work facilitates high horizontal speciali
zation. Only the large barbershops can afford children's specialists.
Another serious problem, especially in the operating core, is what
high specialization in both dimensions can do to the worker-to his feelings
about his work and his motivation to do it well. With the rise of Taylor's
Scientific Management movement after World War I, American industry
(and, for that maUer, Russian industry, too) became virtually obsessed with
job specialization. "One has the feeling of division of labor having gone
wild, far beyond any degree necessary for efficient production," wrote
James Worthy, an executive of Sears, Roebuck, in 1950 (p. 174). For ex
ample, in the mid 1950s Davis et aI. (1955) interviewed industrial engineers
from seven manufacturing firms about what factors they normally took
into account in assigning tasks to workers and in combining tasks to make
7:J
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specific jobs. Engineers from all the firms surveyed considered the following
important.
1. Break the job into the smallest components possible to reduce skill
requirements.
2. Make the content of the job as repetitive as possible.
3. Minimize internal transportation and handling time.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Provide suitable working conditions.
Obtain greater specialization.
Stabilize production and reduce job shifts to a minimum.
Have engineering departments, whenever possible, take an active part
in assigning tasks and jobs (p. 6).

In a later book, Big Business and Free Men, Worthy (1959) traces the
historical development of this mentality. He goes back to the rise of the
factory, where he notes that specialization resulted in part from the scarcity
of labor. "This scarcity encouraged the breaking down of complex skills
into their simpler elements so that they could be learned more quickly by the
jnexperienced and unskilled workers industry found it necessary to employ"
(this and all subsequent Worthy quotes from pp. 64-71). But this narrow
specialization led to "crucial" problems of coordination and control, which
gave rise to "management, as we know it today." Worthy gives credit to
Taylor (1856-1915) as "one of the earliest and most creative of those con
cerned with thinking through these problems of organization and control."
Taylor's work-involving everything from standardizing raw materials to
minutely programming work processes, in effect, the planning of the pro
duction process in detail from beginning to end-"went a long way toward
bringing production out of the confusion in which he found it, and in doing
so laid the foundations for a phenomenal increase in the productivity of
American industry."
But all wfls not well in the factory that emerged. Taylor's exhortations
to specialize vertically-"All possible brain work should be removed from
the shop floor and centered in the planning and laying out department"
led to the most machinelike of jobs, as engineers sought to "minimize the
characteristics of wprkers that most significantly differentiate them from
machines." Taylor himself "frequently referred to (the workers} as children
and often used schoolroom analogies."
.
All of this, Worthy argues, "has been fantastically wasteful for indus
try and society," failing to make proper use of "managem~nt's most valu
able resource: the complex and multiple capacities of people." Because "the
meaning of work itself" was destroyed, people could only be treated as
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means; they could no longer exercise initiative. In place of intrinsic motiva
tion, workers had "to be enticed by rewards and threatened by punish
ments."
Charlie Chaplin popularized the plight of these human robots in his
pre-World War II film, Modern Times. But the problem has persisted to the
present day. Here is how a felter in a luggage factory describes her job:
In forty seconds you have to take the wet felt out of the felter, put the blanket
on-a rubber sheeting-to draw out the excess moisture, wait two, three
seconds, take the blanket off, pick the wet felt up, balance it on your shoulder
-there is no way of holding it without it tearing all to pieces, it is wet and will
collapse-reach over, get the hose, spray the inside of this copper screen to
keep it from plugging, turn around, walk to the hot dry die behind you, take
the hot piece off with your opposite hand, set it on the floor-this wet thing is
still balanced on my shoulder-put the wet piece on the dry die, push this
button that lets the dry press down, inspect the piece we just took off, the hot
piece, stack it, and count it-when you get a stack of ten, you push it over and
start another stack of ten-then go back and put our blanket on the wet piece
coming up from the tank...and start all over. Forty seconds. (Quoted in
Terkel, 1972, pp. 289-290).

Only recently, with increasing worker alienation posing a major threat
to productivity itself, has there been a real thrust to change this situation:
This has proceeded under the terms "job enlargement," for horizontal en
largement, and "job enrichment," for vertical coupled with horizontal
enlargement (Herzberg, 1968);2 more recently, all of this has been sub
sumed under the broader title "Quality of Working Life," now sufficiently in
vogue to merit the acronym QWL. Here, for simplicity's sake and to con
trast with job specialization, we shall stick with the term "job enlargement,"
whether horizontal or vertical.
In horizontal job enlargement, the worker engages in a wide variety of
the tasks associated with producing products and services. He may either do
more tasks in sequence, or he may do them one at a time, as before, but
interchange tasks with his colleagues periodically so that his work becomes
more varied. For example, in the assembly of the parts of a small motor, the
assembly line may be eliminated and each worker may assemble the whole
motor himself, or the workers may interchange positions on the assembly
line periodically.
When a job is enlarged vertically, or "enriched," not only does the
worker carry out more tasks, but he also gains more control over them. For
example, a group of workers may be given responsibility for the assembly
of the motor, a natural unit of work, including the power to decide how the
'In these types of jobs, it is unlikely that vertical job enlargement could proceed without some
horizontal job enlargement.
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work will be shared and carried out. In the 5aab Motor Car Engine Assem
bly in Sweden:
Seven assembly groups of four workers are arranged alongside an automatic
conveyor. Apart from some pre-assembly work, finished engines are com
pletely assembled in each group, the total work content of this final assembly
being 30 minutes. Each group may choose to divide the work between them,
each working on average for 71/z minutes on each engine, or each member
may assemble a complete engine (Wild, 1976, p. 36).
Does job enlargement pay7 The proponents say yes, and back up their
conclusion with enthusiastic anecdotal reports. For example, returning to
Worthy (1959):
In [a California hospital for retarded children) half the patients were kept
strapped to their cribs to keep them from hurting themselves. Older patients .
who·were able to do simple chores aided in the care of the more helpless. Their
work was organized on an assembly-line basis; some did nothing but scrub
floors, others nothing but change diapers, others nothing but feeding. A new
psychiatric technician, placed in charge of a cottage housing a hundred young
sters, changed all this. She unchained the children, she abolished the assembly
line, and she put each helper in charge of three children with responsibility for
doing all that was necessary for their care. "That's the way it's done in fami
lies," she said. "You don't have one person just ",ashing diapers, another feed
the baby."
This change in organization altered the entire atmosphere of the cottage
and the people in it. The helpers began to take more interest in their jobs and
in their charges. A sense of pride and of personal responsibility developed.
And the younger, more helpless patients responded also, not only to the greater
freedom they were allowed but to the warmer, more sympathetic, more human
relationships that grew between themselves and the older helpers to whose
care they were committed (pp. 86-87).
But more detached observers report failures as well as successes, and a series
of recent reviews of the research studies suggest that while the successes
probably predominate, the overall results of job enlargement are mixed
(Pierce and Dunham, 1976; Dessler, 1976, pp. 79-84; Filley et aI., 1976. pp.
343-357; Melcher, 1976, pp.72-83).
There seems, however, to be two clear problems with much of this
research. First, the results of job enlargement clearly depend on the job in
question. To take two extreme examples, the enlargement of the job of a
secretary who must type the same letter all day every day cannot help but
improve things; in contrast, to enlarge the job of the general practitioner
(one wonders how ... perhaps by including nursing or pharmacological
tasks) could only frustrate the doctor and harm the pati~nt. In other words,
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jobs can be too large as well as too narrow. So the success of any job rede
sign clearly depends on the particular job in question and how specialized it
is in the first place. The natural tendency has, of course, been to select for
redesign the narrowest, most monotonous of jobs, some specialized to
almost pathological degrees, of which there has been no shortage in this
industrialized world left to us by the followers of Frederick Taylor. Hence,
we should not be surprised to find more successes than failures reported in
this research. That, however, should not lead to the conclusion that job
enlargement is good per se.
Second is the question of trade-offs inherent in apy attempt to redesign
a job. What the writings of people like Worthy have done is to introduce the
human factor into the performance equation, alongside the purely technical
concerns of the time-and-motion study analysts. That has changed the
equation: job enlargement pays to the extent that the gains from better
motivated workers in a particular job offset the losses from less than opti
mal technical specialization. (Sometimes the two factors affect different
performance measures. Dessler [1976, pp. 80-811 cites the case of one job
redesign that resulted in lower productivity but higher quality.)
So to find out if job enlargement pays, we would first have to find out
for each particular job where it stands in terms of technical efficiency and
worker motivation, and then ascertain the trade-off of these two factors in
the proposed modification. And that means an intensive probe into a single
job, something that happens only rarely in the published research. Samples
of one do not produce the correlation coefficients that many academic jour
nals demand. 3 And so doubts can be raised about many of the published
studies. Surveys of before and after performance measures tell us little in the
absence of details on the jobs and workers in question and the changes
made. Thus, like job specialization, job enlargement is hardly a panacea for
the problems of position design; it is one design parameter among many, to
be considered alongside the others, including job specialization, its obverse.
50 far the question of whether job enlargement pays has been addressed
solely from the point of view of the organization. But the worker counts,
too, as a human being who often deserves something better than a monoto
nous job. But here the research literature throws a curve, with its evidence
that some workers prefer narrowly specialized, repetitive jobs. For example,
"Turner and Miclette interviewed 115 assembly-line operators over a two
year period. They found fewer than 20 percent who felt that their work was
monotonous or boring ..." (Dessler, 1976, p. 83). Nowhere is this point
made clearer than in Stud Terkel's fascinating book, Working (1972), in
which all kinds of workers talk candidly about the work they do and their
feelings about it. A clear message comes through: "One man's meat is
3Notable exceptions, discussed in Chapter 3, are Trist and Bamforth's (1951) study of work in
British coal mines and Rice's (1953) study of work in an Indian textile mill.
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another man's poison." Occasionally, Terkel juxtaposes the comments of
two workers in the same job, one who relishes it and the other who detests
it. Illustrative citations from Terkel's book will be used throughout this one.
Why should the same routine job motivate one individual and alienate
another? The research suggests a number of reasons. Older workers and
workers with more seniority show more tolerance for routine jobs (Dessler,
1976, p. 83; Pierce and Dunham, 1976, pp. 85, 91), presumably because as
people age, they increasingly appreciate habit in their lives. All the re
viewers cite the argument of Hulin and Blood (1968) that workers in large
urban centers are more accepting of such work, or at least are less accepting
of job enlargement. The explanation offered is that blue-collar workers
raised in cities tend more than others to reject the Protestant work ethic-to
feel less conscientious about their work and so prefer to remain as detached
from it as possible. Monotonous jobs serve such needs splendidly!
But perhaps it is personality that best explains the differences between
workers, notably a dimension that psychologists call "tolerance for ambig
uity." Dessler (1976) cites evidence suggesting that "ambiguity is frequently
associated with stress, tension, and dissatisfaction and that persons differ
markedly in their tolerance for such ambiguity"; some personalities are
simply "characterized by very high needs for structure and clarity" (p. 84).
This can be put into the context of Abraham Maslow's (1954) "Needs Hier
archy Theory," which orders human needs into a hierarchy of five groups
physiological, safety or security, love and belongingness, esteem or status,
and self-actualization (to create, to fulfill oneself). The theory postulates
that one group of needs only becomes fully operative when the next lowest
group is largely satisfied. In job design, the argument goes, people function
ing at the lower end of the Maslow scale, most concerned with security
needs and the like, prefer the specialized jobs, while those at the upper end,
notably at the level of self-actualization, respond more favorably to enlarged
jobs (Pierce and Dunham, 1976, p. 90). And this helps to explain why QWL
has recently become such a big issue: with growing affluence and rising
educational levels, the citizens of the more industrialized societies have been
climbing up Maslow's hierarchy. Their growing need for self-actualization
ca~ only be met in enlarged jobs. The equation continues to change.
JOB SPECIALIZATION BY PART OF THE
ORGAN IZATlON

We would expect to find some relationships between the specialization
of jobs and their location in the organization. Productivity is more impor
tant in the operating core, where the basic products and services get pro
duced; also, this is where the work is most repetitive. Hence, we would
expect to find the most specialized jobs there, especially in the horizontal

dimension. Operators generally carry out rather well-defined tasks in the
operating work flow. We would, however, expect more variation in vertical
specialization in the operating core. Many operators-such as those on
assembly lines-perform the narrowest of jobs in both breadth and depth.
These are the unskilled workers, on whom the job~nlargement programs
have been concentrated. But other operators, because their specialized tasks
are more complex, retain considerable control over them. In other words,
their jobs are specialized horizontally but not vertically. Performing open
heart surgery, putting out fires in oil wells, or teaching retarded children all
require considerable specialization, to master the skills and knowledge of
the jobs. But the jobs are complex, requiring years of training, and that
complexity precludes close managerial and technocratic control, thereby
precluding vertical specialization.
Complex jobs, specialized horizontally but not vertically, are generally
referred to as professional. And job enlargement is not an issue in these jobs,
at least not from the perspective of the worker. Professionals seldom com
plain about monotony, since the complexity of the work and the satisfaction
of applying accomplished skills keeps them motivated. Likewise, alienation
is not a major issue, since it is the professionals who normally control their
own work. Society tends to look very favorably on this kind of specializa
tion; indeed, unskilled operators frequently try to have their jobs labeled
"professional" to increase their status and reduce the controls imposed on
them by the administrators.
Many of the same conclusions can be drawn for the staff units, both
support and technocratic. Each support staff unit has a specialized function
to perform-producing food in the plant cafeteria, fighting legal battles in
the corporate legal office, and so on-with the result that support staff jobs
tend to be highly specialized in the horizontal dimension. How specialized
they are in the vertical dimension depends, as it does for the operator's jobs,
on how complex or professional they are. In general, we would expect the
support staffers of the lower echelons, such as those in the cafeterias, to
have narrow, unskilled jobs subject to close control, while those at the high
levels, such as in the legal office, would have more professional jobs,
specialized horizontally but not vertically. As for the analysts of the
technostructure, they are professionals, in that their work requires
considerable knowledge and skill. Hence, we would also expect their jobs to
be specialized horizontally but not vertically. However, the technocratic
clerks-those who apply the systems routinely-would tend to be less
skilled and therefore have jobs specialized in both dimensions.
Managers at all levels appear to perform a basic set of interpersonal,
informational, and decisional roles; in that sense their work is specialized
horizontally. But in a more fundamental sense, no true managerial job is
specialized in the horizontal dimension. These roles managers perform are
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so varied, and so much switching is required among them in the course of
any given day, that managerial jobs are typically the least specialized in the
organization. Managers do not complain about repetition or boredom in
their work, but rather about the lack of opportunity to concentrate on
specific issues. This seems to be as true for foremen as it is for presidents.
There are, however, differences in vertical specialization in managerial
jobs, according to level in the hierarchy. Managers near the bottom-nota
bly first-line supervisors-are often subject to tight controls, both from the
weight of the chain of authority above them and from the standards im
posed on their units by the technostructure. These controls diminish as one
climbs the hierarchy, until the strategic apex is reached: there, we find the
least specialized jobs in the organization. The chief executive officer appears
to perform the same broad set of roles as the other managers of the organi
zation, but he applies them to the widest variety of problems. Attempts
have, in fact, been made to specialize horizontally the work within the chief
executive office, for example, by having one individual focus on external
problems and another on internal matters, or by dividing responsibility for
line and staff departments. But there is no conclusive evidence that such
specialization is really more effective in the long run, and most organiza
tions seem to keep the job of chief executive in tact, that is, enlarged. And,
of course, the job of top manager is generally the least controlled-that is,
the least vertically specialized-in the whole organization.(
To conclude our discussion, Table 4-1 shows the jobs of the di~ferent
members of the organization categorized in a matrix of horizontal and ver
tical specialization. Highly specialized in both dimensions are the unskilled
jobs in the operating core and staff units, while the professional jobs in both
parts are specialized horizontally but not vertically. Managerial jobs are
shown as not specialized in the horizontal dimension, but differing in the
vertical dimension, according to their level i~ the hierarchy.
TABLE 4-1.

Job Specialization by Part of the Organizjltion
Horizontal Specialization

High
High

vertical
Specialization
Low

•

•
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Low

Unskilled jobs
(operating core
and staff units)

Certain Lowest-Level
Managerial jobs

Professional Jobs
(operating core
and staff units)

All Other
Managerial Jobs

'See Mintzberg (1973a) for further discussion and evidence of the points made in the last two
paragraphs. specifically on the common roles managers perform, the daily work patterns for
managers at all levels. and job sharing at the chief executive level.

5
Design of Positions:
Behavior Formalization

In a paper entitled "A Convergence in Organization Theory," OJ. Hick
son (1966-67) makes the interesting point that organizational theorists
have been preoccupied with one parameter of organizational structure,
which he labels "role specificity."l Hickson presents a table that lists vari
ous theorists in management who have focused on this parameter under
one label or another. The table reads like a veritable who's who of writers
in management-Taylor, Fayo!, McGregor, Argyris, Simon, Whyte,
Crozier, Thompson, and so-on. At one point, by way of illustrating the
diversity of their labels, Hickson refers to structure at one end of this
dimension as "bureaucratic-mechanistic-closed-formalized-routinized
specific-dominant-well-defined-programmed-perceptually structured
habit-'scientific'-authoritative-rational" (p. 235). Here we shall refer to
this design parameter simply as formalization of behavior, noting that it
proscribing discretion. Formalization
represents the organization's way
of behavior is the design parameter by which the work processes of the
organization are standardized. Behavior may be formalized in three ways,
as follows:

of

In this case, the organization attaches the
behavioral specifications to the job itself, typically documenting it in
the formal job description. The incumbent may be told what steps

1. Formalization by job

'More exactly. "the degree of specificity of the role prescription" and its opposite, "the range of
legitimate discretion."
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to take in his work, in what sequence, when, and where. March and
Simon (1958) provide an example:

•

1. When material is drawn from stock, note whether the quantity
that remains equals or exceeds the buffer stock. If not:
2. Determine from the sales forecast provided by the sales depart
ment the sales expected in the next k months.
3. Insert this quantity in the "order quantity formula," and write
a purchase order for the quantity thus determined (p. 147).

2. Formalization by work flow Instead of linking the specifications to
the job, the organization can instead attach them to the work itself.
Printing press operators receive dockets with instructions for each
order, and orchestra musicians work from scores that specify each
of their roles in a given symphony.
3. Formalization by rules Finally, rather than formalizing behavior by
job or work flow, the organization may instead institute rules for all
situations-all jobs, all work flows, all workers. These may specify
who can or cannot do what, when, where, to whom, and with whose
permission. "Members of this advertising agency are expected to
report for work in jacket and tie." "Grievances are to be reported to
the industrial relations department on Form 94XZ, typed, single
spaced." "Expenditures of over $1000 must be approved by the area
manager." Such rules can cover a great variety of organizational
behavior, from salaries paid to thicknesses of carpets. They are gen
erally issued in written form and may be collected into a "policy man
ual," the bible of the formal organization.

No matter what the means of formalization-by job, work flow, or
rules-the effect on the person doing the work is the same: his behavior is
regulated. Power over how that work is to be done passes from him to that
person who designs the specifications, often an analyst in the technostruc
ture. Thus, formalization of behavior leads to vertical specialization of the
job. Also, it stands to reason that formalization is closely related to hori
,zontal specialization: the narrowest of the unskilled jobs are the simplest,
the most repetitive, and the ones most amenable to high degrees of formali
zation. Bj"ork (1975) shows this link dearly in discussing the three principal
"woes of mass production:"
The principles are job simplification, repetition and close control. The worker
is viewed as one more interchangeable part, programmed to perform a small
task that is precisely specified on the basis of time and motion studies. He is
assumed to be a passive element in the production process... , In order to
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energize and coordinate some dozens or hundreds of atomized human "parts"
in a plant, a rigorous and highly detailed control system is called into play ...
(p. 17).
•

WHY BEHAVIOR IS FORMALIZED

As Bjork suggests, organizations formalize behavior to reduce its vari
ability, ultimately to predict and control it. One prime motive for doing so
is to coordinate activities. As noted earlier, standardization of work content
is a very tight coordinating mechanism. Its corresponding design parameter,
behavior formalization, is used therefore when tasks require precise, care
fully predetermined coordination. Firemen cannot stop each time they
arrive at a new fire to figure out who will attach the hose to the hydrant and
who will go up the ladder; similarly, airline pilots must be very sure about
their landing procedures well in advance of descent.
The fully formalized organization, as far as possible, is the precise
organization. There can be no confusion. Everyone knows exactly what to
do in every event. Some organizations, in fact, come rather close to this
kind of reliability: the Swiss train pulls out of the station as the second hand
sweeps past its scheduled time of departure, and the post office. delivers
millions of pieces of mail each day with virtually no losses. These are the
organizations that satisfy James Thompson's description to a tee-their
operating cores have been almost perfectly sealed off: they operate under
conditions as close to certainty as man can get.
Formalization of behavior is also used to ensure the machinelike con
sistency that leads to efficient production, as in the automobile factory
Bjork describes. Tasks are specialized in the horizontal dimension to achieve
repetition; formalization is then used to impose the most efficient pro
cedures on them.
Formalization is also used to ensure fairness to clients. The national
tax office must treat everyone equally; that is why Patterson found So much
formalization in it. Government organizations are particularly sensitive to
accusations of favoritism; hence, they tend to proliferate rules and specifi
cations. Some of these rules are instituted to protect the clients, others the
employees. For example, promotion by seniority is used to preclude arbi
trary decisions by managers (Crozier, 1964).
Organizations formalize behavior for other reasons as well, of more
questionable validity. Formalization may reflect an arbitrary desire for
order. For example, some tennis courts require all players to wear white. Yet
it is difficult to understand what difference it would make if some appeared
in mauve. The highly formalized structure is above all the neat one; it
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warms the hearts of people who like to see things orderly-everyone in his
proper box on the organigram, all work processes predetermined, all con

•

tingencies accounted for, everyone in white.

BUREAUCRATIC AND ORGANIC FORMS
OF STRUCTURE
Organizations that rely primarily on the formalization of behavior to
achieve coordination are generally referred to as bureaucracies. It is appro
priate at this point to take a close look at this important concept since it lies
at the very heart of a great deal of discussion about organizational structure.
The word "bureaucracy" had an innocent-enough beginning-it de
rived from the French word "bureau," meaning desk or office. But since
Max Weber, the great German sociologist, used it at the turn of the century
to describe a particular type of organizational structure, it has had a rather
tumultuous existence. Weber intended the term as a purely technical one,
and it retains that sense today in the literature of organizational theory and
sociology. But elsewhere, the word has taken on a decidedly pejorative
meaning:
"Bureaucracy" is a dirty word ... It suggests rigid rules and regulations ...
impersonality, resistance to change. Yet every organization of any significant
size is bureaucratized to some degree or, to put it differently, exhibits more or
less stable patterns of behavior based upon a structure of roles and specialized
tasks (Perrow, 1970, p. SO).
At this point the reader is asked to put aside the pejorative meaning
and accept the word in its technical sense; that is how it will be used in this
book.Weber described bureaucracy as an "ideal type" of structure, "ideal"
meaning not perfect but pure. He delineateq the characteristics of this pure
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only persons who have the generally regulated qualifications to serve
are employed.
II. The principles of office hierarchy and of levels of graded authority mean a
firmly ordered system of super- and subordinate in which there is a supervision
of the lower offices by the higher ones.
III. The management of the modern office is based upon written documents
("the files"), which are preserved in their original or draught form.
IV. Office management, at least all specialized office management-and such
management is distinctly modern-usually presupposes thorough and expert
training.
V. The management of the office follows general rules, which are more or
less stable, more or less exhaustive, and which can be learned. Knowledge of
these rules represents a special technical learning which the officials possess. It
involves jurisprudence, or administrative or business management (Gerth and
Mills, 1958, pp. 196-198).
Weber's description brings together a number of the concepts we have
already discussed-division of labor, specialization, formalization of be
havior, hierarchy of authority, chain of command, regulated communica
tion, and standardization of work processes and of skills. But how well do
all these defining characteristics hold together in real organizations1 In
other words, does Weber's "ideal type" really exist or are there, in fact,
different types of bureaucratic structures, each exhibiting some but not all
of these characteristics1
It was only in the 1960s that this question began to be studied. The
initial work was carried out by Derek Pugh and his colleagues in a series of
studies at the University of Aston in England (Pugh et aI., 1963, 1968, 1969a,
b;Inkson et aI., 1970, Child, 1972b). In the main study, Pugh et al. (1963
64) measured a variety of dimensions of forty-six organizations in the Bir
mingham area, "a random sample stratified by size, and product or purpose"
including "firms making motor cars and chocolate bars, municipal depart
ments repairing roads and teaching arithmetic, large retail stores, small
insurance companies, and so on" (p. 67). Three of their dimensions related
closely to those of Weber:

structural type as follows:
I. There is the principle of fixed and official jurisdictional areas, which are

generally ordered by rules, that is, by laws or administrative regulations.
1. The regular activities required for the purposes of the bureaucratically
governed structure are distributed in a fixed way as official duties.
2. The authority to give the commands required for the discharge of
these duties is distributed in a stable way and is strictly delimited by
rules concerning the coercive means, physical, sacerdotal, or otherwise
which may be placed at the disposal of officials.
3. Methodical provision is made for the regular and continuous fulfill
ment of these duties and for the execution of the corresponding rights;

• Specialization was "concerned with the division of labor within the
organization, the distribution of official duties among a number of
positions" (pp. 72-73).
• Standardization related to the existence of procedures, events that
occurred regularly and were legitimized by the organizations.
• Formalization was defined (more narrowly than in this chapter) as
"the extent to which rules, procedures, instructions, and communica
tions [were) written" (p. 75).
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Pughet a1. found significant correlations between certain Ineasures of
these three dimensions, thus supporting Weber's description, in part at least.
Role specification and overall standardization correlated at 0.80, role spe
cialization and overall formalization at 0.68, and overall standardization
and overall formalization at 0.83. Pugh et a1. were, therefore, able to com
press the three dimensions into a single factor, virtually identical to what we
have here called formalization of behavior, which they called "structuring
of activities":

•

.

An organization that scores high on specialization, standardization, and
formalization .. , would have gone a long way in the regulation of the work of
its employees. .,. The intended behavior of employees has been structured by
the specification of their specialized roles, the procedures they are to follow in
carrying out those roles, and the documentation of what they have to do
(p.84).

These findings held up in replications of the original Aston study (Ink
son et a1., 1970, Child, 1972b). However, Pugh et al. also measured the
extent to which authority over decision making was concentrated (that is,
centralized), and here they found much smaller (and negative) correlations
with the other dimensions. This led Pugh et a1. (1969a) to conclude that
there may, in fact, exist different bureaucratic structures, in effect, one
where decisional power is centralized and another where it is not. Z In any
event, for our purposes at this point we can define a structure as bureau
cratic-centralized or not-to the extent that its behavior is predetermined
or predictable, in effect, standardized. This seems to be the main thread
running through Weber's description.
We have so far talked only about bureaucratic structures. But if some
organizations come out high on the Aston "structuring of activities" meas
ure, obviously others must come out low, their patterns of behavior being
neither highly specialized nor highly formalized. There exists, in other
words, the inverse of the bureaucratic structure. In their study, Burns and
Stalker (1966) found that bureaucratic-type structures worked well for
organizations operating in stable circumstances but that others requiring
innovation or adaptation to changing environments needed a very different
'Actually, centralization per se does not appear on Weber's five-point list. In fact, a debate has
raged in the literature over whether these two kinds of bureaucracies do exist and, indeed,
whether Weber meant to describe bureaucracies as centralized or decentralized in the first
place. In his replication, with a more homogeneous sample of organizations, Child (1972b) also
found a negative relationship, but a more pronounced one, between structuring of activities
and centralization, leading him to conclude that the notion of one ideal type of bureaucracy is
indeed viable, and that it is decentralized. We shall return to this debate in our discussion of the
decentralization design parameters.

r
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(a) the contributive nature of special knowledge and experience to the com
mon task of the concern;
(b) the "realistic" nature of the individual task, which is seen as set by the
total situation of the concern;
(c) the adjustment and continual re-definition of individual tasks through in
teraction with others;
(d) the shedding of "responsibility" as a limited field of rights, obligations
and methods. (Problems may not be posed upwards, downwards or side
ways, as being someone else's responsbility);
(e) the spread of commitment to the concern beyond any technical definition;
(f) a network structure of control, authority, and communication. The sanc
tions which apply to the individual's conduct in his working role derive more
from presumed community of interest with the rest of the working organiza
tion in the survival and growth of the firm, and less from a contractual rela
tionship between himself and a non-personal corporation, represented for him
by an immediate superior;
(g) omniscience no longer imputed to the head of the concern; knowledge
about the technical or commercial nature of the here and now task may be
located anywhere in the network; this location becoming the ad hoc centre of
control authority and communication;
(h) a lateral rather than a vertical direction of communication through the
organization, communication between people of different rank, also, resem
bling consultation rather than command;
(i) a content of communication which consists of information and advice
rather than instructions and decisions;
(j) commitment to the concern's tasks and to the "technological ethos" of
material progress and expansion is more highly valued than loyalty and obedi
ence;
(k) importance and prestige attach to affiliations and expertise valid in the in
dustrial and technical and commercial milieux external to the firm (pp. 121
122).

In almost every dimension, this is the opposite of Weber's bureaucracy:
organic structure is characterized above all by loose, informal working rela
tionships-things are worked out as needs arise. In effect, whereas bureau
cratic structure emphasizes standardization, organic structure as described
by Burns and Stalker is built on mutual adjustment. However, we shall here
define organic structure by the absence of standardization in the organiza
tion (allowing us later in the book to describe two types, one based on
mutual adjustment, the other on direct supervision). In effect, we put
bureaucratic and organic structure at two ends of the continuum of stand
ardization.
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ship of dependence between superior and subordinate. In effect, the rules
delimit the power of both, including the power of the superior to issue arbi
trary orders; he, too, becomes an applier of impersonal standards:
Every member of the organization, therefore, is protected both from his supe
riors and from his subordinates. He is, on the one hand, totally deprived of
initiative and completelY controlled by rules imposed on him from the outside.
On the other hand, he is completely free from personal interference by any
other individual (p. 189).
In this first point Crozier describes a kind of "perverse democracy"
(the term is ours, not Crozier's), where everyone is treated more or less
equally because everyone is controlled by the same overwhelming set of
rules. The workers in need of a special kind of security-protection from
the whims of the boss-accept, even embrace, the rules, but at the price of
doing exceedingly formalized work:
They complain bitterly about the price they have to pay for it, but they are, in
the last analysis, ready to pay that price. They adjust to it in a grumbling way
but, one way or another, they adjust.
As one very critical and skeptical girl states it: "I would not take an
other job and when I was younger I would not have done so either. I could not
bear being at the boss's mercy" (p. 55).
The second point is that in order to preserve the climate of impersonal
ity in the operating core, those decisions not covered by the rules (including
the decisions to make the rules) tend to be made elsewhere, in effect, at
central headquarters. Impersonality is thereby maintained, but at the price
of separating the power for making decisions frpm the knowledge needed to
make them:
... decisions must be made by people who have no direct knowledge of the
field and of the relevant variables, and who must rely on the information
given them by subordinates who may have a subjective interest in distorting
the data. In this sense, one can state that the power of decision in this system
tends to be located in a blind spot. Those who have the necessary information
do not have the power to decide, and those who have the power to decide can
not get the necessary information (p. 51).
.
.
Third, communication rigidities develop, as a result of peer-group
pressures within what Crozier calls "strata," or hierarchical levels. These
minimize the interactions across strata:
Deviant impulses will be severely sanctioned, and the discipline imposed by
the peer group will be one of the main forces, apart from the rules, which regu
late behavior... , supervisors may not interfere ... (p.191).
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The effect of such forces is to focus the group's attention on its own goals at
the expense of the broader goals of the organization.
.
Fourth, rules and central authority cannot regulate everything; a few
areas of uncertainty must remain, and it is around these that informal
power relationships develop. In effect, those people expert at dealing with
these areas of uncertainty achieve great influence. Crozier so describes the
maintenance men in the factories. Only they were able to handle machine
breakdowns, the one major uncertainty in the highly regulated plants.
Thus, they emerged as a highly privileged group. Crozier notes that, "Para
doxically, the more narrowly the organization is regulated, the greater the
independence of the experts" (p. 193).
A number of Crozier's findings will be of interest at various points in
this book. One that merits comment here is that the workers-obsessed
with security-readily accepted the extreme formalization of behavior as a
means of protecting themselves. In other words, Crozier shows another side
to the arguments about the dysfunctions of highly formalized structures:
that the workers sometimes see the standards as being in their best interest.
Related to the conclusion of Chapter 4, workers with strong needs for
security and with low tolerance for ambiguity prefer jobs that are highly
formalized as well as highly specialized. These people find their way into
bureaucratic structures; those who desire more flexibility and can tolerate
the ambiguity seek out organic structures.
BEHAVIOR FORMALIZA TlON BY PART
OF THE ORGANIZA TlON

One key relationship should be evident by now: the more stable and
repetitive the work, the more programmed it is and the more bureaucratic
that part of the organization that contains it. Thus, there can be consider
able differences in formalization of behavior and bureaucratization across
the various parts of a single organization. While we can (and will) charac
terize certain organizations as bureaucratic or organic overall, none is uni
formly so across its entire range of activities. Thus, Hall (1962) divided
departments in ten diverse organizations into those that performed
uniform, easily routinized tasks and those that performed nonuniform or
social tasks. He found that structures for the former were generally more
bureaucratic, with more rigid divisions of labor and hierarchy of authority
and more procedural specifications. Van de Ven and Delbecq (1974) found
highly formalized work (many pacing rules, detailed work steps and output
specifications, built-in quality control monitoring devices) where the work
in the organization was low in variability.
In the operating core, the part of the organization that the others seek
to protect, we would generally expect to find the most stable conditions and
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the most repetitive tasks, leading to the most bureaucratic structure. This
should not be taken to mean that the work of the operating core is always
formalized or bureaucratized. Some organizations, such as creative research
centers and small entrepreneurial firms, tend to be rather organically struc
tured even in their operating cores. Nevertheless, relatively speaking,
behavior formalization is most common in the operating core of the organ
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ization.
As we leave the operating core and climb the chain of authority, we
would expect the work to become increasingly less repetitive and so less
formalized. The middle-line manager closest to the operating core would
tend to be most influenced by the conditions there, while those farthest
away would operate in the most organic conditions. Thus, we have the
Martin (1956) finding, cited earlier, that the decision processes of manufac
turing managers at four successively higher levels of the hierarchy-shift
foreman, department foreman, divisional superintendent, and works man
ager-were successively less structured.
Of course, there can be variations in formalization at a given level of
the hierarchy, depending on the work in the unit supervised and the bound
ary conditions it faces. Thus Lawrence and Lorsch (1967) found that man
agerial jobs in production were more formalized than those in either sales or
research, presumably because while the production function is concerned
with stabilizing the operating core, the sales department must remain flexible
to deal with the variability of customer demands and the research depart
ment must remain flexible in order to innovate. In other words, a low-level
research manager may find himself in a considerably more organic structure
than a higher-level manufacturing manager. As Perrow (1970) notes in dis
cussing the Lawrence and Lorsch study:
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... the production manager complained that those responsible for coordinat
ing production and Rand 0 constantly came to him about matters that should
have been handled by people several layers above him in the production hier
archy. But the coordinators, in this case identified with the research depart
ment, were accustomed to direct contact and on-the-spot problem solving in
their department, regardless of formal rank. They could not understand why
the production manager insisted upon going through channels. He, on the
other hand, could not understand how he could be expected to violate rules
and procedures so casually. The problem was not a matter of personality or
daring, but one of coordinating two quite different structures (p. 70).
At the strategic apex, which typicaUy comes face to face with the
most fluid boundary-the environment at large-the work is the least pro
grammed and so we should expect to find highly organic conditions. This
conclusion became apparent in over fifty studies of different organizations
carried out by the McGill student groups. Time and again, the organigrams
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were put on the blackboard and the students proceeded to explain why they
were not accurate at upper levels of the hierarchy. The charts specified
formal authority, but they did not describe the communication patterns and
power relationships that really existed there. These relationships were
simply too fluid to formalize; the structure had to evolve naturally and to
shift continually; in a word, it had to be organic. This conclusion is sup
ported in the more systematic research of Hall (1962). Comparing the work
of executives with other members of the organization, he concluded:
The executive levels operate in a less bureaucratic fashion in terms of the em
phasis on hierarchy, division of labor. procedures, and impersonality. Since
the executive is responsible for the behavior of his subordinates, the functional
areas of work which he manages 'cover a wider range than the range of work
of his subordinates. Similarly, since the executive is closer to the top of the
hierarchy, such restrictions on decision making and rights to proceed without
additional authorization as face the subordinates are not restrictive for the
executive (pp. 305-306).
What we have, in effect, is support for the view of the organization as
a system of regulated flows. There is a gradual formalization of work as it is
passed down the hierarchy:
This conception [ill-defined tasks at top, well-defined at bottom) seems con
sonant with the way in which tasks flow into and through organizations. They
often enter at the top in ill-defined, new forms. The top works them over,
defines and operationalizes them, and then, if they are to become continuing
tasks, passes them down the hierarchy, where they are again converted from
their now partially operational states into highly defined states, and again
passed down to specially created or adapted substructures. Presumably the
top, in the interim, has turned its attention to other new, ill-defined issues
(Klahr and Leavitt, 1967, p. 112).
In the support staff, we would expect to find a range of structures,
according to the work done and the boundary conditions faced. Support
units that face little uncertainty and do repetitive work, such as the plant
cafeteria, would tend to be highly formalized. In contrast, as noted above,
in a research laboratory, where the need for creativity is high, or a public
relations department, where there are significant work variations from day
to day, little of the work can be formalized and so we would expect the
structure to remain relatively organic, at least if the units are to be effective.
Harrison (1974), for example, found in a study of 95 scientists in research
laboratories that "the more organic the system of management, the higher
the perceived role performance of the individual scientist" (p. 234).
Similarly, in the technostructure, we would expect that those units
closest to the operating core, such as production scheduling, would have
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many rules and rather formalized work procedures. Others with more vari
able work, such as operations research, would likely adopt relatively
organic structures. (It should be noted here that whatever its own structure,
it is the technostructure that takes primary responsibility for the formaliza
tion of everyone else's work in the organization.)
Finally, organizations with strong orientations toward either bureau
cratic or organic structure sometimes set up independent work constella
tions with the opposite kinds of structure to do special tasks. For example,
Hlavacek and Thompson (1973) describe the new product or "venture"
teams in highly bureaucratic manufacturing firms, created as pockets of
organic structure isolated from the rest of the organization administra
tively, financially, spatially, and sometimes even legally. In this way, they
are able to innovate, free of the restraints of bureaucracy.

•
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6
Design of Positions:
Training and Indoctrination

The third aspect of position design entails the specifications of the require
ments for holding a position. In particular, the organization can specify
what knowledge and skills the jobholder must have and what norms he
must exhibit. It can then establish recruiting and selection procedures to
screen applicants in terms of those position requirements; alternatively, it
can establish its own programs to develop them in the candidates it hires. In
either case, the intention is the same-to ensure that the jobholder internal
izes the necessary behaviors before he begins his work. Furthermore, the
organization may later reinforce these behaviors with a host of personnel
devices-job rotation, attendance at conferences, organizational develop
ment programs, and so on. Training refers to the process by which job
related skills and knowledge are taught, while indoctrination is the process
by which organizational norms are acquired. Both amount to the "internal
ization" of accepted (i.e., standardized) patterns of behavior in the workers.

TRAINING

When a body of knowledge and a set of work skills are highly ration
alized, the organization factors them into simple, easily learned jobs-that
is, unskilled ones-and then relies on the formalization of behavior to
achieve coordination. An automobile is a complex machine, its assembly an
95
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involved procedure. But over the years that procedure has been reduced to
thousands of simple tasks, so that today workers with minimal skills and
knowledge can assemble automobiles. Training is, therefore, an insignifi
cant design parameter in the automobile assembly plant-it takes place in
the first few hours on many jobs.
However, where a job entails a body of knowledge and a set of skills
that are both complex and nonrationalized, the worker must spend a great
deal of time learning them. For some jobs, of course, these requirements are
not recorded as formal knowledge, and so they must be learned on the job:
the worker assumes the role of "apprentice" under a "master," who himself
earlier learned the job in the same way. Such work is generally referred to as
craft. But where a body of knowledge has been recorded and the required
skills have-in part at least-been specified, the individual can be trained
before he begins his work. This kind of work-complex and nonrational
ized, yet in part recorded and specified-is referred to as professional. Thus,
training is a key design parameter in aU work we c;a11 professional.
The "specification" of knowledge and skill js, of course, synonomous
with the "standardization" of it. Thus, training is the design parameter by
which the coordinating mechanism that we have called the standardization
of skills is effected. Lest anyone doubt the relationship between profession
alism and the standardization, we need only quote the words of a reputed
professional about his most complex of professions. Writing about cardio
vascular surgery, Frank Spencer (1976) discusse!l his "surgical cookbooks"
as follows:
I
The jargon term "cookbook" evolved from my loyal office staff, as this essen
tially describes "How I do this operation," somewhat analogous to "How I
bake a cake." ...
The components of a complex operation, such as repair of tetralogy of
Fallot, may be divided into 10 to lS sequential steps, with two to five essential
features in each step. If each feature is symbolized by a single word, essen
tial steps of an operation can be readily reduced to a series of chains of sym
bols, varying from six to ten chains containing 30 to 40 symbols. These are
committed to memory, with review frequently enough so the essential 30 to 40
symbols representing key features of an operation can be reviewed mentally in
60 to 120 seconds at some time during the day preceding the operation. The
sheer memorization feature is crucial, as opposed to simply scanning one's
notes, with the ability to envision the chain of symbols rapidly, like quoting
the alphabet. With these basic features firmly memorized, decision-making at
operation, especially with unexpected events, is greatly augmented (p. 1182).
Professionals are trained over long periods of time, before they ever
assume their positions. Generally, this training takes place outside the
organization, often in a university. (There are, of course, exceptions. For
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example, police forces generally train their own personnel.) In effect, the
training itself usually requires a particular and extensive expertise, beyond
the capacity of the organization to provide. So the responsibility for it falls
away from the technostructure, to some kind of professional association,
which may use the university as its training ground. In the process, of
course, the organization surrenders some control not only over the selection
of its workers but also over the methods they use in their work.
Once the trainees have demonstrated the required behavior-that is,
have internalized the standard skills and associated body of knowledge
they are duly certified by the professional association as appropriate for the
job, and are subsequently hired by the organization to perform it.
Of course, the professional training program can seldom impart all the
necessary skills and knowledge; some must always remain beyond specifi
cation and standardization. So professional training must generally be
followed by some kind of on-the-job apprenticeship before the individual is
considered fully trained. For example, after perhaps four years of post
graduate university training, the medical doctor must spend five years or
more in on-the-job training, first as an intern, and then as a resident, before
he is allowed to practice as a surgeon (Spencer, 1976, p. 1178).

INDOCTRINATION

Socialization "refers to the process by which a new member learns the
value system, the norms, and the required behavior patterns of the society,
organization, or group which he is entering" (Schein, 1968, p. 3). A good
deal of socialization takes place informally in the organization; indeed some
of it is carried out by the informal group in contradiction to the norms of
the system of formal authority. Indoctrination is the label used for the
design parameter by which the organization formally socializes its members
for its own benefit,

Organizations allow some indoctrination to take place outside their
own boundaries, as part of professional training. Law students, for ex
ample, learn more at the university than just legal precedent; they are ex
pressly given dues about how a lawyer should behave. But much of the
socialization is related to the "culture" of the specific organization, and so
indoctrination is largely a responsibility of the organization itself.
Again, a good deal of this "in-house" indoctrination activity takes
place before the person starts in the job, to ensure that he is sufficiently
socialized to exhibit the desired behavior. Apprenticeship programs gen
erally contain a good dose of indoctrination along with the training. Some
organizations design programs solely for the purposes of indoctrination.
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Freshly minted MBAs, for example, are often put through a "training" (read
"indoctrination") program on first joining a large organization. They rotate
through various departments for periods too brief to learn the work but not
to sense the culture.
Often early indoctrination is supplemented by later programs designed
to reinforce the employees' allegiance to the organization. For example,
they are brought together for social events or inspiring speeches by the top
managers, or they are rotated in their jobs so that they develop these alle
giances to the whole organization rather than to anyone of its parts. Gal
braith and Edstrom (1976) note that in the multinational corporation, this
latter practice creates informal communication networks that serve to
integrate the goals of subsidiaries with those of the overall corporation.
As this last example suggests, in-house indoctrination programs are
particularly important where jobs are sensitive or remote-managers of the
foreign subsidiary, agents of the CIA, ambassadors of the nation, mounties
of the R.C.M.P. In these cases, the need for coordination is paramount,
particularly for the assurance that individuals working autonomously will
act in the best interests of the organization. The nature and location of the
work preclude the formalization of behavior and the use of direct super
vision. So the organization must rely on training, especially on indoctrina
tion. The U.S. Forest Ranger Service is a classic case of an organization with
remote work. Commenting on Kaufman's (1960) study of the service, Wilen
sky (1967) demonstrates the use of a variety of indoctrinations as well as
training devices-prejob as well as on-the-job:
Only men with an ardent love of the outdoors, unifonn professional training
in forestry, and a strong commitment to a career in the Forest Service are re
cruited and survive the basic training period. Nine in ten of the approximately
4,000 employees of the Service are graduates of forestry schools; when in
college, many held summer jobs in the forests. They share a common lore,
similar technical knowledge, and identification even before embarking on
ranger training. When they become rangers, they find themselves moving
about from post to post, not necessarily upward; in fact, horizontal transfers,
while not compulsory, are generally a prerequisite for advancement. Both
rotation and the inculcation of the values of the Forest Service facilitate com
munication between headquarters and the field by keeping loyalties and career
interests centrally directed. Rotation and indoctrination also keep the foresters
independent of private interests in the regions or communities in which they
serve .,. (pp. 59--60).
Etzioni (1961) calls organizations that strel'S the use of indoctrination
"normative," offering as illustrations the Comml,lnist Party and the Catholic
Church. Antony Jay, in his book Management and Machiavelli (1970),
provides us with an excellent illustration of the latter's use of indoctrination:
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St. Augustine once gave as the only rule for Christian conduct, "Love God and
do what you like." The implication is, of course, that if you truly love God,
then you will only ever want to do things which are acceptable to Him. Equally,
Jesuit priests are not constantly being rung up, or sent memos, by the head
office of the Society. The long, intensive training ov~r many years in Rome is
a guarantee that wherever they go afterwards, and however long it may be
before they even see another Jesuit, they will be able to do their work in ac
cordance with the standards of the Society (p. 70).

TRAINING AND INDOCTRINATION
BYPARTOF THE ORGANIZATION

No matter what the part of the organization, training is most impor
tant where jobs are complex, involving difficult, yet specified skills and
sophisticated recorded bodies of knowledge-jobs essentially professional
in nature. And indoctrination is most important where jobs are sensitive or
remote, and where the culture and ideology of the organization demand a
strong loyalty to it.
In some organizations-known as professional-a great deal of the
work of the operating core involves comple~ skills and sophisticated know
ledge. Examples are hospitals, law firms, social work agencies, and school
systems. In each case, the organization relies extensively on training as a
design parameter. Some organizations-sometimes the same professional
ones-also make extensive use of indoctrination in the operating core be
cause their operators do sensitive jobs or work in remote places. As noted in
the earlier examples, the U.S. Forest Ranger Service and the R.C.M.P. stress
both training and indoctrination for their operators.
Training and indoctrination is also used extensively in many of the
staff units. Much of the technocratic work of the organization-for ex
ample, operations research and industrial engineering-is professional in
nature; that is, it involves complex skills and knowledge that can be learned
formally. So training is an important parameter in the design of their posi
tions. Where the analysts have sensitive control responsibilities-for ex
ample, in the case of accountants who are sent out to divisions to keep
watch over expenditures-indoctrination may be important as well. To
ensure that their allegiances remain with the head office, job rotation from
factory to factory is often used. 1 Similarly, many of the jobs in the support
staff-legal council, researcher, industrial relations specialist-are profes
sional in nature, requiring extensive training. Hall (1968, 1972) found in his
'for a thorough discussion of the divided loyalties of these accountants in the large manufac
turing firm, see Simon eta!' (1954).
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research that professional units within organizations are not very different
from professional organizations doing the same work: "The lawyer working
in the trust department of a bank may actually be working in an organiza
tional environment similar, and perhaps even identical, to the one he would
find in a law firm" (1972, p. 191).
.
In the managerial ranks-the middle line and the strategic apex-the
work is certainly complex, but it is not well understood, and so formal
training is not paramount. True, there are skills and knowledge to be
learned, and management schools to teach them, but so much of what
managers do remains beyond recorded knowledge that management can
hardly be called a profession. This is exemplified by the fact that the leaders
of a great many of society's most important institutions-especially govern
ment-have had no management training whatsoever. Their work is craft:
they learn it by observing and working with the masters. Thus, training is
not yet considered a major design parameter at the strategic apex or in the
middle line, although organizations do try to use brief "executive develop
ment" programs where specific managerial skills or knowledge can be taught.
The growth in popularity of these in-house programs suggests that our base
of understanding is widening, although it still has a long way to go.
Indoctrination plays perhaps a more important role in the managerial
ranks, since the managers are, after all, the guardians of the organization's
ideology. Thus, the newly hired MBA is put through the indoctrination
program, and many large organizations rotate their managers frequently.
Again, where managerial jobs are also sensitive or remote-ambassador,
governor of a colony, manager of a foreign subsidiary-these indoctrination
programs take on special importance. Jay (1970) provides us with an apt
illustration:
Like the Romans and the Jesuits, the British Army takes great pains to make
sure that field commanders are really deeply ingrained with the thinking of the
army as a whole: tours of duty abroad, spells at home, staff college, all to
. ensure that when they take decisions on their own, they take the right ones, or
at least the best the army knows (p. 71).
.
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controlled by the direct formalization of behavior. The other we have called
professional: because the work is complex, it cannot easily be specialized in
the vertical dimension or formalized by the organization's technostructure;
it is, however, horizontally specialized-professionals are experts in well
defined fields-and the coordination is often achieved by the standardiza
tion of skills in extensive training programs, generally given outside the
organization. (There are, of course, other kinds of work that are coordi
nated neither by formalization nor by training.)
This suggests that formalization and training are basically substitutes.
Depending on the work in question, the organization can either control it
directly through its own procedures and rules, or else it can achieve indirect
control by hiring duly trained professionals. That is not to say that the one
cannot supplement the other: hospitals rely on professional training to
coordinate much of their operating work, yet they also use rules. But in
general, most positions seem to stress one coordinating mechanism or the
other, not both equally.
.. .formalization and professionalization are actually designed to do the same
thing-organize anq regularize the behavior of the members of the organiza
tion. Fonnalization is a process in which the organization sets the rules and
procedures and the means of ensuring that they are followed. Professionaliza
tion, on the other hand, is a nonorganizationally based means of doing the
same thing. From the organization's point of view, either technique would be
appropriate, as long as the work gets done (Hall, 1972, p. 190).
Hall (1972) discusses the relationship between professionalism and formali
zation in some detail and cites considerable empirical evidence (including
his own research; Hall, 1968) to support his conclusion that
As the level of professionalization of the employees increases, the level of
formalization decreases. '" The presence of professionals appears to cause a
diminished need for formalized rules and procedures. Since professionals have
internalized nonns and standards, the imposition of organizational require
ments is not only unnecessary; it is likely to lead to professional-organizational
conflict (p. 121).'
The Hall comments raise a point about control of professional work.

If these jobs are not specialized vertically, then control rests with the pro

It has been evident throughout our discussion that specialization,
formalization, and trair)ing and indoctrination are not completely inde
pendent design parameters. In essence, we have been describing two funda
mentally different kinds of positions. One we have called unskilled: because
the work is highly rationalized, it involves extensive specialization in both
the horizontal and vertical dimensions, and it is often coordinated and

fessionals. Yet Hall argues that professionalization "regularize(s) the behav
ior of the members of the organization." The point is that the professional's
work is preprogrammed: in his training (or indoctrination for that matter)
before he starts the job, he internalizes the required behavior:
'See also Becker and Neuhauser (1975, pp. 159-163) and Blau (1967-68).
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Buying and installing machines ... is one way of reducing the number of rules
in an organization. The rules are built into the machine itself, and the organi
zation pays for those rules in the price of the machine. A quite similar means
of reducing the number of written rules is to "buy" personnel who have com
plex rules built into them. We generally call these people professionals. Profes
sionals ... are trained on the outside, usually at the public expense, and a large
number of rules are inculcated into them. They pring these into the organiza
tion and are expected to act upon them without f\lrther reference to their skiIls.
... Doctors know when they should give certain'drugs or what kinds of drugs
should not be given to certain kinds of people; medicine is a complex body of
rather imperfect rules (Perrow, 1972, p. 27).

Once on the job, the professional appears to be autonomous, but he is, in
fact, the product of his background, like the stage actor who has learned his
lines well or even the bee who responds to innate programs. Melcher (1976)
writes of the latter: "There's no need for formal authority systems, control
systems, and little need for information systems, or leadership. Problems
are solved by instinct that programs performance in a specific way" (p. 149).
Of course, these analogies do an injustice to professional work. No matter
how effective the training program, the inherent complexity of the work
ensures that considerable discretion is left in it, far more than in unskilled
jobs. Many important judgments must be made j!ach day regarding at least
which skills to apply in each situation.
I
A key point concerns where the control of professional work lies. The
work of the unskilled employee is programmed by the analysts within the
organization's technostructure; that of the professional, in large part by the
professional association and school. So, the work is controlled, but not by
the organization within which it is performed. The professional organiza
tion surrenders a good deal of control over its choice of workers as well as
their methods of work to the outside institutions that train and certify them
and thereafter set standards that guide them in the conduct of their work.
With control passes allegiance: the professional tends to identify more with
his profession than with the organization wherei~ he happens to practice it.
It may be recalled that Weber included training in his definition of
bureaucracy: "Office management ... usually presupposes thorough and
expert training" and "only persons who have the generally regulated qualifi
cations to serve are employed." But we have just seen that training and
formalization-the latter central to the Weber definition-are to some
extent mutually exclusive. Could we have here the explanation of the Aston
finding of two kinds of bureaucracy, one centralized and the other decen
tralized1 Perhaps in one, because the operating work is unskilled, day-to
day control of it passes to the technostructure; in the other, because the
. work is professional, control of it remains with the operators themselves,
and beyond them, with their associations. This is not the place to answer
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that question. Suffice it at this point to say that by our definition, profes
sionalism and bureaucracy can coexist in the same structure. In Chapter 5
we defined bureaucracy as the extent to which organizational "behavior is
predetermined or predictable, in effect standardized." Our discussion has
certainly made clear that training and indoctrination are used to predeter
mine or standardize organizational behavior, specifically the skills and
knowledge brought to the job. So to the extent that an organization relies
on training and indoctrination in designing its structure, by our definition it
can be called bureaucratic. Hence, we have an indication of two kinds of
bureaucratic structure, one based on formalization of ~havior (and the
standardization of work processes), the other on training and indoctrination
(and the standardization of skills).
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Given a set of positions, designed in terms of specialization, formalization,
and training and indoctrination, two obvious questions face the designer of
organizational structure: How should th~se positions be grouped into units1
And how large should each unit be1 Both questions-which pertain to the
design of the superstructure of the organizatJon-have received extensive
consideration in the literature. In this chapter ",e take up the first one, in the
I
next chapter the second.
It is through the process of grouping into units that the system of
formal authority is established and the hierarchy of the organization is
built. The organigram is the pictorial representation of this hierarchy, that
is, of the results of the grouping process. Grouping can be viewed as a pro
cess of successive clustering, as shown in Figure 7-1, drawn from Conrath's
work. Individual positions are grouped into. first-order clusters, or units,
these are, in tum, grouped into larger clusters or units, and so on until the
entire organization is contained in the final cluster. For example, soldiers
are grouped into squads, squads into platoons, platoons into companies,
companies into battalions, and so on through regiments, brigades, and divi
sions, until the final grouping into armies.
Combining this process with those described in the last three chapters,
we can describe organizational design as proceeding as follows, at least in
principle. Given overall organizational needs-goals to be achieved, mis
sions to be accomplished, as well as a tec~caI system to accomplish
104

them-the designer delineates all the tasks that must be done. This is essen
tially a "top-down" procedure, from general needs to specific tasks. The
designer then combines these tasks into positions according to the degree of
specialization desired, and determines how formalized each should be as
well as what kind of training and indoctrination it should require. The next
step is to build the superstructure, first by determing what types and how
many positions should be grouped into the first-order units, and then what
types and how many units should be grouped into ever-more-compre
hensive units until the hierarchy is complete. This last step is, of course, a
"bottom-up" procedure, from specific tasks to the over-all hierarchy.
As noted, this is the procedure in principle. In practice, the organiza
tional designer takes many shortcuts, reversing the top-down or bottom
up procedure. For example, the designer typically starts with a knowledge
of specific structures and so can often move from missions to units directly.
The designer of army structure need not work down to the level of soldier
and then back up to the level of army. Instead, he shuffles divisions or
armies around directly, as fixed blocks on the organigram. Likewise, he
sometimes forms units from the top down, as when soldiers who were
grouped into platoons for general training are later divided into squads for
battlefield training. In other words, organization design is seldom carried
out in a vacuum; in general, it proceeds with knowledge of past structures.
In fact, organizational design is much less common than organizational re
design-incremental shifts from existing structures. In practice, as goals and
missions change, structural redesign is initiated from the top down; as the
technical system of the operating core changes, it proceeds from the·bottom
up.
lOS
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THE EFFECTS OF GROUPING

3. Grouping typically creates common measur¢S of performance. To the
extent that the members or subunits of a unit share common resources,
the costs of their activities can be measured jointly. Moreover, to the
extent that they contribute to the production of the same products or
services, their outputs can also be measured jointly. Joint performance
measures further encourage them to coordinate their activities.
4. Finally, grouping encourages mutual adjustment. In order to share
resources and to facilitate their direct supervision, the members of a
unit are often forced to share common faciliUes, thereby being brought
into close physical proximity. This, in turn, encourages frequent, in
formal communication among them, whiQl in turn encourages co
ordination by mutual adjustment. It is, for example, well known that
members of groups or units tend to band together psychologically,
.and to treat others as "outsiders." A number of researchers have noted
the presence of these relationships. Aguilar (1967), in his study of how
managers scan their environments for external information, comments:
Throughout the study, two factors were notable in their effect on the
internal communication of external information; physical distance, and
organizational structure. Generally, persons tended to communicate
with others who were within easy reach, a,nd also with others who were
closely related in the organization.
'
More striking than the inducements to communication providl'lI
by spatial and organizational proximity ar the barriers erected by spot106
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tial and organizational distance. The most severe and repeated failures
of communication were noted between divisions of a company. Man
agers in all larger companies admitted to this problem (pp. 112-113).

Grouping is not simply a convenience for the sake of creating an
organigram, a handy way of keeping track of who works in the organiza
tion. Rather, grouping is a fundamental means to coordinate work in the
organization. Grouping can have at least four important effects.
1. Perhaps most important, grouping estabUshes a system of common
• supervision among positions and units. A manager is named for each
unit, a single individual responsible for all its actions. (Utterer (1973],
in fact, refers to units as "command groups.") And it is the linking of
all these managers into a superstructure that creates the system of
formal authority. Thus, unit grouping is the design parameter by
which the coordinating mechanism of direct supervision is built into
the structure.
2. Grouping typically requires positions and units to share common
resources. The members or subunits of a unit, at the very least, share
a common budget, and often are expected tp share common facilities
and equipment as well.
:
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Likewise, Scharpf (1977) finds in his study of a German government
ministry that "organizational boundaries do matter. '" they seem to
create semi-permeable walls which impede the flow of information ..."
(p. 163). And Burns (1970) notes in his study of program offices for
technologically advanced projects that results can depend on physical
proximity: "The most successful of the offices studied had all but two
of its members physically located in one large office. There were no
partitions and members talked back and forth continually ... " (p. 148).
This did not happen in the case of the poorest performer, where every
member had an individual office and the laboratory was completely
isolated from the office area. 1
Thus, grouping can stimulate to an important degree two important
coordinating mechanisms-direct supervision and mutual adjustment-and
can form the basis for a third-standardization of outputs-by providing
COmmon measures of performance. Unit grouping is, as a result, one of the
most powerful of the design parameters. (A prime characteristic of the two
other coordinating mechanisms-standardization of work processes and of
skills-is that they provide for the automatic coordination of the work of
individuals; ~s a result, they can be used independently of the way positions
are grouped.)
But for the same reason that grouping encourages strong coordination
within a unit, it creates problems of coordination between units. As we \I
have seen, the communication is focused within the unit, thereby isolating
the members of different units from each other. In the well-known terms of
Lawrence and Lorsch (1967), units become differentiated in their various
orientations-in their goals, time perspectives, interpersonal styles of inter
action, and degrees of formalization of their structures. For example, a pro
duction department might be oriented toward the goal of efficiency as
opposed to that of creativity, have a short time perspective, exhibit an
orientation to getting the job done rather than to the feelings of those who
do it, and have a highly bureaucratic structure. In contrast, a research
department may exhibit exactly the opposite characteristics on all four
dimensions. Sometimes this differentiation is reinforced by special lan
guages used in the different departments: there may actually be times when
personnel in production and research simply cannot understand each other.
The result of all this is that each unit develops a propensity to focus
ever more narrowly on its own problems while separating itself ever more
'See Melcher (1976, pp. 117-144) for an extensive review of the research on the effects of
"spatial-physical" factors on organizational group processes.
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Grouping by Work Process and FU(lction: A Cultural
'

Grouping by Time Groups may also be formed according to when
the work is done. Different units do the same work in the same way but at
different times, as in the case of different shifts in a factory. Rosemary
Stewart (1970) discusses this basis of grouping and notes that it may also
make sense to differentiate the work processes on different shifts. For ex
ample, a computer facility may run time-sharing applications by day, when
there are many users, and batch jobs at night, when there are few. But she
notes other cases where it is desirable to have different shifts to do identical
tasks:
Trist and Bamforth found that one of the troubles with the conventional long
wall method of coal-mining was that each shift was responsible for a different
phase of coal getting, and that this contributed to the friction that existed be
tween the shifts. Relations were much better wt,en groups of workers, with
members in each shift, were made responsible for a work cycle (p. 33).

Grouping by Output Here, the units are formed on the basis of the
products they make or the services they render. A large manufacturing
company may have separate divisions for each of its product lines, for
example, one for chinaware, another for bulldozers; while a restaurant may
separate organizationally as well as spatially its bar from its dining facilities.
Figure 7-4 shows the product grouping by divisions in Imasco, a Canadian
conglomerate firm (with two units-public relations and finance-based on
function).
•

Grouping by Client Groups may also be formed to deal with differ
ent types of clients. An insurance firm may have separate sales departments
for individual and group policies; similarly, hospitals in some countries
have different wards for public and private patients. The Canadian Govern
ment Department of Industry was originally set up with ten branches

Figure 7-4.

Grouping by Product: Imasco Limited. Used by permission.

food, machinery, motor vehicles, chemicals, etc.-each one designed to
maintain contact with its own sphere of Canadian industry.
Grouping by Place Groups may be formed according to the geo
graphical regions in which the organization operates. In May 1942, the U.S.
War Department was organized in terms of seven "theaters"-North Ameri
can, African Middle Eastern, European, Asiatic, Pacific, Southwest Pacific,
and Latin American (Hewes, 1975, Chart 5). On a less global scale, a bread
company may have the same baking facility duplicated in 20 different popu
lation areas to ensure fresh daily delivery in each. Figure 7-5 shows another
example of geographical grouping-in this case two-tier-in the superstruc
ture of the Canadian Post Office. A very different basis for grouping by
place relates to the specific location (within a geographic area) where the
work is actually carried out. Football players are differentiated according to
where they stand on the field relative to the ball (linemen, backfielders,
ends); aircraft construction crews are distinguished by the part of the air
plane on which they work (wing, tail, etc.); and some medical specialists are
grouped according to the part of the body on which they work (the head in
psychiatry, the heart in cardiology).
Of course, like all nice, neat categorization schemes, this one has its
own gray areas. Psychiatry was purposely included in two examples-one
in grouping by place, the other in grouping by knowledge and skill-to
illustrate this point. Consider, for example, the medical specialties of sur
gery and obstetrics. These are defined in the Random House Dictionary as
follows:
• Surgery: the act, practice, or work of treating diseases, injuries, or
deformities by manual operation or instrumental appliances.
• Obstetrics: the branch of medical science concerned with childbirth
and caring for and treating women in or in connection with childbirth.
111
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These definitions are not consistent in our terms. Obstetrics is defined ac
cording to client, while surgery is defined according to work processes. A
closer look indicates that even within a medical specialty, the basis for
specialization can be ambiguous. Obstetricians may deal with particular
clients, but they also use particular work processes, and their outputs are
also unique to their grouping (namely, delivered babies); surgeons treat
special kinds of patients and they also have their own distinct outputs (re
moved or replaced organs). In the same vein, Herbert Simon (1957) points
out that "an education department may be viewed as a purpose (to educate)
organization, or a clientele (children) organization; the Forest Service asa
purpose (forest conservation), process (forest management), clientele (lum
bermen and cattlemen utilizing public forests), or area (publicly owned
forest lands) organization" (pp. 30-31).
The notion of grouping by process, people, place, or purpose (output)
is, in fact, one of the pillars of the classical literature on organization design,
and Simon devotes some of his sharpest criticism of the classical principles
. to it (pp. 28-35). He is especially severe on the "ambiguities" of the terms,
arguing as in the quotation above that the same group can often be per
ceived in different ways.
A typist moves her fingers in order to type; types in order to reproduce a letter;
reproduces a letter in order that an inquiry may be answered. Writing letter is
then the purpose for which the typing is performed; while writing a letter is
also the process whereby the purpose of replying to an inquiry is achieved. It
follows that the same activity may be described as purpose or process (p. 30).

a

Simon's basic point is that process and purpose are linked in a hierarchy of
organizational means and ends, each activity being a process for a higher
order goal (typing a letter to answer an inquiry, manufacturing products to
satisfy customers), and purpose for a lower-order one (moving fingers to
type a letter, buying machines to manufacture a product). In the same sense,
the whole organization can be viewed as a process in society-police de
partments for protection so that the citizens can live in peace, food com
panies to supply nourishment so that they can exist.
It is interesting to note that Simon's illustrations of ambiguities be
tween process and purpose in specific organizational departments all come
from organizations in which the operators are professionals. So, too, does
our example of surgery and obstetrics. In fact, it so happens that their train
ing differentiates the professionals by their knowledge and skills as well as
the work processes they use, which leads them to be grouped on these two
bases concurrently. In professional organizations clients select the profes
sionals on these bases as well. One does not visit a cardiologist for an in
grown toenail; students interested in becoming chemists do not register in

•
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the business school. In other words, in profesSional organizations such as
hospitals, accounting firms, and school syste~s, where professional oper
ators serve their own clients directly, grouping the operators by knowledge,
skill, work process, and client all amount to thE: same thing.
\
But is that true in other organizations1 The purchasing department in
a manufacturing firm is far removed from th~ clients; it merely performs
one of the functions that eventually leads to the products being sold to the
clients; thus, it cannot be considered to be a flient-based or output-based
group. Of course, in Simon's sense it does havtl its own outputs and its own
clients-purchased items supplied to the manufacturing department. But
this example shows how we can clarify the ambiguity Simon raises: simply
by making the context clear. Specifically, we can define output, client, and
place only in terms of the entire organization; In other words, in our con
text, purpose is defined in terms of the purpos~ of the organization vis-a-vis
its clients or markets, not in terms of intermed\ate steps to get it to the point
of servicing clients and markets, nor in terms of the needs of the larger
society in which the organization is embedded!
In fact, we shall compress all the bases fOf grouping discussed above to
two essential ones: market grouping, comprising the bases of output, client,
and place,l and functional grouping, compri.ing the bases of knowledge,
skill, work process, and function. (Grouping py time can be considered to
fall into either category.) In effect, we have'the fundamental distinction
between grouping activities by ends, by the characteristics of the ultimate
markets served by the organization-the pr04ucts and services it markets,
the customers it supplies, the places where it supplies them-or by the
means, the functions (including work proces$es, skills, and knowledge) it
uses to produce its products and services. For example, one study by Price
(1968) found that while both the Fish and the Game Commissions in Oregon
managed wildlife, the former was organized functionally and the latter was
organized by markets. The Fish Commissio~ was divided into four func
tional units representing the means used-research, fish culture, engineer
ing, and administration. Research collected ~ata on wildlife management
and made recommendations about regulation; the fish culture department
propagated salmon and steelhead trout; engineering looked after engineer
ing, construction, and maintenance; while administration looked after
purchasing, accounting, and recruiting. In contrast, the Game Commission
was organized by the market areas served: these were northwest, south
west, central, northeast, and southeast regional units, each one carrying out
all the functions required for wildlife management in its own region. Simi
larly, in a manufacturing plant, the activities ~ay be grouped into assembly
rrhe term "market" is used expressly to refer to business 'as well as nonbusiness organizations.
Every organization exists to serve some market, whether that consist of the citizens for a police
force. the students for a school system. or the customers for a manufacturing firm.

~
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lines, each representing a market unit producing its own distinct products,
or into functional departments, such as casting, machining, and assembling,
each doing one part of the process that eventually leads to the finished prod
uct. The management school may be organized into market-based programs
-bachelor, master, doctor, executive-or into functional departments
policy, finance, marketing, and so on.
Each of these two bases for grouping merits detailed attention. But to
better understand them, we would do well to consider first some of the
criteria which organizations use to group positions and units.

CRITERIA FOR GROUPING

We can isolate four basic criteria that organizations use to select the
bases for grouping positions and units-interdependencies in the work flow,
in work process, of scale, and in social relationships.
Work·f1ow Interdependencies A number of studies that have focused
on the relationships among specific operating tasks stress one conclusion:
grouping of operating tasks should reflect natural work-flow interdepend
encies. This comes out most clearly in the Tavistock studies of British coal
mines and Indian weaving sheds. Referring to the premechanized method of
coal mining, Trist and Bamforth (1951) comment:
A primary work-organization of this type has the advantage of placing respon
sibility for the complete coal-getting task squarely on the shoulders of a single,
small, face-to-face group which experiences the entire cycle of operations
within the compass of its membership. For each participant the task has total
significance and dynamic closure (p. 6).

Miller (1959), referring to Rice's study in the Indian weaving mill, discusses
"natural" and "unnatural" groupings in a sequential manufacturing process;
his diagram is reproduced as Figure 7-7. Similarly, in a chapter entitled
"Workflow as the Basis for Organization Design," Chapple and Sayles
(1961) present a number of illustrations where tasks were regrouped in ac
cordance with natural flows of work. In one, the work flow for the proces
sing of orders in a manufacturing firm was divided among a number of
supervisors, on the basis of business function, as shown in Figure 7-6. This
resulted in differentiation within the work flow, which led to conflict. For
example, in two cases the credit department canceled orders made by the
sales department just after the general sales manager had expressly written
to the customers thanking them for their confidence in the firm's product.
The problems were solved by a reorganization, shown in Figure 7-6, that
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the handling of pooled interdependencies) (p. 59).
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grouped the whole work flow into a single unit, under a "unit work-flow
supervisor."
These examples show the advantages of what the Tavistock researchers call a "psychologically complete task": in the market-based
grouping, the members of a single unit hav~ a sense of territorial integrity;
they control a well-defined organizational process; most of the problems
that arise in the course of their work can be solved simply, through their
mutual adjustment; and many of the rest, which must be referred up the
hierarchy, can still be handled within the lInit, by that single manager in
charge of the work flow. In contrast, when well-defined work flows, such as
. mining a coal face or producing a purchase order, are divided among dif
ferent units, coordination becomes much more difficult. Workers and man
agers with different allegiances are called upon to cooperate; since they
often cannot, problems must be handled higher up in the hierarchy, by
managers removed from the work flow.
James Thompson (1967) puts some nice flesh on the bones of these
concepts, describing how organizations account for various kinds of inter
dependencies between tasks. It will be recalled that Thompson discusses
three basic kinds of interdependence: pooled, involving only the sharing of
118
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resources; sequential, where the work is fed from one task to the next; and
reciprocal, where the work is passed back and forth between tasks. Thomp
son claims that organizations try to group tasks so as to minimize coordina
tion and communication costs. Since reciprocal interdependencies are the
most complex and hence the most costly, followed by sequential, Thomp
son concludes that:

EJ'
..

01 Su"",""d"= UO_'"

I

The question of grouping does not, however, end there, because "residual"
interdependencies remain: one grouping cannot contain all the interdepend
encies. These must be picked up in higher-order groupings, thus necessitat
ing the construction of a hierarchy. And so, "The question is not which cri
terion to use for grouping, but rather in which priority are the several
criteria to be exercised" (p. 51). Thompson's answer is, of course, that the
organization designs the lowest-level groups to contain the major reciprocal
interdependencies; higher-order groups are then formed to handle the re
maining sequential interdependencies, and the final groups, if necessary, are
formed to handle any remaining pooled interdependencies.
Figure 7-8 illustrates this with a five-tier hierarchy of an apocryphal
international manufacturing company. The first and second groupings are
by work process, the third by business function, the fourth by output (prod
uct), and the top one by place (country). (Staff groups are also shown at
each level; these will be discussed later in the chapter.) The tightest inter
dependencies, reciprocal in nature, would be between the turning, milling,
and drilling departments in the factory. The next level contains the sequen
tial interdependencies from fabricating to assembly. Similarly, the level
above that, largely concerned with product development, contains impor
tant sequential interdependencies. In mass production, typically, the prod
ucts are first designed in the engineering department, then produced in the
manufacturing department, and finally marketed by the marketing depart
ment. 3 Above this, the interdependencies are basically pooled: for the most
part, the product divisions and the national subsidiaries are independent of
each other except that they share common financial resources and certain
staff support services.
To say that grouping should be based on work-flow interdependencies
does not solve the designer's problem. It only raises the difficult question of
'Woodward (1965) describes this sequence of product development activity in mass produc
tion, noting that different sequences occur in unit and process production. All three will be
discussed in Chapter 14.
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Questions of interdependency in the flow of work do not only arise in
the operating core. For example, Scharpf (1977) studied policy making in
the West German Federal Ministry of Transport. Despite the logical group
ing into seven "line" divisions by transportation sector-railroad, road
transport, inland water transport, sea transport, air transport, road con
struction, and waterways-Scharpf suspected that important policy-making
interdependencies existed across divisions, which would require structural
reorganization. The results of three studies-of information exchanges,
participation in a cross division of tasks, and the impact of specific tasks
across units-overlaid on the organigram confirmed his suspicions. For
example, the railroad division turned out to be "intensively" linked to units
in the road transport division, while that latter division did not appear to be
a simple "cohesive grouping." But if that was the case, Scharpf speculated,
then perhaps the bases for the grouping did not really matter-that is,
perhaps they did not impede coordination. Since the "soft" data suggested
otherwise, Scharpf analyzed some more systematic interview responses on
conflicts and information barriers across unit boundaries.
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These results are suggestive. They indicate that perceived deficits in informa
tion supply are four times as likely to occur in interactions across divisions
than within divisions; that conflicts over policy substance are more than twice
as frequent in inter-divisional interaction; and that even conflicts over jurisdic
tion (which can only be settled authoritatively by the central division and the
leadership of the ministry) have a 50% higher probability of occurring in inter
actions between divisions than within divisions (p. 162).
And so Scharpf concluded that "organization boundaries do matter" (p.
162), and he proposed a reorganization of the ministry along the lines of the
actual flow of policy making.
Process Interdependencies Work-flow interdependencies are not,
of course, the only ones to be taken into consideration by the designer of
organization structure. A second important class of interdependencies
relates to the processes used in the work flo~. For example, one lathe oper
•ator may have to consult another, working on a different product line (Le.,
in a different work flow), about what cutting tool to use on a certain job.
In effect, we have interdependencies related to specialization, which
favor functional grouping. Positions may have to be grouped to encourage
process interactions, even at the expense of work-flow coordination. Per
haps Gosselin's cardiovascular surgeons, or Scharpf's road transport policy
makers, were grouped together to encourage high degrees of specialization
in their respective fields. When like specialists are grouped together, they
learn bom each· other and become more adept at their specialized work.
They also feel more comfortable "among their own," with their work judged
by peers and by managers expert in the same field.
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Scale Interdependencies The third criterion for grouping relates to
economies of scale. Groups may have to be formed to reach sizes large
enough to function efficiently. For example, every department in the factory
requires maintenance. But that does not necessarily justify attaching one
maintenance man to each department, in effect, grouping him by work
flow. There may not be enough work for each maintenance man. So a cen
tral maintenance department may be set up for the whole factory.
This, of course, encourages process specialization~ whereas the main
tenance man in each department would have to be a jack of all trades, the
one among many in a maintenance department can specialize, for example,
in preventive maintenance. Similarly, it may make economic sense to have
only one data-processing department for the entire company, so that it can
use a large, efficient computer; data-processing departments in each divi
sion might have to use smaller, less efficient ones.
This issue, of the concentration or dispersal of services, arises in a ,
great many contexts in the organization. Should secretaries be grouped into
typing pools or assigned to indivilh1al users; should the university have a
central library or a series of satellite ones attached to each faculty; should
the corporation have a single strategic planning group at headquarters or
one attached to each division (or both); should there be a central telephone
switchboard or a centrex system, allowing the public to dial directly inside
the organization1 The issue lends itself well to mathematical formulation
and has been so treated in the literature. For example, Kochen and Deutsch
(1973; see also 1969) address the question for society as well as for organiza
tions: how many facilities are needed and how dispersed and differentiated
need they be? Kochen and Deutsch produce a continuum of twelve situa
tions, some of the most concentrated being "the omnicompetent, aloof
imperial ruler," the special-purpose batch-processing computer center,and
the university telephone switchboard, and the more dispersed including
drinking fountains, physicians in private practice, and private telephones.
The authors then develop a mathematical formula to optimize the location
of facilities, concluding that:
Long-term trends may be toward (dispersal) when service loads and the costs
of service time grow faster than capital costs and transport and adjustment
speeds, as seems likely for the next several decades. Where the opposite condi
tions prevail, cost-effectiveness should favor (concentration] such as perhaps
in some earlier periods, and possibly in the more distant future (p. 841).
Social Interdependencies A fourth criterion for grouping relates not
to the work done but to the social relationships that accompany it. For
example, the Trist and Bamforth study in the coal mines showed clearly the
'For a good discussion of the concentration or dispersal of intelligence staff units, see Wilensky
(1967, pp. 58-62).
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importance of these social factors. Here, for example, workers had to form
groups to facilitate mutual support in a dangerous environment. To use a
favorite Tavistock term, the system was sociotechnical.
Other social factors can enter into the design of units. For example, the
Hawthorne studies suggested that when the work is dull, the workers should
be close together, to facilitate social interaction and so avoid boredom. Per
sonalities enter the picture as well, often as a major factor in organizational
design. People prefer to be grouped on the basis of "getting along." As a
result, every superstructure design ends up as jl compromise between the
"objective" factors of work flow, process, and Scale interdependency, and
the "subjective" factors of personality and social need. Organigrams may be
conceived on paper, but they must function with flesh-and-blood human
beings. "Sure, the sales manager should report to the area superintendent,
but the fact is that they are not on speaking terms, so we show him report
ing to the head of purchasing instead. It may seem screwy, but we had no
choice." How often have we heard such statements? Scratch any structure
of real people and you will find it loaded with such compromises.
In many cases, "getting along" encourages process specialization.
Specialists get along best with their own kind, in part because their work
makes them think alike, but also, perhaps more important, because in many
cases it was common personality factors that (:aused them to choose their
specialties in the first place. The extroverts seek out marketing or public
relations positions, the analytic types end up in the technostructure. Some
times it is best to keep them apart, at least on the organigram.
These four criteria-work flow, process, scale, and social interdepen
dencies-constitute the prime criteria which organizations use to group into
units. Now let us see how these apply to the fUnctional and market bases for
grouping.
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cent in the market-based Game Commission (Price, 1968, p. 364). Similarly,
"Marquis found ina detailed study of thirty-eight firms working on U.S.
government Rand D contracts, while the existence of project [market-based)
teams increased the likelihood of meeting cost and time targets, the presence
of a strong functional base was associated with higher technical excellence
as rated by both managers and clients" (Knight, 1976, pp. 115-116).
But these same characteristics indicate the chief weaknesses of the
functional structure. The emphasis on narrow specialty detracts from atten
tion to broader output. Individuals focus on their own means, not the \
organization's broader ends. It was in the Oregon Fish Commission that the
hatcheryman more often ignored the biologists recommendations; in meet
ings and even in social activities the specialists stuck to themselves-only
the biologists attended the research division picnic; in the Game Commis
sion, the hatcherymen went along, too (p. 365).
Moreover, performance cannot easily be measured in the functional
structure. When sales drop, who is at fault: marketing for not pushing hard
enough or manufacturing for shoddy workmanship? One will bjame. the
other, with nobody taking responsibility for the overall result. Someone up
above is supposed to take care of all that:
. .. in a functionally organized electronics-goods manufacturing finn, the
engineers were very competent but interested more in the elegance of design
than the profitable marketability of their products. The manufacturing depart
ment wanted designs of products that would be easy to mass produce. The
engineers often delayed giving designs to manufacturing for several months
while working out the niceties of their blueprints. The manufacturing vice
president complained bitterly to the executive vice-president about this, saying
that design engineers fiddled while the company got burned through lost
orders and expensive and hurried retooling. Eventually, the executive vice
president had to step in to resolve the conflict (Khandwalla, 1977, pp. 490
491).

GROUPING BY FUNCTION

Grouping by function-by knowledge, skill, work process, or work
function-reflects an overriding concern for process and scale interdepen
dencies (and perhaps secondarily for social interdependencies), generally at
the expense of those of the work flow. By grouping on a functional basis,
the organization can pool human and material resources across different
work flows. Functional structure also encourages specialization, for ex
ample, by establishing career paths for specialists within their own area of
expertise, by enabling them to be supervised by one of their own, and by
bringing them together to encourage social interaction. Thus, in the func
tionally organized Fish Commission in Oregon, of the friends named by the
employees, 55 percent came from other speci11lties, compared with 68 per

In effect, the functional structure lacks a built-in mechanism for coor
dinating the work flow. Unlike the market structures that contain the work
flow interdependencies within single units, functional structures impede
both mutual adjustment among different specialists and direct supervision
at the unit level by the management. The structure is incomplete: additional
means of coordination must be found, beyond the nearest unit.
The natural tendency is to let coordination problems rise to higher
level units in the hierarchy, until they arrive at a level where the different
functions in question meet. The trouble with this, however, is that the level
may be too far removed from the problem. In our Figure 7-8, for example, a
problem involving the functions of both drilling and selling (e.g., a request

1
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by a customer to have a special hole drilled oj his snowblowers for rear
view mirrors) would have to rise three levels to the vice-president in charge
of snowblowers, the first individual whose r~sponsibilities involve both

~I
I
i

GROUPING BY MARKET
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Lawrence and Lorsch (1967) provide us with an interesting illustration
of the advantages of market grouping. They reproduce a memo from an
advertising agency executive to his staff describing the rationale for a con
version from a functional structure (based on copy, art, and TV depart
ments) to one of the market groups:

functions.
Of course, functional structures need not rely on direct supervision for
coordination. These are specialized organizations; where their jobs are
unskilled, they tend to rely on formalization to ~chieve coordination. Thus,
we can conclude that the functional structure,-notably where the oper
ating work is unskilled-tend to be the more bqreaucratic ones. Their work
tends to be more formalized, and that requires ~ more elaborate administra
tive structure-more analysts to formalize the work, and higher up the
hierarchy, more managers, or, perhaps, as we ~hall see in Chapter 10, more
liaison personnel, to coordinate the work acrpss the functional units. So
some of the gains made by the better balanc:ing of human and machine
resources are lost in the need for more personpel to achieve coordination.
To put this issue the other way around, ljIureaucratic structures (with
unskilled operators) rely more extensively on t~e functional bases for group
ing. That is, they tend to be organized by the function performed rather
than the market served. (And where there are qlany levels of grouping, they
tend to be organized on functional bases at hi~her levels in the hierarchy.)
In seeking, above all, to rationalize their st~ctures, such bureaucracies
prefer to group according to the work processe!> used and then to coordinate
by the formalization of work and the proliferation of rules. This way, on
paper at least, all relationships are rationalized and coherent.
This conclusion on the relationship between bureaucratic structure
and functional grouping was evident in a Sludy by Walker and Lorsch
(1970), who compared two plants, similar in many ways except that one
was organized on a functional basis (called Plant F), the other on a market
basis (called Plant P, for product). Plant F employees reported that their
structure was more uniformly formal, "job responsibilities were well de
fined, and the distinctions between jobs were clear" (p. 45). There were
more rules and procedures. In Plant P, while the production managers re
ported that their jobs were well defined and that rules and procedures were
important, the plant and industrial engineers "were rather vague about their
responsibilities ..." (p. 70). Furthermore, "In Plant P, communication
among employees was more frequent, less formal, and more often of a face
to-face nature ..." (p. 46). The Plant F mapagers focused on short-term
matters and were not adept at resolving conflict through mutual adjust
ment. But this was not so important, Walker and Lorsch suggest, since
coordination was affected chiefly through plans, procedures, and the manu
facturing technology itself. As long as the remaining problems were few,
they could be handled effectively higher up i~ the hierarchy.

Formation of the "total creative" department completely tears down the walls
between art, copy, and television people. Behind this move is the realization
that for best results all creative people, regardless of their particular specialty,
must work together under the most intimate relationship as total advertising
people. trying to solve creative problems together from start to finish.
The new department will be broken into five groups reporting to the
senior vice president and creative director, each under the direction of an asso
ciate creative director. Each group will be responsible for art, television, and
copy in their accounts (p. 37).
In this case, market-based grouping is used to set up relatively self
contained units to deal with particular work flows. Ideally, these units
contain all the important sequential and reciprocal interdependencies, so
that only the pooled ones remain: each unit draws its resources and perhaps
certain support services from the common structure and in turn contributes
its surpluses or profits back to it. And because each unit performs all the
functions for a given set of products, services, clients, or places, it tends to
identify directly with them, and its performance can easily be measured in
these terms. So markets, not processes, get the employees' undivided atten
tion. Returning to the Walker and Lorsch study:
The atmosphere at Plant P ... was well suited to the goal of improving plant
capabilities, which it did very well. There was less differentiation between
goals, since the functional specialists to a degree shared the product goals. . ..
Plant P managers were able to achieve the integration necessary to solve
problems that hindered plant capability. Their shared goals and a common
boss encouraged them to deal directly with each other and confront their con
flicts. Given this pattern, it is not surprising that they felt very involved in
their jobs (p. SO).
And, of course, with the necessary mutual adjustment and direct
supervision contained right inside the unit, the organization need rely less
on formalization for coordination, and so tends to emerge as less bureau
cratic.
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But, with the focus on coordination across specialties, there is, of
course, less process specialization. Compare, for example, these two bases
for grouping in a retail company, say, in hardware. The company can build
one large downtown store that sells everything imaginable, organizing itself
on the basis of specialist departments; in contrast, it can set itself up as a
retail chain, a market-based structure with small stores throughout the city.
In search of special items for his nail sculptures, the customer in the large
specialized store would simply find the nail department and seek out a sales
person there who could tell him if copper roofing nails with crosshatched
heads were available in the five-centimeter size or only in the seven-centi
meter size. Should the nail sculptor find himself in the smaller branch store,
almost certainly more conveniently located, he would probably find no
copper nails of any kind in stock-nor a salesperson who could distinguish
copper nails from brass-plated ones. But the ~alesperson in the chain store
could better tell him where to find a hammer. .
In general, the market structure is a less machinelike structure, less
able to do a specialized or repetitive task well. But it can do more tasks and
change tasks more easily, its essential flexibility deriving from the fact that
its units are relatively independent of each other. New units can easily be
added and old ones deleted. Anyone store in a retail chain can easily be
closed down, usually with little effect on the others. But closing down one
specialized department in a large store may bankrupt it. There are chain
stores that sell only bread or milk, but there is no supermarket that can
afford to dispense with either.
But the market basis for grouping is no panacea for the problems of
organizational design. We can see this mos~ clearly in a study by Kover
(1963-64). He, too, looked at an advertising agency that reorganized, in
virtually the same way as the one cited earlier. But Kover found effects the
first respondent did not mention: specialists had much less communication
with colleagues in their own functions and even with the clients (communi
cation with them now being restricted largely to the managers of the market
units); their sense of professional worth diminished, in part because their
work was judged by general managers in$tead of their specialist peers.
.Those who saw themselves as craftsmen ~came increasingly dissatisfied
with their work and alienated from the firm; many, in fact, left within a
year of the reorganization. In effect, the market-based structure detracted
from an emphasis on specialization, apparently with a resulting decrease in
the quality of the specialized work.
The market structure is also more wasteful of resources than the func
tional-at the lowest unit level if not in the administrative hierarchy-since
it must duplicate personnel and equipment or else lose the advantages of

specialization.
... if the organization has two projects, each requiring one half-time elec
tronics engineer and one half-time electromechanical engineer, the pure project
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[market) organization must either hire two electrical engineers-and reduce
specialization-or hire four engineers (two electronics and two electromechan
ical}-and incur duplication costs (Galbraith; 1971, p. 30).
Moreover, the market structure, because of less functional specializa
tion, cannot take advantage of economies of scale the way the functional
structure can. The large hardware store can perhaps afford a lift truck at its
unloading dock, whereas the small one cannot. Also, there may be wasteful
competition within the market structure, as, for example, when stores in the
same chain compete for the same customers.
What all of this comes down to is that by choosing the market basis
for grouping, the organization opts for work-flow coordination at the ex
pense of process and scale specialization. Utterer (1965) shows this well in
his example of a factory, shown in Figure 7-10, where the work flows from
points A to B to C. In Figure 7-10(a)-the market structure-work-flow
coordination takes place within a single unit, while coordination related to
work processes and methods (namely those associated with specialization)
must take place across different units and, therefore, involve a higher level
of management. The exact reverse occurs in the functional structure [Figure
7-10(b)], where coordination concerning process and method is contained
within a single unit while work-flow interdependencies spill over it and
require the involvem~nt of the plant manager.
As this example makes clear, if the work-flow interdependencies are
the significant ones and if they cannot easily be contained by standardiza
tion, the organization will try to contain them in a market-based grouping
to facilitate direct supervision and mutual adjustment as it did in the ex
ample of the credit flow shown in Figure 7-6(b). However, if the work flow
is irregular (as in a job shop), if standardization can easily contain work
flow interdependencies, or if the process and scale interdependencies are the
significant ones (as in the case of organizations with sophisticated machin
ery), then the organization will be inclined to seek the advantages of special
ization and choose the functional basis for grouping instead. 5

GROUPING IN DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE
ORGAN IZATION

At this point it is useful to distinguish the first-order grouping-that
is, individual positions into units-from higher-order grouping-units into
larger units. In this way we can distinguish the grouping of operators,
analysts, and support staffers as individuals into their basic working units,
'Choices must, of course, often be made between different functional or market bases for
grouping. See, for example, Stopford and Wells (1972, Chaps. 3 and 4) for an extended discus
sion of product versus area groupings in the multinational firm.
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from the construction of the managerial hierarchy that combines these into
larger units.
A characteristic of these first-order groupings is that operators, ana
lysts, and support staffers tend to be grouped ~nto their own respective units
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in the first instance. That is, operators tend to form units with other oper~
ators, analysts with other analysts, and staff support personnel with other
staff support personnel. (Obviously, this assumes that the organization is
large enough to have a number of positions of each. An important exception
to this-to be discussed later-is the case where a staff member is assigned
as an individual to a line group, as for example, when an accountant reports
directly to a factory manager.) It is typically when the higher-order groups
are formed that the operators, analysts, and support staffers come together
under common supervision. We shall elaborate on this point in our discus
sion of each of these groups.
The examples cited in this chapter have shown that positions in the
operating core can be grouped on a functional or a market basis, depending
primarily on the importance of process and scale interdependencies as
opposed to those of the work flow. Assembly lines are market-based groups,
organized according to the work flow, while job shops, because of irregular
work flows or the need for expensive machinery, group their positions by
work process and so represent functional groupings. And as we noted
earlier, in operating cores manned by professionals, the functional and
market bases for grouping are often achieved concurrently; the profession
als are ,grouped according to their knowledge and skills and the work proc
esses they use, but since their clients select them on these bases, the groups
become, in effect, market-based as well.
Which basis for grouping is more common in the operating core? The
research provides no definite answer on this question. But ours is a society
of specialists, and that is most clearly manifested in our formal organiza
tions, particularly in their operating cores and staff structures. (As noted
earlier, managers are in an important sense generalists, linking together the
work of different specialists.) Thus, we should expect to find the functional
basis for grouping the most common in the operating core. There are, of
course, pressures to adopt the market basis for grouping: when the Tavistock
researchers and Chapple and Sayles argue for both bottom-up organiza
tional design and grouping according to the work flow, they are essentially
making the case for market-based grouping in the operating core. But that
flies in the face of very strong pressures for process specialization.
There is, by definition, only one level of grouping in the operating
core-the operators grouped into units managed by the first-line supervi
sors. From there on, grouping brings line managers together and so builds
the administrative superstructure of the middle line.
In designing this superstructure, we meet squarely the question that
Thompson posed: not which basis of grouping but rather in which order of
priority. Much as fires are built by stacking logs first one way and then the
other, so organizations are often built by varying the bases for grouping
units. For example, in Figure 7-8, the first grouping within the middle line is
based on work process (fabricating and assembling) the next above on busi
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ness function (engineering, manufacturing, and'marketing), the one above
that on market (snowblowers, etc.), and the l/ist one on place (Canada,
etc.). The presence of market-based groups in thli! upper region of the admin
istrative hierarchy is probably indicative: although no research on the issue
has been found, the anecdotal evidence (publisJted organigrams, etc.) sug
gests that the market basis for grouping is more ~ommon at the higher levels
of the middle line than at the lower ones, particq.larly in large organizations.
As a final note on the administrative s~perstructure, it should be
pointed out that, by definition, there is only o~e grouping at the strategic
apex, and that encompasses the entire organiza~ion-all of its functions and
markets. From the organization's point of viey,f this can be thought of as a
market group, although from society's point of view the whole organization
can also be considered as performing some particular function (delivering
the mail in the case of the post office or suppl)Jing fuel in the case of an oil
company).
I
Staff personnel-both analysts and support staff-seem, like wolves,
to move in packs, or homogeneous clusters, aGcording to the function they
perform in the organization. (True, they provide their services to the line
units, in a sense their "markets"; but bear in mind that "market" was de
fined earlier in terms of the entire organizatiop-what it produces or pro
vides its clients.) To put this another way, staff members are not often found
in the structure as individuals reporting with operators or different staffers
directly to line managers of market units whJch they serve. Instead, they
tend in the first instance to report to manager~ of their own specialty-the
accountant to a controller, the work study analyst to the manager of indus
trial engineering, the scientist to the chief of the research laboratory, the
chef to the manager of the plant cafeteria. This in large part reflects the need
to encourage specialization in their knowle4ge and skills, as well as to
balance their use efficiently across the whole organization. The need for
specialization as well as the high cost, dictate that there be only one research
laboratory and economic forecasting unit in many organizations. Especially
for the higher-level staff personnel, the use of the functional group to build
and maintain expertise is crucial.
Sometimes, in fact, an individual analyst, such as an accountant, is
placed within a market unit, ostensibly reporting to its line manager. But he
is there to exercise control over the behavior of the line unit (and its man
ager), and whether de facto or de jure, his allegiance runs straight back to
his specialized unit in the technostructure.
But at some point-for staff units if ~ot for staff individuals-the
question arises as to where they should be placed in the superstructure.
Should they be dispensed in small clusters to the departments they are to
serve-often market-based units-or shou\d they be concentrated into
larger single departments at a central location to serve the entiJ'e organiza
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tion? And how high up in the superstructure should they be placed; that is,
to line managers at what level should they report?
As for level, the decision depends on the staffers' interactions. A unit
of financial experts who work with the chief executive officer would natu
rally report to him, while one of work study analysts might report to the
manager at the plant level. As for concentration or dispersal, the decision
reflects all the factors discussed above, especially the trade-off between
work-flow interdependencies (namely, the interactions with the users) and
the need for specialization and economies of scale. For example, in the case
of secretaries, the creation of a pool allows for specialization (one secretary
can type manuscripts, another letters, etc.) and the better balancing of
personnel, while individual assignments allow for a closer rapport with the
users (l cannot imagine every member of a typing pool learning to read my
handwriting!). Thus, in universities, where the professors' needs are varied
and the secretarial costs low relative to those of the professors, secretarial
services are generally widely dispersed. In contrast, university swimming
pools, which are expensive, are concentrated, while libraries may go either
way, depending on the location and specific needs of the various users.
Referring back to Figure 7-8, we find staff units at all levels of the hier
archy, some concentrated at the top, others dispersed to the market divi
sions and functional departments. The corporate secretariat serves the
whole organization and links closely with the top management; thus, it
reports directly to the strategic apex. The other units are dispersed to serve
more-or-Iess local needs. One level down, public relations is attached to
each of the national general managers so that, for example, each subsidiary
can combat political resistance at the national level. Planning is dispersed to
the next level, the prqduct divisions, because of their conglomerate nature:
each must plan independently for its own distinct product lines. Other staff
units, such as work study, are dispersed to the next, functional level, where
they can serve their respective factories. (We also find our ubiquitous cafe
teria here-one for each plant.) Finally, the maintenance department is
dispersed down to the general foreman level, to serve fabricating or as
sembly.
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of America, which has over 600 branches throughout California, each of
which reports directly to corporate headquarters at San Francisco. There is
no intervening area structure with directive powers over the branch offices"
(p. 161). In some of these cases, notably the Bank of America and perhaps
also Sears, Roebuck, Urwick's qualification about interlocking work may
apply. But certainly not in all.
About the concept of span of control, Pfiffner and Sherwood have
commented:
Much blood has been let to reduce the executive's span with inconsequential
results to administrative performance. Yet span of control sails merrily on.
There is much written about it. Most consultants tab this as an essential in
reform proposals. Students sweat over its definition, mainly because they
assume the concept should be more complicated than it really is. Thus, re
gardless of what its merits may be. span of control is so entrenched in the ad
ministrative culture that it must be accorded a prominent place in any book on
organization (pp. 155-156).

The second basic issue in the design of the superstructure concerns how
large each unit or work group should be. How many positions should be
contained in the first-level grouping and how many units in each succes
sively higher-order unit? This question of unit size can be rephrased in two
important ways: How many individuals should report to each manager;
that is, what should be his span of control? And what shape should the
superstructure be: tall, with small units and narrow spans of control, or
wide, with large units and wide spans of control1
On this point, the traditional literature was firm: "No supervisor can
supervise directly the work of more than five or, at the most, six subordi
nates whose work interlocks," said Colonel Lydal Urwick unequivocally
(1956, p. 41). But subsequent investigation has made this statement seem
rather quaint. Holden et al. (1968, p. 95) report that the span of control of
the chief executive officers in the firms they studied averaged ten, with a
range from one to fourteen. In Woodward's (1965) study of industrial firms,
the median for chief executives was six, but in five "successful" firms the
chief executives supervised more than twelve imctlediate subordinates. For
first-line supervisors in mass production firms, she found an average span of
control of close to fifty, in some cases ranging into the nineties. Worthy
(1959) reports that the merchandising vice-president of Sears, Roebuck and
Co. had forty-four senior executives reportir.g to him, while for the typical
store manager the figure was "forty-odd" department managers (p. 109).
And Pfiffner and Sherwood (1960) note the ~treme example of "the Bank
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There is no doubt that the concept merits a prominent place in this
book. But there is reason to doubt Pfiffner and Sherwood's suggestion that
it is a simple one (Ouchi and Dowling, 1974). Who should be counted as a
subordinate: for example, what about the assistant to, or those whose
work is reviewed by the manager even though they do not formally report
to him1 What about the nonsupervisory aspects of the manager's job
collecting infornlation, developing liaison contacts, and so on: does a nar
row span of control necessarily mean close "control," as the traditional
literature suggested, or might it instead imply that the manager is busy
doing these other things1 What about the influence of the coordinating
mechanisms other than direct supervision on the size of the work unit1 As
Worthy (1959) has noted, "The essential error of the generally accepted span
of control theory is its implicit assumption that the superior must not only
direct the work of his subordinates but must mediate many of the relation
ships between them.... [Certain studies suggest] a skeptical attitude toward
the ability of subordinates to cooperate spontaneously without the inter
vention of the superior" (p. 107).
What all of this suggests is that the issue is not a simple one and the
focus on control is misplaced. Control-that is, direct supervision-is only
one factor among many in deciding how many positions to group into one
unit, or how many units to group in one larger unit, in both cases under a
single manager. Hence, the term "unit size" is preferred in this chapter to
"span of control." Let us now try to sort out some of this confusion and see
what can be learned from the empirical studies, first those of tall versus flat
structures and then those which relate unit size to the coordinating mech
anisms.
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STUDIES OF TALL VERSUS FLAT STRUCTURES
In essence, a taU structure has a long chain of authority with relatively
small groups at each hierarchical level, while a flat structure has few levels
with relatively large work groups at each. In one laboratory experiment,
Carzo and Yanouzas (1969) contrasted the results of work performed by a
tall structure (four levels with a span of control oftwo persons at each) with
that of a flat one (one individual supervising fourteen individuals directly).
These two structures are shown in Figure 8-1. The task involved estimating
the demand for a hypothetical product in each of seven geographical areas
and then deciding what quantity of goods to order from the suppliers. The
"operators," specialized by geographical area, made the initial decisions,
and ultimately the "president" had to finalize the~. While Carzo and Yan
ouzas found no significant difference in the time taken to do the assigned
task, they did find differences in how the two structures went about doing
them. The greater number of levels in the tall structure interrupted the

Figure 8-1.

Tall vs. Flat Organizational Structvr/ls (grouping in the

Carzo and Yanouzas' Experiment, 1969)
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vertical flow of information more frequently. However, the flat structure
required more discussion and consultation. In effect, "the greater time
required for decisions to pass through several levels of a tall structure is
offset by the time required to resolve differences and coordinate the efforts
of many subordinates in a flat structure" (p. 189). Carzo and Yanouzas also
found evidence of greater status differences in the tall structure, which
impeded information flow and so required the managers to be more careful
in their data collection. Nevertheless, in this experiment, on measures of
profit and return on investment, the tall structures did better:
The superior perfonnance of the groups under the tall structure may be ex
plained by the fact that their decisions were subjected to more analysis than
the decisions of the groups under the flat structure. The intennediate super
visory levels ... provided the means for repeated evaluation of decisions. . ..
In addition, the narrow span of supervision in the tall structure per
mitted a much more orderly decision and communication process. Freed from
the burdens that arise from haVing many subordinates, decision makers ap
peared to be able to develop a better understanding of the problem (p. 190).

So the plot thickens, A small unit can reduce the time the manager
must spend on direct supervision and so provide more time for his other
roles. In fact, Blau and Schoenherr (1971, p. 321) found the same thing in
their study of employment security agencies, that the managers in the taller
structures had more time for decision making and external work.
A number of findings have been put forward concerning the psycho
logical impact of tall and flat organization structures. Some researchers
have noted that tall structures better serve the individual's need for security,
since a superior is always readily available (Porter and Lawler, 1964). Others
argue that tall structures lead to supervision that can be too close, creating a
frustrating situation for the employee in search of autonomy and self
actualization. Thus, Ivancevich and Donnelly (1975), in a study of trade
salespersons, found that those in the flat structures (115 salespeople report
ing to eight division managers reporting to a sales vice-president) claimed to
be more satisfied on the dimensions of self-actualization and autonomy,
indicated less anxiety and stress, and performed more efficiently than those
in the medium and tall structures. (In the former, 142 salespersons reported
to thirteen district operations managers, who reported to eight field sales
managers, who reported to a president of marketing. In the latter, 210 sales
people reported to twenty-two district sales managers, who reported to
twelve divisional sales managers, who reported to three regional sales man
agers, who reported to a field sales coord,inator, who reported to a chief
marketing executive.) Whereas the salespersons in the flat structures felt
little supervisory pressure, planned their own schedules of visits, set their
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own monthly sales quotas, and perceived less emphasis on rules and poli
cies, even about checking with the supervisors before closing big sales, a
number of those in the medium and tall structures complained of being
checked on constantly, which reduced their conf~dence in their ability to sell
the product. Cummings and Berger (1976), in tl)eir review of the impact of
organizational structure on attitude, note that' top managers who do the
controlling report being more satisfied in tall structures while lower-level
managers-on the receiving end-report that they are happier in flat ones.
As Argyris notes, tall structures "increase the subordinates' feelings of
.dependence, submissiveness, passivity, and the like" (quoted in Starbuck,
I
i
1971, p. 88).
Clearly, there can be more freedom in th~ flatter structure, where the
absence of close contact between the manager and each of his employees
forces the latter to succeed or fail on their own.: This, in fact, was Worthy's
(1959) explanation of Sears' wide spans of control:
I

The limited span of control makes it difficult fC?r subordinate executives to get
too far off base or to stay off base too long. Bqt precisely for this reason, sub
ordinates in such a system are deprived of one of their most valuable means of
learning. For people learn as much-perhaps; more-from their mistakes as
from their successes. ...
I
lIn structures with wide spans of contf(~l1 people are encouraged, even
pushed, to reach to the limit of their capacities, and sometimes to develop
capacities they never knew they had (pp. nO-pI).
!

Similarly, Pfiffner and Sherwood (1960) explain how the Bank of America
was able to tolerate an effective span of control. of over 600:
When officers of the bank are questioned about this seemingly unorthodox
setup, their response is that they do not want ~o risk setting up an echelon that
would take authority away from the branch rranagers. They want them to be
self-reliant local businessmen with a maximuF opportunity for making deci
sions on their own (p. 161).
j
,

UNIT SIZE IN RELA TlONSHIP TO THE
COORDINA TlNG MECHANISMS

Much of the confusion in this area seems to stem from considering unit
size, or span of control, only with respect to the coordinating mechanism of
direct supervision, not standardization or mutual adjustment. The tradi
tional management theorists set the tone by implying that control and coor
dination could be achieved only by direct supervision. What else would
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have prompted Urwick to insist on his "five, or at the most, six" formula?
As has been pointed out repeatedly since the start of our discussion, the
five coordinating mechanisms are to some extent substitutable. For ex
ample, the manager's job can be "institutionalized" by standardization; and
mutual adjustment within the work group can be used in place of direct
supervision from above. We would, of course, expect such replacement of
direct supervision by another coordinating mechanism to affect signifi
cantly the size of a unit. Thus, we should be able to explain variations in
unit size largely in terms of the mechanisms used to coordinate work.
We can summarize our conclusions in terms of two basic hypotheses,
one dealing with standardization, the other with mutual adjustment. First,
the greater the use of standardization for coordination, the larger the size of
the work unit. It stands to reason that the more coordination in a unit is
achieved through the systems of standardization designed by the techno
structure, the less time its manager need spend on the direct supervision of
each employee, and so the greater the number of employees that can report
to him. With this conclusion, we can rather easily explain Joan Woodward's
(1965) finding about the very high spans of control encountered in the mass
production firms. Bear in mind two points about her findings. First, the
very wide spans of control were found at the first level of supervision,
namely in those units containing the operators themselves. Second, as can
be seen in Figure 8-2, reproduced from Woodward's book, the largest oper
ating units-with an average of almost fifty employees-were found in the
mass production firms. Those in unit and process production had units
averaging less than twenty-five and fifteen operators, respectively. Indeed,
they had virtually no units even as large as the average for the mass pro
ducers. Now, when we combine this with Woodward's findings that the
mass production firms were the only bureaucratic ones, the other two being
structured organically, we see an evident relationship. Unit size was largest
where the work was the most standardized-in the operating cores of the
most bureaucratic organizations.
So far, we have discussed only the standardization of work processes.
However, our first hypothesis is not restricted tQ any special kind of stan
dardization. In other words, standardization of skills and of outputs should
also lead to larger unit size. In the case of skills, it stands to reason that the
more highly trained the employees, the less closely they need be supervised,
and so the larger can be their work units. We see this most dearly in general
hospitals and universities. At the time of this writing, fifty of my colleagues
and myself work in a single unit, which runs smoothly under a single dean
with no department heads. Ouchi and Dowling (1974) tested this relation
ship by comparing four measures of the spans of control of the department
managers of retail stores with two measures they considered related to the'
professionalism of the salespersons-the size of the store's training staff and
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its high-priced image. All the correlations were found to be positive, with
what Ouchi and Dowling thought their most .reliable measure of span
of
1
control correlating significantly with both measures of professionalism.
. Similarly, we would expect that the more standardized the outputs, the
larger can be the size of the work unit. Thus, although the Bank of America
justified its span of control of 600 on the basis of encouraging the initiative
'That measure accounted only for the time the department managers spent on the selling floor
and included the time the buyers spent aiding the managers in day-to-day supervision. One of
the other measures used full-time equivalent salespersons instead of the total number, with the
preceding measure of supervision. The other two used the total number of salespersons and
excluded the buyers, and· one of these (the "raw" measure) did not adjust for the time the man
agers spent on the floor.
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of its branch managers, we would be on safe ground in assuming that this
enormous span of control would simply be impossible without a very tight
system of performance (output) control, not to mention the use of all kinds
of rules and regulations and of training and indoctrination programs for the
branch managers. Similarly, those who shop at Sears well know how stand
ardized that operation is. As Moore, referring implicitly to the role of in
doctrination, commented, "Sears can decentralize [Le., release the store
managers from close supervision); everyone thinks alike anyway" (quoted
in Wilensky, 1967, p. 60). Chains of banks and retail stores frequently ex
hibit ·very wide spans of control precisely because each outlet is a carbon
copy of all the others, thereby facilitating standardization.
Thus, we cannot conclude that being a member of a large unit automa
tically frees the individual from close control. Control from his boss per
haps, but not necessarily from the systems of the technostructure-or even
from his earlier training and indoctrination. In fact, the most tightly con
trolled members of organizations are typically those in the largest units: the
operators doing unskilled work in highly bureaucratic operating cores.
Even their managers feel the same control: I once spoke to eighty branch
managers of large Canadian banking firms on the nature of managerial
work; the ensuing discussion period was dominated by one issue-their
extreme frustration in being unable to act as full-fledged managers, because
of the rules imposed on their branches by the corporate technostructures.
Thus, we cannot, it seems, accept Cummings and Berger's conclusion with
out qualification: lower-level managers are more satisfied in flat structures
only if extensive standardization has not replaced close direct supervision as
the means of coordination.
Our second hypothesis is: the greater the reliance on mutual adjust
ment (due to interdependencies among complex tasks), the smaller the size
of the work unit. A relationship between complex interdependent tasks and
small unit size can be explained in two ways. The obvious one is that, all
coordinating mechanisms (especially standardization) remaining equal, the
more interdependent the tasks (complex or not) in a unit, the greater will be
the need for contact between the manager and the employees to coordinate
their work. Ostensibly, the manager will have to monitor and supervise the
unit's activities more closely and to be more readily available for consulta
tion and advice. Therefore, the manager requires a small span of control.
This suggests yet another angle on the Sears and Bank of America stories,
namely the absence of interdependence. Geographically dispersed retail
branches, each serving its own customers, are neither reciprocally nor
sequentially interdependent; far more of them can, therefore, be supervised
than, say, the sequentially interdependent departments of a factory. That is
why Urwick qualified his principle of span of control with the word "inter
locks."
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But there is a second, more subtle explanation for the hypothesized
relationship between complex interdependent tasks and small unit size.
These kind of tasks are difficult to supervise, so instead of an increase in
direct supervision, they give rise to an increase in mutual adjustment to
achieve coordination. The employees themselves must communicate on a
face-to-face basis to coordinate their work. But for such communication to
function effectively, the work unit must be small, small enough to encour
age convenient, frequent, and informal interaction among all its members.
For example, Filley et al. (1976, pp. 417-418) review a number of studies
that demonstrate the relationship between the small size of the group and
such factors as its cohesiveness and the participation of its members. One
study indicated that beyond 10 members, groups tend to fraction into
cliques, that is, smaller groups, and another found that five to seven mem
bers was optimal for consensus. Now, organizations, being what they are,
designate a leader-a "manager"-for each of their units, no matter how
small, even when that individual acts as little more than the unit's official
spokesperson. And so, when the span of control of units doing inter
dependent complex tasks is measured, 10 and behold it turns out to be small.
Let us reflect on this conclusion for a moment. On the surface, it is
counterintuitive, since it could be restated as follows: the less the reliance on
direct supervision, the narrower the manager's span of control. The con
fusion, of course, lies with the term used, for here span of control has noth
ing to do with "control"; it is merely an indication of the need to maintain a
small face-to-face work group to encourage mutual adjustment when the
work is complex and interdependent. In other words, while the restatement
of the hypothesis may be technically correct, it is misleading to use terms
like "direct supervision" and "span of contro}." We are better off to con~
elude that, because of the need for "mutual adjustment," "unit size" must be

,

small.
This point suggests two lessons. First, in the area of structure (l am
tempted to say management in general), things are not necessarily what
they seem. We cannot rely on the pleasant conceptualizations of the arm
chair;' we have to go out and research phenomena dires:tly. Careful observa
tion produces its own share of surprises. Second, we had better choose our
terms (like "control") very carefully, ahd be quite sure of what we are mea
suring when we do empirical research.
One final point should be mentioned. Much of the evidence showing
that complex interdependent tasks lead to small unit size comes from studies
of professional groups. (See especially Hall, 1972, p. 153ff.) But how can
we reconcile this finding with that of the first hypothesis, namely that pro
fessionalism (i.e., standardization of skills) leads to a large unit size? The
answer lies in interdependence: professional, work is always complex (by
our definition), but it is not always interdependent. There are, in effect, two
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kinds of professional work-independent and interdependent-requiring
two very different structural forms. In one case, the standardization of skills
handles most of the interdependencies, so there is little need for mutual
adjustment and the professionals can work independently, in large units.
This is the situation we find in most accounting firms and educational sys
tems, where individual professionals serve their own clients. In the other
case, interdependencies remain which cannot be handled by the standardiza
tion of skills, so there must be considerable mutual adjustment. The profes
sionals must work c,?operatively in small, informal units. This happens, for
example, in research laboratories and think-tank consulting firms. Thus,
Meyer, who studied 254 finance departments of state and local governments
and found the lowest spans of control in those with the highest expertise,
was careful to qualify his result: "... it is not expertness in and of itself but
rather the need for frequent consultations and communications that pro
duces low spans of control in parts of organizations that employ highly
qualified personnel" (quoted in Hall, 1972, p. 155).
To conclude our general discussion, we have seen that unit size is
driven up by (1) standardization of all three types, (2) similarity in the tasks
performed in a given unit, (3) the employees' needs for-autonomy and self·
actualization, and (4) the need to reduce distortion in the flow of informa
tion up the hierarchy; and it is driven down by (1) the need for dose direct
supervision, (2) the need for mutual adjustment among complex inter
dependent tasks, (3) the extent to which the manager of a unit has nonsuper
visory duties to perform, and (4) the need for members of the unit to have
frequent access to the manager for consultation or .advice.

GROUP SIZE BY PART
OF THE ORGANIZA TlON

How does group size vary from one part of the organization to an·
other? Generalizations are somewhat risky here, since as we have seen,
group size is heavily influenced by many factors. Nevertheless, some gen
eral comments are warranted.
It is in the operating core that we would expect to find the largest units,
since this part of the organization tends to rely most extensively on stand
ardization for coordination, especially stanpardization of work processes.
Thus, as can be seen in Figure 8-3, Woodward found the span of control of
chief executive officers to be rather narrow on average-a median of six
while that for the first-line supervisors was in the high thirties.
Managerial work is generally complex, so we might expect the size of
units in the administrative structure to depend heavily on the interdepen
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same: only a few functional units can be grouped into a higher-order unit,
whereas, typically, many more market-based units can be so grouped. A
great many autonomous divisions can report to one company president, as
can a great many schools to one superintendent; in contrast, the president
of an integrated manufacturing firm or the manager of a television station
can supervise only a few interdependent functional departments. (It will be
recalled, further, that both Sears stores and Bank of America branches are
market-based units.) And since, as discussed in Chapter 7, organizations
vary the bases for grouping used at different levels in the administrative
hierarchy, we would not expect the middle line of the large organization to
be uniformly tall or flat, but rather to exhibit a wavy shape, flat where
grouping is based on markets, tall where it is based on function.
Earlier we noted that as we move up the hierarchy, managerial decision
making becomes more complex, less amenable to regulation. Therefore,
holding interdependence constant, we would expect a greater need for
mutual adjustment at the higher levels, with a resulting decrease in unit size.
So the overall managerial hierarchy should look like a cone-albeit it a
wavy one-with progressively steepening sides. Simon (1973a) makes this
point in terms of what he calls "attention management":
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dence encountered at a given level of the hierarchy. As we saw in Chapter 7,
interdependencies are closely related to the grouping of a unit. Specifically,
market grouping is often selected because it contains the work-flow inter
dependencies within each unit (and because the process interdependencies
are secondary), whereas functional grouping often does not, requiring
either that a higher-level manager coordinate the work flow across different
units or that the managers or members of each of the units in question do so
themselves through mutual adjustment. In either event, the result is the
144

The information-processing systems of our contemporary world swim in an
exceedingly rich soup of information, of symbols. In a world of this kind, the
scarce resource is not information; it is processing capacity to attend to infor
mation. Attention is the chief bottleneck in organizational activity, and the
bottleneck becomes narrower and narrower as we move to the tops of organi
zations, where parallel processing capacity becomes less easy to provide with
out damaging the coordinating function that is a prime responsibility of these
levels (pp. 270-271).
Thus, holding all else constant, we should expect the chief executive
officer to have the narrowest average span of control in the organization. In
fact, we saw evidence of this earlier. What may not, however, remain con
stant is the basis for grouping. As noted earlier, the market basis is often
used toward the top of the middle line. Where it is so used, and the people
reporting to the chief executive supervise functional units, we would expect
his span of control to be wider than theirs.
Another factor that confounds the span of control for the managers of
the middle line is their relationship with the staff units. Coordination of line
and staff activities typically requires mutual adjustment, that is, flexible
communication outside the chain of authority. This, of course, takes a good
deal of the line manager's time, leaving less for direct supervision. So we
would expect that where there is much line/staff interdependence, spans of
. control in the middle line should be narrower. Organizations with great
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proliferations of technocratic and support staff units should have rather
small units in the middle line.
This leads us to an interesting conclusion about highly bureaucratic
organizations heavily dependent on technocratic staff groups to formalize
the operating work: while the spans of control of the first-line supervisors
should be high because of the extensive standardization in the operating
core, that of the managers higher up should be small because of the need for
mutual adjustment with the staff members. In fact, this is exactly what
comes put of the Woodward study. The first-line supervisors in the mass
production firms (the bureaucratic ones) had the highest spans of control,
but the middle-line managers above them had rather narrower ones. In con
trast, the firms in process industries, with organic structures and the most
extensively elaborated staff components, exhibited much narrower spans of
control at both levels. And those in unit production, with organic structures
and little staff-in essence, the opposite conditions of the mass producers
exhibited very narrow spans of control at the level of the first-line super
visor and rather wide ones at the middle levels of management. Woodward
(1965) specifically attributes the small spans of control in unit and process
production to "the breakdown of the labor force into small primary work
groups," resulting in more intimate and informal relationships with super
visors (p. 60). All of this is shown in Figure 14-1 in the chapter on the tech
nical system as a contingency factor where we shall return to this issue.
Finally, what about the size of the staff units themselves? How many
staff members can a staff manager supervise? In those support units that do
relatively unskilled work-the cafeteria and mailroom, for example-the
structure would tend to be bureaucratic and the units therefore large. But
what of the other units in the technostructure ~nd support staff? The factors
we discussed earlier indicate small size for lJlost of the professional-type
staff units. The work within these units is complex and, being of a project
nature, typically creates interdependencies ~mong the professionals. In
other words, these staff members are professionals of the second type dis
cussed earlier, namely those who must function in small interdependent
units rather than as independent individuals attached to larger units. Fur
thermore, as noted earlier, the technocratic units accomplish their work
only when they are able to change the work of others in the organization.
Hence, the managers of technocratic units must spend a good deal of their
time "selling" the proposals of their units in the middle line (Mintzberg,
1973a, pp. 116-117). Likewise, the support specialists do not work in a
vacuum but serve the rest of the organization, and so their managers must
spend a good deal of time in liaison with it. In both cases, this reduces the
number of people the staff managers can supervise, and so shrinks the aver
age size of staff units.
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To conclude, in general we would expect the operating core of the or
ganization to assume a flat shape, the middle line to appear as a cone with
progressively steepening sides, and the technostructure and more profes
sional support units to be tall in shape. That is, in fact, the design of our
logo, as a quick glance back at Figure 2-1 will illustrate.
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Design of Lateral linkages:
Planning and Control Systems

Organizational design is not complete when the positions have been estab
lished and the superstructure built. At one time, the literature on organ
izational design stopped here, but contemporary research has made clear
the need to flesh out the bones of the superstructure with linkages that are
lateral, as opposed to strictly vertical. Two main groupS of these linkages
have received extensive treatment in the contemporary literature on organ
izational design-planning and control systems that standardize outputs
and liaison devices that grease the wheels pf mutual adjustment. In this
chapter we discuss the first of these.
The purpose of a plan is to specify a desired output- a standard-at
some future time. And the purpose of control is to assess whether or not
that standard has been achieved. Thus, planning and control go together
.like the proverbial horse and carriage: there can be no control without prior
planning, and plans lose their influence without follow-up controls. To
gether plans and controls regulate outputs and, indirectly, behavior as well.
Plans may specify (standardize) the quantity, quality, cost, and timing
of outputs, as well as their specific characteristics (such as size and color).
Budgets are plans that specify the costs of outputs for given periods of time;
schedules are plans that establish time frames for outputs; objectives are
plans that detail output quantities for given periods of time; operating plans
are those that establish a variety of standards, generally the quantities and
costs of outputs. For example, an operating plan for a manufacturing firm
148
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would specify budgets as well as sales targets, production quantities, man
power requirements, and so on, for all the line departments near the oper
ating core. Typically, planning systems, as well as the reporting systems
that feed back the control information, are designed in the technostructure,
by analysts with titles such as Planner, Budget Analyst, Controller, MIS
Analyst, Production Scheduler, and Quality Control Analyst.
.We can distinguish two fundamentally different kinds of planning and
control systems, one that focuses on the regulation of overall performance
and the other that seeks to regulate specific actions. Since the former is con
cerned primarily with after-the-fact monitoring of results, we shall call it
performance control. The latter, oriented to specifying activities that will
take place, is labeled action planning. In other· words, as shown in Figure
9-1, the organization can regulate outputs in two ways. It can use perform
ance control to measure the results of a whole series of actions, and use this
information to make changes: "The profit rate should increase from 7 per
cent to 10 percent," or "The drilling of holes should be increased from fifty
to sixty per day." Alternatively, it can use action planning to determine in
advance what specific decisions or actions are required: "Blue widgets
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figure 9-1. The Relationships between Decisions and Action Pla~
ning and Performance Control
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should be sold to customers X, Y, and Z," or "The hole should be drilled
1.108 centimeters wide." As we shall see, while performance control is a
pure means of standardizing outputs, action planning-because it specifies
particular actions-resembles in some ways the ~esign parameter of formal
ization of behavior.
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PERFORMANCE CONTROL

The purpose of performance control is to r~gulate the overall results of
a given unit. Objectives, budgets, operating plans, and various other kinds
of general standards are established for the unit; and its performance is later
measured in terms of these standards and is fed ~ack up the hierarchy by the
MIS. This suggests two important points. First, performance control sys
tems map unto the bases for grouping in the organization. The planning sys
tem establishes output standards for each unit, and the control system
assesses whether or not these have been met. Second, performance control
is concerned with overall results for given peric;x:ls of time, not with specific
decisions or actions at specific points in time. For example, a performance
plan may call for the production of 70,000 wid~ets in June, or the reduction
of costs by 3 percent in July; it does not call for the shift from blue widgets
to green ones or the achievement of cost requction by the purchase of a
more efficient machine. Thus, performance coptrol only influences decision
making and action taking indirectly, by establishing general targets that the
decision maker must keep in the back of his ~ind as he makes specific deci
i

sions in the front.
Where is performance control used in; the organization? To some
extent, everywhere. Because cost control is! always crucial and because
costs-at least economic ones-are easily measured, virtually every organ
izational unit is given a budget, that is, a performance plan to standardize
its expenditures. And where the unit's production is easily measured, its
performance plan will typically specify this as well. The plant is expected to
produce 400,000 widgets this month; marketing is expected to sell 375,000
of them.
But performance control systems are mo.st relied upon where the inter
dependencies between units are primarily of a pooled nature, namely where
the units are grouped on a market basis. Here the major concern is that the
\\ .unit perform adequately, that it make an appropriate contribution to the
central organization without squandering its resources. In other words, be
cause there is little interdependency between units, coordination requires
the regulation of performance, not actions. And this is facilitated in the
market-based structure by the fact that eac~ unit has its own distinct out-
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puts. Thus, its overall behavior is regulated by performance controls; other
wise, it is left alone to do its own action planning.
Indeed, such performance controls are typically crucial for market
based units. Because they are self-contained, they are generally given con
siderable freedom to act, quasi-autonomy. Typically, as noted in Chapter 8,
a great many such units report to a single manager. Without a performance
control system, the manager may be unable to catch serious problems (e.g.,
those requiring replacement of a market unit manager) until it is much too
late. A wayward Sears store or Bank of America branch could, for example,
get lost for years, too small a part of the organization to be otherwise
noticed. And, from the perspective of the market unit itself, the per
formance control system serves to preclude direct supervision and so to
grant it the freedom it needs to determine its own decisions and actions.
"Each manager in the organizational hierarchy is able, in the short run, to
operate his department relatively free of direction by higher-level managers.
The direction that does exist is of an ~ggregate, rather than a detailed,
nature" (Emery, 1969, p. 32). Thus, the conglomerate corporation sets up
each of its market units (its "divisions") as a profit or investment center, and
holds it responsible for its own financial performance. 1
One researcher who has looked at the use of planning and control sys
tems in the context of organizational structure is Khandwalla (1974a). He is
careful to note that, simple as they may seem, these systems are sophisti
cated and they can be expensive, requiring "substantial information proces
sing skills on the part of managers who utilize them" (p. 86). Khandwalla
found a strong relationship between the autonomy granted a manager down
the chain of authority and the use of nine of these systems, most of them
performance control: statistical quality control of operations, standard
costing and analysis of cost variances, inventory control and production
scheduling by operations research techniques, marginal costing, flexible or
activity budgeting, internal audit, the use of internal rates of return or pres
ent values in evaluating investments, systematic evaluation of senior per
sonnel, and performance or operational audit.
Performance control systems can serve two purposes: to measure and
to motivate. On the one hand, they can be used simply to signal when the
performance of a unit has deteriorated. Higher-level management can then
step in and take corrective action. On the other hand, they can be used to
elicit higher performance. The performance standards are the carrots that
management places before the unit manager to motivate him to achieve
better results. Whenever he manages a nibble, the carrot is moved a little
'That is not to say, of course, that a performance control system can never be tight. It can spe
cify so many detailed performance standards that the unit is left little room to maneuver. (We
shall see examples of this in Chapter 20.) But, in general, performance controls are used in the
market-based structure to maintain only the most general regulation of outputs.
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farther out and the manager runs faster. Systems such as management by
objectives (MBO) have been developed to give unit managers a say in the
establishment of these standards so that they;will be committed to them
and, therefore, the theory goes, strive harder to achieve them.
But this motivational aspect introduces a variety of problems. For one
thing, given the right to participate in the setting of performance standards,
the unit manager has a strong incentive to set the standards low enough to
ensure that they can easily be met. And he also has an incentive to distort
the feedback information sent up the MIS to make it look like his' unit has

•

met a standard it, in fact, missed.
A second problem arises with the choice pf the planning period. There
is, as noted, no direct link betwej!n the perfor.m~mce s~~ndards a'Qd spe<:ific
.decisions taken; it is only hoped that the manager will bear the standards in .
mind when he makes decisions. Long planning periods loosen the connec
tion: the farther back the day of judgment, the less the manager is inclined
to think about the standards. Besides, what is the use of rewarding or pen
alizing a manager for a decision he made a long time ago. Short planning
periods, while keeping the performance standards front and center in the
manager's mind, defeat a prime purpose of the system, namely giving him
freedom o'f action. The "flash reports" on the tenth of every month ~sed by
some corporations certainly keep the manager hopping after short-term
results. But do they let him think beyond thirty days?
A third problem of motivation arises with standards that cannot be
realized fOf reasons beyond the manager's control. What to do when a
major change in the environment, say the bankruptcy of a major customer,
renders achievement of a performance standard impossible? Should the
organization insist on honoring the agreement to the letter, and penalize the
manager, or should it overrule the performance control system to determine
rewards, in which case the system loses a 'good deal of its motivational
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... where the internal structure of the organization is broken down into a
series of functional divisions, there are no "natural" standards of performance
and management is forced to exercise considerable ingenuity in inventing con
trols which it can use for administrative purposes. Unfortunately, contrived
controls such as these, so far from facilitating inter-divisional cooperation
(which is one of their chief purposes) often become themselves a source of con
flict (quoted in Chapple and Sayles, 1961, pp. 70-71).

In other words, something other than a performance control system
must be found to coordinate work in the functional structure. As we saw in
Chapter 7, direct supervision effected through the superstructure and stand
ardization of work processes effected through behavior formalization
emerge as key mechlnisms to coordinate work in functional structures.
They are preferred because they are the tightest available coordinating
mechanisms. But 'sometimes they cannot contain all of the interdependen
cies. And so the organization must turn to planning and control systems to
standardize outputs. Specifically, it uses action planning. Simon (1957) pro
vides a dramatic example of what can happen when action planning fails to
coordinate the remaining work-flow interdependencies:
In the first portion of the Waterloo campaign, Napoleon's army was divided
in two parts. The right wing, commanded by the Emperor himself, faced
Blucher at Ligny; the left wing, under Marshal Ney, faced Wellington at
Quatre Bras. Both Ney and the Emperor prepared to attack, and both had pre
pared excellent plans for their respective operations. Unfortunately, both
plans contemplated the use of ErIon's corps to deliver the final blow on the
flank of the enemy. Because they failed to communicate these plans, and be
cause orders were unclear on the day of the battle, Erion's corps spent the day
marching back and forth between the two fields without engaging in the action
on either. Somewhat less brilliant tactical plans, coordinated, would have had
greater success (p. 193).

punch?

ACTION PLANNING

As we have seen, performance control is a key design parameter in
market-based structures. But what happens in functional structures? Func
tional work flows sequentially or reciprocally across them. This means that
distinct organizational goals cannot easily pe identified with anyone unit.
So aside from budgets and the like to control their expenditures, perform
ance control systems cannot really cope wi~h the interdependencies of func
tional units. As Worthy has noted:
'

Two points should be noted about action planning. First, unlike per
formance control, action planning does not necessarily respect unit auton
omy, nor does it necessarily map onto the system of grouping. Action plans
specify decisions that call for specific actions-to market new products,
build new factories, visit different customers, sell old machines; Some of the
proposed actions may be taken within single units, but others can cut across
unit boundaries.
Second, by its imposition of specific decisions, action planning turns
out to be a less than pure form of standardizing outputs; more exactly, it
falls between that and standardizing work processes. This point can be ex
pressed in terms of a continuum of increasingly tight regulation, as follows:
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• Performance control imposes general performance standards over a
period of time, with no reference to specific actions
• Action planning imposes specific decisioJlS and actions to be carried
out at specific points in time
• Behavior formalization imposes the means by which decisions and ac
tions are to be carried out

~

So, whereas performance control says, "Increase sales by 10 percent this
year (in any way you care toJ," action planning says, "Do it by introducing
blue widgets." It, too, specifies outputs, but in a way that constitutes the
specification of means. At the limit, action planning becomes behavior
formalization; specifically the specification of the work flow: "... the plan
may control, down t~ minute details, a whole complex pattern of behavior.
The completed plan of the battleship will specify the design of the ship
down to the last rivet. The task of the construction crew is minutely speci
fied by this design" (Simon, 1957, p. 231).
Action planning emerges as the means "y which the nonroutine de
cisions and actions of an entire organization, typically structured on a
functional basis, can be designed as an integrated system. All of this is ac
complished in advance, on the drawing board so to speak. Behavior formal
ization designs the organization a~ an integrated system, too, but only for
its routine activities. Action planning is its counterpart for the nonroutine
activities, for the changes. It specifies who will do what, when, and where,
so that the change will take place as desired.

•

How do' these two planning and control systems relate to the super
structure and to each other? A great deal has been written on the hierarchi
cal nature of each of them and a little bit about some of their interrelation
ships, but almost none of this is based on empirical evidence about how
they really function. So let us try to build a picture from the conceptual
literature.
Figure 9-2 shows performance control and action planning as two sep
arate hierarchical systems, with certain "crossovers" between them. Per
formance control is shown as a system in which overall objectives at the top
give rise to subobjectives, budgets, and other output standards, which in
tum are elaborated into ever more detailed subobjectives, budgets, and
standards until they emerge at the bottom of the structure as operating
. plans. The final outcome is, of course, organizational actions, but the con-
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Performance 'Control System

Actions

Hierarchy of Planning and Control Systems

nection between the plans and the actions is shown as a series of dotted lines
to indicate that it is only indirect: the operating plans only indicate the gen
eral results expected from all actions of a given type, for example, sales of
70,000 units in a year from all sales calls, 450 holes drilled in a week from all
the efforts of a machine operator. As noted earlier, this whole performance
control system-objectives, budgets, etc.-maps unto the superstructure.
The arrows in the diagram are two-sided, to indicate that the perform
ance control system may be not only top-down-where objectives decided
at the strategic apex are elaborated into ever more detailed performance
standards as they pass down the hierarchy-but also bottom-up, where the
units at the very bottom establish their own performance standards, and
these are then aggregated up the hierarchy by unit, until they emerge at the
strategic apex as composite standards, in effect, objectives for the whole
organization. In actual practice, however, we would expect the perform
ance control system to function most commonly, not in a purely top-down
or bottom-up manner, but as a combination of the two. Some performance
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(PPBS). Here overall performance control objectives lead to the develop
ment of overall strategic plans, which are converted into specific programs,
which continue on down to generate operating lIpecifications and also cross
over again to be cumulated as budgets, which in turn lead to operating
plans. This is the most fully developed of the planning and control systems.
The second hybrid system, shown in Figure 9-3(b), describes planning
in the market-based structure. Here the strategic apex develops objectives,
and from them negotiates subobjectives and budgets with each of the mar
ket units; these, in turn, initiate the full action planning process in each of
the market units, which generates strategic plans which get elaborated as
programs that give rise to operating specifications-and, normally, unit
budgets and operating plans as well, although these are not shown in Figure
9-3(b). This particular example illustrates mo~t clearly the need for crosS
overs due to a change in the basis of grouping, performance control being
most appropriate to coordinate the work of market-based units, action
planning better suiting the needs of functional units.
Figure 9-3(c) describes capital budgeting, a similar system except that
the crossover is at the level of program instead of strategic plan. The stra
tegic apex establishes objectives and converts these into a capital budget
in effect, a statement of the funds available fOf investment purposes. Mean
while, the units propose specific programs to the strategic apex. It assesses
each program in terms of benefit and cost criteria (return on investment if
both are exclusively monetary), rank-orders them, and approves as many
programs as its capital budget will allow. The approved programs are then
sent back to the units for implementation. 10 effect, capital budgeting as
sumes only pooled interdependence among the programs-that they draw
on common funds but produce independent benefits. Tighter interdepend
encies between programs require a strategic planning system instead of a
capital budgeting one.
Systems such as these three are described in an extensive literature of
planning and control systems. The problem with that literature, however, is
that it is conceptual without being empirical: it describes the systems as
highly ordered and regulated, as the theorists would like to see them oper
,ate. But the reader has no way of knowing if the reality really is like that, if
formal plans and controls really influence decisions and actions as they are
supposed to. How many organizations, for example, really do develop their
strategies in the integrated, comprehensive process described above, instead
of using a more flexible entrepreneurial or adaptive approach (Mintzberg,
1973b)1 How many really develop their goals into systematic hierarchies of
objectives, as opposed to letting them evolve naturally1 Do capital budget
ing and PPBS really work as they are d~ribed in the literature7 Indeed,
even in organizations that plan extensively, it is a fair question to ask how
much of that is just going through the motions, and how much gets con
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wrkd into specific actions. Observers of the management scene frequently
come across examples of planning systems carried out almost ritualistically,
unconnected to the day-to-day functioning of the organization. Every year
on January 1, or whenever, subobjectives are duly established for all the
units, and then filed in drawers so that the managers can get on with the real
work of managing their units. Six months later, the strategic plans land on
top of them, subject to the same fate. Clearly, some organizations do a lot
of planning and take it seriously, while others do not (plan and/or take it
seriously). What we need to know is who does what, when, how.,. and
why.

PLANNING AND CONTROL SYSTEMS
BY PART OF THE ORGANIZA TlON

We have already seen examples in this chapter of both action planning
and performance control at all levels of the hierarchy. In the case of the
former, we had strategic planning and capital budgeting at the strategic
apex and upper levels of the middle line, programming and PERT/CPM
scheduling techniques at the middle levels, and production scheduling at the.
level of the operating core. In the case of performance control, we saw that
objectives, budgets, and standards can be set for units and positions at any
level, from the strategic apex to the operating core. At the top is the setting
of overall organizational objectives; high up in the middle line are com
monly found the financial reporting systems that treat major market units
as profit or investment centers; elsewhere in the middle line are the standard
costing systems to control aggregated performance and MBO systems to
motivate line managers; and near the bottom, we find the operating plans
and the quality control systems.
However, our discussion also made clear that there are important dif
ferences by part of the organization. For example, while performance con
trol can be used for individual positions-as when salespeople are given
quotas or machine operators quality control standards-we would expect it
to be more commonly applied to units (and, of course, to the managers who
supervise those units). Not so for action planning. We would expect action
planning to apply to individual operators, as when a machinist is given
specifications for the products he is to make.
Higher up in the hierarchy, we would expect the situation to be re
versed. The more global the responsibilities of a unit, the greater the pro
pensity to control its overall performance rather than its specific actions.
For market-based units, as noted earlier, the performance control system is
a critical device for control, while action planning is not. And since, as
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noted in Chapter 7, the market basis for grouping is more common at higher
than at lower levels in the structure, we find another reason why perform
ance control would be favored over action planning in the upper reaches of
the middle line. Thus, profit and investment centers, MBO, profit-sharing
systems, and the like are all used extensively at the higher levels of the hier
archy. Of course, action planning systems may also be used at these levels
where the basis for grouping is functional. As for the strategic apex, should
it be subject to outside control (say, by a well-defined owner), it may also
have to respond to a performance control system. And if the basis for
grouping the highest-level units is functional, then action planning may
very well start right in the strategic apex, as we already saw in some ex
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Design of Lateral Linkages:
Liaison Devices

amples in this chapter.
As noted earlier, the technostructure is largely responsible for the
design of all these planning and control systems. But that does not mean
that its own work is regulated by them. In fact, owing to the difficulty of
standardizing the outputs of analytic work, much of which is carried out on
a project or ad hoc basis, we would expect little use of performance controls
in the technosructure. As for action planning, again the technocratic units
do a good deal of it, but seem to be only marginally affected by it them
selves.We would expect the use of planning and control systems to vary con
siderably in the support staff. Only those tnits which act as relatively
autonomous entities and which have easily measured outputs-such as the
cafeteria in the plant or the bookstore in the university-can be controlled
primarily by performance standards. Some staff units with important inter
dependencies with other parts of the organization-such as the research
department in the corporation-may be subject to action planning, at least
to the extent that the line departments they serve are so subjected. And
others, such as legal council, may experience little in the way of any plan
ning and control system.

Often neither direct supervision nor all three forms of standardization are
sufficient to achieve the coordination an organization requires. In other
words, important interdependencies remain after all the individual posi
tions have been designed, the superstructure built, and the planning and
control systems set in place. The organization must then turn to mutual
adjustment for coordination. A customer complaint about poor service
may, for example, require the sales and manufacturing managers to sit
down together to work out new delivery arrangements.
Until recently, this kind of mutual adjustment was left largely to
chance: at best it took place informally, outside the formal organizational
structure. But in recent years, organizations have developed a whole set of ,
devices to encourage liaison contacts between individuals, devices that can
be incorporated into the formal structure. In fact, these liaison devices rep
resent the most significant contemporary development in organization
design, indeed the only serious one since the establishment of planning and
control systems a decade or two earlier.
Since the 1960s, the popular literature on organizational theory has
heralded each new liaison device as a major discovery. First it was "task
forces," then "matrix structure," later the "integrators." But the reader was
left in confusion: were these just different names for the same phenomenon,
or was each, in fact, a distinctly new contribution? And if so, did each bear
any relationship to the others? The recent writings of Jay Galbraith (1973)
161
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has satisfactorily resolved these questions. Galbraith proposed a continuum
of these liaison devices that explains how they differ as well as how certain
ones are simply extensions of the others. Galbraith's seven-point continuum
runs from the simplest device to the most elaborate: direct contact between
managers, liaison roles, task forces, teams, integrating roles, managerial
linking roles, and matrix organization. For purposes of our discussion, Gal
braith's scheme has been reduced to four basic types of liaison devices
liaison positions, task forces and standing committees, integrating man
agers, and matrix structure.
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LIAISON POSITIONS

When a considerable amount of contact is necessary to coordinate the
work of two units, a "liaison" position may be formally established to route
the communication directly, bypassing the vertical channels. The position
carries no formal authority, but because the incumbent serves at the cross
roads of communication channels, he emerges as an organizational nerve
center with considerable informal power.
In their study, Lawrence and Lorsch (1967) note that where the work
of units is sharply differentiated, with interdependencies leading to prob
lems of communication, organizations tend to create liaison positions.
Lawrence and Lorsch found further that success in these positions derives
from specialized knowledge, not from status, and that successful liaison
individuals tend to develop time, interpersonal, and goal orientations mid
way between the differentiated units whose work they link.
Some liaison positions serve between different line units, for example,
the engineering liaison man discussed by Galbraith (1973, p. 50) who is a
member of the engineering department but is physically located in the plant.
Landsberger (1961-1962) notes the case of the sales liaison person who .me
diates between the field sales force and the factory, while Strauss (1962-63)
provides considerable detail on the purchase engineer who sits between pur
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formation to engineers whenever they need help in choosing components.
They assist in writing specifications (thus making them more realistic and
readable) and help expedite delivery of laboratory supplies and material for
prototype models. Through making themselves useful, purchase engineers
acquire influence and are able to introduce the purchasing point of view be
fore the "completion barrier" makes this difficult (pp. 180-181).

Other liaison positions join line and staff groups. Thompson (1967, p.
61) provides a number of examples of these, such as the personnel specialists
and accountants who counsel line departments while remaining responsive
to their technocratic homes. Dalton (1959) describes one such accountant, a
man he called Rees, who, although assigned to a manufacturing plant called
Milo, clearly saw his role as maintaining budgetary control on behalf of the
company's·head office. And his direct links with it gave him considerable
informal power:
For some time the most widespread struggle in Milo had been between line
factions favoring and opposing the use of maintenance incentives. Otis Blanke,
head of Division A, opposed the incentives and persuaded Hardy that drop
ping them would benefit Milo. At a meeting to deal with the problem Hardy
stated his position and concluded, "We should stop using maintenance incen
tives. They cause us too much trouble and cost too much."
Then as only a staff head, and one without vested interest in this issue or
the formal authority to warrant threats or decisive statements, Rees arose and
said: "I agree that maintenance incentives have caused a lot of trouble. But I
don't think it's because they're not useful. It's because there are too many
people not willing to toe the mark and give them a try. The (Office) put that
system in here and by God we're going to make it work, not just tolerate ill"
The surprise at these remarks broke the meeting up in embarrassment for
everyone but Rees... , Early the following day all line executives who had
been approached by the staff supervisor telephoned apologies for their in
ability to aid him, and they asked him to please consider their position in view
of Rees' stand. These and other less overt incidents led Milo executives to see
Rees as an unofficial spokesman for the Office (pp. 24-25).

chasing and engineering.
Some purchasing departments send out what are, in effect, ambassadors to
other departments. They may appoint purchase engineers, men with engi
neering backgrounds (perhaps from the company's own engineering group)
who report administratively to purchasing but spend most of their time in the
engineering department. Their job is to be instantly available to provide in
'Direct contact between managers was excluded here since it is not formal in nature. Gal
braith'sliaison role is maintained here as is his matrix organization. Task forces and teams are
combined (with the addition of standing committees), as are integrating roles and managerial
linking roles.

.'"

TASK FORCES AND STANDING COMMITTEES

The meeting, an "act of coming together" according to the Random
House Dictionary, is the prime vehicle used in the organization to facilitate
mutual adjustment. Some meetings are impromptu; people bump into each
other in the hall and decide to have a "meeting"; others are scheduled on an
ad hoc basis, as required. When the organization reaches the point of insti
tutionalizing the meeting-that is, formally designating its participants,
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perhaps also scheduling it on a regular basis-it may be considered to have
become part of the formal structure. This happens when extensive and
fairly regular contact-at least for a period of time-is required between the
members of various units to discuss common conr;:erns. Two prime liaison
devices are used to institutionalize the meeting. aIle is the task force, a kind
of formal team; the other is the standing committee.
The task force is a committee formed to accomplish a particular task
and then disband, "a temporary patchwork on the functional structure,
used to short-circuit communication lines in a t~me of high uncertainty"
(Galbraith, 1973, p. 51). Galbraith elaborates:
!
These groups may arise informally or on a formal basis. In one company,
when a problem arises on the assembly floor the foreman calls the process
engineer, a member from the company laboratory, quality control, and pur
chasing if vendor parts are involved. This group works out the problem. When
an acceptable solution is created, they return to their normal duties.
On other occasions, the establishment of the group is more formal. An
aerospace firm holds weekly design reviews. When a significant problem
arises, a group is appointed, given a deadline, a limit to their discretion, and
asked to solve the problem (p. 51).
I
The standing committee is a more permanent interdepartmental
grouping, one that meets regularly to discuss issues of common interest.
Many standing committees exist at middle levels of the organization.
Lawrence and Lorsch (1967, p. 57) note the existence in plastics companies
of cross-functional committees formed accordin~ to product lines, while
Galbraith (1973, p. 53) cites the case in the Boeing Company of production
planning committees corresponding to sections of the aircraft, which drew
members from both line and technocratic functions. For example, the wing
team consisted of representatives from Engineering, Industrial Engineering,
Production Control, Manufacturing, and Quality Control. Other standing
committees are formed at the strategic apex. Holden et al. (1968, pp. 104
105) found anywhere from one to six high-level standing committees in
virtually every one of the firms they studied. The most common was the ex
ecutive committee, typically used to advise the chief executive on decisions.
Other standing committees at the strategic apex served more to transmit
information and were variably called administrative committee, manage
ment council, executive council, and operations review committee. A chief
executive described the functions of one of these as follows:
Our administration committee meets monthly, at which time actions taken at
the last board of directors meeting are reviewed and reports are made by group
vice presidents and staff vice presidents; the com~ittee is essentially a commu
nications device and a medium for passing policy information to the organiza
tion (p. 105).

'---

INTEGRATING MANAGERS

•

When more coordination by mutual adjustment is required than
liaison positions, task forces, and standing committees can provide, the
organization may designate an integrating manager, in effect a liaison posi
tion with formal authority. A new individual, sometimes with his own unit,
is superimposed on the old departmental structure and given some of the
power that formerly resided in the separate departments. That power is
necessary "to integrate the activities of organizational units whose major
goals and loyalties are not normally consistent with the goals of the overall
system" (Sayles, 1976, p. 10).
Integrating managers may be brand managers in consumer goods
firms, responsible for the production and marketing of particular products;
project managers in aerospace agencies, responsible for integrating certain
functional activities; unit managers in hospitals, responsible for integrating
the activities of doctors, nurses, and support staff in particular wards; court
administrators in governments who "tie together the diverse and organiza
tionally dispersed elements that make up the criminal justice system-not
only the courts themselves, but law enforcement, prosecution, defense,
probation, jury selection, correctional institutions, and so on" (Sayles,
1976, p. 9).
The formal power of the integrating manager always includes some
aspects of the decision processes that cut across the affected departments,
but it never (by definition) extends to formal authority over the depart
mental personnel. (That would make him department manager instead of
integrating manager.) To control their behavior, therefore, the integrating
manager must use his decisional authority and, more important, his powers
of persuasion and negotiation. Galbraith (1973) lists three stages in the ex
tension of the decisional power of the integrating manager. First, he can be
given power to approve completed decisions, for example, to review the
budgets of the departments. Second, he can enter the decision process at an
earlier stage, for example, to draw up the budget in the first place which the
departments must then approve. Third, he can be given control of the deci
sion process, as when he determines the budget and pays the departments
for the use of their resources.
Consider the brand manager in a consumer goods firm. He is a kind of
mini-general manager, responsible for the success of a single product. His
performance is measured by how well it does in the marketplace. He must
understand purchasing, manufacturing, packaging, pricing, distribution,
sales, promotion, advertising, and marketing, and must develop plans for
the brand, including sales forecasts, budgets, and production schedules. But
the brand manager has no direct authority over the marketing or manufac
turing departments. Rather, along with all the other brand managers of his
165
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firm, he negotiates with manufacturing to produce his brand and with mar
keting to sell it. If, however, he controls the budget for his brand, and has
discretion in the use of it-for example, to contract its manufacture to dif
ferent plants-he may have considerable power. This arrangement results
in an overlay of a set of competing brand managers on a traditional func
tional structure, all of them using their power as well as the techniques of
mutual adjustment (such as persuasion) to push their own products through
the system. Sayles (1976) illustrates:
Ellen Fisher is a product manager responsible for the introduction of new soap
products. She works through several functional departments, including market
research, the development laboratory's production, and sales. In designing the
new product, market research usually conducts a test of consumer reactions.
In this case, the market research head, Hank Fellers, wants to run the standard
field test on the new brand in two preselected cities. Ellen is opposed to this
because it would delay the product introduction date of September 1; if that
date can be met, sales has promised to obtain a major chain-store customer
(using a house-brand label) whose existing contract for this type of soap is
about to expire.
At the same time, manufacturing is resisting a commitment to fill this
large order by the date sales established because "new-product introductions
have to be carefully meshed in our schedule with other products our facilities
are producing...."
Ellen's job is to negotiate with market research and manufacturing. This
means assessing how important their technical criteria are, which ones are
modifiable and, overall, what is best for the new product's introduction... ,
Her goal is to balance off the legitimate objections of manufacturing and sales
as she perceives them against her need to ge~ the new product off to a flying
start (pp. 11-12).
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with the government: that manager "is virtually a prerequisite to obtaining
a contract of any appreciable magnitude. He is the principal contact with
his counterpart in the procuring agency" (p. 99). Once the contract is
signed, each side appoints a project manager to integrate its respective ac
tivities and to maintain liaison with the other side for the duration of the
project. Z
So far, our examples have illustrated the situation where integrating
managers with market orientations are superimposed on functional struc
tures to achieve work-flow coordination. But, although perhaps less com
mon, there are cases where integrating managers with functional orientations
are superimposed on market-based structures to encourage specialization.
Galbraith (1973, pp. 137-141) discusses a data-processing department or
ganized on a project (market) basis. The projects were delivered on time
but with problems of technical quality. In addition, morale was low and
turnover high among the programmers, and insufficient attention was paid
to their specialized skills. (They suffered from the same problems as the
"craft" employees of the advertising agency discussed in Chapter 10 that
shifted to a project structure.) These were, of course, the very problems that
functional structure attends to. So the solution was simply to overlay two
functional integrating managers-"resource integrators"-on the project
structure:
The integrating departments became a home base for systems analysts and
programmers respectively. The integrators were primarily concerned with
skill mix, maintaining skill levels, and allocation across projects. The alloca
tions were joint decisions between the integrator and project manager. Since
the integrators were selected to be competent in their respective areas, they
were respected in the allocation process and in the work evaluation process (p.
141).

While the brand manager is concerned with an existing or ongoing
product, the project or program manager is concerned with bringing a new
or embryonic undertaking to fruition. As Sayles notes in the case of organ
izational innovations:
.. , the major impediment to implementation is the shock and disruption to the
ongoing routines necessary to achieve reasonable efficiency. Each impacted
department finds countless unanticipated costs of adaptation. A sponsor
facilitator exerting encouragement and pressure is essential if the innovation is
not to flounder because one department or another finds it easier to slip back
to its more comfortable and successful past routines (p. 10).
Sayles also describes the project manager as a "broker" who resolves stale
mates between warring departments. Holden et al. (1968) note another rea
son for using project managers, in this case where organizations must deal

'---

The job of integrating manager is not an easy one, the prime difficulty
being to influence the behavior of individuals over whom he has no formal
authority. The brand manager, for example, must convince the manufac
turing department to give priority to the production of his product and
must encourage the sales department to promote his brand over the others.
Galbraith outlines the means at hand to accomplish the job (all quotes from
1973, pp. 94-99). First, 'The integrator has contacts": he has the ear of the
general manager, and he "is at the crossroads of several information
streams. . .. He exercises influence based on access to information." Second,
"The integrator establishes trust": ideally, being oriented to organizational
'Chandler and Sayles (1971), in MlIrI/lging Large Systems, a book based largely on the experi
ences of the NASA of the Apollo era, discuss project management in considerable detail from
the point of view of the government agency.
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rather than parochial goals and having knowledge, he can build up con
fidence. Third, "The integrator manages decision making": he "manages the
joint decision process, rat,her than making the decision himself. ... He must
be able to listen to a proposal in 'marketing talk' and relate it in 'engineering
talk.'" In this way, he "achieves coordination without eliminating the differ
ences-languages, attitude, etc.-that promote good subtask performance."
In decision making, the integrator is a formal embodiment of "expert power
based on knowledge and information." He must "behave in ways that re
move possible impediments to information sharing and problem solving.
Such individuals are difficult to find and training technologies are not yet
developed to create them." Nevertheless, some desirable personality charac
teristics have been identified, notably a high need for affiliation and an
ability to stand between conflicting·groups and gain the acceptance of both
without being absorbed into either.

(al Hierarchical Structure

(b) line and Staff Structure

MATRIX STRUCTURES
No single basis for grouping can contain all the interdependencies.
Functional ones pose work-flow problems; market-based ones impede con
tacts among specialists; and so on. Standardization effected through the
formalization of behavior, training and indoctrination, or planning and
control systems can sometimes alleviate the problem, but important inter
dependencies often remain.
In our discussion to this point, we have seen at least three ways in
which organizations handle this problem. These are shown in Figure 10-1.
The first, noted in Thompson's work and shown in Figure 10-1(a), is to con
tain the residual interdependencies at the next higher level in the hierarchy.
For example, divisions of a multinational corporation can first be grouped
by product line and then by country, as we saw in Figure 7-8. A second
way, shown in Figure 10-1(b), is to deal with the residual interdependencies
in the staff units: a dual structure is built, one line with the formal authority
to decide, that contains the main interdependencies, the other staff with only
the right to advise, that contains the residual interdependencies. For ex
ample, staff market researchers and financial analysts may advise the differ
ent product managers and so help to coordinate their activities functionally.
The third way, of course, is to use one of the liaison devices already dis
cussed. The organization in effect preserves the traditional authority struc
ture but superimposes an overlay of liaison roles, task forces, standing
committees, or integrating managers to deal with the residual interdepend
encies. The case of the task force is shown in Fig~re 10-1(c).
But each one of these solutions favors one basis of grouping over an
other. Sometimes, however, the organization needs two (or even three)

(cl liaison Overlay Structure
(e.g., Task Forcel
Figure 10-1.

(dl Matrix Structure
Structures to Deal with Residual Interdependencies

bases of grouping in equal balance. For example, an international firm may
not wish to favor either a geographical or product orientation in its struc
ture, or a data-processing department or advertising agency may not wish
to make a choice between a ,project orientation and an emphasis on special
ization. Galbraith (1971) cites the case of the high-technology company
whose products were undergoing continual change. Some managers argued
for product divisions to deal with the complex problems of scheduling, re
placing, and managing the new products, but others objected. The engineer
ing manager felt that this would reduce the influence of his people just when
he was experiencing morale and turnover problems. Management needed a
product orientation as well as an improvement in the morale of the key
specialists, both at the same hierarchical level. In these cases, organizations
turn to the ultimate liaison device-matrix structure.
By using matrix structure, the organization avoids choosing one basis
of grouping over another: instead, it chooses both. "In the simplest terms,
matrix structure represents the effort, organizationally speaking, to 'have
your cake and eat it, too'" (Sayles, 1976, p. 5). But in so doing, the organ
ization sets up a dual authority structure. As a result, matrix structure sacri
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fices the principle of unity of command. As shown. in Figure 10-1(d), formal
authority comes down the hierarchy and then splits, doing away with the
notion of an unbroken ~hain of authority. To the classical writers, dual
authority was an anathema; it violated the principles and destroyed the
neatness of the structure. 3 But as Galbraith (1973) notes, dual authority is
hardly foreign to us: "Almost all of us were raised in the dual authority sys
tem of the family ... " (p. 144). Similarly, in the matrix structure, different
line managers are equally and jointly responsibltl for the same decisions and
are therefore forced to reconcile between themselves the differences that
arise. A delicate balance of power is created. To return to our example of
the advertising agency, if the specialists need to be oriented to projects, yet
insist on being evaluated by their own kind, then matrix structure would
have the evaluation decision made jointly by project and functional man
agers.
This balance of formal power is what distinguishes matrix structure
from the other means of handling residual interdependencies, including the
other liaison devices. It is one thing to have four product managers, each
with a manufacturing, marketing, engineering, and personnel manager re
porting to him, or to have four integrating managers each seeking to coor
dinate the work of four functional managers with the line authority, or even
to combine the latter into market-based task fo~ces, and quite another thing
to force the product and functional managers tq face each other, as in Figure
10-1(d), with equal formal power.
'
Nevertheless, Sayles (1976) notes in his review of matrix structure that
in many contemporary organizations, the alternatives to it are simply too
confusing:
There are just too many connections and interdependencies among allUne and
staff executives-involving diagonal, dotted, and other "infonnal" lines of
control, communication, and cooperation-to accommodate the comfortable
simplicity of the traditional hierarchy, be it flat or tall..
Many companies, in fact, tie themselves in semantic knots trying to
figure out which of their key groups are "line" and which "staff" (pp. 3, 15).
00

Silyles goes on to suggest that matrix structure is for organizations that are
prepared to resolve their conflicts through informal negotiation among
equals rather than recourse to formal authority, to the formal power of
superiors over subordinates and line over staff. In effect, he seems to be
telling us-picking up on Galbraith's point about the family-that matrix
structure is for grown-up organizations.
'Frederick Taylor was a notable exception. His calls for (unqional authority of staff personnel
were in this sense prophetic.
'
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In fact, Sayles believes that many organizations have already adopted
some form of matrix structure, even if not in name. "... in looking at both
contemporary government and contemporary business, we find that the
matrix may be becoming the dominant form of structure, a finding with
profound implications for modern management" (p. 5). Sayles cites a
variety of examples to back up his point, even a state government conser
vation department that use it, in contrast to the Oregon Fish and Game
Commissions described earlier.
Two kinds of matrix structures can be distingUished, a permanent
form, where the interdependencies remain more-or-Iess stable and so, as a
result, do the units and the people in them, and a shifting form, geared to
project work, where the interdependencies, the market units, and the people
in them shift around frequently.
One example of the permanent matrix structure, cited by Sayles, are
in certain mass-market retail chains, such as J. C. Penney.
They contain two sets of managers, with relatively equal power and some
what opposed interests, who are supPOsed to negotiate their differences. The
systems managers are the store- or regional·level executives, responsible for
operating a diversified department store that is responsive to the consumer
tastes of particular communities and areas. They are dependent for their
merchandise on equivalent functional managers-diVisional merchandise
managers. The latter identify, specify, and purchase the major categories of
merchandise the stores will carry-furniture, for example, or tires or women's
fashion apparel. These two sets of managers have separate performance reo
sponsibilities, report up separate lines of authority, and see the world from
separate perspectives_the former from a store in a particular place or geo
graphic area, the latter from the perspective of the overall market (po 13).
Permanent matrix structures are also found in the administration of some
cities, where the functional city-wide departments of parks, police, health,
and so on, coordinate with the administrators of specific wards, and the
two
are jointly responsible for ensuring the quality of services to the city
population.
Recently some international companies have also moved toward this
type of structure, typically putting the managers of geographical regions
face to face with the managers of worldWide product lines (Stopford and
Wells, 1972, pp. 86-91). Reporting to both would be a regional product
manager, to whom in turn would report the functional managers, as shown
in Figure 10-2. Dow Corning has apparently gone one belter, its chief exec
utive officer (Goggin, 1974) describing it as haVing a three-dimensional
matrix structure, with the functional as well as the regional and product
managers all facing each other at the same level. Figure 10-3 shows this
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Figure 10-2. A Permanent Matrix Structure in an International Firm

structure as a graphical matrix of three dimensions. (This type of graphical
representation, the common way to represent such structures, is, of course,
the reason for the use of the term "matrix."4)
A characteristic of the permanent matrix structure which can be seen
in Figure 10-2 is that the chain of authority, once split, may reunite again,
so that while one manager reports to two above him, his own subordinates
report only to him.
The shifting matrix structure is used for project work, where the out
puts change frequently, as in aerospace firms, research laboratories, and
consulting think tanks. In these cases, the organization operates as a set of
project teams or task forces (in effect, temporary market-based units) which
draw their members from the functional departments. In Thompson's
(1967) words, "Organizations designed to handle unique or custom tasks,
and subject to rationality norms, base specialists in homogeneous [func
tional] groups for 'housekeeping' purposes, but deploy them into task forces
for operational purposes" (p. 80). A well-known user of this type of struc
ture is the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA); Figure
10-4 shows a simplified version of its Weather Satellite Program. A funda
mental characteristic of the task forces used in the shifting matrix structure
is that their leaders are full-fledged managers (of the market units), with
'Actually, Goggin claims a fourth dimension, space and time. making the point that the struc
ture is flexible and changes over time. He also notes the overlay of various task forces and
standing committees on the matrix structure. as well as the use~f planning systems and man
agement by objectives. .
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formal authority (jointly shared with the managers of the functional units)
over their members. That is what distinguishes them from the leaders of the
task forces and the integrating managers described earlier. Those liaison
devices were superimposed on traditional line structures. This structure is
matrix precisely because the task-force leaders take their place alongside the
functional managers, sharing power equally with them.
Finally, it should be noted that matrix structure seems to be a most
effective device for developing new activities and for coordinating complex
multiple interdependencies, but it is no place for those in need of security
and stability. Dispensing with the principle of unity of command creates
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Figure 10-4.

Shifting MatriX Structure in the NASA Weather Satellite
Program (modified from Delbecq and filley, 1974, p. 161

relationships that require highly developed interpersonal skills and consid
erable tolerance for ambiguity. As Galbraith (1973) notes, "Rather than
refer each circumstance to a general manager, the matrix design institution
alizes an adversary system" (p. 105). In his review of matrix structure,
Knight (1976) discusses four main problems which it evokes. One is con
Oict: the matrix design structures and internalizes conflicts between organ
izational needs and environmental pressures, but it does not remove them.
"... conflicting objectives and accountabilities, disputes about credit and
•blame, and attempts to redress an unequal power balance" (p. 123) all give
rise to conflict among individuals. MatriX structure breaks down "those
organizational 'boundaries' which normally act as protective walls for the
individual manager, safeguarding his undisputed control over a given
sphere of operations" (p. 123). The second problem Knight discusses is
stress: "MatriX organizations can be stressful places to work in, not only for
managers, for whom they can mean insecurity and conflict, but also for
than one superior intro
their subordinates" (p. 125). Reporting to
duces "role conflict"; unclear expectations introduce "role ambiguity"; and

mor~
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too many demands placed on the individual (notably for meetings and dis
cussions) introduces "role overload."
The third problem is the maintenance of the delicate balance of power
between facing managers. A tilt in one direction or the other amounts to a
reversion to a traditional single-chain hierarchy, with the resulting loss of
the benefits of matrix structure. However, a perfect balance without coop
eration between facing managers can lead to so many disputes going up the
hierarchy for arbitration that top management becomes overloaded. And
the fourth problem in matrix structure is the cost of administration and
communication. 'The system demands that people have to spend far more
time at meetings, discussing rather than doing work, than in a simpler au
thority structure. There simply is more communicating to be done, more
information has to get to more people ..." (p. 126). Moreover, as we shall
soon see, matrix structure requires many more managers than traditional
structures, thereby pushing up the administrative costs considerably.

A CONTINUUM OF THE LIAISON DEVICES

Figure 10-5 summarizes our discussion of these four liaison devices
liaison positions, task forces and standing committees, integrating man
agers, and matrix structure. Again the idea is borrowed from Galbraith and
then modified. The figure forms a continuum, with pure functional struc
ture at one end (i.e., functional structure as the single chain of line authority)
and pure market structure at the other. (Again, any other basis for grouping
could be put at either end.) The first and most minor modification to either
of the pure structures shown next to each is the superimposition of liaison
positions on it. Such positions generate a mild market orientation in the
functional structure or a mild functional orientation in the market structure,
thereby reducing slightly the informal power of the line managers (as shown
by the diagonal line that cuts across the figure). A stronger modification is
the superimposition of task forces or standing committe.es on either of the
pure structures, while the strongest modification, short of dispensing with
the principle of unity of command, is the introduction of a set of integrating
managers. As we have seen, such managers are given some formal decisional
power, for example, control of important resources, and acquire consider
able informal power. But the other managers-whether functional or
market-retain their traditional line authority, including that over the per
sonnel. Finally, standing midway between the tWo pure structures of Figure
10-5 is matrix structure, which represents an equal balance of power be
tween the two. Dual authority replaces unity of command.
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At a number of points, our discussion has hinted at the relationships
between the liaison devices and the design parameters we have already dis
cussed, Now let us focus on these relationships, looking first at the super
structure and then at the individual positions.
It is clear that the liaison devices can be used with any basis for group
ing, since they are designed to override the limitations of using only a single
one, Nevertheless, a review of the examples in the literature suggests that
these devices are most often superimposed on functional groupings to intro
duce an orientation to markets.
As for unit size, as we saw earlier, liaison devices are the tools to
encourage mutual adjustment by informal communication, and as we noted
in Chapter 8, such communication requires face-to-face work groups of
small size. Hence, we would expect that the greater the use of the liaison
devices, the smaller the average size of organizational units. This should be
especially pronounced for task forces and standing committees, as well as
for temporary matrix structures, where the essential work is carried out in
groups. Some evidence for this comes from Middleton (cited in Kast and
Rosenzweig, 1970, p. 234), who found that the introduction of project
structure in several companies resulted in a significant increase in the num
ber of departments, the number of vice-presidents and directors, and the
number of second-line supervisors. Presumably, more communication re
quired more smaller units, which required more managers. Were we to use
span of control instead of unit size, the effect of the liaison devices should be
even more pronounced. The addition of integrating managers ups the pro
portion of managers to nonmanagers significantly, while the switch to
matrix structure means the doubling of managers, more or less,5 since many
employees now have two bosses. So certain of the liaison devices, especially
matrix structure, result in a proliferation of the managers in the organiza
tion.
Turning to the design of the individual positions, we would expect the
liaison devices to be used where the organization cannot standardize its
behaviors but must instead rely on mutual adjustment to coordinate its
activities. Hage et al. (1971, p. 868) found that the more programmed the
organization's tasks, the fewer the departmental meetings; and the greater
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'Assuming, that is, that nothing else changes, tn the sense that those two managers must spend
considerable time communicating with each other instead of supervising their employees, we
might expect more rather than less. But in the sense that two individuals share the supervisory
duties, we might expect less, To confound the issue, we shall see below and in Chapter 21 that
matrix structure is associated with work that needs little direct supervision, but intimate man
agerial involvement.
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Design of Lateral Linkages: Liaison Devices

The Design Parameters

the extent of job descriptions in the organization, the fewer the overall un
scheduled interactions, especially between individuals at the same status
level in different departments. In other words, there is less need for informal
communication in bureaucratic structure, which means that the liaison de
vices are tools primarily of organic structures. They are flexible mechanisms
to encourage loose, informal relationships. No doubt the milder liaison
devices-liaison positions, task forces, and standing committees, those
toward the ends of the Figure 10-5 continuum-are sometimes super
imposed on bureaucratic structures to reduce their inflexibility in places;
but the use of the stronger liaison devices-integrating managers and matrix
structure-sO upset the traditional patterns of formalized behavior that the
resulting structure can no longer be thought of as bureaucratic.
The liaison devices are generally used where work is, at the same time,
(1) horizontally specialized, (2) complex, and (3) highly interdependent. If
the work were not both horizontally specialized and interdependent, close
coordination would not be necessary and the liaison devices would not be
used. And if the work were not complex, the necessary coordination could
be achieved largely by direct supervision or the standardization of work
processes or outputs. Complex work can, of course, be coordinated by
standardizing the skills used to do it-but only as long as the interdepend
encies are not great. Past some point of interdependence among specialized
complex tasks, mutual adjustment is mandatory for coordination. And so
those are the tasks that call for the use of liaison devices to coordinate them.
Of course, specialized complex tasks are professional ones, and so we
should find a relationship between professionalism (as well as training) and
the use of the liaison devices. Indeed, many of our examples in this chapter
have come from organizations that rely on professional expertise-aero
space agencies, research laboratories, and the like. Earlier it was suggested
that there could be two kinds of professional organizations, one where the
professionals function independently as individuals, and the other where
they work together in groups. Now we see that the liaison devices are key
design parameters in this second type of professional organization.
In their study, Lawrence and Lorsch (1967) highlight the relationship
'between horizontal specialization and the use of the liaison devices. They
claim that the more "differentiated" the organization, the more emphasis it
places on "integration." As we saw earlier, Lawrence and Lorsch use the
term "differentiation" to describe the extent to which the units of an organi
zation differ on the dimensions of time, goals, and interpersonal orientation,
as well as the formality of their structures-all of which reflect the extent to
which their work is horizontally specialized. While Lawrence and Lorsch
define "integration" broadly, as "the quality of the state of collaboration"
(p. 11) among units that have to work together, in operationalizing this
definition they place the greatest emphasis on the extent to which use is
made of what we have called here the liaison devices. Thus, in their

LIAISON DEVICES BY PART
OF THE ORGANIZATION

The liaison devices appear to be best suited to the work carried out at
the middle levels of the structure, involving many of the line managers as
well as staff specialists. A standing committee may meet weekly to bring
together the plant superintendent, sales manager, and head of purchasing;
>The relative measures of differentiation for these three firms, re>opectively, were 10.7,8.0, and
5.7. This material is summarized in a table on page 138 of the Lawrence and Lorsch book.
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Foreign Ministers will not feel themselves obliged to process those 1,200 lines
of messages per Q,linute just because they are there (p. 622).

0 __

ndmt
must be
changed as well. Decentralization is discussed last because it is the
most complex of the design parameters, the one most in need of an under
standing of all the others.

WHY DECENTRALIZE A STRUCTURE?
What prompts an organization to centralize or decentralize its struc
ture? As with most of the issues of structure. this one centers on the ques
tion of division of labor versuS coordination. Centralization is the tightest
means of coordinating decision making in the organization. All decisions are
made by one individual, in one brain, and then implemented through directa
supervision. Other reasons have been given for centralizing structures
well-known one being the lust for power-but most of the rest amount to
the need
for then,
coordination.
WhY,
should an organization decentralize1 Simply because all
the decisions cannot be understood at one center, in one brain. Sometimes
the necessary information just cannot be brought to that center. Perhaps
too much of it is soft, difficult to transmit. How can the Baghdad salesper
son explain the nature of his clients to the Birmingham manager? Sometimes
the information can be transmitted to one center, but a lack of cognitive
capacity (brainpower) precludes it from being comprehended there. How
can the president of the conglomerate corporation possibly learn about,
say, 100 different product lines? Even if a report could be written on each,
he would lack the time to study them all. Sometimes a sophisticated MIS
gives the allusion of knowledge without the ca'pacity to absorb it. Simon
(1968) cites a newspaper report to tell a commonstory:
The U.S. State Department, drowning in a river of words estimated at 15
million a month to and from 278 diplomatic outposts around the world, has
turned to the computer for help. Final testing is under way on a $3.5 million
combination of computers, high-speed printers and other electronic devices.
Officials say these will eliminate bottlenecks in the system, especially during
crises when torrents of cabled messages How in from world troubled spots.
When the new system goes into full operation this Fall, computers will
be able to absorb cable messages electronically at a rate of 1,200 lines a minute.
The old teletypes can receive messages at a rate of only 100 words a minute
(p.622).

Simon concludes:
A touching faith in more water as an antidote to drowningl Let us hope that

Perhaps the most common error committed in organizational design is
the centralization of decision making in the face of cognitive limitations.
The top managers, empowered to design the structure, see errors committed
below and believe that they can do better, either because they believe them
selves smarter or believe they can more easily coordinate decisions. Unfor
tunately, in complex conditions this inevitably leads to a state known as
"information overload": the more information the brain tries to receive, the
less the total amount that actually gets through (Driver and Streufert, 1969).
In other words, past some point the top managers can be neither smarter
nor better coordinators. They would have been better off to have left the
decisional power with other brains, which together had the processing
capacities-and the time-to assimilate the necessary information. As Jay
(1970. p. 64) notes, excessive centralization requires those people with the
necessary knowledge to refer their decisions up to managers out of touch
with the day-to-day realities.
To sum up, having the power to make a decision gives one neither the
information nor the cognitive capacity to make it. In fact, because so many
organizations face complex conditions, decentralization is a very wide
spread organizational phenomenon. One individual can hardly make all the
important decisions for a ten-person social work agency, let alone a General
Electric. Decision-making powers are shared so that the individuals who are
able to understand the specifics can respond intelligently to them. Power is
placed where the knowledge is.
Another related reason for decentralization is that it allows the organi
zation to respond quickly to local conditions. The transmission of informa
tion to the center and back takes time, which may be crucial. As the Bank of
America once advertised, by having its "man-on-the-spot," presumably
empowered to make decisions, it could provide better service to its clients.
And one last reason for decentralization is that it is a stimulus for
motivation. Creative and intelligent people require considerable room to
maneuver. The organization can attract and retain such people, and utilize
their initiative, only if it gives them considerable power to make decisions.
Such motivation is crucial in professional jobs (and since these are the com
plex jobs, the professional organization has two good reasons to decentral
ize). Motivation is also a key factor in most managerial jobs, so some
decentralization down the middle line is always warranted. Giving power to
middle-line managers also trains them in decision making so that some day
one of them can take over the job of chief executive, where the most diffi
'
cult decisions must be made.
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SOME CONCEPTUAL CUTS AT
CENTRALIZATION/DECENTRALIZATION

So far, all of this seems clear enough. But that is only because we have
not yet looked inside that black box called decentralization. The fact is that
no one word can possibly describe a phenomenon as complex as the distri
bution of power in the organization. Consider the following questions:
• Which is more centralized: a library called "centralized" because it is
in one place, although most of the decision-making power is dispersed
to the department heads, or a "decentralized" library system, consist
ing of widely scattered satellite libraries, where the chief librarian of
each guards all the power, sharing it with none of the other employees?
• How about the organization where decision-making power is dis
persed to a large number of individuals, but because their decisions
are closely monitored by a central individual who can fire them at a
moment's notice, they make those decisions with careful assessment
of his wishes? Or the case of the Jesuit priest or CIA agent who has
complete autonomy in the field, except that he has been carefully in
doctrinated to decide in a given way before he ever left the central
headquarters? Are these organizations decentralized?
• In the United States, divisionalized corporations that rely on perform
ancecontrol systems for coordination are called "decentralized,"
whereas Americans are in the habit of calling the communist econo
mies "centralized," even though they are organized like giant division
alized corporations that rely on performance control systems for
coordination. Which is it?
• Does standardization of work bring about centralization or decentrali
zation? When a worker, because he is subject to a great many rules, is
left free of direct supervision, can we say that he has power over his
decisions? More generally, are bureaucracies centralized or decentral
ized? How about the one Crozier describes, where the workers force in
rules that reduce the power of their managers over them, with the
result that both end up in straightjackets?
• What about the case where a line manager has the authority to make a
decision but his advisors, by virtue of their superior technical know
ledge, lead him into his choices? Or the case where the manager de
cides, but in executing the choices, his subordinates twist the outcome
to their liking? Are these organizations centralized by virtue of the dis
tribution of the formal power, or decentralized by virtue of the distri
bution of the informal?
184
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• Finally, what abOllt the organization where some decisions-say those
concerning fin<tnce and personnel-are made by the chief executive
. while others-say those in the areas of production and marketing-are
dispersed to managers lower down? Is it centralized or decentralized?

The answer to these questions is that there is no simple answer, that
unqualified use of the term "centralization" or "decentralization" should
always be suspect. Yet a great deal of the research on organization structure
has done just that, leading one recent handbook reviewer to question "the
very concept": "... it seems that the decentralization literature is of limited
usefulness from an organization design point of view" (Jennergren, 1974,
p.104).
So the waters of decentralization are dirty. But before spilling them
away, it may be worthwhile to see if we can find a baby in there.
Our list of questions seems to indicate two major points about the
concept. First, centralization and decentralization should not be treated as
absolutes, but rather as two ends of a continuum. The Soviet economy is
not "centralized," just more centralized than a capitalist economy; the
divisionalized firm is not "decentralized," just more decentralized than some
with functional structures. Second, much of the confusion seems to stem
from the presence of a number of different concepts fighting for recognition
under the same label. Perhaps it is the presence of two or even three babies
in that bathwater that has obscured the perception of any.
Below we discuss three uses of the term "decentralization," and retain
two for our purposes. Each is discussed at length in the body of this chapter,
and together they are used in a summary section to develop a typology of
five basic kinds of decentralization commonly found in organizations.
Three Uses of the Term UDecentralization" The term "decentraliza
tion" seems to be used in three fundamentally different ways in the literature:
1. First is the dispersal of formal power down the chain of authority. In
principle, such power is vested in the first instance in the chief execu
tive at the strategic apex. Here it may remain, or the chief executive
may choose to disperse it-"delegate" is a common synonym for this
kind of decentralization-to levels lower down in the vertical hier
archy. The dispersal of formal power down the chain of line authority
will be called vertical decentralization.
2. Decisional power-in this case, primarily informal-may remain with
line managers in the system of formal authority, or it may flow to
people outside the line structure-to analysts, support specialists, and
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But decisional powers need not be dispersed consistently, which gives
rise
to
two other kinds of decentralization. In selective decentralization, the
1
nonmanagers control decision processes.
power over different kinds of decisions rests in different places in the organ
3. Finally, the term "decentralization" is used to refer to the physical
ization. For example, finance decisions may be made at the strategic apex,
dispersal of services. libraries, copying machines, and police forces
marketing decisions in the support units, and production decisions at the
are "centralized" in single locations or "decentralized" to many, to be
bottom of the middle line, by the first-line supervisors. Parallel decentrali
close to their users. But this "decentralization" has nothing to do with
zation refers to the dispersal of power for many kinds of decisions to the
power over decision making (the satellite library, like the copying
same place. For example, finance, marketing, and production deciSions
machine, may not make the decisions that most affect it). Thus, this
would all be made by the division managers in the middle line.
third use of the term only serves to confuse the issue. In fact, we have
But one element is missing before we can begin our discussion of the
already discussed this concept in Chapter 7, using the terms concen
kinds of decentralization found in organizations. As our questions implied,
trated and dispersed instead of "centralized" and "decentralized." In
even within a single decision process, the power wielded by different indi
this book the term "decentralization" will not be used to describe
viduals can vary. We need a framework to understand what control over
the decision process really means.
physical location.
operators. Horizontal decentralization will refer to the extent to

This leaves us with two essential design parameters: vertical and hori
zontal decentralization. z Conceptually, they can be seen to be distinct.
power can be delegated down the chain of authority and yet remain with
line managers; the ultimate case of this vertical decentralization with hori
zontal centralization would give all the power to the first-line supervisors.
The opposite-horizontal decentralization with vertical centralization
would occur when senior staff people, high up in the hierarchy, hold all the
power. Centralization of both occurs when the strategic apex keeps all the
power, while decentralization of both sees power pass all the way down the

CONTROL OVER THE DECISION PROCESS

3

chain of authority and then out to the operators.
'For purposes of our definition, managers of staff units are included among nonmanagers. Note
that the term "horizontal" correctly describes this flow of power to analysts and support
specialists as they are shown in our logo. The operators are, 01 course, shown below the ver
tical chain of authority, but lor convenience are also included in our definition of horizontal
decentralization.
.
'Van de Ven (1976b) introduces a similar conceptual scheme when he distinguishes three dimen
sions of decision-making authority: "(1) the degreeof supervisory decision making (hierarchial
authority), (2) the degree of individual decision making by nonsupervisory unit employees
(personal authority), and (3) the degree of group or team decision making by unit personnel
(colleagial authority)" (p. 256), the latter two being different forms 01 what we call horizontal
decentralization.
'Some empirical support lor their distinctiveness comes from Blau and Schoenherr (1971, p.
112) and from Reimann (1973, p. 466) in his review of the Aston studies. Both found that
decentralization to a unit was not strongly correlated with decentralization within a unit, in
other words, that vertical decentralization (to the unit manager) did not necessarily lend to
further vertical decentralization (to his subordinate line
or to horizontal decentrali
zation (to staff or operating personnel within the unit). And Beyer and Lodahl (1976, p. 125)
found that physical science departments had more alltonomy in the university (that is, were
more vertically decentralized), but less internal autonomy for professors (i.e., were less hori
zontal decentralized), while the reverse held true for social science and humanity departments.
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What matters, of course, is not control over decisions but over actions:
what the organization actually does, such as marketing a new product
building a new factory, hiring a new mechanic. And actions can be con
trolled by more than just making choices. Power over any step in the deci
sion process-from initiating the original stimulus to driving the last nail in
the final execution of it-constitutes a certain power over the whole process.
Paterson (1969) provides us with a useful framework to understand
this issue. He depicts the decision process as a number of steps, as shown in
modified form in Figure 11-1: (1) collecting information to pass on to the
decision maker, without comment, about what can be done; (2) processing
that information to present advice to the decision maker about what should
be done; (3) making the choice, that is, determining what is intended to be
done"; (4) authorizing elsewhere what is. intended to be done; and (5) doing
it, that is, executing what is, in fact, done. The power of an individual is
then determined by his control over these various steps. His power is maxi
mized-and the decision process most centralized-when he controls all the
steps: he collects his own information, analyzes it himself, makes the choice,
need seek no authorization of it, and then executes it himself. As others
impinge on these steps, he loses power, and the process becomes decentral
ized.
'In terms of our discussion of Chapter 3, this step would include the recognition, screening,
and choice routines. The diagnosis and development aspects (search and design) may be con
sidered as the generation of advice for the final choice, although, as noted earlier, numerous
intermediate choices are in fact made during development.
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Action

Situation
What
can be
done

What
should
be done

What is
intended
to be done

Figure 11-1. A Continuum of Control over the Decision Process
(similar to Paterson, 1969, p. 150)

Control over input information enables another individual to select
what factors will-and will not-be considered in the decision process.
When information is filtered extensively, such control can be tantamount to
control over the choice itself. More important still is the power to advise,
since it directs the decision maker down a single path. Classical line/staff
distinctions notwithstanding, there are times when the separation between
giving advice and making the choice is fine indeed. History tells us of kings
who were virtual figureheads, while their advisors-a Richelieu in France, a
Rasputin in Russia-controlled the affairs of state. Likewise, the manage
ment of literature tells us of staff members-sometimes "objective" man
agement scientists-who purposely distort their advice to managers to effect
the outcomes they desire (e.g., Pettigrew, 1972; Cyert and March, 1963,
p.81).
Control over what happens after the choic;e has been made can also
constitute power. The right to authorize a choice is, of course, the right to
block it or even change it. And the right to execute a choice often gives one
the power to twist or even distort it. Newspapers carry accounts every day
of how the "bureaucrats" misdirected the intentions of the politicians and
ended up doing what they thought best in the first place. In effect, the deci
sions ended up being theirs.
And so, a decision process is most decentralized when the decision
maker controls only the making of the choice (the least he can do and still be
called decision maker): in the organizational hierarchy, he loses some power
to the information gatherers and advisors to his side, to the authorizers
above, and to the executers below. In other words, control over the making
of choices-as opposed to control over the whole decision process-does
not necessarily constitute tight centralization. With this in mind, let us now
look at vertical and horizontal decentralization.

VERTICAL DECENTRALIZATION

Vertical decentralization is concerned with the delegation of decision
making power down .the chain of authority, from the strategic apex into the
middle line. The focus here is on formal power, in Paterson's terms, to make
choices and authorize them, as opposed to the informal power that arises
188
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from advising and executing. Three design questions arise in vertical decen
~
tralization:
i

I

1. What decision powers should be delegated down the chain of authority?
2. How far down the chain should they be delegated?
3. How should their use be coordinated (or controlled)?

These three questions turn out to be tightly intertwined. Let us con
sider first some evidence on selective decentralization down the chain of
authority. Dale (cited in Pfiffner and Sherwood, 1960, p. 201) found that
corporations tend to delegate power for manufacturing and marketing
decisions farther down the chain of authority than power for finance and
legal decisions. Later, Khandwalla (1973a) supported this finding in his
research. Lawrence and Lorsch (1967) found that power for a decision proc
ess tends to rest at that level where the necessary information can best be
accumulated. For example, in the plastics industry, research and develop
ment decisions involved very sophisticated knowledge which was at the
command of the scientist or group leader in the laboratory but was difficult
to transfer up the hierarchy. Hence, these decisions tended to be made at
relatively low levels in the hierarchy. In contrast, manufacturing decisions
tended to be made at higher levels (plant manager), because the appropriate
information could easily be accumulated there. Marketing decisions fell in
between these two.
These findings, in effect, describe the organization as a system of work
constellations, our fourth overlay of Chapter 3. Each constellation exists at
that level in the hierarchy where the information concerning the decisions of
a functional area can be accumulated most effectively. Combining the find
ings of Dale, Khandwalla, and Lawrence and Lorsch in Figure 11-2, we
have four work constellations overlaid on Our logo-a finance constellation
at the top, a manufacturing constellation below that, then a marketing
constellation, and finally the research and development one. Thus, selective
vertical decentralization is logically aSsociated with work constellations ,
grouped on a functional basis. (Note that the decentralization in this case
can be horizontal as well as vertical: staff groups at different hierarchical
levels are shown involved in the top three constellations, and the fourth is
exclusively staff.)
But such selective decentralization leaves important interdependencies
to be reconciled, which raises the question of coordination and control.
Direct supervision may be used to some extent, specifically by having the
decisions of each work constellation authorized, and therefore coordinated,
by the managers at the strategic apex. But too great a reliance on this form
of coordination would be tantamount to recentralizing the decision proc
esses and thereby canceling the advantages of selective decentralization.
~'
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Selective Decentralization to work Constellations

The same is true for the standardization of work processes or outputs, since
that transfers power over the decision processes from all the constellations
to the technostructure, which amounts to horizontal centralization instead
of vertical decentralization. So, although it may make some use of activity
planning, in the final analysis the organization that is selectively decentral
ized in the vertical dimension will coordinate its decision making largely by
mutual adjustment. Specifically, it will place heavy emphasis on the use of
the liaison
devices. . is quite different for parallel decentralization in the
The situation
vertical dimension. This kind of decentralization does away with decision
interdependencies: power for the different functional decisions is focused at
a single level in the hierarchy, specifically within units grouped on the basis
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of market. This is the-Structure known as "divisionalized" in the corporate
sector. Each unit or~ division is decoupled from the others and given the
power necessary to make all those decisions that affect its own products,
services, or geographical areas. In other words, parallel vertical decentral
ization is the only way to grant market-based units the power they need to
function quasi-autonomously. (Of course, such vertical decentralization
must always be somewhat selective. That is, some decision-making power is
always retained at the strategic apex. The divisionalized corporation typi
cally delegates marketing and manufacturing decisions to the divisions but
keeps finance and acquisition decisions at the strategic apex.)
With the extensive autonomy of each market-based unit, there is no
need to encourage mutual adjustment or action planning to coordinate
work across them. What is important is to ensure that the autonomy is well
used, that each market unit contributes to the goals considered important
by the strategic apex. So the strategic apex faces the delicate task of con
trolling the behavior of its market units without restricting their autonomy
unduly. Three coordinating mechanisms present themselves for such con
trol-direct supervision and the standardization of skills and of outputs.
(The standardization of work processes would obviously be too restrictive.)
There is some room for direct supervision, notably to authorize their major
expenditures and to intervene when their behavior moves way out of line.
But too much direct supervision defeats the purpose of the decentralization:
the strategic apex, instead of its own manager, comes to manage the unit. The
standardization of skills, through training and indoctrination, can also be
used to control the behavior of the manager of the parallel decentralized
market unit. We have already seen an example of this in Jay's description of
the colonial empire, where the governors were carefully indoctrinated and
then sent out to run the colonies with virtually complete autonomy. But
there typically remains the need to monitor behavior-to find out when it is
out of line. And that is typically left to the performance control system.
Parallel decentralization in the vertical dimension (to market-based units) is
regulated primarily by performance control systems. The units are given
performance standards and as long as they meet them, they preserve their
autonomy. It is presumably this specific case-parallel vertical decentraliza
tion to market-based units coupled with performance controls-which
explains why a number of researchers, such as Khandwalla (1974a), have
found strong correlations between "decentralization" and the use of sophis
ticated planning and control systems.
But does parallel vertical decentralization to market-based units con
stitute "decentralization"7 In the corporate world, the terms "divisionaliza
tion" and "decentralization" have been used synonomously ever since
Alfred P. Sloan reorganized General Motors in the 19205 under the maxim
"decentralized operations and responsibilities with coordinated control"
' ..
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Thus, in the most horizontally centralized organization, one indiviaual
holds all the power, typically the top manager. Of course, even here there
can be variations according to how open that individual is to advice. There
is a difference between the "omnicompetent aloof, imperial ruler," such as
the Byzantine emperor, and the "omnicompetent but very accessible and
responsive leader," such as a John F. Kennedy (Kochen and Deutsch, 1973,
p. 843). Hereafter, we find different degrees of horizontal decentralization,
first to a few analysts whose systems control the behavior of others, then to
all the experts with knowledge, and finally to everybody just because they
are members of the organization.
HORIZONTAL DECENTRALIZATION:
POWER TO THE ANAL YSTS

When an orga'nization relies on systems of standardization for coordi
nation, some power must pass out from the line managers to the designers
of those systems, typically the analysts of the technostructure. How much
power, of course, depends on the extent and the kind of standardization.
Obviously, the more the organization relies on systems of standardization
for coordination, the greater the power o~ the analysts. Soviet government
planners have more power than their American counterparts; the work
study analysts of an automobile company are more influential than those of
a hospital. The tighter the kind of standardization the more powerful the
analysts. By that token, job designers and work-study analysts-those who
tell workers how to produce by standardiziflg their work processes-should
typically have more power than productioll schedulers and planners-those
who only tell them what and whel1 to produce by standardizing their out
puts. And trainers-those who teach people to produce by standardizing
their skills-should have less power still. Thus, the factory worker would
normally perceive the work-study analyst as the greatest threat to his auton
omy, followed by the production scheduler and then the trainer. (However,
to the extent that planners and trainers direct their eHorts at people higher
up in the structure-say, middle-line managers as opposed to operators
they can be more powerful. Moreover, we should not forget that much of
the training takes place outside the orgaflization, in professional schools
and .the like, thereby forcing the organization to surrender some power to
these outside institutions. We shall return to this point later in the chapter.)
Who surrenders power to the analysts'? Obviously, those whose work
is standardized, such as the operator who loses the power to choose his
work process and the manager who loses the power to decide on his unit's
outputs. But so, too, do the managers of these people: as noted earlier, their
jobs became institutionalized, technocratic standardization replacing their
power of direct supervision.

1'5

This leads us to-two important conclusions. First, power to the ana
lysts constitutes only a limited form of horizontal decentralization. Only a
few nonmanagers"":'these designers of the technocratic system-gain some
informal power, and that at the expense of the many operators and others
whose behavior and outputs are standardized. And second, this kind of
limited horizontal decentralization in fact serves to centralize the organiza
tion in the vertical dimension, by reducing the power of the lower-line
managers relative to those higher up. In other words, organizations that
rely on technocratic standardization for coordination are rather centralized
in nature, especially in the vertical dimension but also somewhat in the
horizontal.
Are Bureaucracies Centralizedl In fact, the issue raised in our last
sentence is the subject of a major debate in the literature. Posing the ques
tion, "Are bureaucracies centralized7," many have drawn a conclusion
opposite to ours, that they are not. It all began with the Aston studies (Pugh
et aI., 1963-1964). As noted earlier, these researchers found a strong rela
tionship among a number of Weber's dimensions of bureaucracy, which
they compressed into the single factor they called "structuring of activities,"
similar to our behavior formalization. But they found no strong relation
ship between this factor and another one which they called "concentration
of authority" (or centralization). Pugh et aI. concluded that there could not
be one single "ideal type" of bureaucracy, as Weber implied, but different
ones with different degrees of decentralization.
Then, along came John Child (1972b), using the same research instru
ment but with a sample that contained only autonomous organization, not
subsidiaries, branch plants, and the like. Child believed that the inclusion of
the latter in the Aston studies confounded their measure of centralization.'
Child found a more pronounced and negative relationship between the two
factors, especially for manufacturing firms, leading him to conclude that
there could indeed be one ideal type of bureaucracy after all, formalized and
decentralized. In fact, Child argued that Weber so described bureaucracy:
the officeholders were given the power to make decisions within the con
fines of the standards. As Mansfield (1973), who came to Child's support,
noted, the standards, or rules, "delimit" the authority of the boss.' But
'''In the twenty Aston branch organizations, branch managers, who were usually departmental
or site heads, were scored as chief executives. as were the heads of whole units. This procedure
tends to give branches relatively high scores on overall centralization, for a given reply on
locus of decision making" (Child, 19nb, p. 168).
'Mansfield, however, points out that Weber never discussed the relationship between bureau
cracy and centralization, although he cites one statement by Weber as implying that it was
negative: "He indicated that the notion of authority within a bureaucratically administered
organization does not mean 'that the 'higher' authority is simply authorized to take over the
business of the 'Iower: Indeed, the opposite is the rule'" (p. 478).
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while some researchers supported Child (e.g., Blau and 5choenherr\1971;
Inkson et aI., 1970), others did not, finding no relationship between central
ization and bureaucratization, or even a positive one (e.g., Holdawayet a!',
1975; Manns, 1976; see also Jennergren, 1974). Donaldson (1975) even went
back to the original Aston data, removed the nonautonomous organizations
from the sample, and found that it made no difference. Thus, he concluded
that "the Aston results cannot be explained away as an aberration produced
by inconsistent measurement of centralization across units having different
organizational status. And the resolution of this puzzle needs to be looked
for elsewhere" (pp. 455-456). Child (1975) replied that elsewhere might be
in the kind of organization, manufacturing firms being perhaps more effi
cient because of competition and, therefore, more careful to decentralize
when they bureaucratize. Aldrich (1975) obliged, rerunning Donaldson's
analysis of the Aston data without the government organizations but-you
guessed it-that did not help: "In particular, 'formalization,' one of the
original puzzles in Child's [data) emerges as even more of a mystery" (p.
459). Aldrich encouraged "all hands to get back to the data and look this
question over a little more carefully" (p. 459). So Greenwood and Hinings
(1976) did just that, and concluded that perhaps the data were not so good
after all, that the measure all these researchers used for centralization could
not be combined into a single factor-in effect, that centralization "is a
more complex concept" than previously thought.
What were the Aston measures anyway? For each of 37 decisions
(such as "Buying procedures," "New product or service") they asked, "Who
is the last person whose assent must be obtained before legitimate action is
taken-even if others have subsequently to confirm the decision?" (Pugh et
aI., 1968, p. 77). In terms of our continuum of control over decision proc
esses, shown in Figure 11-1, this emerges as a confusing and inadequate
question, perhaps identifying either the choice maker or the authorizer of
the decision (who, is not clear) while ignoring all those who have power
over the other steps Uennergren, 1974, p. 16). As Perrow (1974) has noted:

... it is always possible to deny empirical generalizations, such as those by
Blau and the Aston Group, on the grounds that the variables were not mea
sured adequately. This is rightly called cheap criticism, but in an area as
important as the centralization of the authority I think it is worth raising the
point quite strenuously. We should not measure decentralization by the level at
which people may hire, fire, or spend a few thousand dollars without proper
authorization. We must also measure the unobtrusive controls (p. 40).
Perhaps we can sort out the confusion by turning to a very different
kind of research-one where the researcher investigated a few specific
power relationships fully, in only two organizations. In The Bureaucratic
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Phenomenon, CnOlzier (1964) looked at power distribution in bureaucracies.
But he never concluded that the organizations he studied were decentralized.
Quite the contr~ry, he specifically argued that they were highly centralized.
The key point is that using rules to redu'ce the power of the superior did not
give power to the subordinate instead. Rather Crozier concluded that the
rules weakened both:" '" every member of the organization ... [is) totally
deprived of initiative and completely controlled by rules imposed on him
from the outside" (p. 189, italics added). Where was this "outside" Crozier
talked about? In other words, who controlled the decisions in these bureau
cracies? Again Crozier is quite clear: the central headquarters. Power over
rule making in particular and decision making in general was centralized
there. Crozier does not discuss the role of the headquarters' technostructure,
but it seems a fair assumption that the analysts there played an important
role in developing these rules.

We can now begin to sort out much of the confusion by discussing
centralization in terms of our five coordinating mechanisms. Child seems to
take a restrictive view of centralization, implicitly equating it with direct
supervision: an organization is centralized if direct supervision is close; to
the extent that work standards replace direct supervision, the organization
becomes decentralized. But calling a bureaucracy decentralized because
work rules instead of managers control the workers is like calling puppets
purposeful because computers instead of people pull their strings.
Direct supervision may be the tightest coordinating mechanism, and
therefore close control by managers may constitute the tightest form of
horizontal centralization. Any move the individual makes can bring a wrap
on the knuckles from the boss: "That is not the way I expected you to do it."
And standardization of work processes by rules may provide the employee
with more autonomy, since he knows what he can and cannot do. But that
does not mean that it is a loose coordinating mechanism. Of course, if the
rules are few, the employee has considerable discretion. But we are discuss
ing organizations where the rules are many-bureaucracies that rely on
such rules for coordination, and so proliferate them. As Greenwood and
Hinings (I976) found: "Organizations apparently routinize all activities
rather than some and not others" (p. 154). The important point is that the
reliance by the organization on any of the other coordinating mechanisms
would yield its employees more freedom still in their work. That would
happen if their outputs were standardized and they were allowed to choose
their own work processes. Better still, if their work was coordinated by the
standardization of skills, they would be trained and indoctrinated before
they started to work and thereafter would be left alone to choose their work
processes and determine their outputs as they saw fit. And best of all is the
absence of standardization and direct supervision altogether: the employees
would be completely free to work out their own coordination by mutual
adjustment.
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discussion there wiYt only one recognized expert-the analyst-and his
power was inform~. But here the organization draws on the knowledge of a
wider array of experts and begins to formalize more and more of the power
it gives to them. The experts do not merely advise; they come to participate
actively in making decisions.
How dependent the organization is on its experts and where they are
found in its structure determine how much power they accumulate. We can
identify at least three types of expert power.

Continuum of

i

i

In other words, as shown in Figure 11-4, the coordinating mechanisms
form a continuum, with direct supervision the most horizontally central
izing and mutual adjustment the least, and with the three forms of standard
ization-first work processes, then outputs, fi"ally skills-falling in between.
And because standardization of work procElsses falls next to direct super
vision as the second most centralizing coordinating mechanism, we conclude
that organizations that rely on this mechanism for coordination are rela
tively centralized. Specifically, decisional PQwer rests largely at the top of
the chain of authority as well as, to some extent, in the technostructure
where the rules are formulated.
:I
But to tie up a loose end, we cannot i say that all bureaucracies are
centralized. These particular bureaucracies are-the ones that rely on the
standardization of work processes to coordinate the work of their unskilled
operators. But earlier we came across a se~ond kind of bureaucracy, one
with professional operators who coordinate their work by the standardiza
tion of their skills. And because this coordinating mechanism falls near the
\ decentralization end of our Figure 11-4 continuum, we can conclude that
this second kind of bureaucracy is relatively decentralized in the horizontal
dimension. In fact, mixing these two kind~ of bureaucracies in the same
research sample could lead to the kind of confusing results we witnessed
earlier. In any event, we shall return to the discussion of the second kind of
bureaucracy shortly.

HORIZONTAL DECENTRALIZATION:
POWER TO THE EXPERTS

In this stage of horizontal decentralization, the organization is depend
ent on specialized knowledge. So it must put its power where its knowledge
is, namely with the experts, whether they be in the technostructure, support
staff, operating core, or, for that matter, middle line. "In the world of blind
men, the one-eyed man is king." The surgeons dominate the operating
rooms, the Werner von Brauns. rule the space agencies. In the previous
198
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1. Informal expert power superimposed on a traditional authority struc

ture In the least horizontally decentralized type, the system of formal
authority remains intact; that is, formal power remains in the hier
archy of line managers. But to the extent that the organization has
need of specialized knowledge, notably because certain decisions are
highly technical ones, certain experts attain considerable informal
power. Thus, the maintenance men ruled the tobacco factories Crozier
(1964) studied because only they could handle the one major source of
uncertainty:
... machine stoppages are the only major happenings that cannot be
predicted and to which impersonal rulings cannot apply. The rules
govern the consequences of the stoppages, the reallocation of jobs, and
the adjustment of the work load and of pay; but they cannot indicate
when the stoppage will occur and how long it will take to repair....
The people who are in charge of maintenance and repair are the only
ones who can cope with machine stoppage. They cannot be overseen by
anyone in the shop. No one can understand what they are doing and
check on them....
A supervisor cannot reprimand the mechanics who work in his
shop. There is likely to be a perpetual fight for control. and the super
visors will usually be the losers (p. 109).
These experts made choices; others gain informal power by vir
tue of the advice they give managers before their choices are made,
especially technical choices that the managers do not understand.
Pettigrew (1972) describes a decision concerning data-processing
equipment which became a power game among three experts, each
vying to convince management to give the contract to his favored
manufacturer. And experts can also gain power by twisting mana
gerial choices when they execute them, as in the case of General Mc
Arthur in Korea, who ignored President Truman's commands to the
point of insubordination.
The authorization steJ? of decision making, often carried out as
part of a capital budgeting process, lends itself to the manipulation of

.
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managers by experts. The sponsor of a decision or project, that per;bn
who first decid~d. to proceed with it, has the expert knowledge of it but
also has a strong commitment to see it authorized. The manager above,
who must do the authorizing, can be more objective in his assessment
of the project, but he lacks the detailed knowledge of it and the time to
get it (Carter, 1971, p. 422). The situation is ripe for manipulation.
The sponsor is encouraged to distort his analysis of the project, and
the authorizing manager cannot easily See through such an analysis
market forecasts that are too optimistic, cost ~stimates that are too
low, or even certain expenses conveniently forgotten. As one less
than-objective analyst told a researcner, "In the final analysis, if any
one brings up an item of cost we haven't thought of, we can balance it
by making another source of savings tangible" (eyert and March,
(1963, p. 81). In effect, systems of capital budgeting often fail because
they cannot put the formal power for authorization where the required
knowledge of the project is.

2. Expert power merged with formal authority As expertise becomes
increasingly important in decision making, the distinction between
line and staff-between the formal authority to choose on one hand
and the expertise to advise on the other-becomes increasingly arti
ficial. Eventually, it is done away with altogether, and line managers
and staff experts join in task forces and standing committees to share
decision-making power. A good example is the new product group
that brings together marketing, manufacturing, engineering, and re
search personnel from the technostructure, middle line. and support
staff. Power within the group is based not on position but on exper
tise: each individual participates according to the knowledge he can
bring to the decision in question. This means a continual shift in the
group's power relationships. For example, the marketing researcher
may have a lot to say about the color of the product, while the engi
neer's role may be preeminent when the conversation turns to the
product's structural characteristics.
Thus, this situation of expert power merged with formal author
ity amounts to selective decentralization in the horizontal dimension,
the experts having power for some decisions but not for others. In
fact, a reference back to Figure 11-2, where various functional work
constellations were overlaid on our logo, suggests a link to selective
decentralization in the vertical dimension. In other words, selective de
centralization seems to occur concurrently in both the horizontal and
vertical dimensions.
3. Expert power.with the operators In this third and most decentralized
case of expert power, the operators themselves are the experts. And
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this expertise vests in them considerable power, which in turn decen
tralizes the organization in both dimensions: power rests in the oper
ating core, at the bottom of the hierarchy foVithnonmanagers. Of
course, expert operators are professional ones, which leads us to a
rather important relationship, one that is well supported in the re
search: the more professional an organization, the more decentralized
Us structure in both dimensions. Hage and Aiken (1967), for example,
found in a study of sixteen health and welfare organizations that the
more highly trained the staff, the more their participation in decision
making. In another study, Palumbo (1969) compared the wOrk and
attitudes of nurses and sanitarians of fourteen local public health
departments. The work of the nurses was more professional, that of
the sanitarians (involving tasks such as the inspection of eating places)
was less skilled. For the sanitarians, morale was positively correlated
with centralization (+0.46); for the nurses, it was negatively corre
lated (-0.17). In other words, the nurses preferred decentraliZed
structures, presumably because they could better accomplish their
professional work in them, whereas the less skilled sanitarians were
happier in centralized structures.•
This brings the issue of bureaucracy and centralization into
sharper focus. We can now see the two kinds of bureaucracy emerging
dearly, one relatively centralized, the other decentralized. The first is
bureaucratic by virtue of the work standards imposed by its own tech
nostructure. Its operating work is specialized but unskilled. It is rela
tively centralized both vertically and horizontaJJy, because most of its
decision-making power rests with its senior managers and the small
number of analysts who formalize the behavior of everyone else. In
the second, the operating core is started with professionals. It is bu
reaucratic by virtue of the standards imposed on it from the outSide,
by the professional associations which train its operators and later im
pose certain rules to govern their behaVior. But because the profes
sionals require considerable autonomy in their work, and because
coordination is effected primarily by the standardization of skills-a
coordinating mechanism shown near the decentralization end of the
Figure 11-4 continuum-this second bureaucracy is rather decentral
ized in both dimensions. That is, power rests with the operators at the
boltom of the hierarchy.
'Interestingly, Palumbo also found that the more professional the nursing department. the
higher the morale (+0.65), whereas the more professional the sanitation department, the lower
the morale (-0.22). Professionalism was measured as years of professional or graduate school
training.
skilled
job.Extensive training presumably raises expectations, which are frustrated in an un
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HORIZONTAL DECENTRALIZATION:
POWER TO THE MEMBERS

'I trust that the reader will accept a small logical inconsistency here. By our definition, full

horizontal decentralization technically means that everyone shares power except the line
managers. Full democracy, of course, grants them the same power as everyone else-no more,
but no less.
'

~
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The theme of our discussion so far has been that power in the hands of
the managers constitutes horizontal centralization; that bureaucratization
by the formalization of behavior puts some power into the technostructure
and thereby constitutes a limited form of horizontal decentralization; and
that the more that power is attracted to knowledge as opposed to position,
the more the structure becomes horizontally decentralized, culminating in
the professional organization whose operators control much of the decision
making.
But, in theory at least, that is not the ultimate case of horizontal
decentralization. Professional organizations may be meritocratic but they
are not democratic. As long as knowledge is not uniformly dispersed, so too
will power not be evenly distributed. One need only ask the orderlies (or
even the nurses) of the hospital about their status vis-Ii-vis the doctors.
Horizontal decentralization is complete when power is based not on
position or knowledge, but on membership. Everyone participates equally
in decision making. The organization is democratic. 9
Does such an organization exist? The perfectly democratic organiza
tion would settle all issues by something corresponding to a vote. Managers
might be elected to expedite the members' choices, but they would have no
special influence in making them. Everyone would be equal. Certain volun
teer organizations-such as Israeli kibbutzim or private clubs-approach
this ideal, but do any other organizations?
"Industrial democracy" has received considerable attention in Europe
recently, In Yugoslavia, workers own many of the enterprises and elect
their own managers. In France, there has been much talk of "autogestion"
(self-management), as well as cases where workers illegally took over com
panies and managed them for short periods. In Germany one-half of the
seats on the boards of directors of the larger corporations are by law re
served for workers' representatives.
Although experience has been too limited to draw any definitive
conclusions, the early evidence suggests that these steps do not lead to pure
democratization, or anything close to it. Thus, in their excellent review of
worker participation in eight countries of Europe, Asia, and the Middle
East, Strauss and Rosenstein (1970) conclude:
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1. Participatien in many cases has been introduced from the top down as a
symbolic solution to ideological contradictions;
2. Its appe~1 is due in large part to its apparent consistency with both social
ist and human relations theory;
3. In practice ,it has only spotty SUCcess and chiefly in the personnel and
welfare rather than in the production areas;
4. Its chief value may be that of providing another forum for the resolution
of conflict as well as another means by which management can induce compli
ance with its directives (p. 171).

These reviewers suggest that workers are not really interested in issues that
do not pertain directly to their work. Most surprising, they find in review
ing one study that participation may serve to strengthen the hand of top
management at the expense of other groups, "to bypass middle manage
ment, to weaken the staff function, and to inhibit the development of pro
fessionalism" (p. 186; see also Bergmann, 1975). ParadoxicaUy, industrial
democracy seems to centralize the organization in both the vertical and
horizontal dimensions. (A probable reason for this will be discussed in
Chapter 16.)
Crozier (1964) describes another kind of organizational democracy,
but it seems to have a similar effect. In this case, as noted earlier, the work
ers institute rules that delimit the power their superiors have over them.
That renders the two equal-superior and subordinate are locked into the
same straightjacket (except for the maintenance men of the tobacco factor
ies, who exploited that last remaining bit of uncertainty). Power for deci
sion making in turn reverts up to the organization's headquarters. The re
sulting structure is, in a sense, doubly bureaucratic-there being the usual
rules to coordinate the work as well as special ones to protect the workers.
And doubly bureaucratic means, in the same sense, doubly centralized. So
what results is a perverse kind of democracy indeed, the organization emerg
ing as more bureaucratic and more centralized than ever, its extreme rigidity
rendering it less able to serve its clients or to satisfy the higher-order needs
of its workers.
These movements in organizational democracy have barely touched
the United States. What has received considerable attention there instead is
"participative management." In discussing this concept, two of its proposi
tions should be clearly distinguished. One, of a factual-that is, testable
nature, is that participation leads to increased productivity: "Involve your
employees and they will produce more," management is told (e.g., Likert,
1961). The other, a value proposition and so not subject to verification, is
that participation is a value worthy in and of itself: "In a 'democratic' soci
ety, workers have the right to participate in the organizations that employ
them." The American debate over participative management has focused
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almost exclusively on the first, factual proposition (although the propo
nents seem really to be committed to the second, value position). In light of
this focus, it is interesting that the factual proposition has not held up in
much of the research. Studies by Fiedler (19(>6) and others have indicated
that participation is not necessarily correlatefl with satisfaction or produc
tivity. Those relationships depend on the work situation in question, for
example, as the Palumbo study indicates, on t~e level of skills of the workers.
In any event, participative management can hardly be called democra
tization, since it is based on the premises that the line manager has the
formal power and that he chooses to share it with his employees. He calls on
them for advice and perhaps to share in the fJ\aking of choices as well. But
democracy does not depend on the generosity of those who hold formal
power; instead, it distributes that power c(;mstitutionally throughout the
organization. Charles Perrow (1974) is one ~f the few American organiza
tional theorists who has faced this issue squa~ely:
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The term participative management ... includes the hygenic sprays that are
supposed to reduce alienation, but it also deals with feelings of powerlessness.
The lower orders are consulted on decisions and encouraged to make their
own in some areas, subject to the veto of superiors. The veto is important; it is
like saying we have a democratic system o~ government in which people elect
their leaders, but subject to the veto of thl! incumbent leaders. Workers and
managers can have their say, make suggestions, and present arguments, and
there is no doubt this is extremely desirable. It presumably results in the supe
rior's making better decisions-but they are still his decisions (p. 35).

So far we have found little to encourage the proponents of organiza
tional democracy. It ~ay work in small volunteer organizations, but
attempts to achieve it in larger ones seem only to foster more centralization.
But the evidence so far collected from actual practice is sparse. We do,
however, have more evidence from the behavioral science laboratory,
where the issue of leader versus member power, and its effects on efficiency
and morale, have received considerable attention.
In 1950, Alex Bavelas published the first in what turned out to be a
long series of "communication net" studies. The researchers placed their
subjects in networks where the channels of communication were more or
less restricted, gave them simple tasks to perform, and then studied the
resulting flows of communication. For example, in one variation, each
subject was placed in a cubicle and allowed to communicate with certain
others by sending written messages between slots in the walls. Each was
given a card with various symbols on it, only one symbol being common to
all the cards. The object was to find out which one that was, in the shortest
possible time. The five networks used most commonly in these experiments
are shown in Figure 11-5-wheel, Y, chain, circle, and all-channel.
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Note: Figures shown are the relative indices of centrality from the Smith and
Leavitt study (cited in Glanzer and Glaser, 1961, p. 4). The AII-ehannel
network was not included in this study, but its symmetrical shape would
likely have produced the same results as the Circle.
Figure 11-5.

The Laboratory Communication Networks

Certain relationships seem evident by sight. The wheel, Y, and chain
clearly restrict communication the most; these also show clear "centraliZing
tendencies," especially the wheel, which passes all communication through
a single individual. In contrast, the circle and all-channel networks show no
centraliZing tendencies, and the all-channel in particular has no communica
tion restrictions. These two cdrrespond most closely to democratic struc
tures, in that the power to communicate is shared equally.
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another, back to centralization. Note that all the experiments have t~ken
place in organizations that do simple, repetitive, unskilled tasks. 12 A labora
tory group cannot be asked to design a thermonuclear reactor, let alone
deliver a baby. Likewise, organizational democracy has not been a burning
issue in research laboratories or hospitals; the attention has been focused on
automobile plants, tobacco factories, and the like, organizations staffed
largely with unskilled operators. Here is where the workers have had the
least decision-making power and have been the most alienated. And here,
unfortunately, is where attempts to tamper with the power system-to
make it more democratic-seem to have failed the most dramatically.
Other organizations come closer to the democratic ideal-namely,
those with professional operators, such as research laboratories and hospi
tals. They distribute their power widely. But not because anyone decided
that participation was a good thing. And not so Widely that every member
shares power equally. Power follows knowledge in these organizations,
which itself is distributed Widely but unevenly. Thus, it seems that, at best,
we shaD have to settle for meritocracy, not democracy, in our nonvolunteer
organizations, and then only when it is called for by tasks that are profes
sional in nature.
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Type A:
Vertical and Horizontal
Centralizat ion

Type B:
Limited Horizontal
Decentralization
(Selectivel

Type C;
Limited Vertical
Decentralization
(Parallell

SUMMARY CONTINUUM OF TYPES
OF DECENTRALIZA TION

Five distinct types of vertical and horizontal decentralization seem to
emerge from our discussion. These can, in fact, be placed along a single
continuum, from centralization in both dimensions at one end to decentrali
zation in both at the other. There are shown in Figure 11-7, as distortions of
our logo (where, it should be noted, the inflated size of a shaded part repre
sents its special decision-making power, not its size). Each of the five types
of decentralization is discussed briefly below!
Type A: Vertical and Horizontal Centralization Decisional power
here is concentrated in the hands of a sin.le individual, the manager
at the top in the line hierarchy, the chief executive officer. Power
bulges in Figure 11-7(a) at the strategic apex. The chief executive re
tains both formal and informal power, making all the important deci
sions himself and coordinating their execution by direct supervision.
As such, he has little need to share his pow!:!r with staffers, middle-line
managers, or operators.
"For organizations that do complex and creative tasks, we might expect the flexibility and
motivation inherent in the less restrictive, more horizontally decentralized structures to render
them more efficient (a finding, in fact, suggested in the studies of Leavitt and Shaw).

Type D:
Selective Vertical and
Horizontal Decentral ization

Type E:
Vertical and Horizontal
Decentralization

Note: The inflated size of the shaded parts indicates their special power in decision
making, not their size
figure 11-7. A Continuum of Types of Decentralization
Type B: Limited Horizontal Decentralization (Selective) In this type
we find the bureaucratic organization with unskilled tasks that relies
on standardization of work processes for coordination. (Here is where
the experiments in democratization have been concentrated.) The
analysts playa leading role in this organization by formalizing the
behavior of the other members, notably the operators, who conse
quently emerge as rather powerless. Standardization diminishes the
importance of direct supervision as a coordinating mechanism, there
by reducing the power of the middle-line managers as well. particu
lariV at the lower levels. As a result, the structure is centralized in the
vertical dimension: formal power ;s concentrated in the upper reaches
-
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bl, .t the ........, _ . (Should it be '00
centrated in the operating core as part of a program of democratiza
tion, it immediately reverts to the strategic apex by virtue of election
procedures.) Because of their role in formalizing behavior, the analysb are, however, able to gain some informal power, which means
horizontal decentralization. But the analysts are few relative to the
other nonmanagers, and their actions serve to reduce the power of the
other nonmanag , notably the operators; thUs, the horizontal decen
ers
tralization, in fact, turns out to be of the most limited kind. It is selective, in any event, since the analysts are involved only in the decisions
concerning work formalization. Figure 11-7(b) shoWS power bulging at
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rests at the very botTom of the hierarchy. And it is strongly decentral
ized in the horizontal dimension since this power rests with a large
-number of nonmanagers, namely the operators. If another power
center were to be identified, it would have to be shown apart, since the
organization is forced to surrender a good deal of its control over
decision processes to the professional schools that train its operators
and the professional associations that later control their standards.

DECENTRALIZATION AND THE OTHER
DESIGN PARAMETERS

the strategiC apex and in the technostructure.
Type C: Limited vertical Decentralization (Para"el) Here we find the
organization that is divided into market unib, or divisions, to whose
managers are delegated (in parallel) a good deal of formal.power to
make the decisions concerning their markets. But because that power
need be delegated no farther down the chain of authority, the verflcal
decentralization is limited in nature. likewise, because they need not
necessarily share their power with staff pers<;lnnel or operators. the
organization can be described as centralized in the horizontal dimen
sion. Of course, the strategic apex retains ultimate formal power over
the divisions. And because it coordinates their behavior by the stand
ardization of outputs. effected by performance control systems
designed in the technostructure, a few high-level planners retain some
power as well. Thus, Figure 11-7{c) shOWS the major bulge well up in
the middle line and minor ones in the strategic apex and at the top of
the technostrue ture.
Type D: Selective Vertical and Horizontal Decentralization Here we
see our findings about selective decentralization in the two dimen
sions cominR together. In the vertical dimention, power for different
types of decisions is delegated to work constellations at various levels
of the hierarchy. And in the horizontal dimension, these constellations
make selective use of the staff experts, according to how technical are
the decisions they must make: for some, the experts merely advise
the line managers, while for others, they join the managers on teams
and task forces, sometimes even controlling the choices themselves.
coordination within as we" as between the constellations is effected
primarily through mutual adiustment. power in figure 11-7(d) bulges
in various places (corresponding to Figure 11-2), notably in the sup
port staff (especially as compared with the other four types), where a
good deal of the organization's expertise lies.
Type E: Vertical and Horizontal Decentralization Decision power
here is concentrated largely in the operating core-the only bulge in
figure 11_7(e)-because its members are professionals, whose work is
coordinated largely by the standardization of skills. The organization
is strongly decentralized in the vertical dimension because this power
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The relationship between our two forms of decentralization and the
other seven design parameters has been discussed throughout this chapter;
here we need merely review these findings briefly.
Decentralization is closely related to the design of positions. The
formalization of behavior takes formal power away from the workers and
the managers who supervise them and concentrates it near the top of the
line hierarchy and in the technostructure, thus centralizing the organization
in both dimensions. The result is Type A decentralization. Training and
indoctrination produces exactly the opposite effect: it develops expertise
below the middle line, thereby decentralizing the structure in both dimen
sions (Type E). Putting these two conclusions together, we can see that
specialization of the unskilled type centralizes the structure in both dimen- .
sions, whereas specialization of the skilled or professional type decentralizes 1\
it in both dimensions,
V
We have also seen a number of relationships between decentralization
and the design of the superstructure. The use of market grouping leads to
limited vertical decentralization of a parallel nature (Type C): a good deal
of power rests with the managers of the market units. No such definitive
conclusion can be drawn for functional grouping, Types Band D are both
typically functional structures, the first bureaucratic and rather centralized
in both dimensions, the second organic-that is, reliant on mutual adjust
ment-and selectively decentralized in both dimensions. Similarly, Types A
and E, at the two ends of our continuum, are often described as functional.
Thus, we are led to the conclusion that functional structure is possible with
almost any degree of decentralization, in either dimension.
The same conclusion can be drawn for unit size, or span of control.
Too many other factors intervene. For example, large unit size may reflect
extensive use of behavior formalization, in which case the structure is rather
centralized in both dimensions (Type B). But it may also reflect extensive
use of training and indoctrination, in which the structure is decentralized in
both dimensions (Type E). It may also indicate the presence of market-
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based grouping, which results in limited vertical decentralization (Type chI.
Likewise, small unit size may indicate close supervision and centralization
(of Type A), or the presence of small autonomouS work teams and selective

•

decentralization (of Type D).
'
As for the lateral linkages, we have seen that performance control
ystems are used primarily to control quasi-autonomous market units, and
o are related to limited vertical decentralization (Type C). Activity plan
ning enables the strategic apex to control the important organizational
decisions, although it must surrender some of its power to the staff planners,
which results in Type B decentralization. In general, therefore, planning
and control systems emerge as design parameters to effect modest or exten
sive centralization. And finally, the liaison devices are used primarily to
coordinate the work within and between the selectively decentralized work

~

constellations (Type D).

DECENTRALIZATION BY PART
OF THE ORGANIZATION

•

We have so far had little difficulty discussing each of the other design
parameters by part of the organization. The same will not be true for the
two kinds of decentralization, since the distribution of power is an organ
ization-wide phenomenon. Nevertheless, some conclusions can be drawn.
By definition, vertical decentralization involves only the chain of
authority, that is, the strategic apex and middle line. And here all kinds of
patterns are possible. In some organizations, power remains at the strategic
apex; in others, it is delegated to various levels in the middle line, sometimes
selectively, sometimes in parallel; and in still other cases, power passes right
to the bottom of the middle line, and perhaps beyond, to the operating core.
U one generalization is in order, it is that classic authority patterns continue
to dominate organizational power systems, that is, formal power resides in
the first instance with the chief executive at the top of the hierarchy. From
there it is delegated at his will. And formal power, vis-a.-vis the informal,
still matters a great deal in organizations. Thus, structures may be more
centralized in the vertical as well as the horizontal dimension than their
situations call for. In other words, there may be a tendency to retain some
what more power than is necessary in the line structure, especially at the
strategic apex.
Horizontal decentralization, by definition, brings the other three parts
of the organization-namely the technostructure, support staff, and oper
ating core-into the power system. Again we have seen all kinds of power
distributions, from' negligible staff groups to powerful ones, from weak
operating cores to dominant ones. But one point is clear. All have informal
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power to the extent that they contain expertise. Staff groups do more than
just advise when they have the knowledge needed to make technical deCi
sions; operators acc~mulate power when they have the expertise needed to
execute manal;erial decisions, and when they are professionals, that is,
perform jobs based on complex knowledge and skills. As a final point, we
might note that within the technocratic units and the higher-level support
units, where the work is essentially professional, we would expect to find a
good deal of decentralization, from the staff managers to the staff specialists
themselves.

We have now discussed the nine design parameters in some detail. We
have seen the various forms each can take in the structure as well as the
relationship of each to the coordinating mechanisms. Direct supervision is
effected through the design of the superstructure, notably the grouping into
units, which creates the hierarchy of managerial positions. It is also strongly
influenced by the design of the decision-making system, that is, by hori
zontal and vertical decentralization. Standardization of work processes is
achieved through the formalization of behavior, standardization of skills
through the establishment of training and indoctrination programs, and
standardization of outputs through the use of planning and control systems.
Finally, mutual adjustment is encouraged by the use of the liaison devices.
We have also begun to see some fundamental interrelationships among
the nine design parameters. Some are mutually exclusive. For example, an
organization may rely on prejob training or else it may formalize behavior
through the use of on-the-job rules; but it seldom does a great deal of both.
Other design parameters are clearly used concurrently, for example, per
formance control systems and market-based grouping, or the liaison devices
and organic structure. But more important, we have seen a good deal of
indication that it is the clustering or configuring of many of these design
parameters, not the covarying of two, that seems to hold the key to under
standing the structuring of organizations. But before we can discuss this
clustering, we must add a final set of factors to our discussion.

.
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PART III
THE CONTINGENCY FACTORS

Section II described each of nine design parameters. We saw that organiza
tional structures are designed by combining these in various ways. But how
does the organization select its design parameters: how does it decide when
to use a market and when a functional basis for grouping in the middle line,
when to formalize behavior in the operating core and when to rely on train
ing or the use of the liaison devices to encourage mutual adjustment, when
to decentralize horizontally and when vertically1 In effect, we are in search
of the conditions that will tell us why the organization designs its structure
as it does.
In fact, most of the contemporary research on organizational struc
turing has focused on this very issue. This research has uncovered a set of
what are called situational or contingency factors, organizational states or
conditions that are associated with the use of certain design parameters. In
this section we discuss these factors in four groups, one in each chapter: the
age and size of the organization; the technical system it uses in its operating
core; various aspects of its environment, notably stability, complexity,
diversity, and hostility; and certain of its power relationships. But before
we discuss each, we must first comment on the notion of effectiveness in
structural design.
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12
The Effective Structuring
of Organizations

A number of researchers have studied the relationship between structure
and performance, typically by comparing the structures of high- and low
profi~ business firms. Four of these studies are of particular inter.st to us
here. In the mid-19:>Os, Joan Woodward (1965) isolated the manufacturing
firms in one region of England, and studied the relationship between their
structures and the production (technit;a!) systems they used in their oper
ating cores. This r~lation$hip turned out to be a strong one, ellpet:iallY SO
for the more Iiuq:e$$ful firms ~n her sample:
i

There were adnlinistrativtl expedients that were linked with succtsS in one
system of production and failure in another. For example, the duties and re
. sponsibUities of managed.l and supervisory staff were clearly and precisely
defined on paPl!r in most of the successful large batch production fir~s studied
and in none of the unsuccessful firms. In process production, however, this
kind of definition was mqre often associated with failure. It was found too
that as technology became more advanced. the chief executive seemed abl, 10
control an Increasing number of direcl subordinates successfully. All the
successful firms in which the span of control of the chief executive was tel' Of
more were prQl;ess produc~lon firms (p, 71).
1

Woodward's general finding was that the structures of the successful firms
were the most typical of their class of technical system; that is, their me,"
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sures of the design parameters deviated least from the means. With these
findings, Woodward introduced the notion of contingency theory, that
organizational effectiveness results from a match between situation and
structure.
Then in 1961 in Scotland, Burns and Stalker (1966) produced the first
edition of their book, The Management of Innovation. These researchers
found that structure-notably the design parameter of behavior formaliza
tion-varied according to another contingency factor, the predictability of
the environment. Electronics firms were better able to handle their dynamic
environments with organic structures, while textile firms functioned more
effectively in their stable environments with bureaucratic structures.
Subsequently, two Harvard Business School researchers, Paul Law
rence and Jay Lorsch (1967), compared high and low performers in the
plastics, food, and container industries. They, too, found structural differ
ences, leading them, like Woodward and Burns and Stalker earlier, to con
clude that there was no one best structure, but rather different best ones
under different conditions, Like Burns and Stalker, Lawrence and Lorsch
believed it was the environmental conditions-complexity as well as predict
ability in this case-that dictated structure, again with only the high per
formers finding the right fit. Firms in the complex and dynamic plastics
industry required more extensive structural differentiation and use of the
liaison devices for coordination, while those in the simpler and more stable
container industry needed to differentiate themselves less, to rely on the
hierarchy for coordination (that is, to coordinate by direct supervision in
centralized structures), and to be more bureaucratic. (The food firms fell in
between on all these dimensions, contingency as well as structural.)
Later, Pradip Khandwalla (1971, 1973b, c, 1974a) used a questionnaire
to measure a variety of characteristics-contingency as well as structural
of seventy-nine American manufacturing firms. (He later repeated his study
with 103 Canadian firms, with confirming results.) Khandwalla carefully
divided his sample into two equal groups of firms matched for size, indus
try, and other factors, and mismatched for performance. The higher per
formers exceeded 12 percent profit on net worth (before tax, average of
highest and lowest performance over a five-year period), while the others
did not. (In fact, these measures gave an average profit figure of 30 percent
for One group, 6 percent for the other.) l<handwalla found support for the
Lawrence and Lorsch relationship among uncertainty, differentiation, and
integration, and like Woodward, he noted that the measures for the high
performers fell nearer the means, showing less variance than those for the
low performers.
But Khandwalla reported another, more important finding in his 1971
paper. While he found not a single significant correlation between any
single structural variable and performance (they ranged from 0.00 to 0.10),
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he uncovered a number of significant correlations within the set of structural \',
variables, especially for the sample of high performers. In other words,
success seemed to stem, not from the use of any single structural device,
such as management by objectives, decentralization, or a planning system,l
but from the combination of appropriate ones. For example:
. . , the data suggest that a firm whose top level decision making is highly
centralized. provided that the centralized firm is relatively small, does not use
formal management controls, is not very divisionalized, does not use partici
pative or group decision making to a significant el'tent, does not invest much
in specialized staff or EDP, and is not vertically integrated. Under opposite
conditions. the decentralized firm is likely to be success!ul(1971, p. 7).

participative management-and formal control systems have received in the
management press, the ~.emarkable similarity in the use of such techniques
by the high and low performers is very interesting. In contrast, Figure 12-2
shows the covariations among this same set of parameters for the two
groups. Many of these are statistically significant. But while eight of the
statistically significant relationships hold for both groups and only two for
the low performers alone, eleven hold uniquely for the high performers.

Delegation of
Authority
by President

Let us take a closer look at the Khandwall a data. Figure 12-1 shows
the results of the reported use of seven structural parameters for the high
and low performers. Considering the publicity that techniques such as
80

90
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Functional department
alization

~ High Performers

2. Divisionalization

o

Low Performers

Vertical integration
Delegation of decision making
by the chief executive
Participative decision making
in the top level decisions

Relationship holds for only the high performers (eleven relationships)
- - - - -

Relationship holds for only the low performers (two relationships)
Relationship holds for both groups (eight relationships)

(-I Correlation is negative
Figure 12-2. Covariations among the Structural Parameters (from
Khandwa/la, 1971, p. 6)
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figure 12-1. Mean Responses in the Use of Vo/rious Structural Para
meters in the High and low Profit Firms (from Khandwalla, 1971, p. J)
'Khandwalla found the same thing for the contingency factors, suggesting, in other words, that
success does not stem from being large, using a particular technical system, operating in a
certain environment, or whatever.

Hypotheses of Structural Effectiveness These studies lead to two
important and distinct conclusions about structural effectiveness. The first
we can label the congruence hypothesis: effective structuring requires a
close fit between the contingency factors and the design parameters. In
other words, the successful organization designs its structure to match its
situation. And the second we can call the configuration hypothesis: effective
structuring requires an internal consistency among the design parameters.
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liThe successful organization develops a logical configuration of the design"',
J i parameters. Z
Do these two hypotheses contradict each other? Not necessarily. Not
as long as an organization's major contingencies-for example, its size on
the one hand and its technical system on the other-do not call for design
parameters that are mutually inconsistent. Where they do, the organization
would have to trade off situational fit for consistency in its internal structure.
But where they do not, the organization would simply select the structural
configuration that best matches its situation. This situation is not, however,
something beyond the organization's control. That is, it can choose, not
only its design parameters, but certain aspects of its situation as well: it
designs its own technical system, decides whether or not to grow large,
gravitates to an environment that is stable or dynamic, and so on (Child,
1972a). So the contingency factors can be clustered, too. That enables us to
combine the two hypotheses into a single, extended configuration hypothe
sis: effective structuring requires a consistency among the design parameters
and contingency factors.
This section of the book focuses on the congruence hypothesis. That
is, it considers the evidence on the relationships between the contingency
factors and the design parameters. The next and final section-the syn
thesis-looks at the configurations that emerge from our discussion of the
research, not only among the design parameters, but with the contingency
factors as well.

Effective Structuring of Organizations

mined: there was no way to know whether the contingency factor gave rise
to the design parameter,: or vice versa (or the two emerged together, as sug
gested in the extended configuration hypothesis). Nevertheless, since struc
tUfe seems easier to change-it is one thing to decentralize, quite another to
eliminate competition-causation was assumed to flow from situation to
structure, from contingency factor to design parameter. That is, the contin
gency factors were treated as the independent Va'riables, the design para
meters as the dependent ones. The design of the structure was assumed to be
"contingent" on the organization's situation.
In this section of the book (but not the next), we shall accept this as
sumption. Thus, Figure 12-3 shows the contingency variables at the left, as
independent, and the structural variables at the right, as dependent. Eleven
Independent
(Continfl8llcvl Variables

Intermediate
(Work Ralallldl Variables

Job Specialization

Organizational Size===:>
Technical System ~
~
Regulation

Environmental ~
Stability
~
Environmental
Complexity

Evidence of relationships between what we have called the contin
gency factors and the design parameters have appeared in a great many
studies. Most of these studies have been cross-sectional in nature-that is,
they took their measures at one point in time-and the relationships they
generated were correlational. That meant that causation could not be deter
'Support for Khandwalla's finding comes from John Child (1977), who found in a study of four
airlines that the two high performers, operating in almost identical situations. were distin
guished from each other by very different structures and from the lower performers in the
internal consistency of their structures. Also, the Scandinavian Institutes for Administrative
Research group of Sweden, in summarizing its experiences in many action research studies.
concludes: "... the 'principle of consonance' is one of the most important ideas to emerge
from our general programme of organization research. According to this postulate. a lack of fit
or consonance between subsystems is the major source of inefficiency and conflict" (SIAR,
1973. p. 29).

DeP8lldent
(Structural) Variables

Organizational Age====::>

ComprehenSibility ~
of the Work
~

Technical System ~
Sophistication ~

INDEPENDENT, INTERMEDIA TE, AND
DEPENDENT VARIABLES IN
CONTINGENCY THEORY
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Environmental
Diversity
Environmental
Hostility
Ownership

Member Needs
Fashion

Training and
, Ildoctrination

Behavior
Formalization
Predictabilitv
of the Work

~
~

Unit Grouping

~

Unit Size

~

~

Diversity of
the work

~

----.,../
Liaison Devices

===>

:=::::>
:=::::>

Fi.ure 12-3.

Planning and
Control Systems

Vertical
Decentralization
SPeed of Response~

Horizontal
Decentralization

The Variables: Independent, Intermediate, Dependent
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contingency variables are shown: the organization's age and size (discussed \,
in Chapter 13); the regulation and sophistication of its technical system
(Chapter 14); the stability, complexity, diversity, and hostility of its en
vironment (Chapter 15); and the power factors of ownership, member
needs, and fashion (Chapter 16). The dependent variables are, of course,
our nine design parameters.
In addition, it is helpful to include certain intermediate variables that
stand between the independent and dependent ones. Galbraith (1973), for
example, describes the impact of environment on structure by its effects on
the information that has to be processed to make decisions. Perrow (1970)
prefers to think of the impact of environment by its effects on the analyz
ability of search processes and the number of exceptions encountered. Here,
we shall introduce four intermediate variables into our discussion, all of
which concern the work to be done in the organization:
1. Comprehensibility of the work The first intermediate variable con
cerns the ease with which the work of the organization can be under
stood. We shall see that this intermediate variable is most influenced
by the independent variables of complexity of the environment and
sophistication of the organization's technical system. Comprehensi
bility of the work, in turn, determines the intellectual load on the or
ganization, which influences its use of experts and thereby most
strongly affects the dependent variables of specialization and decen

tralization.
2. Predictability of the work This second intermediate variable con
cerns the prior knowledge that the organi~ation has of the work it
must do. Age and size of the organization, stability as well as absence
of hostility in its environment, and degree to which its technical sys
tem regulates activity all contribute importantly to making its work
predictable. Predictable work lends itself to standardization, and so
this intermediate variable has its greatest influence on the three design
parameters that correspond to the three forms of standardization
behavior formalization, planning and control systems, and training
and indoctrination. 3
3. Diversity of the work This describes how varied the work is that the
organization need do. Environmental diversity affects it directly, and
organizational size indirectly. In turn, work diversity influences the
organization'S choice of its bases for grouping, as well as its ability to
formalize behavior and use the liaison devices.
'The interdependency of the work could be another intermediate variable. but as we shaJl see,
it is not independent of predictability. Predictability allowS f\lr standardization, which reducC$
interdependency.
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4. Speed of response This intermediate variable describes the speed
with which the orgapization must react to its environment. Environ
mental hostility affects it considerably, as do ownership and age to a
lesser extent. Speed of response, in turn, influences the design para
meters of decentralization, behavior formalization, and unit grouping.

CONFUSION IN CONTINGENCY THEORY

We are now ready to begin our discussion of the relationships between
each of the four sets of contingency factors and the design parameters. But
before proceeding, a few words of caution are in order. While some of these
relationships are dear enough, others are surrounded by a great deal of con
fusion. There are cases, as we shall see, where different researchers present
diametricaIly opposed findings, sometimes marshalling a half dozen or
more competing arguments between them to explain their findings. Overall,
the debate over which one of the contingency factors-notably organiza
tional size, technical system, or environment-most influences structure
continues to be hotly debated in the literature.
In large part, the confusion can be blamed on the research methodolo
gies that have been relied upon to date, especially cross-sectional studies
of two variables based on perceptual measures. These methodologies have
generated a host of problems.
For one thing, there is the confusion introduced by the fact that struc
tural change lags situational change (Stopford and Wells, 1972, pp. 66-67).
A stable environment must become significantly dynamic before the organi
zation will respond; likewise, a rapidly growing organization cannot change
its formal structure every month. So it is somewhat a matter of luck
whether a cross-st;!ctional study manages to capture the structure that re
flects today's situation, which it measures, or yesterday's, which it does not.
As Kimberly (1976) notes in his review of the studies of size as a contin
gency factor, "Cross-sectional measures and conceptualizations have led to
a static perspective" (p. 591).
Then there is the problem of multiple contingencies (Child, 1977),
mentioned earlier. What if the technical system calls for a bureaucratic
structure while the age of the organization calls for an organic one (the case,
we shall see, of a young mass production organization)1 The researcher
takes measures of the technical system or the age but not both (and does not
realize he must correct for the other). His correlation coefficients tend to be
driven down, quite possibly below that level required for statistical signifi
cance, and he concludes-incorrectly-that the contingency factor has no
relationship with the design parameter.
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What about discontinuities in variables? Most of the statistical
niques used in the research assume linear relationships-more of the con
tingency factor always gives more (or less) of the design parameter. Yet the
few studies that have looked for u-shaped relationships-more of one vari
able gives more of the other only to a point, after which it gives less-have
typically found them. As we have seen repeatedly, many of the design para
meters change not only in degree but in kinQi like the moth, they meta
morphose.
Perhaps most of the confusion has been brought about by the use of
abstract concepts. As soon as the researcher selects a variable that cannot be
;n th. o,ga_tioo" ow, '''''', bois ....
I• •,iog . .
measures, which can distort the reality. As we saw earlier, concepts such as
"decentralization" or "participation" cannot be measured in terms of any
single organizational activity. These are abstract concepts, invented by
theorists to describe phenomena. But nothing happens in the organization
to generate a single valid objective measure of them. The closest the researcher
can come is to tabulate who plays what role in each of the steps involved in
each decision process, and then to cumulate these findings across all deci
sion processes. That will generate some impression of the true distribution
of decisional power in the organization. But that also involves an enormous
amount of work. And so there is a strong inclination to generate measures
for abstract concepts directly, and that meanS relying on perceptions. The
researcher must ask a manager or someone else for his perception of the
concept, typically by getting him to rate it on a seven-point scale. What
the researcher gets is answers, in the form of data that can be plugged in
to the computer. What he does not get is any idea of the relationship between
the perceptions he has measured and the reality they purport to describe.
There is no doubt that "the perceptions of the chief executive are important
in understanding why organizations are structured as they are" (Pfeffer and
Leblebici, 1973-74, p. 273). But that does not justify researchers-these and
many others-in drawing conclusions about hoW the "environment" -as
opposed to the "perception of the environment"-affects structure. In other
words, we must distinguish clearly between links a and c of Figure 12-4.
The problem is that distortions can enter into management's perception of
the contingency factor-link b of Figure 12-4, which is seldom studied
such that the researcher ends up inadvertently describing an organizational
pathology: how the management designs a structure to fit its misperceptions
of the organization's situation. Tinker (1976, p. 507) is particularly critical
of what he calls "actor-surrogate perceptual measures", which he sees as
having reduced "organization theory to a problem of psychoanalysis of
actors." He concludes: " ... 'facts: however many are accumulated, will
never compensate for a bleak intellectual landscape such as that evidenced
by our inadequate conceptualizations of organizational environments." To
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conclude, the contingency theory literature is full of research from a dis
tance, research that artificially forces the rich reality of organizational life
into the sterile categories of the researcher, research that generates data too
poor to explain anything new.
Last is the problem of context. In some research, the samples are so
vast-"as different as a large tire manufacturing firm and the public baths in
Birmingham" (Holdaway et aI., 1975, p. 38, in reference to the first Aston
study}-that they make it difficult to sort out the findings. Earlier we saw
the problems caused by the inclusion of nonautonomous organizations in
that Aston sample. In other research, the samples are very narrow-em
ployment security agencies in one study, stock brokerage offices in another.
That is fine, except when the researchers measure abstract concepts which
hide the richness of reality and then proceed to extrapolate their findings to
organizations at large. (Blau and Shoenherr, 1971, title their book based on
a study of employment security agencies, The Structure of Organizations.)
There is also the problem of context within the organization. As Van de Ven
(1976a) has noted, "Attempts to compute composite scores on standardiza
tion, formalization, discretion, and other structural dimensions across all
their data, some researchers have been less than careful about making clear
what part of the organization they have studied."
If there is one theme that runs through these methodological problems,
it is that a lack of attention to the building of a solid conceptual framework
to understand what goes on in structures has impeded the serious research
ing of them. Take, for example, the question of unit size. We saw that a
large unit can mean considerable worker autonomy, because the supervisor
cannot keep close control, or little autonomy, because that control is ef
fected instead by behavior formalization. likewise, we saw that bureau
cracies can be centralized and they can be decentralized, depending on what
mechanism they rely on for standardization. Studies that isolate a few
variables, in the absence of a solid conceptual framework to describe con
text, are bound to confuse. Here is what Kimberly (1976), in his thorough
review of the studies of size as a contingency factor, has to say:
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If one is concerned with understanding the structural configuration of organi:"'"
zations, size alone, as it has traditionally been conceptualized and measured,
does not explain much of anything. It may be related empirically to other
organizational characteristics, but the empirical findings are not easily trans
lated into theory. What theory there is may be more a function of the multi
variate techniques used than of an understanding of the phenomenon (p. 590).

13
Age and Size

Section IV, in its pursuit of the configuration hypothesis, seeks to
develop a conceptual framework to help us understand the structuring of
organizations. But we still need to gain some understanding of the contin
gency relationships. Despite all their problems, there are important things
to be learned from the contingency studies, especially those that focused on
tangible variables in clearly defined contexts. Let us, therefore, turn to our
review of them.

Do the structures of older organizations differ from those of younger ones?
Do the structures of larger organizations differ from those of smaller ones?
Does the rate of organizational growth affect structure? These are impor
tant questions in our society, as obsessed as it is with organizational growth
for its own sake. In fact, we have a considerable body of evidence on the
effects of age and size on structure, most of which we can capture in five
hypotheses, two concerning age and three size. After discussing each hy
pothesis, we shall see that we can clarify and synthesize the five of them by
looking at organizational aging and growth, not as a set of linear progres
sions, but as a sequence of distinct transitions between "stages of develop
ment.'"
Hypothesis 1: The older the organization, the more formalized its
behavior.: Here we encounter the "we've-seen-it-all-before" syndrome, as in
the case of the tenured college professor whose students follow his lecture
'Kimberly (1976) reviews incisively 80 empirical studies of the relationship between size and
structure, but in terms of the methodologies used rather than the results obtained.
'Hypotheses of this type-which will be used in each of the four chapters of this section-are
presented as descriptions of reality supported in the research. Considering the findings of
Woodward, Khandwalla, and others, as discussed in Chapter 12, all the hypotheses presum
ably describe the behavior of high-performance organizations more accurately than low
performance ones. We could, in fact, reword all the hypotheses in Thompson's (1967) terms,
for example: "Under norms of rationality, as organizations age, they seek increasingly to
formalize their behavior."
227
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word for word from the notebook of a previous student, or the government \,
clerk who informs you that your seemingly unique problem is covered in
Volume XXII, Page 691, Paragraph 14, a precedent set in 1915. As organiza
tions age, all other things being equal, they repeat their work, with the
result that it becomes more predictable, and so more easily formalized.
Thus, when the Aston group replicated its study four to five years later
(Inkson et aI., 1970), it found that 13 of the 14 organizations in both samples
had increased in the measure of formalization of activities. Samuel and
Mannheim (1970) also found statistically significant evidence that the older
Israeli plants they studied were the more imper~onal ones. 3 As Starbuck
(1965) notes:
.
New organizations tend to have vague definitions of their tasks. They are not
sure which task segments are important or necessary, and they are not sure
how the overall tasks should be factored .... As an organization gets older, it
learns more and more about coping with its environment and with its internal
problems of communication and coordination.' ... the normal organization
tries to perpetuate the fruits of its learning by formalizing them. It sets up

standard operating procedures; it routinizes rerorts on organizational per
formance ... (p. 480).
:
Hypothesis 2: Structure reflects the age of founding of the industry.
This curious hypothesis is supported in the research of Arthur Stinchcombe
(1965). He found that "... organizational types generally originate rapidly
in a relatively short historical period, to grow and change slowly after that
period. The time at which this period of growth took place is highly cor
related with the present characteristics of organizations of the type" (p.
168). Specifically, Stinchcombe found that the age of the industry related
inversely to job specialization and the use of trained professionals in staff
positions (two aspects of what we refer to under the next hypothesis as
"structural elaboration").
'
Stinchcombe studied the proportion of different workers-family,
self-employed, clerical, and professionals-in industries founded in four
different periods. Prefactory organizations-far~s, construction firms,
retail stores, and the like-today maintain some of their original structural
characteristics; specifically, they rely more than others on unpaid family
workers and self-employed owners instead of unpaid clerks. They retain, in
effect, a craft structure. Industries that established themselves in the early
nineteenth century-apparel, textiles, banking, and others-consistently
'Interestingly, in their first study, the Aston group found "no relationship between age and
structuring of activities (r-O.09l" (Pugh et aI., 1968, p. 95). This discrepancy suggests that a
longitudinal study of the same organization over time is far more reliable than a cross-sectional
one with a heterogeneous mixture of organizations. Samuel and Mannheim had a better
defined sample.
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use Virtually no unpaid family workers. But they do employ many derks,
"a good indication of tbe development of files, regularized communication
channels using written communication between designated officials" (p.
157). To Stinchcombe, .this signified the birth of the bureaucratic form of
structure. Much of the control, however, remains with self-employed
owners.
The next period-called the railroad age, because it saw the rise of
railroads and related industries such as coal mining-brought in profes
sional managers to replace owner-managers (the proportion of self-employed
and paid family workers fell below 3 percent for the first time, except for
three industries of previous periods). Stinchcombe sees this as the second
"crucial" stage of the "bureaucratization of industry" (p. 157). Finally, in
what Stinchcombe calls the modern age-including the motor vehide,
chemical, electrical utility, and other industries-came the growth of staff
departments and professionalism. Organizations of this founding period
(with one exception) have professionals in more than 50 percent of what
Stinchcombe refers to as their authority positions. 4
Stinchcombe stops his analysis at this point. But the obVious question
facing the reader is whether the industries of our daY-aerospace, elec
tronics, think-tank consulting-form a fourth period. In fact, later in the
book we shall see clear evidence that they do. We shall also see that a
number of the design parameters that Stinchcombe does not
sumably for lack of eVidence-faU into line with those that he does. In other
words, we shall extend his findings to show the development of distinct
structural configuration in specific periods of recent history.
What wC;uld cause structure to reflect the age of founding of the in
dustry? That is, why should different industries of the same period have
adopted similar structural forms in the first place, and why should these
have perpetuated themselves into later periods, after the appearance of new
structural forms? Why, for instance, should railroads Operating in the late
twentieth century have structures more like nineteenth-century coal mines
Stinchcombe notes that
than twentieth-century aerospace
industries develop because of the technical and economic conditions of their
time. As long as these conditions do not change for them, there is no reason
to expect them to change their structures. For example, "... railroads
haps could not be 'invented' until the Social forms appropriate to an inher
ently very large-scale enterprise had been invented, and railroads still being
inherently a large-scale enterprise . " they still show the characteristics
eVitably associated with size" (p. 160). In other words, to the extent that the
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this
explanation is not sufficient for Stinchcombe. Traditions and
vested interests also playa role in preserving structural form: (or example,
indoctrination solidifies the structure around a set o( values, an ideology.
Stinchco
notes that (at the time of his writing) fraternities retained their
mbe
religiouS exclusion clauses, as did European working-class parties
racial and
their Marxist ideologies, and universities maintained certain traditional
relationships
with government.
To recapitulate,
Hypothesis 1 describes an organization'S structure as
influenced by its age, its own date of founding, while Hypothesis 2 suggests
that its structure is also influenced by the date of founding of the industry in
which it happens to operate, regardless of the age of the organization itself.
Hypothesis 3: The larger the organization, the more elaborate its
structure, that is, the more specialized its tasks, the more differentiated
its
s
units, and the more developed its administrative component. The evidence
for this hypothesis is overwhelming (Khandwalla , 1977; Blau et al., 1976;
Reimann, 1973; Hall, 1972; Pugh et a1., 1968; Udy, 1965; and others cited
below).
This relationship would seem to spring from job specialization, from
an organization's increasing ability to divide its labor as it adds employees
and increases its volume of output. Thus, one study by a McGill MBA
...oup found
whil......andpa.. 'ould do virtually ",• ..,,'hfng In tho
family food store, when it became a full-fledged supermarket, there was a
need to specialize: ..... 'grandpa' handled the buying of produce. 'Grandma'
supervised the store operations. 'Father' dealt with the procurement o( the
rest of the goods, whereas 'mother' handled the cash:'6 Likewise, with a
greater division of labor, the units can be more extensively differentiated. In
other words, increased size gives greater hotl\ogeneity of work within units

'ha'

but greater diversity of work between units.
But as Lawrence and Lorsch (1967) point out, the more differentiated
the structure, the more emphasis it must place on coordination. Hence, the
larger organization must use more, and more elaborate, coordination
devices, such as a larger hierarchy to coordinate by direct supervision, more
behavior formalization to coordinate by the standardization of work proc
esses, more sophisticated planning and control systems to coordinate by
_Organization size can be measured by the number of employees, the amount 01 sales, the size
01 the budget, the size of the capital investment. and other factors. (Woodward. 1965. pp. 55
57, argues. lor example. that the best indication of ''bigness'' is the size of the management
group.) See Kimberly (1976) lor a discussion of the measures of size. In this chapter size will
generally mean the number 01 employees.
'From a paper submitted to the author in Management Policy 701, November 1969, by Selin
Anter, Gilles Bonnier. Dominique Egre, and Bill Freeman.
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output standardization,. or more liaison devices to coordinate by mutual
adjustment. All of t~s means a more elaborate administrative hierarchy,
with a sharper administrative division of labor. That means that we should
expect sharper lines drawn between the operators who do the work, the
analysts who design and plan it, and the managers who coordinate it. Thus,
while it is not uncommon for the president of a small company to roll up his
sleeves and fix a machine, or to serve in the role of analyst in designing an
inventory system (Choran, cited in Mintzberg, 1973a, pp. 104-107), we
would be surprised to see the president of a large company doing these
things.
There has been some research on how manufacturing firms elaborate
their structures as they grow. Wickesberg (cited in Starbuck, 1965, p. 478)
found that the production unit tends to be established first, followed by
sales, then purchasing, and then quality control. According to Rosemary
Stewart (1970), the establishment of these basic line units is followed by the
elaboration of the technostructure:
A study in the United States in the early 1950's of 211 manufacturing companies
found that purchasing, shipping and receiving, accounting and engineering are
usually completely differentiated by the time the company has 75 to 99 pro
duction workers. Production control. inspection, time-and-motion study and
personnel become differentiated functions. if not actual departments, when
the company employs 100 to 499 production workers. At first these jobs may
be the responsibility of single individuals, but as the organization grows, some
-such as accounting and personnel-may become major departments (p. 21).
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Chandler (1962), Scott (1971), and others (to be discussed at length in
Chapter 20) describe the typical structural elaboration that follow the estab
lishment of the basic administrative hierarchy, as the firm continues to
grow. First it integrates vertically, that is, takes over some of the activities
of its suppliers and customers, and thereby further differentiates its struc
ture along functional lines. And then it diversifies-introduces new product
lines-and expands its geographical markets, first domestically and then
internationally. These changes require the firm to further differentiate its
structure, but this time along market lines: eventually, it superimposes a
market grouping-product or geographical, or both-on its traditional
functional structure. In fact, there is some early evidence that final struc
tural elaboration sometimes occurs when those giant international finns
faced with competing functional, product, and geographical orientations
adopt the matrix form of structure to give two or three of them equal weight
(Stopford and Wells, 1972).
In fact, this sequence of structural elaboration-development of the
basic operating functions, followed by elaboration of the administrative
hierarchy, particularly the technostructure, followed by the creation of
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more complex functional and later market-based forms-describes not o~ly
the individual business firm but also the whole of industrialized society. At
the turn of the century, the typical American firm was small, functionally
structured and with little administrative hierarchy; today U.S. industry is
dominated by giant divisionalized corporations with very elaborate admin
istrative structures. In effect, whole societies of organizations grow and
elaborate their structures over time. And this, of course, is the very point
that Stinchcombe was making. The forces of economic and technological
development have brought new industries with new structures, as well as
ever-larger organizations, and all these changes have caused increasing
structural elaboration.
. Hypothesis 4: The larger the organization, the larger the size of its
average unit. Obviously, as an organization adds new employees, it must
eventually form new units, each with a new manager, and it must also add
more managers over these managers. In other words, it must elaborate its
administrative hierarchy. Not so obvious is that this elaboration is moder
ated by an increase in average unit size. As organizations grow, theyappar
ently call on their managers to supervise more and more employees. Dale
(cited in Utterer, 1965, p. 311) found that the larger the business firm, the
wider the span of control of its chief executive. And Blau and Schoenherr
(1971) found in their study of employment security agencies that as the size
of the overall organization increased, so also did the average size of its units
and the average span of control of its managers, at all levels-at head
quarters, in the local offices, and in their sections, from agency director to
first-line supervisor.
.
We can explain this in terms of the relationship between size and spe
cialization, discussed above. As positions in the organization become more
specialized, and the units more differentiated, each becomes easier to man
age. It is one thing to supervise twenty operators all sewing red sweatshirts,
or even twenty managers running identical supermarkets, quite another to
supervise a like number of couturiers, each making a different dress, or a
like number of department store merchandise managers, with different and
often ovettapping product lines. Furthermore, .not only is the work of like
specialists more easily supervised, it is also more easily standardized. As a
result, the manager's job can be partially institutionalized-replaced by
technocratic systems of behavior formalizing or activity planning-thus
reducing his workload and enabling him to supervise more people. Thus, to
the extent that larger organization size means greater specialization, it also
means larger unit size.
It should be noted that not only size itself but also rate of growth prob
ably influences unit size. An organization grows more or less continuously,
but its structure is changed only in discrete steps. The organization designer
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must go to the specific effort of adding a new unit, or splitting an old one in
two. This he presumably does only .when it becomes eVident that the exist
ing unit is overgrown, that it is too large to function effectively. In other
words, we would expect to find a lag in the selling up of new units, espe
cially where growth is rapid. And so we can conclude as a corollary of
Hypothesis 4 that the faster the rate of growth of the organization, the
larger the average size of its units (Indik, 1964).
Hypothesis 5: The Jarger the organization, the mOre formalized its be
havior. Just as the older organization formalizes What it has seen before, so
the larger organization formalizes what it sees often. ("Listen, mister, I've
heard that story at least five times today. Just fill in the form like it says. ")

Mo" [o<mally, the la,g" ,he o....n''''lIon, 'h. rno" 'ha' b,hav'o" ..."..,
themselves; as a result, the more predictable they become; and so the"
greater the propensity to formalize them.
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Furthermore, as Litterer (1965, p. 410) notes, with increased size
Comes greater internal confusion. Morale also suffers. "Absenteeism and
accident rates increase and job satisfaction decreases.... Severity of dis
putes between unions and management rises ...," spatial barriers increase,
indiViduals feel more and more isolated. The formal group breaks down
and informal ones arise in its place (Melcher, 1976, PP. 409, 412), Manage_
ment must find the means to make behaVior lower down more predictable
and
so that
it turns
to rules,
procedures, job descriptions, and the like, all
devices
formalize
behaVior.
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Finally, the findings of the last two hypotheses also suggest increasing
formalization with increasing size. With their greater specialization, mOre
unit differentiation, greater need for Coordination (particularly by formal
means), mOre elaborate administrative hierarchies, and sharper distinctions
between operators, analysts, and managers, it follows that larger Organiza_
tions will be mote regulated by rules and procedures, make greater use of
formal communication, and in general, be more impersonal.

There is a good deal of SUpport for this hypothesis. For example,
Samuel and Mannheim (1970) found that larger size meant less control by
direct Supervision, more by rules and procedures. Udy (1965, p. 669) and
Guetzkow (1965, p. 539) in their handbook reviews and Pugh et al. (1968)
in their own research found a relationship between size and formality and'
impersonality. Guetzkow cites one study which suggested that the relation_
ship holds even in volunteer organizations: as the size of the local unit of the
U.S. League of Women Voters increased. more information flowed down
the hierarchy and less up; in other words, the executives became more de
tachedfrom the volunteers. Finally, Choran (cited in Mintzberg, 1973a, pp.
105-107) found that in smaller companies, the presidents tenaed to be closer
to the work flow, to rely less on staff specialists, to spend less time in formal
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\.
roles, such as figurehead, and to
engage in less formal activity, such
as'
meetings that were scheduled.
The relationships that we have been
discussing in the last three hypotheses are summarized in the path diag
ram of Figure 13-1, which is similar
to that suggested in the Blau and Sch
oenherr (l971) study. Increased size
leads to greater job specialization
within units, and both of these fact
ors
lead to more differentiation between
units, then to more levels in the hier

archy. Job specialization reduces the
need for intraunit coordination, whi
ch

Greater Division
of Labor (Job
Special ization)
within Units

Larger
Unit Size

Greater
Differentiation
between Units

More Use of
Planning Control
Systems

Note: Similar to that SUggested
in BIBU Bnd Schoenherr (197 1);
assumes conditions of
technical system and environment
held constant;
Figure 13-1 . Path Diagram of the
tiona l Size and Struc ture
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allows for an increase ift unit size. But
job specialization, together with unit
differentiation also increase the need
for interunit coordination, which
causes the organization to formalize
its behavior and make greater use
of
planning and control systems (both
of which enable units to increase furt
her
in size). Finally, more formalized beh
avior and greater use of planning and
control systems mean more standard
ization, which means increased bur
eaucratization of the structure (of the
unskilled, not professional. variety)
.
It is worth noting at this point that
all these relationships can be miti 
gated by other factors. Woodward
(1965), for example, found that som
e of
the smaller firms in her sample, with
process technical systems, had fully
developed administrative stru ctur
es-l ine as well as staf f-w hile at
least
one large firm, with a simpler technica
l system, had no personnel fun ctio
n
the foremen hired their own workers
. And Hall (1972, p. 119) conclud
es
that large size breeds formalization
only in organizations with routine tech

nical systems, ones that produce stan
dard products and services. 1 Likewise
,
very rapid grow th may so disrupt a
structure that it becomes organic even
though large. This is not to say that
the relationships of Hypotl]eses 3,
4,
and 5 are absent in these cases, only
that other factors overwhelm them
.
Large, rapidly growing organization
s are probably somewhat more bure
au
cratic than medium ones growing at
the same rate, even though both may
be
considerably less bureaucratic than
slow-growth organizations of either
size.
The AlP Studies There has been
a great deal of research on the re
lationship between the size of an orga
nization and the relative size of its
administrative component, that is,
the prop orti on of its staff and line
ad
ministrative personnel (A) to operatin
g or pro dud ion personnel (P), henc
e
the term AlP . A sixth hypothesis wou
ld normally be in order, except that
this research has produced more con
fusion than insight. Let us go back
to
the beginning.
In 1957, with his tongue Hrmly plan
ted in his cheek, C. Northcote
Parkinson published his famous' first
law, the law of "the rising pyramid
":
'Wo rk expands so as to fill the time
available for its completion" (po 33).
Parkinson argued that, in governm
ent at least, "there need be little or
no
relationship between the wor k to be
done and the size of the staff to whi
ch it
may be assigned" (p. 33). This con
clusion derived from "two almost
axio
matic statements, thus (l) 'An offic
ial wants to multiply subordinates,
not
rivals' and (Z) 'OfHcials make wor k
for each othe r'" (p. 35). Parkinson elab

orated:
'Thus, Hall et al. (1967), who studi
ed a wide range of organizations and
did not control for
technical system. found that the large
r organizations were only slightly
more complex and
formalized. See Kast and Rosenzwe
ig (1970, p. 227) for further discussion
of the relationship
between size and formalization.
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To comprehend Factor 1, we must picture a civil servant, called A, who
himself overworked... , For this real or imagined overwork there are, broadly
speaking, three possible remedies. He may lesign; he may ask to halve the
work with a colleague called B; he may demand the assistance of two sub
ordinates, to be called C and D. There is probably no instance in history,
however, of A choosing any but the third alternative. By resignation he would
lose his pension rights. By having B appointed, on his own level in the hier
archy, he would merely bring in a rival for promotion to W's vacancy when W
(at long last) retires. So A would rather have C and D, junior men, below him.
They will add to his consequence and, by dividing the work into two cate
gories, as between C and D, he will have the merit of being Ihe only man who
comprehends them both.. ,. Subordinates must thus number two or more,
each being thus kept in order by fear of the other's promotion. When C com
plains in turn of being overworked (as he cer,ainly will) A will. with the con
currence of C. advise the appointment of two assistants to help C. But he can
then avert internal friction only by advising the appointment of two more
assistants to help D, whose position is much the same. With this recruitment
of E, F, G, and H the promotion of A is now practically certain.
Seven officials are now doing what one did before. This is where Factor
2 comes into operation. For these seven ma"e so much work for each other
that all are fully occupied and A is actually working harder than ever. An
incoming document may well come before each of them in turn. Official E
decides that it falls within the province of F, who places a draft reply before C.
who amends it drastically before consulting D, who asks G to deal with it. But
G goes on leave at this point, handing the file over 10 H, who drafts a minute
that is signed by D and returned 10 C, who revises his draft accordingly and
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in commission dropped by 68 percent!
What Parkinson said half in jest (but only half) set off a flurry of ex
citement among deadly serious sociologists. 'The result has been a stream of
research on the relationship between organizational size and administrative
ratio, or A/ P, that ranks second to none in this literature for utter confusion
(and perhaps stands as the best testimonial to Parkinson's first law). Some
of the research samples have been of the grossest sort, with all kinds of
organizations mixed together. The measures of A and P have hidden a
multitude of sins (how, for example, to cl~ssify the chef in the corporate
cafeteria-certainly not an administrator, but hardly involved with the
production of the organization's outputs, either).
Nevertheless, let us consider the evidence on whether or not organiza
tions add nonoperating personnel faster than operators as they grow, in
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other words, whether they show positive or negative "administrative econ
omies of scale." ~
Mason Haire (1959) threw out an appropriately whimsical, but never
theless appealing, argument: that as they grow, organizations-like bridges
and giants-need more and more structure just to support themselves. In
the physical world at least, linear growth in each dimension results in cubic
growth in the volume to be supported but only square growth in the surface
doing the supporting. Hence, the pressure on the support members increases
with growth. Haire notes that while a plank of ten feet by one foot by one
inch can lie flat, supported at each end, one of 100 feet by ten feet by ten
inches would bend or break. And, of course, the Jolly Green Giant would
collapse under his own weight unless he were shaped like an elephant! So
Haire concluded that organizations must change their shape as they grow.
Specifically, he hypothesized that organizations must grow fastest where
the pressures are the greatest, notably in units dealing with communication,
organization design, labor relations, accounting, and marketing. He even
presented some data-that for one firm is reproduced in Figure 13-2
suggesting an area/volume relationship; As size changed, the square root of
the number of external employees (those primarily concerned with things
outside the firm, including purchasing agents, shippers, receptionists, and
so on-those on the surface so to speak) covaried with the cube root of the

lays the new version before A (pp. 35-37).

To drive home his point, Parkinson cited the case of the British Royal
Navy, which between the years 1914 and 1928 increased its officer corps by
78 percent and its on-shore officials and clerks by 40 percent although its
total manpower dropped by 32 percent and its number of capital warships
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number of internal employees (those that constituted the firm's volumt).
Despite the appeal of Haire's argument, McWhinney (1965) came
along to challenge it. He reanalyzed Haire's data, and together with other
evidence, concluded that the "biological-growth analogy" could not be
supported. "Such analogies may provide some ideas on which a geometry
of organizations might be constructed ... (But the] essential connection to
the empirical world ... is still missing" (p. 362).
What then, about the evidence from the more conventional studies,
where statistical tests were run on measures of A. P, and size for large sam
ples of organizations? Right from the outset, there were problems: two of
the first studies showed diametrically opposeq results. Terrien and Mills'
1955 analysis of California school districts showed an AlP increasing with
size, while Anderson and Warkov's 1961 follow-up in veteran's hospitals
showed it to decrease. When Rushing (1967-68, p. 274) reviewed 12 studies
six years later, he found two that showed increasing administrative ratios,
six that showed decreasing ratios, and four that found no significant change.
Then along came Blau and Schoenherr in 1971, who, in their study of
employment security agencies, provided some important clues to the mys
tery. They found two opposing forces in the administrative component of a
growing organization. As can be seen in Figure 13-1, on the one hand,
growth leads to specialization, which facilitates intraunit coordination,
which results in larger unit size, proportionately fewer managers, and a
smaller AlP. On the other hand, growth also leads to greater differentiation
between units, which makes interunit coordination more difficult, which
requires more supervisory staff, which results in a larger AlP. Thus, the
forces of specialization (of jobs) and differentiation (of units) create op
posing forces in the administrative structure.
Furthermore, Rushing (1967-68) found in his own research that organ
ization growth affected two separate components of the administrative
structure differentially: the managerial component decreased while the
clerical component increased. (The clerical component is in large part the
technocratic one, clerks manning the systems of the technostructure.) Thus,
it appears that specialization within units, while it reduces the need for
managers, in promoting standardization increases the need for technocratic
staff. In effect, increasing size causes a shift within the administration from
managers of the middle line to analysts and clerks of the technostructure.
". . . as industrial firms grow larger, clerical personnel increasingly become
functional alternatives for managerial personnel in the performance of
essential organizational functions" (Rushing, 1976, p. 38).8
So now the question becomes: as organizations grow, do they become
(more efficient administratively because of decreases in the proportion of

'Child (1973) supported Rushing's conclusion with his finding that line managers and staff
employees were clearly distinct groups; controlling for size. he found a significant negative
correlation between the number of line managers and staff employees.
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line managers, or less so because of increases in the proportion of staff spe
cialists? Which force predominates? In the employment security agencies
that Blau and Schoenherr studied, the former apparently did, because AlP
correlated negatively with organizational size, although less so as size
increased. This result led them to hypothesize that "Organizations exhibit
an economy of scale in management overhead" (p. 309), and that it pro
ceeds at a decelerating rate.
But is such a blanket conclusion warranted? Might the relationship not
depend on other factors, including the actual size of the organization? The
Blau and Schoenherr hypothesis indicates that no matter how large grows
an employment security agency-or barbershop, automobile company or
government-its administrative efficiency could only increase or at worst
remain constant, never decrease. Clearly, like Haire's plank-or the dino
saur'::""'tneremust be some point at which an organization grows too large
to be able to support itself. And that size would surely vary with its situa
tion: small for barbershops, large for automobile companies. But infinity
for no organization-there must be a limit even to what the General Motors
administration can handle.
Thus, Pondy (1969, p. 47) found AlP to range in a study of forty-five
different industries from 9 percent in logging to 131 percent in drugs, with a
mean of 38 percent and a standard deviation of 29 percent. Assuming that
organizations that survive cluster around the optimal administrative ratio,
these findings suggest very different optima under different conditions. And
Child (1973) in his excellent review of the AlP studies-he analyzes them on
a variable-b}i-variable basis, including size, complexity, spatial dispersion,
technology, ownership and control, membership of a large group-was able
to explain some of the discrepancies in the findings in terms of industry.
Positive relationships between size and AlP seemed to come from service
and voluntary organizations, and negative ones from manufacturing firms.
Child introduces other factors that influence AlPin his own study of
54 British manufacturing firms, wherein he probably did more than any
other researcher to break down the administrative component. (He isolates
sixteen different functional groups in all. Child does not mention the chef in
the corporate cafeteria, but he does have a category called "office services"!)
Child finds that spatial dispersion, technological complexity, and the num
ber of work-flow divisions all influence the administrative ratio. Most
important, he finds that the relationships do not hold uniformly for all
groups of administrative personnel: different factors are required to explain
the rate of growth of different administrative groups. 9
'Starbuck (1965) hypothesizes relationships between AlP and the volume of production out
put, the size of total employment, technological complexity, and time (i.e., time over the
course of decades, a relationship we saw earlier in the Stinchcombe study). But Starbuck
eventually concludes. "These four hypotheses are virtually impossible to disentangle empiri
cally because, in typical data, the,variables are all correlated with one another" (p. 506).
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All of this suggests two conclusions. First, there is some range of or~'"
ganization size where the administrative component reached its optimum
size. Second, that range varies from one industry, 'and one set of conditions,
to another. As Klatzky (1970) and others (Starbuck, 1965; Hall, 1972) have
suggested, the relationship between size and AlP is probably not linear, but
curvilinear: as it grows, the orgi:\!Iization formalizes its behaviors and re
places managers by technocratic personnel; in so doing, its administrative
ratio decreases (perhaps after an initial increase when it first introduces
technocratic systems) until some point of optirllality; after that the AlP
increases as the organization becomes too large fQ~ its situation, with a top
heavy and inefficient administration struggling in vain to coordinate its
activities.
Where does all of this leave Parkinson? On the sidelines to be sure.
Parkinson never talk~dabout AlP, differentiation, or holding technology
COnga ; all he said was thatmanagers prefer to multiply subordinates, not
nt
rivals, and in government, where efficiency measures are absent, they are
able to do so. Debating how many administratorli sit on the head of a plant
doesnot address his point. Only one study seems to. Louis Pondy (1969)
found that as management was increasingly separated from ownership, the
AlP increased. Pondy suggests that this could be explained by the owner
manager being reluctant to hire staff people with whom he must share
power or by his tendency to work longer hours and therefore having less
need for staff people. Pondy, however, finds a more compelling explanation
for his finding: that professional managers are more interested in adding
redundant staff to build up the size of their units in order to satisfy their
personal need for power in the impersonal organization. And that, of
course, was Parkinson's very argument, namely that, in the absence of
direct performance measures, managers build empires.
If there is one lesson to be learned from all of this, it has nothing to do
with administrative ratios. Rather it is that we shall never understand the
complex reality of organizations if we persist in studying them from a dis
tance, in large samples with gross, cross-sectional measures. We learn how
birds fly by studying them one at a time, not by scanning flocks of them on
radar screens.
In fact, as soon as we isolate distinct organizational types, we begin to
clear up a good deal of confusion in organization theory. We shall see this
with regard even to administrative ratio in our final section on structural
configurations. But even on the issue of age and size, we clarify a good deal
when we begin to look at distinct stages of structural development, at how
organizations change as they age and grow. By considering the contingency
variables over time, and by focusing on discontinuous changes in the struc
tural variable, the stages of development theory provides an effective sum
mary and synthesis of the relationships we have been discussing in this
chapter.

STAGES OF STRUCTURAL DEVELOPMENT
Above, we found reason to believe that much of the confusion in the

AlP research stemmed from the search for continuous relationships that
turned out to be discontinuous. Specifically, there appears to be strong
evidence that as organizations grow, they go through structural transitions,
changes in kind rather than degree.
In a review of the literature on organizational growth, Starbuck (1965)
discusses what he calls "metamorphosis models," ones that view growth not
as "a smooth continuous process" but as one "marked by abrupt and dis
creet changes" in organization conditions and structures (p. 486). So just as
the pupa sheds its coccoon to emerge as a butterfly, so also does the organi
zation sheds its organic structure to emerge as a bureaucracy (hardly as
delightful, but nevertheless a metamorphosis).
These models are more commonly referred to as stages of growth or
development theories. A number of them have been proposed in the litera
ture, but all seem to describe different aspects of the same sequence. Below,
we shall discuss the sequence in five stages, the first a starting point only
for certain kinds of organizations, the last a tentative ending point so far
reached by only a few, the three in the middle being common to many.
Organizations generally begin their lives with nonelaborated, organic struc
tures. Some begin in the craft stage and then shift to the entrepreneurial
stage as they begin to grow, although more seem to begin in the entrepre
neurial stage. (These are designated as stages 1a and 1b, respectively.) As
organizations in the entrepreneurial stage age and grow, they begin to
formalize their structure and eventually make the transition to a new stage,
that of bureaucratic structure. Further growth and aging often drive stage
two bureaucracies to superimpose market-based grouping on their func
tional structure, thus bringing them into the new stage, divisionalized struc
ture. Finally, some recent evidence suggests that there may be a final stage,
that of matrix structure, which transcends divisionalization and causes a
reversion to organic structure. Of course, not all organizations need pass
through all these stages, but many seem to pass through a number of them
in the sequence presented. The reader will recall the story of Ms. Raku and
Ceramico, a typical one, introduced on page 1 of this book.
A good deal of our discussion is drawn from Filley and House (1969,
1976), who describe the first three of these stages in sequence, and from
Chandler (1962) and Scott (1971), who describe the three middle stages in
sequence. Utterer (1965) and Whyte (1969) also describe the transition from
the small, informal organization to that coordinated by managers, followed
by that coordinated by a line and staff hierarchy, with a final transition to
the divisional structure. Other sources are also referenced in the text. For
the most part, these writers describe the stages of structural development in
business firms. But they seem to hold in other kinds of organizations as
241
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well. Filley and House, in fact, base their description on the "remar~able
similarity" (1969, p. 411) in the growth of businesses, nations, unions,
political and economic institutions, and mass movements. 10
Our discussion focuses on the stages of development themselves, but
the reader should note that the transitions are at least as important, because
they are seldom smooth. l l An organization may remain in one stage for half
a century and then be required to make a transition to another all of a sud
den, as when the autocratic leader of an overgrown entrepreneurial firm
passes away. Sometimes the world does change smoothly; but seldom does
the structure; so, almost inevitably, when th, transition finally does come,
it creates disruption in the organization.
!
Stage l(a): Craft Structure As Filley and House (1969,1976) describe
the smallest and youngest of organizations in the craft stage, there is but one
group, informally organized. A natural divis.on of labor can be found in .it,
based on craft skills, but that is not sharp, and jobs are easily interchanged.
Most of the coordination is effected by the standardization of skills-the
result of apprenticeship training-with whatever interdependencies remain
ing coordinated by mutual adjustment among the craftsmen. There is little
need for direct supervision: "... management is inherent in relationships
within the group: either there is no recognized leader at all (as in the case in
some mining groups), or, if there is one, he spends all or most of his time
working alongside the other members of the group on tasks comparable to
theirs" (Miller, 1959; p. 244). With little standardization of work processes
or outputs, there is little need for a technostructure. So the administrative
component of the craft organization is small and nonelaborated, comprising
a few managers who work alongside the operators.
The craft stage of structural development is typical of small proprie
torships-pottery studios, barbershops, and service stations-including
Stinchcombe's prefactory industries, such as construction and farming.
Stage 1(b): Entrepreneurial Structur~ When craft organizations
grow, informal face-to-face communication becomes increasingly inade
quate for coordination. To quote Miller again: 'The energies of group
members, instead of being devoted to the primary task, are increasingly
diverted to the task of holding the group together ..." (p. 249). So new
levels of management must develop and direct supervision be more relied
upon for coordination. This signals the arrival of the entrepreneurial stage.
.0In the 1969 edition, p. 441n, they cite a number of empirical and theoretical studies of stages
of growth in these spheres.
"Numerous practical books and articles discuss these; see, for example, Greiner (1972) and
BucheIe (1967).
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More commonly. however, organizations begin their lives in the
entrepreneurial stage. An aggressive entrepreneur founds a new organiza
tion to promote a n~w idea, whether he be a businessperson seeking to
promote a new product, a union leader seeking to organize a new group of
workers, or an ideologue seeking to express a new political philosophy.
The entrepreneurial stage brings a vertical division of labor, with the
entrepreneur making all the important decisions himself, coordinating their
execution by direct supervision, and everyone else carrying out his orders.
The structure, however, remains informal and organic: entrepreneurs
typically abhor formalization as limiting their flexibility to innovate and
impinging on their power to rule autonomously. Hence they discourage
structural elaboration: the entrepreneurial organization has no technostruc
ture or middle-line hierarchy to speak of.
This was the dominant form of structure until late in the nineteenth
century (Rogers, 1975, p. 82); today it is typical of young and small organi
zations. The entrepreneurial organization generally focuses its efforts on a
single market and emphasizes a single function (such as marketing or manu
facturing). The organization is efficient within its niche; its structure is well
suited to rapid growth.
Stage 2: Bureaucratic Structure The corporate landscape is littered
with the wrecks of entrepreneurial firms that were too successful. Each
started out with a small, informal structure, attracted clients and grew
quickly, but then failed to make the transition that larger size required.
Wishing to maintain central control despite the increased size of his organi
zation, the entrepreneur allowed his span of control to increase to the point
of overload, and then became a bottleneck in the flow of information and
decision making. The informal procedures became increasingly burdensome
and the employees-now more numerous and specialized, each with less
access to the chief executive-never received the new means of coordination
and the sharper job descriptions they required.
Survival for such organizations would have meant the adoption of
formal patterns of behavior and coordination and the construction of a
more elaborate administrative component, in other words, the significant
shift from organic to bureaucratic structure. Such a transition is, in fact,
typical of most organizations that are able to survive beyond their forma
tive years and to leave small-scale operations behind, public agencies and
institutes as well as busine~s firms:
For example, the innovating psychiatric clinic gains a reputation and attracts
both patients and personnel. Its novel techniques, created by one or a few
people, are viewed as the reason for its success. Thus, the same techniques are
prescribed for new personnel to follow. As a result, these techniques must be
explicated and broken down into steps, and checkpoints must be provided
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into convenien~liogma,

along the way. Soon the new approac hes are frozen
and the clinic has become a factory (Perrow , 1970, p. 66).

The transition to bureaucratic structure seems to be set off by the
specialization of jobs, and proceeds as follows: Job specialization requires
the elaboration of the hierarchy of authori ty to effect coordination through
units
direct supervision. Then, as work becomes more specialized and the
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Stage 3: Divisionalized Structure In his study of the large American
corporation of the early twentieth century, such as Du Pont and General
Motors, Chandler (1962) describes how they elaborated their structures and
integrated themselves vertically. But as long as they concentrated on one or
a few related product lines, they retained the bureaucratic structure in its
functional form. As Scott (1971) notes, in this stage the focus was on in
ternal operating efficiency more than on market effectiveness. But these
organizations grew by diversifying their product lines, and later by expand
ing geographically. That made their functional bureaucratic structures more
and more of a liability. These structures forced an artificial kind of coordi
nation between the activities of the various existing markets, and proved
inflexible in absorbing new ones. The organizations required more adaptive
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early in the nineteenth century as ownership became separated from'dlan
agement and the proportion of clerks increased,
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structures.
The solution, of course, was the divisionalized structure, the superimposition of the market basis for grouping at the highest level. like the
amoeba, the overgrown functional bureaucracy split itself into distinct
entities, or divisions, each typically a Stage 2 bureaucracy with its own
operating core that served its own market. The central "headquarters" coor
dinated their activities largely through an i111personal performance control
system, and occupied itself with the introduction of new divisions to serve
new markets and the deletion of old unsuccessful ones.
Chandler describes this evolution mo~t clearly in his book Strategy
and Structure (1962). He identifies four "chapters" in the history of the large
American enterprise: "the initial expansion and accumulation of resources;
the rationalization of the use of resources; the expansion into new markets
and lines to help assure the continuing full use of resources; and finally, the
development of a new structure to make possible continuing effective mobi
lization of resources to meet both changing short-term market demands and
long-term market trends" (p. 385). Chandler's last chapter is, of course, the
transition to divisionalized structure.
Is diversification a stage in organizational aging and growth per. se? In
other words, do organizations adopt the divisionalized structure just be
cause they age and grow? Stopford and Wells (1972) argue that it is not
really size alone but market diversification that drives organizations to
divisionalize their structures. Nevertheless, they admit to the influence of
size, noting that "large firms are generally much more highly diversified
than small firms" (p. 72). We might add that older firms likewise seem to be
more highly diversified than younger ones. Apparently, as they age and
grow, many organizations start looking around for other things to do.
Perhaps time has brought too many competitors into their traditional mar
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kets; perhaps their own growth has saturated those markets; perhaps more
simply, management has become bored with the old markets and desires
new challenges. And other things to do means diversification, which evenu
ally results in divisionalization. In any event, age and size are clearly related
to divisionalization, although diversification is obviously the important
intermediate variable. 12 Not all older and larger organizations diversify and
then divisionalize, but a great many seem to. And so divisionalization takes
its place among the stages of structural development, as a natural conse
quence of aging and growth.
Although the transition to the stage of divisionalized structure is most
often discussed in the context of the large business corporation (Chandler,
1962; Wrigley, 1970; Scott, 1971, 1973; Channon, 1973; Franko, 1974; etc.;
see Chapter 20), it is certainly not restricted to the private sector. Condi
tions of large size and diversified markets give rise to pressures that encour
age this transition in any kind of organization. Witness, for example, the
structure of the Roman Catholic Church or the multicampus university.
Stage 4: Matrix Structure (I) There are hints in some of the more
recent literature that divisionalized structure may itself be an intermediate
stage before a final transition, to matrix structure. A number of large inter
national corporations have found themselves with competing bases for
grouping-geographic, product, sometimes functional as well. The choice
to favor anyone necessarily involved compromises with the other two.
Some firms have found that none of the three global structures-area divisions,
worldwide product divisions, or a mixture of product and area divisions-is
entirely satisfactory. All three structures are based on the principle of unity of
command: one man has sole responsibility for a specified part of the business
and is accountable to a single superior officer. As a result, barriers to commu
nication between divisions are high, and coordination of the activities of for
eign subsidiaries in different divisions is difficult (Stopford and Wells, 1972,
p.27).

Where such problems have proved too costly, some corporations have de
cided to favor two or more bases for grouping concurrently; in other words,
~
they have made a transition from the divisionaJized to the matrix structure,
X."~~ ~tr~nsition, it should be noted, which drives the organization somewhat
. back to the Ibr-8anic form!' The president of Dow Corning describes such a
transition in
fiim (Goggin, 1974). Stopford and Wells suggest that these
actions may signal the beginning of a trend:

llfs

"The evidence on the relationship between market diversification and structural divisionaliza
tion is discussed at length in Chapter 15. In Chapter 20 we discuss at greater length the relation
ship between size and divisionalization, with market diversification as the intermediate variable.
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So he focuses instead on technical system, the "collective instruments" u;~
by the operators to do their work. Hunt distinguishes three dimensions: the
flexibility of the technical system, that is, "the degree of member choice the
instruments permit" (p. 100); the complexity of the technical system; and
the complexity of the technology itself, including the skills required in the
organization (what Hickson et aI., 1969, refer to as "knowledge technol
ogy"). Hunt carefully distinguishes between these last two forms of com
plexity, noting for example that a complex technical system-that is,
complex instruments-may, in fact, be easy to operate (most people drive
automobiles without knowing what goes on under the hood), while a simple
technical system may require very complex technology-that is, complex
knowledge and skills (as in the case of the surgeon's scalpel).
In fact, a good deal of the confusion seems to faU aside when we focus
exclusively on technical system, what is sometimes called "operations tech
nology":-the instruments used by the operators to transform the inputs
into outputs-and consider the broader aspects of complexity of work else
where (in Chapter 15, where we deal with the environment as a contingency
factor).l In this chapter we shall use Hunt's two technical system dimen
sions, although we shall rename them regulation and sophistication. (Two
other dimensions of the technical system are also better left to the next
chapter: its rate of change, because that is dictated by the characteristics of
the environment, and its divisibility-how easily it can be divided into
smaller technical systems-because that ties in with our discussion of en
vironmental diversity.)
The regulation dimension describes thtl influence of the technical
system on the work of the operators. In Hunt'!! term, it relates to the "locus
of control" of the work, the extent to which the operators' work is con
trolled, or regulated, by their instruments. With little regulation-say, in
the case of the surgeon's scalpel or the writer's pen-the operator sets his
own pace, determines his own procedures, and, in general, controls his own
work; the instruments are almost an adjunct to what he does. With extreme
regulation-as in the case of highly mechanized machinery-the operator
has almost no discretion in his work. Of course, all technical systems are
somewhat regulating, including the surgeon's scalpel and the writer's pen.
As I write these words, my thoughts come faster than my simple technical
system allows me to get them down on paper. Typing might be faster, but it
would also be more regulating: it would nOl allow me, for example, to
change most of my words a few moments after I write them, as I now do.
IPennings (1975) mentions the problems that have arisen in confusing technical system with
environment, while Stanfield (1976) discusses the inclusion of measures of structure itself in iII
defined technology dimensions.

Technical System
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In the main Asron study (Pugh et aI., 1968), four technology variables l
reduced to a singlQ scale they called "workflow integration," which corres
ponds to our regulation dimension. "Among organizations scoring high,
with very integrated, automated, and rather rigid technologies, were an
automobile factory, a food manufacturer, and a SWimming baths depart
ment. Among those scoring low, with diverse, nonautomated, fleXible
technologies, were retail stores, an education department, and a building
firm" (p. 103).
The sophistication dimension describes the complexity or intricateness
of the technical system, namely how difficult it is to understand. This di
mension links to the intermediate variable of the comprehensibility of the
work, but not the work of the operator of the technical system. As noted
earlier, some very sophisticated technical systems can be operated very
simply, as in the case of the automated oil refinery with its control panel.
The problems of comprehensibility arise rather in the design of the technical
system, and in its subsequent maintenance. These tasks fall, in large part,
outside the operating core, many in the SUpport units where the technical
experts-researchers, systems designers, engineers-are found. Thus, we
would expect the highly sophisticated technical system to require an elabo
rate support staff. Nonoperating specialists abound in the chemical com
pany; they are few in the distillery.
With these two dimensions of technical system in mind, we can turn to
a discussion of the influence of the technical system on structure. We begin
with a review of one major study, now more than two decades old yet still
one of the pillars in the field of organizational theory. Then we conclude
with three basic hypotheses.

WOODWARD'S STUDY OF UNIT, MASS,
AND PROCESS PRODUCTION

In Chapter 13 we saw the value of treating the relationship between
size and structure as a discontinuous one, in terms of distinct stages of
development. We also saw that these stages represented the evolution, not
only of single organizations, but of whole societies of organizations over the
COurse of recent history. We shall now see the same phenomenon in Our
discussion of technical systems.
'These were: work-flow rigidity (the adaptability of the technology to different outputs),
automaticity mode and range (two measures of the extent of automation), and interdepend
ence of work-flow segments (the linkage between operations).
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and sophistication.
Organizations of all three ages remain with us, and they are reHected
in a study of the 19505 that still stands as the most perceptive probe into the
relationship between technical system and structure. In the mid-1950S,
Joan Woodward (1965) selected a particular region of England and studied
about half of all the manufacturing Hrms located there. Spending anywhere
from a half day to a week in each firm, the Woodward team recorded vari
ous measures of structure, including the span of control at different levels,
the extent of formalization, and the administrative ratio. They also recorded
general information on the firm's background and its commercial success.
To operationalize their key independent variable_technology-Woodward
categorized the firm's production systems into one or more of eleven cate
gories, which fell into three broad groupings-essentially unit, masS, and
process production-each corresponding roughly to one of Hunt's stages in
the development of technical systems:

I
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Technical System

As John Hunt (1972, pp. 101-102) notes, technical systems may'Be
considered to have evolved in a series of stages, as follows. In the "modern
craft age," skilled craftsmen, supported by assistants, produced individual
goods of wood, iron, and bronze with their hands. The "machine age,"
associated with Watt's eighteenth-century invention of the steam engine,
introduced factory mass production and led to a decline in skilled labor.
And with the development of electricity in th~ 18705 came the power age,
which freed factories from the need to locate near power sources, enabled
ous
production to be automated, and hastened the trend toward continu 
flow systems of production.) In general, the trend over these three ages has
been toward the development of technical systems of increasing regulation

f

....

• Unit (including small-batch) production
_Production of units to customers' requirements
_Production of prototypes
_Fabrication of large equipments in stages
_Production of small batches to custolllers' orders
• Mass (including large-batch) production
_Production of large batches
_Production of large batches on assembly lines
-Mass production
• Process production
_Intermittent production of chemicals in multiprocess plant
_Continuous-flow production of liquids, gases, and crystalline sub
stances
'Hunt also discusses a fourth stage in the development of technical systems. which he calls the
nuclear age.

....:6:.. !l" "
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Woodward treated this list, in the order presented, as a scale of tech
nological complexity-in our terms, technical system sophistication. She
also noted some of its features. First, it was unrelated to the size of firms
there were unit production firms with many employees and process produc
tion firms with few. Second, as noted above, it reflected chronological
development, from the oldest form of manufacturing to the newest. And
third, the scale was one of regulation, from the least in unit production to
the most in process production.
A number of reviewers have commented on the Woodward scale.
R. G. Hunt (1970; not to be confused with John Hunt) took issue with the
complexity label, pointing out that unit production can sometimes be as
complex as process production. Harvey (1968) agreed with this, and pre
ferred to view the scale as one of product change or "technical diffuseness,"
from the wide range of products in unit production to the rather fixed out
puts of process production. 4 In a reconsideration of her own findings a
number of years later, Woodward and a coauthor (Reeves and Woodward,
1970) described the scale as one of increasing impersonalization of control,
from personal control by administrators in unit production to impersonal
control by technocratic systems in mass production to mechanical control
by machines in process production. Research by Pugh et al. (1968), Child
(1972b), and Khandwalla (1974a) supported the relationship between the
Woodward scale and the impersonalization of control. Starbuck (1965) de
picted the scale as primarily one of "smoothness of production"-from the
ad hoc irregularity of unit production (characterized by the job shop), to the
regularity of the discrete outputs of mass production (as in an assembly line),
to the complete continuousness or smoothness of process production (as in
the oil refinery). Most subsequent reviewers have favored the Starbuck
interpretation.
We, too, accept the Starbuck interpretation, but also see some justifi
cation in Woodward's claims. Unit production systems, in general but with
exceptions, seem to be the least regulating and sophisticated; mass produc
tion systems are typically very regulating but of varying sophistication and
with more impersonal control; while process production systems are usually
highly regulating, frequently to the point of being automated, and often,
although not always, the most sophisticated of the three.
'Harvey used as the measures of his independent variable the number of product changes
during the last ten years and the average of the number of different kinds of products offered
during the last ten years. However, it is one thing to suggest a relationship between changeful
ness of products and technical system used, quite another to label product change as technol
ogy. No acceptable definition of technology can be that widel (It might also be noted that
Woodward describes unit producers as changing their products virtually on a daily basis, in the
sense that the outputs are not standard. What happens when the Harvey measures are applied
to these firms 1)
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Woodward found a number of linear relationships betw.een her
and structure. Specifically, in moving along the scale from unit to mass to
process production:

• The span of control of the chief executive increased (from an average
of four to seven to ten).
• The span of control of middle managers decreased.
• The ratio of managers to nonmanagers increased (from an average of
one to twenty-three, to one to sixteen, to one to eight); also their quali
fications rose (process organizations had more graduates, more man
agerial training, as well as more promotion from within).
• The ratio of clerical and administrative personnel to production per
sonnel (indirect salaried to hourly paid) increased (from one to one, to
four to one, to nine to one; in other words, the AlP was here found to
be a function of the technical system, not size).
• The number of levels of management in the production department

worked closely with the operators, typically in small work groups. This
resulted in a narrow span of control at the first level of supervision. (The
spans of control for the three different structures at three levels in the hier
archy are shown symbolically in Figure 14-1.) The first-line supervisors'
involvement in the operations necessitated high technical competence, "of
the kind acquired by long practical experience ... based on 'know-how'
rather than professional training. It was interesting to find that in this type
of production, supervisors and managers were on average about ten years
older than their counterparts elsewhere" (p. 64).
Woodward characterizes unit production as craft in nature, with the
structure built around the skills of the workers in the operating core. Star
buck and Dutton (1973) explain why:
Large (variable production) plants also include a few high-speed machines,
but the generally small lot sizes make elaborate set-ups uneconomical, and
preference is given to equipment that sets up quickly and cheaply. Since men
can be set up very quickly, Ithese) plants are labour intensive. Even large
lones) operate predominantly as job shops. They install simple, basic machines
that are easily adaptable to many uses, because specialized machines are liable
to be made obsolete by changing customers' orders. However, this adaptability
depends on two things: buffer inventories between machines to accommodate
varying machine speeds, and highly skilled machine operators. who can un
derstand the requirements of different products and understand basic machines
to different purposes (p. 25).

increased.
In addition, Woodward found some curvilinear relationships, namely
that:
• The span of control of the first-line supervisors was highest in mass
production firms (about forty-eight, compared with about thirteen in
process firms and twenty-three in unit prqduction firms).
• The mass production firms had the smallest proportion of skilled
workers.
• The mass production firms were bureaucratic in structure while the
process and unit production firms tended to be organically structured.
But what distinguishes this study from the others is not these random
observations but the way Woodward uses them to paint an integrated pic
ture of three distinctly different organizational structures associated with
the three technical systems.
Unit Production The firms that manufactured individual units,
prototypes, and large equipment in stages exhibited a number of character
istics in common. Most important, because their outputs were ad hoc or
nonstandard, the unit producers' operating work could likewise not be
standardized or formalized, and so their structures were organic. Any co
ordination that could not be handled by mutual adjustment among the
operators themselves was resolved by direct supervision by the first-line
managers. Being directly responsible for production, the first-line managers
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These characteristics, in turn, meant little elaboration of the adminis
trative structure. With most of the coordination in the unit production firms
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Figure 14-1. Spans of Control at Three Levels in Three Technical
Systems (based on the findings of Woodward, 1965)
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being ad hoc in nature, handled by mutual adjustment among the operators
or direct supervision by the first-line managers, there was lillIe need for an
elaborate managerial hierarchy above them or a technostructure beside
them. Thus, of the three forms of production, the unit type had the smallest
proportion of managers and, as can be seen in Figure 14-1, the widest span
of control
at strategic
the middleapex,
levels.
At the
however, the span of control tended to be nar
row, a reflection perhaps of the ad hoc nature of the business. Not assured
of a steady stream of orders, as in more routine production, the top man
agers had to spend more time with customers and so could not supervise as
manyWoodward
people.
describes the How of functions in unit production firms as
being from marketing to development to production. Marketing had to
come first: production could be based only on committed orders (with the
result that there could be little activity planning). And the sales personnel
had to be technically competent, because the orders they secured, being
nonstandard, required them to work closely with the product development
people. Likewise, the product developers had to work closely with the pro
duction people to ensure that the nonstandard products were produced
according to customer specifications. In other words, there had to be close
and continuous integration of the three functions. Thus, Woodward found
little narrow functionalism, or differentiation, in the unit production firms,
as well as a close-knit management group, a high frequency of personal
contacts, and organic structure. woodward makes the convincing case that
every one of these characteristics stemmed directly from the technical sys

I

tem used by these firms.
Mass Production If the structures of the unit production firms were
shaped by the nonstandard nature of their technical systems, those of the
mass producers were shaped by the standard nature of theirs. Here masS
standardized production led to formalized behavior, which led to all the
characteristics of the classic bureaucracy. Operating work was routine,
unskilled, and highly formalized. Such work required little direct super
vision, resulting in wide spans of control for the first-line supervisors. The
administration contained a fully developed technostructure to formalize the
work. Woodward notes that the mass producers, unlike the other two, con
formed to all the patterns of the traditional literature-clearly defined work
duties, emphasis on written communication, unity of command, span of
control at top levels often in the five-to-seven range, a rigid separation of
line and staH, and considerable activity planning, long range at the strategic
apex (due to the long product development cycles), short range at lower
levels (primarily to deal with sales fluctuations).
Woodward (1965) describes the flow of functions in these mass pro
duction firmS as being from development to production to marketing. These
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firms first developed their products, then manufactured them, and finally
sold them from inventory. However, the three functions were sharply
differentiated, with communication between them being largely of a formal
nature, since development took place well in advance of production, and
production and marketing were decoupled by buffer inventories. In con
trast to the closely knit groups found in unit production, "In two firms, the
middle managers on the sales side did not even know the names of the
managers at a similar level in the production and research departments"
(p. 144) despite the fact that they all ate regularly in the same canteen.
Woodward, in fact, argues that these structures worked better when the
functions were physically detached from one another.
Woodward considers production to be the prime function in the mass
production organizations, the key to success in her view being to keep the
costs of manufacturing down. But she does not believe that it was the elite
function. That distinction she gives to the technostructure, the part of the
organization that rationalized production.
In general, Woodward found the structures of the mass production
firms to be the most segmented of the three and the most riddled with hostil
ity and suspicion. She identifies three major points of conflict: (1) between
the technical and social systems of the operating core, which gives rise to
conflict that Woodward considers fundamentally irreconcilable, even in the
well-run mass production organization; (2) between the short-range focus
of,the lower-level managers and the long-range focus of the senior managers;
(3) and between the line and staff groups in the administrative structure,
one with authority, the other with expertise. Again Woodward describes all
these characteristics as deriving directly from the organization's technical
system, namely its standardized, mass production.
R. G. Hunt (1970, pp. 171-172) refers to this second Woodward group
as "performance" organizations, in contrast to the other two, which he cans
"problem-solving" organizations. In Hunt's view, whereas the unit pro
ducers handled only exceptions and the process firms were concerned only
with exceptions, the mass producers experienced fewer exceptions, these
were of a less critical nature, and many of them could be handled by formal
routines. These mass production performance organizations spent their
time fine-tuning their bureaucratic machines.
Process Production In firms built for the continuous production of
fluid substances, Woodward found another structure again. What would
cause these firms to be different from the mass producers1 And why should
R. G. Hunt describe them as problem solvers, concerned only with excep
tions1
The answer seems to lie in a metamorphosis of structure when a tech
nical system becomes so regulating that it approaches the state of automa
tion. Mass production is often highly mechanized, but if Woodward's
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findings are a fair guide, seldom to the point of automation. The resblt is
work that is highly regulated-simple, routine, and dull-requiring a large
staff of unskilled operators. And this, in turn, breeds an obsession with
control in the administrative structure: supervisory, especially technocratic,
staff are required to watch over and standardize the work of disinterested
operators. With automation-which Woodward's findings suggest to be
more common in process production-comes a dramatic reduction in the
number of unskilled operators tied directly to the pace of production. The
giant oil refinery, for example, is operated by six people, and even they only
serve as monitors; the technical system runs itself.
With this change in the operating work force comes a dramatic change
in structure: the operating core transcends a state of bureaucracy-in a
sense it becomes totally bureaucratic, totally standardized, but without the
people-and the administration shifts its orientation completely. The rules,
regulations, and standards are now built illto machines, not workers. As
Perrow (1972) notes with a simple example: "A typewriter eliminates the
need for rules about the size and clarity of script and the way letters will be
formed. Rules on these matters were common before the appearance of
typewriters. Any machine is a complex bundle of rules that are built into the
machille itself" (p. 24).
And machines never become alienated, no matter how demeaning
their work. So out goes the need for direct supervision and technocratic
standardization and with it the obsession with control. And in comes a
corps of technical specialists, to design the technical system and then main
tain it. In other words, automation brings a replacement in the operating
core of unskilled workers directly tied up to the technical system by skilled
workers to maintain it, and in the middle levels of the structure a replace
ment of managers and technocratic staff who control the work of others by
a support staff of professional designers who control their own work. And
these changes dissolve many of the conflicts of the masS production firms.
Alienated operators no longer resist a control-obsessed management. Even
at the strategic apex, "the company executives are increasingly concerned
not with running today's factory, but with designing tomorrow's" (Simon,
1977, pp. 22-23). And staff need no longer battle line. This classical distinc
tion-between those who advise and those who choose-becomes irrelevant
when it is the control of machines that is at stake. Who gives orders to a
machine, its staff designer or its line supervisor? Logically, decisions are
taken by whomever has the specialized knowledge needed to make them,
whether they be called line or staff.
With these points made, the Woodward findings about the process
production firms fall neatly into place, at least assuming they are highly
automated. s She found that the process producers' structures were generally
'This assumption does not always appear to hold. For example, steel companies in process
production require large operating work forces. In these cases, as we shall see later, the struC
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organic in nature.61=heir operating cores consisted mostly of skilled, indirect
workers, such as.-the service people who maintained the equipment. As in
the unit production firms, the first-level supervisory spans of control were
narrow, again a reflection of the need for skilled operators to work in "small
primary working groups." This led to a "more intimate and informal"
relationship between operator and supervisor than in the mass production
firms, "probably a contributing factor to better industrial relations" (p. 60).
Of Woodward's three types, the process producers relied most on
training and indoctrination, and had the highest administrative ratios, a
reflection of the extensive use of support staff who designed the technical
systems and also carried out functions such as research and development.
They, too, tended to work in small groups-teams and task forces-hence
the finding of narrow spans of control at middle levels as well.
Woodward also found that the line/staff distinction was blurred in the
process firms, it being "extremely difficult to distinguish between executive
and advisory responsibility" (p. 65). In some firms, the staff specialists were
incorporated into the line structure, while in others "the line of command
seemed to be disintegrating, executive responsibility being conferred on spe
cialist staff. Eight of the twelve firms in which the status and prestige of the
specialists were so high that it was impossible, in practice, to distinguish
between advice, service, and control on the one hand, and executive re
sponsibility on the other, were process production firms" (p. 65). But
Woodward suggests that it made little real difference whether the firm opted
for a line or a staff orientation: in any event, the line managers had training
and knowledge similar to that of the staff specialists, and the two in fact
interchanged jobs regularly.
In the process firms, the functional work flowed from development to
marketing to production. First, products and processes had to be devel
oped, and then markets had to be assured before production could begin.
With high capital costs and continuous production flows, the outputs had
tures take on the form of the mass producers. So the Woodward findings really seem to hold for
automated production, not for process production per se, although that is where automation is
most common.
'Keller, Slocum, and Susman (1974) support this finding. They found that organic structures
were significantly more successful than bureaucratic ones for process firms, although the
relationship held more strongly for nonautonomous firms than for autonomous ones. (They
explain this by the fact that nonautonomous firms tended to be purer process firms; that is, the
manufacturing function was always tied to the firm, whereas the other functions-nonprocess
and nonautomated-such as marketing, were sometimes contained elsewhere in the parent
organization. Also the nonautonomous firms tended to have longer production runs, hence
again were more purely "process" in nature.) Keller et al. also note that structure in process
firms is influenced primarily by task uncertainty, not environmental uncertainty, a finding that
casts doubt on Harvey's (1968) use of product changefulness as a measure of technology. (See
footnote 4,) Keller et al.. in fact, refute the implication in the Harvey study that process firms
have bureaucratic structures.
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to be steadily absorbed; without assured markets, these Hrms could

b~~liter

ally drowned
in inventory. cycle led to a very long-range planning orienta
Such a development
tion. (Woodward cites the example of a butane plant which was thought to
require twenty years to recover the capital investment.) The development
cycle also led to a sharp separation between development and operations in
the process firms, resulting in a structure with two independent parts: an
inner ring of operators with fixed fadlitie5, short-range orientation, and
rigid control built into the machinery, and an outer ring of development
both product and process-with a very long-range orientation, loose con
trol, and an emphasis on sodal relations:
[The research laboratoriesl were remote from the day-to-day activities of the
factory, knew very little about what managers and supervisors in other de
partments did, and certainly did not involve themselves in factory politics.
The atmosphere was very like that in university research laboratories or other
research organizations... , There was very little co-ordination even in the ex
change of information between this stage of product development and other
factory activities (p. 146).
This two-part structure served to reduce conflict, for two reasons.
First it detached the technical and social systems from one another, unlike
mass production, which put them into direct confrontation. In process pro
duction, one part of the structure concerned itself with machines, the other
with people. People could be free while machines were tightly controlled.
Second, the two-part structure served to decouple the long- and short-range
orientation. Another major source of conflict in the mass production firms
was further reduced with the blurring of the line/staff distinction.
At the strategic apex of the process production firms, Woodward
found a tendency to use "management by committee" instead of by single
decision makers: "Twenty of the twenty-five process production firms had
management committees or executive boards, whereas the figures for large
batch and mass production were ten out of thirty-one, and for small batch
and unit production three out of twenty-four" (p. 53). Yet she also found
wide spans of control at the strategic apex, a finding that might be explained
by the ability of the specialists lower down to make many key decisions,
thereby freeing up the top managers to supervise a large number of people.
Perhaps the high-level committees served primarily to ensure coordination,
by authorizing the choices made lower down.
To conclude, the dominant factor in the process production firms
Woodward studied seems to have been Ute automation of their technical
systems. Automation appears to place an organization in a "postbureau
cratic" state: the technical system is fully regulating, but of machines not
the operating core-need
people, while the sodal system-largely
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not be controlled -by rules and so can emerge as an organic structure, using
mutual adjustment among the experts, encouraged by the liaison devices, to
achieve coordination. Thus, the real difference between Woodward's mass
and process producers seems to be that while both sought to regulate their
operating work, only the latter could automate it. In having to regulate
people, the mass producers developed a control mentality that led to all
kinds of conflict; in regulating machines, the process producers experienced
no such conflict.

THREE HYPOTHESES ABOUT
TECHNICAL SYSTEM
We can draw Woodward's conclusions together with some others to
present three basic hypotheses about the relationship between structure and
the sophistication and regulation of the technical system.
Hypothesis 6: The more regulating the technical system, the more
formalized the operating work and the more bureaucratic the structure of
the operating core. This hypothesis concerns the operating core only. As the
technical system becomes more regulating, the operating work becomes
more routine and predictable; as a result, it can more easily be specialized
and formalized. Control becomes more impersonal, eventually mechanical.
as staff analysts who design the work flow increasingly take power over it
away from the workers who operate it and the managers who supervise
them.
We saw this relationship clearly in the Woodward study. In the unit
producer firms, with nonregulating technical systems, control of the oper
ating work remained with the skilled craftsman of the operating core and
their direct supervisors. The structure remained organic. In the mass pro
duction firms, with highly regulating technical systems, control over the
execution of the operating work passed out of the operating core to the tech
nostructure. That control was more formalized and impersonal, and the
structure was consequently more bureaucratic. What about process produc
tion? As Woodward described it, the technical system was almost com
pletely regulating, that is automated. Yet she describes the structures of
these firms as organic. But she means the administrative structure, where
the people were found. Their operating cores were, in a sense, perfectly
bureaucratic; that is, at least in production (not maintenance) their oper
ating work was perfectly standardized; it just did not involve people. 7
'We can also describe this in Thompson's terms, viewing the Woodward scale as one of increas
ing insulation of

the operating core. Whereas unit producers must respond continually to new
customer requests, mass producers are able to insulate their operating cores to a large degree,
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Other support for Hypothesis 6 comes from the various Aston stud'res
(Pugh et aI., 1968; Hickson et aI., 1969; Inkson et aI., 1970; and Child and
Mansfield, 1973), which found a positive relationship between "workflow
integration" and the structuring (or formalization) of work in the operating
core.
It should be noted that Hypothesis 6 is presented without mention of
the sophistication dimension. Bureaucratic structure in the operating core
reflects not the sophistication of the technical system but its designers'
ability to break it down into routine, simple, specialized, and above all
regulating tasks that can be executed by unskilled operators or by ma
chines.
Hypothesis 7: The more sophisticated the technical system, the more
elaborate the administrative structure, specifically the larger and more pro
fessional the support staff, the greater the selective decentralization (to that
staff), and the greater the use of liaison devices (to coordinate the work of
that staff).
In Chapter 13 mention was made of a debate between those who favor
size as the contingency factor that most influences structure and those who
favor technical system. Woodward is, of course, the chief proponent of the
latter case, attributing virtually all the structural differences she found to
the technical system the firm used, and explicitly dismissing the influence of
size. Then along came the Aston group, which found size to be the more
important influence. They specifically rejected what they called Wood
ward's "technological imperative," arguing that the influence of the tech
nical system is restricted primarily to the design of the structure in or near
the operating core (e.g., the proportion of employees in maintenance or the
span of control of first-line supervisors). The Aston group sought to dismiss
Woodward's broader findings with the claim that the firms in her sample
were mostly small, with the result that all their activities were close to the
operating core and therefore influenced by its technical system.
Subsequent research by Hall, Khandwalla, and others has produced a
more plausible conclusion, namely that both size and technical systems in
fluence administrative structure but in different ways. Hall (1972, p. 119),
for example, found that size was a key factor given a narrow range of varia
tion in the technical system. He also found that the relationship between
size and both behavior formalization and structural elaboration held only
for routine technical systems.
Khandwalla (1974a) confirmed the Woodward finding that the size of
a firm was not significantly correlated with the technical system it used, but
although they do modify them continuously in order to cut costs. Process producers seal 011
their operating cores almost perfectly: they build single-purpose, highly insulated plants, a
change in process oIten requiring a whole new plant. And the more insulated the operating
core. the more easily work there can be regulated, standiirdized, and lormalized.
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he also confirmed the Aston finding that size had a strong influence on
structure, specificajly on decentralization and the use of sophisticated con
trols. Khandwalla concluded that the technical system affects structure
selectively. In their literature review, Child and Mansfield (1972) describe
some of these selective effects: size better predicted formalization and cen
tralization, while technical system better predicted organizational shape,
namely the spans of control and the number of levels in the hierarchy. 8
Our seventh hypothesis describes one of these selective effects on the
administrative structure, proposing that sophisticated technical systems re
quire elaborate administrative structures to SUpport them. If an organiza
tion is to use complex machinery, it must hire staff specialists who can
understand that machinery, who can design, purchase, and modify it. It
must give them considerable power to make decisions concerning that
machinery, They, in turn, must work in teams and task forces to make
those decisions.
In other words, we would expect organizations with sophisticated
technical systems to exhibit high administrative ratios, to rely heavily on
the liaison devices at middle levels, to favor small units there, and to decen
tralize selectively, that is, give the support staff power over the technical
decisions. All these conclusions are, of course, suggested in the Woodward
study, specifically, in the absence of elaborate administrative structure in
the unit production firms, generally with the least sophisticated technical
systems, and in the presence of all these features in the process firms, gen
erally with the most sophisticated technical systems.
Others Support this hypothesis, too. As the technical system becomes
more complex or sophisticated, Udy (1959), R. G. Hunt (1970), and Hickson
et a1. (1969) found that the span of control narrowed or the number of hier
archical levels increased, Udy (1965) found that professionals gained in
influence, and John Hunt (1972, pp. 234-235) found that some decisional
power was driven down from the strategic apex and up from the operating
core to the middle levels, where the staff specialists resided. And Khandwalla
(1974a) presents a path diagram based on his research, reproduced in Figure
14-2, which shows a positive relationship between the Woodward scale of
•Aldrich (1972) used path analysis to reexamine the Aston data and developed a "plausible"
theory from it, which showed technical system to be a major independent variable. He con
sidered its rejection by the Aston group "to be iii-adVised and premature" (p. 40), concluding
that the problem lay with a weak theoretical foundation and cross-sectional data. Blau et a!.
(1976) compared the technolOgical imperative with what we might call Aston's "size impera
tive": treating the Woodward list as a single linear continuum, Blau et oIl. rejected her impera_
tive (and a number of her hypotheses) in favor of that 01 the Aston grOUp; however, when they
treated unit, mass, and process production systems independently, (or curvilinearly), "the con
sistency of the pallern (was 1impressive" (p. 29): the general thrust of the Woodward findings
that related administrative structure to the three technical systems held up well, independent 01
the size of the firm. Blau et oIl. also found that office automation-the use of computers_had
many 01 the same effects on structure as ~rocess production in the plant.
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use of the liaison devices.
Hypothesis 8: The automation of the operating core transforms a
bureaucratic administrative structure into an organic one. We have already
discussed this hypothesis at some length in our discussion of Woodward's
process producers. The key point there was that the automation of routine
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production appears to introduce a major discontinuity in the Woodward
scale, reversing a trend toward bureaucratization in the administrative
structure of the organization. Organizations dominated numerically by
unskilled operators doing routine work are riddled with interpersonal con
flicts. As Woodward notes, these stem largely from the inherent incompata
bility of the social and technical systems: often what is good for production
simply is not good for the producer. That is, extreme routinization of work
often proves efficient, even taking into account the costs of work alienation.
A spot-welder in an automobile assembly plant provides a poignant illus
tration:
One night a guy hit his head on a welding gun. He went to his knees. He was
bleeding like a pig, blood was oozing out. So I stopped the line for a second
and ran over to help him. The foreman turned the line on again, he almost
stepped on the guy. That's the first thing they always do. They didn't even call
an ambulance. The guy walked to the medic department-that's about half a
mile-he had about five stitches put in his head (quoted in Terkel, 1972, p.
167).

As a result of these conflicts, as noted earlier, mass production firms
develop an obsession with control-a belief that the workers must be con
stantly watched and pushed if they are to get their work done. Of course,
this is a self-fulfilling prophecy. as we saw in our discussion in Chapter 4 of
the vicious circle of administrative control in the traditional bureaucratic
structure. Thus, the control mentality feeds on itself. Moreover, the control
mentality spills over the operating core and affects all levels of the hier
archy, from the first level of supervision to the strategic apex. Control be
comes the watchword of the organization. Top managers watch over middle
managers, middle managers watch over operators and staff specialists, and
staff specialists design systems to watch over everyone.·
Automation does not simply bring about more regulation of the ac
tivities of the operating core; it causes a fundamental change in the social
relationships through the structure. Automation of routine tasks, as Wood
ward10 so clearly showed, eliminates the source of many of the social con
flicts, throughout the organization. No longer do first-line supervisors have to
squeeze work out of bored operators. Nor are analysts needed to stand
ardize their work. Both are, in effect, replaced by technical specialists
whether these be designated line or staff-who control their own work. So
the major sources of conflict disappear-between controlling managers and
controlled operators, and between line managers with authority and staff
specialists with knowledge. And with them goes the control mentality. The
"This point is developed at greater length in Chapter 18.
'·See also Simon (1977, p. 91) and Peterson (1975).
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result is a massive reduction throughout the structure in the rules and regu
lations that are required to keep a lid on the conflicts. 11
Moreover, drawing on our last hypothesis, automated technical sys
tems, typically being the most sophisticated, require the largest proportion
of staff specialists in the administrative structure. These people tend to com
municate among each other informally and to rely for coordination on the
liaison devices. And these, of course, are the most flexible of the design
parameters. Thus, automation of the operating core breeds all kinds of
changes in the administrative structure which drive it to the organic state.
This leads us to an interesting social implication: that one apparent
solution to the problems of impersonal bureaucracy is not less regulation of
operating tasks but more, to the point of automating them. Automation
seems to humanize the traditional bureaucratic structure, something that
democratization proves unable to do. 12
To conclude our discussion of the technical system as a contingency
factor, although it may have its greatest influence on the structure of the
operating core, we have seen that it also has fundamental, if selective, in
fluence on the structure of the middle levels as well. A regulating technical
system bureaucratizes the operating core; a sophisticated one elaborates the
support staff structure; and an automated one debureaucratizes the struc
ture above the operating core.
llNew conflicts, however, arise in the organization with an automated operating core. as we
shall see in Chapter 21, notably among the different specialists. But these do not regenerate the
control mentality; rather, they arise in the absence of it.
"According to Blau et al.'s (1976) findings, that should include office automation as well,
namely the use of computers. But we might ask whether automation has the opposite effect for
the clients, further standardizing and impersonalizing the products and services they receive.
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Environment

We have so far discussed the influence on structure of factors intrinsic to the
organization itself-its age, its size, and the technical system it uses in its
operating core. But every organization also exists in a milieu-a set of "do
mains," formally called-to which it must respond when designing its struc
ture. In the next two chapters we look at contingency factors associated
with this milieu; in this one, the characteristics of its general environment,
in the next one, some specific aspects of the system of power it faces.
DIMENSIONS OF THE ENVIRONMENT

What does the word environment really mean? The dictionary is as
vague as the literature of organizational theory: "the aggregate of surround
ing things, conditions, or influences ..." (Random House Dictionary). So
environment comprises virtually everything outside the organization-its
"technology" (i.e., the knowledge base it must draw upon), the nature of its
products, customers and competitors, its geographical setting, the eco~
nomic, political, and even meteorological climate in which it must operate,
and so on. What the literature does do, however, is focus on certain charac
teristics of organizational environments, four in particular. Each is intro
duced briefly below together with its associated intermediate variables.
267
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An organization's environment can range from stable tb.
dynamic, from that of the wood carver, whose customers demand the
same pine sculptures decade after decade, to that of the detective
squad, which never knows what to expect next. A variety of factors
can make an environment dynamic, including unstable government;
unpredictable shifts in the economy; unexpected changes in customer
demand or competitor supply (or, for that matter, rapid changes in
the size of the organization itselfl); client demands for creativity or
frequent novelty, as in an advertising agency, job shop, newspaper, or
TV network; a rapidly changing technology, or knowledge base, as in
the case of an electronics manufacturer; even weather that cannot be
forecasted, as in the case of farms and open-air theater companies.
Notice that dynamic is not being defined here as synonomous with
"variable." Regular economic cycles, steady growth of demand, even
expected changes in the weather, because all of these can be predicted,
are easily coped with. The real problems are caused by changes that
occur unexpectedly, for which no patterns could have been discerned
in advance. That is what we mean by dynamic. Z Thus, the stability
dimension affects the structure through the intermediate variable of
the predictability of the work to be done. In other words, a dynamic
environment makes the organization's work uncertain or unpredict

1. Stability

•

able.
2. Complexity An organization's environment can range from simple
to complex, from that of the manufacturer of folding boxes who pro
duces his simple products with simple knowledge to that of the space
agency whicp must utilize knowledge from a host of the most ad
vanced scientific fields to produce extremely complex outputs. Clearly,
the complexity dimension affects structure through the intermediate
variable of the comprehensibility of the work to be done. In other
words, an environment is complex to the extent that it requires the
organization to have a great deal of sophisticated knowledge about
products, customers, or whatever. It becomes simple, however, when
that knowledge can be rationalized, that is broken down into easily
comprehended components (Heydebrand and Noell, 1973). Thus,
automobile companies face relatively simple product environments by
virtue of their accumulated knowledge about the machine they pro
duce.
3. Market Diversity The markets of an organization can range from
integrated to diversified, from that of an iron mine that sells its one
'As noted in Chapter 13, a high rate of internal growth may affect the contingency factor of
organizational size, but it also introduces instability into the structure.
'On this point, and for a thorough operationalization of the stability dimension, see Hinnings
et al. (1914).
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commodity to ~single steel mill to those of a trade commission that
seeks to proml?te all of a nation's industrial products all over the world.
Market diversity may result from a broad range of clients, as in the
case of a computer service bureau; or of products or services, as in the
case of a toy manufacturer or a general hospital; or of geographical
areas in which the outputs are marketed, as in the case of a national
supermarket chain. Clearly, market diversity affects the structure
through a third intermediate variable, the diversity of the work to be
done.
4. Hostility Finally, an organization's environment can range from
munificent to hostile, from that of a prestige surgeon who picks and
chooses his patients, through that of a construction firm that must bid
on all its contracts, to that of an army fighting a war. Hostility is in
fluenced by competition, by the organization's relationships with
unions, government, and other outside groups, as well as by the avail
ability of resources to it. The hostility dimension could be subsumed
under the stability one, in the sense that hostile environments are typi
cally dynamic ones. But we shall distinguish it because extreme
hostility has a special effect on structure. Hostility affects structure
through the intermediate variables of the predictability of the work,
in that hostile environments are unpredictable ones. But of greater
interest is its relationship with the intermediate variable of speed of
response, since very hostile environments generally demand fast reac
tions by the organization.
Five hypotheses about environment will be presented in this chapter.
But before discussing them, a number of points should be noted about "en
vironment." First, we are not interested in the environment as an independ
ent entity, but in its specific impact on the organization. In other words, it is
not the environment per se that counts but the organization's ability to cope
with it-to predict it, comprehend it, deal with its diversity, and respond
quickly to it. That is why, for example, when discussing the complexity
dimension we noted that if the organization was able to rationalize what
seemed to be a complex product into a system of simple components, its
product environment could be called simple. Thus, a good deal of the dis
cussion in this chapter will focus on the intermediate variables. 3
f
Second, although we may be interested in the organization's ability to
cope with its environment, we are not primarily interested in its perceptions
of that environment. What concerns us is the real environment to which the
organization must respond, not the one the president happens to describe

I

'This point was not stressed in Chapters 13 and 14 since age, size, and technical system impact
on the organization more directly. Growth in output, for example. simply and directly requires
more people and/or more machinery.
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on the abstract seven-point scales of the questionnaires mailed to him. MlJst
of the research has relied on such questionnaires-it is by far the easiest way
to collect data. But as noted earlier (see Figure 12-4), we should not confuse
convenience with correctness. Where possible in the discussion that follows,
we try to rely on the studies of actual environmental conditions. Unfortu
nately, that is not alwa¥s possible.
Third, while it is convenient to discUSS an organization's environment
as uniform-a single entity-the fact is that every organization faces
pie environmentS". The products may be complex but the marketing channels
simple, the economic conditions dynamic but the political ones stable, and
so on:OfteJ;\: however, it is a reasonable approximation to treat the environ
, ment as uniform along each of its d~mensions, either because some of its
more placid aspects do not really matter to the organization or, altern<t
tively, because one aspect is so dominant that it affects the entire
tion. We shall proceed under this assumption in the first four of the five
hypotheses presented below, taking up the case of disparities on the envi

multi~

organiza~

ronment in the fifth.

HYPOTHESES ABOUT THE ENVIRONMENT
Five hypotheses are presented below. The first four consider, in turn,
the overall effect of each of the four dimensions of the environment-stabil
ity, complexity, market diversity, and hostility-on the design parameter it
most influences. The fifth then considers the effect of dimensions that im
pose contradictory demands on the structure.
Hypothesis 9: The more dynamic the environment, the more organic
the structure. In peacetime, or well back from the battlefield in wartime,
armies tend to be highly bureaucratic institutions, with heavy emphasis on
planning, formal drills, and ceremony, close attention being paid to disci
pline. On the battlefield, at least the modern one, there is the need for greater
flexibility, and so the structure becomes less rigid. This is especially so in the
dynamic conditions of guerrilla' warfare. As Feld (1959) notes, "The rational
direction of large masses requires planning, and planning requires a high
degree of stability and calm" (p. 17). As a result, "The chain of command
and responsibility is nowhere more clear {than at headquarters\. Men here
know precisely who their superiors and subordinates are, and know also
what is required of them and what sort of assistance they can expect" (p.
16). In sharp contrast, "The conditions of combat are Huid and haphazard
in the extreme" (p. 17).
It stands to reason that in a stable environment, an organization can
predict its future conditions and so, all otber things being equal, can easily
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insulate its operating -i:ore and standardize its activities there-establish
rules, formalize wor.k, plan actions-or perhaps standardize its skills in
stead. But this relationship also extends beyond the operating core. In a
highly stable environment, the whole organization takes on the form of
protected, Qr undisturbed system, which can standardize its procedures
. from top to bottom (Duncan, 1973). As Ansoff (1974) notes with some
amusement about years (and environments) gone by, "DuPont managers,
in terms which sound quaint today, classified their product lines into those
which had been 'standardized' and those yet to become standardized" (p. 30).
Alternatively, faced with uncertain sources of supply, unpredictable
customer demand, frequent product change, high labor turnover, unstable
political conditions, rapidly changing technology (knowledge), or a. high
, tate of internal growth, the organization cannot easily predict its, future, .
,'and so it cannot rely on standardization for coordination, It must use a
more flexible, less formalized coordinating mechanism instead-direct
supervision or mutual adjustment. In other words, it must have an organic
structure.
Thus, a group of McGill University students who studied a weekend
rotogravure magazine explained its highly organic structure (no dear de
partmental lines, open communication vertically as well as laterally) in
terms of the following conditions, most of them dynamic: tight deadlines
requiring fast, free-flowing, informal communication ("If a problem arises,
the editor must resolve it as quickly as possible if the magazine is ever to get
to the presses"); a small editorial staff working in a single, intimate office; a
large proportion of free-lancers among writers and photographers; creativity
as an essential feature of the work; and, perhaps most important, an ever
changing product: 'The magazine resembles a new company because [it] is
always changing. Different ideas, different problems and solutions are
tackled with each new week. Thus no matter what the age of the company,
the product (continues to change]."·
There is a considerable amount of empirical evidence to support this
hypothesis. In fact, Burns and Stalker (1966) first introduced the notion of
"organic" structure to describe the response of organizations to dynamic
environmental conditions. In their words: "Organic systems are adapted to
unstable conditions, when problems and requirements for action arise
which cannot be broken down and distributed among specialist roles within
a dearly defined hierarchy" (pp. 5-6).
More support comes from a variety of other studies, concerning other
aspects of dynamic environments. Burns (1967) found that the ordering of
seven manufacturing firms according to the percentage of time management
spent on spoken communication (as opposed to the more formal, written

a

'From a paper by Dan Lichtenfeld, Arthur Aron, David Saltzman, and Mike Glazer. submitted
to the author in Management 420. McGill University, 1970.
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kind) corresponded to ordering of their investment in research,
"their susceptibility to environmental (technological and market) change"
(p. 160). Stinchcombe (1959-60) found that the seasonality of employment
in construction firms bore a strong negative relationship to the number of
clerks in their labor force, an indication of the presence of bureaucratic
systems, leading him to conclude that "instability decreases bureaucratiza
tion" (p. 179). Harvey (1968), who analyzed the frequency of product
change, found that while the more bureaucratic firms could better make
day-to-day routine decisions, the organically structured ones made innova
tive decisions-those demanded of a dynamic environment-faster, with
less conflict, and with greater success. Chandler and Sayles (1971) describe
NASA's organic structure as "designed to cope with an endless series of
unpredictable problems": they argue that "structure impedes change: stabil
ity works against adaptation" (p. 180). An indication of just how organic
was this structure is Litzinger et a1.'s (1970, p. 7) comment that NASA's
Manned Spaceflight Center went through seventeen reorganizations in the

first eight years of its existencel
Other researchers have looked across units within the same organiza
tion and have found their degree of bureaucratization to vary with the
stability of those aspects of the environment they dealt with. In general,
research departments, dealing with dynamic knowledge and requiring
extensive innovation, tended to be the least bureaucratic, and production
departments, best protected from environmental uncertainty, the most
(Harvey, 1968: Lawrence and Lorsch. 1967).'
As a final point, the reader is asked to note the wording of Hypothesis
9: dynamic environments lead to organic structures, instead of stable envi
ronments leading to bureaucratic ones. ThiS wording was chosen to high
light the asymmetrical nature of the relationship-that dynamic conditions
have more influence on structure than static ones. Specifically, there is
evidence to suggest that a dynamic environment will drive the structure to
an organic state despite forces of large size and regulating technical system
that act in the opposite direction, whereas a stable environment will not
override the other contingency factors-the structure will be bureaucratic
to the extent called for by these other factors. Child (1974) makes this case
for the size variable as does John Hunt (1972, p. 107) for the technical sys
tem.'
'Van de Ven and Delbecq (1974) provide a three-part framework, supported by considerable
empirical evidence, to describe the relationship between task variability and the extent of work
formalization in a unit.
'Hunt, in fact, suggests that a very dynamic environment may affect the choice of technical
system, the organization seeking to avoid investment in inflexible ones. It is worth reiterating
at this point that while we are emphasizing one type of causation in this section of the book
from contingency factor to structural parameter~the opposite one has equal validity: organic
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Hypothesis.10: The more complex the environment, the more decen
tralized the structure. Before proceeding with discussions of this hypothesis,
it will be usefui to clarify the distinction between environmental stability
and complexity.
Conceptually, it is not difficult to distinguish between these two'di
mensions of environment. The dice roller easily comprehends his game, yet
he cannot predict its outcome. His environment is simple but dynamic. $0,
too, is that of the dress manufacturer, who easily comprehends his markets
and technologies yet has no way to predict style or color from one season to
the next. In contrast, the clinical surgeon spends years trying to learn his
complicated work, yet he undertakes it only when he is rather certain of its
consequences. His environment is complex but stable. Much like that of
Nana Mouskouri. I was struck by this at the second concert of her's that I
attended. Everything was absolutely standardized-even the jokes were
exactly the same ones I had heard in the first concert. Yet this was no simple
operation, but a highly complex, professional performance involving years
of training and months of rehearsing.
In his research, Duncan (1972) was able to show that, at least in terms
of managerial perceptions, the two dimensions are distinct. The uncertainty
managers perceived related to the stability dimension but not to the com
plexity one:
The data ... indicate that the static-dynamic dimension of the environment
is a more important contributor to uncertainty than the simple-complex di
mension. Decision units with dynamic environments always experience sig
nificantly more uncertainty in decision making regardless of whether their
environment is simple or complex (p. 325).
In a good deal of the other research, however, this distinction has not
been made. Because these two dimensions often move in tandem-the
environment of many organizations being either complex and dynamic or
simple and static-researchers have tended to mix them together, and so
have been unable to distinguish their individual effects on structure. law
rence and Lorsch's (1967) plastics firms faced complex, dynamic environ
ments, while their container firms faced simple, stable ones, with less
market diversity to boot. Likewise, the Boeing Company, on which Gal
braith (1973) based his conclusions, faced an environment which appeared
at one and the same time to be complex, dynamic, and rather diversified.
Galbraith used the amount of information to be processed as his key inter
mediate variable, and then equated it with "uncertainty" (whereas we
structures create dynamic environments by virtue of their innovations; bureaucracies use their
power to stabilize their environments; and so on.
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would have been inclined to equate it with complexity). He then listeCl as
factors that contribute to this uncertainty technological change (related to
our stability dimension) and diversified product lines (related to our market
diversity dimension).7 Both researchers found evidence of decentralization
as well as organic structure in the complex, dynamic environments-at least
for the high-performance firms-findings consistent with our Hypotheses 9
and 10. But they were unable to sort out the relationships between the two
sets of two variables.
Our tenth hypothesis suggests that the complexity dimension has a
very different effect on structure from the stability one. Whereas the latter
affects bureaucratization, the former affects decentralization. This comes
out most clearly in the research of Hage and Aiken (1967), who examined
the distribution of power in sixteen health and welfare organizations. They
conclude:
Participation in decision making about the allocation of organizational re
sources and the determination of organizational policy was strongly related
to the degree of complexity as measured by (1) the number of occupational
specialties, (2) the amount of professional training, and (3) the amount of
professional activity and was weakly related to the degree of formalization as
measured by the degree of job codification and the amount of rule observation
(p.72).

One of the probl&Il1s in disentangling Hypotheses 9 and 10, aside from
the fact that the two~environmental variables often move in tandem, is that
the most bureaucratiZing of the coordinating mechanisms-the standardiza
tion of work processes-also tends to be rather centralizing, while one of
the most organic-mutual adjustment-tends to be the most decentralizing. 9
The relationship between the five coordinating mechanisms and bureaucra
tization was discussed in Chapter 5, that between the mechanisms and
decentralization, in Chapter 11. Figure 15-1 summarizes these two discus
sions, with the coordinating mechanisms of increasing bureaucratization
shown along the ordinate and those of increasing decentralization along the
abcissa (the latter is, in fact, a replication of Figure 11-4).
We can draw on an argument of Galbraith to use the coordinating
mechanisms as shown in Figure 15-1 to disentangle the two hypotheses, and
thereby to develop more support for each. Galbrajth argues that coordina
tion is most easily achieved in one brain. Faced, therefore, with a simple
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Further evidence, ironically, comes from the work of Pennings (1975). In his
study of forty branch offices of a single brokerage firm, he found few corre
lations between various environmental variables and the design parameters
he measured. But one important exception was complexity, which showed
some significant correlations with measure!> that amount to decentraliza
tion. (In contrast, the stability measures showed very low correlations with
the decentralization ones.) But because Pennings made no conceptual dis
tinction between his environmental variables-he viewed them all, as did
Galbraith, as "characterized by uncertainty" (p. 394)-instead of concluding
some support for the relationship of Hypothesis 10, he rejected the notion of
a goodness of fit or congruency hypothesis between the contingency factors
and design parameters altogether. 8
'In contrast. Thompson (1967. p. 69) distinguished clearly between diversity and stability in
his description of two firms. one high, the other low on both dimensions. Curiously, however.
he did not mention the complexity dimension, even though his source of information on these
two firms. Dill (1957-58), explicitly mentioned complexity (of inputs) as one of the factors
influencing them.

'It should be added that Pennings' measures of stability showed almost zero correlations with
"structural lateral communication," his closest measure to bureaucratization. which amounts
to an absence of support for Hypothesis 9. No explanation for this is evident. other than the
fact that forty branch offices of one firm in one industry amounts to a very narrow sample
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Figure 15-1. Coordinating Mechanisms on Scales ot Decentraliza
tion and Bureaucratization

(despite claims of "considerable variations in structure," p. 4(0). To add further to the confu
sion. Pennings' complexity measures may actually be ones of market diversity: his descriptions
are ambiguous on this point.
'Thus, Galbraith (1973. Chap. 2) presents a continuum of coordination devices along which
the organization moves as it is required to process more and more information. The continuum
begins with rules and programs and ends with the liaison devices. Hage et al. (1971, p. 86) find
a significant relationship between environmental complexity and the use of mutual adjustment,
especially across different departments at the same level in the hierarchy.
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environment, the organization will tend to rely on one brain to make its ~~
decisions; in other words, it will centralize. Should that environment also
be stable, according to Hypothesis 9, it will be in the organization's best
interests to standardize for coordination, in other words, to bureaucratize.
As can be seen in Figure 15-1, the organization will select the standardiza
tion of work processes for coordination, the mechanism that enables it to
maintain the tightest centralization within a bureaucratic structure. But
should its simple environment be dynamic instead of stable, the organiza
tion can no longer bureaucratize but must, rather, remain flexible-organic.
So, as can be seen in Figure 15-1, it will rely on direct supervision for coor
dination, the one mechanism of the five that enables it to have a structure
that is both centralized and organic.
What about the organization faced with a complex environment1 This
introduces problems of comprehensibility. In Galbraith's terms, one brain
can no longer cope with the information needed to make all the decisions,
strategic, administrative, and operating. It becomes overloaded. So the set
of decisions to be made must be carved up into subsets, each of which can
be comprehended by a single brain (or a team of brains). Even in the simplest
organization, a manager may have to restrict himself to administrative
decisions, leaving control of operating ones to the specialists, as in a small
laboratory, where the researchers make all the technical decisions. In other
words, the organization must decentralize: the top manager, unable to
know everything, must give up a good deal of his power to others-other
managers, staff specialists, sometimes operators as well. Now should that
complex environment be stable, Hypothesis 9 would lead us to expect a
bureaucratic structure, in other words, one that relies on standardization
for coordination. In that case, the problem becomes to find a coordinating
mechanism that allows for standardization with decentralization. And the
solution emerges with a quick glance at Figure 15-1: the organization
chooses the standardization of skills. Should the complex environment in
stead be dynamic, the organization seeks a coordinating mechanism that is
both decentralizing and organic. Mutual adjustment is the obvious choice.
What emerge from this discussion are two kinds of bureaucratic and
two kinds of organic structures, in each case a centralized one for simple
environments and a decentralized one for complex environments. That, in
fact, corresponds exactly to the conclusion that emerged repeatedly in our
discussion of the design parameters. There, for example, we encountered
two fundamentally different bureaucracies, a centralized one for unskilled
work, a decentralized one for professional work. Now we see that the
former operates in a simple environment, the latter in a complex one, in
both cases stable.
Lawrence and Lorsch's container firms-or at least the high performer
-typify the first bureaucracy, centralized with unskilled work. Operating
in stable,. simple environments, they standardized their products and proc
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esses, introduced change slowly, and coordinated at the top of the hier
archy, where, as Lawrence and Lorsch note, information could easily be
consolidated and understood. In fact, the container firm that tried to use the
liaison ~ devices-the design parameters of mutual adjustment-exhibited
low performance. Its use just confused a simple situation, not unlike four
people in a car all trying to decide which route to take downtown.
Typical of the bureaucracy that must decentralize because its stable
environment is complex is the university or general hospital. Because its
work is rather predictable, it can standardize. And because that work is
difficult to comprehend, it must decentralize. Power must flow to the highly
trained professionals of the operating core who understand the complex but
routine work. In Chapter 11 we discussed the relationship between pro
fessionalism and decentralization at some length, concluding, to use Hall's
(1972) words, that "the control of the individual employee's behavior is left
much more to his Own discretion when he is an expert" (p. 154). Here we
can see that, because professionalism results from environmental complex
ity, the support we presented for that relationship in Chapter 11 also sup
ports Hypothesis 10 here. 10
As for the two kinds of organic structures associated with dynamic
environments, typical of the one found in the simple environment is the
entrepreneurial firm. That firm seeks a niche in the market which is simple
to understand, yet dynamic enough to keep out the bureaucracies. In such a
place, the entrepreneur can maintain tight personal control (by direct super
Vision), without haVing to share his power even with a technostructure.
And typical of the organic structures found in complex yet dynamic envi
ronments are those of Lawrence and Lorsch's plastics firms, of the Boeing
Company of Galbraith's study, and of the NASA of the Chandler and
Sayles study. (Notice, in Stinchcombe's terms, that all are organizations of
our age.) The plastics firms, for example, differentiated their structures
extensively and coordinated their work outside the chain of authority, using
the liaison devices liberally to encourage mutual adjustment. 11
,.~ can, therefore, take issue with the conclusion of Beyer and Lodahl (1976) that "If the
knowledge taught at the university were a fixed commodity that changed little from year to
year, centralization of authority and bureaucratic decision making would be as efficient and
effective for universities as for other organizations with stable environments and technologies"
(p. 109), Bureaucratic yes, centralized no. Even a university that taught only Latin, Ancient
Greek, and Sanskrit would not centralize. These three bodies of knowledge are stable, but
together they 'are,too much for central administrators to comprehend. Thus, to the extent that
universities teach stable bodies of knowledge-and most of the lime, even scientific knowledge
remains relatively stable, as Kuhn (1970) argues in The Structure of Scientific Revolutions
they bureaucratize and decentralize.
"Khandwalla (1973b) supports the Lawrence and Lorsch conclusion with a larger sample,
finding that, particularly for the high performance firms, there was a strong covariation be
tween the use of uncertainty reduction devices, differentiation, and the emphasis on certain
integration devices. The SUccessful firms were ei!her high, moderate, or low on all three factors.
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Hypothesis 11: The more diversified the organization's marke·.~ the
greater the propensity to split it into market-based units (given favorable
economies of scale). Here we propose a relationship between a third envi
ronmental variable-market diversity-and a third design parameter-the
basis for grouping units. Hypothesis 11 indicates that the organization that
can identify distinctly different markets-products or services, geographical
regions, or clients-will be predisposed to split itself into high-level units on
this basis, and to give each control of a wide range of the decisions affecting
its own markets. This amounts to what we called in Chapter 11 limited
vertical decentralization, a good deal of the decision-making power being
delegated to the managers of the market units. As Thompson (1967) notes,
"organizations facing heterogeneous task environments ~eek to identify
homogeneous segments and establish structural units to deal with each"
(p. 70). Or, more simply, diversification breeds divisionalization. Thomp
son cites as examples the international organization organized into regional
divisions, the public school system divided into groupings of elementary
ana high schools, the transport firm with separate divisions for passenger
and cargo traffic.
There is, however, one key impediment to divisionalization, even
when markets are diverse, and that is the presence of a common technical
system or critical function that cannot be segmented. In divisionalization,
each market unit requires its own distinct operating core. This it cannot
have when economies of scale dictate a single, unified technical system.
Some technical systems can be split up even though of very small scale,
while others must remain intact despite massive size. A bakery operating in
two states with total sales of, say, $2 million, may find it worthwhile to set
up a division with its own plant in each, whereas an aluminum producer
with sales 100 times as great may, despite a diversity of customers in all fifty
states and a variety of end products (foil, !!heets, construction components,
etc.), be forced to retain a functional structure because it can only afford
one smelter.
Likewise, the presence of a function critical to all the markets in com·
mon impedes true divisionalization, as in the case of purchasing in the retail
chain or investment in the insurance business (Channon, 1975, 1976). The
organization still splits itself into market-based units, but it concentrates the
critical function at headquarters. This reduces the autonomy of the market
units, leading to an incomplete form of divisionalization, what Channon
calls the "functional!divisional hybrid." In fact, as we shall see in a more
extended discussion of this phenomenon in Chapter 20, this is most common
when the diversity is based on client or region rather than on product or
service, common outputs giving rise to important interdependencies among
the different clients or regions.
.
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Most of the J:esearch in Support of Hypothesis 11 comes from the
business sector, notably manufacturing, where divisionalization is most
common. Best k~own is Chandler's (1962) study of the emergence of the
structure of divisionalization in U.S. industry, which he finds to have been
a direct result of the strategy of diversification:

..,
While the strategy of diversification permitted the continuing and expanded
use of a firm's resources, it did not assure their efficient employment. Struc
tural reorganization became necessary.... It became increasingly difficult
to coordinate through the existing structure the different functional activities
to the needs of several quite different markets.
Channels of communication and authority as well as the information
flowing through these channels grew more and more inadequate. The wants of
different customers varied, and demand and taste fluctuated differently in
different markets. '" In time, then, each major product line came to be ad
ministered through a separate, integrated autonomous division. Its manager
became responsible for the major operating decisions involved in the coordina
tion of functional activities to changing demand and taste (p. 393).
Subsequent research has indicated that product and regional diversifi
cation has spread the divisionalized form of structure to most of the giant
American corporations, as weU as to many of these in Europe. For example,
Wrigley (1970) categorized a random sample of 100 of the 500 largest U.S.
corporations in 1967 (the "Fortune 500") according to their degree of diver
sification. Only six fell into his "single product" category, and aU had func
tional structures. Another fourteen fell into the "dominant product" group
(70 percent or more of the sales attributable to one product), and nine of
these had divisionalized structures. Of the sixty that had diversified into
"related businesses," aU but three had divisionalized structures. All of the
remaining twenty which had diversified into "unrelated products" had
divisionalized structures. These findings were supported by Rumelt (1974),
who sampled the Fortune 500 in 1949, 1959, and 1969. As can be seen in
Figure 15-2, the increase in diversification over the years was marked, as
was that of divisionalization. In 1949, 20 percent had product division
structures; in 1969 that figure jumped to 76 percent. Related studies in the
United Kingdom, France, Germany, and Italy (Channon, 1973; Dyas and
Thanheiser, 1976; and Paven, 1974; see also Scott, 1973) revealed the same
trends, although they lagged those in the United States. All of this suggests
that the third stage in the development of organizational structure, dis.
cussed in Chapter 13, is evoked directly by market diversification, although
it is closely related to organizational age and size.
What of the large Corporations that did not divisionalize1 The studies
show that many were in businesses with enormous economies of scale, such
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among the Fortune 500 (from Scott 1973, p. 139, based on study by
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as automobile production and petrochemicals. Others apparently had
diversified but had not yet divisionalized. As suggested in the Chandler
quote above-and indicated in the longitud~nal studies-there is clearly a
time lag between diversification and divisionalization, sometimes as long as
twenty or thirty years (Scott, 1973, p. 14). It takes time, once a firm has
diversified, to realize that its functional structure is inadequate. (Cross
sectional samples would naturally pick up corporations that had already
diversified but had not divisionalized.)
.
In fact, Franco (1974) suggests that this lag is extended by a lack of
competition. He found that certain European firms operating under market
arrangements such as cartels retained their functional structures despite
extensive diversification. It was presumably the absence of competition that
enabled these firms to remain viable despite inappropriate structures. Com
petitive ones had to respond more quickly to the demands of their environ
ments (Scott, 1973, p. 141).12
"Of course, the same argument about competition could be raised in discussing any of the
hypotheses: for example, in the absence of competition, large organizations can retain organic
structures, or those operating in dynamic environments can bureaucratize. Recall that our
congruence or goodness-of-fit hypothesis refers only to "effective structuring."
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We can explain-Hypothesis 11 in terms similar to those used to explain
Hypothesis 10. Th~ organization that must comprehend information about
many different aspects of its market environment eventually finds it con
venient to segment that environment into distinct markets if it can and to
give individual units control over each. In this way it minimizes the coordi
nation of decision making that must take place across units. As Galbraith
(1973) notes, "a diversity of product lines tends to overload lthel decision
process of functional organizations" (p. 115).
Unlike Galbraith, however, we make a clear distinction between
environmental diversity and compleXity, even though both increase the
informational load on the decision makers and thereby encourage some
kind of decentralization. A simple environment can be very diverse, as in
the case of a conglomerate firm that operates a number of simple businesses,
say, the manufacture of containers, the growing of wheat, and the serving of
fast food. Alternatively, a complex environment may focus on an integrated
market, as in the case of the NASA of the 19605 that had one overriding
mission-to put a man on the moon before 1970. 13 As Chandler and Sayles
(1971) note, in this kind of complex endeavor, with its sophisticated tech
nology, "It is very difficult to segregate activities and create semi-autono
mous islands of activity. Everything appears to depend upon everything
else" (p. 179). In fact, for reasons that we shall discuss in Chapter 20, divi
sionalization appears to be better suited to simple diversified markets than
to complex ones.
Hypothesis 12: Extreme hostility in its environment drives any organi
zation to centralize its structure temporarily." Hamblin (1958) formed
groups of college and high school students in the laboratory and then im
posed crisis conditions on some of them. (The coJlege groups began to lose
to the high school ones against whom they were competing.) The crisis
groUps immediately centralized their structures and subsequently changed
their leaders when the crises remain unresolved.
We can explain this phenomenon in terms of our coordinating mech
anisms. Direct supervision is the fastest and tightest means of coordination
-only one brain is involved. All members of the organization know exactly
where to send information; no time is wasted in debate; authority for action
is clearly defined; one leader makes and coordinates aJl the decisions. We
saw support for this line of reasoning in the communication net studies,
diSCUSSed in Chapter 11. The more centralized networks organized them
selves more qUickly and required less communication to make decisions.
tlNASA, of course, had other missions, for example to launch weather satellites. But the
Apollo project was dominant in the 196Os.
"It seems reasonable to hypothesize further that extreme hostility drives the organization to
organic structure as well, in that hostile environments are unpredictable ones, reqUiring flexible
responses. However, no evidence was found regarding this relationship.
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When an organization faces extreme hostility-the sudden loss of
key
client or source of supply, severe attack by 'the government, or whatever
its very survival is threatened. Since it must respond quickly and in an inte
grated fashion, it turns to its leader for direction.
But what of the organization in a complex environmt:nt that faces
extreme hostility? The complexity requires it to decentralize in order to
comprehend the environment, yet the hostility demands the speed and coor
dination of a centralized response. Forced to choose, the organization pre
sumably centralizes power temporarily, in order to survive. This enables it
to respond to the crisis, even if without due regard for its complexity. With
some luck, it may be able to ride it out. But should the crisis persist, the
organization may simply be incapable of reconciling the two opposing
forces. Thus, in times of deep, chronic hostility, such as during an economic
depression or war, a great many organizations simply do not survive. They
may centralize power and hang on for a time, but once their slack resources
are used up, they simply expire.
'

Hypothesis 13: Disparities in the environment encourage the organiza
tion to decentralize selectively to differe~tiated work constellations. No
organization has ever existed in an enviro~ment uniformly dynamic, com
plex, diverse, or hostile across its entire range. But no organization need
respond to every contingency in its environment either. Some are exigent,
demanding responses; others are placid, requiring none. Dynamic economic
conditions may require organic structure even though the political environ
ment is stable; hostility from the union in an otherwise munificent envi
ronment may require temporary centralization followed by a return to
decentralization. But what happens when 'one contingency does not domi
nate, when disparities in the environment call for different responses in the
design of the structure? Take the case of mixed competition-a form of
hostility-as Perrow (1974) describes it in the large oil company:
Mobil Oil and Exxon may compete furiously at the intersection of two streets
in any American town, but neither of them is really threatened by this mar
ginal competition. They work very closely together in the important matter of
oil depletion allowances, our foreign policy about the Mideast, federal tax
.policies, the. pollution issues, and private transit-versus-mass transit....
Where, then, is the furious rate of competition1 At the lower levels in the
organizati9n-the levels of the regional manager who moves prices up and
down a fraction and the station manager who washes the windshields and
cleans the rest rooms (p. 41).

What this example suggests is that disparities in the environment en
courage the organization to differentiate its structure, to create pockets
what we earlier referred to as work constellations-to deal with different
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aspects of the envtronment (different "subenvironments"). 15 Each constella
tion is located according to the impact of its subenvironment on the organ
ization-near the top if the impact is universal, farther down if it is local.
The managers at the top of the oil company can attend to cooperation while
those in the regions deal with the competition. Each work constellation is
given power over the decisions required in its subenvironment, and each is
allowed to develop the structure its decision processes require. One con
stellation of an organization may be organically structured to handle dyna
mic conditions, while others, operating in stable subenvironments, may b].
structured bureaucratically. We saw this earlier in the case of the new ven
ture teams isolated from the rest of their structures (Hlavacek and Thomp~
son, 1973). Or one constellation may rely on support staff specialists to'
make its deciSions-that is, decentralize horizontallY-because these deci
sions are technologically complex, while another may centralize power in a
single line manager because its decisions are simple to comprehend. In other
words, disparities in the environment encourage the organization to differ
entiate its structure and to use what we called in Chapter 11 selective decen
tralization in both the vertical and horizontal dimensions.
This is clearly illustrated by the McGill MBA group study of the Can
adian subsidiary of a European recording company. There were two
sharply differentiated constellations here. One, at the strategic apex, com
prised the top managers sent from the European headquarters. They
handled liaison with it, the financial affairs of the company, and some of
the production problems, all relatively stable and simple issues. (The tech
nical system of recording was common to all the subsidiaries.) But the mar
keting decisions-in particular, what Canadian stars and songs to record.....
required intimate knowledge of the local scene, of the tastes of the Canadian
consumers, both English and French, and of Canadian entertainment per
sonalities. It also required a very different orientation to decision making.
With a product life cycle of three months ("there is nothing quite so dead as
yesterday's number one hit on the hit parade") and with the most dynamic
of supply markets (recording artists being "notoriously hard to get along
with"), marketing required a free-Wheeling style of decision making, in
sharp contrast to that of the rather straightlaced European executives. Thus,
a second work constellation was created below the first and given complete
and undisputed pOwer over marketing decisions. It worked in a structure
for which the word "organic" seemed an understatement. 16
"This is, of course, akin to the tendency to divisionalize when markets are diverse, except that
here the disparities cut across different environmental dimensions, and the response is to differ
entiate the structure along functional (and often vertically), instead of market, lines (and hor
izontally),
"From a paper submitted to the author by Alain Berranger and Philip Feldman in Management
Policy 276--661, McGill University, November 1972.
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Ansoff (1974) discusses in conceptual terms what this example tells ~~
by way of illustration. He argues that decisions are driven up the hierarchy
to the level at which coordination can take place naturally: "Thus a natural
level for a pricing decision is above manufacturing and marketing; and for a
new product decision above these two, as well as above research and devel
opment" (p. 41). Ansoff finds that "the competitive intensity (which] gath
ered momentum in the second half of the mass-production era" (p. 41) has
encouraged centralization:
Increasingly, higher managerial levels, particularly top management, are be
coming the only point at which both the resources, the visibility and the im
partiality are to be found for making certain momentous enterprise-affecting
competitive decisions and enterprise-changing $trategic decisions (p. 41).

But Ansoff goes on to note that "paradoxically, in another sense, the.
trend is also for further decentralization" (p. 42). He cites two reasons for
this, the demand for job enrichment and the need for competitive respon
siveness in the marketplace. About the second reason, he points out that the
"intuitive feel" of the manager, his special knowledge of the customer as
well as the competition and the local culture, political developments, and
social trends, all "are difficult to code for transmission to a centralized deci
sion point" and to be understood in these "remote and detached" head of
fices, "beset with competing problems" (p. 42).
And so AnsoH then puts these two competing forces together and
com~s to the same conclusion as Hypothesis 13. The "apparent anomaly" of
"compelling trends toward both centralization and decentralization" is re
solved by the "different placement for different decisions ... it is necessary
to 'centralize' and 'decentralize' at the same time when the volume and com
plexity of decisions is rapidly growing as it is now" (p. 43).
A formal case for Hypothesis 13, especially when the organization
experiences conflicting pressures of a competitive kind, is made by Khand
walla (1973a). In his study of U.S. manufacturing firms, he found that those
in noncompetitive environments tended to centralize all decisions in paral
lel, while those facing product competition and to a lesser extent price com
petition, but not marketing competition, tended to decentralize selectively.
The reason would seem to lie in the disparity between product competition
on the one hand and marketing and price competition on the other along the
dimension of environmental complexity. Only product competition would
seem to involve major complexity-specifically, the necessity to do research
and development-which requires decentraliza~on. Beating the competitor's
price or putting a nicer towel in the soap box is not the same as having to
design a new product to attract customers. Thus, Khandwalla found that
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.the firms that faced product competition decentralized their product design,
development, and ma!,keting decisions while they centralized their pricing,
finance, and acquisition ones. 17
These findings receive support in the Lawrence and Lorsch (1967)
study. Presumably, both the container and plastics firms faced competition,
but of a decidedly different nature. The container firms sold standardized
products, and so competed largely on price and perhaps on marketing as
well. In sharp contrast, the plastics firms competed on product design. And
so while the container firms centralized all decisions in parallel, the plastics
firms decentralized selectively: research decisions-the most complex_
farthest down, marketing decisions-requiring knowledge of customer
needS-in the middle, and production decisions-perhaps the simplest but
requiring the most coordination-dosest to the top.

FOUR BASIC
ORGANIZA TlONAL ENVIRONMENTS

Our discussion of the environment again supports Our contention that
we learn more by focusing on distinct types of structures found under spe
cific conditions than by tracing continuous relationships between structural
and contingency variables. Hypotheses 11, 12, and 13 each describe a spe
cific structural characteristic that emerges from some environmental condi
tion. Although HyPotheses 9 and 10 were initially stated in terms of continuous
relationships, they proved more powerful when taken together to generate
specific types of structures found in specific kinds of environments. In par
ticular, four basic types emerge from that discussion. (Similar ones were, in
fact, first suggested by Perrow, 1970. 11 ) They can be shown in matrix form,
as follows:

,r[

r

I'

"The inclusion of marketing decisions among those decentralized perhaps reElects the con

II

venience of including them with the product decisions. Khandwalla also found that the more
competitive firms made more extensive, but more selective, use of performance controls, pre
sumably to monitor the selective decentralization. They also made greater use of various
deVices
to deal with
uncertainty, such as marketing research and forecasting techniques. (See
also
Khandwalla,
1972.)
"Perrow's matrix uses as independent our intermediate variables of comprehensibility (how
analyzable are decision search procedures) and Predictability (how many exceptions the organ
ization encounters). Perrow names organizations in the lower left quadrant "routine," those in
the Upper left "craft," those in the lower right "engineering," and those in the upper right "non
routine." He then fleshes out his matrix with a number of examples from the manufactUring
and service sectors.·Yan de Yen and Delbecq (1974) present a similar but more elaborate matrix
with many other examples and citations of support from the literature.
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Environment
"

Stable

Complex
~.
;'

Simple

Decentralized
Bureaucratic
(standardization of
skills)
Centralized
Bureaucratic
(standardization of
work processes)

Dynamic

pecentralized
Organic
(mutual adjustment)

Centralized
Organic
(direct supervision)

Simple, stable environments give rise to centralized, bureaucratic
structures, the classic organizational type that relies on standardization of
work processes (and the design parameter of formalization of behavior) for
coordination. Examples are Woodward's mass production manufacturing
Hrms, Lawrence and Lorsch's container companies, and Crozier's tobacco
monopoly. Complex, stable environments lead to structures that are bur
eaucratic but decentralized. These organizations coordinate by standardiz
ing skills; in effect, they become bureaucratic by virtue of the standard
knowledge and procedures learned in formal training programs and
imposed on the organization by the professional associations. These organ
izations are decentralized in both the vertical and horizontal dimensions,
their power passing to professionals of the operating core (and out to the
professional associations). Typical examples are general hospitals and uni
versities.
When its environment is dynamic but nevertheless simple, the organ
ization requires the flexibility of organic structure but its power can remain
centralized. Direct supervi~ion becomes its prime coordinating mechanism.
This is the structure characteristic of the entrepreneurial Hrm, where the
chief executive maintains tight, personal control. When the dynamic en
vironment is complex, the organization must decentralize to managers and
specialists who can comprehend the issues, yet allow them to interact flex
ibly in an organic structure so that they can respond to unpredictable
changes. Mutual adjustment emerges as the prime coordinating mechanism,
its use encouraged by the liaison devices. Lawrence and Lorsch's plasticS
Hrms, the Boeing Company studied by Galbraith, and the NASA of the
Chandler and Sayles study aU fit this description.
Market diversity, as discussed in Hypothesis 11, can be viewed as a
third dimension, in effect, as a separate condition superimposed on the two
dimensional matrix. These four types of structures will tend to be functional
if the markets are integrated, market-based (at least at the highest level of
grouping) if they are diversified (assuming favorable economies of scale and
an absence of critical functions). Since, as we saw in Chapter 9, coordina
tion in the market-based structure is achieved by the standardization of out286
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puts, effected through performance control systems, we are able to account
for our fifth and last coordinating mechanism in this third dimension.
Similarly, HyPothesis 12 can be viewed as imposing another special
condition on the two-dimensional matrix. Extreme hostility drives each of
the four types to centralize its structure temporarily, no matter what its ini
tial state of decentralization.
All these conditions assume uniform environments, or at least ones
that can be treated as uniform, owing to the dominance of a single charac
teristic. They are either complex or simple, stable or dynamic, integrated or
diversified, extremely hostile or not. Uniformity, in turn, produces con
sistent use of the design parameters in the structure. Hypothesis 13 drops
the assumption of uniformity, indicating that disparities in the environment
encourage the organization to respond with a differentiated structure. It sets
up work constellations, decentralizes power selectively to them, locates
each according to the impact of its decisions on the organization, and allows
it to design its internal structure according to the demands of its particular
subenvironment.
To conclude this chapter, we have seen that the environmental vari
ables can have a profound effect on structure, often overriding those of age,
size, and technical system. Thus, while the other factors may be paramount
in stable environments, dynamic environments seem to drive the structure
to an organic state no matter what its age, size, or technical system. like
wise, complex conditions seem to require decentralization, and conditions
of extreme hostility, centralization, no matter what other contingency fac
tors are present.
The environmental variables also seem to be the most important ones
at, and near, the strategic apex. They describe the boundary conditions of
the organization, and so it is natural that they should influence most those
parts which must be responsive to the milieu, namely the strategic apex and
upper levels of the middle line, as well as the gatekeeping staff functions
(such as research, public relations, long-range planning, and forecasting),
most of which are found near the strategic apex. Among those aspects of
structure most strongly influenced by the environmental contingency
factors are the amount of decision-making power that must rest at the stra
tegic apex, the speed and flexibility of the organization's strategic responses
(i.e., its degree of bureaucratization), and the basis for grouping top-level
units. Under certain conditions, the environmental variables have pro
nounced effects on the other parts of the organization as well, although a
prime consideration in the design of the operating core, as Thompson notes,
is to try to seal it off from as much direct environmental influence as pos
sible.
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Organizations do no t alw
ays adopt the structures
called for by their imper
sonal co nd iti on s-t he ir

ages an d sizes, the techn
ical systems they use, the
stability, complexity, div
ersity, an d hostility of the
ir environments. A num
be r of po we r factors also
enter into the design of str
ucture, notably the pres
ence of outside control of
the organization, the pe
rsonal needs of its vario
members, and the fashio
us
n of the day, embedded
in the culture in which the
organization finds itself
(in effect, the power of
social norms). Three hy
theses describe a number
po
of the findings ab ou t the
se power factors.
Hypothesis 14: The gre
ater the external control
of the organization,
the more centralized and
formalized its structure.
A number of studies hav
found a relationship bet
e
ween external control of
the organization an d the
extent to which it is cen
tralized an d/o r bureauc
ratized. Much of this evi
dence comes from the co

mparison of public (gover
nment-controUed) organ
izations with private (au
tonomous) ones. Thus,
firms of the Samuel an d
the government-owned
Mannheim (1970) study
used more rules an d pro
dures; the "commonwe
ce
al" (mostly government
) organizations of the Bla
an d Scott (1962) study
u
were more centralized tha
n the others (mostly pri
va te or institutional) an

d relied more on writte
n communication; Heyd
bra nd (1973) found mo
e
re uniform recruiting pro
cedures in publicly owned
tha n independent hospital
s; an d Holdaway et al.
(1975) found bo th fonna
ization an d centralizati
l
on to be highest in agr
icultural colleges an d tec
nological institutes, both
h
controlled directly by go
vernment departments,
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next highest in public col
leges, controlled by pu
blic boards, an d lowest
private colleges, cQntroll
in
ed by independent board
s.
But other evidence for
Hypothesis 14 comes fro
forms of external control.
m nongovernmental
For example, Strauss an
d Rosenstein (1970) found
tha t worker participatio
n on bo ard s of directors
had the effect of centra
izing power within the
l
administrative hierarchy 1
. The Aston gro up (Pu
et aI., 1969b) developed
gh
a dimension they called
"dependence," which in
cluded scales of "imperso
nality of origin" (founded
by a private individual
instead of an existing org
anization) an d "public acc
ountability" (the degree
to which the parent org
anization, or the organiza
tion itself, if it was au ton
omous, was subject to pu

blic scrutiny; this scale ran
ged from companies no
quoted on the stock exc
t
hange, to those that we
re, to government depa
ments). Dependence rel
rt
ated strongly to the Aston
dimension of concentra
tion of authority, leadin

g Pugh et al. to conclude:
"Dependent organization
have a more centralized
s
authority structure an d
less au ton om y in decisio
making; independent org
n
anizations have more au
tonomy and decentralize
decisions down the hie
rarchy" (p. 108). Depen
dence also related stron
to a measure of the sta
gly
ndardization of proced
ures for selection an d
vancement, bu t not to
ad 
their dimension of the str
uc
Reimann (1973), who stu
died 19 business firms, did turing of activities. But
find a very strong corre
lation between measures
of dependency an d forma
lization. Finally, as no ted
in ou r discussion of the
Al P studies, Pondy (1969)
found a negative rela
tionship between the pro
po rti on of owner-manag
ers an d the administrativ
ratio, which suggests tha
e
t the more ownership res
ides outside the organiza
tion, the more elaborat

e, an d therefore bureauc
ratic is the administrativ
structure.
e
Thus, the evidence indica
tes tha t outside control
decision-making power
tends to concentrate
at the top of the organiza
tional hierarchy an d to
courage greater than usu
en
al reliance on rules an
d regulations for intern
control. All of this, in
al
fact, seems logical enoug
h. Th e two most effect
means to control an org
ive
anization from the outsi
de are (1) to hold its mo
powerful decision ma ke
st
r-n am ely its chief exe
cutive off ice r-r esp on sib
for its actions, an d (2)
le
to impose clearly define
d 5tandards on it. Th e
centralizes the structure;
first
the second formalizes it.
External control gro up s-s
pe
cif
ic
shareholders, a pa ren t org
government its elf -fi nd
anization,
it convenient to hold ind
ividuals at the top respo
sible an d accountable for
n
organizational actions.
"Dependence causes co
centration of au tho rit y at
n
the apex of publicly ow
ned -organizations becaus
pressure for public accou
e
ntability requires the ap
proval of central comm
tees for many decisions"
it
(Pugh et at , 1969b, p.
112). As Bidwell (1965)
notes, school systems, as
agents of the public welfa
re, "must be responsible
'In this case, the wo

rkers participate not as
employees within the day
process, but as outsiders
-to- day decision-making
wh o seek to con trol the
organization from the top
.
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to the apparatus of government and to a public constituency"; they are'fteld
responsible "to use efficiently the public funds from which they are sup
ported"; consequently their administrators are required to ensure a balance
of "professional norms and standards, public wishes, and fiscal efficiency"

I

'; ~

(p.977).
To extract what they want from the organization, these external
groupS must establish dearly not only their line of control-through the top
management-but also their demands. So it is in their interest to impose
tangible standards on the organization, and to ensure that procedures of

bureaucratic control are developed to meet t~em.
Moreover, external control forces the organization to be especially
careful about its actions. Because it must justify its behaviors to outsiders, it
tends to formalize them. Formal, written communication generates records
that can be produced when decisions are questioned. Rules ensure fair
treatment to clients and employees alike. thus, government departments
pevelop personnel procedures to
recruitment so that they cannot be
accused of favoritism (such as hiring the minister's niece). They also specify
work procedures to ensure that clients are treated equally: "The citizen
wants equality of treatment from the Civil Service. Questions in the House
[of Commons] try to ensure that he gets it, thereby putting pressure on the
Civil Servants to administer strictly in accordance with the rules, SO that no
questions will be asked" (Stewart, 1963, p. 10). Stewart notes further that
demands by the British unions for equality of treatment of the employees of
nationalized industries have produced national rules that make little allow
ance for local needs. These have led to "increasing bureaucracy" (p. 11).
Earlier, we saw the same phenomenon in france, in Crozier's (1964) study
of the government-owned clerical agency and tobacco monopoly. Employee
demands for fair treatment resulted in rules to protect them from their
bosses, which made the structures significantly more bureaucratic than they

gove~n

wouldExternal
otherwise
have been.
control
can also act to bureaucratize the structure by impos
ing on it more sweeping demands than \lsual for rationalization. For ex
ample, whereas the autonomous firm can'deal with its suppliers and clients
in the open market, the subsidiary may be informed by headquarters that it
must purchase its supplies from a sister subsidiary, and moreover that the
two subsidiaries must sit down together to plan the transfers in advance so
that no surplus or shortages will result. Or a parent organization or govern
ment might insist on standards being applied across the whole range of
organizations it controls. It may demand anything from the use of a com
mon logo, or corporate symbol, to a common management information
system or set of purchasing regulations. l=-ntrepreneurial firms with organic
structures that are purchased by larger corporations are often forced to
develop organigrams, specify job descriptions and reporting relatio?shipS
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more dearly, and..adopt action planning and a host of other systems that
bureaucratize th~ir structures.
To conclude, Hypothesis 14 indicates that when two organizations are
the same age and size, use the same technical system, and operate in the
same environment, the structure of the one with the greater amount of ex
ternal control-by government, a parent organization, the unions, or what
ever-will be more centralized and more formalized. This, of course, raises
all kinds of interesting issues in societies that find more and more of their
autonomous organizations being gobbled up by giant conglomerations
big business, big government, big labor. The loss of autonomy means not
only the surrender of power to the external controller but also significant
changes within the structure of the organization itself, no matter what its in
trinsic needs-more power concentrated at its strategic apex, tighter per
sonnel procedures, more standardization of work processes, more formal
communication, more regulated reporting, more planning and Jess adapt
ing. In other words, centralization of power at the societal level leads to
centralization of power at the organizational level, and to bureaucratization
in the use of that power.
Hypothesis 15: The power needs of the members tend to generate
structures that are excessively centralized. All members of the organization
typically seek power, if not to control others at least to control the decisions
that affect their own work. As a result, the managers of the strategic apex
promote centralization in both the vertical and horizontal dimensions; the
managers of the middle line promote vertical decentralization, at least down
to their own levels, and horizontal centralization to keep power within the
line structure; the analysts of the technostructure and the support staff
favor horizontal decentralization, to draw power away from the line man
agers; and the operators seek vertical and horizontal decentralization, all
the way down to the operating core.
But the dice of this power game are loaded. As we saw in Section II, to
function effectively, organizations typically require hierarchical structures
and some degree of formal control. And these naturally put power in the
hands of the line managers, as opposed to the staff specialists or the oper
ators, and aggregate that power at the top of the hierarchy, in the ~nds of
the managers of the strategic apex. This is especially so in business organiza
tions, as William Dill (1965) has noted:
Business firms traditionally have been more unabashedly authoritarian than
many other kinds of organizations. Both in ideology and practice, the main
locus of fonnal power starts with the owners or the owner-manager; even now
in companies with diffuse and relatively powerless ownership. it lies with the
top executives. Strong central control is assumed necessary in order to achieve
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the focusing of action, the coordination of effort, the means of conflict
tion, and the control of results that are required to deal effectively with the
organization's external environment (p. 1097).

We have seen that various contingency factors-such as a sophisticated
technical system and environmental complexity-call for a sharing of cen
tral power. But to the extent that the line managers, notably the senior ones,
relish power, the structure can easily become excessively centralized. That
is, more power can be concentrated at its top than the factors of age, size,
technical system, and environment would normally call for (at least until
the resulting inefficiencies catch up with the organization).
The evidence for this hypothesis is anecdotal, but plentiful. In par
ticular, many histories have been written of chief executives who destroyed
organizations by retaining too much power. Entrepreneurs often fall prey to
this syndrome. They create the organization, and hold the bulk oE the
power_appropriately enough-through the first stage of development. But
then they fail to relinquish some of it as the organization growS larger and
moves into the second, bureaucratic stage. The classic example of this is
Henry Ford, whose need to control everything and everyone in his later
years caused him to centralize power, and to build an internal spy network
to consolidate it, to the point of nearly destroying the automobile company
he had sO carefully built.
Hypothesis 16: fashion favors the structure of the day (and of the cul
ture), sometimes even when inappropriate. Stinchcombe's research, dis
cussed in Hypothesis 2, suggests that there is such a thing as "the structure
of the day," that is, the one favored by industries founded in a given period.
But his research also shows that structures transcend periods, in other
words, that some organizations retain strQctures favored in previous
periods. The implication of this is that when a new structure comes along, it
is appropriate for some organizations but not for others.
This point has, apparently, been lost on a good many organizations,
for there is considerable evidence in the literature that fashion-the power
of the norms of the culture in which the organization finds itself-plays an
important role in structural design. We might like to believe that organiza
tions are influenced only by factors such as age, size, technical system, and
environment, not by what Jones, Inc., is doing next door. But there is too
much evidence to the contrary. In her study, for example, Joan Woodward
(1965) noted some cases of "management fashion," coupled with personal
ambition:
In one case a young store-keeper who had attended a materials control course
had been able to convince his chief executive that his firm needed a materials
control department of which he should be manager. Within six months, three
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neighbouring firms also had materials control departments. Industrial engi
neers were oth.er specialists who were becoming fashionable at the time of the
research (p. 22).
Part of the problem lies with the business periodicals and consulting
firms eager to promote the latest fad. As Whistler (1975) has noted, ''There
is still money to be made, and notoriety to be gained, in peddling universal
prescriptions. In economic terms, the demand is still there, in the form of
executives who seek the gospel, the simple truth, the one best way" (p. 4).
Paris has its salons of haute couture; likewise New York has its offices of
"haute structure," the consulting firms that bring the latest in high structural
fashion to their clients-long-range planning (LRP), management informa
tion systems (MIS), management by objectives (MBO), organization devel
opment (00). About the last one, for example, Strauss (1974) has written:
Unfortunately, many 00 programs are designed to make the organization less
bureaucratic, even in situations where lack of organization, rather than exces
sive bureaucracy, is the real problem.... Some 00 specialists are aware of
these problems, but there are others who prescribe a single solution to the
problems of all organizations, large and small (p. 12).
In the 1960s the management media heralded "the coming death of
bureaucracy." In an article by that title, Bennis (1966) wrote:
In these new organizations of the future, participants will be called upon to use
their minds more than at any other time in history. Fantasy, imagination, and
creativity will be legitimate in ways that today seem strange. Social structures
will no longer be instruments of psychic repression but will increasingly pro
mote play and freedom on behalf of curiosity and thought (p. 35).
And many organizations took this seriously, some to their regret. Thus,
when Lawrence and Lorsch describe the low-performance container firm
that tried to use integrators-one of the very fashionable tools of organic
structure-in a simple, stable environment, or when Khandwalla tells of the
low performer that sought to introduce participative management under the
wrong conditions, we find structural fashion extracting its toll in inappro
priate structural designs.
Since Bennis's article, it has become evident that bureaucracies will
not die. Not so long, at least, as organizations grow old and large, mass
produce their outputs, and find simple, stable environments to nurture their
standards. The fact is that articles would not be published and speakers
would not attend conferences to tell of "the one best way" if the printers and
airlines were not structured as bureaucracies. Today, few would deny that
bureaucracies are alive, if not well.
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Throughout this century, the swings between centralizatio~'and
decentralization at the top of large American corporations have resembled
the movements of women's hemlines. But the trend toward the use of divi
sionalization has been consistent, ever since Du Pont and General Motors
first made it fashionable in the 19205. Thus, Rumelt (1974) found in his data
on the Fortune 500 strong support not only for Chandler's well-known
proposition that "structure follows strategy" but for another, that "structure
also follows fashion" (p. 149). The use of the divisionalized form increased
from 20 percent in 1949 to 76 percent in 1969; but not all of it was explained
by market diversification, as Hypothesis 11 would have us believe: "until
the early 1960s the adoption of product-division structures was strongly
contingent upon the administrative pressures created by diversification
but ... in more recent years divisionalization has become accepted as the
norm and managements have sought reorganization along product-division
lines in response to normative theory rather ~han actual administrative pres
sure" (p. 77). And according to other data, cited in Chapter IS, European
corporations seem to be following close behind.
Of course, fashionable structure need not be inappropriate structure.
Fashion reflects new advances in organizational design, advances that suit
some organizations with older structures. Once the divisionalized form be
came established, it was appropriately adopted by most diversified com
panies that had been structured along functional lines. 2 Indeed, those that
failed to were saddled with structures that suddenly became out of date
less effective than the new alternative. Much like the dowager who always
dresses as she did in her heyday, so too the organization may cling to a
structure appropriate to days gone by. This, in fact, seems to explain the
Franko (1974) finding discussed in Chapter IS, that in the absence of com
petitive pressures, some European companies did not divisionalize even
though they were diversified. Placid environments enabled them to retain
outdated, ineffective structures.
The Franko finding also suggests that structural fashion is in some
sense culture-bound. What is all the rage among the Fortune 500 (the largest
U.S. corporations) may simply look odd to the Fortune 200 (the largest non
U.S. corporations). West Virginians and Westphalians may simply have dif
ferent preferences for structure. This is another way of saying that culture,
working through fashion, is another factor that influences structural design.
The literature contains a number of illustrations of the influence of
culture on structure, particularly on the use of authority and bureaucracy.
Dalton (1959) claims that "the theory of bureaucracy hangs much better on
the more stratified and disciplined European societies, as it did also on the
'In fact, there is reason to argue that the real fashion was the strategy of diversification; divi
sionalization then became the appropriate structural response.
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earlier Persian an~oman monarchies" (p. 264), than it does on American
society.3 Child and Keiser (1978) explicitly reject the "culture-free theories"
in their study of British and West German companies. So too, in effect, do
Azuni and McMillan (1975), who found that even when other contingency
factors were accounted for, Japanese firms emerged as more centralized
and, as they grew larger, more formalized than their British counterparts. In
an article entitled "Japanese Management: Old Ways Became Modern,"
Shinoda (1973) explains the relationship between bureaucracy and culture
in Japan:

In Tamano Dockyard of Mitsui ShipbUilding, for instance, one may notice
that the flow of work is predetermined to the smallest detail. Trucks carry
supplies of materials according to a weJl-established timetable. As a result, idle
time has been completely eliminated in the dockyard or in the steel supply; else
where in the world fifteen minutes' waiting time is not considered intolerable.
This reflects a difference between the precision as to time and money
coming from the Japanese insularity and the generosity inherent to the con
tinental Europeans.
In Japan, every attempt has always been made to reduce unnecessary
motions. In the "No-play" or the "Tea Ceremony," all meaningless motions
are eliminated. Just essential motions remain and are highly formaliZed. Espe
cially in "No-play," this reaches its extreme-where every movement is turned
into such pure simplicity that it may appear rather symbolic (p. 393).

In contemporary American culture, we see quite different trends in
structural fashion. Coming quickly into vogue, close behind the division
alized form, is project structure, what Toffler (1970) has called "ad-hocracy"_
essentially selectively decentralized organic structure that makes heavy use
of the liaison devices. One can hardly pick up a management journal with
out reading about task forces, integrating managers, matrix structure.
Clearly, this structure corresponds well to the calls for the destruction of
bureaucracy, to the democratic norms prevalent in American society, and
to its increasingly better-educated work force. But although this may be the
structure of our age-well-suited to new, "future-shocked" industries such
as aerospace and think-tank consulting-it may be wholly inappropriate for
most older industries. It, too, is no panacea. Like all the structures before it,
themselves once fashionable, it suits some organizations and not others.
Hopefully, those others will not opt for project structure, as did one of
Lawrence and Lorsch's container firms, just because it is fashionable.
'An explan;ltion for this put forward by Hage et al. (1971) is that SOCial distance inhibits the use
of informal means of communication and favors instead the more detached, formalized means,
such as regular reporting systems.
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STRUCTURAL CONFIGURATIONS
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Throughout this book, ever since the introduction of the five coordinating
mechanisms in its first pages, we have seen growing convergences in its
findings. For example, the standardization of work processes was seen in
Section I to relate most closely to the view of the organization as a system
of regulated flows. Then in Section II we saw tnese two linked up to the
design parameter of behavior formalization in particular and the traditional
kind of bureaucratic structure in general, where the operating work is
highly specialized but unskilled. Later in this section we found that the oper
ating units of such structures are large, and that they tend to be grouped by
function as do the units above them in the middle line. At the end of this
section, there emerged the conclusion that decentralization in these struc
tures tends to be of the limited horizontal type, where power resides pri
marily at the strategic apex and secondarily in the technostructure that
formalizes everyone else's work. Then in Section III we found that this com
bination of the design parameters is most likely to appear in rather large and
old organizations, specifically in their second stage of development; in or
ganizations that use mass production technical systems, regulating but not
automated; in orgaJ\izations operating in simple, stable environments; and
in those subject to external control. Other such convergences appeared in
our findiJ\gS. In effect, the elements of our study-the coordinating mech
anisms, design parameters, and contingency factors-aU seem to faD into
natural clusters, or configurations.
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It will be recalled that in our discussion of the effective structuring of
organiz.ations in Chapter 12, two hypotheses were put forward. The con
gruence hypothesis, which postulates that effective organizations select
their design parameters to fit their situation, was the subject of the last sec
tion. In this one, we take up the configuration hypothesis, which postulates
that effective organizations achieve an internal consistency among their
design parameters, in effect, a structural configuration. It is these configura
tions that are reflected in the convergences of this book.
How many configurations do we need to describe aU organizational
structures? The mathematician tells us that p elements, each of which can
take on n forms, lead to P" possible combinations. With our nine design
parameters, that number would groW rather large. Nevertheless, we could
start building a large matrix, trying to fill in each of the boxes. But the
world does not work like that. There is order in the world, but it is a far
more profound one than that-a sense of union or harmony that groWS out
of the natural clustering of elements, whether they be stars, ants, or the
of organizations.
characteristics
The number
"five" has appeared repeatedly in our discussion. First
there were five basic coordinating mechanisms, then five basic parts of the
organization, later five basic types of decentralization. Five is, of course, no
ordinary digit. "It is the sign of union, the nuptial number according to the
pythagoreans; also the number of the center, of harmony and of equilib
rium." The Dictionnaire des Symbo1es goes on to teU us that five is the "sym
bol of man ... likewise of the universe .,. the symbol of divine will that
seeks only order and perfection." To the ancient writers, five was the essence
of the universal laws, there being "five colors, five flavors, five tones, five
metals, five viscera, five planets, five orients, five regions of space, of
course five senses," not to mention "the five colors of the rainbow." Our
modest contribution to this impressive list is five structural configurations.
These have appeared repeatedly in our discussion; they are the ones described
most frequently in the literature of organizational theory.',1
In fact, the recurrence of the number "five" in o\!r discussion seems not
to be coincidental, for it turns out that there is a one~to-one correspondence
between all of our fives. In each structural configuration, a different one of
the coordinating mechanisms is dominant, a different part of the organizaIQuotes from Dictionnllire des Symboles, sous la direction de Jean Chevalier avec la collabora
tion de Alain Gheerbrant (Editions Robert Laffont, 1969), p. 208; my translation from the
French. The obsolescence 01 most 01 their lives is not 01 central concern to us here and now; it
simply suggests that we often begin with quintets belore we proceed to more elaborate typolo'
gies.
'Perrow (1970) describes lour structures which correspond more or less to four of ours; Segal
(1974) and Van de Ven (1976al describe three; Lawrence and Larsch (1967) and Pugh et al.
(19b9altwo; as we shall see, a number of other authors describe one or more 01 these con
figurations explicitly.
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tion plays the most important role, and a different type of decentralization
is used. 3 This correspondence is summarized in the following table:

Structural
Configuration

Prime
Coordinating
Mechanism

Key Pan of

Orsanization

Type of
Decentralization

Simple Structure

Direct supervision

Strategic apex

Vertical and horizontal
centralization

Machine
Bureaucracy
Professional
Bureaucracy

Standardization of
work processes

Technostructure

Standardization of
skills
Standardization 01
outputs
Mutual adjustment

Operating core

Umited horizontal
decentralization
Vertical and horizontal
decentralization

Divisionalized
Form
Adhocracy

Middle line

Limited vertical
decentralization

Support staff'

Selective
decentralization

We can explain this correspondence by considering the organization as
being pulled in five different directions, one by each of its parts. (These five
pulls are shown in Figure IV-t.) Most organizations experience all five of
these pulls; however, to the extent that conditions favor one over the others,
the organization is drawn to structure itself as one of the configurations.
Thus, the strategic apex exerts a pull for centralization, by which it
can retain control over decision making. This it achieves when direct super
vision is relied upon for coordination. To the extent that conditions favor
this pull, the configuration called Simple Structure emerges.
The technostructure exerts its pull for standardization-notably for
that of work processes, the tightest form-because the design of the stand
ards is its raison d'etre. This amounts to a pull for limited horizontal decen
tralization. To the extent that conditions favor this pull, the organization
structures itself as a Machine Bureaucracy.
In contrast, the members of the operating core seek to minimize the
influence of the administrators-managers as weD as analysts-over their
work. That is, they promote horizontal and vertical decentralization. When
they succeed, they work relatively autonomously, achieving whatever
coordination is necessary through the standardization of skills. Thus, the
operators exert a pull for professionalism, that is, for a reliance on outside

"

I

'At the risk of stretching my credibility, I would like to point out that this neat correspondence
was not fabricated. Only after deciding on the five structural configurations was I struck by the
correspondence with the five coordinating mechanisms and the five organizational parls.
Slight modification in the Chapter 11 typology of decentralization (which rendered it more
logical) was, however, suggested by the live configurations.
'We shall see in Chapter 21 thaI there are two basic types of Adhocracies. In the second type
more like the Professional Bureaucracy-the operating core is also a key part.
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by mutual adjustment. To the extent that conditions favor this pull to colla
borate, the organization,adopts the Adhocracy configuration.
Consider, for example, the case of a film company. The presence of a
great director will favor the pull to centralize and encourage the use of the
Simple Structure. Should there be a number of great directors, each pulling
for their own autonomy, the structure will likely be Balkanized into the
Divisionalized Form. Should the company instead employ highly skilled
actors and cameramen, producing complex but standard industrial films, it
will have a strong incentive to decentralize further and use the Professional
Bureaucracy structure. In contrast, should the company employ relatively
unskilled personnel, perhaps to mass produce spaghetti westerns, it will
experience a strong pull to standardize and to structure itself as a Machine
Bureaucracy. But if, instead, it wishes to innovate, resulting in the strongest
pull to collaborate the efforts of director, designer, actor, and cameraman,
it would have a strong incentive to use the Adhocracy configuration.
These five structural configurations are the subject of this concluding
section of the book. The description of each in the next five chapters serves
two purposes. First, it enables us to propose a fundamental way to cate
gorize organizations-and the correspondences that we have just seen give
us some confidence in asserting that fundamentality. And second, byallow
ing us to draw together the material of the first sixteen chapters, the descrip
tions of these last five chapters serve as an excellent way to summarize and,
more important, to synthesize the findings of this book.
In describing these structural configurations, we shall be able to clear
up much of the confusion that arose in the last section. The world seems
more ordered, and more easily understood, when we focus -on specifics, on
distinct types, instead of on continuous relationships, two variables at a
time. In general, it may be impossible to disentangle the effects of size,
technical system, environment, and power on structure; in particular, as we
shall see, many of these contingency factors fall neatly into place. In fact,
there seem to be logical configurations of the contingency factors, just as
there are of the design parameters, and the two seem to go together. In so
describing both in this section, we shall, therefore, drop the assumption that
the contingency factors are the independent variables, those which dictate
the choice of the design parameters. Instead, we shall take a "systems"
approach in this section, treating our configurations of the contingency and
structural parameters as "gestalts," clusters of tightly interdependent rela
tionships·. There is no dependent or independent variable in a system; every
thing depends on everything else. Large size may bureaucratize a structure,
but bureaucracies also seek to grow large; dynamic environments may
require organic structures, but organizations with organic structures also
seek out dynamic environments, where they feel more comfortable. Organi
zations-at least effective ones-appear to change whatever parameters
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they can-contingency as well as structural-to

~aintain the coherence or,

their gestalts.
Each of the five chapters that follows describes one of the structural
configurations, drawing its material from every section of this book. Each
chapter begins with a description of the basic structure of the configuration:
how it uses the five coordinating mechanisms jlnd the nine design para
meters as well how it functions-how authority, platerial, information, and
decision processes flow through its five parts. This is followed by a discus
sion of the conditions of the configuration-the factors of age, size, tech
nical system, environment, and power typically associated with it. (All
these conclusions are summarized in Table 21-1, page 466). Here, also, we
seek to identify well-known examples of each configuration, and also note
some common hybrids which it forms with other configurations. Finally,
each chapter closes with a discussion of some of the more important social
issues associated with the configuration. It is llere that 1 take the liberty
usually accorded an author of explicitly injecting his own opinions into the
concluding section of his work.
.
One last point before we begin. Parts of this section have an air of
conclusiveness about them, as if the five configurations are perfectly distinct
and encompass all of organizational reality. That is not true, as we shall see
in a sixth and concluding chapter. Until then, the reader would do well to
proceed under the assumption that every sentence in this section is an over
statement (including this one!). There are times when we need to caricature,
or stereotype, reality in order to sharpen differences and so to better under
stand it. Thus, the case for each configuration is overstated to make it
clearer, not to suggest that every organization:-indeed any organization
exactly fits a single configuration. Each configuration is a pure type (what
Weber called an "ideal" type), a theoretically consistent combination of the
contingency and design parameters. Together the five may be thought of as
bounding Ii pentagon within which real structures may be found. In fact,
our brief concluding chapter presents such a pentagon, showing within its
boundaries the hybrids of the configurations and the transitions between
them. But we can only comprehend the inside of a space by identifying its
boundaries. So let us proceed with our discussions of the configurations.

17
The Simple Structure

Prime Coordinating Mechanism:

Direct supervision

Key Part of Organization:

Strategic apex

Main Design Parameters:
Contingency Factors:

Centralization. 'organic
structure
Young, small, non
sophisticated technical
system, simple, dynamic
environment, Possible
extreme hostility or strong
power needs of top
manager, not fashionable

Consider an automobile dealership with a flamboyant owner, a brand-new
government department, a middle-sized retail store, a corporation run by
an aggressive entrepreneur, a government headed by an autocratic politi
cian, a school system in a state of crisis. In most ways, these are vastly
different organizations. But the evidence suggests that they share a number
of basic structural characteristics. We call the configuration of these charac
teristics the Simple Structure.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE BASIC STRUCTURE

The Simple Structure is characterized, above all, by what it is not
elaborated. Typically, it has little or no technostructure, few support staff
ers, a loose division of labor, minimal differentiation among its units, and a
small managerial hierarchy. little of its behavior is formalized, and it makes
minimal use of planning, training, and the liaison devices. It is, above all,
organic. ln a sense, Simple Structure is nonstructure: it avoids using all the
formal devices of structure. and it minimizes its dependence on staff special
ists. The latter are typically hired on contract when needed, rather than
encompassed permanently within the organization.
Coordination in the Simple Structure is effected largely by direct
supervision. Specifically, power over all important decisions tends to be
centralized in the hands of the chief executive officer. Thus, the strategic
apex emerges as the key part of the structure; indeed, the .structure often
consists of little more than a one-man strategic apex and an organic oper
ating core. The chief executive tends to have a very wide span of control; in
fact, it is not uncommon for everyone else to report to him. Thus a group of
management students at McGill University asked the president of a small
chain of retail stores they were studying to draw an organigram, since none
existed:
He drew it so that every section of personnel fell below him mainly on one
plane. He sees all his employees falling und~r him and he does not differentiate
very dearly between the relative levels of authority. .,. He drew his diagram
quite unwittingly and it waS only when we asked him of their relative positions
of authority that he gave us the authority order of the structure.'
Grouping into units-if it exists at all-more often than not is on a loose
functional basis, with the coordination between units left to the chief execu
tive. Likewise, communication floWS informally in fhis structure, most of it
between the chief executive and everyone else. Thus, another McGill stu
dent grOUP commented in their study of a s1l\all manufacturer of pumps: "It
is not unusual to see the president of the company engaged in casual conver
sation with a machine shop mechanic. These types of specialties enable the
......<leO to be ">fonned of a machine breakdown ..,n before tb< ,hop
t
superintendent
is advised."l The work flow too tends to be flexible, withble
the
job< of th' operating core beloo relativ,ly .....pecia1izcd and m""ha_ .
'From a paper submitted to the author in Management

420,

McGill University,

1969,
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Decision making i5 likewise flexible, with the centralization of power
allowing for rapid response. Strategic, administrative and operating deci
sions can be tightly c~ordinated since one individual keeps close watch on
all of them. Strategy formulation is, of course, the sole responsibility of the
chief executive. The process tends to be highly intuitive and nonanalytical,
-often thriving on uncertainty and oriented to the aggressive search for
opportunities. In a word, the organization uses the entrepreneurial mode of
strategy making (Mintzberg, 1973b). It is not, therefore, surprising that the
resulting strategy-seldom made explicit-reflects the chief executive's
implicit vision of the place of the organization in its environment. In fact,
that strategy is more often than not a direct extrapolation of his personal
beliefs, an extension of his own personality.
The disturbance handler and entrepreneur roles are perhaps the most
important aspects of the chief executive's work. But considerable attention
is also given to the leader role-a reflection of the importance of direct
supervision-and to the monitor role-in order to keep himself well in
fonned. In contrast, the more formal aspects of managerial work-for
example, those contained in the figurehead role-are of less significance, as
are the disseminator and resource allocator roles, since power and infonna
tion remains in the strategic apex of the Simple Structure.
Figure 17-1 shows the Simple Structure symbolically, in terms of our
logo, with a wide span of control at the strategic apex, no staff units, and an
insignificant middle line.
Khandwalla (1977) found this simplest of structural forms in his re
search on Canadian companies. Some of these firms had little R&D and
marketing research activities, no training of staff, and rudi~entary financial
controls. They preferred what Khandwalla labeled the entrepreneurial,
power-oriented, conservative, and seat-of-the-pants managerial styles.
Pugh et aI. (1969a) also allude to this structural form in what they call "im
plicitly structured organizations," while Woodward (1965) describes such a
structure among smaller unit production and single-purpose process firms
/'

.

by).

Gariepy, R. Miller, G. Nanton, 1. Shabrokh.
'From apaper submitted to the author in Management Policy 701, McGill University, 1910, by
S. Genest and S. Darkanzanli .
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figure 17-1.
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executive, little staff, and organic relationships.

CONDITIONS OF THE SIMPLE STRUCTURE

Above all, the environment of the Simple Structure tends to be at one
and the same time simple and dynamic. A simple environment can be com
prehended by a single individual, and so enables decision making to be
controlled by that individual. A dynamic environment means organic struc
ture: because its future state cannot be predicted, the organization cannot
effect coordination by standardization. Another condition common to
Simple Structures is a technical system that is both nonsophisticated and
nonregulating. Sophisticated ones require elaborate staff support structures,
to which power over technical decisions must be delegated, while regulating
ones call for bureaucratization of the operating core.
Among the conditions giving rise to variants of the Simple Structure,
perhaps the most important is stage of development. The new organization
tends to adopt the Simple Structure, no matter what its environment or
technical system, because it has not had the time to elaborate its administra
tive structure. It is forced to rely on leadership to get things going. Until it
settles down, therefore, it tends to be both organic and centralized. Thus,
we can conclude that most organizations pass tl\rough the Simple Structure
in their
formative
years.
Many
small organizations,
however, remain with the Simple Structure
beyond this period. For them, informal communication is convenient and
effective. Moreover, their small size may mean less repetition of work in the
operating core, which means less standardization. Of course, some organi
zations are SO small that they can rely on mutual adjustment for coordina
tion, almost in the absence of direct supervision by leaders. They constitute
a hybrid we can call the simplest structure, a Simple Structure with the open
lateral communication channels of the Adhocracy .
Another variant-the crisis organization-appears when extreme hos
tility forces an organization to centralize, no matter what its usual structure.
The need for fast, coordinated response puts power in the hands of the chief
executive, and serves to reduce the degree of bureaucratization as well. (Of
course, highly elaborated organizations do not eliminate their technostruc
tures and middle lines when faced with a crisis. But they may temporarily
set aside their power over decision making.)
James D. Thompson (1967) describes a special case of the crisis organi
zation, what he calls the synthetic organization. ThiS is temporary, set up to
deal with a natural disaster. The situation is new, and the environment is
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extremely hostile. Thompson notes that the initial responses to such crises
are usually uncoordinated. However, "In a relatively short time, usually,
two things happen to change this situation and bring about a synthetic
organization: (1) uncommitted resources arrive, with those who possess
them seeking places to use them, and (2) information regarding need for
additional resources begins to circulate." The headquarters of the synthetic
organization becomes established at that place where these supplies and
demands meet. And the "authority to coordinate the use of resources is
attributed to-forced upon-the individual or group which by happen
stance is at the crossroads of the two kinds of necessary information, re
source availability and need" (quotes from p. 52). (Of course, permanent
organizations that specialize in disaster work, such as the Red Cross, would
be expected to develop standardized procedures and so to use a more
bureaucratic form of structure.)
Personal needs for power produce another variant, which we call the
autocratic organization. When a chief executive hoards power and avoids
the formalization of behavior as an infringement on his right to rule by fiat,
he will, in effect, design a Simple Structure for his organization. The same
result is produced in the charismatic organization, when the leader gains
power not because he hoards it but because his followers lavish it upon him.
Culture seems to figure prominently in both these examples of Simple
Structure. The less industrialized societies, perhaps because they lack the
educated work forces needed to man the administrative staff jobs of bureau
cratic structures, seem more prone to build their organizations around
strong leaders who coordinate by direct supervision. Thus, Harbison and
Myers (1959) describe the structure of Abboud enterprises, typical of the
"great majority of Egyptian-owned private establishments":
Here the manager is a dominant individual who extends his personal control
over all phases of the business. There is no charted plan of organization, no
formalized procedure for selection and development of managerial personnel,
no publicized system of wage and salary classifications.... authority is asso
ciated exclusively with an individual ... (pp. 40-41).
These forces of autocracy or charisma can sometimes drive even very
large organizations toward the Simple Structure, at least when their leaders
are skillful in their use of power. Here is how Wilensky (1967) describes the
workings of the U.S. government under President Franklin D. Roosevelt:
Not only did Roosevelt rely heavily on unofficial channels, but he also fostered
competition within: he would use one anonymous informant's information to
challenge and check another's, putting both on their toes; he recruited strong
personalities and structured their work so that clashes would be certain. "His
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jurisdictio~s

favorite technique was to keep gran
ts of authority incomplete,
uncertain, charters overlapping." In
foreign affairs, he gave Moley and Well
es
tasks that overlapped those of Secr
etary of State Hull; in conservation
and
power, he gave Ickes and Wallace
identical missions; in welfare, conf
using
both functions and initials, he assig
ned PWA to Ickes, WPA to Hopkins
; in
politics, Farley found himself competin
g with othe r political advisers for con
trol over patronage (p. 51; quotation
within from A. M. Schlesinger).

Ano ther factor .that encourages use
of the Simple Structure is owner
management, since this precludes outs
ide control, which encourages bure
au
cratization. The classic case of the
owner-managed organization is,
of
course, the entrepreneurial firm. In
fact, the entrepreneurial firm seem
s to
be the best overall illustration of the
Simple Structure, combining almost
all
.of its cha ract eris tics -bo th stru ctur
al and con ting enc y-in to a tight gest
alt.
The entrepreneurial firm is aggressi
ve and often innovative, continu
ally
searching for the high-risk environ
ments whe re the bureaucracies fear
to
tread; Thu s, Pare to describes the
entrepreneurs as "adventurous soul
s,
hungry for novelty .,. not at all
alarmed at change" (quoted in ToW
er,
1970, p. 148). But the firm is also care
ful to re", ain in market niches that
the
entrepreneur can fully comprehend
. In other wor ds, it seeks out env
iron

ments that are both dynamic and simp
le. Similarly, the entrepreneurial firm
is careful to remain with a simple,
nonregulating technical system, one
that
alloWS its structure to remain orga
nic and celltralized. The firm is usua
lly
small, so that it can remain organic
and the entrepreneur can retain tigh
t
control. Ofte n, it is also young, in
part, because the attrition rate amo
ng
entrepreneurial firms is high, in part
because those that survive tend to
switch to a more bureaucratic configu
ration as they age. The entrepreneu
r
tends to be autocratic and sometim
es charismatic as well; typically, he
has
founded his own firm because he
could not tolerate the controls imp
osed
upon him by the bureaucracies in whi
ch he has wor ked (Collins and Moo
re,
1970). Inside the structure, all revo
lves arou nd the entrepreneur. Its goal
s
are his goals, its strategy his vision
of its place in the wor ld. Mos t entr
epre
neurs loat h bureaucratic pro ced ures
-and th~ technostructures that com
e
with the m-a s impositions on thei
r flexibility. So their unpredictable
maneuvering keeps their structures lean
, flexible, and organic.
This gestalt is almost perfectly illus
trated in a small retail firm, which
we shall call Chez Lutin, located in
the nort h of France. It sells notions
and
novelties in five stores, four of whi
ch were opened in a five-year period
just
before the time of this writing. Both
product lines are simple, but the mar
ket
for novelties is extremely dynami
c. Novelties include fashion clot hin
g
turtlenecks, scarves, belts, and the
like -tha t require frequent and rapi
d
response, in high season almost wee
kly, because of the uncertainty of supp
ly
and demand. The technical sys tem
-ret ail sell ing- is, of course, extreme
ly
simple and nonregulating; the only
equipment required are cash registers
,

.;;;,.
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an automobile that doubles as a truc
k, and a telephone. Chez Lutin is own
ed
and managed by a hus ban d and
wife tea m-a dua l chief exe cuti ve-t
he
hus ban d looking after control and
administration, the wife, purchasing
and
inve ntor y. Fifty salespeople repo rt
directly to the owners, despite the
fact
that these people are dispersed in
the five different stores across a thir
ty
mile radius. The re are no store man
agers. Instead, the owners visit each
store every day . The only othe r emp
loye es-s upp ort staff so to spe akare
one secretary and one wom an who
wor ks part-time to balance the inve
n
tories amo ng the stores. The re is hard
ly any information syst em- pro blem
s
are communicated verbally to the
owners during their visits. Sales for
each
store are, however, reported daily,
alth oug h overall sales and costs figu
res
generally run abo ut twelve mon ths
late. The re is no training of salespeo
ple,
no differentiation amo ng them (exc
ept for the cashiers), no planning,
and
hard ly any rules. Needless to say,
Chez Lutin has no organigram, alth
oug
h
we drew one up for this boo k, which
is sho wn in Figure 17-2 .
Owners
(Husband-Wifel
i

Sales peop le

Filur e 17-2 .

Chez Luti n- The Typical Simple
Structure

SOME ISSUES ASSOCIATED WITH
SIMPLE STRUCTURE
In the Simple Structure, decisions
concerning strategy and ope ratio ns
are together centralized in the offic
e of the chief executive. Cen trali zati
on
has the imp orta nt advantage of ensu
ring that strategic response reflects
full
knowledge of the operating core. It
also favors flexibility and ada ptab
ility
in strategic response: only one pers
on need act. As Hage and Dewer (197
3)
find in a stud y of innovation: "...
if the leader and the elite favor chan
ge,
this is muc h mor e influential to inno
vati on than decentralizing the pow
er
structure" (p. 28S )-an d this in a stud
y of health and welfare organization
s.

...
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But centralization can also cause confusion between strategic and'
operating issues. The chief executive can get so enmeshed in operating prob
lems that he loses sight of strategic considerations. Alternatively, he may
become so enthusiastic about strategic opportunities that the more routine
operations wither for lack of attention and eventually pull down the whole
organization. Both problems occur frequently in entrepreneurial firms. In
some, the entrepreneur, always looking for new worlds to conquer, never
settles down to consolidate the firm's control over one or two of them. In
others, when the creditors finally arrive to close the place down, they find
the entrepreneur in back fixing a machine, oblivious to the crisis.
The Simple Structure is also the riskiest of structures, hinging on the
health and whims of one individual. One heart attack can literally wipe out
the organization's prime coordinating mechanism.
Like all the configurations, restricted to its apprupriate situation, the
Simple Structure usually functions effectively. Its flexibility is well suited to
simple, dynamic environments, to extremely hostile ones (at least for a
time), and to young and small organizations. But lacking a developed ad
ministration, the Simple Structure becomes a liability outside its narrow
range of conditions. Its organic state impedes it from producing the stand
ardized outputs required of an environment having stabilized or an organi
zation having grown large, and its centralized nature renders it ineffective in
dealing with an environment haVing become complex.
Unfortunately, however, when structurjll changes must come, the
only person with the power to make them-the chief executive himself
often resists. The great strength of the Simple Structure-its f1exibility
becomes its chief liability. As Strauss (1974) puts it:
Top management persists in the myth that somehow the company is different
from other organizations and that it can avoid the rigidity and bureaucratic
coldness of big business. From this comes, at times, an almost pathological
aversion to red tape or formalities, whether with regard to purchasing rules,
inventory control, or the use of time clocks.. ,.
At the very time that staff in one comp,.ny was trying to introducewhat
it felt were elements of predictability, a top manager commented, "We have
succeeded so far by flying by the seat of our pants. That's our strength. We can
tum around on a dime." And another executive in a similar situation bragged,
"We aren't held back by organization charts.. ,. Everyone pitches in here. We
all feel equally responsible for everything that happens" (p. 13).
One great advantage of Simple Structure is its sense of mission. Many
people enjoy working in a small, intimate organization, where its leader
often charismatic-knows where he is taking it. As a result, the organization
tends to grow rapidly, the world being, so to speak, at its feet. Employees
can develop a solid identification with such an organization. Thus, Worthy
(1950) writes of the "better integrated social system" of the sma)) organiza
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tion. Employees can mOre easily relate to each other and to the chief execu
tive. 'There are fewer people, fewer levels in the organizational hierarchy,
and a less minute subdivision of labor. It is easier for the employee to adapt
himself to such a simpler system and to win a place in it. His work becomes
more meaningful ... because he and they can readily see its relation and
. importance to other functions and to the organization as a whole" (p. 173).
But other people perceive the Simple Structure as highly restrictive.
Because one indiVidual caUs all the shots, they feel not like the participants
on an exciting journey, but like cattle being led to market for someone else's
benefit. Thus, Long (1962) writes of the orientation in the literature "which
sees management, almost in medieval style, as the head and the rest as body,
hands, and feet; or, in Hobbesian terms, whicl1. sees management as the
Sovereign Without which there are no alternative to anarchy" (p. 111). No
wonder EI Salmi and Cummings found that high-level managers reported
greater fulfillment of their needs in small organizations, while middle- and
lower-level ones reported that kind of fulfillment in larger organizations
(cited in Cummings and Berger, 1976, p. 37).
As a matter of fact, the broadening of democratic norms beyond the
political sphere into that of organizations has rendered the Simple Structure
unfashionable in contemporary society. Increasingly, it is being described
as paternalistic, sometimes autocratic, and is accused of distributing organi_
zational Power inappropriately. Certainly, our description identifies Simple
Structure as the property of one individual, whether in fact or in effect.
There are no effective countervailing powers in this structural configuration,
which means that the chief executive can easily abuse his authority.
There have been Simple Structures as long as there have been organi
zations. Indeed, this was probably the only structure known to the men
who first discovered the benefits of coordinating their actiVities in some
formal way. But in Some sense, Simple Structure had its heyday in the era of
the great American trusts of the late nineteenth century, when POwerful
entrepreneurs personally controlled huge empires. Since then, at least in
Western Society, the Simple Structure has been on the decline. Between 1895
and 1950, according to one study (cited in Pugh et at, 1963-64, p. 296), the
proportion of entrepreneurs in American industry has declined sharply,
while
thatcontinuously.
of "bureaucrats" in particular and administrators in general has
increased
TOday, many view the Simple Structure as an anachronism in SOCieties
that call themselves democratic. Yet it remains a prevalent and important
structural configuration, and will, in fact, continue to be so as long as new
organizations are created, some organizations prefer to remain sll1all and
informal while others require strong leadership despite larger size, Society
prizes entrepreneurship, and many organizations face temporary enViron_
ments and
that dynamic.
are extremely hostile or more permanent ones that are both
simple
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all, their operating work is routine, the greatest part of it rather simple and
repetitive; as a result, their work processes are highly standardized. These
characteristics give rise to the Machine Bureaucracies of our society, the
structures fine-tuned to run as integrated, regulated machines.
This is the structure that Max Weber first described, with standardized
responsibilities, qualifications, communication channels, and work rules, as
well as a clearly defined hierarchy of authority. It is the structure that
Stinchcombe showed to arise from the Industrial Revolution, the one that
Woodward found in the mass production firms, Bums and Stalker in the
textile industry, Crozier in the tobacco monopoly, Lawrence and Lorsch in
the container finn. It is what the Aston group called "workflow bureau
cracy."

DESCRIPTION OF THE BASIC STRUCTURE
A dear configuration of the design parameters has held up consistently
in the research: highly specialized, routine operating tasks, very formalized
procedures in the operating core, a proliferation of rules, regulations, and
formalized communication throughout the organization, large-sized units at
the operating level, reliance on the functional basis for grouping tasks,
relatively centralized power for decision making, and an elaborate adminis
trative structure with a sharp distinction between line and staff.
Prime Coordinating Mechanism:
Key Part of Organization:
Main Design Parameters:

Contingency factors:

Standardization of work
processes
Tec\1Oostructure
Behavior formalization,
ver\ical and horizontal job
specialization, usually
functional grouping, large
operating unit size, vertical
cef1tralization and limited
horizontal decentraliza
tion, action planning
old, large, regulating,
non-automated technical
system, simple, stable en
vironment, external control.
not fashionable

A national post office, a security agency, a steel company, a custodial
prison, an airline, a giant automobile company: all of these organizations
appear to have a number of structural characteristics in common. Above
314
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The Operating Core The obvious starting point is the operating
core, with its highly rationalized work flow. As a result, 'the operating tasks
are simple and repetitive, generally requiring a minimum of skill and little
training-often of th~ order of hours, seldom more than a few weeks, and
usually in-house. This leads to a sharp division of labor in the operating
core-to narrowly defined jobs, specialized both vertically and horizontally
-and to an emphasis on the standardization of work processes for coordi
nation. Thus, formalization of behavior emerges as the key design para
meter. Because the workers are left with little discretion in their work, there
is little possibility for mutual adjustment in the operating core. The use of
direct supervision by first-line managers is limited by the fact that standard
ization handles most of the coordination. Thus, very large units can be
designed in the operating core. (There is, however, as we shall see later,
need for another kind of direct supervision, related to the lack of motiva
tion of the operators-not to coordinate their work but simply to ensure
that they do it.)
The Administrative Component The tight regulation of the operat
ing work-in effect the sealing off of the operating core from disruptive
environmental influence-requires that the administrative structure be
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highly elaborated. First is the middle line, which is fully developed, esp~~'
cially well above the operating core, and is sharply differentiated into func
tional units. The managers of this middle line have three prime tasks. One is
to handle the disturbances that arise between the highly specialized workers
of the operating core. While standardization takes care of most of the oper
ating interdependencies, ambiguities inevitably remain, which give rise to
conflicts. These cannot easily be handled by ml.\tual adjustment among the
operators, since informal communication is inhibited by the extensive
standardization. 50 they tend to be handled by direct supervision, the
orders of first-line managers. And because many of these conflicts arise be
tween operators adjacent to each other in the work flow, the natural ten
dency is to bring adjacent operators under COmmon supervision, in other
words to group the operators into units that deal with distinct parts of the
work flow, which results in the functional basis for grouping operating
units. The production foreman, for example, heads a unit that deals with
conflicts between machine operators who feed each work. For the same
reason, this functional grouping gets mirrored all the way up the hierarchy,
from the production and maintenance departments, which look to the plant
manager to resolve many of their conflicts, to ~he manufacturing and mar
keting vice-presidents, who often expect the same of the company president.
A second task of the middle-line managers, which also explains why
they are grouped on functional bases, is to work in their liaison role with
the analysts of the technostructure to incorporate their standards down into
the operating units. Their third task, related t9 the spokesman, dissemina
tor, and resource allocator roles, is to support the vertical flows in the
structure-the aggregation of the feedback information up the hierarchy
and the elaboration of the action plans that come back down. All of these
tasks of the middle-line managers require personal contacts-with their
subordinates, the analysts, and their own superiors-which limit the num
ber of people they can supervise. Hence, units above the operating core tend
to be rather small in size and the overall administrative hierarchy rather tall
in shape.
,
The technostructure must also be highly elaborated. In fact, 5tinch
combe (1965) identified the birth of the Machine Bureaucracy structure in
early nineteenth-eentury industries such as textiles and banking with the
growth of technocratic personnel. Because the Machine Bureaucracy
depends primarily on the standardization of its operating work processes
for coordination, the technostructure-which houses the analysts who do
the standardizing-emerges as the key part of the structure. This is so de
spite the fact that the Machine Bureaucracy sharply distinguishes between
line and staff. To the line managers is delegated the formal authority for the
operating units; the technocratic staff-officially at least-merely advises.
But without the standardizers-the cadre of work study analysts, job des-
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cription designers, schedulers, quality control engineers, planners, budget
ers, MIS designers, accountants, operations researchers, and many, many
more-the structure simply could not function. Hence, despite their lack of
formal authority, considerable informal power rests with the analysts of the
technostructure_those who standardize everyone else's work.
The informal POwer of the technostructure is gained largely at the
expense of the operators, whose work they formalize to a high degree, and
of the first-line managers, who would otherwise supervise the operators
directly. Such formalization institutionalizes the work of these managers,
that is, removes much of their power to coordinate and puts it into the
systems designed by the analysts. The first-line manager's job can, in fact,
become so circumscribed that he can hardly be said to function as a manager
at all (that is, as someone who, as we defined earlier, is in charge of an
organizational unit). The classic case is the foreman on the assembly line.
Figure 18-1 shows Paterson's depiction of the manufacturing assembly
foreman caught in a tangled web of technocratic and other forces. But this
phenomenon is not restricted to manufacturing plants. Consider the con
straints Antony Jay (1970) encountered in his job as head of a program
production department in the BBC television service:
. " if I wanted to take on a new production assistant or pay an existing one
more money, I had to apply to Establishment Department, if I wanted to pro
mote him to producer I had to apply to Appointments Department, if I wanted
a film editor to work on Saturday I had to ask Film Department, if I wanted to
change a designer I had to ask Design Department, if I wanted new carpets or
an extra office I had to ask Administration Department, if I wanted to change
studio rehearsal times I had to apply to Engineering Allocations, if I wanted to
tell the press about a programme, I had to do it through the Publicity Officer.
There was no question of doing without an extra office so as to pay a producer
more-all these budgets were unconnected, and none controlled by me. And
none of the heads of these departments worked under the head of my own
group, and many did not meet a common boss until three or four levels up the
hierarchy; threeof them only met in the post of Director-General (p. 66).

The emphasis on standardization extends well beyond the operating
Core of the Machine Bureaucracy, and with it follows the analysts' influence.
As Worthy (1959) explains, ''It was aU very well," the early proponents of
scientific management in manufacturing firms found, "to organize the work
of the shop, but no sooner was everything under control there than influ
ences from outside the shop, from other segments of the enterprise (e.g.,
sales, finance), began to impinge upon and upset their neatly contrived
arrangements. Thus the scientific managers soon began to be concerned
with the necessity for extending their control to the entire enterprise" (pp.
75-76). Thus, rules and regulations permeate the entire Machine Bureau
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cracy structure; formal1:ommunication is favored at all levels; decision
making tends to follow the formal chain of authority. In no other structural
configuration does the flow of information and decision making more
closely resemble the system of regulated flows presented in our second over
lay (Figure 3-2), with commands amplified down the vertical chain and
feedback information aggregated up it. (This is not to suggest that the work
of the senior managers is rigid and formalized, but rather that at every hier
archical level, behavior in the Machine Bureaucracy is relatively more
formalized than that in the other structural configurations.)
A further reflection of this formalization is the sharp divisions of labor
all over the Machine Bureaucracy. We have already discussed job specializa
tion in the operating core and the sharp division between line and staff-be
"
tween the managers with formal authority over the operating work and the
analysts who are merely supposed to advise them. Moreover, the ad
ministrative structure is sharply differentiated from the operating core.
Unlike the Simple Structure, here managers seldom work alongside
operators. And the division of labor between the analysts who design the
work and the operators who do it is equally sharp. In general, of the five
structural configurations, it is the Machine Bureaucracy that most strongly
emphasizes division of labor and unit differentiation, in all their forms-ver
tical, horizontal, line / staff, functional, hierarchical, and status.
In general, then, the MaEhineBureaucracy functions most clearly in
accord with the classical principles of management: forrp~L~Y1harit}'Jilters
dow.nal;;lear.!y.defil\ed,hiel'archy, throughout which the prin~iple of unity
of comm~nd is c~refully maintained, asis the rigid dist!!,_ction between line
and staff. Thus, the real 'error-oT'the classical theorists was not in their
principles per se, but in their'ci.li~ that these wer~ universal; i~fact, they
apply only to this and another one of the five structural configura_t~ons.1
The Obsession with Control All of this suggests that the Machine
Bureaucracy is a structure with an obsession, namely control. A control
mentality pervades it from top to bottom. Three quotations illustrate this,
each from a different hierarchical level. First, near the bottom, consider
how a Ford Assembly Division general foreman describes his work:
I refer to my watch all the time. I check different items. About every hour I
tour my line. About six thirty, I'll tour labor relations to find out who is ab
sent. At seven, I hit the end of the line. I'll check paint, check my scratches and
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'That other one is, as we shall see, the Divisionalized Form. But to be fair to the classicists, at
the time of Fayoh first major statemenl'Ofltis views(l916), one and possibly two of the other
three struchiTaICOnfigurations hardly existed. The Adhocracy is really a post-World War II
structural innovation, and the Professional Bureaucracy developed during this century. \Ne can
fault Fayol only for ignoring the Simple Structure, although his followers (some right up to the
time of this writing) can be criticized more strongly because they ignored the important struc
tural innovations that were developing all around them.
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damage. Around ten I'll start talking to all the foremen. }make sure
awake, they're in the area of their responsibility. So we can shut down the end
of the line at two o'clock and everything's clean. Friday night everybody'll get
paid and they'll want to get out of here as quickly as they can. }gotta keep 'em
on the line.} can't afford lettin' 'em get out early.
We can't have no holes, no nothing (quoted in Terkel, 1972, p. 186).

No wonder "There is a German word Fordismus which conjures up the
epitome of maximum industrial productivity,where everything yields place
to the tyranny of economic efficiency"
1974, p. 60). At the
middle level. the issues may be different, but the control mentality remains

(Pa~kinson,

the same:
. . , a development engineer is not doing the job he is paid for unless he is at his
drawing board, drawing, and so on. Higher management has the same instinc
tive reaction when it finds people moving about the works, when individuals
it wants are not "in their place." These managers cannot trust subordinates
when they are not demonstrably and physically "on the job." Their response,
therefore, when there was an admitted need for "better communication" was
to tether functionaries to their posts ... (Burns, 1971, pp. 52-53).
.And at the strategic apex:
When} was president of this big corporation, we lived in a small Ohio town,
where the main plant was located. The corporation specified who you could
socialize with, and on what level. (His wife interjects: "Who were the wives
you could play bridge with.") The president's wife could do what she wants,
as long as it's with dignity and grace. In a llmall town they didn't have to keep
check on you. Everybody knew. There are certain sets of rules (quoted in
Terkel, 1972. p. 406).
The obsession with control reflects two central facts about these struc
tures. First, attempts are made to eliminate all possible uncertainty, so that
the bureaucratic machine can run smoothly, without interruption. The
operating core must be sealed off from external influence so that the stand
ard outputs can be pumped off the assembly lines without disruption
hence the need for rules from top to bottom. Second, by virtue of their
design, Machine Bureaucracies are structures ridden with conflict: the con
trol systems are required to contain it. The magnified divisions of labor,
( horizontal and vertical, the strong departmental differentiation, the rigid
distinction between line and staff, the motivational problems arising from
the routine work of the operating core, all of these permeate the structure
with conflict. As Woodward (1965) notes, in these types of organizations,
the ideal social and technical systems simply do not correspond.
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It was evident ... that the network of relationships best for production is not
necessarily the ~st for people. If technical ends are well served the result will

be a commercial" success; if social ends are well served the result is likely to
be a satisfactory and co-operative staff. Technical ends may best be served by
conflict and pressure. Many of the conflicts that occurred in the firms studied
seemed to be constructive by making a contribution to end results, and it was
certainly not true to say that the most successful firms were those with the best
relationships and closest identification between the staff and the company
(p.45).
Hence, the development of the ubiquitous control mentality: the problem
in the Machine Bureaucracy is not to develop an open atmosphere where
people can talk the conflicts out, but to enforce a dosed, tightly controlled
one where the work can get done despite them .
The obsession with control also helps to explain the frequent proliferil
tion of support staff in these structures. Many of the staff services could be
purchased from outside suppliers. But that would expose the Machine
Bureaucracy to the uncertainties of the open market, leading to disruptions
in the systems of flows it so intently tries to regulate. So it "makes" rather
than "buys." That is, it envelops as many of these support services as it can
within its own boundaries in order to control them, everything from the
cafeteria in the factory to the law office at headquarters .
The Strategic Apex The managers at the strategic apex of these
organizations are concerned in large part with the fine tuning of their bu·
reaucratic machines. As R. G. Hunt (1970) notes, these are "performance
organizations," not "problem-solving" ones. Theirs is a perpetual search
for more efficient ways to produce given outputs. Thus, the entrepreneur
role takes on a very restricted form at the strategic apex.
But all is not strictly improvement of performance. Just keeping the
structure together in the face of its conflicts also consumes a good deal of the
energy of top management. As noted earlier, conflict is not resolved in the
Machine Bureaucracy; rather it is bottled up so that the work can get done.
And as in the case of the bottle, the seal is applied at the top: ultimately, it is
the top managers who must keep the lid on the conflicts through their role
of disturbance handler. Direct supervision is another major concern of top
management. Formalization can do only so much at the middle levels,
where the work is more complex and unpredictable than in the operating
core. The coordination between the highly differentiated middle-level units
-for example, between engineering, marketing, and manufacturing in the
mass production firm-often requires a flexible mechanism. The obvious
choice would seem to be mutual adjustment. But its use is limited by the
various blocks to informal communication-status differences between line
and staff and between m~nagers at different levels of the hierarchy, sharp
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differentiation between units at the same level of the hierarchy, and the
general emphasis on formal communication and vertical reporting relation
ships. (In termS of our continuum of Figure 10-5. only the mildest liaison
devices tend to be used in these structures, liaison positions and perhaps
standing committees but not matrix structure and the like. The latter would
destroy the chain of authority and the principle of unity of command, ele
ments of central importance to the basic configuration.) So there remains
the need for a good deal of direct supervision. Specifically, the managers of
the strategic apex must intervene frequently in the activities of the middle
line to effect coordination there through their leader, resource allocator, and
disturbance handler roles. The top managers are the only generalists in the
structure, the only managers with a perspective broad enough to see all the
functions-the means-in termS of the overall ends. Everyone else in the
structure is a specialist, concemed with a single link in the chain of activities
that produces the outputs.
In mechanistic systems the problems and tasks facing the concern as a whole
are broken down into specialisms. Each indiyidual pursues his task as some
thing distinct from the real tasks of the concern as a whole, as if it were the
subject of a sub-contract. "Somebody at the top" is responsible for seeing to its
relevance... , ThiS command hierarchy is maintained by the implicit assump
tion that all knowledge about the situation of the firm and its tasks is. or should
be. available only to the head of the firm. Management, ohen visualiz.ed as the
complex hierarchy familiar in organiz.atio n charts, operates a simple control
system, with information flowing up through a succession of filters. and deci
sions and instructions flowing downwards through a succession of amplifiers
(Bums and Stalker, 1966, p. 5).

!

All of this leads us to the conclusion that considerable power in the
Machine Bureaucracy rests with the managers of the strategic apex. That is,
these are rather centralized structures; in
they are second in this char
acteristic only to the Simple Structure. The formal power clearly rests at the
top: hierarchy and chain of authority are paramount concepts. But so also
does much of the informal power, since that resides in knowledge, and only
at the top of the hierarchy does the segmented knowledge come together.
The managers of the middle line are relatively weak, and the workers of the
operating core have hardly any power at all (except, as we shall see later, to
disrupt the operations). The only ones to ,hare any real informal power
with the top managers are the analysts of tl\e techn05tructure, by virtue of
their role in standardizing everyone else's work. Hence, we can conclude
that the Machine Bureaucracy is centralized in the vertical dimension and
decentralized only to a limited extent in the horizontal one.

fac~,
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Strategy Making. Strategy in these structures clearly emanates from
the strategic apex, w:here the perspective is broad and the power is focused.
The process of strategy making is clearly a top-down affair, with heavy
emphasis on action planning. In top-down strategy making, as described in
Chapter 9, all the relevant information is ostensibly sent up to the strategic
apex, where it is formulated into an integrated strategy. This is then sent
down the chain of authority for implementation, elaborated first into pro
grams and then into activity plans.
Two main characteristics of this strategy-makiqg system should be
noted. First, it is intended to be a fully rationalized on~, as described in our
second overlay of Chapter 3. AU the decisions of the organization are meant
to be tied into one tightly integrated system. Exceptions flow up the chain of
authority, to be handled at the level at which their impact is contained in a
single unit, ultimately at the strategic apex if they cut across major func
tions. In turn, the resulting decisions flow down the chain for implemen
tation in specific contexts. The structure that emerges is not so much one of
work constellations, where groups at different levels make different kinds of
decisions, as one of a hierarchy of ends and means, where managers at
successively lower levels make the same kinds of decisions but with different
degrees of specificity. For example, production decisions made at the vice
presidential level may concern what amount should be spent on new ma
chinery, at the plant level, which machines to buy, and at the foreman level,
how these machines are to be installed.
Second, unique to this structure is a sharp dichotomy between formu
lation and implementation in strategy making. The strategic apex formulates
and the middle line and operating core implement. We can see this most
clearly in the military, where the "high command" plans the grand strategy
and the fighting units execute it:
Military art (or science) recognizes such a dichotomy in its division of the con
duct of war under the two headings of strategy and tactics: the one devoted to
the general direction of armies, the other devoted to the particular deployment
of men and materiel. ...
Contact between planners and executants is formally limited to the in
formation the latter transmit to the rear. Information, digested and rational
ized, is translated into battle plans. Battle plans are submitted to commanders
who break them down into specific concrete decisions, and who transmit such
decisions as orders to the appropriate subordinates (Feld, 1959, pp. 16, 20).
An Illustration We can conclude this discussion with a description of
the Murray's restaurant chain, operating in central Canada, which may well
be the epitome of the Machine Bureaucracy, at least if the article published
in the Weekend Magazine of September 30, 1972 (as well as this author's
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own experience) is any guide. First, about Miss Murray, the waitress~,
shown on the cover suspended from strings like a puppet, author Michael
Enright writes:
She moves easily across the restaurant floor, this Miss Murray, her hair in
a bun, the Dr. Scholl's orthopedics muffle-patting on the tiles. moving like a
nurse on night rounds. Everything is in place. She is smiling, of course, the
apron is crisply white, the bow properly tied ~ccording to company direc
tives....
It would be unfair to say that every Miss Murray looks like every other
Miss Murray. . .. But there is a feeling in every ~staurant that Deanna Durbin
is bringing you your supper. She is as wholesom, as the rice pudding.
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And about the regulated operations:
The major complaint about Murray's is that the food always and ever tastes
the same. And indeed it does. The scrambled eggs with parsley potatoes in
Toronto taste the same as the scrambled eggs with parsley potatoes in Sudbury
or Ottawa. If you don't like the Strawberry Compote in Montreal. you won't
like it in Halifax. This is because of formula cooking and portion control.
systems invented and perfected by Murray's. And the Formula is all embrac
ing from the sirloin steak down to the ice in the drinks.
Every Murray's dish devolves from four-by-six inch, carefully printed
Formula cards. These cards tell the various Murray's chefs exactly what to use
and how to use it. ("Use a 3/16 inch cutter ... Over-mixing will make the sir
loin tough.") As long as the chef can read, he does not have to be cordon bleu.
... Then there are Formula cards for serving. These cards tell the chefs where
to put the parsley and how to scoop the mashed potatoes. Not only does the
food taste the same in each Murray's city. it looks the same on the plate. Even
the menus are a part of the Formula. The menus run in 21-day cycles ... The
prices are changed only twice a year, despite the fluctuation in wholesale food
costs. The planners consider it would be too expensive to reprint thousands of
menus that rarely change.
And, so, too, with control and strategic change:
Every change, every move to tinker with the Murray's formula, is patiently
examined and meticulously executed at company HQ, an old red brick build
ing on Montreal's St. Paul Street, next to a ships' outfitters. Supervision over
the operation is centred in that building and the lines are tight. Murray's has
never expanded out West for that reason; distance could mean loss of control.
deviation from the Formula.·
.
Figure 18-2 shows the Machine Bureaucracy symbolically, in terms of
our logo, with a fully elaborated administrative and support structure
'From "If You Like John Diefenbaker, Front Page Challenge And Hockey Night In Canada ..."
by M. Enright, Weekend MRglizine. The MontreRl SIRr, September 30. 1972. Used with
pennission.

figure 18-2.
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both staff parts of the organization
focused on the operating Core
and large operating units but narrower ones in the middle line to reflect the
tall hierarchy of authority.

CONDITIONS OF THE
MACHINE BUREAUCRACY

We began our discussion of the basic structure with the point that the
work flow of the Machine Bureaucracy is highly rationalized, its tasks
simple and repetitive. Now we can see that such machine bureaucratic work
is found, above all, in environments that are simple and stable. For example.
the customers at Murray's "want their food simple, served efficiently With
out fuss, at a reasonable restaurant price. Allegiance to tradition is as much
a part of Murray's as the food, and change comes painfully slow." The
'work of complex environments cannot be rationalized into simple tasks.
while that of dynamic environments cannot be predicted, made repetitive,
and so standardized.
In addition, the Machine Bureaucracy is typically found in the rnature\
organization, large enough to have the volume of operating work needed I
for repetition and standardization, and old enough to have been able to
settle on the standards it wishes to use. This is the organization that has seen
it all before and has established a standard procedure to deal with it. Ma
chine Bureaucracies are dearly the second stage of structural development,
as Weand
described
. grow
age. in Chapter 13, the consequences of Simple Structures that
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Machine Bureaucracies tend also to be identified with regulating ted..,
nieal systems, since these routinize work and so enable it to be standardized.
These technical systems range from the very simple to the moderately
sophisticated, but not beyond. Highly sophisticated technical systems
require that considerable power be delegated to staff specialists, resulting in
a form of decentralization incompatible with the machine bureaucratic
structure. Nor can the technical system be automated, for that would do
away with routine operating work, and so debureaucratize the structure,
leading to another configuration. Thus, while the organization may make
heavy use of mechanization and computers because its work is standard
ized, it remains a Machine Bureaucracy only so ~ong as these do not displace
a work force dominated by unskilled operators.
Mass production firms are perhaps the best known Machine Bureau
cracies. Their operating work flows form integrated chains, open at one end
to accept raw material inputs, after that functioning as closed systems that
process the inputs through sequences of standardized operations until mar
ketable outputs emerge at the other end. These horizontal operating chains
are typically segmented into links, each of which forms a functional depart
ment that reports up the vertical chain of authority. Figure 18-3, for ex
ample, shows the operating chain segmented into purchasing, fabricating,
assembling, and selling, which result in three high-level functional depart
ments-purchasing, manufacturing, and marketing. Even -in some enor
mously large mass production firms, the economies of scale are such that
functional structures are maintained right up to the top of the hierarchy.
likewise, in process production, when the firm is unable to automate its
operations but must rely on a large work force to produce its outputs, it
tends to adopt a functional machine bureaucratic structure. 3 Figure 18-4
shows the organigram of a large steel company, functional right to its top
level of grouping.
In the case of the giant Machine Bureaucracies, an interesting shift
occurs in the relationship between environmental stability and structural
formalization: the former becomes the dependent variable. These organi
zations have great vested interests in environmental stability; without it,
they cannot maintain their enormous technical systems. So whereas once
upon a time they may have bureaucratized because their environments were
stable, as they grew large they found themselves having to stabilize their
environments because they were bureaucratic. As Worthy (1959) notes, the
early proponents of scientific management no sooner made some headway
in regulating the administrative structure than they turned their attention to
the environment. "... there were external pressures on the enterprise itself
'The contradiction with Woodward here, who describes the structure of process production
firms as organic, appears to stem from an assumption in her work that process technical sys
tems are always largely automated.
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figure 18-3. The Operating Chain Segmented into
Departments in the Mass Production Firm
Functional

that had to be organized and controUed before scientific management could
come into its own" (p. 76). And so giant firms in industries such as transpor_
tation, tobacco, and metals are well known for their attempts to control the
forces of supply and demand-through the use of advertising, the develop_
ment of long item supply contacts, sometimes the establishment of cartels,
and, as noted earlier, the envelopment of support services. They also adopt
strategies of "vertical integration"; that is, they extend their production
chains at both ends, becoming their own suppliers and customers. In this
Way, they are able to bring some of the forces of supply and demand Within
their own planning processes, and thereby regulate them. The big steel firm
of raw materials at
develops its own iron mines to ensure a steady
prices it controls, and it establishes a construction subsidiary to market its
Own steel. In effect, when it gets large enough, the Machine Bureaucracy
can extend its control into its enVironment, seeking to regulate Whatever out
there can disturb its routine operations.

~ource

Of COurse, the Machine Bureaucracy configuration is not restricted to
large, or manufacturing, or even private enterprise organizations. Many
small manufacturers_for example, certain producers of discount furniture
127
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and paper products'-prefer this structure because their operating work is
simple and repetitive. Many service firms-what we can call white-collar
bureaucracies_use it for the same reason, even thQugh their operations are
not integrated into single chains. Strings of assembly line workers are re
placed in the insurance company by grids of office derks, in the telephone
company by rooms of switchboard operators, in the bank by rows of tellers.
The outputs of these service firms may differ from those of the factories-as
does the color of their workers' collars-but their operating work, being
equally routine and nonprofessional, is no less amenable to formalization .
One McGill team of MBA students studied a 600-room downtown
hotel, the most machinelike organization encountered in any of these studies.
The operating work was very routine and repetitive, hence highly formal
ized. For example, as a cleaning woman completed her work in a rOom and
pulled the key out of the lock, a signal was automatically flashed at the
front desk indicating that the room was available for let. Records were kept
on guests; when a regular one appeared, a basket of fruit Was immediately
dispatched to the room. Figure 18-5 shows the organigram for this hotel.
Large downtown hotels lend themselves to the machine bureaucratic
form because their structures are tied right into their permanent physical
facilities. Once the hotel is built, its location and size, as well as the nature
of its rooms (in effect, its product-market strategy) is largely fixed. There
after, its SUCCess depends primarily on how effectively it can regulate its
operations to the satisfaction of its customers. Those customers have defi
nite expectations-not for surprise but for stability. At the time of this
writing, one of the giant hotel chains is running a series of print advertise_
ments under the theme: "At every Holiday Inn, the best surprise is no sur
prise." In one, George ]. Fryzyan III, business insurance consultant, ex
claims: 'The room was clean. The TV worked. Everything worked. Amaz
ing." After more praise, he adds, "It's got something to do with those 152
standards at every HOliday Inn...." Machine Bureaucracies are well suited
to ensuring that nothing can possibly go wrong.
Another McGill MBA group studied a security agency with 1,200
part-time guards and nine full-time managers. The guards, paid at or near
the minimum wage, were primarily older, retired men. Their work Was
extremely routine and simple, for example guarding school crossings and
patrolling bUildings after hours. Correspondingly, everything was absolutely
routinized and the structure was remarkably bureaucratic. Uniforms were
Worn, ranks were used, a tight code of discipline was in force, a manual
specified general regulations in minute detail while each job also had its own
equally specific regulations. And this formalization of behavior was not
restricted to the guards. When the firm embarked on an acquisition cam
paign, it drew up a procedure to evaluate candidates that seemed like a page
out of its operations manual.
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This organization was not a Machine Bureaucracy in the pure sense,
since i~ lacked an elaborate administrative hierarchy. Thernvere few middle
managers and almost no analysts. The fact is that the tasks of this organiza
tion were so simple and so stable that management itself could work their
procedures out and then leave them be, almost in perpetuity. Hence, there
was no need for a technostructure. The structure was really a hybrid be
tween Simple Structure and Machine Bureaucracy, which we might call the
simple bureaucracy: centralized, highly bureaucratic, but with no elabora
tion of the administrative structure. Crozier's (1964) clerical agency seems
to be of the same type. He describes its highly bureaucratic procedures and
its managers' "relentless drive for control," but notes that its hierarchy was
"uncomplicated .. , pure line organization, with no staff function at all, at
least at the branch level" (p. 14). His explanation: "The technology of the
Agency's work is simple and it has remained basically unchanged for thirty
five years" (p. 14). So given extremely simple and almost perfectly stable
work, the Machine Bureaucracy can shed most of its administrative component.
\
Another condition often found with Machine Bureaucracy is external
control. Hypothesis 14 indicated that the more an organization is controlled ({
externally, the more its structure is centralized anct fQrmalized, the two
prime design parameters of the Machineaureaucracy. External control is
often most pronounced in government agencies, giving rise to a comr,non
example of this configuration which we can call the public machine bureall- \
cracy. Many government agencies-such as post offices and tax collection
departments-are bureaucratic not only because their operating work is
routine but also because they are accountable to the public for their actions.
Everything they do must seem to be fair, notably their treatment of clients
and their hiring and promotion of employees. So they proliferate regula
tions. The Aston group distinguishes "workflow bureaucracies," bureau
cratic because their work is structured, and "personnel bureaucracies,"
bureaucratic because their personnel procedures are formalized. They then
describe "full bureaucracies," bureaucratic for both reasons, and note that
these are "typically government-owned organizations" (lnkson et aI., 1970,
p. 323; see also Pugh et aI., 1969a).
Since control is the forte of the Machine Bureaucracy, it stands to
reason that organizations in the business of control-regulatory agencies,
custodial prisons, police forces-are drawn to this structural configuration,
sometimes in spite of contradictory conditions. 4 These constitute a variant
we call the control bureaucracy. As Loevinger (1968) notes about regulatory
agencies, 'There are bureaucracies which are engaged in tasks other than
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'In Chapter 19 we shall see that many police forces. which by all other intents and purposes
seem like they should be structured as Professional Bureaucracies. in fact are drawn toward
M~chine Bureaucracy be<:ause of the control orientation and the need for public accountability.
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regulation; but it is impossible to imagine regulation operating withbut a
bureaucracy. Typically, bureaucracy is the structure and regulation is the
function and each implies the other" (p. 15). Likewise, McCleery (1957)
describes the "authoritarian prison," obsessed with its custodial (rather than
rehabilitation) mission: "It was totalitarian in the sense that all processes
necessary to sustain life within its walls were subject to regulation in detail"
(p. 10). These prisons, in fact, exhibited a great many of the characteristics
of the classic Machine Bureaucracy: a "disciplined" hierarchy, with a clear
chain of authority, from guard through sergeant, watch officef, and senior
captain on upward; power vested clearly in office, not function; sharp
status distinctions within the custodial hierarchy as well as within the in
mate population itself; the exclusive upward flow of information, "leaving
each superior better informed than his subordinate and limiting the infor
mation on lower levels on which discretion could be based" (p. 13); very
close control of those at the bottom of the structure, including "hour-by
hour reports on the location and movement of men" (p. 11); the strict seal
ing off of the operating core ("a careful cens~rship of all contacts with the
free world," p. 15); and clear centralization of strategy making power, 'The
Warden and his Deputy [being] the only policy-making officials" (p. 10).
Another condition that drives the organization to the machine bureau
cratic structure is the special need for safety. Organizations that fly air
planes or put out fires must minimize the
, risks they take. Hence, these safety
bureaucracies formalize their procedures extensively to ensure that these are
carried out to the letter. Few people would fly with an airline that had an
organic structure, where the maintenance men did whatever struck them as
interesting instead of following precise checklists, and the pilots worked out
their procedures for landing in foggy weather when the need arose. like
wise, a fire crew cannot arrive at a burning house and then turn to the chief
for orders or decide among its members who will connect the hose and who
will go up the ladder. The environments of these organizations may seem
dynamic, but in fact most of their contingencies are predictable-they have
been seen many times before-and so procedures for handling them have
been formalized. (Of course, an unexpected contingency forces the crew to
revert to organic structure.)
We can also call organizations such as fire departments contingency
bureaucracies. They exist not to provide routine services, but to stand ready
in the event of the need for nonroutine ones. But because these services are
critical, the organizations must plan elaborate procedures to respond quickly
. and efficiently to every contingent event that can be ancitipated. Their
operators then spend their time practicing these procedures and waiting
around for an event to occur, hopefully one of the contingencies anticipated.
.
Finally, we note that fashion is no longer a condition that favors the
Machine Bureaucracy configuration. Thi$ structure was the child of the
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Industrial Revolution. Over the Course of the last two centuries-particu_
larly at the tum of this one-it emerged as the dominant structural configu
ration (Rogers, 1975, p. 83). But the Machine Bureaucracy is no longer
fashionable. As we shall soon see, it is currently under attack froOl all sides.

SOME ISSUES ASSOCIATED WITH
MACHINE BUREAUCRACY
No structure has evoked more heated debate than the Machine Bu
reaucracy. As one of its most eminent students has noted:
On the one hand, most authors consider the bureaucratic organization to be
the embodiment of rationality in the modem world, and, as such, to be intrin
sically superior to all other possible forms of organization. On the other hand,
many authors-often the same ones-consider it a sort of leViathan, preparing
the enslavement of the human tace (Crozier, 1964, p. 176).

Weber, of course, emphasized the first point of view; in fact, the word
"machine" comes directly from his Writings:
The decisive reason for the advance of bureaucratic organization has always
been its purely technical superiority over any other form of organization. The
fully developed bureaucratic mechanism compares with other organizations
exactly as does the machine with the non-mechanical modes of production.
Precision, speed, unambiguity, knowledge of the files, continuity, dis
cretion, unity, strict subordination, reduction of friction and of material and
personal costs-these are raised to the optimum point in the strictly bureau
cratic administration ... (Gerth and Mills, 1958, p. 214).

A machine is certainly precise; it is also reliable and easy to control;
and it is efficient-at least when restricted to the job it has been designed to
do. These are the reasons why many organizations are structured as Ma
chine Bureaucracies. In fact, these structures are the prime manifestations of
Our societies' high degree of specialization; moreover, they are the major
contributors to our high material standards of living. Without Machine
Bureaucracies, automobiles would be reserved for the rich and travelers
would fly at their own peril. No structure is better suited to mass production
and consistent output, none can more efficiently regulate work. Our society
-such as it is-simply could not function without these structures. When
an integrated set of simple, repetitive tasks must be performed precisely and
consistently by human beings, the Machine Bureaucracy is the most efficient
structure, indeed the only conceivable one.
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But in these same advantages of machinelike efficiency lie all the dis- \"
advantages of these structures. Machines consist of mechanical parts; or
ganizational structures also include human beings-and that is where the
analogy breaks down. First, we shall discuss the human problems that arise
in the operating core when people see themselves as more than just mechan
ical factors of production. Second, we shall discuss the coordination prob
lems that arise in the administrative center when conflicts cannot be resolved
by standardization. But in another sense, the machine analogy holds up and
helps us to define the third set of problems we shall discuss-those of adapt
ability at the strategic apex. Machines are designed for specific purposes;
they are extremely difficult to modify when conditions change.
Human Problems in the Operating (ore James Worthy (1959),
when an executive of Sears, Roebuck, wrote a penetrating and scathing
criticism of Machine Bureaucracy in his book Big Business and Free Men.
Worthy traces the root of the human problems in these structures to the
"scientific management" movement that swept America and later the Soviet
Unions in the first third of this century. He sees its founder, Frederi~k W.
Taylor, as the epitome of the personality drawn to the Machine Bureaucracy.
His virtual obsession to control the environment around him was expressed in
everything he did: in his home life, his gardening, his golfing; even his after
noon stroll was not a casual affair but something to be carefully planned and
rigidly followed. Nothing was left to chance if ill any way chance could be
avoided....
From his writings and his biography one gets the impression of a rigid,
insecure personality, desperately afraid of the unknown and the unforseen,
able to face the world with reasonable equanimity only if everything possible
has been done to keep the world in its place and to guard against anything that
might upset his careful, painstaking plans (pp. 74-75).'
'There it had its "fullest flowering," encouraged by Lenin "as a means for accelerating industrial
production" (p. 77). Worthy notes further the "interesting parallels between communism and
scientific management. In both cases workers are seen as meal1li rather than ends, doers rather
than planners or initiators; to be manipulated-by persuasion if possible, by coercion if neces
sary-in other interests and for other needs than their own" (p. 78). Worthy also makes the link
in the other direction, from regulated structure to· centralized government. Writing of the
American distrust for national planning, he comments: "But let there be a serious downturn in
business, let the present smooth functioning of markets collapse under the blows of economic
adversity, and the habit of mind that thinks in terms of mechiUlistic organization of the enter
prise will make it easy to think in terms of mechanistic organization of the economy" (p. 79).
'Worthy traces the spread of the same mentality in Taylor's followers, from the plant floor,
into the administrative structure, out to the organization's own environment, finally to society
itself, culminating in Gantt's 1916 proposal for "a fantastic organization, called 'The New
Machine' ... apparently some form of corporate state, dimly foreseen, whose economic sys
tem would consist largely of public service corporations-managed, of course, by engineers
trained in the skills of scientific management" (pp. 76-77).
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Worthy acknowledges Taylor's contribution to efficiency, narrowly
defined. Worker initiative did not, however, enter into his efficiency equa
tion. Taylor "visualized the role of people within the organization in pre
cisely the same manner as he visualized the component parts of a mechanism.
'A complicated and delicately adjusted machine' was a favorite figure of
speech" (pp. 65-66). So efficient organizations came to be. described as
"smoothly running machines," the organigrams as "blueprints," and the
time-and-motion study analyst's role as "human engineering" (pp. 66-67).
The problem was that "the methods of engineering have proved in
appropriate to human organization" (p. 67). The assumption, as Emery
(1971) has put it, that "we'll get the engineering system straight and simply
tie the SOcial system to it" (p. 186), created its own set of difficulties. Taylor's
pleas to remove "all Possible brain work" (Worthy, p. 67) from the shop
floor also removed all possible initiative from the people who worked there.
"... the machine has no will of its own. Its parts have no urge to independ_
ent action. Thinking, direction-even purpose-must be provided from
outside Or above. To those who have inherited Taylor's point of view, 'hu
man nature' is something annoying-unavoidable, perhaps, but regrettably
50, and to be kept in bounds so far as possible" (p. 79). Treating people as
"means," as "categories of status and function rather than as indiViduals,"
had the "consequence of destrOYing the meaning of work itself" (p. 70).
That has been "fantastically wasteful for industry and society," failing
"to recognize and utilize properly management's most valuable resource:
the complex and multiple capacities of people" (pp. 70, 69). Organizations
have paid dearly for these attitudes in the various forms of worker resistance
-absenteeism, high turnover rates, sloppy workmanship, strikes, even out
right sabotage (Bjork, 1975).
Studs Terkel's (1972) fascinating book, Working, in which "people talk
about what they do all day and how they feel about what they do" provides
chapters of evidence on workers' responses to Machine Bureaucracies. Here
is how a spot-welder in a Ford assembly plant in Chicago describes his job:
I stand in one spot, about two- or three-feet area, all night. The only time a
person stops is when the line stops. We do about thirty-two jobs per car, per
unit. Forty-eight units an hour, eight hours a day. Thirty-two times forty-eight
times eight. Figure it out. That's how many times I push that button....
It don't stop. It just goes and goes and goes. I bet there's men who have
lived and died out there, never seen the end of that line. And they never wiIJ
because
to
you. '"it's endless. It's like a serpent. It's just all body, no tail. It can do things
Repetition is such that if you were to think about the job itself, you'd
slowly go out of your mind (pp. 159-160).

And a steelworker expressed similar frustrations, but in a more poetic way:
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1 don" know who ,I>< guy' who ,.id """ I, no,hing - ' " ,.... on 00- -.,
finished symphony. Like an unfinished painting and an unfinished poem. lf
he creates this thing one day-let's say, Michelangelo's Sistine Chapel. It took
him a long time to do this, this beautiful work of art. But what if he had to
create this Sistine Chapel a thousand times a year1 Don't you think that would
even dull Michelangelo's mind1 Or if da Vinci had to draw his anatomical
charts thirty, forty, fifty, sixty, eighty, ninety, a hundred times a day1 Don't
you think that would even bore da Vinci? (p. xxxvii)



Undoubtedly. Unless he had the temperament of Babe Secoli, a checker in a
Chicago supermarket with a very different perspective on machine bureau
cratic work:

!

We sell everything here, millions of items. From potato chips and pop-we
even have a genuine pearl in a can of oysters. It sells for two somethin' . Snails
with the shells that you put on the table, fanciness. There are items I never
heard of we have here. I know the price of every one. Sometimes the boss asks
me and I get a kick out of it. There isn't a thing you don't want that isn't in
this store.
You sort of memorize the prices. It just comes to you. I know half a
gallon of milk is sixty-four cents; a gallon, $1.10. You look at the labels. A
small can of peas, Raggedy Ann. Green Giant, that's a few pennies more. I
know Green Giant's eighteen and 1 know Raggedy Ann is fourteen.. ,. You
just memorize. On the register is a list of some prices, that's for the part-time

regis~er.

girls. 1neverlook
to look at the keys on my
I'm like the secretary that
1don't haveatit.
knows her typewriter. The touch. My hand fits. The number nine is my big
middle finger. The thumb is number one, two and three and up. The side of
my hand uses the bar for the total and all that.
1 use my three fingers-my thumb, my index finger, and my middle
finger. The right hand. And my left hand is on the groceries. They put down
their groceries. 1got my hips pushin' on the bottom and it rolls around on the
enough groceries in front of me, 1let go of my hip.
counter. When 1feel 1
I'm just movin'-the hips, the hand, and the register, the hips, the hand, and
the register .,. (As she demonstrates, her hands and hips move in the manner
of an Oriental dancer.) You just keep goin', one, two, one, two. lf you've got
that rhythm, you're a fast checker. Your feet i1fe flat on the floor and you're

hav~

tumingI'm
your
head back
andaway,
forth. I'm
.,. very lonesome for this place. When I'm
a couple
of days
on a vacation, 1 can't wait to go, but two or three days away, I start to get
fidgety. 1 can't stand around and do nothin'. 1have to be busy at all times. I
look forward to comin' to work. It's a great feelin'. I enjoy it somethin' terrible

(pp.282,286).

.

The difference between the da Vinds in the steel mills and the Secolis
in the supermarkets is that some people take to routine work while others
abhor it. Some simply appreciate regularity
their work, perhaPS, like
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Secoli, because it gives fhem a chance to get to know it well, or perhaps
because it satisfies a need for order and security. But others, either because
their need is to do creative, self-actualizing work or because they dislike
being told what to do, cannot tolerate the work offered them in Machine
Bureaucracies.
As long as everybody can find the work that best suits them, there is
no problem. But apparently they cannot. There appear to be more jobs in
the Machine Bureaucracies of our society than people happy to fill them,
too few in the more popular structures. Thus, one study in an automobile
assembly plant found that 69 percent of the workers complained of monot
ony, 87 percent wanted to find a job with higher skills, and more responsi
bility, variety, and freedom; most claimed they stayed because of what they
could earn, only 6 percent because they liked the work (cited in Melcher,
1976, p. 85).
And time is not on the side of the Machine Bureaucracy. Rising educa
tional levels raise work asperations, that is, bring out the need for self
actualization at the expense of the need for security. Moreover, the welfare
system has taken care of certain security needs, giving the worker the option
of doing nothing without starving. "The fear of drudgery has replaced the
fear of unemployment" (Morris Abrams, quoted in Baughman et aI., 1974,
p. 473). The result is that today's Machine Bureaucracies are experiencing
more and more resistance from people who simply do not want to be there.
(Not only in the operating core. Successful middle-aged executives-no
longer tolerant of the control mentality-seem also to be quitting in increas
ing numbers, after years of struggling to get to where they are.) Clearly, in
the view of a growing portion of the work force, Machine Bureaucracies are
becoming unacceptable places to spend their working lives.
Taylor was fond of saying: "In the past the man has been first; in the
future the system must be first" (quoted in Worthy, 1959, p. 73). Prophetic
words, indeed. Modem man seems to exist for his systems: many of the
organizations he created to serve him have come to rule him. The consumer
seems able to find cheap goods in the marketplace on Saturday only if he is
willing to squander his talents as a producer from Monday to Friday. Mass
consumption in return for dreary production.
But even the consumption is affected, by what Victor Thompson (1961)
has referred to as the "bureaupathologies"-the dysfunctional behaviors of
these structures, which lead to higher prices, shoddy workmanship, and
indifferent or rude treatment of customers. Sometimes the consequences are
bizarre. A story in the December 17,1971 issue of Time magazine tells what
happens when specialization drives workers to displace ends in favor of
means. Firemen in Genoa, Texas, set fire to abandoned buildings because
they were bored. Explained one: "We'd hang around the station on the night
shift without a thing to do. We just wanted to get the red light flashing and
the bells clanging..,
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As we saw in Chapter 5, the various bureaupathologies reinforce
other to form vicious circles. The displacement of ends in favor of means,
the mistreatment of clients, the various manifestations of worker alienation,
~ll lead to a tightening of the controls on behavior. The implicit motto of
I~he Machine Bureaucracy seems to be: 'When in doubt, control." All prob
lems are to be solved by the tuming of the technocratic screws. But since
this is what caused the bureaupathologies in the first place, more of it serves
only to magnify the problems, which leads to the imposition of further
controls, and so on. How far this can go is perhaps best illustrated by a firm
that intervened to reverse the process. When Marks and Spencer, the U.K.
retail chain, dispensed with inventory replacement cards, sales receipts,
time docks, and other control procedures, the owners estimated that the
firm was able to eliminate 8000 of its 28,000 jobs and to save 26 million
pieces of paper annually (Becker and Gordon, 1966-67, pp. 331-332).
But not every organization can wipe out most of its control system in
one fell swoop. So other means have been tried-by the organization or its
workers-to reverse the vicious circles, everything from job enlargement to
outright democratization.
If the research discussed in Chapter 4 is any indication, job enlarge
ment (or "enrichment"), where the workers are given a wider variety of
tasks to perform and perhaps control over the design of those tasks as well,.
does not seem to hold a great deal of promise for major improvement of the
work. No doubt the engineering orientation has led to excessive specializa
tion in many cases. When the human factor is finally plugged into the per
into
formance equation-that is, when the worker's initiative is taken
7
account-it clearly becomes worthwhile to enlarge many jobs. But the
question is: how far? And the answer seems to be: not very. As we have
emphasized in this chapter, the nature of the Machine Bureaucracy's work
reflects above all the regulating characteristic of the organization's technical
system and the stability and simplicity of its environment. The obsession
with control is a response to these conditions, albeit often an excessive one.
As long as these conditions remain-in essence, as long as society demands
cheap, masS produced goods and services-a great many jobs will remain
pretty much as they are now, that is, minimally affected by job enlarge
ment. Braverman (1974) puts it rather brutally: "Taylorism dominates the
world of production; the practitioners of 'human relations' and 'industrial
psychology' are the maintenance crew for the human machinery" p 87).
If the human problems in the operating core of Machine Bureaucracy
cannot be solved by job enlargement, what are the prospects for democrati

'See Simon (1973a, b) and Argyris (1973a, b) lor an interesting debate on the need for struc
tures that promote "rational" efficiency versus those that promote self-actualization.
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zation instead? Here, too, the evidence (discussed in Chapter 11) is discour
aging, and for the same reason: democratization does not eliminate the
fundamental conflict in the Machine Bureaucracy between engineering
efficiency on the one hand and individual satisfaction on the other. Giving
the workers the right to vote for directors periodically does not change the
realities of their everyday work. (It might, however, somewhat change their
attitudes to that work, infusing a dose of ideology into an otherwise utili
tarian situation. A sense of ownership might reduce the feelings of aliena
tion.) As we saw in Chapter 11, such democratization seems to centralize
the structure further, which "may tend to bypass middle management, to
weaken the staff function, and to inhibit the development of staff profes
sionalism" (Strauss and Rosenstein, 1970, p. 171). Indeed, these effects can
be predicted from our Hypothesis 14, since in electing the directors, the
workers constitute a force for extemal control. That hypothesis indicated
that external control not only centralizes a structure but also bureaucratizes
it.
Nowhere is this result clearer than in Crozier's (1964) description of an
other kind of democracy-a judicial type-where the workers impose rules
in order to dilute their bosses' control over them. This turns out to be a
perverse kind of democracy, indeed. With the bosses constrained by the
rules, power passes up the hierarchy, and the structure becomes significantly
more centralized. And with workers' rules countering managers' rules, the
structure also becomes more bureaucratic, at everybody's expense. The
workers end up being locked into an even tighter straightjacket, albeit of
their own design. The clients lose, too. Those of the ordinary Machine
Bureaucracy can at least take solace in the fact that the rules are for their
benefit-to encourage more efficient production. The additional rules of the
bureaucracies Crozier describes have nothing to do with efficiency; they
serve to protect the worker. As we shall soon see, like all rules, they act to
inhibit innovation and adaptation. Where the workers are organized to
fight the intrusions of management, change becomes well-nigh impossible.
Judicial democratization catches the client in a tug of war between worker
and manager. The organization burns up more of its energy in its own con
flicts, with less left over to produce outputs for the clients.
The discouraging conclusion is that the Machine Bureaucracy creates
major human problems in the operating core, ones for which no solutions
are apparent. Job enlargement holds little promise and democratization
seems only to augment the bureaupathologies. Joan Woodward had it right
when she argued that in these structures there is an irreconcilable conflict
between the technical and social systems. What is good for production
simply is not good for people. Fundamental change will apparently have to
come, not through the front door of direct confrontation or legislation, but
through the back door of changed conditions to which the organization
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must respond. Specifically, nothing short of automation of the technical
system (or of an environment becoming more complex or dynamic) seems
able to alleviate the social problems of the Machine Bureaucracy.
We do, of course, have one other choice as a society: to reduce our
demand for cheap, mass produced goods and services. As we shall see in
Chapter 19, craft organizations, structured as Professional Bureaucracies,
can sometimes produce the same outputs as Machine Bureaucracies but
with less social turmoil and much higher quality. The question is whether
we are prepared to pay the price: stoneware dishes replaced every gener
ation instead of plastic ones replaced every year, an occasional dress hand
woven in a studio instead of a frequent one mass produced in a factory, a
Ferrari every twenty years instead of a Ford every two. Of course, should
the vicious circles intensify to the point where life in the Machine Bureau
cracy becomes so intolerable that nobody will work there, we shall have no
other choice. Perhaps the system will end up serving man after all, despite
himself.
'
Coordination Problems in the Administrative Center Since the
operating core of the Machine Bureaucracy is not designed to handle con
flict, many of the human problems that arise there spill over into the admin
istrative structure. Again, Worthy (1959) says it best:
The organization was set up like a machine and it had to be operated like a
machine. But because its components were human rather than mechanical, the
task of controlling and directing it taxed the ingenuity of the scientific man
agers. The elaborate contrivances of the modern industrial organization, the
masses of paper work and red tape, the layers on layers of supervision, the
luxuriant growth of staff-all these are evidence of the difficulty of controlling
human organizations in terms of mechanistic principles (p. 72).
i

It is one of the ironies of the Machine Bureaucracy that to achieve the
control it requires, it must mirror the narrow ~pecialization of its operating
core in its administrative structure. "By his sweeping redivision of labor as
between workers and management, Taylor $0 increased the burden on
management that a considerable further division of labor within manage
ment became essential" (pp. 67-68). And this administrative division of
labor, in turn, leads to a sharp differentiatioll of the administrative struc
ture and narrow functional orientations. "... the individual 'works on his
own: functionally isolated; he 'knows his job: he is 'responsible for seeing
it's done' ... the accountant 'dealing with the costs side: the works man
ager 'pushing production' ..." (Burns and Stalker, 1966, p. 124). And that
means problems of communication and coordination. For example, Bennett
(1977) has written a case describing the three years of convoluted ef{ort
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General Motors went thiough, with no sign of success, just to coordinate
the purchase of work gloves across its units.
The fact, as noted earlier, is that the administrative structure of the
Machine Bureaucracy is ill-suited to the use of mutual adjustment. All the
communication barriers in these structures-horizontal, vertical, status,
line/staff-impede informal communication. "Each unit becomes jealous of
its own perogatives and finds ways to protect itself against the pressure or
encroachments of others" (Worthy, 1950, p. 176).
Narrow functionalism not only impedes coordination, but it also
encourages the building of private empires, much as Parkinson (1957) de
cribed. In such structures, it is difficult to associate any particular function
with overall output or performance. Hence, when a manager caUs for more
personnel-more cost analysts, more clerks, more sales managers-no one
can be quite sure whether or not the claim is legitimate. So there emerges a
competition among the managers to build bigger and more powerful units,
a competition stimulated by the bureaucratic rule that associates salary with
number of subordinates. This encourages the building of top-heavy organi
zations, often more concerned with the political games to be won than the
clients to be served. A Machine Bureaucracy free of market forces-for
example, a government regulatory agency with an ensured budget and
vague performance goals-can become Virtually a closed system, responsi
ble to no one and producing nothing, forever spinning its administrative
wheels in great busyness.
But if mutual adjustment does not work-.-generating more political
heat than cooperative light-how does the Machine Bureaucracy resolve its
coordination problems? Instinctively, by trying standardiZation.
. " the ideology of formal bureaucracy seemed so deeply ingrained in indus
trial management that the common reaction to unfamiliar and novel condi
tions was to redefine, in most precise and rigorous terms, the roles and working
relationships obtaining within management along orthodox lines of "organiza
tion charts" and "organization manuals," and to reinforce the formal structure
(Burns and Stalker, 1966, p. ix).
But standardization is not suited to handling the nonroutine problems of the
administrative center. Indeed, it only makes them worse. The standards
undermine "the line organization for benefit of the staff," they impair its
fleXibility and adaptability, and they generate conflict by forcing managers
to "make a good shOWing" independent of the other departments with which
they must coordinate (Worthy, 1950, p. 176).
So to reconcile the coordination problems that arise in its administra
tive center, the Machine Bureaucracy is left with only one coordinating
mechanism, direct supervision. Specifically, nonroutine coordination
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problems between units are "bumped" up the line hierarchy for reconcil- "',,
iation, until they reach a common level of supervision. The conflict that
arises between two salesperons, say over the allocation of territory, is re
solved by the sales manager; the one between that manager and the ad
vertising manager, over the timing of a campaign, goes up to the marketing
vice-president; and the conflict between the latte~ and the manufacturing
vice-president, over the design of a new product, play have to be resolved
by the president.
.
This bumping-up process of course results in the centralization of
power for decision making at the upper levels of the hierarchy, ultimately at
the strategic apex. With the top managers handling all the important coor
dination problems, they become, as we noted earlier in the chapter, solely
responsible for strategy formulation, for the making and interrelating of the
important decisions of the organization. And that results in a host of new
problems. In effect, just as the human problems in the operating core be
come coordination problems in the administrative center, so too do the
coordination problems in the administrative center become adaptation
problems at the strategic apex.
Adaptation Problems at the Strategic Apex As long as its environ
ment remains perfectly stable, the Machine Bureaucracy faces no great
difficulty. Its standard procedures handle the routine problems of coordina
tion, and nooroutine ones do not arise.
But no organization can expect that much stability. Environments
inevitably change, generating new nooroutine problems. When these be
come frequent in the Machine Bureaucracy, the managers at the strategic
apex quickly become overloaded. "There can, and frequently does, develop
a system by which a large number of executives find-or claim-that they
can get matters settled only in direct consultation with the.head of the con
cern" (Burns and Stalker, 1966, p. ix). Every organigram-and our logo as
well-shows a narrowing of the middle line as it approaches the strategic
apex. The propensity to pass nonroutine problems up the line hierarchy
causes a bottleneck at the top during times of change, which forces the
senior managers to make their decisions quickly. But how can they do so
when these are decisions that arose elsewhere in the organization, in places
where the top managers lack intimate contact?
In theory, the Machine Bureaucracy is designed to account for this
problem. It has a management information system (MIS) which aggregates
information up the hierarchy, presenting the people at the top with concise
summaries of what goes on down below-the perfect solution for the over
loaded top manager. Except that much of the information is the wrong kind.
A number of problems arise in the MIS. For one thing, there are nat
ural losses whenever information is transmitted through a long chain. In
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one laboratory experiment; a line drawing of an owl was redrawn SUcces
sively by eighteen indiv.iduals to emerge as a recognizable cat (cited in
Williamson, 1967, p. 126); in World War I, 'Word-of-mouth communica_
tion along the trenches in the British sector during a period when the field
telephone was out of order is reputed to have resulted in the message 'Send
reinforcements: we are going to advance' from the front line being relayed
to headquarters as 'Send three-and-fourpence: we are going to a dance'"
(Stopford and Wells, 1972, p. 13). In the tall administrative structure of the
Machine Bureaucracy, information must pass through many levels before it
reaches the top. Losses take place at each one. Not only natural losses. The
fact that the transfers are vertical-between people on different status levels
of the hierarchy-means that intentional distortions of information also
occur. Good news gets highlighted and bad news blocked on its way up. In
1941, United States staff experts tried to warn their officers of the impending
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. The latter ignored them as "mere data
collectors." So the
. " subordinate officers in subordinate intelligence and research units tried to
communicate their more urgent interpretations directly to the chief of Army
and Navy war plans. "But their efforts were unsuccessful because of the poor
repute aSSOCiated with Intelligence, inferior rank, and the province of the
specialist. or long-hair." (Wilensky, 1967, p. 44; quotation from Roberta
Wholstetter).

Probably a greater problem is the MIS's emphasis on "hard" (quantita
tive), aggregated information. A good deal of evidence suggests that it is not
this kind of information top managers need to make their strategic decisions
as much as soft, specific information, in Neustadt's (1960) words, not
"bland amalgams" but "tangible detail" (pp. 153-154; see also Aguilar,
1967, p. 94; Mintzberg, 1973a, pp. 69-70; Wrapp, 1967, p. 92).
Often the MIS data are too late as well. It takes time for events to get
reported as official "facts," more time for these to get accumulated into
reports, and more time still for these to pass up the hierarchy until they
finally reach the top manager's desk. In a perfectly stable enVironment, he
can perhaps wait; in a changing one, he cannot. A military commander
wants to know about the enemy's movements as they are taking place, not
later, when they are reflected in some official measure like casualties in a
battle. likeWise, the corporate president wants to be told that his most
important customer was seen playing golf yesterday with his major compe
titor; he does not want to find out about it six months later in the form of a
negative variance on a sales report. Gossip, hearsay, speculation-the
softest kinds of information-warn the manager of impending problems;
the MIS all too often records for posterity that these problems have long
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Ideally speaking, military operations are painstakingly planned and then car
ried out with unquestioning resolution. The one operation requires conditions
of orderliness and calm, the other creates an environment of disorderliness and
confusion. Planners are therefore in the rear, while executors constitute in
themselves the scene of battle....
The professional soldier operates within a bureaucratic framework ....
Officers responsible for the drawing up of plans, then, have higher status than
those responsible for their execution....
"This discussion on impediments in the use of MIS is drawn largely from Mintzberg (1975).
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since arrived. Moreover, a good deal of important information never even "
gets into the MIS. The mood in the factory, the conflict between two man
agers, the reasons for a lost sale-this kind of rich information never be
comes the kind of fact that the traditional MIS can handle.
So the information of the MIS, by the time it reaches the strategic apex
-after being filtered and aggregated through the levels of the administrative
hierarchy-is often so bland that the top manager cannot rely on it. He who
tries to is forced to subsist on a "diet of abstractions, leaving the choice of
what he eats in the hands of his subordinates" (Wrapp, 1967, p. 92). In a
changing environment, that manager finds himself out of touch. 8
The obvious solution for the top managers is to bypass the MIS and
set up their own informal information systems, ones that can bring them the
rich, tangible information they need, quickly and reliably. Specifically, top
managers establish their own networks of contacts and informers, both
inside and outside the organization, and they expose themselves to as much
first-hand information as possible (Aguilar, 1967; Mintzberg, 1973a).
But getting such information takes time. And that, of course, was the
problem in the first place-the bottleneck at the strategic apex of the Ma
chine Bureaucracy in a changed environment. So a fundamental dilemma
faces the top managers of the Machine Bureaucracy as a result of the cen
tralization of the structure and the emphasis on reporting through the chain .
of authority. In times of change, when they most need to spend time getting
the "tangible detail," they are overburdened with decisions coming up the
hierarchy for resolution. They are, therefore, reduced to acting superficially,
with inadequate, abstract information.
The essential problem lies in one of the major tenets of the Machine
Bureaucracy, that strategy formulation must be sharply differentiated
from strategy implementation. The first is the responsibility of top manage
ment, the second is to be carried out by everyone else, in hierarchical order.
Nowhere in practice is this dichotomy sharper than in the military, with
"strategy" focusing on the general direction of armies and "tactics" on the
particular deployment of men and materiel. And nowhere in the literature
are the problems of this dichotomy more clearly described than in the paper
by Feld (1959) on military organization.
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The superiority. of planners is based on the assumption that their posi
tion serves to keep them informed about what is happening to the army as a
the executor limits knowledge to personal experience.
whole, while that
This assumption is supported by the hierarchical structure of military organi
zation which establishes in specific detail the stages and the direction of the
flow of information. In terms of this hierarchy, the man who receives informa_
tion is superior to the man who transmits it. '" By virtue of his position in the
organizational structure. the SUperior is the best informed and, therefore, the
best eqUipped to give orders. '" A plan of operations once decided must
therefore be carried out even if reports from the scene of combat indicate that
it is unrealistic. Determination of this kind is regarded as essential if the mili
tary structure of rank and authOrity is to be preserved (p. 22).

~f

That preservation has sometimes proved to be costly indeed. In the infa
mous battle of Passchendaele of World War I, where 300,000 British troups
went over the trenches to become casualties, "No senior officer from the
Operations Branch of the General Headquarters, it was claimed, ever set
foot (or eyes) on the Passchendaele battlefield during the four months that
battle was in progress. Daily reports on the condition of the battlefield were
first ignored, then ordered discontinued. Only after the battle did the Army
chief
of staff
learn that he had been directing men to advance through a sea
of mud"
(p. 21).
The formulation-implementation dichotomy presupposes two funda
mental conditions in order to work effectively: (1) the formUlator has full
information, or at least information as good as that available to the imple
mentor, and (2) the situation is sufficiently stable or predictable to ensure
that there will be no need for reformulation during implementation. The
absence of either condition should lead to a collapse of the dichotomy, to
proceeding with formulation and implementation concurrently, in an adap
tive rather
than a planning mode (Braybrooke and Lindblom, 1963; Mintz
berg,
1973b).
If the top manager cannot get the information he needs, he simply
cannot formulate a sensible strategy. The Machine Bureaucracy is designed
on the questionable assumption that even in times of change the MIS will
bring the necessary information up the hierarchy to him. The conditions of
the mud are only the most literal example of the inability of the MIS to
handle soft information. As Crozier (1964) described in the case of the
French government agencies, the problem in these structures is that the
Power to
strategy rests at a different place then the information
needed
to formulate
do so.

'i

The design of the Machine Bureaucracy also assumes that a strategy
formUlated in one place can later be implemented in another. That is a
reasonable assumption under conditions of stability-as long as the world
hOlds still (or at least undergoes predicted changes) while the plan unfolds.
Unfortunately, all too often tqe World refuses to hold still; it insists on
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changing in unpredictable ways. This imposes the need to adapt, to alter the \,'\
strategy as it is being implemented. ''The rational direction of large masses
requires planning, and planning requires a high degree of stability and calm.
The conditions of combat are fluid and haphazard in the extreme" (Feld,
1959, p. 17). Under such fluid conditions, either the formulator must imple
ment his own strategy so that he can reformulate it en route-which is what
happens in the Simple Structure, which faces a simple, dynamic environ
ment-or else the implementors must take responsibility for the formulation
and do it adaptively-which is what happens in the Adhocracy, which
decentralizes power for strategy making in the fac, of a complex, dynamic
environment.
We emerge from this discussion with two conclusions. First, strategies
must be formulated outside the machine bureaucratic structure if they are to
be realistic. Second, the dichotomy between formulation and implementa
tion ceases to have relevance in 'times of unpredictable change. Together
these conclusions tell us that Machine Bureaucracies are fundamentally
nonadaptive structures, ill-suited to changing their strategies. But that
should come as no surprise. After all, machines are designed for special
purposes, not general ones. So, too, are Machine Bureaucracies.
These are, as R. G. Hunt (1970) noted, performance not problem
solving organizations. Strategic diagnosis is simply not part of their reper
toire of standard operating procedures. Machine Bureaucracies work best in
stable environments because they have been designed for specific, predeter
mined missions. Efficiency is their forte, not innQvation. An organization
cannot put blinders on its personnel and then expect peripheral vision. The
managers of the Machine Bureaucracy are rewarded for improving oper
ating efficiency, reducing costs, finding better controls and standards; not
for taking risks, testing new behaviors, encouraging innovation. Change
makes a mess of the standard operating procedures. In the Machine Bureau
cracy, everything is nicely coupled, carefully coordinated. Change a link
and the whole operating chain must be redesigned; change an element in an
'
integrated strategy and it disintegrates.
Thus, steel companies and post offices are not noted innovators, and
the automobile of today is hardly different from that of Henry Ford's day.
(Compare the generations of computers or airplanes of the last twenty-five
years-products of very different structures, as we shall see in Chapter 21
with the automobiles of the last fifty.) As Hlavacek and Thompson (1973)
note:
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of massive advertisil]g expenditures claiming uniqueness. The innovation
is given no. organizational expression; bureaucracy reigns supreme

problem
(p.365).

When Machine Bureaucracies must change their strategies, their top
managers tend to act idiosyncratically: they are not in the habit of making
changes, their MISs have obscured the kind of change that is needed,
and their structures are ill-suited to receiVing whatever change is eventually
proposed (Normann, 1971, p. 214). The top managers seem to succeed only
when they are strong enough to cast aside their bureaucratic information
and control systems and take matters into their Own hands. In other words,
'>"Ookally. th, top mana..,. '"<ceod in <hanging 'he Maclti... Du«a""a<y ) I
only by reverting temporarily to the leaner, more fleXible Simple Structure.
To conclude, the Machine Bureaucracy is an inflexible structural
configuration. As a machine, it is designed for one purpose only. It is
cient in its own limited domain, but cannot easily adapt itself to any
Above all, it cannot tolerate an environment that is either dynamic or com
plex. Nevertheless, the Machine Bureaucracy remains a dominant structural
configuration-probably the dominant one in Our specialized societies. As
long as we demand standardized, inexpensive goods and serVices, and
as long as people remain more efficient than automated machines at prOVid
willing to do so-the Machine Bureaucracy will
ing them-and
remain
with us. remain
.
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At one extreme the need or problems of innovation is not recognized; no spe
cial structure is provided; new product innovation is not an important condi
tion for survival. The automobile industry is an example of this extreme. New
product changes are superficial; the appearance of change is largely the result
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surgeon requires a long period of training, probably five or more years" (p.
1178). An important feature of that training is "repetitive practice" to evoke
"an automatic reflex" (p. 1179). So automatic, in fact, that Spencer keeps a
series of surgical "cookbooks" in which he lists, even for "complex" opera
tions, the essential steps as chains of thirty to forty symbols on a single
sheet, to "be reviewed mentally in sixty to 120.seconds at some time during
the day preceding the operation" (p. 1182).
But no matter how standardized the knowledge and skills, their com
plexity ensures that considerable discretion remains in their application. No
two professionals-no two surgeons or teachers or social workers-ever
apply them in exactly the same way. Many judgments are required, as
Perrow (1970) notes of policemen and others:
There exist numerous plans: when to suspend assistance, when to remove a
gun from its holster, when to block off an area, when to call the FBI, and when
to remove a child from the home. The existence of such plans does not provide
a criterion for choosing the most effective plan.... Instead of computation the
decision depends upon human judgment. The police patrolman must decide
whether to try to disperse the street comer gang or call for reinforcements.
The welfare worker must likewise decide if new furniture is an allowable
expense, and the high school counselor must decide whether to. recommend a
college preparatory or vocational program. C;ategories channel and shape
these human judgments but they do not replace them (p. 216).
Training and indoctrination is a complicated affair in the Professional
Bureaucracy. The initial training typically takes place over a period of years
in a university or special institution. Here the skills and knowledge of the
profession are formally programmed into the would-be professional. But in
many cases that is only the first step, even if the most important one. There
typically follows a long period of on-the-job training, such as internship in
medicine and artiding in accounting. Here the formal knowledge is applied
and the practice of the skills perfected, under the dose supervision of mem
bers of the profession. On-the-job training also completes the process of
indoctrination, which began during the formal teaching. Once this process
is completed, the professional association typically examines the trainee to
determine whether he has the requisite knowledge, skills, and norms to
enter the profession. That is not to say, however, that the individual is
"examined for the last time in his life, and is pronounced completely full,"
such that "After this, no new ideas' can be imparted to him," as humorist
and academic Stephen Leacock once commented about the Ph.D., the test
to enter the profession of university teaching. The entrance examination
only tests the basic requirements at one point in time; the process of training
continues. As new knowledge is generated and new skills develop, the
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themselves are too complex to be standardized directly by analysts. One
need only try to imagine a work study analyst following a cardiologist on
his rounds or observing a teacher in a classroom in order to program their
work. Similarly, the outputs of professional work cannot easily be mea
sured, and so do not lend themselves to standardization. Imagine a planner
trying to define a cure in psychiatry, the amount of learning that takes place
in the classroom, or the quality of an accountant's audit. Thus, Professional
Bureaucracies cannot rely extensively on the fOl1I\alization of professional

/I

work or on systems to plan and control it.
Much the same conclusion can be drawn for the two remaining coordi
nating mechanisms. Both direct supervision and mutual adjustment impede
the professional's close relationshipS with his clients. That relationship is
predicated on a high degree of professional autonomy-freedom from
having not only to respond to managerial orders but also to consult exten
sively with peers. In any event, the use of the other four coordinating mech
anisms is precluded by the capacity of the standardization of skills to achieve
a good deal of the coordination necessary in the operating core.
The Pigeonholing Process To understand how the Professional
Bureaucracy functions in its operating core, it is helpful to think of it as a
repertoire of standard programs-in effect, the set of skills the professionals
stand ready to use-which are applied to predetermined situations, caned
contingencies, also standardized. As Weick (1976) notes of one case in point,
"schools are in the business of building and maintaining categories" (p. 8).
The process is sometimes known as pigeonholing. In this regard, the pro
fessional has two basic tasks: (1) to categorize the client's need in terms of a
contingency, which indicates which standard program to use, a task known
apply, or execute,
program. Pigeonholing
as diagnosis, and (2)
simplifies matters enormously. "People are categorized and placed into
pigeonholes because it would take enormous resources to treat every case as
unique and requiring thorough analysiS. like stereotypes, categories alloW
US to move through the world without making continuous decisions at
every moment" (Perrow, 1970, p. 58). Thus, a psychiatrist examines the
patient, declares him to be manic-depressive, and initiates psychotherapy.
Similarly, a professor finds 100 students registered in his course and exe
cutes his lecture program; faced with 20 instead, he runs the class as a semi
nar. And the management consultant carries his own bag of standard
acronymical tricks-MBO, MIS, LRP, PERT, 00. The client with project
work gets PERT, the one with managerial conflicts, 00. Simon (1977)
captures the spirit of pigeonholing with his comment that "The pleasure that
the good professional experiences in his work is not simply a pleasure in
handling difficult matters; it is a pleasure in using skillfully a well-stocked
kit of well-designed tools to handle problems that are comprehensible in
their deep structure but unfamiliar in their detail" (p. 98).
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It is the pigeonholing process that enables the Professional Bureau
cracy to decouple its various operating tasks and assign them to individual,
relatively autonomous professionals. Each can, instead of giving a great
deal of attention to coordinating his work with his peers, tocus on pertect
ing his skills. As Spencer (1976) notes in the case of vascular surgery, "with
precise diagnosis and expert operative technique excellent results could
almost always be obtained" (p. 1177).
The pigeonholing process does not deny the existence of uncertainty in
servicing a client. Rather, it seeks to contain it in the jobs of single profes
sionals. As Bidwell (1965) notes. "The problem of dealing with variability in
student abilities and accomplishments during a school year ... is vested in
the classroom teacher, and one important component of his professional
skill is ability to handle day-to-day fluctuations in the response to instruc
tion by individual students and collectively by the classroom group" (p.
975). The containment of this uncertainty-what Simon characterizes as
unfamiliarity in detail in the job of the single professional-is one of the
reasons why the professional requires considerable discretion in his work.
In the pigeonholing process, we see fundamental differences among
the Machine Bureaucracy, the Professional Bureaucracy, and the Adhoc
racy. The Machine Bureaucracy is a single-purpose structure: presented
with a stimulus, it executes its one standard sequence of programs, just as
we kick when tapped on the knee. No diagnosis is involved. In the Profes
sional Bureaucracy, diagnosis is a fundamental task, but it is circumscribed.'
The organization seeks to match a predetermined contingency to a standard
program. Fully open-ended diagnosis-that which seeks a creative solution
to a unique problem-requires' a third structural configuration, which we
call Adhocracy. No standard contingencies or programs exist in that struc
ture.
Segal (1974) refers to these three as "chain-structured," "mediatively
structured," and "adaptively-structured" organizations. The chain-struc
tured organization relates to only a small part of the environment and
accepts inputs only at one end; onc~ ingested, these are processed through a
fixed sequence of operations. the mediatively-structured organization
our Professional Bureaucracy-is designed "to channel external dissimilarity
into uniform organizational categories" (p. 215). Segal cites the example of
the welfare department:

A glance at the telephone numbers individuals must call to initiate contact
with the welfare department indicates that the potential client cannot simply
need help, he must need help as defined by the organization-aging, adoption,
children in trouble, landlord-tenant complaints, etc. (p. 215).
In other words, the welfare department leaves part of the diagnosis to the
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client. The adaptively-structured organization, or ~dhocracy, "is not struc
tured to screen out heterogeneity and uncertainty" (p. 217). It adapts to its
client's individual problem rather than trying to fit it into one of its own
categories. Segal provides an example of each of th~se three types of organi
zations from the field of mental health:
.
1. The chain-structured custodial unit responds to the pressure in the environ
ment to keep mental patients out of the public eye and in physical captivity.
The chain-structured custodial unit is thus desiwed to achieve the singular
purpose of custodial behavior.
i
2. The individual treatment structure responds to Qther pressure in the environ
ment by arranging its units and care to help each patient to fit into a category
of behavior defined by society. This facility is thus categorically responsive as
staff attempts to change patients' behavior so that it fits their own standards of
"normality."
3. The adaptively-structured milieu treatment wilrd responds to a more rela
tivistic environmental pressure. In this instance, units and roles are arranged
so that the very definition of normality is a prQ(\uct of interaction between
staff and patients (p. 218).'

It is an interesting characteristic of the Professional Bureaucracy that
its pigeonholing process creates an equivalence in its structure between the
functional and market bases for grouping. Becaulle clients are categorized
or, as in the case of the welfare recipients above, categorize themselves-in
terms of the functional specialists who serve them, the structure of the Pro
fessional Bureaucracy becomes at the same time both a functional and a
market-based one. Two illustrations help explain the point. A hospital
gynecology department and a university chemistry department can be called
functional because they group specialists according to the knowledge, skills,
and work processes they use, or market-based because each unit deals with
its own unique types of clients-women in the first case, chemistry students
in the second. Thus, the distinction between functional and market bases
for grouping breaks down in the special case of the Professional Bureau
cracy.

~
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planning and control systems-suggest that the operating COre is the key
part of the Professional Bureaucracy. The only other part that is fully elabo
rated is the support staff, but that is focused very much on serving the
operating Core. Given the high cost of the professionals, it makes sense to
back them up with as much support as Possible, to aid them and have others
do whatever routine work can be formalized. For example, universities
have printing facilities, faculty dubs, alma mater funds, building and
grounds departments, publishing houses, archives, bookstores, information
offices,many
museums,
athletics units.
departments, libraries, computer facilities, and
many,
other support
The technostructure and middle line of management are not highly
elaborated in the Professional Bureaucracy. In other configurations (except
Adhocracy), they Coordinate the work of the operating core. But in the

Pmfessional B""'.ua.'Y, they can do IUde 10 COOnlioate the ope.......
work. The need for planning or the formalizing of the work of the profes
sionals is very limited, so there is little call for a technostructure (except, as
we shall see, in the case of the nonprofessional support staff). In McGill
University, for example, an institution with 17,000 students and 1200 pro
fessors, the only units that could be identified by the author as technocratic
were two small departments concerned with finance and budgeting, a small
planning office, and a center to develop the professors' skills in pedagogy
(the latter two fighting a continual uphill battle for acceptance).
likeWise, the middle line in the Professional Bureaucracy is thin. With
little need for direct supervision of the Operators, or mutual adjustment
between them, the operating units can be very large, with few managers at
the level of first-line supervisor, or, for that matter, above them. The McGill
Facultymanager,
of Management
single
its dean. at the time of this writing has fifty professors and a
Thus, Figure 19-1 shows the Professional Bureaucracy, in terms of our
logo, as a Rat structure with a thin middle line, a tiny technostructure, and a
fully elaborated support staff. All these features are reRected in the organi
gram of McGill University, shown in Figure 19-2.

Focus on the Operating (ore All the design parameters that we
have discussed so far-the emphasis on the training of operators, their
vertically enlarged jobs, the little use made of behavior formalization or
'For an excellent related example-a comparison of the prison as a Machine Bureaucracy
(custodial-oriented) and as a Professional Bureaucracy (treatment-oriented)-see Cressey
(1958; or 1965. pp. 1044-1048). Van de Yen and Delbecq (1974) also discuss this trichotomy in
terms of "systematized" programs, which specify both means and ends in detail. "discretion
ary" programs. which specify ends and a repertoire of means but require the operator to select
the means in terms of the ends, and "developmental" programs. for highly variable tasks.
which may specify general ends but not the means to achieve them.
Fi,ure 19-1.
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an MBA program cannot be run with less than about a dozen different
specialists. Finally, the bringing together of different types of professionals
allows clients to be transferred between them when the initial diagnosis
proves incorrect or the needs of the client change during execution. When
the kidney patient develops heart trouble, that is no time to change hospi
tals in search of a cardiologist. Similarly, when a law student finds his client
needs a course in moral ethics, or an accountant finds his client needs tax
advice, it is comforting to know that other departments in the same organi
zation stand ready to provide the necessary service.
The Administrative Structure What we have seen so far suggests
that the Professional Bureaucracy is a highly democratic structure, at least
for the professionals of the operating core. In fact, not only do the profes
sionals control their own work, but they also seek collective control of the
administrative decisions that affect them, decisions, for example, to hire
colleagues, to promote them, and to distribute resources. Controlling these
decisions requires control of the middle line of the organization, which
professionals do by ensuring that it is staffed with "their own." Some of the
administrative work the operating professionals do themselves. Every
university professor, for example, carries out some administrative duties
and serves on committees of one kind or another to ensure that he retains
some control over the decisions that affect his work. Moreover, full-time
administrators who wish to have any power at all in these structures must
be certified members of the profession, and preferably be elected by the
professional operators or at least appointed with their blessing. What
emerges, therefore, is a rather democratic administrative structure. The
university department chairmen, many of them elected, together with the
deans, vice-presidents, and president-all of them necessarily academics
must work alongside a parallel hierarchy of committees of professors, many
of them elected, ranging from the departmental curriculum committee to
the powerful university senate (shown with its own subcommittees in Figure
19-2). This can be seen clearly in Figure 19-3, the organigram of a typical
university hospital. The plethora of committees is shown on the right side,
.reporting up from the medical departments through the Council of Physi
cians and Dentists directly to the Board of Trustees, bypassing the man
agerial hierarchy entirely. (Notice also the large number of support services
in the organization and the relative absence of technocratic units.)
The nature of the administrative structure-which itself relies on
mutual adjustment for coordination-indicates that the liaison devices,
while uncommon in the operating core, are important design parameters in
the middle line. Standing committees and ad hoc task forces abound, as was
seen in Figure 19-3; a number of positions are designated to integrate the
administrative efforts, as in the case of the ward manager in the hospital;
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I

and some Professional Bureaucracies even use ptatrix structure in adminis
tration.
Because of the power of their operators, Professional Bureaucracies
are sometimes called "collegial" organizations; In fact, some professionals
like to describe them as inverse pyramids, with the professional operators at
the top and the administrators down below to serve them-to ensure that
the surgical facilities are kept clean and the classrooms well supplied with
chalk. Thus comments Amitai Etzioni (1959)1 the well-known sociologist:
. .. in professional organizations the staff~xpert line-manager correlation,
insofar as such a correlation exists at all, is reversed.... Managers in profes
sional organizations are in charge of secol'ldary activities; they a~minister
means to the major activity carried out by experts. In other words, if there is a
staff-line relationship at all, experts constih~te the line (major authority) struc
ture and managers the staff. ... The final' internal decision is, functionally
speaking, in the hands of various professionals and their decision-making
bodies. The professor decides what research he is going to undertake and to a
large degree what he is going to teach; the physician determines what treat
ment should be given to the patient (p. 52).
Etzioni's description may underestimate the power of the professional
administrator-an issue we shall return to shortly-but it seems to be an
accurate description of the nonprofessional one, namely the administrator
who manages the support units. For the support staff-often much larger
than the professional one, but charged largely with doing nonprofessional
work-there is no democracy in the Professional Bureaucracy, only the
oligarchy of the professionals. Support units, such as housekeeping
or kitchen in the hospital, printing in the u"iversity, are as likely as not to be
managed tightly from the top. They exist, in effect, as machine bureaucratic
constellations within the Professional Bureaucracy.
What frequently emerge in the Professional Bureaucracy are parallel
administrative hierarchies, one democratic and boltom up for the profes
sionals, and a second machine bureaucratic and top down for the support
staff. As Bidwell (1965) noles: 'The segregation of professional and non
professional hierarchies in school systems presumably permit this differenti
ation of modes of control" (p. 1016; see also BIau, 1967-68).
In the professional hierarchy, power resides in expertise; one has
influence by virtue of one's knowledge and skills. In other words, a good
deal of power remains at the bottom of the hierarchy, with the professional
operators themselves. That does not, of course, preclude a pecking order
among them. But it does require the pecking order to mirror the profes
sionals experience and expertise. As they gain experience and reputation,
academics move through the ranks of lecturer, and then assistant, associate,
and full professor; and physicians enter the hospital as interns and move up
to residents before they become members of the staff.
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Who should teach the statistics course in the MBA program, the mathema
tics department or the business school7 Who should perform mastectomies
in hospitals, surgeons who specialize in operations or gyneocologists who
specialize in women? $eldom, however, can a senior administrator impose a
solution on the professionals or units involved in a dispute. Rather the unit
managers-chiefs, deans, or whoever-must sit down together and negoti
ate a solution on behalf of their constituencies. Coordination problems also
arise frequently between the two parallel hierarchies, and it often falls to the
professional administrator to resolve them.
Second, the professional administrators-especially those at higher
levels-serve key roles at the boundary of the organization, between the
professionals inside and interested parties-governments, client associations,
and so on-on the outside. On one hand, the administrators are expected to
protect the professionals' autonomy, to "buffer" them from external pres
sures. "The principal is expected to 'back the teacher up'-support her
authority in all cases of parental 'interference'" (Melcher, 1976, p. 334). So,
too, the executive director of the hospital is supposed to keep the govern
ment or the trustees from interfering in the work of the physicians. On the
other hand, the administrators are expected to woo these outsiders to sup
port the organization, both morally and financially. "... teachers consider
it a prime responsibility of the administrator to secure for them the greatest
possible amount of resources" (Hills, quoted in Melcher, 1976, p. 333), as
do professors in universities and physicians in hospitals. Thus, the external
roles of the manager-maintaining liaison contacts, acting as figurehead
and spokesman in a public relations capacity, negotiating with outside
agencies-emerge as primary ones in the job of the professional adminis
trator.
Some view the roles professional administrators are called upon to
perform as signs of weakness. Like Etzioni, they see these people as the
errand boys of the professionals, or else as pawns caught in various tugs of
war-between one professional and another, between support staffer and
professional, between outsider and professional. In fact, however, these
roles are the very sources of administrator power. Power is, after all, gained
at the locus of uncertainty. And that is exactly where the professional ad
ministrators sit. The administrator who succeeds in raising extra funds for
his organization gains a say in how these are distributed. Similarly, the one
who can reconcile conflicts in favor of his unit or who can effectively buffer
the professionals from external influence becomes a valued-and therefore
powerful-member of the organization. The professionals well know that
'Without the 'superb politician,' metropolitan school systems, urban gov
ernments, universities, mental hospitals, social work systems, and similar
complex organizations would be immobilized" (Thompson, 1967, p. 143).
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Ironically, the professional becomes dependent on the effective admin

1""'0'. Th. p'of""io""l fao... a fundam.n'al dil.mma. f'«lu.ntly. h,
abho" admini'''alion. d";'ing only '0 he I.fl alone '0 "'octk. hi,; P'O
f"'ion. But that freedom " gained only at ,he price of admin;""li"" .!fo"
-raisingv funds, resolVing conflicts, buffering the demands of outsiders.
Thl' I.-. ", ,h. p,of"'.o""i two ,hOle..., to do the admioi'I"liv. w"'k
him"'lf. in whi'h .... h. h", "" lim. '0 P'a'li", hi, P,ofe",oo. '" 10 rea""
" to adm""'''ato". in which .... he m." ,o""od", <om, of hi< powe,
Over decision making. And that Power must be Surrendered, it shOUld

fU"h", b. nOled. 10 admini"<a'o" who. by vi"u. of the fa,t thaI they no
longe, wish to p..ctke 'he P'o!=ion. p,obably favo' a differenl "" of
goal<. Damned ff he d"", and damned if he doe",'" T'ke the ca", of the
"",.."ity p,-of""", "'i.nled 10 -'ech. To .n,u", the full"'l 'uPP"" fo,

research in his department, he should involve himself in committees Where
questions of the commitment to teaching versus research are decided. But
th,t tak., lim•• ,pecffically lim. away from ""'''ech. Whal i, the u'" 01
,p.nding lim. P'O"'cling wha, on. h" no lim. /eft '0 do'So the P'of=o, i,
I""'pted to I.... '<Im""""lion 10 full-li"", admini'''ato''. tho<e who hay.
tive
expressed
office. a disinterest in research by virtue of seeking full-time administra_
We can conclude that POWer in these structures does flow to those

profe,"Onak who ' ..... to <levo", .... effo,' to doing 'dminl'''aBv, ;",tead
a
of P'....."ooal w"'k- ,0n<Ule..bl. amoun' 01 POwe,. in fact. to th"",
who do" well. "'_a1/y in complex ",01""'0",,1 """nizalio",. 'u,h '"
the mod.", hc,pila/ (P.rrow• 1967'. Bot that, It <boold be ,'....... "not
Iai_-fa'" pow"" the P'_ona/ adm;ni'"'I''' lee.,. h;, POw", Only ..
long .. the Profn"ona/' """"'I"" him to he ........ 'hd, In......" efkrt;vely.
Th. ma""ge" of the P,ofe"jo",,1 B",..u"'<y may be the w.akest among
'h"", of 'h. fi"" """to"l conflgu,alio",. hoI they are fat from impot.n,.
Indioiduafly. Ih.y M. u,oally mo", pow..-fol lhan individual prof""'ona/,
-Ih. dUef ""«uli"" remaining the "ngl. mo" pow"'ful m.mbe, oI'h,
P,of",iona/ Bure,ueeaey_"".n ff that pow", can .a'lIy he o""wh.lmed

by the Collective Power of the professionals.

st.. t... f"'mulatlon In th. P,ole',;onal Boreaoeeocy A d"'rip
lion of lhe ,t,al""y fonnulalion P'"""" in the P'oI""'onal Bu....ocraey
""ha.,.
iIIu"'al.. ,h. two 'ide, 01 'he P'_on,1 adnti""t,ato,',

"'t

power. At the outset it should be noted that strategy takes on a very differ

enl fonn in the.e kind, of ""',niza,_. Since thei, onlputs are difficult to
measure, their goals cannot easily be agreed upon. So the notion of a strat
egY-a single, integrated pattern of decisions common to the entire organi_
"lion-I_ a good d.a1 of Its mea....g In the
B",.."","Y.
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Given the autonomy of each professional-his close working relation
ships with his clients, and his loose ones with his colleagues-it becomes
sensible to think in terms of a personal strategy for each professional. In
many cases, each selects his own clients and his own methods of dealing
with them-in effect, he chooses his own product-market strategy. But
professionals do not select their clients and methods at random. They are
significantly constrained by the professional standards and skills they have
learned. That is, the professional associations and training institutions
outside the organization playa major role in determining the strategies that
the professionals pursue. Thus, to an important extent all organizations in a
given profession exhibit similar strategies, imposed on them from the out
side. These strategies-concerning what clients to serve and how-are
inculcated in the professionals during their formal training and are modified
as new needs emerge and the new methods developed to cope with them
gain acceptance by the professional associations. In medicine, for example,
researchers develop new forms of treatment and test them experimentally.
They publish their results in the medical journals, these publications leading
to more experimentation and elaboration until the methods are considered
sufficiently safe to pass into standard practice-that is, to become part of
the repertoire of programs of all hospitals. And this whole process is over
seen by the professional associations, which pass judgments on acceptable
and unacceptable practices, and through whose journals, newsletters, con
ferences, and training programs information on new practices is dissemi
nated. This control of strategy can sometimes be very direct: in one of the
McGill studies, a hospital that refused to adopt a new method of treatment
was, in effect, censured when one of the associations of medical specialists
passed a resolution declaring failure to use it tantamount to malpractice.
We can conclude, therefore, that the strategies of the Professional
Bureaucracy are largely ones of the individual professionals within the
organization as well as of the professional associations on the outside.
largely, but not completely. There are still degrees of freedom that allow·
each organization within the profession to adapt the basic strategies to its
own needs and interests. There are, for example, mental hospitals, women's
hospitals, and veterans' hospitals; all conform to standard medical practice,
but each applies it to a different market which it has selected.
How do these organizational strategies get made1 It would appear that
the Professional Bureaucracy's own strategies represent the cumulative
effect over time of the projects, or strategic "initiatives," that its members
are able to convince it to undertake-to buy a new piece of equipment in a
hospital, to establish a new degree program in a university, to develop a
new specialty department in an accounting firm. Most of these initiatives
are proposed by members of the operating core-by "professional entre
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preneurs" Willing to expend the efforts needed to negotiate tbe acceptance of
new projects througb the complex administrative structure (and if the
method is new and controversial, througb outside professional aSSOCiations
as well, and also through outside funding agencies if the project is an expen
sive one). A proposal for a new Ph.D. program in management at McGiIJ
University was worked out by an ad hoc committee and tben approved
within the Faculty of Management by its Graduate Program Committee,
Academic Committee, and Faculty Council; from there it Went to the Execu
tive Committee and the Council of the Faculty of Graduate Studies; then it
moved on to the Academic Policy Committee of the Senate of the Univer
sitYand then to the full Senate itself; from there it went to the University
Programs Committee of the Quebec government Ministry of Education and
then into the Ministry itself, and then back and forth between these bOdies
and the university administration a few more times until it was finally
approved (as a joint program of four universities).
What is the role of the professional administrator in all this1 Certainly
far from passive. As noted earlier, administration is neither the forte nor the
interest of the operating professional (for good reason, as should be clear
from the example above!). So he depends on the full-time administrator to
belp him negotiate his project through the system. For one thing, the ad
ministrator has time to Worry about Such matterS-after all, administration
is his job; he no longer practices the profession. For anotber, the adminis_
trator has a full knowledge of tbe administrative committee system as well
as many personal contacts within it, both of which are necessary to see
project through it. The administrator deals with the system every day; the
professional entrepreneur may promote only one new project in his entire
career. Finally, the administrator is more likely to have the requisite man
agerial skiIls, for example, those of negotiation and persuasion.
But the Power of the effective administrator to influence strategy goes
beyond helping the professionals. Every good manager seeks to change his
organization in his own way, to alter its strategies to make it more effective.
In the Professional Bureaucracy, this translates into a set of strategic initia
tives that the administrator himself wishes to take. But in these structures_
in principle bottom UP-the administrator cannot impose his will On the
professionals of the operating Core. Instead, he must rely on his informal
power, and apply it subtly. Knowing that the professionals want nothing
more than to be left alone, the administrator moves carefullY_in incre
mental steps, each one hardly discernible. In this way, he may achieve over
time been
changes
that the
professionals
would have rejected out of hand had
they
proposed
all at
once.

To conclude, we have seen again that while the weak administrator of
the Professional Bureaucracy may be no more than the errand boy of the
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in changing its strategies.
CONDITIONS Of THE PROFESSIONAL

BUREAUCRACY

This third structural configuration ,ppearS wherever .the operating

;,,« 01 00 o,gaolzadon I> dmolnated by,Idl1<d wo,ken-P'ol""'onal'
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,...... an
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,..n ......., ..
,ta...,d"", Th"s, tho ,nvitO,,","'" .. 'b' mid
-. contingency factor in the use of the Professional Bureaucracy.
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In contrast, the factors of age and siZe are of less significance.
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Structure in their formative years.
•Boland (1973) finds them also to be more democratic, which seems to stem from their being
more formalized: "The faculty in the larger institutions are much more likely to develop a
strong laculty government. Those in the smaller institutions. on the other hand, are more often
subject to the decrees of administrative officials" (p. (36). This seems akin to the situation
Crozier described, where the operators of large bureaucratic organiZations force in rules to

..-'<ow.'"
,~
rather than in Machine Bureaucracies, in the former case the rules setting up the means for true
m=<O

", ""'""'''''''

self_government, in the latter, serving only to protect the workers from the arbitrary whims of
their bosses·
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Technical system is an important contingency factor, at least for what
it is not in the Professional Bureaucracy-neither highly regulating,

p,o"""onal'. ,he ",ong oo,-a p","",'onsl him",U, politi"'lly adep' and
folly aW"'" 01 ,he powe' ,,...... 01 his o,ganiution-'OO playa majn' ,010

on_

I.

sophis~

ticated, nor automated. The professional operators of this structural con
figuration require considerable discretion in their work. It is they who serve
the clients, usually directly and personally. So the technical system cannot
be highly regulating, certainly not highly automated. As Heydebrand and
Noell (1973) point out, the professional resists the rationalization of his
skills-their division into simply executed steps-because that makes them
programmable by the technostructure, destroys his basis of autonomy, and
drives the structure to the machine bureaucratic form.
Nor can the technical system be sophisticated. That would pull the
professional into a closer working relationship with his colleagues and push
him to a more distant one with his clients, driving the organization toward
another structural configuration-the adhocratic form. The surgeon uses;
scalpel, the accountant a pencil. Both must be sharp, but are otherwise'
simple and commonplace instruments; yet both allow their users to perform '
independently what can be exceedingly complex functions. More sophisti
cated instruments-such as the computer in the accounting finn or the
coronary care unit in the hospital-reduce the pliofessional's autonomy by
forcing him to work in multidisciplinary teams, as he does in the Adhocracy.
These teams are concerned in large part with the design, modification, and
maintenance of the equipment; its operation, because that tends to be regu
lating, and often automated, impersonalizes the relationship between the
professional and his clients. Thus, in the pure form of the Professional
Bureaucracy, the technology of the organization-its knowledge base-is
sophisticated but its technical system-the set of instruments it uses to apply
that knowledge base-is not.
Thus, the prime example of the Professional Bureaucracy is the per
sona/ service organization, at least the one with complex, stable work.
Schools and universities, consulting finns, law and accounting offices,
social work agencies all rely on this structural configuration'as long as they
concentrate not on innovating in the solution of new problems, but on
applying standard programs to well-defined ones. The same is true of hospi
tals, at least to the extent that their technical systems are simple. (In those
areas that call for more sophisticated equipment-apparently a growing
number, especially in teaching institutions-the hospital is driven toward a
hybrid structure, with characteristics of the Adhocracy. The research func
tion would also seem to drive it, and the university as well, toward the same
hybrid, research being oriented more than clinical practice and teaching to
innovation. 3 The same effect results from dynamic environmental condi
'However, Kuhn's (1970) de5Cription of the practice of scientific research gives the distinct
impression that most of the time-namely during periods of what he calls "nonnal" science.
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tions-again increasingly common in teaching hospitals. But all these forces
are strongly mitigated by the hospital's overriding concern with safety.
Only the tried and true can be used on regular patients. Institutions en
trusted with the lives of their clients have a natural aversion to the looser,
organic structures such as Adhocracy.)
A good deal of the service sector of contemporary society in fact ap
plies standard programs to well-defined problems. Hence, the Professional
Bureaucracy structure tends to predominate there. And with the enormous
growth of this sector in the last few decades, we find that the Professional
Bureaucracy has emerged as a major structural configuration.
So far, all of our examples have come from the service sector. But
Professional Bureaucracies are found in manufacturing too, notably where
the environment demands work that is complex yet stable, and the technical
system is neither regulating nor sophisticated. This is the case of the craft
enterprise, an important variant of the Professional Bureaucracy. Here the
organization relies on skilled craftsmen who use relatively simple instru
ments to product standard outputs. The very term "craftsman" implies a
kind of professional who learns traditional skills through long apprentice
training and then is allowed to practice them free of direct supervision. Craft
enterprises seem typically to have tiny administrations-no technostruc
tures and few managers, many of whom, in any event, work alongside the
craftsmen.
Many craftsmen were eliminated by the Industrial Revolution. Their
jobs-for example, the making of shoes-were rationalized, and so control
over them passed from the workers who did them to the analysts who de
signed them. Small craft enterprises metamorphosed into large Machine
Bureaucracies. But some craft industries remain, for example, fine glass
work and handmade pottery, portrait photography, ~nd gastronomic
cuisine. t In fact, as these examples indicate, the term "craft" has today come
to be associated with functional art, handmade items that perform a func
tion but are purchased for their aesthetic value.
There is at least one major industry that has remained largely in the
craft stage, and that is construction. In a paper entitled "Bureaucratic and
Craft Administration of Production: A Comparative Study," Stinchcombe
(1959-60) contrasts mass production and construction firms, describing the
latter much as we have described Professional Bureaucracy. He notes that
"professionalization of the labor force in the construction industry serves
the same functions as bureaucratic administration in mass production
when the researchers are essentially elaborating ana• pe rfecting a given "'paradigm"'-the
.- . During SClemltlC
..,. "
professional bureaucratic structure might be equaiiy appropnate. Cmiy
revo
lutions"' should the adhocratic one clearly be more relevant.
'Restaurants can be viewed as falling into the manufacturing or service sectors, depending on
whether one focuses on the preparation of the food or on the serving of it.
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industries" (p. 169). In construction, "work processes fare] governed by the
worker in accordance with the empirical lore that makes up craft principles"
(p. 170). As a result, few clerks are needed (20 percent of the administrative
are used,
personnel, versus 53 percent in mass production, where
Stinchcombe explains, to effect machine bureaucratic control), the commu_
nication system is less formalized, and less emphasis is placed on the hier
archy of authority. Stinchcombe also cites another study of the construction
industry that noted "the low development of distinctly bureaucratic produc
tion control mechanisms, such as cost accounting, detailed scheduling,
regularized
reporting
of work process, and standardized inspection of spe
cific
operations"
(p. 182).5

~hey

The markets of the Professional Bureaucracy are often diversified. As
noted earlier, these organizations often bring together groups of profession_
als from different specialties who serve different types of clients. The hospi
tal includes gynecologists to serve Women, pediatricians to serve children,
and so on, while the university has its philosophy professors to teach those
interested in general knowledge and its management professors for those in
search of specific career skiUs. Hypothesis 11 would lead us to the conclu
sion that such market diversity encourages the use of the market basis for
grouping the professionals. In fact, we have already seen this to be the case
(although We also saw that the market basis for grouping turns out to be
equivalent to the functional one in Professional Bureaucracies, as a result of
the way in which professional services are selected).
raSometimes the markets of Professional Bureaucracies are diversified
geog phical1y, leading to a variant we call the dispersed professional
bureaucracy. Here the problem of maintaining loyalty to the organization
becomes magnified, since the professionals do their autonomous work in
remote locations, far from the administrative structure. The Royal Cana
dian Mounted Police, for example, were dispersed across the Canadian west
and north late last century to bring order to what were then lawless districts
of the country. Once sent out, each Mountie Was on his own. The same
situation exists today in intelligence (spy) agencies, forest ranger services,
and international consulting firms. As a result, these organizations must
rely extensively on training and indoctrination, especial1y the latter. The
emplOyees are selected carefully, trained extensively, and indoctrinated
heaVilY-often by the organization itself-before they are sent out to the
remote areas to perform their work. Thus, even on their own, the Mounties
carried the norms and skiIIs of the R.C.M.P. with them and so served it
resolutely. Moreover, the employees of the dispersed professional bureau
cracy are frequently brought back to the central headquarters for a fresh
'Stinchcombe also aSCribes some of these structural characteristics to the dynamic nature of the
construction
industry's
enVironment, which pushes the firms to adopt the organic features of
or Adhocracy.
Simple
Structure
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dose of indoctrination, and they are often rotated in their jobs to ensure that
It Was finally decided that it would be much more efficient. and less
their loyalty remains with the organization and does not shift to the geo
costly. to allow one man of recognized ability to impose his ideas upon the rest
graphical area they serve. The U.S. Forest Rangers, for example, are re
of thethan
orchestra,
a conclusion
cruited largely from the forestry schools~having already demonstrated a
more
a century
earlier. '" the rest of the European orchestras had reached
commitment to forests and a love of the outdoors-and are then further
I think it was one of Szell's musicians who was quoted as saying: "He's a
trained and indoctrinated, and, once on the job, are rotated from post to
sonovabitch, but he makes us play beyond ourselves.".
post. Both the rotation and indoctrination "facilitate communication be
tween headquarters and the field by keeping loyalties and career interests
Finally, we might note briefly the effects of the contingency factors of
centrally directed" as well as keeping "the foresters independent of private
power, notably fashion and the influence of the operators. Professionalism
interests in the regions or communities in which they serve ..." (Wilensky,
is a popular word among all kinds of identifiable specialists today; as a
1967, pp. 59-60; see also Kaufman, 1960).
result, Professional Bureaucracy is a highly fashionable structure-and for
This chapter has stressed the role of training in the Professional Bu
good reason, since it is a very democratic one. Thus, it is to the advanta8e
reaucracy more than indoctrination. Indoctrination only emerged as impor
of every operator to make his job more professional_to enhance the skills
tant in this last variant. But there is another variant, the missionary organi
it requires, to keep the analysts of the technostructure from rationalizing
zation-common in religious orders, charitable foundations (Sills, 1957),
those skills, and to establish associations that set industry-wide standards to
and the like, and sometimes found also in business firms (Perrow, 1970, pp.
protect those skills. In these ways, the operator can achieve what always
166-170)-where indoctrination replaces training as the key design para
escapes
him
in the
affect
it. Machine BureaucracY-control of his work and the deci
sions that
meter. Because this organization has an attractive mission, and perhaps a
distinguished history as well, its members also share a strong ideology
a set of norms about the goals and strategies the organization pursues. The
SOME ISSUES ASSOCIATED WITH
members may come by this naturally, or they may have been indoctrinated
PROFESSIONAL BUREAUCRACY
into the ideology when they first joined.•n any event, because every mem
ber of the organization can be trusted to pursue its main goals and strategies,
The Professional Bureaucracy is unique among the five structural
there can be an extensive decentralization to the level of the single individ
configurations in answering two of the paramount needs of contemporary
ual, resulting in a structure that in some ways resembles the Professional
men and women. It is democratic, disseminating its power directly to its
Bureaucracy.
workers (at least those who are professional). And it provides them with
The Professional Bureaucracy is also occasionally found as a hybrid
extenSive autonomy, freeing them even of the need to Coordinate closely
structure. In our discussion of hospitals earlier, we alluded to a possible
with their peers, and aU of the pressures and politics that entails. Thus, the
combination with characteristics of the Adhocracy which we can call the
professional has the best of both worlds; he is attached to an organization,
professional bureau/adhocracy. Another hybrid-the simple professional
yet is free to serve his clients in his own way, constrained only by the estab
lished standards of his profession.
bureaucracy-occurs when highly trained professionals practicing standard
skills nevertheless take their lead from a strong, sometimes even autocratic,
As a result, professionals tend to emerge as responsible and highly
leader, as in the Simple Structure. Consider, for example, the following
motivated indiViduals, dedicated to their work and the clients they serve.
description of a symphony orchestra, an organization staffed with highly
Unlike the Machine Bureaucracy that places barriers between the operator
skilled musicians who play standard repertoires:
and 'he cit...", this ,t."ctu.. -nv" them, allnwing a .."nnal ..laUnn'hip
to develop. Here the technical and social systems can function in complete
harmony.
An orchestra is not a democracy but a dictatorship. The interpretation and
presentation of this complex repertoire cannot be pieced together as a kind of
Moreover, autonomy aUows the professionals to perfect their skilJs,
consensus among the musicians.
free of interference. They repeat the same complex programs time after
Such a system has been tried out, notably in Russia in the 1920's, but the
time, forever,reducing the uncertainty until they get them just about perfect,
famous conductorless orchestra, Persimfans, lasted only a few years. There
like
the Provenfal potter who has spent his career perfecting the glazes he
were countless long rehearsals while the musicians argued about the treatment
of every passage, and anyone of the members was given the democratic right,
'From "MSD Crisis Plus sa change" by E. Mclean, Canada Wide Feature Service in the
in turn, to lay down his instrument an4 listen to the effect from the hall.
Montreal Star. December 4, 1976. Used with permission.
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applies to identical pots. The professional's thought processes are "conver
gent"-vascular surgeon Spencer (1976) refers to them as deductive reason
ing. Spencer quotes approvingly the bridge aficionado who stood behind
champion Charles Goren during a three-d~y tournament and concluded:
"He didn't do anything I couldn't do, except he didn't make any mistakes"
(p. 11B1). That captures nicely the secure feelings of professionals and their
clients in Professional Bureaucracies. The Proven~al potter expects few sur
prises when he opens his kiln; so, too, do Dr. Spencer's patients when they
climb on to his operating table. They know: the program has been executed
so many times-by this surgeon as well as py the many whose experiences
he has read about in the journals-that the possibility of mistakes has been
minimized. Hospitals do not even get to execute new programs on regular
patients until they have been thoroughly tested and approved by the pro
fession. So the client of the Professional By.reaucracy can take satisfaction
in the knowledge that the professional abollt to serve him will draw on vast
quantities of experience and skill, will apply them in a perfected, not an
experimental procedure, and will likely be highly motivated in performing
that procedure.
But in these same characteristics of democracy and autonomy lie all
the major problems of the Professional Bureaucracy. For there is virtually
no control of the work outside the professiqn, no way to correct deficiencies
that the professionals themselves choose to overlook. What they tend to
overlook are the major problems of coordination, of discretion, and of
innovation that arise in these structures.

Problems of Coordination The Professional Bureaucracy can coor
dinate effectively only by the standardiza~ion of skills. Direct supervision
and mutual adjustment are resisted as direct infringements on the profes
sional's autonomy, in one case by administrators, in the other by peers.
And standardization of work processes and of outputs are ineffective for
this complex work with its ill-defined outputs. But the standardization of
skills is a loose coordinating mechanism at best, failing to cope with many
of the needs that arise in the Professional Bureaucracy.
There is, first of all, the need for coordination between the professional
and the support staff. To the professional, that is simply resolved: he gives
the orders. But that only catches the support staffer between two systems of
power pulling in different ways, the vertical power of line authority above
him, and the horizontal power of professional expertise to his side.
Perhaps more severe are the coordination problems between the pro
fessionals themselves. Unlike Machine Bureaucracies, Professional Bureau
cracies are not integrated entities. They are collections of individuals who
join to draw on the common resources and support services but otherwise
want to be left alone. As long as the pigeonholing process works effectively,
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they can be. But that process can never be so good that contingencies do not
faU in the cracks between the standard programs. The world is a continuous
intertWined system. Slicing it up, although necessary to comprehend it,
ineVitably distorts it. Needs that faU at the margin or that overlap two cate
gories tend to get forced-artificiaUY_into one category or another. In
contemporary medicine, for instance, the human body is treated not so
much as one integrated system with interdependent parts, as a coUection of
loosely coupled organs that correspond to the different specialties. For the
patient whose malady slots nicely into one of the specialties, problems of
coordination do not arise. For others-for example, the patient who falls
between psychiatry and internal medicine-it means repeated transfers in
search of the right department, a time-consuming process when time is
critical. In universities the pigeonholing process can be equally artificial, as
in the Case of the professor interested in the structure of production systems
who fell between the operations and organizational behaVior departments
of his business school and so was denied tenure.
The pigeonholing process, in fact, emerges as the source of a great deal
of the conflict of the ProfessionaJ Bureaucracy. Much political blood is
spilled in the continual reassessment of contingencies, imperfectly con
ceived, in terms of programs, artificially distingUished.
Problems of Discretion The assumption uhderIying the design of
the Professional Bureaucracy is that the pigeonholing process contains aU of
the uncertainty in single professional jobs. As We saw above, that assump_
tion often proves false to the detriment of the organization's performance.
But even where it works, problems arise. For it focuses all the discretion in
the hands of single professionals, whose complex skills, no matter how
standardized, require the exercise of considerable judgment. That is, per
haps, appropriate for professionals who are competent and conscientious.
Unfortunately not aU of them are; and the professional bureaucratic struc
ture
cannot easily deal with professionals who are either incompetent or
unconscientious.
No two professionals are equally skilled. So the client who is forced to
choose among them-to choose in ignorance, since he seeks professional
help precisely because he lacks the specialized knOWledge to help himself_
is exposed to a kind of Russian Roulette, almost literally so in the case of
medicine, where single decisions can mean life or death. But that is inevita
ble: little can be done aSide from using the very best screening procedures
for applicants to the training schools.
Of greater concern is the unconscientious professional_the one who
refuses to update his skills after graduation, who cares more for his income
than his clients, Or who becomes so enamored with his skills that he forgets
about the real needs of his clients. This last case represents a means-ends
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inversion common in Professional Bureaucracies, different from that found
in Machine Bureaucracies but equally serious. In this case, the professional
essence, they require a rearrangement of the Pigeonholes-and so call for
confuses the needs of his clients with the skills he has to offer them. He
int"'diociplina", effo",. A. a "'ult. the ...Iu"""", of the P'oE=ional, 10
simply concentrates on the program that he favors-perhaps because he
wo,k 'oo""'ath,.ly Mth ead> othe, Iramlal"
into P,obl""" of inno
vation.
does it best or simply enjoys doing it most-to the exclusion of all the others.
This presents no problem as long as only those clients in need of that favor
Like the MaChine Bureaucracy, the Professional Bureaucracy is an
ite program are directed his way. But should other clients slip in, trouble
inElexJble ' - . well ""ted to prodOCing Its
outputs but IlJ..
ensues. Thus, we have the psychiatrists who think that all patients (indeed,
""ted to adapting to the produetlon of new 0..... AU bu....u"acl" a"
all people) need psychoanalysis, the consulting firms prepared to design the
geared to stable environments; they are performance structures designed to
same planning system for all their clients, no matter how dynamic their
per[e.,t P'''8'a"" fo, ,0ntU1gencl" that <an be _kted. oot P'oblem ",Iv
environments, the professors who use the lecture method for classes of 500
Ing on"
d.,/gned to "eate new pro....m' fo,
that have nev... befo...
been
encOuntered.
students or 5, the social workers who feel the compulsion to bring power to
the people even when the people do not want it.
The problems of innovation in the Professional Bureaucracy find their
.
Dealing with this means-ends inversion is impeded by the difficulty of
roots in convergent thinking, in the deductive reasoning of the professional
measuring the outputs of professional work. When psychiatrists cannot
who .... the '!"'Ifle ,;,"ation in tenD, of the ....,.1 'O""'pt. In tho [',0
even define the words "cure" or "healthy," how are they to prove that psy
Ee,,;onal B....au".ey tlu,mean. lhat new p'obl""" a... fOreed into old
choanalysis is better for mij.nic-depressives than chemical therapy would
P4<eoohol". Th. docto'aJ ",ud..t in """d> of an inten/loeiphna", <k&ree
be1 When no one has been able to measure the learning that takes place in
fo,. alt... all. ""'1 the high"t ........ty d...... ""'aot to
tho
the classroom, how can it be demonstrated with reliability that lectures are
generation of new knowledge-inevitably finds himself forced back into the
better or worse than seminars or, for that matter, than staying home and
old de"",....ta1 mod•. '1t m." be a D.B.A. '" a 0.&1., We don't offe,
reading. That is one reason why the obvious solution. to the problems of
edu,alional .dmio/'b'alion ""e." Nowh...e .... the eff",,, of
dodu'li..
discretion-censure by the professional association-is seldom used. An- ;
reasoning better illustrated than in Spencer's (1976) comments that "AU
other is that professionals are notoriously reluctant to act against their own, ,;
pali.." deVeloPlog ....fieant ,ompli,alio", 0' death .moog on, th...,
to wash their dirty linen in public, so to speak. In extreme cases, they will so
hospital, '" .... """'ted to. een".1 oEEiee Mth a ....,.tive deoeriplion of
act-certain behavior is too callous to ignore. But these instances are rela
tho ""Iuenee of ev..". Mth "'PO"" v"'YIng in ","",h trom a Ihlm to an
tively rare. They do no more than expose the tip of the iceberg of misguided
entire page," and that six to eight of these cases are discussed in the one
discretion.
hOW' w..kly "mo"aUty-mori>ldity.. conEe...nc". Includiog P'''''latioo of
Discretion not only enables some professionals to ignore the needs of
it by the 'u_n and "qu"lio", .nd 'ommen".. by the .udi.nee (p. 1181).
their clients; it also encourages many of them to ignore the needs of the
An ....li..... page and ten mlout" of di",u,,"on fo, "'" with .......fho.ol
organization. Professionals in these structures do not generally consider
complications"/ Maybe enOugh to list the symptoms and slot them into
themselves part of a team. To many, the organization is almost incidental, a
P;geoohol", hanlly "0Ugh even to begin to think .bout _live ",Iulion,.
convenient place to practice their skills. They are loyal to their profession,
A,
Lu,y onee told ClwUe B,OWB......t at, 'annot be done In half an hou"
it takes at least fortY-five minutesl
not to the place where they happen to practice it. But the organization has
.need for loyalty, too-to support its own strategies, to staff its administra
The fact is that great art and innovative problem solVing require induc_
tive committees, to see it through conflicts with the professional association.
Ii.. "'.",nlng. that I,. the indo";on of new gene'a/ ,0Beep" 0' p........m'
Cooperation, as we saw earlier, is crucial to the functioning of the adminis
_ b"ak,
f,om ""'."'1.. expeden",. ThaI kind of thinking
trative structure. Yet, as we also saw earlier, professionals resist it furiously.
ent
1t ones.
away from old routines or standards rather than perfecting eXisting
Professors hate to show up for curriculum meetings; they simply do not
Aod thaIto do. in the faee of eve",thlng the ProEe,,;onal B....au"a'y "
designed
wish to be dependent on each other. One can say that they know each other
only too weill
So it should come as no surprise that Professional Bureaucracies and
the ProEe.,;ona/."ocIa."", thaI 'ont,"l their Proeed"", t..d to be 'on
Problems of Innovation In these structures, major innovation also
servative bodies, hesitant to change their well-established ways. Whenever
depends on cooperation. Existing programs can be perfected by individual
an entrepreneurial member takes up the torch of innovation, great political
specialists. But new ones necessarily cut across existing specialties-in
dashes .....'ably e....... Even '0 the Madun. B.....u"a'y. 0"'" the _ .
agers of the strategic apex final1y recognize the need for change, they are
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able to force it down the hierarchy. In the Professional Bureaucracy, with
operator autonomy and bottom-up decision making, and in the professional
association with its own democratic procedures, power for strategic change
is diffuse. Everybody must agree on the change, not just a few managers or
professional representatives. So change comes slowly and painfully, after
much political intrigue an~ shrewd maneuvering by the professional and
administrative entrepreneurs.
As long as the environment remains stable, the Professional Bureau
cracy encounters no problem. It continues to perfect its skills and the given
system of pigeonholes that slots them. But dynamic conditions call for
change-new skills, new ways to slot them, and creative, cooperative ef
forts on the part of multidisciplinary teams of professionals. And that calls
for another structural configuration, as we shall see in Chapter 21.

--J

.,....'"-~.~+. . . -.~

Dysfunctional Responses What responses do the problems of coor
dination, discretion, and iJlnovation evoke1 Most commonly, those outside
the profession-clients, nonprofessional administrators, members of the
society at large and their representatives in government-see the problems
as resulting from a lack of external control of the professional, and his
profession. So they do the obvious: try to control the work with one of the·
other coordinating mechanisms. Specifically, they try to use direct super
vision, standardization of work processes, or standardization of outputs.
. . Direct supervision typically means imposing an intermediate level of
supervision, preferably with a narrow "span of control"-in keeping with
the tenets of the classical concepts of authority-to watch over the pro
fessionals. That may work in cases of gross negligence. The sloppy surgeon
or the professor who misses too many classes can be "spoken to" or ulti
mately perhaps fired. But specific professional activities-complex in execu
tion and vague in results-are difficult to control by anyone other than the
professionals themselves. So the administrator detached from the work and
bent on direct supervision is left nothing to do except engage in bothersome
exercises. As in the case of certain district supervisors who sit between one
Montreal school board .and its schools and, according to the reports of a
number of principals, spend time telephoning them at 4:59 on Friday after- ,
noons to ensure they have not left early for the weekend. The imposition of
such intermediate levels of supervision stems from the assumption that
professional work can be controlled, like any other, in a top-down manner,
an assumption that h~s proven false again and again.
Likewise, the other forms of standardization, instead of achieving
control of the professional work, often serve merely to impede and discour
age the professionals. And for the same reasons-the complexity of the
work and the vagueness of its outputs. Complex work processes cannot be
formalized by rules and regulations, and vague outputs cannot be standard-

.
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Ued by plannl"" and con'rol 'y'!em,. Excep, In ml",ulded Way,. which
pro"'am 'h. w'ong behav;o", and m........ th. W'oag nulpu". fO""ng the
ProEes.lonah play 'h. moohlne bureaucratic """-"'h'lylng 'h. 'land
ard, I"''''d of ""'Ing 'h. cllen". Book
,he old moa"'...n'" ;"ve"lon.
Uk. 'he policeman In Chicago who d'Kribed to Stu'" T.,k.1 (1972) the
effects of various Such standards on his Work:

'0

'0

My 'u...mo, would ..y • •" " """ two poll<y ........... w. <an be <qual
with the other areas." So We go Out and hunt for a policy operator. '"
A vice officer spends quite a bit of time in COurt. You learn the judges,
'he ..... they look fo,. Yo, berom. ProII""n'ln "'lifYIng. Y"" ' ...... y.....
"'''''ony.
YOU 'hange
to
get conVictions.
'" ,be ''''k. You 'wtkh 'h;.... ""and '<auw y",,'.. 'iy;ng
Certain units in the task force have developed a science around stopping
your automObile. These men know it's impossible to drive three blOCks With
out committing a traffic Violation. We've got so many rules on the bOOks.
Thew pol. . ofA........ 'h.., 'ht
'0 ge' polnk and 0100 hoUl. f", money.

The ualA, law I, a fa' book. H. 1<0
H",nw plat••
a Violalion. II you

tha,·,

;f you don', have ,~ !Ish', on you,
ha~. a """k In y..... """""'!old. 'hat', a

Violation.
little
things.If '"Your muffler's dragging, that's a Violation. He knows all these

Wh~ they '0 'h. - . and ,he man wI'h lJ.. gon ha, _ . 'hey'II lad n'
.....hndy anyw". knOWIng be', no, 'h, one. The ""onl .. ,. "!.oded up

So many points for a robbery, so many points for a man haVing a gun.
go

y say, 'When
two people for UUW"-unlawful use of Weapons. The report will
we got there, We saw these guys and they looked suspicious." They'll get a
137-140).
Point even if the case is thrown out of COurt. The arrest is all that COunts (pp.
o
G,.phlc 1II"''''h n, of the fUhll'y of tryi"" to COntrol wO'k tha, ".....,.
hally p,of"';onalln na'u",. SlmU., thin", happen when acrounlan" try to
'on"ol th. manag'"nent con,oJhng ""'" of thei, 6nns-"ohedi.n", I,
'ues.ed a. an end In 1...lf beea.... the CPA .. admini,...,o,,, not able 10
judge tbe nnn-ocrounlant ex.." on th. bas;, of tha' ex.."., knowledge"
t
196'" 144). And In 'Chool ""!em, when the government tech,
(!vIon'......
nos ructure believes it can program the work of the teacher, as in that of
Eo" Gennany <Je.cribed pmodly to thl' auth., by a gov"'omen, pia........
wh.", •.,h day .very cloUd In the coun"" ostensibly open, the "m. book
to 'h...m
Th. individual noed, of the 'tuden"-,Iow I..,.".,. and
fa". ""a! and ban-a. well a. th. jndividoal ,tyEe. of the !each.,. have tu
be subordinated to the neatness of the system.
n..lad .. that complex w...1 <anno, be effechv.ly -lonued u _
Ucom.. und.uthe conlrol of lfoe 0_010, who d.... U. Soci.ty may have '0
,onuolthe ov.,an ex..ndi...... of ils ProEe.s;onaI Bu"'aoc""'I.._,o keep
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the lid on them-and to legislate against the most: callous kinds of profes
sional behavior. But too much external control qf the professional work
itself leads, according to Hypothesis 14, to centralization and formalization
of the structure, in effect driving the Professional Bureaucracy to Machine
Bureaucracy. The decision-making power flows from the operators to the
managers, and on to the analysts of the technostructure. The effect of this is
to throw the baby out with the bathwater. Technocratic controls do not
improve professional-type work, nor can they distinguish between respon
sible and irresponsible behavior-they constrain both equally. That may,
of course, be appropriate for organizations in whi~h responsible behavior is
rare. But where it is not-presumably the majority of cases-technocratic
controls only serve to dampen professional consqentiousness. As Sorensen
and Sorensen (1974) found, the more machine bureaucratic the large public
accounting firms, the more they experienced conflIct and job dissatisfaction.
Controls also upset the delicate relationshiA between the professional
and his client, a relationship predicated on unimpeded personal contact
between the two. Thus, Cizanckas, a police c~ief, notes that the police
officer at the bottom of the pecking order in the "paramilitary structure" is
more than willing, in turn, to vent his frustration on the lawbreaker" (para
phrased by Hatvany, 1976, p. 73). The controls remove the responsibility
for service from the professional and place it in the administrative structure,
where it is of no use to the client. It is not the government that teaches the
student, not even the school system or the school itself; it is not the hospital
that delivers the baby, not the police force that apprehends the criminal, not
the welfare department that helps the distraught family. These things are
done by the individual professional. If that professional is incompetent, no
plan or rule fashioned in the technostructure, no order from an administra
tor can ever make him competent But such plans, rules, and orders can
impede the competent professional from providing his service effectively.
At least rationalization in the Machine Bureau~racy leaves the client with
inexpensive outputs. In the case of professional work, it leaves him with
impersonal, ineffective service.
:
Furthermore, the incentive to perfect, even to innovate-the latter
we~k in the best of times in professional bureaucracy-can be reduced by
external controls. In losing control over their own work, the professionals
become passive, like the operators of the Macpine Bureaucracy. Even the
job of professional administrator-never easy,becomes extremely difficult
with a push for external control. In school systems, for example, the govern
ment looks top-down to the senior managers to implement its standards,
while the professionals look bottom-up to them to resist the standards. The
strategic apex gets caught between a government technostructure hungry
for control and an operating core hanging on to its autonomy for dear life.
No one gains in the process.
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lies in one specific design parameter: the performance control system. In
general, the headquarters allows the divisions close to full autonomy to
make their OWn decisions, and then monitors the results of these decisions.
This monitoring is done after the fact, in specific quantitative terms, in the
case of the business corporations by measures of profit, sales growth, and
return on investment. As Ackerman (1975) notes:

I

't

Accounting reports are not immune to misinterpretation but they relieve the re
Viewer of the need to sift through and comprehend operating data from diverse
businesses. Ironically, but perhaps ineVitably, as large corporations become
more complex, the gauges used to control them become simpler. '"
Most important, financial controls are result-oriented. They monitor
the actual and expected outcomes and not the process used to secure them
(P.49).

Marketing

Figure 20-1.

Typical Organigram fQr a Div;siona/ized Manufacturing Firm

c1uding further vertical decentralization (down the chain of authority) or
horizontal decentralization (to staff specialists and operators). As the presi
dent of one conglomerate firm-an organization that inevitably uses the
Divisionalized Form-commented:
i

Our whole philosophy revolves around whereprofit responsibility is placedthe divisional general manager. I don't want anyone in this organization to
have any doubts that the general manager is boss. This is where the entrepre
neurial atmosphere begins (quoted in Lorsch and Allen, 1973, p. 55).
Of course, in theory divisionalization does not preclude the further
decentralization of power within the divisions. Different divisional struc
tures, in fact, call for different distributions of internal power. But as we
shall see as soon as we discuss control in the Divisionalized Form, other of
its characteristics drive the divisions to centralize more power than they
would if they were independent organizations.
Were the headquarters to delegate all of its power to the division man
agers, it would cease to exist, and each division would, in fact, emerge as an
independent organization. So some form of control or coordination is
required between headquarters and the divisions. The question then be
comes: how can the headquarters maintain control while allowing each
division sufficient autonomy to manage its own operations1 And the answer

By the use of these systems, headquarters maintains control in the face of
diVisional autonomy. So the priJn4! coordinating mechanism in the DiVision
of outputs, and a key design parameter,
alized form is the
the performancecontrol system.-

stal1~~rdization

/'

This coordinating mechanism and the three design parameters so far
discussed determine the basic structure: market-based units at the top of the
middle line, parallel, vertical decentralization to those units (but not neces
sarily within them), and reliance on standardization of the outputs of these
units through the use of performance control systems to effect headquarters'
Control of the diVisions. These form an ideal configuration. The market
basis for grouping allows for autonomy of the diVisions, which encourages
decentralization to them and it also allows for easy identification of their
outputs, which can then be coordinated through performance control sys
tems.

But other coordinating mechanisms and design parameters also have
roles
to ones.
play in this structural configuration, although they are not the
primary
The standardization of work processes is not used by headquarters as
a coordinating mechanism because that would interfere with diVisional
autonomy. So little of the diVision's behaVior is formalized by headquarters.
likeWise, action planning is avoided because that, too, would impose deci.
sions on the diVisions that they need to make themselves. Mutual adjust
ment between the diVisions, as well as the liaison devices that encourage it,
are also
tween
theprecluded
diVisions. in this structure by the absence of interdependence be
There is, however, a limited role for the two coordinating mechanisms
that remain-standardization of skills and direct Supervision. The Division_
alized Form is dependent for its success on the competence of the diVisional
managers, to wholl:1 much of the decision-making power is delegated. Where
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as the managers at the top of the middle line of the other structural con
figurations tend to have functional orientations and limited freedom to act
independently, those of the Divisionalized Form are "mini-general man
agers," who run their own operations. That is why the middle line emerges
as the key part of this structure. But this characteristic puts the onus on the
headquarters to train these division managers as well as it can (in effect, to
standardize their managerial skills). Thus, after the Hungarian government
"decentralized" its economy in 1968-that is, reduced its reliance on action
planning in favor of greater autonomy of the state enterprises-the training
of the managers of those enterprises emerged as a major government preoc
cupation. When the enterprises were under close control, with decisions
imposed on them by the action plans, their managers merely carried out the
orders of the government. With a shift to a purer form of divisionalization,
they became true general managers who had to make their own decisions.'
Likewise, indoctrination is used to ensure that the division managers pursue
the broader goals of the headquarters instead of the parochial goals of the
divisions. Divisional managers are brought back to headquarters periodi
cally for conferences and meetings with the central administrators, and they
are sometimes rotated around the different divisions to develop a broad
perspective of the organization.
Direct supervision serves as a backup mechanism of coordination in
the Divisionalized Form. When a division runs into trouble, the headquar
ters managers may have to step in, perhaps to replace the division manager.
So some knowledge of the operations of the division is required, at least to
know when to step in, as well as how. This need for direct supervision
reduces the span of control of headquarters managers somewhat.
The Structure of the Divisions Given an understanding of the means
of control of the divisions by headquarters-through performance controls
backed up by management training, indoctrination, and direct supervision
-we can return to the question of decentralization within the divisions. In
theory, the Divisionalized Form can be superimposed on any of the other
structural configurations. A multiversity or a national accounting firm with
regional offices draws a set of Professional Bureaucracies into the Division
aiized Form; a newspaper chain does the same thing with a set of Adhocra
cies. And a venture capitalist with equity control of entrepreneurial firms
may draw a set of Simple Structures into the Divisionalized Form. The
divisions of anyone organization may also exhibit a variety of structures
as, say, in the case of a municipal government with four "divisions"-a
small simple structure antipoverty program, a machine bureaucratic sanita
'This account is based on my conversations with Hungarian officials during a 1972 conference
.
in Hungary on management education.
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tion service,
a professional
urban
development
group. bureaucratic police force, and an adhocratic
But the Divisionalized form works best with machine bureaucratic
structures in its diVisions and, moreover, drives these structures, no matter
What their natural inclinations, tOward the machine bureaucratic form. The
explanation of this lies in the standardization of outputs, the key to the
functioning of the dlvl,lonal"ed "",clo". The only way tha' headq.,,,,,,
can retain control, yet protect diVisional autonomy, is by after-the-fact
monitoring of diVisional performance. That requires the establishment of
clearly defined performance standards, the existence of which depends on
two major assumptions. First, each diVision must be treated as a single inte
grated system with a single, consistent set of goals. In other words, while
the diVisions may be loosely coupled with each other, the aSSumption is that
each is tightly Coupled within. Second, those goals must be operational
ones, in other Words, lend themselves to quantitative measures of perfor
mance control. In the organic structural configurations_Simple Structure
and Adhocracy, which exist in dynamic environments_such performance
standards are difficult to establish. In the Professional Bureaucracy, as
noted in Chapter 19, the complexity of the work precludes the establishment
of such standards. Moreover, the Professional Bureaucracy is not one inte
grated system but a collection of indiViduals with a Wide range of goals.
That leaves only one configuration which satisfies the assumptions: the

M"hl"" Bu",.aacy. In oth", wonk, 'he DJvI'lon'l/zed Po'm Is hc.'
superimposed
the Machine
Bureaucracy, the only structure that is inte
grated
and has on
operational
goals.

Now, what happens when the Divisionalized Form is Superimposed on
one of the other three structural configurations? To make it Work, the as
sumptions must be made to hold. That is, each diVision must be made to
function ac a 'Ingle In'....ated ""Iem, on which 0""
01 pe,lonnanoe
measures can be imposed. The diVision manager, to Whom Power is dele
gated from the headquarters, must be able to impose the measures on his
dlv"lon; In othe, wonk, he m"" """it ac a 'op-do , >egulated '>"'em.
wn
pact
Fo, the PCOfecclonal b."'.aatic 'nd .dboc"tic

ce,

I:

'-'."'-m ......
bottom,.p 'nd non""""l<d_'ha, 'moonts '0 , P""'.... 10 <en'"J;ze.!

Mo,eov." wh", 'he dlvl"on I, o....nized on, func'lonal ba,I,-ac it 'ypl,
cally is in the Simple Structure, Machine Bureaucracy, and AdhocraCY_the

en,."

dlvl"on managee 1'10_ '0 "'" ,n "tion pl,noJog 'Y'lem 1o
'ha'
dlvl'lon /'CBonnel P·"ue the perionnaooe goaJ,. Actioo p1anniog Imp_
ever more specific standards concerning decisions and actions on personnel
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or~anic to begin With. So the Divisionalized Form drives the
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divisions to be more centralized and more formali~ed than they would be as
independent organizations. (That is, of course, the affect predicted from
Hypothesis 14, since the headquarters is a specific form of external control
of the division.) And these are the two distinguisping characteristics of the
Machine Bureaucracy. So we conclude that divisionalization drives the
structure of the divisions, no matter what their natural inclinations, toward
the machine bureaucratic form. The performance control system of the
Divisionalized Form weakens the organic natur, of the Simple Structure
and the Adhocracy; and it upsets the notion of Qperator autonomy in the
Professional Bureaucracy. Z Only in the Machine Bureaucracy does division
alization mean no fundamental change in structur,.
Why, then, is "divisionalization" treated il'\ much of the literature as
synonymous with "decentralization" (and implicitly with debureaucratiza
tion). The answer seems to lie in the origins of the configuration. As certain
machine bureaucratic corporations in America grew and diversified their
markets early in this century, they became increasingly unwieldly-too
centralized and too bureaucratic. The development of the Divisionalized
Form-in Du Pont in 1921 (Chandler, 1962)-caqte as a godsend. Instead of
one integrated functional structure, a set of them 'could be designed, one for
each market. This eased the bottleneck at the strategic apex, allowing for
less centralization and less formalization. So, compared with the Machine
Bureaucracy structure-that is, with one overall Machine Bureaucracy for
all markets-the Divisionalized Form, by creating many smaller and more
focused Machine Bureaucracies, reduced the overall centralization of the
structure.
But is the Divisionalized Form inherently decentralized, or, to be
specific, more decentralized than the other structural configurations? Than
the Simple Structure, with all power concentrated in a single office: cer
tainly. Than the Machine Bureaucracy (operating in one market, as it is
designed to do): not clear. Who is to say which structure distributes its
power more widely-the one with limited horizontal decentralization,
where the few analysts of the technostructure share power with the man
agers of the strategic apex, or the one with limitep vertical decentralization,
'Indeed, it could not be otherwise. If the divisions remained as Professional Bureaucracies, for
example, the professional operators would retain their usual power, and so their control of the
administrative structure would naturally extend beyond the divisions into the headquarters; as
a result, the position of divisional manager would have no special relevance, and the entire
organization would emerge as a single Professional Bureaucracy. What makes a struct.ure
divisionalized is mAnageriAl or unit autonomy, not professional autonomy, Alternatively,
giving a great deal of power to department managers of a single Professional Bureaucracy
drives the structure toward the Divisionalized Form. This apparently happened when deans
and department heads assumed much power in the German universities early in this century,
and apparently happens to a lesser extent in the British univ,rsities today for the same reason
(Beyer and Lodahl, 1976, p. 110).
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where the few managers at the top of the middle line share that POwer? And
than the Professional Bureaucracy or Adhocracy, with their extensive

d«en,,.lization d",p in'o the lin, "",etu" and out '0 ala"", numbe, 01

operating or staff specialists: certainly not.

Moreover, there is another, more logical alternative to the Divisional_
ized Form-complete fragmentation of the organization_which is also more
decentralized. It is a rather small step from quasi-autonomous diVisions
controlled by one central headquarters to fully autonomous organizations,
each controlled by its own board of directors. In fact, the Divisionalized
Form often results not from the "decentralization" of a Machine Bureau
cracy Operating in many markets, but from the "centralization" of a set of
independent organizations Operating in different markets. They consolidate
themselves into a single "federation" with a Divisionalized Form structural
configuration,
in the process surrendering some of their Powers to a new
central
headquarters.
Ironically, this is what happened in the most famous example of divi
sionalization, the one most frequently touted as "decentralization"-Alfred

p, Sloan', "''"'''''ring 01 G,n"al Mo'o", In the 192()" I, wa, 'hi' oxampl,
that ,," off the H"" Wav" 0/ W"'';Onallzation among the Fortune 500, y"
no ""ampl, helt" ilI"'''a'", the lalla<y 01 ,he "Wvl,;ona!izat/on m'an, ,
decentralization" relationship. For while Sloan may have divisionalized
General Motors, by no stretch of the imagination did he decentralize it. As a
well-known student of his actions commented, "If anyone word is needed
'0 -ribe the man"""",n' """tu" 01 Gon"al Motu", a, It was !<Cas' by
Sloan and the brilliant group arOund him, then that word is not decentrali_
zation, but centralization" (Harold Wolff, quoted in Perrow, 1974, p. 38).
As Chandler (1962) and even Sloan (1963) himself tell it, William C. Durant
put General Motors together as a holding company, but failed to consoli_
date it into a single entity. Sloan was brought in to do that job. He instituted
central controls, which reduced the Power of the unit managers by sub
jecting their performance to headquarters' control. In other words, Sloan
consolidated the structure to the Divisionalized Form, and thereby central_
Ired It (Late, In 'hi, chapter w, "",n "'" tha'
proc"" 01 C<ntcallzlng
power in General Motors has apparently continued unabated to the present
day, so that the Current structure of the automotive component of the Com
pany can no longer be called divisionalized.)3

I
I

'hi,

'Perrow (1974, Pp. 37-38) claims that first Peter Drucker, then Ernest Dale, then Alfred
Chandler (though more "circumspect"), and finally Sloan himself all gave the impression in
their bOOks that Sloan decentralized General Motors: "Sloan himself takes a characteristically
ambiguous position about decentralization. His book opens with praise for decentralization in
General Motors; a bit later, though, he Criticizes Durant, his predecessor, for allOWing General
Motors
be too decentraliZed;
tion
and to
decentralization"
(p. 38).and still later he calls for a happy medium between centraliza_
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The Powers of the Divisions and the Headquarters Both communi
cation and decision flows in the Divisionalized Form reflect one central fact:
there is a sharp division of labor between the headquarters and the divisions.
Communication between the two is, for example, circumscribed and largely
formal, in good part restricted to the transmission of performance standards
down to the divisions and of performance results back up. This is supple
mented by personal interchanges between the managers at the two levels,
but that is carefully limited. Too much detailed knowledge at the headquar
ters level can invite meddling in the decisions of the divisions, thereby
defeating the very purpose of divisionalization, namely divisional auton
omy. Even communication between managers and their outside environ
ments is quite different at the two levels of th~ structure. As Allen (1970)
notes:
... corporate and divisional executives focused their attention on different
segments of their firms' task environments. Corporate contacts with external
groups and organizations centered mainly around stockholders, the financial
community, potential merger candidates, and governmental agencies. By way
of contrast, top level division personnel were concerned mainly with the ex
ternal groups which affected their ability to develop, sell, and produce goods
and services in their particular industries (pp. 22-23).
Lorsch and Allen (1973) found that these different patterns of behavior led
to rather different cognitive orientations and working styles. Corporate
headquarters' units were less formal in their structures, exhibited a longer
time perspective, and placed a greater empha~s on financial goals (p. 23).
In the Divisionalized Form, the divisionll are given the power to run
their own businesses. They control the operations and determine the strate
gies for the markets that fall under their responsibility. Thus, in the con
glomerate Textron, "the divisions are required to formulate their own prod
uct strategy ... to determine how [they) will compete in the market place,
the prices to be charged for products, delivery schedules, channels of distri
bution, and product design and initiation"; they "are quite free to determine
their own sources of supply"; and they must solve their own engineering
an.d marketing problems (Wrigley, 1970, p. V-96). Their chiefs, therefore,
emerge as full-fledged managers who perform all the usual managerial roles
(with a special emphasis on spokesman and negotiator to represent their
divisions at headquarters and extract from it as much capital as possible).
What powers, then, are retained by the headquarters7 Holden et al.
(1968) posed the question to the top managers of large American divisional
ized corporations. They received unanimous responses on the following
items: setting corporate objectives, strategic planning, determination of
basic policies, finance, accounting systems, basic research, consummation
of mergers or acquisitions, approval of capital expenditures over prescribed
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limits, setting of executive salaries and bonuses above certain levels, and
selection of individuals for positions down to specific echelons in the organ
ization. In Our discussion, we shall focus on six headquarters functions in
particular.
The first of the powers retained by headquarters, related to the man
agerial role of entrepreneur, is the formation of the organization's Overall
product-market strategy. Whereas the diVisions determine the strategies for
given product markets, the headquarters decides which ones will be given.
In effect, the headquarters manages the strategic portfolio, establishing,
acqUiring, selling, and dosing down diVisions in order to change its mix of
products and markets. This dear separation between the management of
the strategic portfolio at headquarters and of the particular product-market
strategies in the diVisions was one of the major reasons why the Divisional_
ized Form developed in the first place.
In September, 1921, the Du Pont Company put into effect this new structure
of autonomous, multidepartmental diVisions and a general office with staff
specialists and general executives. Each diVision had its functional departments
and its own central office to administer the central departments.
Unencumbered by operating duties, the senior executives at the general
office now had the time, information, and more of a psychological commit
ment to carry on the entrepreneurial activities and make the strategic decisions
necessary to keep the over-all enterprise alive and growing and to coordinate,
appraise, and plan for the work of the diVisions (Chandler, 1962, p. 111).
Second among the powers it retains, headquarters allocates the overall
financial resources. Only pooled coupling exists among the diVisions. That
is, they do not pass their work back and forth but do share common finan
cial resources. It is dearly the responSibility of the headquarters to manage
these resources_to draw excess funds from the diVisions that do not need
them, to raise additional funds in the capital markets when necessary, and
to allocate available funds among the diVisions that do need them. As the
chief executive of Textron commented, "Number one in the keys to this
operation [is) to keep a tight rein on the finances and to control the expan
sion of the diVisions" (quoted in Wrigley, 1970, p. V-B2). That meant:
All division receipts were deposited into a central Textron account. Disburse_
ments to the diVisions account were made by the treasurer at corporate office
on an agreed upon schedule. Opening and closing bank accounts, changing
the authorized signers on bank aCCOunts, assigning receivables, and other
activities connected with financing of actiVities, reqUired the authorization of
the corporate treasurer (p. V-78).
Headquarters' power over resource allocation also includes the authoriza_
tion of those diVisional capital projects large enough to affect the overall
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capital budget of the organization. The need to seek such authorization may
constitute some interference with the autonomy of the divisions, but that is
an interference necessary to ensure the balanced allocation of funds. In
general, however, the assessment by headquarters of divisional capital
projects is purely financial in nature-concerned only with questions of risk
and availability of funds, not with those of product-market strategy.
The key to the control of the divisions in this structural configuration
is the performance control system. Hence, as its third major power, the
headquarters designs the performance control system. The managers there,
with the aid of their own technostructure, set up the system: they decide on
performance measures and reporting periods, establish formats for plans
and budgets, and design an MIS to feed performance results back to head
quarters. They then operate the system, setting targets for each reporting
period, perhaps jointly with the divisional managers, and reviewing the
MIS results.
What happens when the MIS signals that a division has run into trou
ble, that it can no longer meet its performance targets7 The management at
headquarters must first decide whether the problem lies in conditions be
yond the control of the division manager or in the manager himself. If he is
perceived as competent-that the problem lies in an economic downturn,
the arrival of new competition, or whatever-headquarters basically has
the choice of divesting itself of the division or carrying it financially to ride
out the trouble. In other words, it acts in terms of one of its first two powers,
the management of the strategic portfolio or the allocation of financial
resources. But if the problem is perceived to lie with the divisional manager,
then headquarters draws on its fourth major power. The headquarters
replaces and appoints the managers of the divisions. This is a crucial power
in the Divisionalized Form, because the structure precludes the direct inter
ference by the headquarters managers in the operating affairs of the divi
sions; the closest they can come is to determine who will run the divisions.
To an important extent, therefore, success in the Divisionalized Form de
pends on this fourth power, on selecting the right people-general managers
with the confidence and ability to run quasi-autonomous operations effec
tively, yet in accordance with the goals of the overall organization.
The performance control system may signal a problem in a division,
but it is of little help in determining whether that problem is rooted in ad
verse conditions or incompetent management. Moreover, there are times
when the performance control system fails to do a proper job of reporting
problems. Being dependent on quantitative historical data, the MIS some
times misses the nuances that signal imminent problems. The MIS can also
be manipulated by the divisional management, as when an advertising or
research budget is cut to show better short-term profit at the expense of
long-run profitability. So, although the headquarters depends on the MIS to
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monitor divisional behaVior, it cannot rely exclusively on that system. This
leads to the fifth function. The headquarters monitors diVisional behaVior
On a personal basis. Here coordination reverts partly back to direct super
vision as a supplement to the standardization of outputs. Headquarters
managers visit the divisions periodically to "keep in touch," to get to know
them well enough to be able to foresee problems. Such knOWledge also
enables the headquarters managers to assess requests by diVisions for large
capital expenditures, and it gives them knowledge of the people in the divi
sions when replacements must be made. Thus, Textron, like many division_
alized corporations, uses the "group executive," what it calls "an extension
of the president." Stationed at headquarters, he is more often than not away
from it, "spending, perhaps, three days each week traveling and Visiting the
plants of the divisions under his charge. Thompson (the chief executive] has
said 'I don't like surprises: and the group executive Was taken as the means
of 'minimizing
surprises'"
(quotes from Wrigley, 1970, pp. V-73, 85). Wrigley
elaborates
on the
job:
The role of the group executive was not confined. " to detennining the vi
ability of diVisional plans. He had also to act as a "general business consult
ant" when a particular division in his charge was in trouble. And he had a
major responsibility to ensure that the diVisional managers were up to their
jobs, or of seeking a replacement for them if the need arose. Moreover, he had
a key role in determining that the diVisional plans, as agreed, were, in fact,
properly implemented, specifically, that the formal reports on overall results
did reflect reality. He had, also, to anticipate what these results might be, par
ticularly in cases likely to hold unpleasant surprises. All this being said, the
central thrust of his work Was to recommend to corporate management in
which of the four or five diVisions under his charge it might well, on the basis
of the diVisional plans, put its money-allocate the resources at its disposal
(P.87).
But too much direct supervision defeats the purpose of the Divisionalized
Form, namely prOViding autonomy to the units in the middle line. So in
normal times, the headquarters managers stand on a tightrope between
being ignorant of diVision problems and becoming so familiar with them
that they are tempted to interfere in their solution. Some divisionalized
organizations try to achieve the right balance by restricting the size of the
headquarters. In Textron in 1970, for example, with sales of more than $1.5
billion from thirty different diVisions, the headquarters staff numbered only
thirty executives and administrators, and the group vice presidents had no
or private technocratic staff, just one secretary each (Wrigley,
aSSistants
1970,
p. V-77).
As its sixth and final power, the headquarters prOVides certain support
services common to the diVisions. The location of support services-their
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at the level of division manager to indicate that the middle line is the key
part of the organization. All four divisions are represented as Machine
Bureaucracies to illustrate our point that divisionalization encourages the
divisions to use this structural configuration.
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CONDITIONS OF THE DIVISIONAL/ZED FORM
Market Diversity One contingency factor above all drives the or
ganization to use the Divisionalized Form-market diversity. The organiza
tion faced with a single integrated market simply cannot split itself into
autonomous divisions; the one with distinct markets, however, has an
incentive to create a unit to deal with each. That enables the organization to
manage its strategic portfolio centrally, while giving each component of
that portfolio the undivided attention of one unit.
Thus, Child (1977) describes two high-performance airlines which
"shared many contingencies"-they operated in similar environments, were
even direct competitors on some routes, had similar fleets, used similar
technologies, faced almost identical operating decisions, and were both
large. The only major difference: one had a more diversified and geographi
cally less compact route system. And that one used the Divisionalized Form,
while the other retained an integrated functional structure.
(The first) airline had divisionalized by region and by major resource area. It
had attached full profit responsibility to its cost centres. It delegated authority
on expenditure, staffing and other decisions to its divisions. It employed a
highly formalized approach to financial and resource management using
sophisticated controls. It planned ahead to a relatively long time horizon.
using a powerful corporate planning group to provide co-ordination and re
view. In short, this company was consistent in employing all the main elements
of a structure which most authorities would say is appropriate to a large or-

"See Chapter 7 for adiscussion of the concentration aI¥i dispersal of staff units.
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ganization having a geographic spread of operations and a range of resource
areas (p. 179).

This relationship between diversification and divisionalization re
ceives a great deal of support in the literature, as we noted in Chapter 15.
Chandler (1962) described the advent of the Divisionalized Form in the
corporate setting as a direct response to product diversification. Later,
Wrigley (1970) and Rumelt (1974) documented its spread to most other large
American corporations subsequent to their diversification, while Channon
(1973) described its later but similar spread in England, Paven (1974) in
Italy, and Dyas and Thanheiser (1976) in France and Germany.
In our discussion of the conditions surrounding the other structural
configurations, we noted that not only do the contingency factors influence
the choice of the design parameters, but the design parameters also influ
ence the "choice" of the contingency factors. In other words, the contin
gency factors form a part of the configurations we are discussing. Here we
have an excellent example of this. Chandler argued that structure follows
strategy, that structural divisionalization results from strategic diversifica
tion. But the opposite relationship seems to hold as well, that divisionaliza
tion encourages further diversification (Rumelt, 1974, pp. 76-77; Fouraker
and Stopford, 1968). The ease with which headquarters can add new divi
sions in this structure encourages it to do so; moreover, divisionalization
generates a steady stream of general managers who look for more and larger
divisions to run.
... the divisional structure becomes a built-in "school of management", train
ing middle level general managers in the problems and opportunities associated
with economic responsibility. As a result, this form of organization provides a
pool of trained talent from which to draw, a pool from which a new group
may be fonned in a few days or weeks to take over and manage a new activity.
Both the structure and the internal "schooling" facilitate rapid and profitable
exploitation of new ideas, a key element in the growth strategies of the (divi
sionalized) firms (Scott, 1971, p. 14).

This seems to explain why Fouraker and Stopford found that the more
diversified American firms on the domestic scene were the ones most likely
to develop international operations: when new products ran out at home,
the aggressive young managers could be satisfied with foreign subsidiaries
to manage.
In Chapter 7 we discussed three kinds of market diversity-product
and service, client, and region. In theory, all three can lead to divisionaliza
tion. Physically dispersed markets, for example, create communication
problems that give the organization an incentive to set up geographical
divisions to deal with each region, as in retail chains, post offices, and rail
roads serving large areas. Add to this high transportation costs-as il". the
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case of cement manufacturers_and there is further incentive to divisional_
ize on a regional basis.
And yet, based on client Or regional diversification in the absence of
product or service diversification, divisionalization often turns out to be
incomplete. With identical products or services in each region or for each
group of clients, the headquarters is encouraged to centralize a good deal of
decision making and concentrate a good deal of support service at the center,
to ensure common operating standards for aJ] the divisions. This centraliza
tion and concentration of certain functions-some of them critical in formu
lating product-market strategies-seriously reduces divisional autonomy.
In effect, the structure is driven toward integrated Machine Bureaucracy,
but
one difference: its operations are divided into distinct market
basedwith
units.
In his research on service industries, Channon (1975, 1976) finds this
kind of structure-which he calls a "functional/divisional hybrid" or a
"critical function structure"-to be common. That is "perhaps not as sur
prising as it might appear at first sight since service industry firms have no
'manufacturing' operation to provide a central focus, but rather the major
assets are located in the 'selling' or distribution function" (1975, p. 16). The
clients must be served where they are-in the bank branch, retail store,
insurance agency. Channon found, for example, that insurance companies
(some of which had product as weU as regional diVisions) concentrated the
critical function of investment. In retailing, the critical function was pur
chasing. Headquarters controUed sources of supply, product range, pricing
and volume terms, as weU as site and property development and merchan
dising. Day-to-day operations of the retail stores were left to the store
managers, who were supervised by a regional hierarchy. Channon found
that even the department store chains that grew up as holding companies
through acquisition were moving to this type of structure.
We shaU use the term carbon-copy bureaucracy for this hybrid of
Divisionalized Form and Machine Bureaucracy, the structure that results
when an' organization sets up identical regional divisions and then concen
trates certain critical functions at headquarters. Each division is a replica-a
carbon copy-of aU the others, performing the same activities in the same
ways, unique only in its location. The carbon-copy bureaucracy is, in fact,
found in all the examples given above of regional divisionalization, but is
probably most common in retailing-the supermarket chain with fifty
identical stores, the post office with duplicated facility in each city of the
nation, the motel or fast-food franchise, where, once inside, customers can
hardly teU whether they are in Driggs, Idaho, or Dublin, Ireland.5 Consider,
for example; the follOWing description of the McDonald's hamburger chain:
'The fire department and Murray's restaurants, discussed in Chapter 18 as Machine Bureaucra
cies. are actually carbon-copy bureaucracies.
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The integrative mechanisms employed by McDonald's, for example, not only
include a detailed organizational structure but also continual service, through
bookkeeping systems, company troubleshooters, and advertising, to ensure
that the franchise manager conforms to McDonald's rules and regulations. The
company's operations manual consists of 385 pages of details covering the
most minute facet of operating an outlet. It spells out, for example, what
equipment (such as cigarette, gum, candy, and pinball machines) is not per
mitted on store premises.
The franchise manager is visited monthly by one of thirty field service
managers. The franchise sends weekly financial reports to the company, and
the manager must attend a three-week intensive training at the so-called
"Hamburger U." in Elk Grove, Illinois....
These managers also learn the strict standards for personal grooming,
the few variations allowed in types of food because of regional tastes, and how
to deal with college students as customers and employees. The company also
provides the franchise manager with a different maintenance reminder for
each day of the year, such as "Lubricate and adjust potato-peeler belt" or
"Contact snow removal company"....
Fred Turner, McDonald's president since 1968, says: "In an age when so
many Americans are on the move, one of our main assets is our consistency
and uniformity. It's very important that a man who's used to eating at a
McDonald's in Hempstead, Long Island, knows he can get the same food and
service when he walks into one in Albuquerque or Omaha,"

Without any doubt: the classic Machine Bureaucracy .,. in divisionalized
clothing. 7 .
Lourencso and Glidewell (1975) describe in some detail a local televi
sion station owned and tightly controlled along with four others by a New
York network. Much to the frustration of the personnel, who presumably
preferred Professional Bureaucracy or Adhocracy, the station was, accord
ing to the authors' account, a division in a carbon-copy bureaucracy. Thus,
its manager commented to new employees on one occasion: "I object to
being a puppet, moving with a string" (p. 492). The authors elaborate: "Not
only did the New York network office select, produce and air the prime
programs, it also kept dose tabs on day-to-day operations" (pp, 494-495).
All discrepancies-for example, "anything off the air for more than one
minute" (p. 49S)-had to be reported to New York. Even local marketing
and labor relations came under the close surveillance of headquarters.
-From A. Lucas, "As American as McDonald's Hamburger on the Fourth of July," New York
Times Magazine, July 4,1971. Used with permission.
7 An interesting feature of restaurants is that they can adopt such different structural configura
tions. Here we have a hybrid of Machine Bureaucracy and Divisionalized Form. The gastro
nomic restaurant leans toward the Professional Bureaucracy, with its focus on the skills of its
highly trained chefs. In contrast, the small, single, fa~t-food restaurant (such as the classic
"greasy-spoon") has been described by Whyte (1969) as a Simple Structure.
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The carbon-copy bureaucracy is also found in the manufacturing
sector, where a simple and stable environment and standard products drive
the structure tOward Machine Bureaucracy, but dispersed markets coupled
with .either high transportation costs or perishable products encourage the
organization to replicate its production facilities in different regions. Com
mon examples are bakeries, breweries, cement producers, and soft drink
bottle". They pmduee and ma'kelthek P"'due" In eaeh city of any",""
subject to tight standards set and enforced by the central headquarters. (The
recent introduction of a small oven in our local bread store-part of a chain
Operating exclusively in the Montreal area-,..suggests that manufacturing.
.
carbon-copy bureaucracies can exist on smaU scales indeed.)
The giant multinational enterprise with identical product lines in.
various national markets also tends to resemble the carbon-copy bureau
cracy. A diVision Or "subsidiary" is created in each market to manufacture
and distribute the products subject to the dictates of headquarters. In other
words, certain critical functions-most notably product development_are
retained by the central administration. Of course, the more foreign the
,uh'ldla'Y, the mOre" noed. the pow", 10 adapt 'he prod",,, and m.,ketlng
techniques to its local conditions; in other words, the greater is the puU to
pure divisionalization. But the multinational enterprise can avoid that pull
by concentrating on products that can be standardized throughout the
world (Coca-Cola being the classic example), and by avoiding very foreign
markets. Thus, the American corporations have typically expanded first
Into Canada_d""" eonventeot, and mInimally [-""-then Into Eu",pe,
later perhaps beYond, but not frequently to the cultures most foreign to the
West.
In Canada, in fact, the phenomenon of the headless subsidiary_one
with no Control over its main strategieS_is so common that it has merited a
special name: the miniature replica effect. It is set up in Canada to produce
products designed in the United States aCcording to American specifications
on production lines engineered by the American technostructure. Of COurse,
the reason these subsidiaries were established in the first place, instead of
the Canadian market haVing been supplied directly from the American
factories, Was the presence of the Canadian tariff on manufactured gOods. It
is interesting how often these firms have reacted to recent attacks by Cana
dian nationalists with the claim that all their employees but one are Ca
nadian nationals. That one is, of course, the president, placed on the
shoulders of the subsidiary to receive the orders from its brain in New York.
Technical System What of the role of the other contingency factors
-besides market diversitY_in the use of the Divisionalized Form7 In a
sense, technical system is one factor, specifically its economies of scale.
OivisionaUzation is Possible only when the organization's technical system
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can be efficiently separated into segments, one for each division. For ex
ample, whereas a geographically diversified cement company can duplicate
its processing facilities many times across the face of the nation, a likewise
diversified aluminum company with the same sal~s volume may be unable
to because it cannot afford more than one smeltfr. And so the aluminum
company retains a functional structure. But even in the case of the cement
producer, divisionalization is incomplete: geographical diversification, as
noted above, leads to the functional divisional hybrid, often the carbon
copy bureaucracy. But when it is the product lines rather than the geo
graphical regions that are diversified, separatiop of the technical system
usually takes place naturally, no matter what the economies of scale: differ
ent product lines require different technical systems to begin with.
There is, however, evidence of a more important, although indirect,
relationship between economies of scale and divisionalization. Organiza
tions that must devote huge capital resources to very high fixed-cost techni
cal systems-as in the case of steel and aluminum producers and other
"heavies" of American industry-tend not to diversify their product lines in
the first place, and so do not divisionalize (Ru~elt, 1974; Wrigley, 1970).
(To be more precise, as a group they show little enthusiasm for "horizontal"
diversification-into parallel or unrelated product lines. They do diversify
"vertically," moving into the product lines at the two ends of their produc
tion chains, thereby becoming their own suppliers and customers. But as we
shall see later in this chapter, the strong interdependencies between product
lines in the same production chain leads to an incomplete form of division
alization.)
Environment In respect to the factors of environment, the Division
alized Form differs fundamentally from the other four structural configura
tions. Each of those has its own particular environment, specifically one of
the four boxes of the static-dynamic, simple-complex matrix discussed in
Chapter 15. In other words, whereas it is primarily the broad environmental
dimensions of stability and complexity that position the other configura
tions, it is another, more restricted environmental dimension-market
diversity, in particular, product diversity-that positions the DivisionaUzed
Form. That narrows its range of application considerably compared with
the other four configurations.
Nevertheless, the Divisionalized Form does have a preferred environ
ment, which it shares with the Machine Bureaucracy. That is because of
another condition prerequisite to the use of the Divisionalized Form-out
puts (specifically performance criteria) that can be standardized. As we saw
in Chapter 19, complex environments lead to vague outputs that cannot be
measured or standardized. Likewise, in dynamic environments, outputs and
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performance
standards cannot easily be pinned down. So the Divisionalized
m
Fo. "'o.b be,,", env;"""'.ot, th.t ... adtJoe, very romplex 00. ve",
dy....
in I.ct the very"me envkonmeo" that I.vo. the M.ch... Bu
reaucracy. This leads to a rather precise specification of the conditions that
most commonly give rise to this structural configuration: the Divisionalized
Fu.m " the , .........>1 ....._ to.n ;ote...ted MaclUne B.....uera<y, 0. . . .
ating in a simple, stable environment (tYPicalIy Without huge economies of
scale) that has diversified its product or service Jines horizontalIy.
However, when an organization attempts to force divisionaJization on
units operating in other kinds of enVironmentS-complex Or dynamic ones
-where the outputs cannot be measured by performance controls, a hybrid
structure normalIy results. In effect, the headquarters must rely on some
mechanism other than the standardization of outputs to control the divi.
sions. If it turns to rules and regulations_in effect, the imposition of stand.
ards that control decisions and work processes directly in the divisions_
thene •Uhybrid "'uJt, wi<h MacMoe O
u...cy. ';mil•• to <he ",.bo.-copy
b" ' ".<y.II. I""e.d, the beadqu
" mao..." I........ tbe;, ..., , _
surveillance (direct SuperVision) of the diVisions, through more frequent
contact with their managers, then a hybrid with Simple Structure results,
"'Mcb "'e cao call <he Pmona/ized
10,,". AI,...... dvely.
'bould tbey to cootrol the beh.,.;o. of the dlv;,;o", p'imanly tb.ough
Socialization_in effect appointing only managers they can trust fully be
cause these have been tqrough an extensive program of indoctrination or
simply because they enter the organization with a very strong identification
with it-then a hybrid with some characteristics of Professional Bureau
cracy emerges which we can caU the SOcialized divisionalized form.
Competition is another variable that has been suggested as an enViron_
mental determinant of the Divisionalized Form. In particular, Franko (1974)
concludes in his study of European multinational firms that the absence of
competition may delay the adaption of the Divisionalized Form despite
product diversification. He found that European companies operating in
cartels and the like tended to maintain their functional structures long after
they diversified. likeWise, Scott (1973, p. 141) finds the mOst rapid spread
of divisionalization in America dUring periods when competitive pressures
were maintained by antitrust legislation and econOmic conditions, and in
Europe when Competitive pressures Were generated by the Common Market
and by supply catching up with demand in the 1960s.

mi~

div~ionalized

This argument makes sense, but it is not unique to the Divisionalized
Form. It is the need for efficiency that drives all organizations to make sure
tbeir't",ctu.., match the" condld"",. (TJ.at "'.. the ..Int of the cO""'o
ence hypothesis presented in Chapter 12.) Structural change always lags
situational change; the length of that lag is affected by the pressures to be
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efficient. Competitive pressures figure prominently among these, not only
forcing a shift to the Divisionalized Form soon after product diversification,
but also presumably forcing a quick shift back to the functional form should
the organization later consolidate its product lines.
Age and Size What about the factors of age and size? Stopford and
Wells (1972) argue that "absolute size by itself does not have a direct rela
tionship with [divisionalized] structure," that it is the strategy of diversifica
tion that causes the shift to this structural configuration (p. 72). But in the
context of the extended configuration hypothesis-that all the variables are
locked together in an integrated system, with the same ones often being
both dependent and independent-that argument can be questioned. Surely,
it is not coincidental that in 1968, according to Wrigley's data, ninety-nine
of America's 100 largest corporations used some version of the Divisional
ized Form, and 430 of the largest 500. The fact is that as organizations grow
large, they become prone to diversify and then to divisionalize. One reason
is protection: large manufacturing firms tend to be organized as Machine
Bureaucracies, structures that, as we noted in Chapter 18, try to avoid risks.
Diversification spreads the risk. Also, the larger a firm becomes vis-a-vis its
competitors, the more it comes to dominate its traditional market. Eventu
ally, it simply runs out of room for expansion (because there is no market
share left or because its dominance has come to the attention of the antitrust
regulators), and so it must find further growth opportunities elsewhere.
Thus it diversifies, and later must divisionalize. Moreover, as noted earlier,
divisionalization creates a cadre of aggressive general managers who push
for further diversification and further growth. So we must conclude that
there is, in fact. an important relationship between size and divisionaliza
tion, with diversification the intermediate variable. The giant corporations
-with the few exceptions that remain in one business because of enor
mously high fixed-cost technical systems-not only require divisionaliza
lion but were also able to reach their giant size only because of it.
In fact. many corporations have grown so large and diversified that
the simple Divisionalized Form is not sufficient for them. They make use of
il'variant we call the multiple-divisionalized form. with divisions on top of
divisions. For example, regional divisions may be superimposed on product
divisions, as shown in Figure 7-8, or broad product divisions ("groups")
may be superimposed on narrower ones, as in the case of General Electric.
shown later in this chapter in Figure 20-8.
Like size, age is also associated with the Divisio.nalized Form. In larger
organizations, the management runs out of places to expand in the tradi
tional markets; in older ones, the managers sometimes get bored with the
traditional markets and find diversion through diversification. In other
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cases, time brings new competitors into old market niches, forcing the
management to look for new ones with better potential. Thus, with divi
sionalization most common among the largest and oldest corporations, the
Divisionalized Form emerged in Chapter 13 as the third stage of structural
development, follOWing Machine Bureaucracy.
The Divisionalized Form need not, however, always follow other
structural configurations at a late stage of development. Some organiza_
tions, in fact, begin their lives with it. They divisionalize from Without, so to
speak; that is, they agglomerate rather than diversify. Independent organi_
zations that join together to form new alliances-perhaps to benefit from
economies of operating scale, Or the sharing of financial reSOurces or sup
port serVices-but are intent on guarding as much of their preVious auton
Omy as Possible, naturally prefer the Divisionalized Form. These alliances,
generally known as associations Or federations, OCCur when farmers create
cooperatives to market their produce, when small construction firms do
likeWise to cOuntervail such actions by unions Or to meet the market power
of la....' compeUto". Of CO""", no' aU agg!ome"'lion, a<e volonla""
stock market operators take Over corporations in proxy fights and force
them into federations, as do governments when they nationalize them to
pool their reSOurces for purposes of national planning or the development
of the scale needed to meet foreign competition. When the federated organi_
zations produce common products or serVices, strong pressures naturally
arise to consolidate their actiVities into tighter structures-specifically to
concentrate critical functions at the administrative headquarters_and their
divisionaliZed
structures tend to be driven to integrated machine bureau
cratic
ones.

Power These last points introduce our final set of contingency fac
tors, those related to power, which also plaYa role in the Divisionalized
Form configuration. We have iust seen that Power can explain federation:
small organizations need to band together to match the power of the bigger
ones, and governments or owners use their power to force unwilling part
ners to federate. We also saw earlier the role of Power within the structure,
that of the diVision managers who encourage growth, diversification, and
divI'ionali"'lion 10 enha.oe lhe;, OWn postlio... Even In Ihe fun<lionaUy
structured organization, the drive by the aggressive middle manager for
mOre autonomy amounts to a pull to divisionalize at his level of the hier
archy. And in the case of the top manager, the Divisionalized Form is by far
the most effective structure for him to increase the Power of the overall
organization,. since it enables units to be added with relatively little effort
and disruption. (Internally, the top manager must, of course, share much of
that increased power with the divisional managers.) Indeed, the waves of
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conglomerate diversification in U.S. industry appear to be a giant power
game, with corporate chief executives vying with each other to see who can
build the largest empire.
These same factors of power have hardly been absent in other spheres
as well, helping to explain the growth in popularity of the Divisionalized
Form in unions, school systems, universities, and especially governments.
Thus, we have the story of the president of a multiversity-one among six
public universities in a Canadian province-who justified his attempt to
take over the two smallest ones with the argument that it would be more
"convenient" for the government to negotiate with four administrations
instead of six. No mention of augmenting his power, no mention of the
costs of his administration having to negotiate with two new campuses, no
mention of the effects on those small Professional Bureaucracies of the
introduction of another intermediate layer of supervision.
As government grows larger-itself often spurred on by similar "con
venient" power grabs-it is forced more and more to revert to a kind of
Divisionalized Form. That is, the central administrators, being unable to
control all the agencies and departments (divisions) directly, settle for grant
ing their managers considerable autonomy and then try to control their
performance. One can, in fact, view the entire government as a giant Divi
sionalized Form (admittedly an oversimplifica~ion, since all kinds of inter
dependencies exist among the departments), with its three main coordina
tive agencies corresponding to three main forms of control used by the
headquarters of the divisionalized organization. The budgetary agency,
technocratic in nature, concerns itself with performance control of the
departments; the public service commission, also partly technocratic, con
cerns itself with the recruiting and training of government managers; and
the executive (or Privy Council) office reviews the major proposals and
initiatives of the departments. Perhaps this concept of the government as a
giant Divisionalized Form is taken to its natural conclusion in the communist
government, where public corporations and other agencies are tightly regu
lated by planning and control systems operated by a powerful central tech
nostructure.
Finally, there is fashion, not an insignificant contingency factor in the
popularity of the Divisionalized Form. Our comments above suggest that
this structural form is becoming increasingly popular in the public and
institutional sectors. In the private sector, divisionalization became fashion
able after the restructuring of Du Pont and General Motors in the 1920s.
Since that time American corporations have undergone a number of waves
of such structural change. Much of this was, as noted, stimulated by diversi
fication. But not all. As Rumelt (1974) notes in looking at his data, "struc
ture also follows fashion" (p. 149). In more recent years, some manage
ments have reorganized "in response to normative theory rather than actual
administrative pressure" (p. 77). We have seen that in Europe, until recently,
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the Divisionalized Form was unfashionable, with many diversified corpora
tions resisting its use. Now the pendulum seems to be SWinging the other
way, and no doubt some corporations with integrated markets will be
carried along, to their eventual regret.

STAGES IN THE TRANSIT/ON TO
THE DIVISIONAL/ZED FORM

We have a good deal of research on the transition of the corporation
from the functional to the Divisionalized Form, much of it from the Harvard
Business School, which
has shown a special interest in the structure of the
8
large corporation. Figure 20-3 and the discussion that follows borrows
from these results to describe four stages of that transition.
We begin with the large corporation that produces all of its products
through one chain and so retains what we call the integrated form-a pure
functional structure, a Machine Bureaucracy or perhaps an Adhocracy. As
the corporation begins to market some of the intermediate products of its
production processes, it makes the first shift toward divisionalization, called
the by-product form. Further moves in the same direction, to the point
where the by-products become more important than end products although
a central theme remains in the product-market strategy, lead to a structure
closer to the divisionalized one, which is called the related product form.
And finally, the complete breakdown of the production chain, to the point
where the different products have no relationship with each other, takes the
corporation to the conglomerate form, a pure divisional structure. While
Some corporations may move through all these stages in sequence, we shall
see that others stop at one stage along the way because of very high fixed
cost technical systems (typical in the case of the integrated form), operations
based on a single raw material (typical in the case of the by-product form),
or focus on a core technology or market theme (typical in the case of the
related product form).
The Integrated form At the top of Figure 20-3 is the pure functional
form, used by the corporation whose production activities form one inte
grated, unbroken chain. Only the final output is sold to the customers. The
tight interdependencies of the different activities make it impossible for such
'This includes Wrigley (1970), Salter (1970), Scott (1971, 1973). Lorsch and Allen (1973), and
Rumelt (1974), all of whom focused on the.American corporation; Fouraker and Stopford
(1968), who focused on international diversification; Channon (1973), who studied divisionali
zation in Britain, and later followed this up with a study of the service industries there (1975,
1976); Paven (1974), who studied divisionalization in Italy; Dyas and Thanheiser (1976), who
did likeWise in France and Germany; and Franko (1972,1974), who studied the European multi
national firms in general. The Scott (1973) paper reviews the results of a number of these studies.
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corporations to use the Divisionalized Form-that is, to grant autonomy to
units performing any of the steps in the chain-and so they organize them
selves as functional Machine Bureaucracies (or Adhocracies if they face
complex, dynamic environments). They typically produce a single product
line, or at least one line dominates. Large firms using this structure also tend
to be vertically integrated and capital-intensive (Fouraker and Stopford,
1968; Salter, 1970; Stewart, 1970, pp. 37-38), Units responsible for different
steps in the production chain are sometimes called "divisions," and may in
fact produce products similar to those of the true divisions of other corpora
tions-for example, iron ore in the case of a vertically integrated steel com
pany as compared with the mining division of a conglomerate company.
But in recalling from Chapter 7 that grouping is defined according to the
"ultimate markets served by the organization," these units can be seen to be
based on function-on the means to reach the end products and markets
404
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rather than on these ends themselves. These units have no choice but to buy
from or sell to their sister units in the same corporation, and so they lack the
autonomy of true diVisions.
Ironically, despite its reputation as the very model of divisionaliza_
tion, General Motors seems to fit best into this category. That is, aside from
its nonautomotive actiVities, which are relatively small (under 10 percent of
total sales), the corporation seems not to be truly divisionalized at all, de
spite its use of that term. Earlier we saw that Sloan consolidated the struc
ture of General Motors in the 1920s, converted a holding company into a
divisionalized one. In fact, he continued to consolidate it throughout his
tenure as chief executive officer. As Perrow (1974) notes:
When Sloan came in, he radically and continuously centralized the organiza_
tion. He introduced inventory-eontrol and production-eontrol devices and
internal pricing, allotted markets to the various units, controlled capital out
lays, centralized advertising and personnel, standardized parts, and routinized
innovation. At every step the diVisions lost autonomy (p. 38).

. And that process of consolidation has apparently continued unabated
to the present day (Perrow, 1974, p. 38; Scott, 1971, p. 24). Wrigley (1970)
documents the result. He describes General Motors' production process as
one integrated "dosed system" (p. VI-23), shown in Figure 20-4. For ex
ample, "neither G.M. Assembly nor Fisher Body can be permitted to sell
their facilities to the market, nor the car divisions [Chevrolet, Pontiac,
Buick, Oldsmobile, Cadillac] to buy the kind of facilities [they need] from
the open market" (p. V-S). No break is allowed in the chain. The central
office controls labor relations, market forecasting, research, engineering,
quality control, styling, pricing, production scheduling, inventory levels,
product range, and dealer relations; it decides what plants are to be built,
and what cars; it styles them (all must have "a General Motors look," p.
V-29), and it tests them at the corporate Proving Ground. "It is of note that
Car Bodies Division

Car Assembly
Division

Market

Components Division

Figure 20-4. Ceneral Motors' Simplified Automotive Production
System (from Wrigley, 1970, VI-23j
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the Engineering Policy Group of General Motors does not include divisional
managers" (p. V-33).
One is tempted to ask what decisions are left for the car divisions to
make. By Wrigley's account, not much more than marketing and distribu
tion ones,9 and even those are circumscribed by a central office that sets
prices, detemlines the number of dealers each may have in the major metro
politan areas, establishes guidelines for granting franchises, and organizes
the committee that arbitrates disputes on the withdrawal of franchises. By
way of conclusion, Wrigley quotes Sloan (1963) on how the division man
agers "make almost all of the divisional operating decisions," and then
comments on the decisions he found they really did make:

•

•
Sale of Excess
Cargo Space

Transport

[2.6%)

BV-Product
Chemicals
and Bauxite

Refining

[ 11.9%J

... all this is in the realm of routine operations. It certainly does not justify the
characterization of "General Management" work, still less of "entrepreneurial"
activity. It is quite clear that in no significant sense of the term are the automo
tive divisions of General Motors "autonomous" or "independent businesses,"
nor are their managers "Presidents of small businesses" (even allowing that
Chevrolet is a small business). The role of the automotive division is to follow
corporate goals through corporate determined means. They have little auton
omy (pp. V-37-V-38).

The By-product Form As the integrated firm seeks wider markets, it
may choose to diversify its end product lines and shift all the way over to
the pure divisional structure. A less risky alternative, however, is to start by
marketing its intermediate products on the open market. This introduces
small breaks in its processing chain, which in turn calls for a measure of
divisionalization in its structure, what can be called the by-product form.
Each link in the processing chain can now be given some autonomy in order
to market its by-products, although it is understood that most of its outputs
will be passed on internally to the next link in the chain.
Many of the organizations that fall into this category are vertically
integrated ones that base their operations on a single basic material, such as
wood, oil, or aluminum, which they process to a variety of consumable end
products. Figure 20-5 shows the processing chain for Alcoa in 1969, which
earned 69 percent of its revenue from fabricated aluminum end products,
such as cookware and auto parts, and 27 percent from intermediate by
products, including cargo space, chemicals, bauxite, and pit and ingot
aluminum. (Real estate development-a horizontally diversified service
accounted for the remaining 4 percent.)
'They also control some of the purchasing from external sources, the hiring, firing, and pro
moting of their own personnel ("up to a certain level," p. V-37), and the allocation of work
between plants under their jurisdiction.

(Fi~resin brackets are the
percentages of total revenues
attributable to each product
area.)

Minin9

-J

Pig and Ingot _
(12.7%)

Primary
Aluminum

Rea' Estate
Development

(4%)

Fabrication
Export

Containers

[9%)

COOkware

[7.9%J

Structural
Aluminum
[l5.4%J

Miscellaneous
Parts and
Structures

[6.6%J

,

Wire
[9%J

,

Auto and
Ship Parts

{10.5%J

110.4%J

Figure 20-5. By-product and End Product Sales of Alcoa in 1969
(from Rume/t, 1974, p. 21; prepared from data in company's arrival
reports)

In the by-product form, because the processing chain remains more or
less intact, headquarters retains considerable control OVer strategy formula_
tion and some aspects of operations as well. SpecificaJly, it relies on action
planning to manage the interdependencies between the diVisions. Figure
20-6 shows Lorsch and Allen's (1973) depiction of the relationship between
diVisions and headquarters in a vertically integrated paper company, with
one by-product and two end product markets. Here the headquarters and
diVisions shared responsibility for the planning and scheduling of miU
capacity, the headquarters scheduling department took responsibility for
balancing the demands of the converting diVisions with the supplies of the
milJs, and the headquarters planning department played an important role
in developing the expansion projects of the mills. "Executives '" indicated
407
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Silicon
Carbide
Aluminum
Oxide

Paper and Board
Mills

Abrasives

Packaging Division

I

High-Temperature
Ceramics

.. (

(al Business in 1949
Figure 20-6. Interdependencies in a By-product Form Paper Com
pany{from Lorsch and Allen, 1973, p. 117)

that, while the mill organization was heavily involved in determining the
nature of future facilities to be built, it was the corporate planning function
which had the market information necessary to justify an expansion" (p.
126).
The Related Product Form Some corporations continue to diversify
their by-product markets, further breaking down their processing chains
until what the divisions sell on the open market becomes more important
than what they supply to each other. The organization then moves to the
related product form. For example, a firm manufacturing washing machines
may set up a division to produce the motors. Eventually, the motor division
may become so successful on its own that the washing machine division is
no longer the dominant customer. A more serious form of divisionalization
is then called for, to reflect the greater independence of the divisions. Thus,
Wrigley found that 85 percent of the firms he categorized as "related prod
uct" diversified had what he considered divisionalized structures.
What typically holds the divisions of these firms together is some com
mon thread among their products, sometimes a core skill or technology,
sometimes a central market theme. The divisions often sell to many of the
same outside customers as well. In effect, the firm retains a semblance of an
integrated product-market strategy. Rumelt (1974) describes the diversifica
tion of the Carborundum company between 1949 and 1969 in steps from
one related business to another. The before and after product lines are
shown in Figure 20-7(a) and (b).

In 1949, all of Carborundum's businesses were closely related to the firm's
basic strengths: the efficient production of high quality grains of silicon carbide
and aluminum oxide, and the competence in the materials sciences necessary
to engineer these materials to various uses. . ..

Paper-Making
and Stone-Cutting
Machinery

High'Temperature
Waste Incineration

Felts for Paper
Making and
Other Industries

(b) Businesses in 1969
Filure 20-7. The Related Product Diversification of Carborundum,
Inc. (from Rumelt, 1974, pp. 17, 19; prepared from data in company's
annual reports)
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Central planning at the headquarters in the related product form must
be less constraining than in the by-product fOIlJl, more concerned with
measuring performance than prescribing actions. A good deal of the control
over the specific product-market strategies must r~vert to the divisions. But
the interdependencies around the central product-market theme encourage
the headquarters to retain functions common to the divisions, for example,
research and development in the case of a core technology. Thus, Wrigley
found the headquarters staffs in the related product firms to be large but
specialized in the core areas. These central functions are, of course, the
"critical" ones for the corporation, so Channqn's functional/divisional
hybrids-specifically, the ones with product or ~ervjce divisions, such as
insurance companies that centralized the critical investment function
would fall into this grouping.
Wrigley (1970, pp. V-40-V-69) describes at some length the structure
of General Electric as an example of the related product form. He notes that
some products, such as artificial di~monds, are sold mainly to users outside
the company, while others, such as appliance components and small motors,
are sold both inside and outside. The structure is divisionalized-in fact,
multiple-divisionalized, with groups over divisions, as can be seen in its
organigram (circa 1975) reproduced in Figure 20-8. In many ways its struc
ture is typical of the Divisionalized Form, except that the "spearhead" of its
"massive" research and development effort-employing some 650 scientists
and engineers and 1200 support personnel at the time of Wrigley's study
is attached to the headquarters (p. V-54). Research and development is
apparently a critical function at General Electric. Moreover, included in the
central support staff, in addition to the usual functions found at the head
quarters of divisionalized firms, are labor relations (with line responsibility
for major negotiations), market forecasting, and engineering and marketing
(these two provided on a consulting basis). According to Wrigley, the divi
sional managers are given little control over management development and
supplies, two other functions apparently viewed as critical. Otherwise, in
line with the performance standards imposed on them, they have consider

•

:::I8'
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During the 19505, however, Carborundum began to produce a line of
grinding, cutting, and polishing machines to complement its line of abrasives.
Then, beginning in 1962 ... (the] skills acquired in manufacturing abrasive
machines were applied to other types of industrial machinery, and nonabra
sive cleaning and descaling equipment was added, Ceramics technology led to
ceramic electrical components and carbon and graphite materials, which in
turn provided a base for expansion into filtering media. High temperature
technology led to the refractory metals business. Recently, the company's
activities in filtering media, cleaning machinery, general industrial machinery,
and high temperature technology have been brought together through a posi
tion in the solid waste disposal and pollution cont~ol fields (pp. 17-19).
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able autonomy to run their own operations and formulate their own prod
uct-market strategies.
The Conglomerate Form As the related product firm expands into
new markets or acquires other firms, with less al1d less regard for a central
strategic theme, the organization moves to the conglomerate form 10 and
adopts a pure divisionalized structure, the one we described earlier in this
chapter as the basic structure. Each division serves its own markets, pro
ducing product lines unrelated to those of the other divisions-thumbtacks
in one, steam shovels in a second, funeral services in a third. In the conglom
erate, there are no important interdependencies among the divisions. save
for the pooling of resources. As a result, the headquarters planning and
control system becomes simply a vehicle for regulating performance, spe
cifically financial performance:

The Divisiona/ized Form

Table 20-1 shows their results. While the conglomerates, with one exception
which We shall come to shortly, had very small headquarters professional
and managerial staffs (seventeen, twenty, and twenty-five people), the
vertically integrated firms had 250 and 479 people at headquarters. And the
conglomerates carried out fewer activities at headquarters, concentrating
on financial control, long-range planning, legal services, and industrial rela
tions. The integrated firms had all of these functions as well as research and
development (as did one of the conglomerates), central planning and sched
uling of outputs, and centralized purchasing.
TABLE 20-1

Basic Characteristics of Corporate Headquarters Units in Six Firms.
(from Lorsch and Allen, 1973: 148)

Vertically
Integrated Firms

Conglomerate Firms

The goals have become not only more financially oriented, but more abstract.
And these two changes, the increasing abstractness and increasingly financial
nature of the goals, lend themselves to increased tolerance for deviations from
tradition-so long as such deviations give promise of adequate financial re
turns. The test of a new idea is not so much how it fits with tradition as what
its potential pay-off is likely to be in a competitive environment (Scott, 1971,
p.33).

Wrigley (1970) found that the conglomerates (which he refers to as
"unrelated product" companies) tend to have small headquarters' staffs and
strong divisions. He quotes a chief executive of Textron-where the staff of
thirty executives and administrators oversaw t~irty divisions doing more
than $1.5 billion of sales volume:
A key concept is that we have a minimum of home staff. It consists almost
entirely of line managers and clerical personnel, with virtually no staff helping
the line managers. We have no Rand D section or manufacturing section or
marketing section, for example. With our collection of businesses, what would
they d07 Neither do we have any corporate labour relations officer or staff.
We want the unions to bargain separately in each of our divisions, and we will
not send any corporate representatives to any labour negotiations (pp. V
76-77).

Lorsch and Allen (1973) support Wrigley's conclusions in their study
of six corporations, four conglomerates and two more integrated firms.
'·Salter (1970) introduces another stage before this last one, the "single-product firms that are
geographically decentralized" (p. 30). But by his definition, these correspond exactly to our
carbon-copy bureaucracies. They have been discussed earlier in this chapter because they seem
to be a special case of Machine Bureaucracy that does not fit into this continuum of increasing
divisionalization.
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2
A. Size-total number of
management and
professional employees
B. Functions performed in
reference to divisions
1. Financial!control
2. l.ong-range planning
3. l.egal '
4. Industrial relations
S. Operations research
6. Marketing
7. Manufacturing/industrial
engineering
8. Planning and scheduling
of output
9. Purchasing
10. Engineering (other than
industrial)

17

Xp

20

3

4

5

6

2S

230

479

250

Xp

Xp
Xp

Xo .P
Xo .P

Xp
Xp

Xo,p
Xo .P

Xo.P
Xo.P

Xo.P
Xo.P

Xp

Xp

'Co

Xp

Xp

Xp
Xp

X

Xo .P Xo.P
Xo.P Xo,p
Xo.P Xo.P
Xo.P Xo.P

Xp

Xo

Xo

Xo

Xo
Xo

Xo
Xo

X p.
X
o P
o
·X indicates that certain functions in specified areas are performed by the headquarters unit for
the diVisions. P indicates that corporate involvement is of a poliCY-setting nature (Le., setting
policies, adVising, providing basic approaches). 0 indicates an operating responsibility for the
headquarters unit (e.g., actually carrying out some purchasing activities for certain diVisions).
II. Research and development

One thing that can, however, vary Widely in the conglomerate form is
the tightness of the performance control system, although it always remains
financial. At one extreme is the well-known system of ITT, described by
one of its executives as follows:
From our New York office we operate a rigid system of controls on inventories,
receivables, debt levels, capital expenditures, G It A expense, profit forecasts,
etc., thrOUgh a highly sophisticated system of reporting. For example. no sub
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The Divisionalized Form

sidiary can increase its level of debt over budget without justification to, and
prior approval of, the Treasurer's office. It is also characteristic of our con
tinuous attention that we make a worldwide check of the forecast of earnings
at each division twice a month. If any of our subsidiaries forecasts a slippage
in the approved budget levels in any of the areas mentioned above, immediate
remedial steps are put into effect either by on-the-spot visits from the appro
priate New York staff, or from the appropriate regional staff (Martyn, 1967,
p.17).

In fact, there seems at the time of this writing to be a marked trend toward
such tight control systems, at least if Allen's (1978) recent findings are any
indication. Seventeen of the thirty companies he surveyed significantly in
creased "the emphasis they placed on long-range planning systems, monthly
budget reviews, monthly narrative reports on operations, formal goal
setting systems, and performance evaluation/incentive compensation
systems for division executives" (p. 29). In fact, Conglomerate 4 in Table
20-1, from Allen's book with Lorsch, seems to be just such a firm, the large
headquarters staff presumably required to run the tight financial control
system.
At the other extreme, although far less fashionable, is the holding
company, a federation of businesses so loose that it is probably not even
appropriate to think of it as one entity. The holding company typically has
no central headquarters and no real control system, save the occasional
meeting of its different presidents. This is the logical finale to our discussion
of the stages in the transition to the Divisionalized Form-fragmentation of
structure to the point where we can no longer talk of a single organization. l l

SOME ISSUES ASSOCIATED
WITH THE DIVISIONAL/ZED FORM

We begin our discussion of issues by enumerating some of the advan
tages traditionally claimed for the Divisionalized Form over the more inte
grated functional forms. Then, from society's perspective, we suggest that
the Divisionalized Form should logically be compared with another alterna
tive, that of the divisions constituted as independent organizations. In this
context, we reassess its advantages. Both of these discussions consider only
the administrative and economic consequences of divisionalization. At that
"The holding company may, in fact, be an unstable form, eventually consolidated into a
lighter divisionalized structure or split up into separate companies. Chandler (1962, p. 4) re
ports that the holding companies in the industries he studied tended to consolidate by 1909 into
single, centralized, functional organizations. Had the Divisionalized Form been developed b~
that time, they presumably would have chosen this structure instead.
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point we turn to the social consequences, specifically the problems the
Divisionalized Form poses for social responsibility and centralization of
power in society. All of these discussions focus on the conglomerate form in
the private sector-conglomerate because it is the purest form of divisional
ization, where the issues are most pronounced, and private sector because,
as we shall see toward the end of our discussion, the pure Divisionalized
Form turns out to be ill-suited to other sectors. We close Our discussion of
the issues with a description of the Divisionalized Form as the most vulner
able of the five structural configurations, a structure symbolically on the
edge of a cliff.
The Economic Advantages of Divisionalization The Divisionalized
Form offers four basic advantages Over the functional structure with inte
grated operations. First, the Divisionalized Form encourages efficient allo
cation of capital. Headquarters can choose where to put its money, and so it
can concentrate on its strongest markets, milking the surpluses of some
divisions in favor of others. The functional structure has all its eggs in one
strategic basket, so to speak. Second, by opening up opportunities to run
individual businesses, the Divisionalized Form helps to train general man
agers. In contrast, the middle-line managers of functional structures are
locked into dependent relationships with each other, which preclude indi
vidual responsibility and autonomy. Third, the Divisionalized Form spreads
its risk. "... if there is a breakdown in one portion of a loosely coupled
system then this breakdown is sealed off and does not affect other portions
of the organization" (Weick, 1976, p. 7). In contrast, one broken link in the
operating chain of the functional structure brings the entire system to a
grinding halt. Fourth, and perhaps most important, the Divisionalized Form
is strategically responsive. In the words of Ansoff and Brandenburg (1971),
the divisionalized structure's "superiority Over the functional form is that it
combines steady-state efficiency with organizational responsiveness" (p.
722). The divisions can fine-tune their bureaucratic machine while the head
quarters concentrates on its strategic portfolio. It can acquire new busi
nesses and divest itself of older, ineffective ones, while the division man
agers are free to perfect the operation of their businesses.
But is the functional form the correct basis of comparison? Is it the real
alternative to the Divisionalized Form? It is, if one wishes to compare diver
sified with nondiversified organizations. Strategic diversification, because it
leads to structural divisionalization, encourages the efficient allocation of
capital within the organization; it trains general managers, reduces risks,
and increases strategic responsiveness. In other words, it solves many of the
economic problems that arise in the Machine Bureaucracy. From the per
spective of the organization itself, diversification followed by divisionaliza_
tion offers a number of distinct advantages over remaining nondiversified.
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But once an organization is diversified and then divisionalized, there is
reason to change the basis of comparison. The real alternative, at least from
society's perspective, becomes the one of taking a further step along the
same path, to the point of eliminating the headquarters and aIlowing the
divisions to function as independent organizatiolls. Textron, as described by
Wrigley, had thirty divisions operating in as many different businesses;
Beatrice Foods, described in a 1976 Fortune magazine article (Martin, 1976),
had 397. The issue is whether either of these corporations was more efficient
than thirty or 397 separate corporations. In effect, the perspective shifts
from that of the organization to that of societf. In this context, we can
reconsider the four advantages discussed above. i
In the divisionalized organization, headquarters aIlocates the capital
resources among the thirty or 397 divisions. In the case of thirty or 397 inde
pendent corporations, the capital markets do the job instead. Which does it
better? Two studies suggest that the answer is no~ a simple one.
Williamson (1975) argues that the Divisionalized Form does the better
job. In fact, he describes it as the administrative response to inefficiencies in
the capital markets-to idiosyncratic knowledge, opportunistic behaviors,
and the like. By virtue of their elaborate performance control systems and
their personal contacts, the headquarters manag~rs are better able than the
investors to inform themselves of the potential. of different businesses, at
least a limited number of businesses. "A tradeoff between breadth of infor
mation, in which respect the banking system may be presumed to have the
advantage, and depth of information, which is the advantage of the special
ized firm, is involved. The conglomerate can be regarded as an intermediate
form that, ideally, optimizes with respect to the breadth-depth tradeoff"
(p. 162). Moreover, the headquarters managers are able to transfer capital
between the divisions more quickly and flexibly than can the equivalent
market mechanisms. So the Divisionalized Form has "mitigated capital mar
ket failures by transferring functions tradition~lly imputed to the capital
.
market to the firm instead" (p. 136).
Williamson's arguments may, in fact, explain why many conglomerate
firms have been able to survive and prosper in the economic system. But
Moyer in a 1970 paper suggests that these advantages come at a price, spe
cifi~ally that conglomeration-especially by acquisition, the most common
way to achieve it-has proven more costly and, in some ways, less flexible
than the market mechanisms:
An acquiring firm normally pays a 15 % premium above the market price of
the firm to be acquired in order to consummate a merger. Completely diversi
fied mutual funds can be purchased for a selling charge of 7-9% in the case of
"load" funds. ... Furthermore, an individual stockholder can diversify his
own portfolio with brokerage costs averaging only 1.5% to 3.5% of the value
of the stock purchased....
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Because conglomerate firms have not been required in the past to pub
lish earnings for wholly owned divisions or subsidiaries ... the stockholder is
not in a position to make decisions as to whether subsidiaries which manage
ment has seen fit to purchase are enhancing his earning power. An indiVidually
diversified portfolio has substantially more fleXibility than a conglomerate
portfolio. The individual can buy and sell with a minimum of effort depending
on the performance of individual stocks. It is a different and more involved
matter for a conglomerate to decide to divest itself of one or more of its sub.
sidiaries (p. 22).
Moyer believes that conglomeration denies the shareholder one of his few
remaining prerogatives, namely the choice of an industry-and a risk level
-in which to put his capital. The choice among stocks of different con
glomerate firms amounts to the choice among given portfolios-Beatrice
Foods instead of Dannon Yogurt.
On the issue of management development, the question becomes
whether the division managers receive better training and experience than
they would as company presidents. The Divisionalized Form is able to put
on training courses and to rotate its managers to vary their experiences; the
independent form is limited in these respects. But if, as the proponents of
divisionalization claim, autonomy is the key to management development,
then presumably the more autonomy the better. The division managers
have a headquarters to lean on-and to be leaned on by. In Textron, "The
price of autonomy is plan achievement. If a division cannot for one reason
or another meet its goals, it is subject to close and detailed supervision ..."
(Wrigley, 1970, p. V-91). In contrast, the company president is on his own,
to make his own mistakes and learn from them.
On the third issue, of risk, the argument from the divisionalized per
spective is that the independent organization is vulnerable during periods of
internal crisis or economic slump: conglomeration provides it with the
support to see it through such periods. The counterargument is that divi
sionalization may conceal bankruptcies, that ailing divisions are sometimes
orte
supp
9 longer than necessary, whereas the market bankrupts the inde
pendent firm and is done with it. Another point, this one from the perspec
tive of the organization itself, is that just as the Divisionalized Form spreads
its risk, so too does it spread the consequences of that risk. A single division
cannot go bankrupt; the whole organization is legally responsible for its
debts. So a massive-enough problem in one division-sayan enormous
increase in the price of nuclear fuel a division has committed itself to buy in
large quantities-can siphon off the resources of the healthy divisions and
even bankrupt the whole organization. Loose coupling turns out to be
riskier than no couplingI
Finally, there is the issue of strategic responsiveness. The loosely
coupled Divisionalized Form may be more responsive than the tightly
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coupled functional form. But the question is: what price even loose coupling7
In other words, what effect does conglomeration have on strategic respon
siveness7 The control system of the Divisionalized Form-which keeps that
carrot just the right distance in front of the divisional managers-encour
ages them to strive for better and better financial performance. At the same
time, however, it impedes their ability to innovate. "Textron's management
has ... learned that developing new inventions is not one of its strong
points" (quoted in Wrigley, 1970, p. V-89). Bower (1970) explains why:
... the risks to the division manager of a major innovation can be considerable
if he is measured on short-run, year-to-year, earnings performance. The result
is a tendency to avoid big risky bets, and the concomitant phenomenon that
major new developments are, with few exceptions, made outside the major
firms in the industry. Those exceptions tend to be single-product companies
whose top managements are committed to true product leadership: Bell Labo
ratories, IBM, Xerox, and Polaroid. These are the top managements that can
make major strategic moves for their whole company. Instead, the diversified
companies give us a steady diet of small incremental change (p. 194).
Innovation requires entrepreneurship, and entrepreneurship does not
thrive under standardized external control. The entrepreneur takes his own
risks to earn his own rewards. No control system managed from a head
quarters can substitute for that kind of motivation. In fact, many entrepre
neurs set up their own businesses to escape bureaucratic controls (Collins
and Moore, 1970), the kind Textron's president described to Wrigley: "Any
thing out of routine must be analyzed and justified"; he and the chairman
"are in more frequent contact with any division that has something espe
cially big in the works" (p. V-90). Such procedures may avert risk, but they
also avert the benefits of risk-true innovation as opposed to "small incre
mental change."
Thus, the independent firm appears to be more strategically respon
sive than the corporate division, although perhaps less motivated to achieve
consistently high economic performance. Indeed, many divisionalized
corporations depend on these firms for their strategic responsiveness, since
they diversify not by innovating themselves but by acquiring the innovative
results of independent entrepreneurs.
The Role of Headquarters To assess the effectiveness of conglomer
ation, it is necessary to assess what actual contribution the headquarters
makes to the divisions. Since the headquarters function of control is sup
posed to be performed by the board of directors of the independent firm,
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the question becomes: What does a headquarters offer to the division that
an independent board of directors does not112
One thing that neither the headquarters managers nor the board of
directors can offer is the management of the individual business. Both are
involved with it only on a part-time basis. 13 The management of it is, there
fore, logically left to its full-time managers-they have the required time and
information. In fact, one issue that faces the Divisionalized Form more than
the independent business, because of the closer links between headquarters
and divisional managers, is the tendency to forget this point. A strong set of
forces encourage the headquarters managers to usurp divisional powers, to
centralize certain product-market decisions at headquarters and so defeat
the purpose of divisionalization. Headquarters managers may believe they
can do better; they may be tempted to eliminate duplication (one adver
tising department instead of 397); they may simply enjoy exercising the
power that is potentially theirs; or they may be lured by new administrative
techniques. An enthusiastic technostructure or consulting firm may oversell
a sophisticated MIS or a system that suggests product-market decisions can
be made according to data on market share or product life cycle.
The trouble with many of these techniques is that they give the illusion
of knowledge without giving the knowledge itself. As we noted in Chapter
18 and elsewhere, a good deal of the information needed for formulating
strategies is soft and speculative-bits and pieces of impression, rumor, and
the like that never get documented or quantified. What the MIS carries back
to headquarters are abstracted, aggregated generalizations. But no business
can be understood solely from reports on market share, product life cycle,
and the like. Such understanding requires soft information which inevitably
remains behind in the divisions, whose managers are in personal touch with
the specific situations. Even if the MIS could bring back the right informa
tion-or the headquarters managers tried to use the telephone to get it
verbally-they would lack the time to absorb it. Lack of time to understand
many businesses is precisely the reason why organizations are divisionalized
in the first place, to give each business the undivided attention of one man
"It is interesting that Williamson (1975) ignores the role of the board in control. arguing that
"division managers are subordinates: as such, both their accounting records and backup files
are appropriate subjects for review. Stockholders, by contrast, are much more limited in what
they can demand in the way of disclosure" (p. 146), and that "internal ~isclosure is affirma
tively regarded as necessary to the integrity of the organization and is rewarded accordingly.
Disclosure to outsiders, by contrast, commonly exposes the informant to penalties" (p. 147).
The shareholders may be outsiders, with limited access to information, but Williamson forgets
that they are supposed to be legally represented by the directors, who have no such limitations.
"If the directors are full-time, they become, in effect, the management, and there is no formal
external control of the firm.
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ager and his unit. So the high-speed transmission lines only lure some head
quarters managers into making decisions better left in the divisions. As
Antony Jay (1970) notes, things were better when such lines did not exist,
when the headquarters managers could not use direct supervision to control
their subordinates:
...one reason why the Roman empire grew so large and survived so long-a
prodigious feat of management-is that there was no railway, car, aeroplane,
radio, paper or telephone. Above all, no telephone. And therefore you could
not maintain any illusion of direct control over a general or a provincial
governor, you could not feel at the back of your mind that you could ring him
up, or he could ring you, if a situation cropped up which was too much for
him, or that you could fly over and sort things out if they started to get into a
mess. You appointed him, you watched his chariot and baggage train disappear
over the hill in a cloud of dust, or his trireme recede over the horizon, and that
was that. If there was a disaster you would know nothing about it until months
later when a messenger came panting up from the port of Ostia or galloping in
down the Via Apennina to tell you that an army had been lost or a province
overrun. There was, therefore, no question of appointing a man who was not
fully trained, or not quite up to the job; you knew that everything depended
on his being the best man for the job before he set off. And so you took great
care in selecting him; but more than that, you made sure that he knew all about
Rome and Roman government and the Roman a"l'Y before he went out (p. 69).
Jay later quotes a "disgruntled" British admiral after the Suez operation of
1956: "Nelson would never have won a single victory if there'd been a Telex"
(p.79).
In this regard, the Swedish SIAR group (1975) describes a "vicious
circle of one way communication" that results when "... all people from
headquarters [of a multinational organization) are regarded (and regard
themselves) as superiors of a kind, with a supervisory function" (p. 10). The
headquarters comes to dominate both language and communication
channels to the divisions, and to set the agendas and determine what issues
are important. But the headquarters is out of touch with local conditions,
coming "to know less and less about what is actually happening in the field"
(p. 13). And so the division personnel lose interest in responding to head
quar"ters initiatives, and headquarters becomes more and more isolated
from "the real thing." The SIAR group believes that "One reason why so
many international conglomerates have been in severe problems during the
last years is no doubt this failure to understand the differences between their
many subsidiaries" (p. 13). Headquarters generates policies "by abstract
deduction or by imitation of other organizations" (p. 15). These get ignored
in the divisions, and so headquarters is encouraged to tighten its control
over the divisions-by formalizing more of its communication to them,
increasing the amount of indoctrination of divisional personnel, and placing
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inspectors in the divisions. All of this serves to enlarge the headquarters
staff, which aggregates the basic problem of inappropriate centralization.
"In one international company that we studied, the table of contents [of the
manual for the diVisions) was alone as thick as the telephone book of a large
city" (p. 16).
So one function of the headquarters managers of the conglomerate
diversified corporation is not to manage the divisions. The wise ones know
what they cannot know.
Among the functions headquarters managers do perform are the
establishment of objectives for the diVisions, the monitoring of their per
formance in terms of these objectives (an appropriate use for the MIS), the
maintenance of limited personal contacts with division managers, and the
approval of .the major capital expenditures of the divisions. Interestingly,
these are also the responsibilities of the board of directors, at least in theory.
In practice, however, many boards-notably those of widely held corpora
tionS-do these things ineffectively, leaVing management carte blanche to
do what it likes (Mace, 1971). Here, then, we seem to have a major advan
tage of the Divisionalized Form. It exists as. an administrative arrangement
to overcome another major weakness of the free-market system, namely the
/ineffective board. With the attention the headquarters pays to its formal
and personal control systems, it induces division~1 managers to strive for
better and better financial results.

l

There is a catch in this argument, however, for conglomerate diversifi
cation often serves both to diffuse stock ownership and to render the corpo
ration more difficult to understand and control by its board. For one thing,
as we saw earlier, diversified corporations are typically large ones and so
typically widely held and difficult to understand in any event. For another,
the more businesses an organization operates, the harder it is for part-time
directors to know what is going on. And finally, one common effect of
conglomerate acquisition is to increase the number of shareholders, and so
to make the corporation more Widely held:
In general, the impact of a merger is to increase the diffusion of ownership in
the surviVing firm. Quasi-ownership capital instruments have been shown to
be of great importance in large mergers. The near term effect of the use of these
instruments is the surrender of voting pOwer by the acquired firm's stock
holders to the stockholders of the acquiring firm. As these instruments are
converted, voting power becomes increasingly diffused among a larger and
larger group of stockholders (Moyer, 1970, p. 29).
Thus, the Divisionalized Form in some sense only resolves a problem of its
own making. Had the corporation remained in one business, it would likely
have been more narrowly held and easier to understand, and so its directors
could have performed their functions more effectively. Diversification
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helped create the problem that divisionalization sqlved. Indeed, it is ironic
that many a divisionalized corporation that does such an effective job of
monitoring the performance of its divisions is itself so poorly monitored by
its own board of directors. 14
A main purpose of this monitoring is to flag problems and correct
them before they emerge as full-fledged crises. A well-known weakness of
the independent corporation is that top management can pull the wool over
the eyes of its directors, camouflaging serious problems (Mace, 1971). That
is harder to do in the divisionalized corporation, with its persistent man
agers at headquarters. But camouflaging is hardly qnknown in the Division
alized Form either, and for the same reason-the detailed information rests
with the full-time managers of each business, not with those who are sup
posed to control them on a part-time basis. The fo~lowing story, told by an
assistant controller at one headquarters, illustrates fhis clearly:
Our top management likes to make all the major' decisions. They think they
do, but I've just seen one case where a division beat them.
I received for editing a request from the division for a large chimney. I
couldn't see what anyone could do with just a chimney, so I flew out for a
visit. They've built and equipped a whole plant on plant expense orders. The
chimney is the only indivisible item that exceeded the $50,000 limit we put on
the expense orders.
Apparently they learned informally that a new plant wouldn't be favor
ably received, so they built the damn thing. I don't know exactly what I'm
going to say (quoted in Bower, 1970, p. 189).

What happens when a problem does get flagged? What can headquar
ters do about it that a board of directors could not? The chairman of Tex
tron told a meeting of the New York Society of Security Analysts, in refer
ence to the headquarters vice-presidents who oversee the divisions, that "it
is not too difficult to coordinate five companies that are well run" (quoted
in Wrigley, 1970, p. V-78). True enough. But what about five that are badly
run? What can the staff of thirty administrators at Textron headquarters
really do to correct problems in the thirty operating divisions? The natural
tendeI}cy to tighten the control screws does not usually help once the prob
lem has manifested itself, nor does exercising close surveillance. As noted
earlier, the headquarters managers cannot manage the divisions. Essentially,
that leaves them with two alternatives. They can replace the division man
ager or they can divest the corporation of the division. Of course, the board
of directors can also change the management. Indeed, that seems to be its
only real prerogative; the management does everything else. So the question
It These points about the power and control of the board of directors are developed at greater
length in a forthcoming book in this series entitled Power In And Around OrgAniZAtions.
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becomes: Who can better select the manager of a business, a headquarters
or a board of directors? The answer to that question is not clear. A head
quarters can move faster and it has a pool of managers from other divisions
to draw from. But it has to be thinking about the managers of thirty or 397
divisions from time to time, whereas the board of directors need worry
about only one. As for divestment, that merely puts the problem in some
body else's lap; from society's perspective, it does not solve it (unless, of
course, conglomeration caused the problem in the first place!).
On balance, the case for one headquarters versus a set of separate
boards of directors appears to be mixed. It should come as no surprise that
one study found that corporations with "controlled diversity" had better
profit than those with conglomerate diversity (Rumelt, 1974). Controlled
diversity means interdependence among the divisions, which calls for an
intermediate, or impure, form of divisionalization, with some critical func
tions concentrated at headquarters.
Pure divisionalization remedies certain inefficiencies in the capital
market, but it introduces new ones of its own; it trains general managers,
but then gives them less autonomy than does the independent business; it
spreads its risks, but it also spreads the consequences of those risks; it pro
tects vulnerable operations during economic slumps, including some that
later prove to have not been worth protecting; its control systems enCOur
age the steady improvement of financial performance yet discourage true
entrepreneurial innovation; its headquarters does a better job of monitoring
business performance than does the board of the Widely held corporation,
but its inherent diversification is one of the causes of corporations being
Widely held and boards being ill-informed in the first place; and in the final
analysis, it can do little more than a board of directors to correct the funda
mental problems in a business-ultimately, both are reduced to changing
the management. Overall, the pure Divisionalized Form (i.e., the conglom
erate form) may offer some advantages over a weak system of boards of
directors and inefficient capital markets; but most of those advantages
would probably disappear if certain problems in capital markets and boards
were rectified. IS And there is reason to argue that society would be better
off trying to correct fundamental inefficiencies in its economic system rather
than encouraging private administrative arrangements to circumvent them.
In fact, as we now turn from the administrative and economic consequences
of the Divisionalized Form to its social ones, we shall see two additional
reasons to support this conclusion, one related to the social responsibility of
the Divisionalized Form, the other to its tendency to concentrate power in
society.
"For example, Mace (1971) proposes a system of professional directors, individuals who
would work full lime as directors of perhaps five companies, and so would have the time to get
to know each of them well enough to exercise their directorship functions effectively.
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The Social Performance of the Performance Control System The
performance control system of the Oivisionalized Form is one of its funda
mental design parameters and the chief source of its economic efficiency.
Yet this system also produces one of its most serious social consequences.
The Oivisionalized Form requires that headquarters control the divi
sions primarily by quantitative performaI!ce criteria, and that typically
means financial ones-profit, sales growth, return on investment, and the
like. The problem is that these performance measures become virtual obses
sions, driving out goals that cannot be measured-product quality, pride in
work, customers well served, an environment protected or beautified. In
effect, the economic goals drive out the social ones. "We, in Textron, wor
ship the god of Net Worth" (quoted in Wrigley, 1970, p. V-86).
That would pose no problems if the social and economic consequences
of decisions could easily be separated. Governments would look after the
former. corporations the latter. But the fact is that the two are intertwined:
every strategic decision involves social as well as economic consequences.
As a result, the control system of the Divisionalized form drives it to act, at
best, socially unresponsively, at worst, sociaUy irresponsibly. Forced to
concentrate on the economic consequences of his decisions, the division
manager comes to ignore their social consequences. And it should be re
membered that the specific decisions of the divisionalized corporation
those with social impact-are controlled by the managers in the divisions,
not those at headquarters. Thus, Bower (1970) finds that "The best record in
the race relations area are those of single-product lnondivisionalized\ com
panies whose strong top managements are deeply involved in the business"

(p.193).
Robert Ackerman (1975), in a study carried out at the Harvard Busi
nesS School, tested the proposition that while business leaders "would like
to avoid doing what they believe to be irresponsible" (p. 4), the difficulty
their firms "were having in satisfying their social critics might be precisely in
the organizational innovations that had permitted them to cope effectively
with diversification and competitive conditions" (p. vii). Ackerman found
that the benefits of social responsiveness-such as "a rosier public image ...
pride among managers ... an attractive posture for recruiting on campuS"
(p'. 55)-can
be easily measured. "From the accountant's point of view,
not
they have unfortunate characteristics of being largely intangible, unassign
able to the costs of organizational units creating them" (pp. 55-56). In other
words, these criteria cannot be plugged into the performance control sys
tem, with the result that:
. . , the financial reporting system may actually inhibit social responsiveness.
By focusing on economic performance, even with appropriate safeguards to
protect against sacrificing long-term benefits, such a system directs energy and
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resources to achieving results measured in financial terms. It is the only game
in town, so to speak, at least the only one with an official scorecard (po 56).
Headquarters managers-concerned about public relations and corpo
rate liability-are tempted to intervene directly in the divisions' responses to
new social issues. But they are discouraged by the Divisionalized Form's
strict division of labor: divisional autonomy requires no headquarters
meddling in specific decisions.
. . . if the chief executive takes a strong hand in implementation beyond merely

issuing a policy statement, he may indeed secure greater responsiveness but at
the expense of increased organizational ambiguities. By assuming some of the
responsibility for accommodating social issues, he may diminish the extent to
which he can hold the divisions accountable for achieving agreed-upon finan
cial results (po 54).
As long as the screws of the performance control system are not turned
too tight, the division manager retains some discretion to consider the social
consequences of his actions. But, as we saw earlier, the trend in the division
alized corporation is the other way, to the imitation of the ITT system of
tight controls. That may be why Collins and Ganotis (1974) found in a
general survey, "A sense of futility concerning the ability of lower- and
middle-level managers to effect corporate social policy and perhaps a re
lated attitude that social goals can best be achieved by individuals working
outside their companies" (p. 306). The manager who must submit a balance
sheet and income statement each month, as Wrigley found he must in Tex
tron, or worse, send back a "flash report" to headquarters on the tenth day
of every month, can hardly worry about the results these reports do not
measure. He keeps his attention firmly fixed on financial performance.
When the screws are turned really tight, the division manager intent
on achieving the standards, may have no choice but to act irresponsibly.
Bower (1970) cites the well-known example of the General Electric price
fixing case of 1962:
The corporate management of G. E. required its executives to sign the so-called
"directive 20.5" which explicitly forbade price fixing or any other violation of
the antitrust laws. But a very severely managed system of reward and punish
ment that demanded yearly improvements in earnings, return, and market
share, applied indiscriminately to all divisions, yielded a situation, which was
-at the very least-conducive to collusion in the oligopolistic and mature
electric equipment markets (p. 193).
The headquarters managers may try to wash their hands of such divi
sional wrongdoing, proclaiming their ignorance of it, as did Ralph Cordiner,
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president of General Electric at the time. But they must accept responsibility
for designing and exploiting the structure that evoked the behavior in ques
tion.
Thus, we conclude, with Bower, that "while the planning process of
the diversified (and divisionalized) firm may be highly efficient," at least in
the strict economic sense, it may also tend to make the firm "socially irre
sponsible" (p. 193).
The Problems of the Concentration of Power Earlier we discussed
the relationship between size and the Divisionalized Form, concluding
that not only do large organizations tend to divisionalize but also that divi
sionalization encourages small organizations to grow large, and large organ
izations to grow larger. The Fortune 500 would count few billion-dollar
corporations among its ranks if it were not for the development of the
Divisionalized Form.
From society's point of view, we must ask what price bigness. Clearly
there are potential economic costs to bigness, notably the threat to the
competitive market. In The New Industrial State, John Kenneth Galbr.aith
(1967) develops the theme that giant corporations use their market power,
coupled with their planning and marketing techniques, to subvert competi
tive conditions. Galbraith's points have been repeatedly attacked by the
more conservative economists, but it seems difficult to deny that sheer size
can affect competition, for example, through the ability to use massive
advertising expenditure to restrict entry to markets. In the case of conglom
erate diversification, there is the added danger of what is known as "reci
procity"-"1 buy from you if you buy from me" deals between corporations.
But the social costs of bigness may be the most serious ones. For one
thing, big means bureaucratic. As noted in Hypothesis 5, the larger an
organization, the more formalized its behavior. Moreover, in the case of the
Divisionalized Form, as noted earlier in this chapter, the performance con
trol system drives the divisions to be more bureaucratic than they would be
as independent corporations. The presence of a headquarters-an agency of
external control-also makes them more centralized. So the Divisionalized
Form becomes a force for formalization and centralization, in other words,
for machine bureaucratization-in a society, as noted in Chapter 18, al
ready burdened with too many such structures.
Moreover, there are forces in the Divisionalized Form that drive it to
centralize power not only at the divisional level but also at the headquarters
level. Irlthe case of the giant corporation, this results in the concentrating of
enormous amounts of power in very few hands.
One of these forces for headquarters centralization, discussed a few
pages back, is the illusion that the MIS and other techniques give of provid
ing the information needed to make effective business strategies. (Indeed,
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should that not prove an illusion, the danger of centralization would be far
more serious.) Another force for centralization is the very fact that the
divisions are coupled together in a single legal unit under a single name. As
noted earlier, no single diVision can go bankrupt; nor can it keep its bad
publicity to itself. It shares its mistakes with its sister diVisions, in the name
of the corporation. No matter how loosely coupled the system, the whole is
liable for the errors of any of the parts. So there are pressures on the head
quarters to involve itself in specific divisional decisions_for example, to
review long-term contracts that could later drain Corporate resources and to
oversee SOcial behaViors that could lead to bad publicity. In fact, its control
system, by enCOuraging SOcially unresponsive or irresponsible behaVior,
ha, b'ought th, div;,iooaJiud cO""'<alion moce 'nd moce b.d pnbhcity,
which pushes it to centralize more and mOre Power at headquarters in order
to protect itself. In Some sense, the giant corporation seems to have a chOice
between Social irresponsibility and power centralization.
Another force for centralization is captured in Lord Acton's famous
dictum: "Power tends to corrupt; absolute Power corrupts absolutely."
With strong chains of authority below and diffused shareholders above, the
managers at the headquarters of the giant corporations have enormous
amounts of potential power. This raises pressures to centralize for its own
sake. Market forces no dOubt mitigate these tendencies, discouraging the
Use of overcentralized structures. But as noted earlier, the bigger the corpo_
ration, the less it tends to be subject to market forces.
So far We have seen thatdivisionalization encourages a concentration
of power at the diVisional and then at the headquarters level. ParadOXically,
concentration of Power Within the corporation also leads to conglomer_
ation, divisionalization, and the concentration of Power in spheres outside
the corporation. Unions federate and governments add agencies to establish
countervailing powers-ones to match those of the corporation. Govern_
ment is, in fact, drawn to intervene directly in the affairs of the corporation
because of the very issues we have been discussing_the concentration of
too much power in too few hands, power exercised free of shareholder,
Societal, and sometimes even market control, and the tendency tOward
unresponsive or irresponsible social behaVior. Citizens who question the
power base of the giant corporation naturally look to
legitimacy
governmentofto the
intervene.

t~e

And it is the Supreme irony that the very arguments used in favor of
the Divisionalized Form of structure suggest the way to government inter
vention. Consider Williamson's key point in this regard, that the adminis
trative arrangements are efficient while the capital markets are not. Why
should the government worry about interfering with markets that do not
work efficientlY1 And if the administrative arrangements work as well as
Williamson claims, why should government not use them t001 If Beatrice
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Foods really can control 397 divisions, what is to stop Washington from
believing that it can control 397 Beatrices1 Using the same systems. With a
public calling for more and more control of corporate behavior, and with
Lord Acton's dictum ever present, what will ev!!ntually stop government
administrators from being lured by the illusion that an MIS can provide the
information they need to control the corporation':'-whether through nation
alization or national planning.
Of course, like the corporation, so too would governments be driven
to favor economic goals over social ones, as a result of the nature of the
control system they would have to use. This meaI1s that government control,
while perhaps legitimizing the activities of the corporation, would not solve
the fundamental social problems raised by divisionalization and would, in
fact, aggravate that of the concentration of power in society.
In general, the pure Divisionalized Form does not work effectively
outside the private sector. This despite widespread attempts to use it-in
, school systems, universities, hospitals, government corporations, indeed in
all of them together in one giant public sector divisionalized monolith.
One problem is that government and sometimes other institutions
cannot divest themselves of divisions, or at lea$t the realities of power are
that they seldom do. So there is no vehicle for organizational renewal.
Another problem in government is that its civil service regu!itwns on ap
,pointments interfere with the concept of managerial responsibility: "If a
superior is to have complete confidence in his subordinates, he must have
some measure of control over who his subordinates are. He must have a
degree of freedom in their selection, their discipline, and if necessary their
transfer or dismissal. The federal civil servic;e system, however, places
restrictions on such freedom" (Worthy, 1959, p. 113).
But the most serious problem remains that of ~easuremen~: the goals
governments and most institutions must plug into the' performance control
system-basically social goals-do not lend themselves to measurement.
AnL~!.thout measurement, the pure Divisionalized Form cannot work.
Nothing stops them from establishing market-based divisions:--Butlacking
adequate performance measures, they must find other means to control the
divisions (or force in artificial measures that fail to capture the spirit of the
social goals or that ignore them entirely in favor of economic goals). One is
socialization-the appointment of managers who believe in the social goals
in question. But that can go only so far, and pressures arise to use other
means of control. The obvious ones are direct supervision and standardiza
tion of work, the issuing of direct orders and general rules. But both damage
divisional autonomy. So the choices facing the government-and unions,
multiversities, and other federated institutions that try to use the Division
alized Form in the face of nonquantifiable goals-are to forget control
beyond the appointment of socialized managers, to control machine bureau
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to force in divisionaJized control by the imposition of artificial
cratically, or standards.
performance
Examples abound of all three. The press regularly reports on govern
ment departments that have run out of Control. Perhaps more common is
the case of machine bureaucratic control, of government departments that
lack the autonomy they need to act because of the plethora of blanket rules
governments impose on aU of their departments. And so, too, do examples
get reported of artificial performance controls, perhaps the best one being
Frank's (1958-59) description of the system used by the Soviet government
to regulate the performance of its factories. Standards abounded_type,
quantity, quality, and mix of production; amount of materials and labor
used; wages paid; production norms for workers to achieve; Special cam
paign goals; and many more. The standards were so tight and often con
tradictory that the managers on the receiVing end had no chOice but to act
irresponsibly, just as do diVision managers in America who are overcon
trolled, as long as they wish to keep their jobs. They lied about their fac
tories' needs; they stockpiled materials; they complied with the letter but
not the spirit of the standards, for example, by redUcing product quality
(which could not easily be measured); they hired the "tolkach," or "influ
ence peddler," to make deals outside the control system.
In the final analysis, perhaps the best that can be done by governments
and institutions intent on using some form of divisionalization is to appoint
managers and other employees who believe in the social goals to be pursued
and then to set up the mechanism for some kind of periodic personal review
of their progress (requiring, in effect, the creation of SOme kind of inde
pendent board of directors).

I

In Conclusion: A Structure at the Edge of a Cliff Our discussion has
led to to a "damned if you do, damned if yOU don't" conclusion. The pure \
(conglomerate) Divisionalized Form emerges as a structural configuration
symbolically perched on the edge of the cliff, at the end of a long path.
Ahead, it is one step away from disintegration-breaking up into separate
organizations on the rocks below. Behind it is the way back to a more stable
integration, perhaps a hybrid structure with Machine Bureaucracy at some
intermediate spot along the path. And ever hovering above is the eagle,
attracted by its position on the edge of the cliff and waiting for the chance to
pull the Divisionalized Form up to more centralized SOCial control, on
another, perhaps more dangerous, cliff. The edge of the cliff is an uncom
fortable place to be-maybe even a temporary one that must ineVitably lead
to disintegration on the rocks below, a trip to that cliff above, or a return to
a safer resting place on the path behind.
In other words, We conclude that the Divisionalized form has the
narrowest range of aU the structural configurations. It has no real environ_
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ment of its own; at best it piggybacks on the Machine Bureaucracy in the
simple, stable environment, and therefore always feels drawn back to that
integrated structural form. The pure Divisionalized Form may prove inher
ently unstable, in a social context a legitimate tendency but not a legitimate
structure. The economic advantages it offers over independent organizations
reflect fundamental inefficiencies in capital markets and stockholder control
systems that should themselves be corrected. And it creates fundamental
social problems. Perhaps there is justification only in its intermediate forms
-by-product or related product. It is, after all, the interdependencies among
its activities that give an organization its justification, its reason to "or
ganize." Perhaps the pure Divisionalized Form, with so few of these inter
dependencies, really is an "ideal type"-one to be approached but never
reached.
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Prime Coordinating Mechanism:
Key Part of Organization:

Main Design Parameters:

Contingency Factors:

Mutual adjustment
Support staff (in the Ad
ministrative Adhocracy;
together with the operating
core in the Operating
Adhocracy)
liaison devices, organic
structure, selective decen
tralization, horizontal job
specialization, training,
functional and market
grouping concurrently
Complex, dynamic, (some
times disparate) environ
ment, young (especially
Operating Adhocracy),
sophisticated and often
automated technical
system (in the Administra
tive Adhocracy), fashion
able
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None of the structural configurations so far discussed is capable of sophisti
cated innovation, the kind required of a space agency, an avant-garde film
company, a factory manufacturing complex prototypes, an integrated
~trochemicals company. The Simple Structure can certainly innovate, but
only in a relatively simple way. Both the Machine and Professional Bureau
cracies are performance, not problem-solving; structure~..Theyare designed
to perfect standard programs, not to invent new ones. And while the Divi
sionalized Form resolves the problem of strategic inflexibility in the Ma
chine Bureaucracy, as noted in Chapter 20, it, too, is not a true innovator. A
focus on control by standardizing outputs does not encourage innovation.
Sophisticated innovation requires a fifth and very different structural
configuration, one that is able to fuse experts drawn from different disci
plines into smoothly functioning ad hoc project teams. To borrow the word
Alvin Toffler (1970) popularized in Future Shock. these are the Adhocracies
of our society. They appeared repeatedly in our review, in Lawrence and
Lorsch's plastics companies, and Burns and Stalker's electronics firms,
among Woodward's unit and process producers, in the NASA described by
Chandler and Sayles, and the Boeing Company described by Galbraith.
(Before beginning our discussion of the basic structure, we ~hould note
that Simple Structure, being almost nonstructure, generated a chapter that
was short and simple. Machine and Professional Bureaucracy, as well as the
Divisionalized Form; being for the most part highly ordered structures, led
to chapters that were highly ordered as well. Adhocracy, in contrast, is the
most complex structure of the five, yet is not highly ordered. Moreover, it is
the newest of the five, the one about which we know the least. The reader is
forewarned that the chapter cannot help reflecting the characteristics of the
structure it describes.)
DESCRIPTION OF THE BASIC STRUCTU~E

The Design Parameters In Adhocracy, we have a fifth distinct struc
tural configuration: highly organic structure, with little formalization of
behavior; high horizontal job specialization based on formal training; a
tendency to group the specialists in functional units for housekeeping pur
poses but to deploy them in small market-based project teams to do their
work; a reliance on the liaison devices to encourage mutual adjustment
the key coordinating mechanism-within and between these teams; and
selective decentralization to and within these teams, which are located at
various places in the organization and involve various mixtures of line
managers and staff and operating experts.
To innovate means to break away from established patterns. So the
innovative organization cannot rely on any form of standardization for
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COordination. In other words, it must aVoid all the trappings of bureaucratic
structure, notably sharp diVisions of labor, extensive unit differentiation,

h;ghly foonaiiz'd b<havlo", aud an ,mph.,;. on Planmog aod mn"oi
systems. As GOOdman and Goodman (1976) find in the case of theater Com
panies: "role clarity" inhibits innovation; "Coordination can no longer be
plan"," ho'aey
m"", =mvthrough Int"a"lon" (pP. 494-495). Th, 'tn",,,,, of

th, Adhoa

mu" b< n",lbl,...U-....n...lng, 0',"",1e, In HOOb<", ,t aJ:,

(1976) terms, a "tent" instead of a "palace":

An organizational tent actually exploits benefits hidden Within properties that
designers have generally regarded as liabilities. Ambiguous authority struc
tures, unclear objectives, and contradictory assignments of responsibility can
legitimate contrOversies and challenge traditions. '" Incoherence and inde_
cision can foster exploration, self-evalualion, and learning (p. 45).

A t'n' can b< pUckoo up and movvd a' wJIl, llk"'I,." ToEfi" (1970) not"
tha, AdhOQ-ac;" "now ebang, 'h,;,. Int,mal ohapv w;th a f""lu,ncy-and
SOmetime a rashness-that makes the head SWim. Titles change from week
to Week. JObs are transformed. Responsibilities shift. Vast organizational
structures are taken apart, bolted together again in new forms, then rear
ranged again. Departments and diVisions spring up overnight only to vanish
in another, and yet another, reorganization" (p. 128). For example, the

Man"," Spa", FHgh' e,nt" of th, Natlonai A"o,",utl" and Spaev Admln

;g,,. 'Eon (NASA), Am'riea', mostlamo"" Adhoc,.'Y of th, , _ , ehangoo
I~ "me"'.... ""vot"n tim" In thv £l", 'Ight y"", of I', ",I,t,nev IUt'I....,

et aI., 1970, p. 7). A search for organigrams to i11ustrate this chapter elicited
the follOWing response from one corporation well known for its adhocratic
structure: ". " We would prefer not to supply an organization chart, since it
would change too quickly to serve any useful purpose. "
As Chandler and Sayles (1971) note, these organizations lack the

a<lvan'ag" of ,ho.. 'ha' do """tltI" wO'k. Sine, proi'e' wO'k I, osually
"being done for the first time ... precedents and Policies are somewhat
In,iVYan,'' and "It I, dlmeult <!raw nvat i""dietlonal H",," (p. 202). A, a
result, "the organization cannot compartmentalize its activities into the neat

'0

box" 'h,

ch.,tI,~ and mosuitan', 'nvI'lon.. ,. R"Pon'lbIHtI" ton e1'''iy

compartmentalized can lead to stultification" (p. 201).

Of aU the structural configurations, Adhocracy shows the least rever_
ance for the classical principles of management, especiaUy unity of Com
mand. The regulated system does not matter much either. In this structure,

me..,

Infonna';on aod dvcJs;on P'O","", now n""bly aod Info'maJiy, Whv"""
th,y mos' p'omot, innovation. And 'ha'
o"nldlng 'h, chain of
authority if need be. As one NASA executive commented:

'0
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To be on the safe side, NASA may err in overcommunicating upward, later
ally, and downward. It engulfs anyone who can conceivably influence or
implement the decision. It establishes various "management councils" com
posed of co-equal associates to share progress and problems on a frequent
basis. In an unending effort to exchange information in real-time, it uses tele
phone, hot lines, executive aircraft, datafax, long distance conference hook
ups by voice and data display and computer data transmissions (quoted in
Chandler and Sayles, 1971, p. 20).

The Simple Structure also retains an or~anic structure, and so is able
to innovate as well. But that innovation is restricted to simple environments,
ones that can be easily comprehended by a central leader. Innovation of the
sophisticated variety takes place in environm~nts not easily understood. So
another kind of organic structure is required, 'one that relies on the applica
tion of sophisticated expertise. The Adhocracy must hire and give power to
experts-professionals whose knowledge and skills have been highly de
veloped in training programs. Thus, Toffler notes in his discussion of Ad
hocracy "the arrival on the scene of hordes of experts-specialists in vital
fields so narrow that often the men on top rave difficulty understanding
them. Increasingly, managers have to rely on ithe judgment of these experts.
Solid state physicists, computer programmers, systems designers, operation
researchers, engineering specialists-such meI'! are assuming a new decision
making function" (p. 140).
But unlike the Professional Bureaucracy, the Adhocracy cannot rely
on the standardized skills of these experts to achieve coordination, because
that would lead to standardization instead of innovation. Rather it must
treat existing knowledge and skills merely as bases on which to build new
ones.
Moreover, the building of new knowledge and skills requires the com
bination of different hodies of existing ones. So rather than allowing the
specialization of the expert or the differentiation of the functional unit to
dominate its behavior, the Adhocracy must instead break through the
boundaries of conventional specialization and differentiation. "An electrical
specialist can spot a mechanical problem, perhaps in part because he does
not know the conventional wisdom, and a bright engineer working in an
apparently unrelated field can come up with a solution to a problem that
has been frustrating the functional specialists" (Chandler and Sayles, 1971,
p. 202). Thus, whereas each professional of the Professional Bureaucracy
can operat~ on his own, in the Adhocracy the professionals must amalga
mate their efforts. "Traditional organizations can assume that they know all
the problems and the methods. They therefore can assign expertise to a
single specialist or compartmentalized, functional group. They also can
assume that they know all the interrelationsrips; thus lateral contacts can
be limited to those who have a 'need to know'" (p. 203). In sharp contrast,
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in Adhocracies the different specialists must join forces in multidisciplinary
teams, each formed around a specific project of innovation.
How does the organization cope with the problem of "uprooting the
professional yet allowing him to maintain his ties to his field of expertise"
(Chandler and Sayles, p. 15)7 The solution is obvious: The Adhocracy
tends to use the functional and market bases Eor grouping concurrently, in a
matrix structure. The experts are grouped in functional units for housekeep
ing purposes-for hiring, professional communication, and the like-but
then are deployed in project teams to carry out their basic work of innova
tion.
And how is coordination effected in and between these project teams7
As noted earlier, standardization is precluded as a major coordinating
mechanism. The efforts must be innovative, not standardized. So, too, is
direct supervision, because of the complexity of the work. Coordination
must be effected by those with the knowledge, the experts who actually do
the project work. That leaves mutual adjustment, the prime coordinating
mechanism of the Adhocracy. As Khandwalla (1976) notes, "the job of
coordination is not left to a few charged with the responsibility, but as
sumed by most individuals in the organization, much in the way members
of a well-knit hockey or cricket team all work spontaneously to keep its
activities focused on the goal of Winning" (p. 10). And, of course, with the
concentration on mutual adjustment in the Adhocracy comes an emphasis
on the design parameter meant to encourage it, namely the set of liaison
devices. Integrating managers and liaison positions are established to COor
dinate the efforts among and between the functional units and project teams;
the teams themselves are established as task forces; and, as noted above,
matrix structure is favored to achie~e concurrent functional and market
grouping. As Sayles (1976) notes, matrix structure "reuses old organizations
instead of creating new ones for new goals and problems. It forces organiza
tions to keep changing themselves because of conflicting goals, values, and
priorities and builds instability into the very structure of the organization"
(p. 15).
Thus, managers abound in the Adhocracy-functional managers,
integrating managers, project managers. The latter are particularly numer
ous, since the project teams must be small, to encourage mutual adjustment
among their members, and each team needs a designated leader, a "man
ager." That results in a narrow "span of control" for the Adhocracy, by
conventional measures. But that measure has nothing to do with "control";
it merely reflects the small size of the work units. Most of the managers do
not "manage" in the usual sense, that is, give orders by direct supervision in
the leader and resource allocator roles. Instead, they spend a good deal of
their time in the liaison and negotiator roles, coordinating the work later
ally among the different teams and between them and the functional units.
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Many of these managers are, in fact, experts, too, who take their place
alongside the others on the project teams.
With its reliance on highly trained experts, the Adhocracy-like the
Professional Bureaucracy-is decentralized. But not in the same way, be
cause in the Adhocracy the experts are distributed throughout the structure,
notably in the support staff and managerial ranks as well as the operating
core. So rather than a concentration of power in the operating core, there is
a more even distribution of it in all the parts. The decentralization of the
Adhocracy is what we labeled selective in Chapter 11, in both the horizontal
and vertical dimensions. Decision-making power is distributed among man
agers and nonmanagers at all the levels of the hierarchy, according to the
nature of the different decisions to be made. No one in the Adhocracy mo
nopolizes the power to innovate.
To proceed with our discussion, and elaborate on how the Adhocracy
. makes decisions, we must at this point divide it into two types-the Oper
ating Adhocracy and the Administrative Adhocracy.
The Operating Adhocracy The Operating Adhocracy innovates and
solves problems directly on behalf of its clients. Its multidisciplinary teams
of experts often work directly under contract, as in the think-tank consulting
firm, creative advertising agency, or manufacturer of engineering proto
types. In some cases, however, there is' no contract per se, as in the film
making agency or theater company.
In fact, for every Operating Adhocracy, there is a corresponding
Professional Bureaucracy, one that does similar work but with a narrower
orientation. Faced with a client problem, the Operating Adhocracy engages
in creative effort to find a novel solution; the Professional Bureaucracy
pigeonholes it into a known contingency to which it can apply a standard
program. One engages in divergent thinking aimed at innovation; the other
in convergent thinking aimed at perfection. "The investigator's mind dwells
on the unknown and puzzling, and his eagerness is often towards displaying
doubts and difficulties." In contrast, 'The mind of the craftsman dwells on
what he knows, and he delights to use and to display his knowledge" (Sir
Thomas Lewis, quoted in Carlson, 1951, pp. ~12-1l3). One management
cOQsulting firm treats each contract as a creative challenge; another inter
prets each as the need to divisionalize the client's structure or strengthen its
planning system, or both. One theater company seeks out new avant~garde
plays to perform; another perfects its performance of Shakespeare year after
year. In effect, one is prepared to consider an infinite number of contingen
cies and solutions; the other restricts itself to a few. The missions are the
same, but the outputs and the structures that produce them differ radically.
Both decentralize power to their highly trained specialists. But because the
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Operating Adhocracy seeks to innovate, its specialists m'ust interact in
formally by mutual adjustment in organically structured project teams; the
Professional Bureaucracy, because it standardizes its services, structures
itself as a bureaucracy in which each specialist can function on his own, his
work automatically coordinated with the others by virtue of his standard
ized knowledge and skills.
A key feature of the Operating Adhocracy is that its administrative
and operating work tend to blend into a single effort. That is, in ad hoc
project work it is difficult to differentiate the planning and design of the
work from its actual execution. Both require the same specialized skills, on
a project-by-project basis. As a result, the Operating Adhocracy may not
even bother to distinguish its middle levels from its operating core. Man
agers of the middle line and members of what in other organizations would
be called the support staff-typically a highly trained and important group
in the Operating Adhocracy-may take their place right alongside the oper
ating specialists on the project teams. And even when distinctions are made,
a close rapport must develop between the administrative arid operating
levels, sometimes to the point where \hey are able to interchange their roles .
freely. Consider Joan Woodward's (1965) description of the building of
engineering prototypes:
Some products were completed and dispatched to customers direct from the
development workshops. There seemed to be no clear-cut line of demarcation
between the development and the production workshops. In theory, proto
types of a complicated construction that were developed and fabricated simul
taneously were the responsibility of the development workshops. In practice,
however, there were a large number of other factors influencing the way in
which a job was routed. These included the personal interests of the develop
ment engineers, the pressure of work in the development and production
workshops respectively, and the nature of the product. Because the more com
plicated work was done in the development workshops, the fitters employed
there had the reputation of being better craftsmen than those employed in the
production workshops (p. 133).
Figure 21-1 shows the organigram of the National Film Board of Can
ada, as we shall see a classic Operating Adhocracy (even though it d~
produce an organigram-one that changes frequently, it might be added).
The "Board" is an agency of the Canadian federal government, and pro
duces mostly short films, many of them documentaries. The organigram
shows a large number of support units as well as liaison positions (for
example, research, technical, and production coordinators). The operating
core can also be seen to include loose, concurrent functional and market
groupings (the latter by region as well as type of film produced).
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Figure 21-1. The National Film Board of Canada: All Operating
Adhocracy{circa 1975, used with permission)

The Administrative Adhocracy The second major type of Adhoc
racy also functions with project teams, but toward a different end. Whereas
the Operating Adhocracy undertakes projects to serve its clients, the Ad
ministrative Adhoeracy undertakes its projects to serve itself. And in sharp
contrast to the Operating Adhocracy, the Administrative Adhocracy makes
a sharp distinction between its administrative component and operating
core; the operating core is truncated-cut right off from the rest of the
organization-so that the administrative component that remains can be
structured as an Adhocracy.
This truncation may take place in a number of ways. First, when an
organization has a special need to be innovative, perhaps because of intense
product competition or a very dynamic technology, but its operating core
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~ust be machine bureaucratic, the operating core may be establishedas a
separate organization. As we saw in Chapter 18, the social tensions at the
'baseofllieMaChiiieBllreaucracy overflow the operating core and permeate
the administration. The whole organization becomes ridden with conflict
and obsessed by control, too bureaucratic to innovate. By truncating the
operating core-setting it up apart with its own administration that reports
in at the strategic apex-the main administrative component of the organiza
tion can be structured organically for innovation. ' Ansoff and Brandenburg
(1971) refer to this kind of structure in corporations as the "innovative form."
An innovative group concerns itself with diversification and expansion of the
enterprise; it takes projects to full implementation and then turns them over
to a current business group that manages them. 2
Second, the operating core may be done away with altogether, in ef
fect contracted out to other organizations. This leaves the organization free
to concentrate on development work. That is what NASA did in the 196Os,
when its attention was focused on the Apollo project, whose singular goal
was to put an American on the moon before 1970. NASA conducted much
of its own development work but contracted production out to independent
manufacturing firms. The two functions simply required very different
organizational structures (Chandler and Sayles, 1971, p. 180).J

(similar to English Productionl

I

I:

_

A third form of truncation arises when the operating Core becomes
automated. This amounts to truncation, because an automated operating
Core is able to run itself, largely free of the need for direct supervision or
other direct control from the administrative component. The latter, because
it need not give attention to routine operating matters, can structure itself as
an Adhocracy, concerned with change and innovation, with projects to
bring new operating facilities on line. 'The automated factory increasingly
. " runs itself; the company executives are increasingly concerned not with
running today's factory, but with designing tomorrow's" (Simon, 1977, pp.
'The organization that truncates its bureaucratic operating core should not be confused with
the one that gets up a venture team, a separate organic pocket for innovation. In that case, the
innovative unit is cut off from the rest of the central administration, which remains bureau
cratic.
'GOodman and Goodman (1976, p. 500) propose a similar structure for theater companies_
Adhocracy for planning productions and Professional Bureaucracy for performing them. To
the extent that this truncation is Possible, the theater company is more appropriately viewed as
an Administrative Adhocracy than an Operating one.
'A variation of this OCcurs when it is the developmental work that is contracted out. In effect,
one organization becomes the innovating arm for another, or for a consortium of organiza_
tions. Here the Administrative and Operating Adhocracies meet, Jor the development organ
ization is an Operating Adhocracy, doing development work for its clients rather than itself.
An example is the "turn-key" project, where a firm sets up a plant on contract, typically in a
foreign country, and then hands it over to local authorities to run. Only the key remains to be
turned.
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32-33). Simon pictures the organization that emerges as a three-layered

cake:

Board of Directors

In the bottom layer we have the basic work processes-in a manufacturing or
ganization, the processes that procure raw materials, manufacture the physical
product, warehouse it, arid ship it. In the middle layer we have the programed
decision-making processes-the processes that govern the day-to-day opera
tion of the manufacturing and distribution system. In the top layer we have
the nonprogramed decision-making processes, the processes that are required
to design and redesign the entire system, to provide it with its basic goals and
objectives, and to monitor its performance (p.

Up>.

Executive Committee
of the Board

Committ..  Mao-.mel1t a
Professional DevelOP~nt
Corporate AdvilOrV

COmmiltee

Emplovee Relations
Committ"
PUblic Affairs Committee

Resoorce Development
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I
Oil companies, because of the high auto~ation of their production
process, are in part at least drawn toward the Administrative Adhocracy
configuration. Figure 21-2 shows the organigr~m for one oil company,
reproduced exactly as presented by the company (except for modifications
to mask its identity, made at the company's request). Note the domination
of "Administration and Services," shown at th~ bottom of the chart; the
operating functions, particularly "Production,"1 are lost by comparison.
Note also the description of the strategic apex ~n terms of standing com
mittees instead of individual executives.
'

The Administrative Component of the Adhocracies The important
conclusion to be drawn from this discussion is that in both types of Adhoc
racy, the relationship between the operating core and the administrative
component is unlike that of any other structural configuration. In the Ad
ministrative Adhocracy, the operating core is truncated and becomes a rela
tively unimportant part of the organization; in the Operating Adhocracy,
the two merge into a single entity. In both cases, there is little need for line
managers to exercise close direct supervision ove, the operators. Rather, the
managers become functioning members of the project teams, with special
responsibility to effect coordination between them. But in this capacity they
act more as peers than as supervisors, their influence deriving from their
expertise and interpersonal skill rather than from their formal position.
And, of course, to the extent that direct supervision and formal authority
diminish in importance, the distinction between line and staff blurrs. It no
longer makes sense to distinguish those who have the formal power to.
decide from those who have only the informal right to advise. Power over
decision making flows to anyone in the Adhoqacy with expertise, regard
less of position.
The support staff plays a key role in the Adhocracy. In fact, it is the
key part of the Administrative Adhocracy, for that is where this structure
houses most of the experts on which it is so dependent. The Operating

Audit Committee
Compensation" Organization

Administration and Services

Fi.ure 21-2.

Adhocracy also depends on experts, but since it retains its operating core, it
houses many of them there as weII as in the SUpport staff. But in both cases,
as noted above, much of the support staff is not sharply differentiated from
other parts of the organization, not off to one side, to speak only when
spoken to, as in the bureaucratic configurations. Rather, the support staff,
together with the line managers (and the operators in the case of the Oper
ating Adhocracy), form part of the central pool of expert talent from which
the project personnel are drawn. (There are, of course, exceptions. Some
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support units must always remain bureaucratic, and apart. Even NASA
needs cafeterias.)
Because the Adhocracy does not rely on standardization for coordina
tion, it has little need for a technostructure to develop systems for regula
tion. The Administrative Adhocracy does employ analysts concerned with
adaptation to its external environment, such as marketing researchers and
economic forecasters. As we shall see later, it does do some action planning,
although of a rather general kind. But these analysts do not design systems
to control other people so much as take their place alongside the line man
agers and the support staffers as members of the project teams.
To summarize, the administrative component of the Adhocracy
emerges as an organic mass of line managers and staff experts (together with
operators in the Operating Adhocracy), working together in ever-shifting
relationships on ad hoc projects. As Chandler and Sayles (1971) note in the
case of NASA:
While there may be a number of permanent operations in such projects, much
Qf the work is temporary. People get shifted around and plans get changed in
an environment quite different from the tiresome monotony bemoaned by so
many in traditional institutions. Projects, task forces, and temporary "teams"
also mean that individuals have multiple organizational "homes." A scientist
may be part of a university, responsible for the design and testing of an experi
ment to be flown by a NASA spacecraft, serving as a consultant to an indus
trial contractor that builds equipment for the agency, and a member of an
advisory board that helps shape future science policy for NASA and other
government agencies (p. 6).
Figure 21-3 shows the Adhocracy in terms of our logo, with its parts
mingled together in one amorphous mass in the middle. In the Operating
Adhocracy, this mass includes the middle line, support staff, technostruc
ture, and operating core. The Administrative Adhocracy includes all of
these except the operating core, which is kept apart in a truncated, bureau
cratic structure, shown by the dotted section below the central mass.· The
reader will also note that the strategic apex of the figure is shown partly
merged jnto the central mass as well. We shall see why in the discussion of
strategy formation that follows.
Strategy Formation in the Adhocracy In the Professional Bureau
cracy, the strategy formulation process is controlled primarily by the pro
fessional associations outside the structure, secondarily by the professionals
'In their study of the shape of organizations, Kaufman and Seidman found one type that was
diamond-shaped, with "concentration of large numbers in middle ranks and small numbers in
both higher and lower levels" (1970, p. 442). This appears to describe the Administrative
Adbocracy, as shown in Figure 21-3.
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of the operating core themselves, and only after that by the administrative
component. In effect, the process is bottom-up, and outside-in. In all the
other structural configurations so far discussed, the process is dearly top
down, controlled by the strategic apex (and in the Divisionalized Form, the
strategic apexes of the divisions as well). In sharp contrast, control of the
strategy formulation process in the Adhocracy is not clearly placed, at the
strategic apex or elsewhere.
Moreover, the process is best thought of as strategy formation, be
cause strategy in these structures is not so much formulated consciously by
. individuals as formed implicitly by the decisions they make, one at a time.
The concept of the formulation-implementation dichotomy in strategy
making-a pillar of the Machine Bureaucracy-loses its meaning in the
Adhocracy. It is in the making of specific decisions within and about pro
jects-what would normally be considered implementation-that strategies
evolve, that is, are formed, in the Adhocracy. That is because when the
central purpose of an organization is to innovate, the results of its efforts
can never be predetermined. So it cannot specify a strategy-a pattern or
consistency in its stream of decisions-in advance, before it makes its deci
sions. Such patterns at best emerge after the fact, the results of specific
decisions. "... goals continue to emerge as the task is pursued '" a single
engine fighter plane may evolve into a twin-engine attack bomber; a funding
program for exceptional children may become a strategy for integration; a
443
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construction project may become a training program for the unskilled"
(Goodman and Goodman, 1976, p. 496).
That is why action planning cannot be extensively relied upon in the
Adhocracy. Any process that separates conceptualization from action~
planning from execution, formulation from implementation-impedes the
flexibility of the organization to respond creatively to its uncertain environ
ment. S
Consider the case of the Operating Adhol;f;iCY, a structure never quite '
sure what it will do next. That depends on what projects come along, whIch'
in turn depends partly on how well it does in its current projects. S~'it~>
strategy never really stabilizes, but changes continuously, as projeCts
change. To put this another way, when the strategy does stabilize, the struc
ture ceases to be adhocratic. A stable strategy means that the organization
has determined which markets it will serve, and how, in other words, which
contingencies it will respond to and with which standard programs. It has,
in effe~t, restructured itself as a bureaucracy, machine if it concentrates on a
single program, professional if it remains open to afew.
Now if strategy evolves continuously according to the projects being
done, it stands to reason that strategy formation is controlled by whoever
decides what projects are done and how. And in the Operating Adhocracy,
that includes line managers, staff specialists, and operators, in other words,
potentially everyone in the organization.
Take the case of the National Film Board. Among its most important
strategies are those related to the content of its films-some about the geo
graphy of Canada and the sociology of its peoples, others on pure experi
mental themes, and so on. So a key to understanding how the Board makes
strategy is to understand who decides what films to make. Since the Board
concentrates primarily on short, documentary-type films, those choices are
made about 100 .limes ea€h year. Were the Board structured as a Machine
Bureaucracy, the word would come down from on high. There would be
one stable film strategy, formulated at the strategic apex and implemented
lower down. (If the Board were structured as the Divisio!"alized Form, the
word would come down from the head of each film division, one film con
tent strategy for each film market. And the headquarters would open and
close divisions according. to the markets it wished to be in.) If it were struc'The same conditions of uacertainty apply in the Simple Structure. with the same result,
namely that pJanl'ing cannot be relied upon and that strategy formulation cannot be separated
from strategy !mplementation. But because it innovates in simpler ways. the Simple Structure
resolves the issue by focusing control for b~th at the strategic apex. The chief executive formu
lates a general vision of direction-a vague strategy-in his head and then implements it,
cOl\tinually reformulating his vision as he receives feedback on his actions. He does not make
his strategy explicit, for that would announce it to others and so reduce his flexibility to change
it at will (Mintzberg, 1973b).
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tured as a Professional Bureaucracy, each filmmaker would have his own
standard repertoire of basic film scenarios, which he would repeat year after
year, and the organization would have a series of stable film content strat
egies coming up from the operating core.
'

.'1.
~r ~

In fact, the Board is structured as an Operating Adhocracy, and so it
follows none of these procedures. Proposals for new films enter the system
.in two basic ways. About one-third are sponsored by agencies of the Cana
dian government. As long as interested filmmakers can be found, these are
'accepted. To the extent that there is some pattern in the <;ontent of these
.. -films, we can conclude that part of the film content strategy is imposed on
the organization by its clients. But two-thirds of the Board's films are pro
posed by its own employees, and are funded from its own general budget.
Each proposal is submitted to a standing committee-the "Program Com
mittee"-which at the time of this writing consists of four members elected
by the filmmakers, two appointed by the Distribution (marketing) Branch,
as well as the Director of Production and the Director of Programming. The
Commissioner-the chief executive-must approve the Program Commit
tee's choices. Thus, operators, middle-line managers, support staffers, and
managers at the strategic apex all get involved in the choices of what films
to make.

.'

A few proposals come from the Commissioner and the research coor
dinator charged with proposing themes for films, but the vast majority are
initiated by the filmmakers themselves and the executive producers. Each
has his own general preferences, wh~ther those be for animated or experi
mental films, documentaries, or wha'ever, but a glance at the Board's cata
log invalidates any conclusion about standardization. The filmmakers and
executive producers q~rtail)ly communicate among themselves about their
preferences and in so'doing influence each other. As a result, certain general
themes develop from time to time. They also learn which films fail to meet
with the Program CQJllmittee's approval. It, in turn, is naturail y predis
posed to favor the kinds of films with which th~ Board has had its greatest
recent successes. So while there is no stable film content strategy, a dynamic
one can be identified, one in a continual state of adaptation.
The Operating Adhocracy's strategy evol\:,es continuously as hundreds
of these kinds of decisions are made each year in complicated ways. Each
project leaves its imprint on the strategy. It is in the strategy-making process
we see most clearly the intertwining of all the Adhocracy's decisions-oper
ating, administrative, and strategic. And to ret~rn to the ~a.sic point being
made, so many people at so many levels are involved in these projects
both in deciding which ones to carry out and then inactuaUy carrying them
out-that we cannot point a finger at anyone part of the organization and
say that is where the strategy is formulated. Everyone who gets involved
and that means top- and middle-level managers, staff specialists, and oper
"
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ators, all combined in various task forces and stan~ing committees-has a
hand in influencing the strategy that gets formed.
That is why we concluded earlier that the Operating Adhocracy is
decentralized selectively, in both the horizontal and vertical dimensions.
The power for decision making is distributed widely, in 'the most compli
cated of ways, among managerial and nonmanagerial personnel, at all
'
levels of the hierarchy.
Similar conclusions can be reached about the Administrative Ad
hocracy, although the strategy-making process is slfghtly neater there. That
is because the Administrative Adhocracy tends to concentrate its attention
on fewer projects, whiCh involve more people in interdependent relation
ships. NASA's Apollo project involved most of its personnel for almost 10
years; similarly, the bringing on line of a new processing plant can involve a
good deal of the administrative staff of a petrochemical company for years.
Moreover, since it carries out its projects only for itself, not for a range of
outside clients, the Administrative Adhocracy tend~ to have a more concen
trated product-market sphere of operations. Through the 1960s, for ex
ample, NASA focused on the single goal of landfng an American on the
moon before 1970.
Larger, more integrated projects and a more focused sphere of opera
tions means that the efforts of the various specialis~s must be more carefully
structured than in the Operating Adhocracy. As a result, the Administrative
Adhocracy structures itself as a system of work copstellations, each located
at the level of the hierarchy commensurate with the kinds of functional
decisions it must make. We saw a clear example of this in Lawrence and
Lorsch's (1967) plastics firm discussed in Chapter 11 (see Figure 11-2, p.
190), with its manufacturing, marketing, and research constellations located
at various levels of the hierarchy. Each constellation draws on line man
agers and staff specialists as necessary, and distributes power to them ac
cording to the use of their expertise in the decisions that must be made.
Hence, the Administrative Adhocracy is also decentralized selectively in the
vertical and horizontal dimensions. And once again we cannot point to any
one part of the organization as the place where strategy is formulated,
altho\lgh the existence of the work constellations does enable us to identify
certain kinds of strategic decisions with certain parts of the organization. As
Chandler and Sayles (1971) note of the NASA of the Apollo era:
... while it is clear who has the authority to make, and who announces, the
final decision (the top administrator of NASA), it is much more difficult to say
who, in fact, "makes" the decision, It is the product of a complex process of
interation and confrontation in which technical, administrative, and broader
political criteria are applied and in which both technical and managerial per
sonnel participate, ... This process illustrates the naivete of endeavoring to
dichotomiz; organizations on the basis of whether decisions are made at the
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bottom (presumably in highly technical-professionill environments) or at the
top (traditional hierarchically functioning organizations), Decision-making
is a process in which various organizational levels and interest groups compete
for position in a sequence and to make their voice the strongest (pp. 174-176).
The need to structure the efforts of the specialists also suggests a need
for action planning in the Administrative Adhocracy. The problem with
such, planning, however, is that while the end or goal of the organization
may clearly be defined, the means for reaching it are not. These must be
worked out en route to the goal, by trial and error. So only a general kind
of action planning can take place, one that sets out broad, flexible guide
lines within which the work constellations can proceed to make their specific
decisions. Again, therefore, it is only through the making of specific deci
sions-namely those that determine which projects are undertaken and how
these projects turn out-that strategies evolve. Even in the case of NASA,
an organization thought to rely heavily on planning, it is
" ,a rather different function in these large developmental systems where un
certainties predominate. Traditionally, managers are taught to identify their
ultimate ends and purposes, set objectives that will help attain these ends, and
then develop operational plans. Unfortunately, this comforting and logical
sequence gets upset in the real world of large systems. Clear objectives often
disguise conflicting purposes reflecting the divergencies among the temporarily
allied groups in the federation. '" Planning turns out to be a dynamic, itera
tive process. This ineVitably disperses authOrity, since a small group of expert,
high-level "planners" cannot define strategy (Chandler and Sayles, 1971, p. 7).
The Roles of the Strategic Apex The top managers of the strategic
apex of the Adhocracy may not spend much time formulating explicit strat
egies, but they must spend a good deal of their time in the battles that ensue
over strategic chOices, and in handling the many other disturbances that
arise all over these fluid structures. The Adhocracy combines organic work
ing arrangements instead of bureaucratic ones with expert power instead of
formal authority. Together these conditions breed aggressiveness and con
flict. But the job of the top managers is not to bottle up that aggressiveness,
as in the Machine Bureaucracy-that would be impossible in any event
but to channel it to productive ends. Thus, in performing the leader and
disturbance handler roles, the top manager of the Adhocracy (as well as
those in its middle line) must be a master of human relations, able to use
persuasion, negotiation, coalition, reputation, rapport, or whatever to fuse
the indiVidualistic experts into smoothly functioning multidisciplinary
teams.
The top managers must also devote a good deal of time to monitoring
the projects. Innovative project work is notoriously difficult to control. No ,
MIS can be relied upon to send up complete, unambiguous results. So there
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must\be careful, personal monitoring of projects to ensure that they are
completed according to specifications, on schedule, and at the estimates
projected (or, more exactly, not excessively late with too great a cost over
run). In NASA:
In practice top management has served largely a control function: the measure
ment, primarily after the fact, of the extent to which funds are being spent
wisely; schedules are likely to be met; and whether all federal personnel, con
tracting, and other policies are being adhered to by both program offices and
centers (Chandler and Sayles, 1971, p. 173).
But perhaps the most important single role of the top management of
Adhocracy (especially Operating Adhocracy) is that of liaison with the
external environment. The other structural configurations tend to focus
their attention on clearly defined markets, and are more or less assured of a
steady flow of work. Not so in the Operating Adhocracy, which lives from
project to project, and disappears when it can find no more. Since each
project is different, the Operating Adhocracy can never be sure where the
next one will come from. Moreover, in the Professional Bureaucracy it is
frequently the operators who bring in their own clients. That is less common
in the Operating Adhocracy, where the operators work in teams. So that
responsibility often falls on the top managers. In the Operating Adhocracy,
therefore, the managers of the strategic apex must devote a great deal of
their time to ensuring a steady and balanced stream of incoming projects.
That means developing liaison contacts with potential customers and nego
tiating contracts with them.
Nowhere is this more clearly illustrated than ~n the consulting business,
particularly where the approach is innovative and the structure therefore
adhocratic. An executive once commented to this author that "Every con
sulting firm is three months away from bankruptcy." In other words, three
dry months could use up all the surplus funds, leaving none to pay the high
professional salaries. And so when a consultant becomes a partner in one of
these firms-in effect, moves into the strategic apex-he normally hangs up
his calculator and becomes virtually a full-time salesperson. It is an unusual
char~cteristic of many an Operating Adhocracy that the selling function
literally takes place at the strategic apex.
Project work poses similar problems in the Administrative Adhocracy,
with similar results. Reeser (1969) asked a group of managers in three aero
space companies 'What are some of the human problems of project man
agement7" Among the common answers were two related to balancing the
workload:
• The temporary nature of the organization often necessitates "make work"
assignments for its displaced members after the organization has been dis-
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banded, until productive jobs can be found for them. Sometimes the "make
work" assignments last so long that the individuals lose initiative.
• Members of the organization who are displaced because of the phasing out of
the work upon which they are engaged may have to wait a long time before
they get another assignment at as high a level of responsibility (p. 463).
And so the top managers of the Administrative Adhocracy must also devote
considerable attention to the liaison and negotiator roles in order to ensure
a steady stream of work. As Chandler and Sayles (1971) note in the case of
NASA, dependent on government budgets and public support in general, "a
good deal of the time of the key top managers was devoted to external rela-
tions with various units of the Executive Branch, with Congress, and with
key public groups representing private business, universities, the scientific
community, and various international interests" (p. 173).
CONDITIONS OF THE ADHOCRACY

Basic Environment The conditions of the environment are the most
important ones for this configuration; specifically, the Adhocracy is clearly
positioned in an environment that is both dynamic and complex. According
to Hypotheses 9 and 10, a dynamic environment calls for organic structure
and a complex one calls for decentralized structure. And Adhocracy is the
only configuration that is both organic and relatively decentralized. In
effect, innovative work, being unpredictable, is associated with a dynamic
environment; and the fact that the innovation must be sophisticated means
that it is difficult to comprehend, in other words associated with a complex
environment. Toffler (1970) in fact, focuses on these two characteristics in
his discussion of Adhocracy: "... when change is accelerated, more and
more novel first-time problems arise, and traditional forms of organization
prove inadequate"; later, it is the "combined demand for more information
at faster speeds that is now undermining the great vertical hierarchies so
typical of bureaucracy" (pp. 135, 139).
Toffler suggests that the conditions of the environment dictate the
parameters of structure. But as we have noted for all the configurations,
organizations that prefer particular structures also try to "choose" environ
ments appropriate to them. This is especially clear in the case of the Oper
ating Adhocracy. As noted earlier, advertising agencies and consulting
firms that prefer to structure themselves as Professional Bureaucracies seek
out stable environments; those that prefer Adhocracy find environments
that are dynamic, where the client needs are unpredictable. In any event, we
find Adhocracies wherever the conditions of dynamism and complexity
together prevail, in organizations ranging from guerrilla units to space
agencies. There is no other way to fight a war in the jungle or put the first
man on the moon:
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Both the Viet Cong and the Green Berets attempt ~o maintain ... built-in struc
tural flexibility. Both organizations aspire to be able to enter a village, and,
depending upon the circumstances, initiate a health program, establish a civil
government, or destroy the enemy. Each of these diverse functions requires
structural and role variations. The most medically skilled member of a guerrilla
warfare unit might not be the highest ranking individual or the most compe
tent in hand-to-hand combat. Nevertheless, the organization must be able to
shift its structure to the needs of the task (Segal, 1974, p. 229).

As for putting a man on the moon, at least for the first time, that proved to
be an incredibly complex task, requiring the coordinated application of a
multitude of society's most sophisticated sciences. Moreover, the task was
unpredictable-having never been tried before-and rendered more dy
namic by the fact that it was carried out as a race with the Russians. Under
all these conditions, NASA had no choice but to structure itself as an Ad
hocracy.
Research-based organizations-whether laboratories that do nothing
else or corporations in high-technology industries that are heavily influ
enced by their research efforts-are drawn to the Adhocracy configuration
because their work is by its very nature complex, unpredictable, and often
competitive. Even hospitals and universities, described in Chapter 19 as
closest to Professional Bureaucracy for their routine clinical and teaching
work, are drawn to Adhocracy when they do innovative research. Their
orientation to convergent, deductive thinking in their routine work pre
cludes real innovation. So, while their professionals are oftenable to work
alone when they apply their standard knowledge and skills, they must
typically join in organic multidisciplinary teams to create new knowledge
and skills.
Disparate Forces in the Environment Hypothesis 13 of Chapter 15
indicated that disparities in an organization's environment encourage it to
decentralize selectively to differentiated work constellations, in other words,
to structure itself as an Administrative Adhocracy. The organization must
create different work constellations to deal with different aspects of its
environment and then integrate all their efforts.
This seems to have happened recently in the case of a number of multi
national firms. For years these firms have been predisposed to using the
Divisionalized Form, grouping their major divisions either by region or by
product line.' But recent changes in their environments have resulted in a
near balance of the pressures to adopt each of these two bases of grouping,
making the choice of one over the other an a$onizing one. The choice of
·Some used the multiple-divisionalized form, having both kinds of divisions, but always with
one over the other in the hierarchy.
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divisionalization by region denied the interdependencies that arose from
marketing the same products in different places, resulting, for example, in
the duplication of manufacturing faculties in each region. On the other
hand, the choice of divisionalization by product line ignored the interde
pendencies across product lines, requiring, for example, many different
marketing units in the same region. Intent on maintaining the Divisional
ized Form, these firms traded off one interdependency against the other. Or
else they found themselves acting schizophrenically, changing their basis of
grouping back and forth in a kind of perpetual game of ping-pong.
With the emergence of matrix structure, however, these firms were
presented with a logical solution to their dilemma. They could establish
regional and product divisions at the same level of the hierarchy, in a per
manent matrix structure-as long, of course, as they were prepared to dis
pense with the principle of unity of command. A product manager in a
given region could report to both an all-product regional division manager
and an all-region (worldWide) product diVision manager. What emerged
was a hybrid structure we can call the divisionalized adhocracy, with char
acteristics of both the structural configurations from which it derives its
name. Its markets are diversified, like all organizations that use the Divi
sionalized Form, but parts of its environment are more complex and dy
namic (in essence, disparate) than the others.
Goggin (1974) describes such a hybrid structure in Dow Corning. The
adhocratic nature of the structure was reflected in the matrix design and the
large number of high-level task forces and standing committees used to
encourage mutual adjustment among the different units. A board existed for
each of the businesses, a product management group for each of the product
families, and industry marketing teams for the different markets. Moreover,
the company used ad hoc task forces to resolve specific problems. But
Goggin also notes the emphasis placed on performance control, through the
use of management by objectives, profit reporting, and the like-reflections
of the Divisionalized Form of structure. Goggin describes this structure as
being appropriate for firms "Developing, manufacturing, and marketing
many diverse but interrelated technological products and materials," with
broad "market interests," in "a rapidly expanding global business" and an
"environment of rapid and drastic change, together with strong competi
tion" (p. 64).
Knight (1976) and Stopford and Wells (1972, pp. 86-95) discuss other
multinational firms that used the divisionalized adhocracy, although the
data from a more recent survey by Allen (1978) suggest that there is no
general trend in this direction. Those divisionalized companies in his study
that increased "the compleXity of their coordinative devices" did so through
the use of more elaborate performance control systems, not a greater em
phasis on "task forces and committees and coordinative roles other than
that of group vice president" (pp. 29-30). Be that as it .may, there seems
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little doubt that among the multinational firms with interdependencies
• ~
among their different product lines, those facing increasing complexity as
.
well as dynamism in their environment will feel dr~wn toward the divisionI
alized adhocracy hybrid. For them at least, Adhocracy becomes a natural"
fourth stage of structural development, after Simple Structure, Machine
Bureaucracy, and Divisionalized Form.
I
The divisionalized adhocracy may also have some relevance for non
commercial organizations that face similar condi~ions. In a thought-pro
voking study for UNICEF, the Scandinavian Institutes for Administrative
Research (SIAR, 1975) propose such a structure Jor that United Nations
agency. They describe the UNICEF stz:ucture at the time of their study as a
regional Divisionalized Form but with a tendency toward too much head
quarters control. That leads to the vicious circle of one-way communication
discussed in Chapter 20: the headquarters staff trifS to control the regional
divisions, which ignore their policies because they 'are out of touch with the
local needs, which leads to further efforts by headquarters to control the
divisions until it comes to dominate the, communication channels. In the
opinion of the SIAR group, UNICEF required a different structure because ,
"the need for learning and adaptation througho~t the organization is so
extremely high" (p. 17). This was the result of its orientation toward regional
service, its intangible tasks, and major unknowns in its future, such as the
availability of resources. "... the organization will in many cases have to
resolve problems of a size and nature of which it has only limited experi
ence. This will again add to the need for an ability to develop and use its
human resources, to transfer knowledge from one' area to another and for
cooperation and coordination between functions and units" (p. 21).
Essentially UNICEF faced the same dilemm.. as the multinational cor-,
porations we just discussed: the concurrent needs to respect regional knowl
edge and achieve interregional coordination. That can be resolved in the
divisionalized organization not by more standardization and direct super
vision from headquarters, which involves a shift of the entire structure
toward Machine Bureaucracy, but by more mutual adjustment among
divisions, which involves a shift toward Adhocracy. Thus, SIAR proposes
what amounts to a divisionalized adhocracy for UNICEF: considerable
power should be delegated to the regions, according to their expertise; the
headquarters staff should advise rather than supervise; and an interactive or
team structure should be used in the field. The result would be a more or
ganic structure, built around flexible projects carried out by work constella
tions:

1

r

(The) new structure lis) based on the assumption that new ideas for products
or policies and techniques can develop anywhere in the international network
of the organization, with the result that different centres emerge in different
places for different purposes .. ,
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policy change (pp. 28, 33),
n approve any recommendations for
The SIAR report proposes a list of measures to effect the proposed
structural change-a list that may, in fact, be practical for any divisional_
ized organization Wishing to move toward Adhocracy. Among the recom
mendations: the elimination of one tier in the divisionalized hierarchy (such
as the group vice-president level in the multiple-divisionalized corpo~ation)
in order to reduce the emphasis on direct supervision; the integration of the
planning and programming functions at headquarters, which would work
with the new knowledge networks; the use of more teamwork at headquar_
ters; a reduction in the use of performance control techniques; in their place,
OCcasional "extended visits" by a headquarters team, with a broad rather
than a functional orientation and led by the chief executive; the institution
of matrix structure; the encouragement of professionalism in attitude, type
of work, career pattern, and training; the reorientation of the job of regional
director to professional senior rather than administrative supervisor; and
the reorientation of internal communication flows to emphasize dialogue,
problem
plaining. solving, and learning rather than reporting, controUing, and ex

Frequent Product Change A number of organizations are drawn
tOward adhocratic structure because of the dynamic conditions that result
from very frequent product change. The extreme case is the unit producer,
the manufacturing firm that custom-makes each of its products to order, as
in the case of the engineering company that produces prototypes. Because
each customer order constitutes a new project, the organization is enCOur
aged to structure itself as an Operating Adhocracy. Woodward (1965) de
scribes such a structure in the unit production firms she studied-organic
and rather decentraliZed, but with the middle-level development engineers
haVing considerable power. The main functions of these firms were "not
easily separated in time or place," with the result that "Close and continu
ous co-operation was required between the managers and supervisors re
sponsible for development and marketing respectively; the activities of the.
various departments had to be integrated at a day-to-day operationallevel"
(p. 134). In the same vein, Samuel and Mannheim (1970) describe the novel
case of the union-owned Israeli manufactUring enterprises:
. " they have about 20 to 30 workers, produce small batches of custom-made
eqUipment, belong to union-owned enterprises employing around 200 people,
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and were established about 30 years ago. Their characteristic bureaucratic
structure is not clearly delimited: varying intensities of structural control are
exercised; the functionalization patterns are all rudimentary-five'to six differ
ent skilled jobs with most workers concentrated in one or two of them; the
superior-subordinate relations are neutral. being limited to the work place in a
rather nonintimate but informal climate; few written procedures and even
fewer behavioral regulations characterize the regimes (p. 226).

Similar to the unit producer is the small high-technology firm, such as
those surrounding Boston on Route 128. For the most part, these firms do
sophisticated project work-design and sometimes manufacturing-under
direct contract to the U.S. government or to the larger corporations in
industries such as defense, aerospace, and atomic energy. Their work being
complex and their environments dynamic, these firms are dependent on
highly trained experts who work in interdisciplinary project teams. But
these firms are also small and owned by individual entrepreneurs who main
tain personal control. (They are able to do so, of course, only because they
are as highly trained as their employees.) So the structure emerges as a
hybrid between Operating Adhocracy and Simple Structure, which we call
the entrepreneurial adhocracy.
Another variant of the unit producer is the newspaper or magazine.
From the editorial point of view, every product-that is, every issue-is
different. Moreover, the environment is typically very dynamic and often
rather complex, especially in the case of daily newspapers and newsmaga
zines, which must report a vast world of fast-breaking news with very short
deadlines. Moreover, the efforts of all kinds;of reporters, photographers,
editors, and others must be integrated into a single product. So adhocratic
structure is called for in the editorial department. But from the point of view
of the printing and distribution functions, there is great repetition-thou
sands, sometimes millions of copies of the same issue. And the environment
is extremely stable-the tasks remain unchanged no matter what the content
of the issue. So machine bureaucratic structure is called for in these func
tions. The need for two different structures is, of course, reconciled, by
t(Uncation. The different functions are kept well separated, with standard
outputs serving as the one interface. The adhocratic editorial department
completes its work and then converts it into standardized format-typed
copy, page layouts, clipped photographs-which become the inputs to the
bureaucratic production process. In the case of the weekend rotogravure
magazine studied by a McGill student group, the editorial function (together
with newspaper relations and advertising) and the printing function were
constituted as separate companies, although jointly owned.
Some manufacturers of consumer goods operate in markets so com
petitive that they must change their products almost continuously. Here
again, dynamic conditions, when coupled with some complexity, drive the
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structure toward the adhocratic form. An excellent example of what we
shall call the competitive adhocracy is the pop recording company discussed
earlier. Its dramatically short product life cycle and fluid supply of record
ing talent required extremely fast response based on a great deal of inside
knowledge. As the student group that did the study noted: 'The product life
of a 45 rpm is three months. This is measured from the idea of releasing
some song by an artist to the last sale of the single to stores. There is nothing
quite so dead as yesterday's number one hit on the hit parade:'7 Other ex
amples of competitive adhocracies are found in the cosmetics, pharmaceu
ticals, and plastics industries. Lawrence and Lorsch's (1967) Successful
plastics companies fit the description of the Administrative Adhocracy very
closely as, apparently, does a firm like Proctor and Gamble, a well-known
leader in the use of the liaison devices.
It should be noted that, according to the findings of Khandwalla
(1973a), it is really only product competition that leads to this kind of struc
ture. Competition based on price or marketing is simpler to understand and
deal with, and so often can be handled in Simple Structure or Machine
Bureaucracy. In contrast, product competition requires more serious inno
vation and more complex decision making, often based on sophisticated
research and development activity. So Adhocracy becomes the favored
structure. Those manufacturing firms in Khandwalla's sample that perceived
their environments as noncompetitive reported that they centralized or
decentralized in parallel, while those that experienced product competition
(price competition to a lesser extent and marketing competition not at all)
reported that they decentralized selectively, in other words tended to use
the Administrative Adhocracy structure. Specifically, they decentralized
their product design, development, and marketing decisions, and central
ized their finance, pricing, and acquisition decisions. Which is exactly what
the student group reported for th-: pop recording company.
Youth as a Condition of the Adhocracy A number of nonenviron
mental conditions are also associated with Adhocracy. One is age-or more
exactly youth-since Adhocracy is the least stable form of structure. It is
difficult to keep any structure in that state for long periods of time-to keep
behaviors from formaliZing and to ensure a steady flow of truly innovative,
ad hoc projects. All kinds of forces drive the Adhocracy to bureaucratize
itself as it ages. On the other side of the coin, according to Hypothesis 1,
young organizations tend to be structured organically since they are still
finding their way and also since they are typically eager for innovative, ad
hoc projects on which to test themselves. So we can conclude that the ad
hocratic form tends to be associated with youth, with early stages in the
development of organizational structures.
'From a paper submitted to the author in Management Policy 276-661, November 1972, by
Alain Berranger and Philip Feldman.
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The Operating Adhocracy is particularly prone to a short life. For one
thing, it faces a risky market, which can quickly destroy it. Unlike the
Professional Bureaucracy or Machine Bureaucracy, with its standardized
outputs, the Operating Adhocracy can never be sure where its next project.
will come from. A downturn in the economy or the loss of a major contract
can close it down literally overnight.
But if some Operating Adhocracies have short lives because they fail,
others have short lives because they succeed. Success-and aging-encour
age a metamorphosis in the Operating Adhocracy, driving it to more stable
conditions and more bureaucratic structure. Over time, the successful
organization develops a reputation for what it does best. That encourages it
to repeat certain projects, in effect to focus its attention on specific contin-'
gencies and programs. And this tends to suit its employees, who, growing
older themselves, welcome more stability in their work. So the Operating
Adhocracy is driven over time toward the Professional Bureaucracy to
concentrate on the programs it does best, sometimes even toward the Ma
chine Bureaucracy to exploit a single program or invention. The organiza
tion survives, but the structural configuration dies.
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For example, the innovating psychiatric clinic gains a reputation and attra~t,s
both patients and personnel. Its novel techniques, created by one or a fe",_
people, are viewed as the reason for its success. Thus, the same techniques are
prescribed for new personnel to follow. As a result, these techniques must be
explicated and broken down into steps, and checkpoints must be provided
along the way. Soon the new approaches are frozen into convenient dogma,
and the clinic has become a factory. . ..
The successful small law firm, blessed with one or two imaginative
people and probably some very good connections and publicity, adds staff
and clients, and becomes a routinized giant in its field. The greatest threat to
successful, small advertising agencies is the need to balance growth with flexi
bility. Growth can be phenomenal since clients bring in huge advertising pro
grams that will run for a few years. "We grew too fast," is the common com
plaint. "But we had to; our old accounts would not stay with us unless they
were reassured by our getting huge new accounts," is the next line. The in
ventor of a sophisticated electronic device has but two choices-to sell the
inVention to a large firm, or to build his own large firm, with volume produc
tion (Perrow, 1970, pp. 66-67).
Administrative Adhocracies typically live longer. They, too, feel the
pressures to bureaucratize as they age. This leads many to try to stop inno
vating, or to innovate in stereotyped ways, an~ thereby to revert to more
bureaucratic structure, notably of the machine type. But unlike the Oper
ating Adhocracy, the Administrative Adhocracy typically cannot change its
structure yet remain in the same industry. In choosing that industry, it chose
a complex, dynamic environment. Stereotyped innovation will even
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tually destroy the organization. Newspapers, plastics, and pharmaceuticals
companies-at least those facing severe competition-may have no choice
b!Jt to structure themselves as Adhocracies.
In recognition of the tendencies for organization to bureaucratize
themselves as they age, a variant has emerged which Goodman and Good
man (1976) call the "temporary system" and Toffler (1970) calls the "dispos
able" organization-;-"the organizational equivalent of paper dresses or
throw-away tissues" (p. 133). These temporary adhocracies, as we shall call
them, are created to draw together specialists from different existing organi
zations to do single projects. Temporary adhocracies are becoming common
in a great many spheres of modern society: the production group that per
forms a single play, the election campaign committee that promotes a single
candidate, the guerrilla group that overthrows a single government, the
Olympic Committee that plans a single Games. Harris (1975) describes the
"overhaul" organization created to clean up an administrative mess in a
large Machine Bureaucracy. Clark (1965-66) describes the Physical Science
~ Study Committee of professors and teachers set up with federal and founda
. tion money to revise the teaching of physics in American high schools. It
" not only developed a host of teaching materials (books, assignments, films,
laboratory apparatus, etc.), but also saw to their eventual manufacture and
dissemination through teacher training.
A related variant is the mammoth project adhocracy, a giant tempo
rary adhocracy which draws on thousands of experts for anywhere from a
year to a decade to carry out a single task.
When Lockheed Aircraft Corporation won a controversial contract to build
fifty-eight giant C-SA military air transports, it created a whole new 11,000
man organization specifically for that purpose. To complete the multi-billion
dollar job, Lockheed had to coordinate the work not only of its own people,
but of hundreds of subcontracting firms. In all, 6000 companies are involved
in prodUcing the more than 120,000 parts needed for each of these enormous
airplanes. The Lockheed project organization created for this purpose has its
own management and its own complex internal structure. '" the entire im
posing organization created for this job had a planned life span of five years
(Toffler, 1970, pp. 132-133).
In the same vein, Chandler and Sayles (1971, p. 2) refer to the "polyorgani
zation," wherein existing organizations pool their experts in a consortium to
carry out a large, complex project. For example, the Columbia Broadcasting
Corporation, other mass-media producers and distributors, electronics
firms, and manufacturers of film all joined forces to exploit a new technique
for taping television programs.
These last examples suggest that size is a less important condition than
age for the Adhocracy. Administrative Adhocracies in particular can grow
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very large indeed. However, Operating Adhocracies tend to be small or
middle-sized, constrained by the projects they do, by the number and size of
the multidisciplinary teams they can organize, and by their desire to avoid
the pressure to bureaucratize that comes from growing large.
Technical System as a Condition of the Adhocracy Technical sys
tem is another important condition in certain cases of this configuration.
While Operating Adhocracies, like their sister professional Bureaucracies,
tend to have simple, nonregulating technical systems, the case for Adminis
trative Adhocracies is frequently quite the opposite. Many organizations
use the Administrative Adhocracy because their technical systems are
sophisticated and perhaps automated as well.
As described in Hypothesis 7, when its t~chnical system is sophisti
cated, the organization requires an elaborate, highly trained support staff to
design or purchase, modify, and maintain it; the organization must give
considerable power over its technical decisions to that support staff; and
that staff, in turn, must use the liaison devices to coordinate its work. In
other words, complex 'machinery requires spec~alists who have the knowl
edge, power, and flexible wo~king arrangemen~ to cope with it. The result
is that support staffers emerge as powerful members of the organization,
drawing power down from the strategic apex, up from the operating corl:, .
and over from the middle line. The organization is drawn to the Adminis
I
trative Adhocracy configuration.
Automation of a sophisticated technical system evokes even stronger
forces in the same direction. "Far from fastening the grip of bureaucracy on
civilization more tightly than before, automation leads to its overthrow"
(Toffler, 1970, p. 141). As we saw in Chapter H, the Machine Bureaucracy
that succeeds in automating its operating core \1ndergoes a dramatic meta
morphosis. The problem of motivating uninterested operators disappears,
and with it goes the control mentality that permeates the Machine Bureau
cracy; the distinction between line and staff blurs (machines being indiffer
ent as to who turns their knobs), which leads to another important reduc
tion in conflict; the technostructure loses its influence, since control is built
int~ the machinery itself by its designers rather than imposed on workers by
the rules and standards of the analysts. Overall, the administrative structure
becomes more decentralized and organic, emerging as -the type we call the
automated adhocracy.
Automation is common in the process industries, such as petrochemi
cals and cosmetics (another reason why firms such as Procter and Gamble
would be drawn toward Adhocracy). That is presumably why Joan Wood
ward's (1965) description of the process producers fits Administrative Ad
hocracy to a tee. But it should be noted that not all process firms use this
structure. Many are, in fact, far from fully automated, and therefore require
large operating work forces which draw them toward Machine Bureaucracy.
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Steel companies, discussed in Chapter 18, are a case in poirt*Then there are
the process producers that, although highly automated, exhibit strong
machine bureaucratic as well as administrative adhocratic. tendencies, in
some cases because they require large routine work forces for other func
tions (such as marketing in the oil company with many of its own retail
outlets), in others because they exist in high fixec!-cost industries with no
competition. An example of the latter, reviewed at some' length by Perrow
(1970, pp. 154-155), is the power utility more intent on lobbying for the
support of the government than innovating for the service of the customer.
Finally, there are the automated process producers, with such simple en
vironments and technical systems-for example, the small manufacturer of
one line of hand creams-that the Simple Structure suffices instead of the
Administrative Adhocracy. I
Fashion as a Condition of the Adhocracy We come now to the
power factors. Power itself is not a major condition of the Adhocracy,
except to the extent that the support staff of the Machine Bureaucra'cy is
able to take control of certain technical decisions or the operators of the
.Professional Bureaucracy care to encourage innovation instead of standard
ization and thereby drive their structure to Adhocracy. But fashion most
decidedly is a condition of Adhocracy. Every characteristic of the Adhoc
racy is very much in vogue today; emphasis on expertise, organic structure,
project teams and task forces, decentralization without a single concentra
tion of power, matrix structure, sophisticated and automated technical sys
tems, youth, and environments that are complex and dynamic. Ansofl's
(1974) enthusiasm is typical of many of today's "future thinkers":
. " in the next ten years the concepts of structure and capability are due for a
change as revolutionary as the transition from static trenches to mobile war
fare. A vast majority of technology used in design of organizations today is
based on a Maginot line concept of "permanent" or at best "semi-permanent"
structures. if the reasoning in this paper is only half-correct, the trend is to
ward the concept of flexible task-responsive "mobile warfare" capabilities

(p.83).'

If Simple Structure and Machine Bureaucracy were yesterday's struc
tures, and Professional Bureaucracy and the Divisionalized Form are to
day's, then Adhocracy is dearly tomorrow's. This is the structure for a
population growing ever better educated and more specialized, yet under
constant exhortation to adopt the "systems" approach-to view the world
as an integrated whole instead of a collection of loosely coupled parts. It is
'Perrow (1967), using additional data on the sample provided by Wlodward. was able to cate
gorize all but her process producers in his two-by-two matrix (similar to ours presented at the
end of Chapter IS that categorizes all of our configurations except the Divisionalized Form).
"Efforts to do so after her book appeared floundered because of lack of data" (p. 207).
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the structure for environments becoming more complex and demanding of
innovation, and for technical systems becoming more sophisticated and
highly automated. It is the only structure now available to those who be
lieve organizations must become at the same time more democratic yet less
bureaucratic.
Yet despite our current infatuation with it, Adhocracy is not the struc
ture for all organizations. Like all the other configurations, it too has its
place. And that place, as the examples of this chapter make clear, seems to
be in the new industries of our age-aerospace, electronics, think-tank
consulting, research, advertising, filmmaking, petrochemicals, virtually all
the industries that grew up since World War II. Stinchcombe's descendents,
should they choose sometime during the twenty-first century to verify his
conclusion of 1965 that organizational structure reflects the age of founding
of the industry, will no doubt identify Adhocracy as the structuralconfig
uration of the last half of the twentieth century.
SOME ISSUES ASSOCIATED
WITH ADHOCRACY

There has been little exploration of the issues associated with Adhoc
racy, the newest of the five structural configurations. Simple Structure is so
old that its advantages and disadvantages are by now taken for granted.
The issues associated with Machine Bureaucracy have been discussed at
great length in the literature, especially those concerning alienation and
conflict. There has also been quite a bit of discussion of the issues associated
with Professional Bureaucracy, and, more recently, of the Divisionalized
Form as well. But all of these structural configurations have been around for
some time. In contrast, Adhocracy is new. And every new structure, be
cause it solves problems the old ones could not, attracts a dedicated follow
ing-one enamored with its advantages and blind to its problems. With this
kind of support, time is required to bring its issues into focus-time to live
with the structure and learn about its weaknesses as well as its strengths.
Especially in the case of a structure as complex as Adhocracy.
. Nevertheless, there has been some discussion of the issues associated
with Adhocracy, three in particular: the reactions of people who must live
with the ambiguities of Adhocracy, its inefficiencies, and its propensity to
make inappropriate transitions to other structures.
Human Reactions to Ambiguity Many people, especially creative
ones, dislike both structural rigidity and concentration of power. That
leaves them only one structural configuration. Adhocracy is the one that is
both organic and decentralized-so they find it a great place to work. In
essence, Adhocracy is the only structure for those who believe in more
democracy with less bureaucracy.
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But not every structure can be adhocratic. The organization's condi
tions must call for it. Forcing Adhocracy on, say, a simple, stable environ
ment, is as unnatural-and therefore as unpleasant for the participants-as
forcing Machine Bureaucracy on a complex, dynamic one. Furthermore,
not everyone shares the same vision of structural utopia. As we saw in
Chapter 18, there are those who prefer the life of Machine Bureaucracy, a
life of stability and well-defined relationships. They, in fact, dislike the
relationships of Adhocracy, viewing it as a nice place to visit but no place to
spend a career. Even dedicated members of Adhocracies periodically exhibit
the same low tolerance for ambiguity:
The organic form by departing from the familiar clarity and fixity of the hier
archic structure, is often experienced by the individual manager as an uneasy,
embarrassed, or chronically anxious quest for knowledge about what he should
be doing, or what is expected of him, and similar apprehensiveness about what
others are doing. '" In these situations, all managers some of the time, and
many managers all the time, yearn for more definition and structure (Burns
and Stalker, 1966, pp. 122-123).

Earlier we discussed two of the common responses Reeser received
when he asked managers in three aerospace companies "What are some of
the human problems of project organization1" Of the other eight responses
Reeser (1969) reports, six, in fact, relate to structural ambiguities:

• The knowledge that the work upon which their jobs depend is getting close to
its eventual phase-out causes anxieties and feelings of frustration on the part of
the members of the organization.
• The members of the organization don't feel that they really know who their
boss is; they don't know for sure what one individual they should try to please
or impress in order to get raises and promotions.
• Individuals who have experienced a series of transfers from one organization
to another as a result of contracts phasing-out and other contracts being started
may feel a low sense of loyalty to the organization of which they are tempo
rarily members.
• Confusion and ambiguity are common conditions because the jobs in the or
ganization are not clearly defined, authority relationships are obscure, and
lines of communication are loose and unorganized.
• The personal development of individuals is random and unplanned because
they are seldom under anyone manager long enough for him to feel responsi
ble for assuring that they get the training and experience they need in order to
mature.
• The work environment is one of intense competition with other organizations
for resources, recognition, and rewards. The result is often conflict between
the members of the competing organization (pp. 462, 464, 465).
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Reeser's last point raises another major problem of ambiguity, the
politicization of the structure. Coupling its ambiguities with its interdepend
encies, Adhocracy emerges as the most politicized of the five structural
configurations. No structure can be more Darwinian than the Adhocracy
more supportive of the fit, as long as they remain fit, and more destructive
of the weak. Structures this fluid tend to be highly competitive and at times
ruthless-breeding grounds for all kinds of political forces. The French have
a graphic expression for this: un panier de crabes-a bucket of crabs, all
clawing at each other to get up, or out. Take, for example, matrix structure:
as noted in Chapter 10, what it does is establish an adversary system, there
by institutionalizing organizational conflict. 9
There are conflicts that breed politics in the other configurations, too,
as we have noted in each of the last four chapters. But these conflicts are
always contained within well-defined ground rules. In the Simple Structure,
the politics that do take place are directed at the chief executive. But his
close, personal control precludes much of the political activity in the first
place. Those who do not like the structure simply get out. And in all of the
bureaucratic configurations, conflicts and politics are focused on well
defined issues-the power of line versus staff or professional versus non
professional, the resistance of workers to the control mentality, the biasing
of information sent up to the central headquarters, the ambiguities of pi
geonholing, and so on. In the Professional Bureaucracy, for example, highly
trained experts with considerable power are naturally predisposed to do
battle with each other, most often over territorial imperatives. But at least
these battles are guided by professional norms and affiliations. Their inci
dence is sharply reduced by the fact that the professionals work largely on
their own, often with their own clients. Not so in the Adhocracy, where
specialists from different professions must work together on multidisci
plinary teams, and where, owing to the organic nature of the structure, the
political games that result are played without rules. Adhocracy requires the
specialist to subordinate his individual goals and the rules of his profession
to the needs of the group, in spite of the fact that he, like his colleague in the
Professional Bureaucracy, remains-potentially at least-a strong individ
ualist:
In bureaucracies-especially of the machine type-management must
spend a good deal of time trying to bottle up conflict. But in the Adhocracy
that must not be done-even if it could be. Such efforts only stifle creativity.
"Any anxieties and frictions that might be generated were an inevitable cir
cumstance of life as it is, and one could not 'manage them out of the organi
zation'-not, at least, without neglecting or damaging some more vital
'See Lindblom's (1965) very detailed discussion of the techniques employed to reach agreement
by mutual adjustment, including various forms of negotiation, reciprocation, and manipula
tion.
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interest" (Burns and Stalker, 1966, p. 3). Conflict and aggressiveness are
necessary elements in the Adhocracy; management's job is to channel them
toward productive ends.
Problems of Efficiency No structure is better suited to solving com
plex, ill-structured problems than the Adhocracy. None can match it for
sophisticated innovation. Or, unfortunately, for the costs of that innova
tion. Adhocracy is simply not an efficient structure:
The nonbureaucratic organization loses economies of scale, sacrifices the
advantages of specialization in personnel, programs, and equipment, incurs
great costs from lack of coordination, and runs the risk of inadequate and
untimely accounting information. Such an organization may even be particu
larly open to the exploitation of positions by managers and to empire building.
Where uncertainty is high, controls weak, and performance standards uncer
tain, staff members have much greater leeway in exercising discretion in favor
of non-organizational values and interests. From all these points of view in
ternal efficiency is low as compared to the bureaucratic organization (Perrow,
1970, pp. 64-65).

In other words, while it is ideally suited for the one-of-a-kind project, the
Adhocracy is not competent at doing ordinary things. It is designed for the
extraordinary. The bureaucracies are all mass producers; they gain effi
ciency through standardization. The Adhocracy is a custom producer,
unable to standardize and so to be efficient.
The root of its inefficiency is the Adhocracy's high cost of communica
tion (Knight, 1976, p. 126). People talk a lot in these structures; that is how
they combine their knowledge to develop new ideas. But that takes time, a
great deal. Faced with the need to make a decision in the Machine Bureau
cracy, someone up above gives an order and that is that. Not so in the Ad
hocracy. Everyone gets into the act. First are all the managers who must be
consulted-functional managers, project managers, liaison managers. Then
are, all the specialists who believe their point of view should be represented
in the decision. A meeting is called, probably to schedule another meeting,
eventually to decide who should participate in the decision. Then those
people settle down to the decision process. The problem is defined and rede
fined, ideas for its solution are generated and debated, alliances build and
fall around different solutions, and eventually everyone settles down to
hard bargaining about the favored one. Finally, a decision emerges-that in
itself is an accomplishment-although it is typically late and will probably
be modified later. All of this is the cost of having to find a creative solution
to a complex, ill-structured problem.
It should be noted, however, that the heavy costs incurred in reaching
a decision are partially recuperated in its execution. Widespread participa
tion in decision making ensures widespread support for the decisions made.
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So the execution stage can be smoother in the Aqhocracy than in the Ma
chine Bureaucracy or the Simple Structure, where resistance by the oper
ators, not party to the decision, is often encountered. 10
A further source of inefficiency in the Adhocracy is the unbalanced
workloads, as mentioned earlier. It is almost impossible to keep the per
sonnel of a project structure-high-priced personnel, it should be noted
-busy on a steady basis. "... the work necessary to solve unfamiliar prob
lems is not well-planned so that there is a need for periods of intensified
effort which alternate with periods of unproductfve waiting time" (Good
man and Goodman, 1976, p. 495). In January, the specialists are playing
bridge for want of work; in March they are working overtime with no hope
of completing the project on time.
The Dangers of Inappropriate Transition Of course, one solution to
the problems of ambiguity and inefficiency is to change the structure. Em
ployees no longer able to tolerate the ambiguity and customers fed up with
the inefficiency try to drive the structure to a more stable, bureaucratic
form.
'
That is relatively easily done in the Operating Adhocracy, as noted
earlier. The organization simply selects the stand~rd programs it does best
and goes into the business of doing them. It becomes a Professional Bureau
cracy. Or else it uses its creative talent one last time to find a single market
niche, and then turns itself into a Machine Bureal,l.cracy to mass produce in
that niche.
.
But the transition from Operating Adhocracy into bureaucracy, how
ever easily effected, is not always appropriate. The organization came into
being to solve problems imaginatively, not to apply standards indiscrimi
nately. In many spheres, society has more mass producers than it needs;
what it lacks are true problem solvers. It has little need for the laboratory
that comes up with a modification of an old design when a new one is called
for, the consulting firm ready with a standard technique when the client has
a unique problem, the medical or university researcher who sees ev~ry new
challenge in terms of an old theory. The standard output of bureaucracy
will not do when the conditions call for the creativity of Adhocracy.
ihis seems to describe some of the problems of the television networks.
Despite their need to be creative, the networks face one irresistible pressure
to bureaucratize: the requirement that they produce on a routine basis, hour
after hour, night after night, with never a break. One would think they
would tend toward professional bureaucratic structures, but Jay's comments
on his experiences as a producer for the BBC and Louren~o and Glidewell's
comments about the powerlessness of the network stations, reproduced in
lOin his discussion of mutual adjustment, Lindblom (1965. Chap. 14) elaborates on this point at
length. But his discussion of the techniques of mutual adjust/Oent also indicates its very high
cost of communication.
.
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Chapters 18 and 20, respectively, suggest strong elements of Machine Bu
reaucracy. And the results are what one would expect of such structures:
stereotyped programming, stale jokes supported by canned laughter, tele
vision doctors and detectives that are interchangeable between channels,
repetition of the old movies. Interestingly, the two bright spots on TV are
the news and the specials, for reasons already suggested in our discussion of
Adhocracy. The news department, like the newspaper, faces a truly dy
namic enVironment. The networks can control and therefore stabilize the
series, but never the news. Every day is different, and so, therefore, is every
program. And the specials really are ad hoc-in this case, by the choice of
the networks-and so lend themselves to the creative approach of the Ad
hocracy. But elsewhere the pressures of the routine neutralize creativity,
and the result is standardization.
Other organizations face these same dual pressures-to produce rou
tinely yet also be creative. Universities and teaching hospitals must, for
example, serve their regular clients yet also produce creative research.
Universities sometimes set up research centers to differentiate the research
and teaching activities. These enable the professors with the greatest poten
tial for research-often poor teachers-to do it without interruption. In the
absence of such differentiation, the organization risks falling into a schizo
phrenic state, continually wavering between two kinds of structure, never
clearly isolating either to the detriment of both. Thus, Chams et al. (1977)
find that hospital physicians blur the perceptions of their roles of clinician,
teacher, and researcher:'... approximately the same organizational arrange
ments are used for all functions.... Given the differences in [thesel fllOc
tions, it is questionable whether the same organizational arrangements are
appropriate for all functions" (p. 82). They suggest that a strong differentia
tion of these roles might prove more effective-for example, by separating
them clearly in place or over time.
The Administrative Adhocracy runs into more serious difficulties
when it succumbs to the pressures to bureaucratize. It exists to innovate for
itself, in its own industry. The conditions of dynamism and complexity,
requiring sophisticated innovation, typically cut across the entire industry.
So unlike the Operating Adhocracy, the Administrative Adhocracy cannot
often select new clients yet remain in the same industry. And so its conver
sion to Machine Bureaucracy-the natural transition for the Administrative
Adhocracy tired of perpetual change-by destroying the organization's
ability to innovate, can eventually destroy the organization itself.
To reiterate a central theme of our discussion throughout this book: in
general, there is no one best structure; in particular, there may be, as long as \
the design parameters are internally consistent and together with the con
tingency factors form a coherent configuration. We have delineated five
such configurations in this last section of the book; their dimensions are
summarized in Table 21-1.

TABLE 21-1.

Dimensions 01 the five Structural ConlilUrations·
Prolesoional

i

Key coonIinating

Simpl. Structur.

MAchine Bu,eaucrac,.

Bureaucracy

DiYitiCNWIlized form

Adhocracy

Direct Supervision

Standardization of

Standardiution of
outpllts

Mutual adiustm.nt

work

Standardiution of
skills

Technostructure

Operating core

Middl.line

Support staff
(with operating core
inOp. Ad.)

Much horiz. and vert.
spec.

Much horiz. spec.

Some horiz. and vert.
SP"C. (~lw«n
divisions and HQ)

Much horiz. spec.

Sometr. and indoc.
(of div. managt'rs)
Much fonnaliulion
(within divisions),
bureaucratic

Much training

Functional and markel
Narrow throughout

lhKh.anism:

Key part of
OI'Ianization:

Strategix a""x

•

D.slan pal'llnwms:
S~liution of

jobs f:ttle SP"Cialiution

Training and
indoctrination

Uttle tr. and indoc.

Uttle tr. and indoe.

Much Ir. and indoc.

Formaliulion of

Little- fonn~lization.

Much formAIiz.ation.
bureaucrQtic

litt~ fonnalization,

~havior.

organic

bureaucratic

bureaucratic!

Utile formaliulion.
orgAnic

organic

Usually funclional

Functional and market

Markel

Wide al bottom.
narrowel_here

Wide at botlom.
narrOw el~here

Wide (at top)

Uttle pI. and control

Action planning

Uttle pI. and control

Much perf. conlrol

Umired action pI.
(esp. in Adm. Ad.)

Uaison devices

F.w liaison devices

Few liaison devices

Liaison devices in
administration

F.w liaison devices

Many lilJison devices
throughout

o.centraliution

Centralization

Limited horizontal
decent.

Horizontal and
t)erl;cal decent.

Limited vertiCAl
deant.

Selective decent.

All administrative
work

Fine tuning, coorm
nation of functions,
conflict resolution

Ext~malliaison,

Strategic portfolio.
perfonnance control

Informal work with
little discretion

Routine. formalized
work with little
discretion

Skilled. standardized
work with much
individual
autonomy

Exl.mal liaison.
conflict resolution,
work balancing.
project monitoring
Truncated (in Adm.
Ad.) or mergt'd with
administration to do
informal projKt
work (in Op. Ad.)

Grouping
Unit size

Usually functional
Wide

Planning and control
systems

functioning:

------------

."--

Strategic apex

I

ap.rating core

conflict resolution

Tendency to formalize
due to divisionalization

/

~.

----~---

I

Middle line

I

TKhnostructure

Flow of authority

Small

Significant from top

E1abora ted and
differentiated;
conflict resolution,
staff liaison. support
of vert. flows
Elaborated to
formalize work

Controlled by profes.
sionals; much
mutual adjustment

little

InsignificaS)t {except in
supporl staffl

Significant throughoUI

Insignificant

Significant throughoUI

Insignificant

Some between
HQ and diVisions
Insignificant

Significant throughout

Flow of inlormal
communication

Significant

Discouraged

V\brk constellations

None

Flow of dKision
making

Insignificant, esp.
at lower levels

Top down

Top down

Bottom up

,

Power

I
,

Small and blurred
within midclle in
project work

Significant throughout

InSignificant (except in
Suppor.t staffl
Significant in
administration
SomE' in
administration

Fnvironment

Elaborated at HQ for
""ri. control
Split ~tween HQ and
divisions

Significant throughout

I

Extensive bur blurred
with staff; involved
in project work

Elaborated to support
professionals;
Mach. Bur.
structure

Insignificant

Technical system

Formulation of div.
strategy, managing
operations

Often elaborated to
reduce uncertainty

Flow of regulated
system

Contint!ency lactors:
Age4ndsize

I"

None

,

Support stalf

,"'"

Insignificant

Highly elaborated (esp.
in Adm. Ad.Jbut
blurred within
midclle in projKt
work

Significant throughout
(esp. in Adm. Ad.)

Differentiated between
HQ and divisions

Mixed. all levels

Typically old and very
large <third stage)
Divisible, otherwise
typically like
Mach. Bur.

Typically young
(Op.Ad.!

Typically young and
small (first stage)

Typically old and large
(second stage)

Varil"S

Simple, not regulating

Regulating but not
automated, not
very sophisticated

Not regulating or
sophisticated

Simple ..nd dynamic;
sometimes hostile

Simple and stable

Complex and stable

Complex and dynamic;
sometimes disparate
(in Adm. Ad.)

Chief executive
control; often
owner-managed;
not fashionable

Technocratic and
external control;
not fashionable

Relatively simple and
stable: diversified
markets (esp. prod.
ucts and services)

Professional operator
conlrol: fashionable

Middle-line (control:
lashionable (esp. in
industry)

Expert control: v.ry
fashionable

-Italic type designatps key d6ign parameter.

Very sophisticated.
oilen automated (in
Adm. Ad.); not
regulating or
sophisticated (in
Op.Ad.)
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The reader can trust the theories he builds himself, based on his Own
experiences, or else he can select from among those offered in books like this
one, based on the experiences of the organizations reported in the research.
Or, more realistically, he selects from among them in building up his own
models of reality. His choice of theories is normally based on two criteria:
how rich is the description, that is, how powerfully it reflects the reality (or,
alternatively, how little it distorts the reality), and how simple it is to com
prehend. The most useful theories are simple when stated yet powerful when
applied, like E = Me2 •
And so in another sense-at least if I have done my job well-the con
figurations do indeed exist, in the reader's mind. The mind is where all
knowledge exists. The classical principles of structure existed because people
believed in them and so made them part of their reality. So, too, the concept
of informal structure exists, and of contingency relationships. The five
structural configurations will also exist if they prove to constitute a simple
yet powerful theory, more useful in some ways than the others currently
available.

Do any of these five structural configurations really exist7 That is a strange
question to raise after more than 150 pages of discussion, filled with illus
trations. But it is worth asking, in order to draw a tighter line between the
five structural configurations and the reality they purport to describe.
In one sense the structural configurations do not exist at all. After all,
they are just words and pictures on pieces of paperl not reality itself. Real
structures in all but the most trivial organizations are enormously complex,
far more so than any of these five configurations on paper. What they con
stitute is a theory, and every theory necessarily simplifies and therefore
distorts the reality. That was why the reader was warned at the outset to
proceed under the assumption that every sentence in this section (including
this one) was an overstatement.
But that should not lead to a rejection of the configurations. For the
reader's choice is not between theory and reality, so much as between alter
native theories. No one carries reality around in his head; no head is that
big. Rather, we carry around thoughts, impressions, and beliefs about re
ality, and measures of it we call facts. But all of this is useless unless it is
ordered in some way, just as a library of books is useless unless the books
are catalogued. So, most important, we carry around in our heads compre
hensible simplifications-concepts or models or theories-that enable us to
catalogue our data and experience. The reader's choice then becomes one of
':alternative systems of cataloging, that is, alternative theories.
.t6a

~I

To give the theory of the configurations a little push toward that end,
this last chapter discusses a number of possible applications of it. First, we
discuss it as a set of five pulls acting on almost every organization, second
as a set of five pure types that reflect the structures of many organizations,
third as the basis for describing hybrid structures. and fourth as the basis for
describing structural transitions. Figure 22-1 seeks to capture the spirit of
these four discussions. Symbolically, it shows the five structural configura
tions as forming a pentagon, bounding a reality within which real structures
can be found. Each configuration sits at one of the nodes, pulling real struc
tures toward it. The Simple Structure, the first stage for many organizations,
sits at the top. At the next level, on either side of it, are the two bureaucra
cies, Machine Bureaucracy on the left and Professional Bureaucracy on the
right. Down at the third, bottom level are the two most elaborate structural
configurations, the Divisionalized Form on the left and Adhocracy on the
right. Some real structures fall into position close to one node-one of the
pure structures-while others fall between two or more, as hybrids, perhaps
in transition from one pure form to another.

THE CONFIGURATIONS AS A SET OF BASIC
PULLS ON THE ORGANIZATION

To repeat a point made at the start of this section, the configuration$"
represent a set of five forces that pun. organizations in five different struc~
tural directions. These pulls are shown in the pentagon and are listed below:;

~
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I

• First is the pull exercised by the strategic apex to centralize, to coordi
.
. .
.
.
nate by direct supervision, and so to structure the orgamzatlOn as a
•
Simple Structure.
,
I
• Second is the pull exercised by the technostI1.\cture, to coordinate by
standardization-notably of work processes, the tightest kind-in
order to increase its influence, and so to structure the organization as
a Machine Bureaucracy.
• Third is the pull exercised by the operators to professionalize, to coor
dinate by the standardization of skills in order to maximize their
autonomy, and so to structure the organization as a Professional
Bureaucracy.
• Fourth is the pull exercised by the middle managers to Balkanize, to be
given the autonomy to manage their own u~its, with coordination
restricted to the standardization of outputs, and so to structure the
organization as a Divisionalized Form.
• Fifth is the pull exercised by the support staff (and by the operators as
wen in the Operating Adhocracy), for collaboration (and innovation)
in decision making, to coordinate by mutuat adjustment, and so to
structure the organization as an Adhocracy. I
I

Almost every organization experiences these five pulls; what structure
it designs depends in large part on how strong each one is. Take, for ex
ample, the case of the theater company, as described by Goodman and
Goodman (1972, all quotes from p. 104). They note "the sense of ownership
expressed by the directors," also their power "to a certain extent [to) shape
a play into their own image," to choose the team to perform that play, and
even to limit the creative contributions of memb~rs of that team. All of
these constitute pulls toward Simple Structure. Of course, put a number of
these directors in one organization, and there also emerges a pull toward the
Divisionalized Form, where each can maximize hili autonomy. Goodman
and Goodman also cite the case of one director who kept "a detailed book
which he made and used in the production of a large-scale musical comedy."
That book constituted a pull toward Machine Bureaucracy. In experimental
theater, however, the "ability to do detailed planning diminishes," the
director being "less firm in knowing what he wants" and cuts and additions
being more frequent. The pull is toward Adhocracy. In most theatrical
companies the members are highly professional and work largely on their
own, as Goodman and Goodman (1976) note: the "choreographer usually
creates a dance sequence to fit music that has already been composed and to
fit the space available given the existing set design, The three people need
never see or speak to each other and are often working in separate loca
tions ..." (p. 496). The pull is toward Professional Bureaucracy.
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THE CONFIGURATIONS AS PURE TYPES

In this second application of the theory, the set of configurations is
treated as a typology of ideal or pure types, each one a description of a basic
kind of organizational structure and its situation.
Our examples throughout this section suggest that a great many or
ganizations, being dominated by one of the five pulls, tend to design struc
tures rather dose to one of the configurations. No structure matches any
one configuration perfectly, but some come remarkably dose-like the
small entrepreneurial firm controlled by its president in an almost pure
Simple Structure or the conglomerate corporation that fits Virtually all the
characteristics of the pure Divisionalized Form.
I

In the preceding five chapters, we have, in fact, labeled and discussed
a number of examples and variants of each of the pure types. All of these
are listed on the pentagon of Figure 22-1, next to their own configuration.
Their number gives some justification for treating the configurations as a
typology of pure types.
Support for the notion of a pure type comes from the configuration
hypothesis, which was introduced together with corroborating evidence in
Chapter 12: effective structuring requires an internal consistency among the
design parameters. In other words, the organization is driven toward one of
the configurations in a search for harmony in its structure. It may experi
ence pulls toward different configurations, but it has a tendency to favor
one of them. For it, better to be consistent and selective than comprehensive)! _
and half-hearted. In fact, we saw in the extended configuration hypothesis;,1
of Chapter 12, and in a good deal of evidence presented in the preceding five ~
chapters, that this search for harmony and consistency extends to the Con
tingency factors as well. The organization with an integrated structure also
favors an environment, a technical system, a size, even an age and a power
system consistent with that structure.
Thus, we sometimes find that different organizations in the same
industry prefer different configurations, depending on which pull they
decide to respond to. To return to the theater company, one prefers Simple
Structure because of a strong-willed director (or Divisionalized Form be
cause of many of them), another Machine Bureaucracy because it chooses
to produce musicals by the book, another Professional Bureaucracy in
order to perfect its performance of Shakespeare year after year, and a last
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one Adhocracy to produce experimental plays. And the restaurant can
structure itself like a Simple Structure, Machine Bureaucracy, or Profes
sional Bureaucracy, depending on whether it wishes to remain a small,
classic greasy-spoon, grow large through the mass distribution of. basics,
such as steak and lobster, or develop the gourmet skills of its chefs.
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The hybrids of FIgure 22-1 all involve two configurations. But nothing
precludes a combination of the characteristics of three or more configura
tions. Thus, one McGill student group described an effective church-run
convalescent hospital as being tightly controlled by its chief executive-the
students referred to her as the "top nun"-yet having a proliferation of its
own work rules, and also being dependent on the skills of its medical staff.
Here we have a Simple Structure-Machine Bureaucracy-Professional Bu
reaucracy hybrid. The students' whimsical representation of it is reproduced
in Figure 22-2, with the top nun overlooking everything. Another McGill
group described a subsidiary of a Japanese trading company as "a division
alized professional machine adhocracy." (Good thing it wasn't simplet)
Does the existence of such hybrids negate the theory? It is certainly
true that the more common the hybrids, the more they should be called
pure types and the configurations treated as the hybrids. But the presence of
hybrids in a typology does not negate it. There is always gray between
black and white. The theory remains useful so long as it helps us to describe
a wide variety of structures, even hybrid ones. That is, what matters is not
that the theory always matches the reality, but that it helps us to understand
the reality. That is its purpose. If we can better describe the Japanese trading
company by using terms such as adhocracy, machine, professional, and
divisionalized, then the theory has served us. By identifying its nodes, we
are able to map the pentagon.

THE CONFIGURATIONS AS THE BASIS
FOR DESCRIBING STRUCTURAL HYBRIDS

In this third application of the theory, we see that the set of five con
figurations can be treated as the basis for describing structural hybrids.
We have seen in our discussion that not all organizations choose to be
consistent in designing their structures, at least not as we have described
consistency. They use what we have called hybrid structures, ones that
exhibit characteristics of more than one configuration. Some of the hybrids
we have come across in our discussion seem to be 4ysfunctional, indications
of organizatiQns that cannot make up their minds or, in wanting the best.of
more than one world, end up with the worst of many. Consider the organi
zation that no sooner gives its middle managers autonomy subject to per
formance control, as in the Divisionalized Form, than it takes it away by
direct supervision, as in the Simple Structure. In some cases, however,
organizations have no choice: contradictory contingency factors over which
they have no control force them to adopt dysfunctional hybrids. We saw a
good deal of evidence of this in school systems, police forces, and other
organizations with trained operators that seem to require Professional
Bureaucracy structures, yet are driven by concentrated external contfol
(usually governnu:ntallw takum certain characteristics of Machine Bureau
cracy, to'the detriment of their performance. 
. -,' But other hybrids seem perfectly logical, indications of the need to
respond to more than one valid force at the same time-like the symphony
.orchestra, a simple professional bureaucracy discussed in Chapter 19, that
hires highly trained 'musicians and relies largely on their standardized skills
to produce its music, yet also requires a strong, sometimes autocratic leader
to weld them into a tightly coordinated unit. Or the related product corpo
ration discussed in Chapter 20 that needs to divisionalize yet also must
coordinate ~ertain critical functions near the strategic apex as does a Ma
chine Bureaucracy. Or the entrepreneurial adhocracy of Chapter 21, where
the chief executive, an expert himself, is able to retain a semblance of central
control despite the use of multidisciplinary project teams. All the hybrids
discussed in the preceding five chapters are shown on the pentagon of Figure
22-1, each on a line between the two configurations from which it draws its
characteristics.
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So far we have talked of the hybrid only as a combination throughout
a structllre of the design parameters of different configurations. But there is
another kind of hybrid as weU, the one that uses different configurations in
different parts of the organization. In this way, there can be consistency in
the structure of each part, if not in the overalJ organization. We saw an
example of this in the case of the newspaper, with its editorial function
structured like an Adhocracy and its printing function structured like a
Machine Bureaucracy.
.
_

!1

!lII
I,

I)

Is this notion of different structures in different parts of the organaa
tion inconsistent with the theme running through the'preceding five chapters,
that whole organizations can be described in terms of single configurations?
Not necessarily. There are forces that drive a great many organizations to
favor one configuration overalJ. But within these' organizations, there are
always forces that favor different structures in different places. (This point
was noted in Chapters 4 to 11, in the concluding discussions of each of the
design parameters by part of the organization.) Each part of the organiza
tion strives for the structure that is most appropriate to its OW" particular
needs, in the face of pressures to conform to the most appropriate structure
for the overalJ organization, and it ends up with some sort of compromise.
NASA's cafeterias are, no doubt, run as bureaucracies, but they may prove
to be more organic than most; likeWise, General Motors' research labora
tories no doul:!t favor adhocratic structure, but they would probably prove

.
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to be more bureaucratic- than .those at NASA. And so, while the theory
may
be a .convenient tool 'to describe a whole organization in terms of a
pure
type, that description should always be recognized as a simplification,
to be
followed by deeper probes into the structure of each of its component
parts,
In Chapte r 19, for example, of the five configurations, we found that
Professional Bureaucracy seemed best to describe the overall structur
e of
the general hospital. But in so describing, we also noted that the suppor
t
staff tended to be structured along the lines of a Machine Bureaucracy.
And
then in Chapte r 21, we noted that the research function might best
be de
scribed as an Adhocracy. Professional Bureaucracy, in effect, really applied
to the clinical mission, albeit the most critical one. But even when we
look
deeply within this mission, as has Gosselin (1978), we find a range of
inter
dependencies, with resulting variatio ns in the use of the design parame
ters.
Hospitals use incredibly complex structures: to understand them fully,
we
must look intensively at all their compon ent parts-h ouseke eping and
re
search and clinical medicine, and obstetrics and radiology and surgery
, and
plastic surgery and cardiovascular surgery and thoracic surgery .
Again, we conclude by emphasizing that the five configurations are
meant to be treated not as five mutually exclusive structures that organiz
a
tions can use, but as an integrated frame of reference or theory -a pentago
n
-to guide us in trying to underst and and to build complex real-wo
rld
structures.
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THE CONFI GURAT IONS AS THE BASIS
FOR DESCRIBING STRUCTURAL TRANS ITIONS

The theory of the structural configurations can also be used as a basis
to help us to understand how and why organizations undertake transiti
ons
from one structure to another. Our discussion of the last five chapter
s has
been laced with comments about such transitions, for example from Simple
Structu re to Machine Bureaucracy as an organization ages and grows,
or
from Operati ng Adhocracy to Professional Bureaucracy as an organiz
ation
tires of innovation and seeks to settle down. All the factors discusse
d in
these chapters that cause a transition from one configuration to another
are
recorded on the pentagon, along arrows running between them.
Two major patterns have appeared among these transitions, both
related to stages in the structural development of organizations. The
first
pattern applies to organizations that begin in simple environments; it
flows
around the left side of the pentagon $tarting at the top. Most organiz
ations
begin their lives with something close to the Simple Structure, As they
age
and grow, and perhaps come under external control , they tend to formali
ze
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toward Machine

their behaviors and eventually make a first transition
Bureaucracy. When these organizations continue to grow, they eventually
tend to diversify and later to begin a second structural transition, toward
the Divisionalized Form. They may stop along the way with one of the
intermediate, hybrid forms-such as the by-product or related product
form-or else go all the way to the pure Divisio"alized Form. But as we
noted in Chapter 20, that may prove to be an uns~able structure, and pres
sures may arise for another transition. In the reco~ition of divisional inter
dependencies, the organization may consolidat~ back toward Machine
Bureaucracy or else establish a new hybrid on the way to Adhocracy.
Of course, a number of other forces can intervene to change this se
quence. Should the environment of the new organization become complex
or its technical system sophisticated, it will find itself drawn toward Ad
hocracy instead of Machine Bureaucracy. Likewise, should the organization
with a structure like Machine Bureaucracy find itself facing more complexity
and less stability, perhaps due to product competition or having to use a
more sophisticated or even automated technical system, it, too, will tend to
shift toward Adhocracy. And should any of the later-stage organizations
suddenly find themselves with a hostile environment, they will tend to
revert back toward Simple Structure. Should external control instead be
come a strong force, the transition will be maqe back toward Machine
Bureaucracy.
.
The second pattern among the transitions applies to organizations that
are born in complex environments. This pattern hegins at the bottom right
side of the pentagon and then moves up and to th, left. In this case, organi
zations begin their lives with Adhocracy structures, eager to develop inno
vative solutions to wide ranges of contingencies. Sometimes they remain
there, perhaps locked in complex, dynamic environments. But among those
able to escape, many eventually wish to do so. As they age, these organiza
tions become more conservative. In their search for stability, they begin a
transition to bureaucracy. Some concentrate On a few contingencies, at
which they can become expert, and structure themselves like Professional
Bureaucracies. Others focus on single contingencies and shift toward Ma
chine Bureaucracy. Some organizations, in fact, plan such transitions in line
with predictable changes in their functioning. In the theater company de
scribed by Goodman and Goodman (1976) or the project organization
described by Chandler and Sayles (1971), the development function, organ
ized like an Adhocracy, is followed by the production function, organized
like a Professional or Machine Bureaucracy.
Of course, some organizations also begin their lives with Professional
Bureaucracy, imitating the structure of other es~ablished professional or
ganizations. They often maintain these structures throughout their lives,
unless rationalization of the professional tasks or external control eventually
drives them toward Machine Bureaucracy, or t1)e desire for more experi-
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mentation on the part of their professional operators, perhaps a reflection
of a new dynamism in" the environment, drives them toward Adhocracy.
It should be noted that structural transitions often lag the new condi
tions that evoke them. Structural change is always difficult, necessitating
major rearrangements in established patterns of behavior. So there is a
tendency to resist it. Such resistance, in fact, explains many of the dysfunc
tions found in structures-as in the case of the entrepreneur who hangs on to
a Simple Structure even though his organization has grown too large for it,
or the organization that continues to formalize even though its environ
ment, having grown complex and dynamic, calls for a structure closer to
Adhocracy. Their structures may be internally consistent, but they have
outlived the conditions that gave rise to them.
As the need for structural change is finally recognized, the organiza
tion begins its transition, perhaps in steps to soften the blow. We saw this in
the case of the Machine Bureaucracies that diversify in steps, passing through
the by-product and related product hybrids on their way to the Divisional
ized Form. But some organizations never complete the transition; they re
main in an intermediate, hybrid state because they experience contradictory
forces, new ones calling for change, old ones for retention of the current
structure. Thus, many corporations remain permanently in the by-product
or related product hybrid: they have diversified, but interdependencies
remain among their product lines. But when the forces calling for change
are unequivocal, the transition is probably best effected quickly and deci
sively. Wavering between two structures-the old, established one no longer
appropriate and the new, uncertain one now necessary-leads to a kind of
organizational schizophrenia that may be the most damaging state of all.
. To conclude, we have seen in this discussion a 'fourth application of
the theory, as a basis to comprehend structural transitions. It is in these
transitions, in fact, that the interrelationships among the five configurations
become most evident.
Finally: Is there a sixth structural configuration' Well, the rainbow
still has only five colors. 1 But the planets turned out to number more than
five. We even seem to be on the verge of recognizing a sixth sense. So why
not a sixth structural configuration. As long, of course, as it maintains the
harmony of our theory: it must have its own unique coordinating mecha
nism, and a new, sixth part of the organization must dominate it.
We do, in fact, have a candidate for the sixth structural configuration,
one treated as a variant of the Professional Bureaucracy in Chapter 19 and
of the Simple Structure in Chapter 17. Because the operators of the mission
'In fact, various sources I consulted referred to five, six, and seven colors. I even tried to count,
but there was considerable ambiguity in the sample of one I managed to collect. In any event,
the rainbow almost certainly has the same number pf colors it always did.
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ary organization can be trusted to pursue its goals, free of any central con
troL the structure can be highly decentralized and so we likened it to a
Professional Bureaucracy. And because the members of the charismatic or
ganization lavish a good deal of power on their leader, we described it as
having a Simple Structure. But these two may actually be the same organiza
tion, for missionary goals and charismatic leadership typically go together.
This suggests a hybrid structure. Moreover, the work of such organizations
is often simple and routine, as in the Machine Bureaucracy; its members
often work in quasi-autonomous cells or orders, as in the Divisionalized
Form; and the members are prepared to cooperate with each other when
necessary, as in the Adhocracy. A composite of all five structural configura
tions should probably be taken as a signal to introduce a sixth.
The Missionary configuration would have its own prime coordinating
mechanism-socialization, or, if you like, the standardization of norms
and a corresponding main design parameter-indoctrination. Its members
would coordinate their behaviors by virtue of the norms they share, in part
a result of their indoctrination by the organization. The organization would
even have a sixth part, at least one evident to those with that sixth sense.
That would be ideology, a living, if not animate, part of the missionary
organization. The perceptive visitor would "sense" it immediately. Ideology,
in fact, represents a sixth important force in every organization, a pull to
ward a sense of mission. Perhaps our descendants, no longer content with
five traditional configurations in their "postadhocratic" age, will turn in
creasingly toward ideology and the Missionary configuration in the struc
turing of their organizations.

And so it should be told that one day in her aging years, when Ms.
Raku came down from her fifty-fifth story office to preside at the ground
breaking ceremony of Ceramico's largest-ever factory, she slipped on her
shovel and fell in the mud. Her sense of revulsion at having dirtied her dress
was suddenly replaced by one of profound nostalgia, for she realized that
this was her first real contact with the earth since her days in the studio.
There came the sudden revelation that making pots was more important
than making money. And so the organization took on a new mission-the
hand-making of beautiful yet functional pots-and it developed a new
structure to reflect its new ideology. As her last act as president, Ms. Raku
changed the name of the organization one last time-to Potters of the Earth.
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structure, 315-25
design parameters, 314,
315-23,466
diagnosis in, 353-54
and direct supervision,
321-22
enVironment of, 325
external control as factor,
331-32
formalization of behavior,
317,319
functioning characteristics.
315-23. 466-67
human problems in
operatins core, 334-40
hybrids, 470-71
with Divisionafized
Form, 395-97, 399,

•

Machine Bureaucracy (cont,)
403. 404. 406-12
with Simple Structure,
331
integrated form, 403-6
introduced. 301, 314-15,
466-67
issues associated wilh,333-47
and job enlargement, 338
and the logo, 324-25
"machine," origin of term,
133
managerial work in, 316,
317-18. 321, 322
and MIS and information
flow, 342-45
operating core, 315
prime characteristics, 314
size as factor, 325-26
standardization of work
processes. 316-18
and the strategic apex,
321-22
strategy formation in, 323
as structure of divisions in
Divisionalized Form,
385-87
support staff. 321
in support staff of
Professional
Bureaucracy, 360-61
technical system of, 326-27
technostructure of, 316-17
transitions from, 470-71,
478
transitions to, 470-71, 478
from Adhocracy,
appropriateness of,
464-65
types, 470
(see also Bureaucratic
structure)
Mammoth project adhocracy
(type),457
Management Information
Syslem, see MIS
Management by objectives, 152
Managerial work, 25-26, 28-29,
31
in Adhocracy, 435-36, 440,
447-49, 462-63
in Divisionalized Form,
388-93
in Machine Bureaucracy,
316, 317-18, 321-22
in Professional Bureaucracy,
361-63,365-66
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Managerial work (cont.)
in Simple Structure. 307
Managers. 18. 24-29. 30
abundance in Adhocracy.
435
brand. 165
integrating. 165-68
project. 165. 166-67
unit. 165
Mannheim. B.F.• (1970) 228.
233. 288. 453
Manns. C .. (1976) 196
Mansfield. R.• (1972) 263;
(1973) 195. 262
March. J.G .• (1958) 5. 45.
88-89; (1963) 188-200
Market basis for grouping, 114.
115.127-29
and diversity of markets.
278-81
in Divisionalized Form.
381-82
Market diversity. !We Diversity
of markets
Marquis. D .• 125
Marrett. e.B,. see Hage. J.• et
al.. (1971)
Martin. L.G,. (1976) 416
Martin. N.H .• (1956) 29. 92
Martyn. H.• (1967) 414
Maruca. V .• 476
Maslow. A.H .• (1954) 78
Mass production. 252. 254.
256-57
ob....ion with control.
265-66
Mass production firm (type).
326
Matrix structure. 168-75.
175-80
in Adhocracy. 431
and the multinational firm.
451
permanent form. 171-72
shifting form. 172-73
stage of structural
development. 241.
247-48
Mayrinac. A .• _ Utzinger. W.•
et a\.. (1970)
MOO. !We Management by
objectives
McCleery. R.H.• (1957) 332
McGill University. studies
carried out at. 55
McGregor. D .• 81. 88
McKinley. W .• !We Blau. P.M.•
et al.. (1976)
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McMillan. c.l.. (1975) 295
McWhinney. W.H., (196S) 238
Meeting. 163
Melcher. A.J .. (1976) 76. 102.
233. 337. 362
Merton. R.K.. (1957) 88-89
Metamorphosis models. 241
Meyer. M.W.• 143; (1976) 349
Midette. A.l.. 77
Middle level. 20
Midclleline. 19. 20, 26-29, 30
and the design
parameters. 79-80,
92-93. 100. 131-32.
143-46. 147, 159-60.
179-80. 212
(!We also Managerial work)
Middle management. 20
Middleton. c.J.. 177
Miller, E.I., (1959) 7. 115, 116,
242; (1975) 49
Miller. R.. 306
Mills. C.W .. (1958) 10. 85, 333
Mills. D.L.. (1955) 238
Miniature replica effect (hybrid).
397
Mintzberg. H .• (1973a) 25. 26.
29, 31. SO. 50, 146.
180. 231. 233, 343. 344;
(1973b) 158. 307. 345.
444; (1975) SO. 344;
(1976) 58. 60; (1978). 26
MIS. 9, 43. 49, SO. 182
in Divisionalized Form.
390-91.419
in Machine Bureaucracy.
342-45
Missionary configuration. 480
Missionary organization (type),
370,479-80
Mission of the organization.
25.26
Montagna, P.O.• (1968) 351.
352.377
Moore. D.G.. 141; (1970) 310.
418
Morris. D .• (1967) SO
Motivation;
in Adhocracy. 460-61
in Divisionalized Form, 418
in Machine Bureaucracy,
334-40
in Professional Bureaucracy.
371-72
in Simple Structure. 312-13
Moyer. R.e.. (1970) 416, 421
Multinational Enterprise. 397,
420-21. 450-53. (!We

Multinational Enterprise (cont.)
also Divisionalized
Form)
Multiple-divisionalized form
(type). 400

Munificent environment, see

"

Hostility of
environment

Mutual adjustment. 3-4. 7-9.
(!We a/so. Liaison
I1evices and Adhocracy)
Myers, e.A.• (1959) 309

N
Nanton, G .• 306
Needs Hierarchy Theory. 78
Nerve centers. 51-53
New organization (type). 308
Newberry J.F.. !We Holdaway.
E.A. et al.. (1975)
Newstadt. R.E.• (1960) 343
Noell, J.J .. (1973) 268. 367
Normann, R.• (1971) 347
Normative organizations. 98
Norms. standardization of. see
Standardization of
norms
Nystrom, P.e. !We Hedberg
B.l.T. et al.. (1976)

o
Objectives. 148
Obsession with control. see
Control. obsession with
Operating Adhocracy. 436-38,
442
age 01. 456
dangers of inappropriate
transition to
bureaucracy, 464-65
strategy formation in.
444-46
(!We also Adhocracy)
Operating core. 19-20, 24
in Adhocracy. 438-40
automation of. 257-61.
263. 264-66. 439-40.
458
and the design parameters.
78-79. 91-92. 99.
1»-31, 143, 147. 159,
180.212-13
in Machine Bureaucracy.
315
in Professional Bureaucracy.
349-51. 354-56

t .
Operating core (conI.)
in Simple Structure. 306
truncalion of. 438-40
Operating decision. 56

Operating plan. 148
.;
Operating work flow, 38. 40-42
Operations technology, se.
Technical system
Operators. 18. 24
power to profes&ional.
193,200-201
Organic structure. 86-88
in Adhocracy. 432-34
and automation. 264-66
defined. 87
in Simple Structure. 306
and stability of
.nvironment. 270-72.
276-77
(se. also Formalization of
Behavior)
Organigram. 36-37. 92-93,
104. 124
Organizational Chart. !W'
Organigram
Organizational structure.
defined, 2. 67
Ouchi. W.G., (1974) 135,
139-40
Outline of book, 13-15
Output. grouping by, 110. 111.
(!W' also Market basis
for grouping)
Outputs. standardization of.
!W' Standardization of
outputs. also Plannintl
and control systems
Outside control. !W' External
control
Overlays of organization flows.
36. 38. 47. 57. 62. 64
Ownership. of Simple
Structure, 310

p
Palumbo. D., (1969) 201.204
Parallel decentralization, !W'
Decentralization.
parallel
Pareto. V .• 310
Parkinson. e.N .. (1957) 235,
236. 240. 341; (1974)
320
Participative management.
203-4, (!W' also
Democracy in
organizations)

Paterson. T.T.• (1969) 42.
43-44. 187-88. 317. 318
Paven. R.I.. (1974) 279, 394.
403
Pedersen. C.A.• SlI. Holden,
P.E., et al.. (1968)
Pellerin. M.. 476
Pennings. I.M.. (1975) 250,
274,275
Pentagon. of the configurations.
304.468-80

Perceptions, as measures in
research, 12. 224-25.
269-70
(!W' also Research on
organizational
structuring)
Performance control system.
149. 150-52. 154-60
in Divisionalized Form,
383.390
outside private sector,
428-29
social consequences of.
424-26
tightness of. 413-14
Permanent matrix structure.
171-72
Perrow. e.. (196S) 357; (1967)
363. 459; (1970) 84. 92,
222, 244. 285. 300, 3SO,
351. 352. 370, 456, 459.
463; (1972) 102; (1973)
12; (l974) 196, 204.
282. 387, 40S
Personal service organization
(type). 367
Personalized divisionalized
form (hybrid). 399
Peterson. R.B.• (1975) 265
Pettigrew. A.M .• (l972) 188,
199
Pfeffer. J.• (1973-74) 224
Pfiffner, J.M. (l96Q) 36. 46-47.
51. 134, 135. 138. 189
Pierce, J.L.. (1976) 76. 78
Pifer, H.W.• !W. Baughman.
J.P.• et at.. (1974)
Pigeonholing proc.... in
Prof...ional
Bureaucracy. 352-54.
361,372-73
Place. grouping by, 111, 112
<See also Market basis
for grouping)
Planning and control systems.
42-43. 148-60
hi~rarchy of, 154-59

•
Planning and control systems
(cont.)
literature on, 158-59
by part of the organization,
159-60
(!W' also Action planning
system and Performance
control system)
Planning-programming
budgeting system, 157.
158
Planning systems. see Planning
and control systems
Policy manual. 82
Politicization of Adhocracy. !W'
Conflict. in Adhocracy
Polyorganization, 457
Pondy. l.R.• (1969) 239. 240.289
Pooled coupling. defined. 22-23
Porter. l. W .• (l968). 53; (1964)
137
Positions. design of, 69-103
Postbureaucratic state of
structure. 260-61
Power. problems of
concentration due to
Divisionalized Form.
426-29
Power as a contingency factor,
288-98
and centralization and
formalization. 288-91
in Divisionalized Form.4<'1-3
and level in the structure.
296-97
in Machine Bureaucracy,
331-32
needs of members and
centralization, 291-92
in Prof...ional Bureaucracy,
376-78
in Simple Structure. 309
Power distribution. !We
Decentralization
of formal nature. !W'
Decentralization.vertical
of informal nature. _
Decentralization.
horizontal
PPBS. _ P1anning

programmin&-budpting
system
Predictability of work as
intermediate variable,
222. 268. 269
Price. J.L.. (1968) 114.125
Principles of management. 10,
319.433
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Process production, 252, 254,
257-61
and automation, 258-59,
458-59
Product, grouping, by, see
Output, grouping by
Product change, and Adhocracy,
453-55
Professional bureau I adhocracy
(hybrid). 370
Professional Bureaucracy,
301-2, 348-79, 470,
472,474
administrative structure,
358-61
bureaucratic nature of
struclure, 351-52
compared with Operating
Adhocracy, 436-37
conditions of, 366-71
contingency factors, 366-71,
467
decentralization, 357-58
democracy in, 357-58,
360-61,366
descriptio!, of basic
structure, 349-66
design parameters, 349-66,
466
external control of
professional work, 372,
376-79
functioning characteristics,
349-66, 466-67
hybrids, 470-71
with Adhocracy, 370
with Divisionalized Form,
399
with Simple Structure,
370-71
introduced, 301-2, 348-49
issues associated with,
371-79
managerial work in,
361-63, 365-66
motivation of professionals
in, 371-72
operating core:
focus on, 354-56
work of. 349-51
parallel administrative
hierarchies in, 360-61
pigeonholing process,
352-54
power of administration in,
360, 362-63, 365-66
prime characteristics, 301,
348,466-67
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Professional Bureaucracy (cont.)
problems of:
coordination, 372-73
discretion, 373-74
dysfunctional responses
to, 376-79
innovation, 374-76
standards in, 351-52
strategy formation in,
363-66,373-76
training and indoctrination,
349-51
transitions from, 470-71, 478
transitions to, 470-71, 478
types, 470
why professionals join,
357-58
Professional work, 79, 96-97,
101-3, 142-43, 178
in Adhocracy, 434-35
and decentralization, 201
unit grouping of, 113-14
(see ,,/so Adhocracy "nd
Professional
Bureaucracy)
Project managers, 165, 166-67
Project structure, see Adhocracy
Public machine bureaucracy
(type),331
Pugh, D.S.. et al .. (1%3-64) 11,
85, 195,313; (1968) 11,
85-86, 195, 230, 233,
251, 253, 262; (1969a)
11-12,85-86,300,307,
331; (l969b) 11-12, 289;
(see ,,'so Inkson, I,H.K.,
et aI., (1970))
Pulls on the organization,
301-3,469-73
ideology, the sixth, 480
Pure types, 304
configurations as, 473-74

Q
Quality of Working life, 75, 78

R
Raisinghani, 0 .. (1976) 58,60
Rate of change of technical
system, 250
Reciprocal coupling, defined,
22-23
Reeser, c., (1969) 448, 461
Reeves, T.K., (1970) 253

~gulated

Rows, 37-46

!

in Machine Bureaucracy,

·

319,323
technical system,
250,251
and formalization and

R~ulation by

bureaucratization,

261-62
(see "Iso Technical system)
Reimann, B.C., (1973) 186, 230,
289
Related product form (hybrid).
!
403, 404, 408-12
Research on organizational
I
structuring, 12-13, 61,
142,198,220-21,
223-26,236,240,269-70
Research-based organization
(type),45O
Ri,:e, A.K., (1953) 49, 68, 77,
115
Roethlisberger, F.I. (1939) 10
Rogers, D.C., (1975) 243, 333
Rqle blurring, see Blurring of
roles
Role specificity, 81
RClles of manager, see
·
Managerial work
R'/""nstein, R., (1970) 202, 289,
,
339
Rosenzweig, I.E., (1970) 177,
235
Rumelt, R.P.. (1974) 192,
279-80, 294, 394, 398,
402,403,407, 408, 409,
423
Rushing, W.A., (1967-68) 238;
·
(1976) 238

s
Safety, as condition of Machine
Bureaucracy, 332
Safety bureaucracy (type), 332
Salter, M.S., (1970) 403,404,
412
Saltzman, D., 55, 271
Samuel, Y., (1970) 228,233,
288,453
Sayles, loR., (1961) 40, 115,
117-18, 131, 153;
(1971) 167, 272, 281,
286, 432, 433, 434, 435,
439, 442, 446, 447, 448,
449. 457, 478; (1976)
165, 166, 169, 179, 435

"

Scalar chain, 9, (se. "Iso
Chain of command)
Scharpf, F.W., (1977) 107,122
Schedules, 148
Scheduling, sre Action planning
system
Schein, E.H., (1968) 97
Schlesinger, A.M., 310
Schoenherr, R.A.. (1971) 136,
186, 196, 232, 234,
238-39
Scientific management
movement, 10, 34, 73,
334-35
ScOIl, B.R.. (1971) 231, 241,
246, 247, 394, 403, 405,
412; (1973) 247, 279,
280, 399, 403
Scoll, R., (1962) 288
Scoll, W.G., (1961) 53
Segal. M., (1974) 300, 353, 450
Seidman, H., (1970) 33, 44~
Selective decentralization, see
Decentralization,
selective
Selznick, p .. 88
Sequential coupling, 22-23
Service, grouping by, set
Output, grouping by
Shabrokh, T .. 306
Shape of superstructure, 134,
130-38, (see Also Size
of units)
Shaw, M.E., 208
Sherwood, F., (1960) 36, 46-47,
51, 134, 135, 138, 189
Shifting matrix structure,
172-73
Shinoda, Y., (1973) 295
SIAR, (1975), 357, 420, 452-453
Sills, D.l., (1957) 55,370
Simon, H.A.. (1954-55)
206-7; (1957) 3, 38,
70,81, 113...14, 153,
154; (1958) 45,82,
88-89; (1968) 182;
(1969) 65; (1973a) 145,
338; (1973b) 338; (1977)
81, 258, 265, 352, 353,
439,440
Simple bureaucracy (hybrid),
331
Simple enVironment, see
Complexity of tho
environment

Simple professional bureaucracy
(hybrid),370
Simple Structure, 305-13,470-72
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Simple Structure (cont.)
and automated process
production, 459
conditions of, 308-11
contingency factors, 305,
308-11,467
description of basic
structure, 306...8
design parameters, 305,
306-8,466
direct supervision, 306
functioning of, 306-8,
466-67
hybrids, 470-71
with Adhocracy, 308
with Divisionalized
Form, 399
with Machine
Bureaucracy, 331
with Operating
Adhocracy, 454
with Professional
Bureaucracy, 370-71
introduced, 301, 305
issues associated with,
311...13
and logo, 307
managerial work in, 307, 321
prime characteristics, 305,
466...67
strategic apex, 306
strategy formation in, 307,
346,347
transitions from, 470-71,
477
transitions to, 470...71, 478
types, 470
Simpleststruclure (hybrid), 308
Sixth structural configuration,
479-80
Size imperative, 263
Size of organization, 11-12,
230-48
of Adhocracy, 457-58
and administrative ratio,
235-40
and diversification, 400-401
in slructuraltransition,
246-47
of Divisionalized Form,
400-401
and formalization, 233-35
and level in structure, 296-97
of Machine Bureaucracy,
325,326-29
and power concentration
due to Divisionalized
Form, 426-29

Size of organization (cont.)
of Professional Bureaucracy,
366
of Simple Structure. 308,
309-10

and size of average unit.
232. 233. 234, 235
and stages of structural
development, 241-48
and structural elaboration,
230-32, 234-35
and technical system, 253,
262-63
see ,,'so Technological
imperative "nd Size
imperative)
Size of units, 134-47
by part of the organization,
143-47
in relationship to the
coordinating
mechanisms, 138-43
and size of organization,
232-33, 234-35
and technical system, 255
Skills, grouping by, 108, 109,
(se. "Iso Function,
grouping by)
Skills, standardization of see
Standardization of skills
"nd Training
Sloan, A.P.. (1963) 191-92,
387,406
Slocum, IW.lr., (1974) 259
Smith, A., (1910) 70
Socialization, 97
as prime coordinating
mechanism of sixth
configuration, 480
Socialized divisionalized form
(hybrid), 399
Sociogram, 47
Sociotechnical system, 48, 124
Sophistication of technical
system, 250, 251
and structural .Iaboration,
262-64,266
(se. "Iso Technical system)
Sorensen, I.E.. (1974) 378
Sorensen, T.l., (1974) 378
Span of control, 10, 134-35,
142
meaning in Adhocracy, 43S
(see ,,/so Size of units)
Specialization of lobs, 69-80
horizontal,69-71
by part of the organization,
78-80
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